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Art. I. — INTRODUCTION.
In legal phrase, we would prefer being judged by our acts — and in
commercial parlance, being credited with our performances — to making
promises in advance of our publication. But custom having rendered it
necessary, on the appearance of a new work, to accompany it with some in
dication of the plan upon which it will be conducted, and the objects it is
intended to subserve, we comply with the requisition.
In the first place, as an excuse for its appearance at all, we may say,
that such a publication as the present is imperiously demanded by the wants
and wishes of the commercial part of the community, and we believe that
such a work, conducted upon enlarged and liberal principles, is calculated
to be eminently useful, and will prove highly acceptable, not only to the
Merchant, but to all who feel an interest in promoting information on sub
jects deeply identified with the wealth, the greatness, and the happiness of
our common country. Commerce is not only a business, but a science,
extremely intricate in some of its developments, and calculated to elevate
the roina, and enlarge the understanding, when pursued upon legitimate
principles, and with high and honorable views.
Essentially and practically a trading people, the commerce of the Uni
ted States has been pushed, by the enterprise of her citizens, to every part
of the habitable globe — her ships penetrate every ocean, and her canvas
whitens every sea, bringing home the varied productions of every soil and
climate, and while rewarding individual enterprise and exertion, adding
to the store house of general knowledge, and increasing the prosperity of
the country.
The questions which arise in such extended intercourse with the world,
are multifarious and diversified. The knowledge and information neces
sary to guide the adventures to a successful termination, is often complex
and. difficult of solution ; the sources whence it is to be obtained are not al
ways accessible, and operations are often begun in a reckless spirit of spe
culation, and end, as might have been anticipated, in defeat, simply because
VOL. I. No. I.
1
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some element necessary to success, or some piece of information essential
to the adventure, had, in the ardor of pursuit, been disregarded.
One of our prominent objects will be. to raise and elevate the commercial
character — to point out the requisites necessary to form the thorough and ac
complished merchant. An expensive education, and a long course of
study, is necessary to form the statesman, the physician, or the common
lawyer ; but every clerk seems to think he can at once assume the prac
tical merchant, and spring, ready armed and equipped, into the active busi
ness of life, like Minerva from the head of Jove ; forgetful that as pretenders
in one case soon sink into oblivion and disgrace, he cannot expect other
wise than loss and discomfiture, if wanting the elementary information ne
cessary to success.
. Wc shall, therefore, from time to time, point out the headlands in the
commercial chart, and endeavor to mark the quicksands where oftentimes
shipwreck has been made, not only of property, but of probity, and that
high sense of honor, wanting which, however abounding in every thing
else, a man may assume the name, and be totally deficient in all that forms
the high and honorable merchant.
With these views, it will necessarily be inferred that we are the strenuous
friends and ardent supporters of the Mercantile Library Associations of this
and of our sister cities.
Wherever the minds of the young are to be formed, and an incentive
given to those who, after the present busy actors in our crowded marts of
commerce are removed, are to occupy their places, they will find us inspirit
ing them in their career, and doing all in our power to aid the incipient
merchant in his high and honorable avocation.
We say high, because commerce is now the most honorable pursuit in
which a man of talent and enterprise can engage. Commerce is now the
lever of Archimedes ; and the fulcrum which he wanted to move the world,
is found in the intelligence, enterprise, and wealth of the merchants and
bankers, who now determine the questions of peace or war, and decide the
destinies of nations. An adaptation to commercial pursuits does not, in our
acceptation of the term, mean the mere accumulation of dollars and cents,
which may be gained without merit, or lost without reproach, by disastrous
reverses, which may baffle the most sagacious and well directed operations,
and the most skilful combinations ; not that ingenuity or tact which is di
rected to overreaching and circumvention, and to which the frank and the
honorable oftentimes fall victims ; but a profession embracing and requiring
more varied knowledge, and general information of the soil, climate, pro
duction, and consumption of other countries — of the history, political com
plexion, laws, languages, and customs ofthe world — than is necessary in any
other ; and honorable, because a merchant, formed on our ideas of commer
cial character, would be fitted and qualified to act a part which would not
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commentaries on the law — with this difference, that ours will require time
before it can be fully developed, while his was at once laid before the public
perfect and complete.
Every subject that can be interesting or useful to the merchant, will be
embraced from time to time : for it is our intention to render the Merchant's
Magazine and Commercial Review a standard work on the subjects to which
it will be devoted, so that it may be referred to with certainty and confidence,
for counsel and direction in the various questions arising in commercial
affairs. Currency, exchanges, banking, commercial and marine law, part
nerships, agencies, and statistical information, commercial and manufacturing,
will have our special attention, as well as the domestic trade of the United
States; and we are happy at being enabled to say, with confidence,
that we have secured able and talented assistance in the various departments
of our work, and the whole will be under our immediate supervision.
Well written communications will be received with pleasure, and inserted
as far as our limits will permit, reserving to ourselves the right of abridging
or excluding, as far as circumstanc.es may render it necessary ; and it will be
at all times grateful to us, as proving an interest in our success, to receive
communications from practical and scientific men, for as by the collision of
flint and steel, light is extracted, so from the intercourse between mind and
mind, truth is elicited, an impulse given to examination, and an incentive
applied to research, which may produce valuable results — for thought is the
germ of action.
■

Art. II. — COMMERCE, AS CONNECTED WITH THE PRO
GRESS OF CIVILIZATION.
[We nre satisfied that we cannot present our readers with any thing more acceptable
than the following able lecture, read before the " Mercantile Library Association of
New York," on the 4th of December, 1838, by the Hon. Daniel D. Barnard, and
furnished by him, at the request of the Association, for publication in our Magazine.
It needs no comment from us, in ushering it into the world ; for the subject is so ably
treated, and so happily discussed, that it will be read with interest and advantage. We
may be permitted, however, to remark, that it is peculiarly gratifying to see so many
highly gifted minds turning their attention to commercial inquiries, and illustrating
the importance of trade. No nation on earth is as eminently qualified, as the United
States, by geographical position, internal resources, the spirit and indomitable enter
prise of the people. for running a proud and successful career; and in proportion to the
attention paid to these advantages by those who wield the destinies ; and develop the
resources of our young, but giant republic, will be the impulse given to our onward
march in wealth and national greatness ]
The subject with which it is proposed to occupy the present hour, is —
commerce, as connected with the progress of civilization. Ancf it is proper,
and perhaps necessary, to a right understanding of the subject, that I should
begin with a word or two of explanation.
What is civilization ? In its ordinary acceptation, it denotes a condition
of society, freed from the rudeness and ignorance of the savage or barbarous
state, instructed in the arts, and practising the rules and customs of regu
lar and polished life. I mean this by the word, and I mean something
more. Besides the idea which it conveys, of settled homes, and regular
employments ; of country, and government, and laws ; of protection to life,
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limbs, and liberty ; of property, and its securities, and the comforts, and
conveniences which represent and result from property — besides all this,
I employ the word, at present, to denote a high degree of social prosperity,
abounding in wealth, without which the advance of any people in know
ledge, in positive happiness, or in the exercise of the nobler qualities and
virtues of our nature, will be retarded and uncertain ; a high degree of
personal refinement ; superior cultivation, physical, intellectual, and moral ;
a superior acquaintance with the art of living generously and well, with
all the accommodations thereto, " the means and appliances to boot ;" in short,
a condition of dignified enjoyment — of substantial happiness to the human
being — such as we know to be within the capabilities of his nature.
I suppose, that from the creation, mankind have been tending, on the
whole, towards excellence — towards the exaltation of the human charac
ter, and the bettering of their earthly condition and prospects. A candid
appeal to history, I think, would demonstrate this fact. I suppose that the
world has been man's school of improvement, furnished and fitted with
every requisite and means of culture, carefully adapted to his nature, and
affording precept upon precept, and lesson upon lesson, of instruction, and
varied according to his age and according to his progress. I suppose that
men always have been improveable, that they are so now, and proba
bly always will be. And I suppose that they have been actually im
proved — that they have from the earliest ages made an actual, though not
an invariable, advance ; and that that advance is not likely to be arrested,
but accelerated rather, so long as the means of improvement on the one
hand, and the capability of improvement on the other, are found* to remain
undiminished or unexhausted. On this topic, I rely upon facts, and I dis
card all speculations. I believe what I see, and I make all the past a cred
ible and an accredited witness for the truth. I have no opinions, and I
indulge in no conjectures, about the perfectibility of human nature, or of
human happiness. Progression, improveability, is all that I insist upon ;
and this, I think, rests on the strongest proofs and the clearest demonstra
tions. It is demonstrable, I think, as the existence of God is demonstrable,
from the evidences of design and adaptation. It is shown as a result, in the
actual history of the race. And to the deep and contemplative student and
observer of events, it is plainly discernible in the rise and fall of nations,
and the wonderful way in which each has been made to serve the cause of
human instruction and improvement, in its turn, and then to give place to
its legitimate and appointed successor — appointed to carryforward a work
to which the other was no longer competent ; or perhaps to introduce a
new system, or subject, of instruction and improvement, of which the other
was ignorant, and must forever have remained so; and which, so far as we
know, could have been introduced in no other manner. Of course, I reject
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ready — at least, the van of the host has reached — a creditable and com
manding elevation. And I look forward, through long and misty years to
come, and think I discover the same broad plain, stretching away into the
mighty future, rising gradually as it runs on, until it is lost in obscurity,
marking the way of man's onward and upward tread in the sublime and
appointed track, whither time and destiny'seem to call him.
But I have one word more to say on this subject. There is nothing so
true and indisputable, that some may not be found to doubt and cavil about
it ; just as there is nothing so absurd and impossible, that some may not be
found to believe it. Happily for the object I have at present in view, it is
quite unnecessary that the faith of others, in regard to the progress of civ
ilization, past or to come, should square exactly with my own — should be
neither greater nor less than that which I entertain. There is a common
ground, on which we may all meet. Nobody doubts — every one admits
and understands, that there is a broad distinction between the savage, or
barbarous state, and the civilized — as between the Romans, in the fifth
century, and the Northern hordes that swept over and trampled them down;
and between our own Indian tribes, and the swelling tide of white popula
tion, before which they are fast melting away. As little is it doubted by
any, that civilization admits of comparison and degrees — that one people
may be more or less civilized than another —just as civilization in the
East, though once in advance of the rest of the world, is at this day behind
the civilization of Europe and America. And there are none, I think,
among us, at the present day, who pretend to doubt that a state of civiliza
tion is the preferable state for any people, and by the same rule, that the
higher the degree of civilization, the better and the happier.
So far, then, we are all agreed, that civilization is a desirable thing, and
that it cannot be carried to too high a pitch, any more than it is possible for
this people to be too wise, too virtuous, too prosperous, and too happy. It
may be admitted, moreover, that we are already highly civilized — and if
this was the fourth day of July, instead of the fourth day of December, we
might, without spoiling our present argument, one and all, admit and in
sist, that the sun never shone on so glorious a country and people before,
and never would again. So much, I say, we might admit and insist upon,
without spoiling our present argument ; for still it would be true that, as
wise men, it would do us no harm to look a little to the sources of our pros
perity and glory. That if wc could do nothing to enhance the advantages
of our position, we might, at least, take care that we should not begin to
decline prematurely, and, by what we should do, or omit to do, precipitate
our own* inglorious fall.
Every one must be aware, that there exists at this day, as in times past,
and in this country, as elsewhere, more or less distrust of commerce —
more or less prejudice against commercial operations and commercial men.
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to tolerate trade. They desired to encourage agriculture exclusively, and
they made their restrictive measures effectual, by fortifying their harbors,
forbidding strangers to enter, and teaching their own people that the sea, to
which their river flowed, was a monster, which only waited an opportunity
to swallow up bodily their God, the Nile, and leave them a deserted, ru
ined, and starving people. Now, some of the prejudices excited against
commerce in modern times, have been worthy of this elder example. Napo
leon knew well enough where the strength of Sampson lay ; but when he
wished to render England odious to a nation of soldiers, and make his own
continental system acceptable, or at least endurable, he stigmatized the
English as a nation of shop-keepers. The expression had its effect ; but
the catastrophe which Napoleon had the sagacity to dread, and which he
endeavored to avoid, was not thereby averted. The shops of England, in
that most memorable controversy, eventually proved too powerful for the
military genius and resources of the greatest captain of any age. For to the
eye of the philosophic observer, it must be apparent, that it was commerce
that triumphed on the field of Waterloo.* That battle would probably
never have been fought, much less won, as it was, had it not been for the
outpoured and exhaustless resources of England — resources which clearly
had their foundation and their growth in commerce. I shall not deem it
necessary, nor would it be discreet, to allude with any particularity what
ever, to the prejudices with which rival interests sometimes, and mistaken
views and opinions always, have, to a greater or less extent, imbued and
warped some minds amongst ourselves, in regard to commerce — in regard
to its interest, its objects, its real character, and its mighty, but little under
stood operations and influence. It is no part of my business or purpose, to
vindicate the mercantile interest from any petty aspersions, of which it
may, at any time, have been the subject. My plan, I trust, is a broader
and more comprehensive one. I desire to do what little can be done by
me, and in so brief an opportunity as this must be, towards placing com
merce on its true foundation — towards giving it that position of importance
and high consideration which really belongs to it — especially in the esti
mation of mercantile men themselves, the younger and more inexperienced
members of the class particularly. I desire that the first claims of com
merce, and of the class of merchants, shall be understood and felt, at least
by themselves, if not by others ; for out of this proper appreciation, it is
reasonable to hope, that some valuable results, as well to the country and the
world, as to themselves, may chance to flow. In short, I desire to show that
commerce always has been, that it now is, and always must be, especially and
most closely connected with the progress of human improvement — that
this is a capital element among the means and instruments of a thorough
and complete civilization — and that it is quite within the power, as it is
both the interest and the duty, of those having the charge of commerce,
either conducting its affairs, or exercising any control over it, to wield the
vast influence which naturally belongs to it, in a way to make it productive
of a much greater amount of benefit to themselves, to the country, and to
mankind, than could be expected from ordinary, neglected, and accidental
results only.
And in the first place, a brief recurrence to the well known records of
the rise and progress of commerce, will show how exactly it has kept pace
* To say nothing of the nature and principal cause ofthe continued struggle between
England and France, — a war for mastery between the Colonial and the Continental
systems.
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with the rise and progress of civilization — or rather, it will show, I think,
that civilization has followed almost uniformly in its train.
I have already alluded to the early, incipient trade of Egypt, as having
lasted just long enough, before its suppression, to introduce, along with the
productions of the East, such an acquaintance with learning and the arts,
then existing in the East and nowhere else, and so much taste for them, as
enabled the Egyptians to maintain, through several centuries — in the
midst, however, of an essential barbarism in manners and morals — a de
gree of intellectual cultivation, of which no other example was found, at
the time, among the western nations. The Egyptians cultivated the natural
sciences and architecture, and by colonizing Attica, lent to Greece the
torch-light of the knowledge possessed and cultivated by them.
The first example of an extended and flourishing commerce, was set by
the Phoenicians and Tyrians ; and, for a long period, the whole Western
World was barbarian, compared with them. They traded with Asia, Africa,
and Europe, and with the Islands of the Atlantic. They made territorial
discoveries, and obtained a knowledge of geography, of which the Greeks
themselves were wholly ignorant at a much later period. They may be
said to have invented, rather than improved, ship-building ; and they carried
the art to some degree of perfection. They discovered the manufacture of
glass, and that of woollen cloth ; they prepared the inimitable purple dye ;
and they executed mechanical works in great variety. They built cities,
which were enriched by trade, and refined by the arts. They cultivated
astronomy ; and the invention of letters, and of arithmetic, and their intro
duction into Greece, is commonly attributed to them. They were not war
like, because their occupations were peaceful ; and they extended a peaceful
dominion, by colonization and alliances, over a considerable part of the then
known world ; much of it, indeed, known only to themselves, or through
themselves. Wherever they went, they carried with them knowledge and
the arts. The first notions of civil society in Greece came from them. Asia
Minor, several of the principal islands in the Mediterranean, Carthage, and
Cadiz, received their first population, and their first impulse towards im
provement and knowledge, from this commerce-loving people.
The spirit of commerce, and with it, that intellectual activity and enter
prise which distinguished the Tyrians, were transmitted to the Carthagi
nians. As the Phoenicians had engrossed the trade with India, the Cartha
ginians struck out boldly into the Atlantic. Passing the gates of Gades,
they pushed their adventures along the coast of Spain, and of Gaul, and
finally penetrated to Eritain. Nor were the voyages of this people merely
those of trade or private adventure. Voyages for discovery only were made,
and fleets were fitted out for the purpose by the Republic, and at the public
charge. That Carthage was a leading state among the ancients in cultiva
tion and civilization, we all know. Of her wealth, her prowess, and her
power, let her early conquests, her successful commercial wars, and her
commercial treaties, speak. She was finally crushed beneath the ponderous
weight of her great rival; but her overthrow was only accomplished, after
she had been gradually stripped of the best part of her possessions and her
property, and reduced to poverty and abjectness, by the interruption and de
struction of her trade.
A fact which tends to show that both the Phoenicians and Carthaginians,
had made a creditable advance in civilization, is this: that they were ena
bled to establish and maintain their governments under republican forms.
And the Carthaginian constitution was very remarkable, for a period so
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early, in one important particular — I mean the complete separation of the
civil and military power. It was the union of these that led to the downfall
of freedom in Rome.
Several of the states of Greece pursued commerce with considerable suc
cess ; and her maritime and naval power was respectable, and even formida
ble. But the Greeks were in no degree distinguished as a commercial peo
ple. Their trade was confined almost entirely to the Mediterranean, and
they knew little of the science of navigation. The truth is, that the Greeks
seem to have had committed to them a peculiar trust in regard to civiliza
tion. It was time that the human mind should begin to be turned in upon
itself, and opportunity afforded it to try the strength and the elegance of its
own powers. It seems to have been put to the Greeks, to show what the
human being is capable of, when allowed, under favorable circumstances, to
devote himself to the cultivation of the intellect and the taste. Hence, they
contented themselves with being shut up in almost total ignorance of the
earth beyond their own narrow precincts. They despised every other peo
ple, and every other language. And they set themselves assiduously, and
of course, successfully, to the cultivation of letters, of philosophy, and the
fine arts. Their mission was an important, though a limited one, and it was
most faithfully executed ; but it has been rather in opposition to them than
through them, against their exclusiveness and through other and very dif
ferent agencies, that the world has been put in possession of the results and
benefits of their labors. If the world had waited for the Greeks themselves
to diffuse the light they kindled, it is hard to say when its general illumina
tion, through their means, would have commenced.
The Greeks were finally led forth to foreign conquests by Alexander;
and it was under him, the great Macedonian hero, and by the force of his
wonderful genius, that commerce began a new and splendid reign. It is re
markable that Alexander, whose march through hostile countries was
scarcely impeded by his successive victories, was obliged, in his rapid
career, to sit down for seven months before the peaceful city of Tyre ; and,
finally, made a conquest of her only after the most incredible exertions. It
was, probably, this very resistance on the part of the Tyrians, with the vast
resources which they were enabled to command for their defence, which
first led the conqueror to comprehend something of the superior advantages
of commerce ; and, finally, prepared the way for the foundation of that great
commercial emporium, in lower Egypt, which bore his name.
The city of Alexandria was founded and located expressly with a view
to its commercial advantages. It commanded the trade, both of the East and
of the West, and it never lost its ascendency, at least not beyond recovery,
let what revolutions would come, as the centre and mart of universal trade,
until near the close of the fifteenth century, when the Portuguese discover
ed, perhaps rediscovered, a new route to India, by way of the Cape of Good
Hope.
But the city of Alexandria, be it remembered, became as much the cen
tre of the arts and the learning of the world, as it was the seat of commerce
and dominion. This was the theatre of the learned labors of the Hellenists ;
the seat of the celebrated academy and museum, where the greatest scholars
of the age lived, studied, and instructed; and here was collected that celebrat
ed library, designed to preserve and perpetuate the whole body of ancient
learning, and embracing the entire circle of Grecian and Roman literature.
Elegantice regum curceque egregium opus.
The next great event in the order of time, to be regarded as affecting the
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condition and advancement of the race, was the accession of Rome to uni
versal dominion. In all the western world, there was one central empire ;
every thing else was provincial only. Carthage was a province : Greece
was a province ; Egypt was a province ; all subject to the sway of imperial
Rome. Now, the proud and soldierly citizens of Rome despised commerce.
Commerce, navigation, mechanical arts, and, indeed, for a considerable time,
and to a considerable extent, letters themselves, were regarded by the haugh
ty Roman as fit only to occupy the slave, the freedman, or the provincial.
His business was to follow the trade of glorious war ; the conquest of arms,
and to delight himself with bloody pastimes. At a later period, stimulated
by the learning and the example of the conquered Greek, the Roman culti
vated letters successfully, and he carried one department of human learning,
the department of law, to a noble and unexampled perfection. And his
haughty disdain of commerce, as a personal employment, did not make him
utterly blind to its merits and advantages as a business in the state. Com
merce was suffered to remain in original hands ; and it was so much the
more active and successful, as it was now even* where under the control
and direction of one central power, and was freed from the injurious restric
tions and obstructions to which it had been before subject, from the mutual
jealousies and hostilities of rival states. The city of Rome, as the seat of
supreme power, and the capital of universal empire, was the grand point
and reservoir to which the wealth of the provinces, and the chief profits and
productions of all their trade and business, were made to flow. For this pur
pose, were these countries conquered ; for this purpose, they were made
provinces. Commerce increased the importance and the wealth of such of
them as had been, or were, maritime states, and made them, of course, the
more desirable and valuable, because richer subjects, to their imperial and
plundering masters. Commerce, therefore, was fostered and encouraged by
the Romans. They were made richer by it; they were enabled to indulge
in a growing taste for the rare luxuries of the East ; and they found in it a
powerful ally and coadjutor in their great business of war and conquest.
Now, the agency which commerce, during all this period, had in further
ing human improvement, is evident enough. It was the means ofestablishing
and preserving an intercourse between Rome and her provinces, and be
tween the various countries themselves subject to Rome, on a footing very
different from that which otherwise must have existed. It was an intercourse,
in some degree, of reciprocal advantage ; it softened hostile feeling ; it caused
men to begin to regard each other as friends and brothers, who might be
better employed than in robbing and murdering one another ; it enlarged, at
once, the desires and the capacities of men ; it improved their tastes, their
manners, and their habits; and, by opening channels of more easy and ge
neral communication, it made an extension and diffusion of knowledge and
the arts, and of the light of learning, possible, which was quite impossible
without it.
But now the time was at hand, when Rome must fall. Her mission had
been fulfilled ; her work was done, and she must give place to new races
of men, who, though at first of most unpromising appearance, should, in
time, take up improvement where she should leave it, and carry it on to a
perfection which she was, and must forever have been, incapable of giving
it. The first effect of the great Northern inundation, which swept over the
Western Empire, was to quench, at once, the light of science, of arts, of let
ters, and of civilization in Europe. Europe returned to primitive barbarism.
vol. I. — no. I.
2
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Her territory cut up and parcelled out into small states, always independent
and generally hostile ; there was a sudden and utter end of the union and
intercourse which had existed under the Roman power. Learning was des
pised, as leading to effeminacy ; and universal ignorance, rudeness, and bar
barism prevailed. " The names of stranger and of enemy," says Robertson,
"became once more words of the same import. Customs every where pre
vailed, and even laws were established, which rendered it disagreeable and
dangerous to visit any foreign country. Cities, in which alone an extensive
commerce can be carried on, were few, inconsiderable, and destitute of those
immunities which produce security or excite enterprise. The sciences, on
which geography and navigation are founded, were not cultivated. The
accounts of ancient improvements and discoveries, contained in the Greek
and Roman authors, were neglected or misunderstood. The knowledge of
remote regions was lost ; their situation, their commodities, and almost their
names, were unknown."
But, after some ages of settled gloom and darkness, symptoms of revival
began to appear; and it is worth remarking, that these symptoms first show
ed themselves among those tribes of barbarians who had possessed them
selves of Italy, and were favorably situated to commence operations in trade.
Commerce had not been at any time wholly neglected in the Greek empire.
Constantinople had all the whale preserved a taste for the productions of the
East, and kept up the intercourse necessary to bring them in, even when
compelled to resort to the tedious and difficult route, inland, by way of the
Indus, the Oxus, and the Caspian and Euxine seas. These productions
were also brought by way of the Persian gulf, and the Euphrates and the
Tigris, to several cities on the Syrian coast of the Mediterranean. And the
Arabians, in possession of Alexandria, revived and carried on the old trade
between that city and India, by the route of the Arabian gulf and the Indian
ocean. With all these marts of trade successively, the Italians established
and maintained a commercial intercourse. They began this intercourse so
early as the age of Charlemagne, and by the time the Crusades commen
ced, several of their cities had risen to considerable opulence, and already,
through the channels of their trade, they had communicated to Spain, to
France, to the Low Countries and to England, some valuable ideas ofmanu
factures and arts. The holj var, as it was called, gave a new impulse to
the trade and business of the Italian cities; and Venice, particularly, became
a powerful state, with great personal wealth, and extensive and valuable ter
ritorial possessions. The profits of trade stimulated the Italians to attempt
the production and manufacture ofvarious commodities, for which they found
a growing demand in every quarter of Europe. Companies of Lombard
merchants were settled in the various kingdoms, under the immediate pro
tection of the governments, and a special suspension made in their behalf of
the absurd customs and enactments against strangers, for the purpose of re
ceiving, vending, and distributing the productions of Italian trade or Italian
skill. And it was through these means chiefly that the European nations
were first led to value or desire the useful and elegant arts and luxuries of
life.
Following the efforts and successes of the Italians, the spirit of trade and
enterprise was aroused in the north. The famous Hanseatic League was
formed, and became a powerful and formidable association. The cities of
the League concerned themselves as well with politics as with trade, and
they conducted with equal skill and success the transactions of commerce and
the operations of war. Between them and the Lombards, an active cor
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respondence and exchange took place ; supplies became more regular and
abundant, and had a more extended and general distribution. In the mean
time, a new spirit of industry was excited; manufactures flourished, espe
cially in the Netherlands. Flanders, through her trade in woollens, be
came populous and opulent. And finally, England, by the wise conduct
and policy of Edward III., following the example of Flanders, and aided
by Flemish artisans, adopted the manufacture of woollens, and thus, by
this simple beginning, set out in a commercial career, which she has since
run with unexampled credit, advantage, and success.
The effects of the revival and prosecution of trade in Europe, were too
plain to be mistaken. It aroused and liberalized the minds of men. It
subdued their mutual animosities. It softened their manners. Laws and
governments were greatly modified by it. It fostered the genuine spirit of
liberty and personal independence. It stimulated to activity, industry, and
enterprise. It produced wealth ; and this led, first to indulgence, and the
adorning of life, then to ease, leisure, and finally, to study and intellectual
cultivation. The first attempts to revive literature, were made in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries. They were begun in Italy, where trade was be
gun : and instruction was first derived from the Greeks at Constantinople,
and the Arabians at Alexandria, as commodities had been. And when
literature really revived, at a later period, it was still in Italy that her light
was kindled ; and it is believed, that wherever the illumination spread in
Europe, commerce had preceded it.
I need not dwell on subsequent events, marking the grand outline of the
modern history of commerce. They are familiar to all. A safe and intel
ligible path was found on the broad ocean, by the discovery of the Mari
ner's compass. The Cape of Good Hope was discovered, and passed. A
new world was found.
" The 17th century was the period in which the principles were adopted,
and most of the establishments formed, which have contributed to advance
the commerce of Europe to its present astonishing height. The interests
of nations became better understood than in any former age ; the utility of
commerce had become evident to every one, from the wealth and power it
had conferred on the states which had encouraged it ; and commercial trea
ties became frequent between the different nations. Navigation was im
proved, new settlements were formed, and many of those before made were
rising into importance ; manufactures were advancing in many parts of Eu
rope ; shipping was increasing ; and the intercourse between distant places,
from the accumulation of knowledge and experience, becoming more ex
peditious and secure."*
Since the period just named, commerce has steadily gone on, improving,
and enlarging, both in Europe and America; while, within the few short years
of the present century, it has acquired an actual increase, and a prospective
activity and advantage, which give to it a value and an importance which
have never been felt as belonging to it before. Now in all the progress it
has made, in modern as well as in former times, it is impossible not to
see, that the enlightenment and civilization of mankind, have made a gen
eral and equal advance along with it. It is impossible not to discover that
its influence, on the whole, has been as salutary, as it has been powerful
and commanding. It is identified every where with improvement — im* Rees' Cyclopaedia.
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provement in mind and manners — improvement in arts and letters — im
provement in knowledge, in morals, in legislation, in laws, in liberty, —
and in all this improvement, it has led much more than it has followed ; it
has been the pioneer, much more than the fellow and companion of human
advancement and civilization.
But no adequate justice can be done to the claims and merits of commerce —
to the great influence it has exerted, and is destined to exert, on human af
fairs — without a recurrence to some particulars. It is important to under
stand how commerce operates, and by what instruments and agencies —
what results it produces, or is capable of producing, and by what means it
produces them —in order to comprehend, in any fit degree, the eminent ser
vice it has rendered, and may be expected to render, to mankind. The lim
its of this occasion will not allow me to do more than to glance, in a curso
ry and hurried manner, at some of these particulars.
The direct object of commerce is the exchange of commodities. Of course,
there must be commodities to be exchanged ; and the more of them there may
be, the more considerable will be the business and the profits of exchange.
Commerce, then, is concerned to favor production, to favor industry, to favor
ingenuity and invention. She stands between the class ofthe producers and the
class of the consumers ; and her interest is to encourage both production and
consumption. To encourage consumption, she labors to create a taste for com
modities ; she persuades her customers, that their comfort will be promoted,
and their happiness increased, by the possession ofthese commodities. In the
early periods of commercial operations, whether the object be to sell, or to pur
chase, intercourse takes place always between those who are in diverse or dif
ferent states, in regard to improvement, usually by the visits of the more civi
lized to the less civilized. The object is to induce the savage to exchange the
skins in which he wraps himself, for the coarse but more comfortable cloths
ofthe merchant — to induce the barbarian to give up his bow and arrow for
the riffe, and the riffe in turn for the plough and the sickle. As improvement
goes on, the articles of the trade improve in texture, in value, and in variety;
until, finally, nothing is satisfactory short of productions formed of the most
costly and precious materials, and wrought with the most exquisite skill and
workmanship Wants have been increased with the increase of supplies, while
the ability and means to satisfy them all, if circumstances have not been unfa
vorable, are certain to have mcreased faster and faster still. Whatever can
save or facilitate labor ; whatever can gratify the taste or the intellect ; whatever
can promote comfort, safety, ease, enjoyment, is sought after and had for the
asking and paying for. And these very wants, and this very consumption,
are indicative o f refined and polished life.
But while commerce has been creating all this taste, and all this desire, for
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machinery comes in substitution of labor ; wealth abounds ; leisure is gained ;
and enjoyment, refinement, and cultivation, follow.
This is the process, and this the progress, of communities under the lead of
commerce. Production and commerce, as grand departments of industry, are
indeed interests of mutual and reciprocal advantage. But there is that in the
spirit of commerce — in her activity, her daring, her enterprise and energy,
which puts her, almost always, on the advance. She it is who points the way,
and beckons skill and labor on. It was the class of merchants who caused
the manufacture of silk to be undertaken in Italy, and that of sugar in Spain ;
whence it was transferred to our own side of the Atlantic ; and those of wool
len and flax, in the Netherlands. Manufactures, as well as natural products,
are their stock in trade, the grand capital and basis of all their operations. The
establishment of particular manufactures, in particular localities, may some
times be opposed by portions of the mercantile interest, as when attempted
under an unjust application of the restrictive policy. Freedom of trade is the '
motto of the class. But, as a whole, the world cannot be too busy with manu
factures — with production — to suit the merchant. As long as a market is left,
or can be found, on the face of the globe, to be supplied, he cries to the producer
and the manufacturer for more. He is never satisfied till the world cries
enough.
A service of incalculable importance which commerce renders to the inter
est of production and manufactures, and thence to the cause of human im
provement, is in making a territorial division of labor possible, which would
otherwise be impossible. By the operations of commerce, every separate
country, and each particular section of every country, is enabled to prosecute,
with undivided attention and devotion, the peculiar business for which it is ex
clusively or best fitted by position, soil, surface, or climate, by the physical and
mental condition or genius of its population, or by the prevailing state of
production, of trade, or of markets, in other places and other parts of the
world. Through commerce, it becomes possible to devote one region to the
culture of tea. and another to coffee and sugar; for one people to grow cotton,
another rice, another wool, and another grain ; for one community to engage
in the manufacture ofcloth, another of leather, and another ofiron; for marble
to be quarried in this mountain, and coal dug out ofthat, and gold picked out
of the earth that washes down from a third. Indeed, without a territorial di
vision of labor, there would be a narrow and impassable limit to the personal
division of labor. And if it were possible now to conceive of the sudden arrest,
from any cause, of the operations and business of commerce — the ceasing of
the now ceaseless flow of commodities from one country to another, and be
tween different parts of the same country — we could not fail to see that pro
duction must at once be arrested, and almost entirely cease over the world,
and that, of necessity, the world must return to a primitive condition of simpli
city, ignorance, rudeness, and barbarism.
But as commerce deals with commodities, buys and sells and transports, its
constant desire and effort has been, as I have already intimated, to widen and
extend the sphere of its active operations. This has led to territorial discovery
and to colonization. The direct object has often been to find new commodi
ties and new markets for the uses of trade ; but, from the beginning, as a gene
ral thing, commerce has pursued adventure with a liberal, enlightened, and
noble spirit — with a desire to enlarge the boundaries of human knowledge,
and spread the light and blessings of religion and civilization over the broad
earth. In obedience to a principle wisely planted in our common natures, the
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first promptings to adventure and discovery, as in the classic expedition to
Colchis, have no doubt usually been the desire and the prospect of obtaining
possession of the golden fleece. The first anticipation of some direct and sub
stantial reward, must usually be found necessary to sustain and encourage ad
venture, where difficulties and perils are to be encountered more dreadful and
appalling than those which were involved in the three memorable labors of
Jason. But, as in the very case of that bold and skilful navigator and hero,
other and loftier motives and aspirations are soon found to mingle themselves
with the spirit of gain. The adventurer finds himself engaged in an enter
prise which, if successful, must result in incalculable benefits to his country
and his kind. His imagination is kindled. There will be glory as well as
gain in the achievement. He becomes fired with that noblest and strongest
ofall passions, when once it takes possession of the human breast — the desire
of doing some great good to his race — of working out some mighty and glo
rious result in human affairs ; and he expects, as he has a right to expect,
that, as it happened to the Argonauts, the time will come, when the very ship
in which he sails will shine as a constellation among those bright and lightgiving objects which men love to gaze and wonder at, and his name be en
rolled with those to which the earth pays a willing tribute of veneration and
praise.
The history of discovery and of colonization, is nearly identical with the
history of commerce ; and the march of mprovement and civilization has
been, by an equal step, in company with discovery and colonization. It is
curious to observe how uniformly these important movements have had their
origin, or their chief conduct and agency, among commercial nations, or with
commercial men. When Necho, an Egyptian king, at a very early period,
sent out an expedition, with a view of ascertaining, if possible, the form and
termination of Africa, he was fain to trust its execution to Phoenician navi
gators. It was the Tyrians who founded Carthage and Cadiz. And it was
Carthage, in her turn, that sent out Hanno, with sixty ships and many thou
sands of emigrants, of both sexes, to pass the pillars of Hercules, to seek out
new and unheard of territories, and found new colonies. Rome contented
herself with making discoveries on land, and by the march of her conquer
ing armies ; and it was at once, perhaps, a cause and a consequence of the
want of commercial enterprise among the Romans, that they religiously
believed to the last, with Pliny the naturalist, and the learned and philoso
phic Cicero at their head, that, of the zones of the earth, two only, namely,
the temperate zones, were habitable. That these two were antipodal, and
all the communication between them forever impassible, by the interposition
of a tropical region, which was perpetually burnt up with heated vapors,
and unquenchable flames ! Since the period when extended navigation be
came possible, by the use of the magnetic needle, discovery and colonization
have been almost exclusively in commercial hands. Portugal was a mari
time state, and led the way. The Spaniards, the Dutch, and the English,
all engaged in these enterprises. The connexion of discovery with com
merce is traceable, indeed, in every direction. Americus Vespucius was a
native of Florence, where he was thoroughly instructed in natural philoso
phy, astronomy, and geography — three branches of learning which en
grossed attention at the time in Florence, expressly on account of their im
portance to commerce. John Cabot was a Venetian pilot, of great skill in
navigation, and Sebastian Cabot was his son. Columbus, too, had his origin
in commercial Italy. He was a native of Genoa. So it is with discovery,
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and attempts at discovery, in more modern times. The hand of commerce
is in it all. The efforts to break through the ice of the poles, early began,
long continued, and still persevered in ; and the formidable South Sea expe
ditions of our own times — the resolution to penetrate every sea and every
clime — to leave no portion of the earth unexplored, or unvisited, by the foot
ofcivilized and christian man, — all this is the work, and the mission of com
merce — comes of commerce — belongs to commerce — and will finally be
accomplished by commerce.
But there is another department of human action and enterprise, in which
the agency of commerce has been, and must continue to be, exerted with the
happiest effect — leading, indeed, to results of the highest interest, and of
the last importance to mankind. I allude to the matter of the improved
and improving means and facilities of intercommunication, for transit and for
transport, whether by water or by land. I set down, without hesitation, to the
account and credit of commerce, about all that has yet been done, and by an
ticipation, all that may be done, in this sort of improvement ; because, with
out pretending that whatever has been done in this way, has always been
begun and prosecuted by commerce — yet commercial intercourse has al
ways been the direct object in view — and so it must be in future. The in
terests of trade are apt to be the first to prompt to these improvements ; and
whether that be so or not, all other interests, agriculture, manufactures, me
chanic arts, and trades, with ten thousand incidental benefits, are favorably
affected and promoted by them, according as trade is advanced through their
instrumentality.
In speaking of these improvements, I mean to include every thing that
affects navigation and transport by sea, or on rivers and canals, or carriage
by land. The science of navigation itself, with the various sciences and
branches of learning more immediately connected with it — the art of build
ing ships, as well as the art of sailing them — the discovery of the magnetic
needle, made by a navigator — the progress which has been made in the
knowledge of meteorology ; of climates, currents, winds, and storms — the
discovery and establishment of channels, harbors, and roadsteads, with the
various artificial works relating to them — the method of propelling vessels
by steam, destined, no doubt, to effect new and mighty revolutions yet in mari
time and naval operations — the increased protection afforded to ocean navi
gation and to trade, not more by an adequate show of naval force, than by
the prevalence of sentiments and doctrines at once more humane and more
just — the establishment and growth of commercial tribunals, conducted on
the principles of equity, and the advance which has been made in building
up a system of international and commercial law, on the foundations of
justice. Add to all this, improved river navigation, the construction and use of
canals, road making on new and improved plans, and finally, the adoption of
rail-ways, with the employment of steam-power upon them, for draft and for
speed. Here is a most lame and imperfect enumeration of particulars, in
regard to which, the agency and the interests of commerce have been exert
ed and wielded, not for the purposes of general utility and advantage merely,
but for the rapid and substantial advance of the race of men in knowledge
and wisdom, in civilization and power.
Improvements in the means, securities, and facilities of transports, con
sidered in two principal divisions, have reference either to ocean navigation, or
to carriage by way of the land. In regard to ocean navigation, if any one
would understand the progress it has made, and the progress of mankind
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along with it, for want of a better mode of arriving at the truth, and compre
hending the whole of it, he might take a single instance or example. Let
him look at a ship of Grecian construction, and compare it with some speci
mens of modern naval architecture. Certainly one of the most celebrated
maritime expeditions in the world, was that undertaken by the Greeks to
Colchis — not, I suppose, by any means wholly fabulous. The ship in
which the adventurers sailed, was the Argo, described as magnificent in her
proportions, as well as exquisitely finished, and altogether of such worth as
finally to attain the distinction of having her name, as if for a perpetual me
morial, written on the heavens among the stars. This stately ship was
forced to make a tedious circuit on her return home, after the immediate
objects of the voyage had been accomplished ; and it is remarkable, that a
part of this circuit was a journey on solid ground, or over the mountains and
valleys that lie between the Danube and the Adriatic. Of course, the carrying
was equitably divided between the parties to the enterprise. The ship bore
the navigators by water, and the navigators bore the ship by land. So, too,
one ofthe most famous naval battles recorded in history, was the fight between
the Greeks and Persians, at Salamis, into which the Greeks brought three
hundred and eighty ship — all, of course, mighty men-of-war, but not a
deck, nor a quarter of a deck, among them all. " Look on this picture, and
then ou this " Think of the moving mountains of wood and iron, which com
pose one of our ships of war, of the larger class — the Pennsylvania, for ex
ample — her lofty decks, rising tier upon tier — her enormous length — the
fearful height between her top mast and hold —the batteries she carries, and
the army of men that musters within her walls Or take an instance from
our commercial marine — one of our own beautiful liners, for example — or,
if you please, the Great Western, as a specimen of her class, and typifying
the latest triumph of human skill and human power, over those most formi
dable obstacles, which broad oceans, capricious gales, and raging tempests,
have always interposed to the intercourse of distant nations and peoples, and
thence to the progress of mankind in general cultivation and improvement.
But not to dwell on this point, and considering navigation as now in the
act of approaching all the perfection of which the imagination can conceive
it to be capable ; let us recur, for a moment, to the consideration of the sub
ject of internal improvements — of improved facilities for intercourse and
communication through or by way of the land.
The agency of commerce, in this department, has been conspicuous from
the beginning. We have an instance or two, in its early history, to illustrate
the promptness with which it lays hold of the idea of internal improvements,
as essential to the success of its own enterprises. To say nothing of the cele
brated canals of ancient Egypt, when Alexander the Great had open
ed the trade of India to the Greeks, and the Europeans generally, at the
city of Alexandria, to be carried on by way of the sea, and the Arabian gulf,
his next concern was to open the same great magazine of supplies, by some
convenient route, to his Asiatic subjects, situated about and above the sources
of the Tigris and the Euphrates. For this purpose, he commissioned his
officer Nearchus, in command' of a competent fleet, to explore and examine
the coast-wise course of navigation, between the mouth of the Indus and the
entrance to the Persian gulf. One serious obstruction he knew existed in
another part of the proposed route, namely : at the mouth of the Euphrates,
in the cataracts, so called, which the jealous and narrow-minded Persians, in
their time, had caused to be constructed, as an effectual barrier against the
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approach of strangers to their territory, in that direction. Now this obstruc
tion Alexander proposed and was prepared to remove, however difficult —
the first example, it is believed, on record, of a plan to free the channel of a
river from impediments to its navigation, whether natural or artificial. This
was, comparatively, in the infancy ofthe world, as well as of commerce. At
a later period, after the race in Europe, which, in the lapse of time, had grown
up to the stature of incipient, though uncouth and awkward manhood, had
been struck back again into mere childishness, ignorant, stupid, and fero
cious ; and when the first glimmerings of returning intelligence and civiliza
tion began to appear, another instance occurred of a grand conception for a
work of internal improvement. This was the conception of Charlemagne,
who, by subduing, and uniting together, under his own sway, a large number
of hitherto independent, and jealous, and jarring tribes and nations, prepared
the way for a renewal of the intercourse and commerce between various
points and places in Europe, which had existed under the dominion of Rome.
To favor the interests of commerce, and the improvement of his people still
more, he formed the magnificent project of opening a direct communication
between the German ocean and the Black sea, by uniting the waters of
the Danube and the Rhine. Unhappily, the low state of scientific attain
ment and skill at that day, would not allow of the execution of the work.
It cannot be necessary to allude to other cases of the like kind, with those
just referred to, in ancient or early times, to show what was then the tendency
and spirit of commerce ; and this lecture has already been drawn out to too
great a length, to admit of any thing more than a naked reference to the
wonderful progress which works of internal improvement have made, and
are making, in modern times, in all the civilized quarters of the globe.
The improvement of natural river channels, and the construction of artificial
ones ; with the more recent device of reticulating the broad surface of ex
tended territories and districts of country with rail-roads, are leading to con
sequences of which the first and faintest effect only are beginning to be felt ;
but which, in their ultimate and grand features, have as yet been but most
imperfectly imagined. Foreign commerce, from the very necessity of
things, is greatly dependent upon, and limited by, domestic and internal trade.
And as domestic and internal trade must always depend, for its extent and
its prosperity, on means and facilities which can only be afforded by liberal and
enlightened systems, and works of internal improvement; so may these
systems and works be deemed secured and guarantied to the world, by the
very interests of commerce, as well as by the generous; and enterprising
spirit which is commonly known to actuate it. What has been already done
in this matter in the several countries of Europe, and in the United States —
the more commercial communities among them being always on the lead —
is the pledge and earnest of the efforts and the successes which are certainly
to follow. The command of Heaven to man. that he should subdue the
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selves — its condition, in general, is becoming freer every day, and with free
dom, it gains power — a power which is learning to display itself in acqui
ring ajust dominion over material things, and asserting and vindicating a proud
superiority and mastery over physical obstructions, difficulties, and disabili
ties, placed, for obvious and wise reasons, in the plain pathway of his ad
vance towards that point ofdignity and excellence, which is clearly attainable,
but only so through severe discipline and patient cultivation.
No one, I am sure, can be more sensible than I am, how very limited and
imperfect is the view I have presented of the advantages and influence of com
merce, and its connexion with the past, and the anticipated progress of civili
zation. The subject, as all must have seen by this time, is quite too vast and
gigantic in its proportions, to admit of compression, with any show of justice,
within the proper boundaries ofa single occasion like the present. There are
several considerations ofdeep interest connected with it, to which no allusion
even has been made — while the topics which have been touched upon, have
only been touched, not handled. The influence of commerce, not only as it
is the source of liberal profits, and generally of great aggregate wealth, to the
class of merchants themselves — the use of which is always distinguished by
singular generosity ; but also as it stimulates to industry and enterprise in the
other grand departments of business — opening the way and the only way to
wealth in them, by opening markets to them — by affording them a vent for
surplus commodities, without which there would be n6 surplus production, no
profits, and no accumulation. The influence of commerce, in enabling men
to congregate in large towns and cities, which otherwise could not possibly be
subsisted and sustained, leaving to the fields only such portions of the entire
population as are essential to their profitable cultivation, instead of crowding
those fields with herds which, without commerce, would occupy only to crop
them, as the beasts do, for a present and bare subsistence — enabling men, I
say, to congregate in cities, which, with all the vices and impurities that ne
cessarily yet belong to them, always have been, and must be, the chief seats of
refinement and civilization in every land, where wealth aggregates and cen
tres — where literature, polite learning, and the fine arts, flourish — where
manners are polished — where intellect is alive and active — where sym
pathy and benevolence have an ample field for untiring exertion, and in
which exertion never tires — where virtue is of vigorous growth, be
cause it is obliged to flourish in spite of the tainted atmosphere it dwells
in, or die — where morals have a strong cast, because they exist in the
very presence of seduction and crime — and where piety, and faith, and
honor, and manhood, and nobleness, and generosity, all put on a positive
and resolute bearing and quality, because they are called to occupy
their spheres, and exercise themselves in the face of the boldrst infidelity,
and before the sworn enemies of all thte orderly, decent, and legal institu
tions and customs of civil society. Again ; the influence of commerce, in fa
vor of human liberty, as its whole history, if examined, would show, in resist
ing the exactions, and breaking down the artificial and oppressive distinctions
of the feudal system — in demonstrating, as it did in Italy, and in the free
cities of Germany, and elsewhere, the power and capacity of men to establish
and maintain independent communities, to form confederacies, and to govern
themselves, — in raising up a new class in society — men who could carve
out fortunes for themselves, without the sword — men who could command,
without being bom to command — men who were competent to business, to
public business, because they were bought up to business — men who showed
that there was some value in other things, as well as in lands — that the lord
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of manors was no better or wiser, than the lord of ships, of money, and of
merchandise, and that the world might be benefitted quite as much by indus
try and noble virtues, as by idleness and noble blood — in short, that the world,
after all was not made for kings and barons, but for generations of free-born
men to dwell in and to enjoy. And again : the influence of commerce, in favor
of the gentle virtues and arts of peace, and against the trade and the calamities
of horrid war, an influence which has been felt, first, in teaching men that
they may have a better and more profitable occupation, by turning their
thoughts to productive industry, and acquiring the means ofsurrounding them
selves with the comforts, conveniences, and luxuries of quiet life; then, in ren
dering wars of territorial conquest or personal ambition at least in countries
highly commercial, difficult if not impossible ; then, in showing that negotia
tion is better than blood in composing disputes, and that treaties and compacts
between nations are quite as rational and effectual a way of defining accurate
ly their mutual rights and obligations, and bringing them to a good under
standing with each other, as ramparts and bristling cannon, lines of circumvallation, sorties and attacks, the tramp ofarmies, the shock ofbattles, the deso
lation of homes, habitations, and countries ; an influence, in short, on the part
of commerce, which, as it increases in power and importance, and in an
intelligent understanding of its own great interests, and the higher interests of
government and society, is more likely than any thing else I am acquainted
with, short of the universal sway of the simple and unaffected spirit of chris
tianity, to put an end to all wars — such only excepted, perhaps, as may be
waged for the only cause that was ever worth fighting for — the indepen
dence of nations, and the freedom of mankind. All these topics, and others
that might be adverted to, which are a part, and an essential part, of the sub
ject in hand — all of which, it would be necessary to investigate and develop,
in order to show how intimately and essentially, commerce is connected with
the progress of civilization — all must be passed by with the slight and very
unsatisfactory notice of such as have been named and referred to all. I can do
no more, in conclusion, than to commend them all, with the whole subject, to
such attention and thought as they may seem to deserve. I think it must be
seen, that commerce, while it has done much, very much already, to benefit
the world, is still in commission as the minister and apostle of other benefits
and higher advantages — that there is not on interest in the whole range of
life and society, to which its influence does not, or may not, reach, in one way
or another, and to which it is not, or may not, in some degree, be of essential
service. Education, religion, freedom, morality — the diffusion of wealth —
the diffusion of the useful and ornamental arts — the diffusion of knowledge —
the dissemination of religious light and truth — the extension and cultivation of
taste and refinement — a free, happy, and improving personal intercourse be
tween country and city, between different parts of the same country, and be
tween different countries — these things are all of them more or less within
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moves ; seeds which shall spring up in green plants, in bud and blossom, in
flower and fruit, to feed the growth of improvement in all forms — the growth
of virtue and intelligence, of taste and civilization, in all lands.
Nor are other departments of life and industry, as all are to participate in
the humanizing advantages of a growing and extended commerce, without a
deep interest in its successes and its prosperity. Of course, commerce, as I
have said, cannot flourish without their aid. That aid, however, is to be sup
plied through increased activity and enterprise in their own proper spheres.
It is the beautiful order and arrangement of Providence, that those who labor
assiduously in their own callings, promote in the end the general advantage
much more effectually, than could be done by any direct interference with the
proper pursuits of others. The prosperity of a community, and its advance in
improvement and happiness, are not committed exclusively to single hands, or
to particular classes. Every profession and every employment has its share
assigned it in so great a work. Eloquence has its share ; instruction has its
share ; invention has its share ; literature has its share ; and labor, in its thou
sand forms, has its full share. The same great end is always in view, or it
should be, to make men at once wiser and happier. And, though he may not
know it, the workman with the hammer, and the smith that smites the anvil,
labor eff ctively — it may be in an humble degree — for this same cause ofhu
man advancement ; and the pale student and the learned doctor can do no
more, and do no better, than labor for the same cause. No people can be
come and continue refined and intellectual, unless their physical wants and
comforts are fully provided for; and hence, the very ditcher himself is no
unimportant actor in this universal drama. And, perhaps, there is no one
lesson in life more necessary to be learned than this : that men are every
where mutually dependent on each other, and so are trades and occupations;
that they deserve each others respect, however widely separated their spheres
of action, and need each others sympathy, confidence, countenance, and sup
port; that all are embarked in the same broad bottom — borne on the same
heaving tide — the same bending sky over them all, and the same port and
haven forever before them all; that those who work the ship, and those
who command — those who tug at the ropes and set the sails, and those who
calculate her latitude and hold the tiller, are all, and equally, indispensable to
the success of the voyage; and that the prosperity and the happiness of the
whole company will be promoted and secured, just in proportion as all, in
their own proper spheres, shall perform their own proper duties, with reso
lution, with promptness, and with scrupulous fidelity.

Art III — ACCUMULATION, PROPERTY, CAPITAL, AND
CREDIT.
-47» Address, delivered before the Mercantile Library Association, at the
Odeon, in Boston, September 13fA, 1838. By Edward Everett.
The association, the celebration of whose eighteenth anniversary gave
occasion to this adlress, is, we believe, the oldest of the kind in our country,
though, as might be expected, from the relative extent of the two cities, in
ferior in its resources and in the number of its members to that which has
been so successfully established here. We cannot allude to these institutions,
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without expressing our admiration of the spirit and manly feeling to which
they are indebted for their origin. Their purpose, and it is an elevated one,
is to withdraw the members from the influence of the feeling and habits
which are the natural result of the routine of all professional pursuits; to
illustrate those pursuits by philosophical observation and inquiry; to take up
the conduct of education at that stage of its progress, where our ordinary
guides leave us at our own disposal. In the mercantile profession, the ad
vantages of such institutions are more obvious than in any other ; under
their influences, the merchant, if he be not numbered among the princes of
the earth, may become what is still loftier and better —the intelligent friend
of social advancement, the benefactor of his race.
We are persuaded that we cannot better instruct and gratify our readers,
than by transferring to our pages the greater portion of this admirable dis
course. No intelligent reader in our country would willingly confess him
self unacquainted with the writings of Mr. Everett, nor require any de
scription of the beautiful power by which he illuminates every subject that
he touches. It is one of the finest characteristics of his eloquence, that fervid
and lofty as it is, we never see it employed to throw a seductive coloring
over extravagant positions or wild theories; the reader is not compelled to
condemn what he admires ; and if he wonders, it is only at the wide and
various learning with which every topic is treated, and the originality which
all assume beneath a master's hand.
In this address, Mr. Everett has done that for the science of political eco
nomy, which its professors have too generally failed to do ; he has shown
the direct, immediate, indispensable application of its principles to the ordi
nary business of life. It will be well for those who have been led to regard
this science as unsettled in its principles, and unsatisfactory in its results, to
study the illustration which is here given of the importance of those princi
ples, in relation equally to the individual, and to the society of which he is
a member. Many of them may be surprised to find that what they have been
in the habit of regarding as fraught with danger, or deserving only of re
proach, is but the seeming evil from which good may be educed.
In the beginning of the address, the author declares its object to be the
discussion of a few of the elementary topics connected with commerce; in
reference to which, there are some prevailing errors, and on which it is im
portant to form correct judgments. These topics are, accumulation, proper
ty, capital, and credit ; and they are successively treated in a manner which
would be spoiled by an attempt at abbreviation Certain we are, that no rea
der will complain of the copiousness of our extracts.
I. Some attempts have been made of late years to institute n comparison between
what have been called the producing and the accumulating classes, to the disadvan
tage of the latter. This view I regard as entirely erroneous. Accumulation is as ne
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powers, and skill. One excelled in one pursuit, one in another. One was more ex
pert as a huntsman, another as a fisherman ; und all found that, by making a business
c f some one occupation, they attained a higher degree of excellence than was practica
ble, while each one endeavored to do every thing fir himsetf. With this discovery,
commerce began. The Indian, who has made two bows, or dressed two b?ar-skins,
exchanges one of them for a bundle of dried fish or u pair of snow-shoes. These ex
changes between individuals extend to communities. The tribes on the sea-sliore ex
change the products of their fishing for the game or the horses of the plains and hills.
Ea^li barters what it has in excess, for that which it cannot so well produce itself, and
which its neighbors possess in abundance. As individuals differ in their capacities,
countries differ in soil and climate; and this difference leads to infinite variety of
fabrics and productions, artificial and natural. Commerce perceives this diversity,
and organiz s a boundless system of exchanges, the object of which is to supply the
greatest possible amouut of want and desire, and to effect the widest possible diffusion
of useful and convenient products. The extent to which this exchange of products is
carried in highly-civilized countries, is truly wonderful. There are probably few in
dividuals in this assembly who tonk their morning's meal this day, without the use of
articles brought from almost every part of the world. The table on which it was
s-rved was made from a tree which grew on the Spanish Main or one of the WestInJia islands, and it was covered with a table-clo:h from St. Petersburg or Archangel.
The tea was from China; the coffee from Java; the sugar from Cuba or Louisiana;
th« silver spoons from Mexico or Peru ; the cups and saucrrs from England or France.
Each of these articles was purchased by an exchange of other products — the growth
of our own or foreign countries — collected and distributed by a succession of voyages,
of en to the farthest corners of the globe. Without cultivating a rood of ground we
taste the richest fruits of every soil. Without stirring from our fireside, we collect on
our tables the growth of every region. In the midst of winter, we are served with
f.uits that ripened in a tropical sun; and struggling monsters are dragged from the
depths of the Pacific ocean to lighten our dwellings.
As all commerce rests upon accumulation, so the accumulation of every individual
is made by the exchanges of commerce to benefit every other. Until he exchanges it,
it is of no actual value to him. The tiller of a hundred fields can eat no more, the pro
prietor of a cloth factory can wear no more, and the owner of a coal mine can sit by
no hotter a fire, than his neighbors. He must exchange his grain, his cloth, and his
coal, for some articles of their production, or for money, which is the representative of
all other articles, before his accumulation is of service to him. The system is one of
mutual accommodation. No man can promote his own interest without promoting
that of others. As in the system of the universe every particle of matter is attracted
by every other particle, and it is not possible that a mote in a sunbeam should be dis
placed without producing an effect on the orbit of Saturn, so the minutest excess or
defect in the supply of any one article of human want, produces an effect — though of
course an insensible one — on the exchanges of all other articles. In this way, that
Providence which educes the harmonious system of the heavens out of the adjusted
motions and balanced masses of its shining orbs, with equal benevolence and care
furnishes to the countless millions of the human family, through an interminable suc
cession of exchanges, the supply of their diversified and innumerable wants.
II. In order to carry on this system of exchanges, it is necessary that the articles
accumulated should be safe in the hands of their owners. The laws of society for the
protection of property were founded upon the early and instinctive observation of this
truth. It was perceived, in the dawn of civilization, that the only way in which man
could elevate himself from barbarism, and maintain his elevation, was by being se
cured in the possesion of that which he had saved from daily consumption, this b-ing
his resource for a time of sickness, for old age, and for the wants of those dependent
upon htm, as well as the fund out of which, by a system of mutually beneficial ex
changes, each could contribute to the supply of the wants of his fellow-men. To strike
at the principle which protects his earnings or his acquisitions, — to destroy the as
surance that the field which he has enclosed and planted in his youth will remain for
the suppoi t of his advanced years — that the portion of its fruits which he does not need
for immed.ate consumption will remain a safe deposit, under the protection of the pub
lic pence — is to destroy the life-spring of civilization. The philosophy that denounces
accumulation, is the philosophy ofbarbarism. It places man below the condition of
most of the native tribes on \\\\f continent. No man will voluntarily sow that another
mny reap. You may place a man in a paradise of plenty on this condition, but its
abundance will ripen and decay unheeded. At this moment, the fairest regions of the
earth — Sicily, Turkey, Africa, the loveliest and most fertile portions of the East, the
regions that, in ancient times, after feeding their own numerous and mighty cities,
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nourished Rome and her armies — are occupied by oppressed and needy races, whom
all the smiles of heaven and the bounties of the earth cannot tempt to strike a spade
imo the soil, farther than is requisite for a scanty supply of necessary food. On the
conirary, establish the principle that property is safe, that u man is secure in the pos
session of his accumulated earnings, and he creates a paradise on a barren heath;
alpine solitudes echo to the lowing of his herds ; he buitds up his dykes against the
ocean, and cultivates a field beneath the level of iis waves, and exposes his life fear
lessly in sickly jungles and among ferocious savages. Establish the principle that his
property is his own, and h2 seems almost willing to sport with its safety. He will
trust it all in a single vessel, and stand calmly by while she unmoors for a voyage of
circumnavigation around the globe. He knows that the sovereignty of his country
accompanies it with a sort of earthly omnipresence, and guards it as vigilantly, in the
loneliest island of the Antarctic sea, as though it were lucked in his cotters at home.
He is not afraid to send it out upon the common pathway of the ocean, lor he knows
that the sheltering wings of the law of nations will overshadow it there. He slo ps
quietly, though all that he has is borne upon six inches uf plank on the bosom of the
unfathomed waters ; for even if the tempest should bury it in the deep, he has assured
himself against ruin, by the agency of those institutions which modern civilization
has devised for the purpose of averaging the losses of individuals upon the mass.
III. It is usual to give the name of capital to those accumulations of property which
are employed in carrying on the commercial, as well as the other business operations
of the community. The remarks already made will enable us tojudge, in some degree,
of the reasonableness of those prejudices, which are occasionatly awakened at the
sound of this word. Capital, is property which a man has acquired by his industry,
or has, under the law of the land, become possessed of in some other way; and which
is invested by him in that form, and employed in that manner, which best suit his edu
cation, ability, and taste. No particular amount of property constitutes capital. In a
highly prosperous community, the capital of one man, like the late Baron Kothscliild,
at London, or of Stephen Girurd, at Philadelphia, may amount weight or ten millions ;
the capital of his neighbor may not exceed as many dollars. In fact, one of these two
extraordinary men, and the father of the other, passed from one extreme to the other in
this scale of prosperity ; and the same law which protected their little pittance at the
outset, protected the millions amassed by their perseverance, industry, and talent.
Considering capital as the muinsprin^' of the business operations of civilizi/d socie
ty — as that which, diffused in proportionate masses, is the material on winch enter
prise works, and with which industry performs its wonders, equally necessary and in
the same way necessary for the construction of a row-boat and an Jndiaman, a pair of
shoes and a rail-road — I have been at some loss to uccount for the odium which at
times has been attempted to be cast on capitalists, as a class; and particularly for the
contrast in which capital has been placed with labor, to the advantageous employment
of which it is absoluiely essential.
1 have supposed that some part of this prejudice may arise from the traditions of
other times, and the institutions of other countries. The toots of opinion run deep into
the past. The great mass of property in Europe, at the present day, even in fenglund,
is landed property. This property was much of it wrested from its original owners,
by the ancestors of its present possessors, who overran the countries with military vio
lence. and despoiled the inhabitants of their possessions ; or still worse, compelled them
to labor us slaves, on the land they had once owned and tilled as free men. U is
impossible, that an hereditary bitterness should not have sprung out of this relation,
never to lie mitigated, particularly where the political institutions of society remain
upon a feudal basis. We know from history, that after the Norman invasion, the
S.ixon peasantry, reduced to slavery, were compelled to wear iron collars about their
necks, like dogs, with the names of their masters inscribed upon them. At what subse
quent period, from that time to this, has any thing occurred to alleviate the feelings
growing out of these events ! Such an origin of the great mass of the property, must
place its proprietors in some such relation to the rest of the community, as that which
exists between the Turks and Rayas, in the Ottoman empire, and may have contribu
ted to produce an hereditary hostility on the part of the poor, toward the rich, among
thousands who know not, historically, the origin of the feeling.
It is obvious, th it the origin of our political communities, and the organization of
society among us, furnish no basis for a prejudice of this kind against capital. Wealth,
in this country, may be traced back to industry and frugality ; the paths which lead to
it, ore open to all ; the laws which protect it, are equal trAtll; and such is the joint ope
ration of the law, and the customs of society, that the wheel of fortune is in constant
revolution, and the poor in one generation, furnish the rich of the next. The rich
man, who treats poverty with arrogance and contempt, tramples upon the ashes of his
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father or his grandfather; the poor man, who nourishes feelings of unkindness
and bitterness against wealth, makes war with the prospects of his children, and the
order of things in which he lives.
A moment's consideration, will show the unreasonableness of a prejudice against
capital, for it will show that it is the great instrument of the business movemenis of
society. Without it, there can be no exercise on a large scale of the mechanic arts, no
manufactures, no private improvements, no public enterprises of utility, no domestic
exchanges, no foreign commerce. For all these purposes, a twofold use of capital is
needed. It is necessary, that a great many persons should have a portion of capital ;
as for instance, that the fisherman should have his boat; the husbandman, his farm, his
buildings, his implements of husbandry, and his cattle ; the mechanic, his shop, and
his tools ; the merchant, his stock in trade. But these small masses of capital, are not
alone sufficient for the highest degree of prosperity. Larger accumulations are wanted
to keep the smaller capitals in steady movement, and to circulate their products. If
manufactures are to flourish, a very great outlay in buildings, fixtures, machinery, and
power, is necessary. If internal intercourse is to diffuse its inestimable moral, social,
and economical blessings through the land, canals, rail-ruads, and steam-boats, are to
be constructed at vast expense. To effect these objects, capital must go forth like a
mighty genius, bidding the mountains to bow their heads, and the valleys to rise, the
crooked places to l>e straight, and the rough places plain. If agriculture is to be per
fected, costly experiments in husbandry must be instituted by those who are able to
advance, and can afford to lose the funds which are required for the purpose. Com
merce. on a large scale, cannot flourish without resources adequate to the construction
of large vessels, and their outfit for long voyages, and the exchange of valuable car
goes. The eyes of the civilized world are intently fixed upon the experiments now
making to navigate the Atlantic by steam. It is said that the Great Western was
built and fitted out at an expense of near half a million of dollars. The success of the
experiment will be not more a triumph of genius and of art, than of capital. The
first attempts at the whale-fishery, in Massachusetts, were made from the South Shore
and the island of Nantucket, by persons who went out in small boats, killed their whale,
and returned the same day. This limited plan of operations, was suitable for the
small demands of the infant population of New England. But the whales were soon
driven from the coast; the population increased, and the demand for the product of the
fisheries proportionably augmented. It became necessary to apply larger capitals to
the business. Whale ships were now fitted out at considerable expense, which pursued
this adventurous occupation from Greenland to Brazil. The enterprise thus manifested
awoke the admiration of Europe, and is immortalized in the well known description,
by Burke. But the business hus grown, until the ancient fishing grounds have become
the first stations on a modern whaling voyage ; and capitalsare now required sufficient
to fit out a vessel for an absence of forty months, and a voyage of circumnavigation.
Fifty thousand dollars are invested in a single vessel ; she doubles Cape Horn, ranges
from New South Shetland to the coasts of Japan, cruises in unexplored latitudes, stops
for refreshment at islands before undiscovered, and on the basis, perhaps, of the capital
of an individual house, in New Bedford or Nantucket, performs an exploit which,
sixty or seventy years ago, was thought a great object to be effected by the resources
of the British government. In this branch of business, a capital of twelve or fifteen
million of dollars is invested. Its object is to furnish us a cheap and *commodious
light, for our winter evenings. The capitalist, it is true, desires an adequate interest
on his investment ; but he can only get this by selling his oil at a price at which the
public are able and willing to buy it. The " overgrown capitalist," employed in this
business, is an overgrown lamplighter. Before he can pocket his six per cent., he has
trimmed the lamp of the cottager, who borrows an hour from evening to complete her
day's labor, and has lighted the taper of the pale and thought-worn student, who is
" outwatching the bear, ' over some ancient volume.
In like manner the other great investments of capital — whatever selfish objects their
proprietors may have — must, before that object can be attained, have been the means
of supplying the demand of the people for some great article of necessity, convenience,
or indulgence. This remark applies peculiarly to manufactures carried on by ma
chinery. A great capital is invested in this form, though mostly in small amounts.
Its owners, no doubt, seek a profitable return ; but this they can attain in no other way
than by furnishing the community with a manufactured article of great and extensive
use. Strike out of being the capital invested in manufactures, and you lay upon so
ciety the burden of doing byTiand all the work which was done by steam and water,
by fire and steel ; or it must forego the use of the articles manufactured. Each result
would in some measure be produced. A much smaller quantity of manufactured ar
ticles would be consumed, that is, the community would be deprived of comforts they
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now enjoy ; and those used would be produced at greater cost by manual labor. In
other words, fewer people would be sustained, and those less comfortably and at great
er expense. When we hear persons condemning accumulations ofcapital employed in
manufactures, we cannot help saying to ourselves, is it possible that any rational man
can desire to stop those busy wheels, — to paralyze those iron arms, — to arrest that
falling stream, which works while it babbles ? What is your object 1 Do you wish
wholly to deprive society of the fruit of the industry of these inanimate but untiring
laborers 1 Or do you wish to lay on aching human shoulders the burdens which are
so lightly borne by these patient metallic giants ? Look at Lowell. Behold the palaces
of her industry side by side with her churches and her school-houses, the long lines of
her shops and warehouses, her streets filled with the comfortable abodes of an enterrising, industrious, and intelligent population. See her fiery Sampsons roaring along
er railroad with thirty laden cars in their train. Look at her watery Golians, not
wielding a weaver's beam like him of old, but giving motion to hundreds and thou
sands of spindles and looms. Twenty years ago, and two or three poor farms occu
pied the entire space within the boundaries of Lowell. Not more visibly, 1 had almost
said not more rapidly, was the palace of Alladin, in the Arabian talcs, constructed by
the genius of the lamp, than this noble city of the arts has been built by the genius of
capital. This capital, it is true, seeks a moderate interest on the investment ; but it is
by furnishing to all who desire it the cheapest garment ever worn by civilized man.
To denounce the capital which has been the agent of this wonderful and beneficent
creation, — to wage war with a system which has spread and is spreading plenty
throughout the country, what is it but to play in real life the part of the malignant
sorcerer in the same eastern tale, who, potent only for mischief, utters the baleful spell
which breaks the charm, heaves the mighty pillars of the palace from their foundation,
converts the fruitful gardens back to their native sterility, and heaps the abodes of life
and happiness with silent and desolate ruins 1
It is hardly possible to realize the effects on human comfort of the application of
capital to the arts of life. We can fully do this, only by making some inquiry into the
mode of living in civilized countries in the middle ages. The following brief notices,
from Mr. Hallam's learned and judicious work, may give us some distinct ideas on the
subject. Up to the time of Queen Elizabeth in England, the houses of the furmers iu
that country consisted of but one story and one room. They had no chimnies. The
fire was kindled on a hearth of clay in the centre, and the smoke found its way out
through an aperture in the roof, at the door, and the openings at the side for air and
bght. The domestic animals — even oxen — were received under the same roof with
their owners. Glass windows were unknown, except in a few lordly mansions, and
in them they were regarded as moveable furniture. When the dukes of Northumber
land left Alnwick castle to come to London for the winter, the few glass windows,
which formed one of the luxuries ofthe castle, were carefully taken out and laid away,
perhaps carried to London, to adorn the city residence. The walls of good houses were
neither wainscoted nor plastered. In the houses of the nobility the nakedness of the
walls was covered by hangings of coarse cloth. Beds were a rare luxury. A very
wealthy individual would have one or two in his house : rugs and skins laid upon the
floor were the substitute. Neither books nor pictures formed any part of the furniture
of a dwelling in the middle ages ; as printing and engraving were wholly unknown,
and painting but little practised. A tew inventories of furniture, dating from the fif
teenth century, are preserved. They afford a striking evidence of the want of comfort
and accommodation in articles accounted by us among the necessaries of life. In the
schedule of the furniture of a Signor Contarini, a rich Venetian merchant living in
London in 1 181, no chairs nor looking-glasses are named. Carpets were unknown at
the same period: their place was supplied by straw and rushes, even in the presence
chamber ofthe sovereign. Skipton castle, the principal residence of the Earls of Cum
berland, was deemed amply provided in having eight beds, but had neither chairs,
glasses, nor carpets. The silver plate of Mr. Fermor, a wealthy country gentleman at
Eastern, in the sixteenth century, consisted of sixteen spoons, and a few goblets and
ale-pots. Some valuations of stock-in-trade in England, from the beginning of the
fourteenth century, have been preserved. A carpenter's consisted of five tools, the
whole valued at a shilling; a tanner's, on the other hand, amounted to near ten
pounds, ten times greater than any other, — tanners being at that period the principal
tradesmen, as almost all articles of dress for men were made of leather.
We need but contrast the state of things in our own time with that which is indica
ted in these facts, to perceive the all-important influence on human corhfort of the ac
cumulation of capital, and its employment in the useful arts of life. As it is out ofthe
question for the government to invest the public funds in the branches of industry ne
cessary to supply the customary wants of men, it follows that this must be done by
VOL. I. — No. L
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private resources and enterprise. The necessary consequence is, that the large capital
required for these operations must be furnished by the contributions of individuals,
each possessing a portion of the stock, or by a single proprietor.
It is rather remarkable that the odium, of which all capital in large masses has some
times been the subject, should be directed more against the former, — namely, jointstock companies, — than against large individual capitals. This, however, appears
to be the fuct. Some attempts have been made to organize public sentiment against
associated wealth, as it has been called, without reflecting, as it would seem, that these
associations are the only means by which persons of moderate property arc enabled to
share the profits of large investments. Were it not for these associations in this coun
try, no pursuit could be carried on, except those within the reach of individual resour
ces ; and none but very rich persons w ould be able to follow those branches of industry,
which now diffuse their benefits among persons of moderate fortune. In which part
of this alternative a conformity with the genius of our political institutions exists, need
not be labored.
But whether the masses of capital necessary to carry on the great operations oftrade,
are derived from the association of several, or from the exclusive resources of one, it is
plain that the interest of the capital, however formed, is identical with that of the com
munity. Nobody hoards, — every thingis invested or employed, and directly or indi
rectly, is the basis of business operations.
It is true that when one man uses the capital ofanother, he is expected to pay some
thing for this privilege. But there is nothing unjust or unreasonable in this. It is in
herent in the idea of property. It would not be property, if I could take it from you and
use it as my own without compensation. That simple word, it is mine, carries with it
the whole theory of property and its rights. If my neighbor has saved his earnings,
and built him a house with it, and I ask his leave to go and live in it, I ought injustice
to pay him for the use of his house. If, instead of using his money to build a house in
which he permits me to live, he loans me his money, with which I build a house for
myself, it is equally just that I should pay him for the use of his money. It is his, not
mine. If he allows mc to use the fruit of his labor or skill, I ought to pay him for that
use, as I should pay him if he came and wrought for me with his hands. This is the
whole doctrine of interest. In a prosperous community, capital can be made to produce
a greater
return
thaninthehisrate
interest fixedand
by takes
law. The
employs
the
•whole
of his
capital
ownof enterprises,
all themerchant
profit towho
himself,
is com
monly regarded as a useful citizen ; it would seem unreasonable to look with a preju
diced eye upon the capitalist, who allows all the profits of the business to accrue to
others, asking only legal interest for his money, which they have employed.
Without, however, pursuing this comparison among different classes of capitalists,
let us farther endeavor, by an example, to illustrate the question, whether they ought in
any view tobe regarded as exerting an unfriendly influence on the labors of the com
munity. Take, for instance, such a case as Mr. Stephen Girard, a great capitalist,
who united in his person the merchant and the banker, and who may be spoken of plain
ly, as he has passed away — the solitary man — and left no one to be grieved with the
freedoms which are taken with his memory. This remarkable person began life with
out a farthing, and left behind him a property, whose actual value amounted to seven
or eight millions of dollars, and this acquired in the latter half of his l ife. He told me
himself, that at the age of forty, his circumstances were so narrow that he was employ
ed as the commander of his own sloop, engaged in the coasting trade between New
York or Philadelphia and New Orleans ; adding, that on a certain occasion, he was
forty-five days in working his way up from the Balize to the city. Few persons, I
believe, enjoyed less personal popularity in the community in which he lived, and to
which he bequeathed his princely fortune. If this proceeded from defects of personal
character, it is a topic which we have no occasion to discuss here. We are authorized
only to speak of the effect upon the public welfare of the accumulation ofsuch a fortune
in one man's hands. While I am far from saving that it might not have been abused
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middle of the sea. Such a distribution would have been another name for annihila
tion. How many ships would have furled their sails, how many warehouses would
have closed their shutters, how many wheels, heavily laden with the products of indus
try, would huve stood still, how many families would have been reduced to want, and
without any advantage resulting from the distribution !
Let me not be misunderstood. I regard equality of condition and fortune as the
happiest state of society, and those political institutions as immeasurably the wisest and
best, which tend to produce it. All laws which have for their object to perpetuate large
estates, and transmit them from generation to generation, are at war with the constitu
tion of man. Providence has written a statute of distributions on the face of nature
and the heart of man ; and whenever its provisions are contravened by political en
actments, a righteous con 1urat ion to subvert them springs up in the very elements ofour
being. My proposition is only, that, in a country like this, where the laws forbid he
reditary transmission, and encourage equality of fortune, accumulations of capital,
made by industry, enterprise, and prudence, employed in active investments, without
ministering to extravagance and luxury, are beneficial to the public. Their possessor
becomes, whether he wills it or not, the steward of others; not merely, as in Mr. Girard's case, because he may destine a colossal fortune after his decease for public ob
jects, but because, while lie lives, every dollar of it must be employed in giving life to
industry, and employment to labor. Had Mr. Girnrd lived in a fashionable part of
the city, in a magnificent house; had he surrounded himself with a troop of livered
domestics; had he dazzled the passers by with his splendid equipages, and spread a
sumptuous table for his " dear five hundred friends," he would no doubt have been a
more popular man. But in my apprehension he appears to far greater advantage, as a
citizen and a patriot, in his modest dwelling and plain garb, appropriating to his per
sonal wants the smallest pittance from his princely income ; living to the last in the
dark and narrow street in which he made his fortune, and when he died, bequeathing it
for the education oforphan children. For the public, I do not know that he could have
done better ; ofall the men in the world, he probably derived the least enjoyment from
his property himself.
IV. I have left myself scarce any room to speak on the subject of credit. The le
gitimate province of credit is to facilitate and to diffuse the use of capital, and not to
create it. I make this remark with care, because views prevail on this subject exag
gerated and even false ; which, carried into the banking system, have done infinite
mischief. I have no wish whatever to depreciate the importance of credit. It has
done wonders for this country. It has promoted public and private prosperity ; built
cities, cleared wildernesses, and bound the remotest parts of the continent together
with chains of iron and gold. These are wonders, but not miracles; these effects
have been produced not without causes. Trust and confidence are not gold and silver ;
they command capital, but they do not create it. A merchant in active business has a
capital of twenty thousand dollars ; his credit is good ; he borrows as much more ; but
let him not think he has doubled his capital. He has done so only in a very limited
sense. He doubles the sum on which for a time he trades ; but he has to pay back the
borrowed capital with interest ; and that, whether his business has been prosperous or
adverse. Still, I am not disposed to deny that, with extreme prudence and good man
agement, the benefit to the individual of such an application of credit is great ; and
when individuals are benefitted, the public is benefitted. But no capital has been
created. Nothing has been added to the pre-existing stock. It was in being — the
fruit of former accumulation. If he had not borrowed it, it might have been used by
its owner in some other way. What the public gains, is the superior activity that is
given to business by bringing more persons, with a greater amount and variety of tal
ent, into action.
These benefits, public and private, are not without some counterbalancing risks ; and
with the enterprising habits and ardent temperament of our countrymen, I should deem
the formation of sound and sober views on the subject of credit, one of the most desira
ble portions of the young merchant's education. The eagerness to accumulate wealth
by trading on credit, is the disease of the age and country in which we live. Some
thing of the solidity of our character and purity of our name has been sacrificed to it.
Let us hope that the recent embarrassments of the commercial world will have a salu
tary influence in repressing this eagerness. The merchants of the country have co
vered the nselves with lasting honor abroad, by the heroic fidelity with which they have,
at vast sacrifices, fulfilled their obligations. Let us hope that hereafter they will keep
themselves more beyond the reach of the fluctuations in business and the vicissitudes of
affairs.
But it is time to close these general reflections. We live at a period when the com
merce of the world seems touching a new era; a development of energies before un
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conceived. Columbus discovered a new continent ; modern art has diminished by one
half its distance from the old world. The application of steam to the navigation of
the ocean seems about to put the finishing hand to that system of accelerated commu
nication, which began with steamboats along the coast, and canals and railroads
piercing the interior. The immediate effect of this improvement must be a vast in
crease of the intensity of international communication. The ultimate result can be
but dimly forseen. Let us trust that it will give renewed vigor to the march of civil
ization ; that it will increase the comforts of those who now enjoy its blessings, — and
extend these blessings to the forlorn children of the human family, who are at present
deprived of them.
Whatever may take place in this respect ; whether or not the navigation of the At
lantic ocean by steam vessels is to be generally adopted as the mode of communication,
commerce, no doubt, in virtue of other causes of ascertained and unquestioned opera
tion, is on the eve of acquiring an activity beyond all previous example. As in all
former ages it has been one of the most powerful agents in shaping the destinies ofthe
human race, it is unquestionably reserved for still higher functions. I confess, that I
look myself for some great results, to be produced by the new forces in motion around
us. When we contemplate the past, we see some of the most important phenomena iu
human history intimately — I had almost said mysteriously — connected with com
merce. In the very dawn of civilization, the art of alphabetical writing sprang up
among a commercial people. One can almost imagine that these wonderfully con
venient elements were a kind of short-hand, which the Phoenician merchants, under
the spur of necessity, contrived for keeping their accounts ; for what could they have
done with the hieroglyphics of the Egyptian priesthood, applied to the practical pur
poses of a commerce which extended over the known world, and of which we have
preserved to us such a curious and instructive description by the prophet Ezekiel 1 A
thousand years later, and the same commercial race among whom this sublime inven
tion had its origin, performed a not less glorious part as the champions of freedom
When the Macedonian madman commenced his crusade against Asia, the Phoeni
cians opposed the only vigorous resistance to his march. The Tyrian merchants delay
ed him longer beneath the walls of their sea-girt city, than Darius at the head of all
the armies of the East. In the succeeding centuries, when the dynasties established by
Alexander were crumbling, and the Romans in turn took up the march of universal
conquest and dominion, the commercial city of Carthage, — the daughter of Tyre, —
afforded the most efficient check to their progress. But there was nowhere sufficient
security for property in the old world, to form the basis of a permanent commercial
prosperity. In the middle ages, the iron-yoke of the feudal system was broken by com
merce. The emancipation of Europe from the detestable sway of the barons, began,
with the privileges granted to the cities. The wealth acquired in commerce afforded
the first counterpoise to that of the feudal chiefs who monopolized the land, and in the
space of a century and a half, gave birth to a new civilization. In the west of Europe,
the Hanse towns; in the east, the cities of Venice, Genoa, the ports of Sicily and
Naples, Florence, Pisa, and Leghorn, begin to swarm with active crowds. The
Mediterranean, deserted for nearly ten centuries, is covered w ith vessels. Merchants
from the Adriatic explore the farthest east : silks, spices, gums, gold, are distributed
from the Italian cities through Europe, and the dawn of a general revival breaks on
the world. Nature, at this juncture, discloses another of those mighty mysteries,
which man is permitted from age to age to read in her awful volume. As the fulness
of time approaches for the new world to be found, it is discovered that a piece of steel
may be so prepared, that it will point a steady index to the pole. After it had led the
adventurers of Italy, Spain, and Portugal, to the utmost limits of the old world, —
from Iceland to the South of Africa,— the immortal Discoverer, with the snows and the
sorrows of near sixty years upon his head, but with the fire of immortal youth in his
heart, placed himself under the guidance of the mysterious pilot, bravely followed its
mute direction through the terrors and the dangers of the unknown sea, and called a
new hemisphere into being.
It would be easy to connect with this discovery almost all the great events ofmodern
history, and, still more, all the great movements of modern civilization. Even in the
colonization of New-England, although more than almost any other human enterprise
the offspring of the religious feeling, commercial adventure opened the way and furn
ished the means. As time rolled on, and events hastened to their consummation, com
mercial relations suggested the chief topics in the great controversy for liberty. The
British Navigation Act was the original foundation of the colonial grievances. There
was a constant struggle to break away from the limits of the monopoly imposed by
the mother country. The American navigators could find no walls nor barriers on the
face of the deep, and they were determined that paper and parchment should not shut
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up what God had thrown open. The moment the war of independence was over, the
commercial enterprise of the country went forth like an uncaged eagle, who, having
beaten himself almost to madness against the bars ofthe prison, rushes out at length to
his native element, and exults as he bathes his undazzled eye in the sunbeam, or pillows
his breast upon the storm. Our merchants were far from contenting themselves with
treading obsequiously in the footsteps even of the great commercial nation from which
we are descended. Ten years had not elapsed from the close of the revolutionary
war, before the infant commerce of America had struck out for herself a circuit in some
respects broader and bolder than that of England. Besides penetrating the remotest
haunts of the commerce heretofore carried on by the trading nations of Europe — the
recesses of the Mediterranean, the Baltic, and trie White seas — she displayed the stars
and the stripes in distant oceans, where the Lion and the Lilies never floated. She
not only engaged with spirit in the trade with Hindostan and China, which had been
thought to be beyond the grasp of individual capital and enterprise, but she explored
new markets on islands and coasts before unapproached by modern commerce.
Such was the instantaneous expansion of the youthful commerce of America. Tho
belligerent condition of Europe for a time favored the enterprise of our merchants j
wealth began to pour into their coffers ; and they immediately took that place in the
community to which events and the condition of the country called them. Independ
ence found us, in a great measure, destitute of public establishments; the eyes of the
people were unconsciously turned to the merchants, as the chief depositories of large
masses of disposable wealth ; and they promptly stood forth as public benefactors.
It may certainly be said without adulation, that the merchants of Massachusetts have
sustained this character as honorably as their fellow-citizens in any part of the Union.
In all the great enterprises for public improvement, in all our establishments for reli
gious, moral, literary, and charitable purposes, the genial patrontje of commerce has been
steadily felt. Our merchants have indeed been princes, in the pure and only republ ican
sense of the word, in bestowing princely endowments on the public institutions ; and
to him who asks for the monuments of their liberality, we may say, as of the architect
of St. Paul's, " Look around you." In every part of the old world, except England,
the public establishments, the foundations for charity, education, and literary improve
ment, have been mostly endowed by the sovereign ; and costly private edifices are gen
erally the monuments of an opulence which had its origin in feudal inequality. Ifdisplays of wealth are witnessed in our cities, it is wealth originally obtained by frugality
and enterprise ; and of which a handsome share has been appropriated to the endow
ment of those charitable and philanthropic institutions, which are the distinguishing
glory of modern times.
The address closes with a series of brilliant and beautiful sketches of the
city of Boston, at three different periods of its history, drawn with a graphic
power, of which few such examples are elsewhere to be found. It is a
reviving spectacle, to see men of distinguished ability, turn aside for a moment,
from the arduous engagements of political life, to devote their powers to the
task of instructing and improving others; and the portion of this address
which we have cited, will abundantly show, that this task has been, in the
present instance, executed with admirable talent and success.

Art. IV. — "COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS."
Not an uninteresting feature of the internal traffic of Great Britain,
is the system commonly styled commercial travelling. This institution,
though now in its wane, is still exercised to a very considerable extent
throughout the United Kingdom. Almost every commercial house there,
of any note, employs one or more agents, whose business it is to travel about
the country and procure custom fqr their principals. The commercial
traveller, (as the agent is denominated ) is generally a young and very
shrewd individual, possessing great suavity of manner, and a remarkable
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ability to suit himself readily to all the varied moods of his very various
customers. Furnished by his principals with choice samples of their
goods, he steps into his chaise or the stage, and with a light heart commen
ces his circuit. It is not considered unusual if nearly a year elapses before
he returns to his employers. At each town upon his route, he tarries at
the principal inn, where he is sure to find a hearty welcome. After thus
ensconcing himself in comfortable quarters, he arranges his samples, and,
if it be forenoon, puts them under his arm and issues forth to visit the shop
keepers in the place. Wherever he goes, he is met with cordiality. Like
all travellers, he is full of anecdote, and has at his command the rarest news
of the time. None are more glad to see him than the shopkeepers' wives
and daughters. To these he imparts the most recent scandal and the latest
fashions, and affords them subjects for gossip, until his next visit to the town.
To the tradesman he lauds his samples with all the eloquence and ingenui
ty of which he is capable, and seldom leaves them without making con
siderable bargains in behalf of his principals. He then collects monies
due on former purchases, and if in convenient shape, forwards the funds,
together with his customers' orders for goods, by mail, to his employers.
Nearly the whole of the country trade is managed by the commercial
travellers. Each has his list of customers, who recognise his house only in
him. Of them his principals are comparatively ignorant. To the discre
tion of the agent, it is left to determine who shall have credit, and to what
amount that credit shall extend. By personal acquaintance with the men
with whom he has to deal, and knowing how they stand in their own com
munity, the agent is enabled to do a safer business for his employers than
they could by correspondence, as practised in the United States. We, here,
do business very loosely in this regard. It is not unfrequent that simple or
ders on our Northern merchants, from persons at the West, for goods on
long credit, are duly honored, and this without the sellers having any secu
rity whatever of the ability and good faith of the purchasers. Some chances
and risks arc necessarily consequent on trade, but this hap-hazard manner of
giving credit tends to characterize trading as a species of gambling. It
may, with truth, be said, that such gross carelessness does not prevail to an
extent that would warrant its being called a characteristic of American
trade ; still it is a trait, and one that should be eradicated. Actual reckless
ness in giving credit is not a common fault with us, but a lack of due care
fulness certainly is. It should be amended, if we would secure entire stabili
ty to the credit system. The error, trivial as it may be considered by some,
is a weapon in the hands of those who are opposed to this best principle of
commerce. Let us not put arms into the hands of our opponents. In laud
ing the observance of caution in giving credit, I do not wish to be misunder
stood. Caution too often rrrmvs into cowardice T have seen retailers re
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legitimately the province of the seller to carry his shop to the buyer. (As
in truth he does when he sends to him his sahsman and patterns.) It is re
versing the natural order of things. It tends to demean the seller, and to
create an inequality between the parties, honorable to neither.
Another objection to this disci iption of agi ncy is, that it invests the agents
with undue control. The principals are necessarily obliged to give them
free rein, and cannot always check them at discretion. Every travelling
agent holds no inconsiderable portion of the funds, as well as the credit and
reputation of his house, at his beck, and his slightest dereliction from the duty
.which he owes it, must, of course, influence all these unfavorably. As be
fore stated, the customers know his house only in him, and it would require
but little adroitness, on his part, to transfer their patronage wherever he listed.
This influence is often times abused. The natural, respective powers of prin
cipal and agent are confounded, and it is too often the case that the latter is
dictator to the former. It is unnecessary to cite other objections to this de
scription of trade, as it must be evident already, that it is a departure from the
natural course. It is adiverticle, too, which is injurious to the character of
commerce ; tending, as it does, to debase it to the same estimation in which
it was held in the leudal ages, and to render the name of merchant and trader
synonymous with terms of contempt. In nowise can it be sanctioned by a
clear-headed policy, and now that the communication between town and city
is made so easy by the means of steam, there is no reason why it should not
fall into entire disuse.
Notwithstanding this unfavorable opinion of commercial travelling, it is
not the purpose of the writer to decry the gentlemen who are the agents.
He could not do so with any justice. With a few exceptions, they are an
intelligent, conscientious, whole-souled company. Generous, convivial, and
full of anecdote, the mercantile agent is a good companion, and his conver
sation never fails to make glad and jocund the society of that otherwise dul
lest of places, an English stage coach. In his continuous journeying about
the country, he has mixed with all classes, and gleaned information of varied
kind — humorous and grave, light and substantial. His temperament is mer
curial, and he readily adapts himself to the company which he is in ; but if
there be one place at which he feels more at home than another, that place
is at the dinner-table, where he meets his professional fellows. There are
generally as many as five or six, and sometimes more than twice that num
ber, of commercial travellers, in every town, tarrying only so long a time as
will suffice them to accomplish their business there. These stop at the same
inn, and eat together in a room apart from the ordinary. As the forenoon
is devoted exclusively to business, they take their ease after dinner, and lin
ger over their wine. In the evening, some of their customers drop in, a
circle is formed, and the waning hours are forgotten in the recital of story
and anecdote, the cracking of brittle jests, and the enjoyment of good wine
and cigars. As none are more cordially received than the mercantile agents,
so are there none who travel with more security. They frequently have
considerable sums of money about them when journeying, but instances of
robbery being committed upon them are very rare ; and this in a country
where highwaymen have enacted so many feats, admits of some surprise.
One of the very few cases of such felonious depredation, that have come
to my knowledge, is one in which a Mr. D
, an agent for a large house
in London, connected with the coffee-trade, was the sufferer. The affair was
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managed very ingeniously on the part of the robber, and is deserving of a
brief relation.
One cold night, in the January of 1 8 1 6, the hospitably huge fire-place of
the best room of the best inn in
, was surrounded by a jovial company,
composed of commercial travellers and their customers of the town. The
air of solid comfort which pervaded the scene, was heightened by its contrast
with the cheerless aspect of the weather without, and the complacent man
ner with which each guest quaffed from his mug of flip, and gave a bland
reflection to his neighbor's smile, told that the pleasantness of the situation
was not unappreciated. All were overflowing with jest and story, but the
most amusing member of the party was a gentlemanly looking person, rather
smaller than the common size of men, and frank and open hi his address.
He gave his name as Morris, and (from remarks thrown out, as if casually,
by himself, and from that fact alone, for of those present, not one had ever
seen him previous to that time) he was supposed to be the agent of a new
Liverpool house. There was a rich, racy humor, and a power of imita
tion and description, about the man, allied to a knowledge of the light and
dark spots in human nature, which lent to the stories that he told a fascina
tion winning entire attention. Identifying himself for the moment with the
character, whose deeds and words he was narrating, he would seem at times
the artless Scotch lassie, the Yorkshire lout, the rude sailor, the querulous
beldame, and the blundering Irishman, &c. changing from one to another
with a chameleon-like facility; but his chef d? auvre in this kind ofnarration,
was a story of a finished freebooter, who accomplished much in his line of
business, by first insinuating himself into the confidence of his intended vic
tims, in the guise of a gentleman. His personation of the easy impudence
of the gentlemen of the road, was characteristic and excellent. When he
had concluded, however, his "freebooter" was good-humoredly criticised by
the Mr. D
, (before alluded to,) whose flip had made him flippant. He
insisted that Morris had made but a "tame bird" of his hero, instead of a
" roystering, rough-handed, ribald rogue," as in nature, and swore with a
laugh, that he could enact the highwayman better himself. Morris rejoined
in the same good natured way, that were it not so late, and the calls of Somnus less inviting, he would try a little competition of the kind with him, and
let the company then present decide which was the better of the two. How
ever, he professed to think that an opportunity might yet occur, as they
should probably meet again on the road at sometime or another. The com
pany laughed heartily at the joke, and drinking sundry parting toasts, each
of which were denominated as they were given, the very last, retired for the
night. Mr. D
was fain to maintain his equilibrium, by accepting the
arm of Morris to his bed-room. Before he bade the latter a good night, he
had, in drunken bravado, defied all the highwaymen in christendom, and in
confidence pointed out to his new friend a secret pocket in his coat, contain
ing a brace of small pistols loaded, and a considerable amount of money in
gold. In the morning, several of the travellers departed in their own vehi
cles. Mr. D
was to take a seat in a stage, but being invited by Morris
to take a seat in his chaise, concluded to so with him. as their routes were
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tive assurance that he was in earnest, left no doubt in the mind of the poor
agent of the other's character. He determined, however, not to comply with*
the rascal's request, without an effort to save his money for loans more pro
fitable. With the pretence of producing the desired funds, he seized one of
his pistols from his pocket, and snapped it at the head of the robber. It flash
ed, but did not explode. The quondam Morris laughed, and mockingly re
marked, as the other grasped at the remaining weapon, that he was obliged
to him, but he was sufficiently helped, and that the contents of his pocket
would be equally acceptable, and much more effective, than those of his pis
tols, inasmuch as the last were empty ; which was not the case with the
pocket, it being well charged with gold. He explained the failure of the
weapons to discharge, by saying that lest accident should befal the esteemed
friend, whom he had the pleasure of addressing, he had availed himself of
the information given him on the evening previous, and drawn the charges
from both of the pocket pistols. In effecting this friendly measure, he had
noticed, with great satisfaction, that his friend had the wherewithal to make
him the loan, which he now desired receiving without delay. As his fingers,
he said, were rather tremulous, and the persuader, into the muzzle of which
his esteemed friend did him the honor to blink, had a hair-trigger, hebegged
leave respectfully to suggest the expediency of a speedy delivery of all his
funds. Mr. D
cursed the other's impudence, and with an ill grace
gave up his money. He also handed his watch to the robber, but it was re
turned to him, with a petition that he would keep it in remembrance of the
u tame bird." The poor, plucked agent, remembered his boasting of the pre
vious evening, and ground his teeth with vexation. After he had alighted
from the chaise, he was asked by his eccentric acquaintance, whether or not
he thought it would be necessary to find referees to decide which was the
better highwayman of the two. Before he could answer, the robber was
driving at a rapid rate towards the London road, and he was left to pursue
his journey on foot. It is needless to state, that poor D
never again
sought to rival a freebooter.

Art. V. — NATHANIEL BOWDITCH.*
Of all the various branches of intellectual pursuit, that science which ex
plains the system of the universe, and reveals the mechanism of the heavens,
must always take the lead as the most sublime and marvellous; and the fore
most and most successful cultivators of this science will always be classed
among the greatest of men. What, indeed, can be more astonishing, than
that a being- like one of us, endowed apparently with no higher or different
powers, should be able to obtain so minute and accurate a knowledge of those
distant planets, and be as well acquainted with their constitution, elements,
and laws, as the geologist, the chemist, the botanist, with the appropriate ob
jects of their sciences? Nothing gives us so exalted an idea of the power of
man, and the extent and reach of his capacities, as his ability to calculate,
with unerring precision, the distances of those twinkling orbs, to determine
their figures, magnitudes, and velocities, to measure their weight, estimate
•This brief sketch has been condensed from the Rev. Alexander Young's excellent
Discourse, on the Life and Character of Dr. Bowditch.
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their relative attractions and disturbing forces, delineate their orbits, register
/heir laws of motion, fix the times of their revolution, and predict the periods
of their return. To a common mind, uninstructed in the science, here is
nothing that appears so much like divine wisdom. A Galileo, a Kepler, a
Newton, seem to him to belong to another race, a higher order of beings.
They appear to possess some additional faculties.
Nothing can be more certain than the doctrines of astronomy. They rest
on impregnable foundations, on the demonstrations of mathematical evidence,
than which nothing, except the evidence of consciousness, can be more satis
factory and conclusive. It was a science that early engaged the notice of
men, and, to its honor be it spoken, it has always exerted a purifying and ele
vating influence on its votaries. Indeed, how could it be otherwise 1 Who
can look upon those brilliant points, and not fancy them the spangled pave
ment of a divine abode 1 There is virtue as well as poetry and philosophy
in them. They shed down a healing and restorative influence upon their
worshippers. They are the symbols of endurance and perpetuity.
Death has recently deprived our country of one of its noblest ornaments.
One who confessedly stood at the head of the scientific men of this western
continent. His position as a public man, the various posts and offices he fill
ed, and especially the value of his works to the advancement of science, the
improvement ofnavigation, and the security of commercial enterprises, justi
fy the notice which we now propose to take of his life and character. There
was much in that life instructive and encouraging, particularly to the young,
the friendless, the poor. There was much in that character worthy of eulogy
and imitation.
Nathaniel Bowditch was born at Salem, Massachusetts, on the 26th
day of March, 1773. He was the fourth child of Habakkuk and Mary Ingersoll Bowditch. His ancestors, for three generations, had been shipmas
ters, and his father, on retiring from that perilous mode of hard industry, re
sumed his original trade of a cooper, by which he gained a scanty and preca
rious subsistence for a family of seven children.
When Nathaniel was two or three years old, his father's family removed
to the neighboring town of Danvers, where he attended a dame's school, and
acquired the first simple elements of learning. Even at this early period, he
was observed to manifest those peculiar powers and traits of character, by
which, in after life, he was distinguished. The sisters of his schoolmistress,
who are still living, speak of him as " a likely, clever, thoughtful boy, who
learnt amazing fast, because his mind was fully given to it ; learning came
natural to him."
After leaving the dame's school, the only other instruction he ever receiv
ed, was obtainedat the common schools ofhis native town, which were wholly
inadequate to furnish even the groundwork of a respectable educa'ion. We
have heard it stated, on the authority ofone of his schoolfellows, tha the mas
ter of one of these schools, gave young Bowditch, when he was about seven
or eight years old, a very difficult sum in arithmetic to perform. His scholar
went to his desk, and soon afterwards brought up his slate with the question
solved. The master, surprised at the suddenness of his return, asked him who
had been doing the sum for him ; and on his answering, " nobody — I did it
myself." he was disposed to give him a severe chastisement for lying, not believ'ng it possible that he could, ofhimself, without any assistance, perform so
difficult a question. This indignity, however, he escaped, by the interposi
tion of his elder brother.
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But the advantages ofschool, such as they were, he was obliged to forego
at the early age often years, " his poverty and not his will consenting," that
he might go into his father's shop and help to support the family. He was
soon, however, transferred as an apprentice to a ship-chandler, and afterwards
became a clerk in a large establishment ofthe same kind, where he continu
ed until he went to sea, first as clerk, afterwards as supercargo, and finally as
master and supercargo jointly. It was whilst he was an apprentice in the
shipchandler's shop, that he first manifested that strong bent, or what is com
monly called an original genius, for mathematical pursuits. Every moment
that he could snatch from the counter, was given to the slate. An old gen
tleman, who used frequently to visit the shop, said to his wife, one day, on
returning home, " 1 never go into that shop but I see that boy ciphering and
figuring away on his slate, as if his very life depended upon it; and if he
goes on at this rate, as he has begun, I should not at all wonder if, at last, in
the course of time, he should get to bean almanac-maker!" — this being, in
his view, the summit of mathematical attainment. This expectation was
speedily fulfilled; for in the year 1788, when he was only fifteen years old,
he actually made an almanac for the year 1790, containing all the usual ta
bles, calculations of the eclipses, and even the customary predictions of the
weather.
From his earliest years, he seems to have had an ardent love of reading,
and he has been heard to say that, even when quite young, he read through
the whole of Chambers's Encyclopedia, in two large folio volumes, with
out omitting a single article.
It was my good fortune, says Mr. Young, some years since, in one of
those familiar interviews with him in his own house, with which I was
favored, to hear him narrate, in detail, a history of his early life ; and I
remember, very distinctly, his relating the circumstance which led him to
take an interest in the higher branches of mathematical science. He told
me, that in the year 1787, when he was fourteen years old, his elder brother,
who followed the sea, and was attending an evening school, for the purpose
of learning navigation, on returning home one evening, informed him that
the master had got a new way of doing sums and working questions ; for,
instead of the figures commonly used in arithmetic, he employed the letters
of the alphabet. This novelty excited his curiosity, and he questioned his
brother very closely about the matter ; who. however, did not seem to un
derstand much about the process, and could not tell how the thing was
done. But the master, he said, had a book, which told all about it. This
served to inflame his curiosity ; and he asked his brother whether he could
not borrow the book of the master and bring it home, so that he might get
a sight at it. (It should be remembered that, at this time, mathematical
books of all sorts were scarce in this country. In the present multitude of
elementary works on the subject, we can hardly conceive of the dearth that
then prevailed.) The book was obtained. It was the first glance he had
ever had at algebra. " And that night," said he, " I did not close my eyes."
He read it, and read it again, and mastered its contents, and copied it out
from beginning to end. Subsequently he got hold of a volume of the
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, which he
treated pretty much in the same summary way, making a very full and
minute abstract of all the mathematical papers contained in it; and this
course he pursued with the whole of that voluminous work. He was too
poor at this time to purchase books, and tins was the only mode of getting
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at their results, and having them constantly at hand for consultation. These
manuscripts, written in his small, neat hand, and filling several folio and
quarto volumes, are now in his library, and, in my opinion, are the most
curious and precious part of that large and valuable collection.
He began the study of the Latin language, by himself, Jan. 4, 1790,
when he was seventeen years old. The first Latin book that he undertook
to read, was Euclid's Geometry. He afterwards read, and made a com
plete translation, of Newton's Principia ; and subsequently acquired the
French, Spanish, German, and Italian languages.
On the 1 Ith of January, 1795, at the age of twenty-two, he sailed on his
first voyage as captain's clerk, though nominally second mate of the ship ;
and continued to follow the sea for nine years, in the capacity of supercargo
and captain, till December 25, 1803; making, in all, five voyages, four of
which were to the East Indies. On his second voyage, the ship touched at
Madeira, where the captain and supercargo were very politely received by
Mr. Pintard, the American consul there, to whose house the ship was con
signed, and were frequently invited to dine with his family. Mrs. Pintard
had heard from another American shipmaster that the young supercargo
was "a great calculator," and she felt a curiosity to test his capacities. Ac
cordingly, she said to him one day at dinner, " Mr. Bowditch, I have a
question which I should like to have you answer. Some years since,"
naming the time, " I received a legacy in Ireland. The money was there
invested, and remained some time on interest ; the amount was subsequently
remitted to England, where the interest likewise accumulated ; and lately
the whole amount has been remitted to me here. What sum ought I to
receive V She of course mentioned the precise dates of the several re
mittances, as she went along. Mr. Bowditch laid down his knife and fork,
said it was a little difficult, on account of the difference of currency and the
number of the remittances ; but squeezing the tips of his fingers, he said,
in about two minutes, " The sum you should receive is £843 15s. 6$d."
" Well, Mr. Clerk," said Mrs. Pintard to the head clerk of the house, an
elderly person, who was esteemed a very skilful accountant, " you have
been figuring it out for me on paper; has he got it right?" " Yes, Ma
dam," said the clerk, taking his long calculation out of his pocket, " he has
got it exactly. And I venture to say, that there is not another man on the
island that can do it in two hours."
In the course of these voyages, it was Mr. Bowditch's practice to interest
himself in all the sailors on board, and to take pains to instruct all who
could read and write, in the principles of navigation ; and he never appeared
so happy as when he could inspire the sailor with a proper sense of his indi
vidual importance, and of the talents he possessed, and might call into action.
In this he was remarkably successful ; and at Salem, it was considered the
highest recommendation of a seaman, that he had sailed in the same ship with
Mr. Bowditch, and this fact alone was often sufficient to procure for him an
officer's berth.
The quiet and leisure of the long East India voyages, when the ship was
lazily sweeping along under the steady impulse of the trade-winds afforded
him fine opportunities for pursuing his mathematical studies, as well as for
indulging his taste for general literature. What he once learned he ever
afterwards remembered, and it may be mentioned as an instance of the sin
gular tenacity of his memory, that on reading Mr. Prescott's splendid His
tory of the Reign of Ferdinand and Isabella, he remarked, that many of
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the incidents in it were quite familiar to him, he. having once read the great
work of Mariana on the History of Spain, in the original language, in the
course of one of his voyages. The French mathematician, Lacroix, ac
knowledged to a young American, that he was indebted to Mr. Bowditch for
communicating many errors in his works, which he had discovered in these
same long India voyages.
On the day previous to his sailing on his fourth voyage in 1799, he was
called on by Mr. Edward M. Blunt, then a noted publisher of charts and
nautical books at Newburyport, and was requested by him to continue the
corrections which he had previously commenced on John Hamilton
Moore's book on navigation, then in common use on board our vessels. This
he consented to do; and in performance of his promise he detected such a mul
titude of errors, that it lead to the construction of" The New American-Prac
tical Navigator," the first edition of which he issued in the year 1807; a
work abounding with the actual results of his own experience, and contain
ing simpler and more expeditious formulas for working the nautical prob
lems. This work has been of immense service to the nautical and commer
cial interests of this country. Had Dr. Bowditch never done any thing else,
he would still, by this single act, have conferred a lasting obligation upon his
native land. Just consider the simple fact, that every vessel that sails from
the ports of the United States, from Eastport to New Orleans, is navigated by
the rules and tables of his book. And this has been the case nearly ever
since its publication, thirty-seven years ago. It is, we are informed,
extensively used in the British and French navies. Notwithstanding the
competition of other English and American works on the subject, the " Prac
tical Navigator" has never been superseded. It has kept pace with the pro
gress of nautical science, and incorporated all its successive discoveries and
results ; and the last edition, published in 1837, contains new tables and other
improvements, which will probably secure its undivided use by our seamen
for years to come.
»
The extraordinary mathematical attainments of the young sailor soon
became known, and secured to him the notice of our most distinguished
men, and likewise the deserved, yet wholly unexpected, honors of the first
literary institution in the land. In the summer of 1802, his ship lying
wind-bound in Boston harbor, he went out to Cambridge to attend the ex
ercises of Commencement Day; and whilst standing in one of the aisles of
the Church, as the President was announcing the honorary degrees confer
red that day, his attention was aroused by hearing his own name called out
as a Master of Arts. The annunciation took him wholly.by surprise. He
has been heard to say, that that was the proudest day of his life ; and that of
all the distinctions which he subsequently received from numerous learned
and scientific bodies, at home and abroad, (among which may be mentioned
his election as a Foreign Member of the Royal Society of London,) there
was not one which afforded him half the pleasure, or which he prized half
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had found out all their professional secrets, and had put on paper points and
bearings which they thought were known only to themselves.
On quitting the sea, in 1 803, he became the President of a Marine Insu
rance Company in Salem, the duties of which he continued to discharge till
the year 1823, when, on the establishment of the Massachusetts Hospital
Life Insurance Company, he was elected to the office of Actuary, being con
sidered the person best qualified for this highly responsible station, from his
habits of accurate calculation and rigid method, and his inflexible integrity.
Immediately on accepting the office, he removed to Boston, at the age of fifty,
and there spent the last fifteen years of his life. It scarcely needs to be stated
that he discharged the duties of his high trust with the greatest fidelity and
skill, and fo the entire satisfaction ofthe Company. He managed its affairs
with the greatest ease, although it was the largest moneyed institution in
New-England, having a capital equal to ten common banks, and usually
having a loan out of upwards ofsix millions of dollars.
Dr. Bowditeh's fame, as a man of science, rests on his Translation and
Commentary on the great work of the French astronomer, La Place, entit
led " Mecanique Celeste" in which that illustrious man undertakes to ex
plain the whole mechanism of our solar system ; to account, on mathemati
cal principles, for all its phenomena, and to reduce all the anomalies in the
appirent motions and figures of the planetary bodies to certain definite laws.
It is a work of great genius and immense depth, and exceedingly difficult
to be comprehended. This arises not merely from the intrinsic difficulty
of the subject, and the medium of proof employed being the higher branches
of the mathematics,—but chiefly from the circumstance that the author, tak
ing it for granted that the subject would be as plain and easy to others as to
hims?lf, very often omits the intermediate steps and connecting links in his de
monstration. He jumps over the interval, and grasps the conclusion as by
intuition. Dr. Bowditch used to say, " I never come across one of La
Place's ' Thus it plainly appears! without feeling sure that I have got
hours of hard study before me to fill up the chasm, and find out and show
how it plainly appears." It was in the year 1815, at Salem, that he began
this herculean task, and finished it in two years. The Commentary, which
exceeds the original in extent, kept pace with the Translation; but whilst .
the publication was in hand, his alterations and additions were so numerous,
that it might almost be considered a new draft of the work.
Let it not be said, in disparagement of the labors of Dr. Bowditch, that this
was not an original work, but merely a translation. Suppose that it had
been so. What then ? Was it not still a benefaction to this country and to
Great Britain, thus to bring it within the reach and compass of the Ameri
can and English mind? It is truly said by an old writer, " So well is he
worthy of perpetual fame that bringeth a good work to light, as is he that
first did make it, and ought always to be reckoned the second father thereof."
But the fact is, it is more than half an original commentary and exposition,
simplifying and elucidating what was before complex and obscure, supply
ing- omissions and deficiencies, fortifying the positions with nsw proofs, and
giving addition tl weight and efficiency to the old ones; and, above all, re
cording and digesting the subsequent discoveries and improvements, and
bringing down the science to the present time. I have heard it said that La
Pbce, to whom Dr. Bowditch sent a list of errors which he had detected,
once remarked, " I am sure that Dr. Bowditch comprehends my work, for
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he has not only detected my errors, but has also shown me how I came to
fall into them."
The first volume of the work was published in the year 1829, the second
in 1832, and the third in 1834, each volume containing about a thousand
quarto pages. The louith volume was nearly completed at the time of his
decease. He persevered to the last in his labors upon it, preparing the copy
and reading the proof-sheets in the intervals when he was free from»pain.
The last time 1 saw him, says Mr. Young, a few days previous to his death,
a proof-sheet was lying on his table, which he saia he hoped to be able to
read over and correct.
The publication of the book proved, as he anticipated, a very expensive
undertaking, it being one of the largest works and most difficult of exe cuticn
ever printed in this country, and at the same time one of the most beautiful
specimens of typography. Although it met with more purchasers than the
author ever expected, still the cost was a heavy draught on his income, and
an encroachment on his little property. Yet it was cheerfully paid; and
besides that, he gladly devoted his time, his talents, and may I not add, his
health and his life, to the cause of scic nee and the honor of his native land.
That work is his monument. He needs no other.
In delineating the character of Dr. Bowditch, it deserves to be mentioned,
first ofall, that he was eminently a self-taught and self-made man. He was
the instructor of his own mind, and the builder up of his own fame and for
tunes. Whatever knowledge he possessed,—and we have seen that it was
very great,—was of his own acquiring, the fruit of his solitary studies, with
but little, ifany, assistance from abroad. Whatever eminence he reached, in
science or in life, was the product of his untiring application and unrr milting
toil. From his youth up, he was a pattern of industry, enterprise, and per
severance, suffering no difficulties to discourage, no disappointments to dis
hearten him.
Dr. Bowditch combined, in avery remarkable degree, qualitiesand habits
of mind, which are usually considered incompatible and hostile. He was a
contemplative, recluse student, and, at the same time, an active public man.
He lived habitually among the stars, and yet, I doubt not, he seemed to many
never to raise his eyes from the earth. He wis a profound philosopher, and,
at the same time, a shrewd practical man, and one of the most skilful of
financiers. Judging from his published works, you would suppose that he
could have no taste nor time for business or the world ; and judging from the
large concerns which he managed, and the vast funds of which he had the
supervision, — involving the most complex calculations, and the most minute
details, — you would say that he could have no taste nor time for study. His
example is a conclusive proof and striking illustration of the fact, that there
is no inherent, essential, necessary incompatibility between speculation and
practice — that there need be no divorce between philosophy and business.
The man most deeply engaged in affairs, need not be cut off from the higher
pursuits of intellectual culture; and the scholar need not be incapacitated by
his studies from understanding and engaging in the practical details of com
mon life. In fact, they should be blended, in order to make up the full, com
plete man.
Dr. Bowditch was a remarkably domestic man. His affections clustered
around his own fireside, and found their most delightful exercise in his own
family. His attachment to home, and to its calm and simple pleasures, was,
indeed, one of the most beautiful traits in his character. As Sir Thomas
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More says of himself, " he devoted the little time which he could spare
from his avocations abroad, to his family, and spent it in little innocent and
endearing conversations, with his wife and children ; which, though some
might think them trifling amusements, he placed among the necessary du
ties and business of life ; it being incumbent on every one to make himself as
agreeable as possible to those whom nature has made, or he himself has sin
gled ^ut for, his companions in life."
His time was divided between his office and his house ; and that must have
been a strong attraction, that could draw him into company. When at home,
his time was spent in his library, which he loved to have considered as the
family parlor. By very early rising, in winter two hours before the light,
" long ere the sound of any bell awoke men to labor or to devotion," and in
summer, like Milton, " as oft with the bird that first rouses, or not much
tardier," he was enabled to accomplish much before others were stirring.
" To these morning studies," he used to say, " I am indebted for all my ma
thematics." After taking his evening walk, he was again always to be
found in the library, pursuingthe same attractive studies, but ready and glad,
at the entrance of any visiter, to throw aside his book, unbend his mind, and
indulge in all the gayeties of a light-hearted conversation.
There was nothing that he seemed to enjoy more than this free interchange
of thought on all subjects ofcommon interest. At such times the mathemati
cian, the astronomer, the man of science, disappeared, and he presented him
self as the frank, easy, familiar friend. One could hardly believe that this
agreeable, fascinating companion, who talked so affably and pleasantly on all
the topics of the day, and joined so heartily in the quiet mirth and the loud
laugh, could really be the great mathematician who had expounded the me
chanism ofthe heavens, and taken his place, with Newton, and Leibnitz, and
La Place, among the great proficients in exact science. To hear him talk,
you would never have suspected that he knew any thing about science, or
cared any thing about it. In this respect, he resembled his great Scottish
contemporary, who has delighted the whole world by his writings. You
might have visited him in that library from one year's end to another, and
yet, if you or some other visiter did not introduce the subject, I venture to say
that not one word on mathematics would have crossed his lips. He had no
pedantry of any kind. Never did I meet with a scientific or literary man so
entirely devoid of cant and pretension. In conversation he had the simpli
city and playfulness and unaffected manners of a child. His own remarks
seemed rather to escape from his mind, than to be produced by it. He
laughed heartily, and rubbed his hands, and jumped up, when an observation
was made that greatly pleased him, because it was natural for him so to do,
and he had never been schooled into the conventional proprieties of artificial
life, nor been accustomed to conceal or stifle any of the innocent impulses of
his nature.
Who that once enjoyed the privilege of visiting him in that library, can
ever forget the scene 1 Methinks I see him now, in my mind's eye, the vene
rable man, sitting there close by his old-fashioned blazing wood fire, bending
over his favorite little desk, looking like one of the old philosophers, with his
silvery hair, and noble forehead, and beaming eye, and benign countenance;
whilst all around him are ranged the depositories of the wisdom and science
of departed sages and philosophers, who seem to look down upon him benignantly from their quiet places, and spontaneously and silently to give forth to
him their instructions. On entering this, the noblest repository of scientific
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.works in the country, I almost fancy I hear him saying with Heinsius, the
keeper of the library at Leyden " I no sooner come into my library, than I
bolt the door after me, excluding ambition, avarice, and all such via s ; and,
in the very lap of eternity, amidst so many divine souls, 1 take my seat with
so lofty a spirit and such sweet content, that I pity all the great and rich who
know not this happiness."
Although mathematics was his chief and favorite pursuit, Dr. Bowditch
still had a taste for general literature. He was fond of Shakspeare, and Mil
ton, and Burns, and our own Bryant and Sprague ; and rcmembered and
could repeat whole passages from their writings.
Dr Bowditch was a man of unsullied purity, of rigid integrity, and uncom
promising principle. Through life, truth seems to have bet n at once the
great object of his pursuit, and his ruling principle of action. " Follow
Truth," might have been the motto on his escutcheon. He was himself
perfectly transparent. A child could see through him. There was no opaque
ness in liis heart, any more than in his intellect. It was as clear as crys
tal, and the rays of moral truth were transmitted through it without being re
fracted or tinged. In all his intercourse and transactions, he was remarkably
frank and candid. He revealed himself entirely He had no secrets. He
kept nothing back, for he had nothing to conceal. He lived openly, and talk
ed freely, of himself, and of hisdoings. and of every thing that was uppermost
in his mind. He never hesitated to speak out what he thought on all sub
jects, public and private, and he avowed his opinions of men and things with
the utmost freedom and unconcern. It seemed to me that he never had the
fear of man before h is eyes, and that it never checked, in the least, the free
and full utterance of his sentiments
Dr. Bowditch was perfectly fair and just in the estimate which he formed
of his own capacities and gifts. He did not, on the one hand, overrate his ta
lents ; nor, on the other hand, did he, as some do, with a sort of back-handed
humility, purposely undervalue his powers, in order to enjoy the pleasure of
being contradicted by those about him, and told that he was really a much
greater man than he seemed willing to admit. " People," said he '• are very
kind and polite, in mentioning me in the same breath with La Place, and
blending my name with his. But they mistake both me and him ; we arc
very different men. I trust I understand his works, and can supply his defi
ciencies, and correct his errors, and render his book more intelligible, and
record the successive advancements of the science, and perhaps append some
mprovements. But La Place was a genius, a discoverer, an inventor 1 And
yet I think I know as much of mathematics as Playfair."
I have been informed, says Mr. Young, by a gentleman of Boston, that
soon after his return from Europe, a few years since, he happened, in a con
versation with Dr. Bowditch. to mention to him incidentally the high estima
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one on the outer verge of civilization, who could understand and estimate it,
was more gratifying to my feelings than the eulogies of men of science, and
the commendatory votes of academies."
He was a singularly modest man. He made no pretensions himself, and
there was nothing that he so much despised in others. He was remarkably
simple in all his manners and intercourse with the world. He put on no airs
and assumed no superiority on the ground of his intellectual attainments, but
placed himself on a level with every one with whom he had any concern.
He reverenced integrity and truth wherever he found them, in whatever con
dition in life. He felt and showed no respect for mere wealth or rank. He
fearlessly rebuked, to his face, the mean and purse-proud nabob, and " condesomded to men of low estate."
Dr. Bowditch was a truly conscientious man. He was always true to his
moral, as wc 11 as intellectual convictions, and followed them whithersoever
they ltd. He had great faith in the rectitude of his moral perceptions, and
in the primary decisions of his own judgment and moral sense ; and he car
ried them forth and acted them out instantly. The word followed the thought,
and the deed the feeling, with the rapidity of lightning. This straight-for
wardness and frankness were among the secret causes of the remarkable in
fluence which he confessedly exercised over the minds and judgments of
others. By his honesty, as well as by his resoluteness and decision, he was
the main spring of every thing with which he was connected. By this moral
influence, he controlled and swayed all men with whom he was associated.
As B n Johnson says of Lord Bacon, " he commanded where he spoke."
Dr. Bowditch was a man of ardent natural feelings, and of an impetuous
tempprami nt. A venerable lady, after her first interview with him, said, " I
like that man, for he is a live man." He was strong in his attachment to men
and to opinions, and was not easily turned from any course of speculation or
action, which he had once satisfied himself was right, wise, and good. At
the same time, he always kept his mind open to evidence; and if you brought
before him new farts and arguments, he would reconsider the subject, — de
liberately, not hastily, — and the next day, perhaps, would tell you that you
were in the right, and that he had altered his mind. He was sometimes quick,
warm, an.1 vehement, in expressing his disapprobation ofthe character or con
duct of an individual, particularly if he thought that the person had practi
sed any thing like duplicity or fraud. In such cases, his indignation was
absolutely scorching and withering. But he never cherished any personal
resentments in his bosom. He did not let the sun go down upon his wrath.
His anger was like a cloud, which passes over the disk of the moon, and
leaves it as mild and clear as before; or, as the judicious Hooker's was reii 1:1
t .r _t
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for his wrath was terrible. Dr. Bowditch went home, and slept on it ; and
the next day, hearing from some authentic source that the man was extreme
ly poor, and had probably been driven by the necessities of his family to
commit this audacious plagiarism, his feelings were touched, his heart re
lented, his anger melted away like wax. He went to him again, and said,
" Sir, you did very wrong, and you know it, to appropriate to your own use
and benefit the fruit of my labors. But I understand you are poor, and have
a family to support. I feel for you, and will help you. That plan is unfin
ished, and contains errors that would have disgraced you and me had it been
published in the state in which you found it. I'll tell you what I will do.
I will finish the plan; I will correct the errors; and then you shall publish
it for your own benefit, and I will head the subscription list with my name."
What a sublime, noble, Christian spirit was there manifested ! This was
really overcoming evil with good, and pouring coals of fire upon the poor
man's head. The natural feeling of resentment, which God has implanted
within all bosoms for our protection against sudden assault and injury, was
overruled and conquered by the higher, the sovereign principle of con
science.
Dr. Bowditch was very familiar with the Scriptures, both of the Old and
New Testaments. He had read the Bible in his childhood, under the eye
of a pious mother, and he loved to repeat the sublime and touching language
of Holy Writ. In his religious views he was a Unitarian. His religion
was an inward sentiment, flowing out into the life, and revealing itself in
his character and actions. It was at all times, and at all periods of his life,
a controlling and sustaining principle. He confided in the providence and
benignity of his Heavenly Father, as revealed by his blessed Son, our Lord,
and had an unshaken trust in the wisdom and rectitude of all the divine ap
pointments. He looked forward with firm faith to an immortality in the
spiritual world.
Such had been the life, and such the character, of this distinguished man;
and such was he to the last, through all the agonies of a most distressing ill
ness. In the midst of health and usefulness, in the full discharge of the du
ties of life, and in the full enjoyment of its satisfactions, the summons sud
denly comes to him to leave it. And he meets the summons with the utmost
equanimity and composure, with the submission of a philosopher and with
the resignation of a Christian. He certainly had much to live for — few
have more — but he gave up all without repining or complaint. He said
he should have liked to live a little longer, to complete his great work, and
see his younger children grown up and settled in life. " But I am perfectly
happy," he addsd, "and ready to go. and entirely resigned to the will of
Providence." He arranged all his affairs, gave his directions with minute
ness, and dictated and signed his last will and testament. While his strength
permitted, he continued to attend to the necessary affairs of his office, and on
the day previous to his death put his name to an important instrument. In
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almost gone, like the patriarch Jacob, he called his children around his bed
side, and arranging them in the order of age, pointed to and addressed each
by name, and said, " You see I can distinguish you all ; and I now give
you all my parting blessing. The time is come. Lord, now lettest thou
thy servant depart in peace, according to thy word." These were his last
words.
Soon after this he quietly breathed away his soul, and departed. " And
the end of that man was peace." Such a death alone was wanting to com
plete such a life, and crown and seal such a character. He died on the 16th
day of March, 1838, having nearly completed his 65th year.
He his built his own monument, more enduring than marble; and in his
splendid scientific name, and in his noble character, has bequeathed to his
country the richest legacy. The sailor traverses the sea more safely by
means of his labors, and the widow's and the orphan's treasure is more se
curely guarded in consequence of his care. He was the Great Pilot who
steered all our ships over the ocean ; and though dead, he yet liveth, and
speaketh, and acteth, in the recorded wisdom of his invaluable book. The
world has been the wiser and the happier that he has lived in it.
He has left an example, as was intimated in the beginning of this Memoir,
full of instruction and encouragement to the young, and especially to those
among them who are struggling with poverty and difficulties. He has
shown them that poverty is no dishonor, and need be no hinderance ; and that
the greatest obstacles may be surmounted by persevering industry and an indomitabla will.

Art. VI — THE STATE OF THE CURRENCY.
It is now half a century, since the great impulse given by the organiza
tion of an efficient system of general government, to the commercial ener
gies of the United States, was first communicated. The period of time
which has elapsed, has been full of important public events; many of them
by no means favorable to the full development of our prosperity. There
have been wars, embargoes, a depreciated paper currency, and an irregular
national policy, to contend with, in almost every country with which we
have had relations, as well as in our own. Yet, notwithstanding all these
obstacles, the progress of the United States, as a commercial nation, has
been almost uniform. The exports of the country, which, in 1790, hardly
equalled in value the sum of $20,000,000, have gone on increasing until
they now amount to $100,000,000, annually. Our population, which, at
the former date, scarcely numbered 4.000.000 souls, cannot at the present
moment be estimated below 16,000,000. Whilst the wealth of the commu
nity, if it can be at all measured by the amount of the currency it sets in
motion, must be allowed to have enlarged even in a greater proportion
still. All of this immense extension has been carried on under the agency
of a system which may emphatically be denominated one of credit. The
generation, in active business, has been constantly running in advance of
the means actually possessed in its efforts for improving its condition; and
although, occasionally, the effect of pushing the work a little too hard, must
be admitted to have been for the mom ait inIurious — yd, when we look
back upon the field of action to observe results, when wc consider how
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much has been done, and how few and ill provided were those who had the
work to do, we can scarcely fail to wonder that a doubt should exist of the
value that credit has been to our community, or an idea should have been
suggested that it has been an obstacle to its advance.
The passage of time has, however, been attended with important changes
in our condition, not less in a positive than a relative jwint of view. It
has raised us up, a new nation, to take a leading position in the commercial
affairs of the world, acting upon principles somewhat peculiar to itself, and
not altogether recognised by older and longer established ones. These
principles, as they go into operation upon a daily expanding scale, are fur
nishing new materials for the observation of men, and new results for the
science of political economy. It is a peculiarity of our countrymen in all
departments of active life, rarely to take for granted that there is a limit to
experiment. They are not satisfied with any instrument in ordinary use,
merely because it works well, but must seek to find out whether it cannot
be made to work better. This disposition has doubtless some occasional
inconveniences, particularly in the fact that it often causes experience to be
purchased three or four times over — but on the whole, it has advantages
more than compensating. The great want in this country, is the want of
power enough to develop its resources. Whatever, then, is found in any
degree to serve the purpose of supplying it, whether it is a labor saving
machine, or a good substitute for capital, must be considered as a useful
invention. Mistakes may, and no doubt do, often occur, and many contri
vances come to be abandoned after experience of their failure to yield the
benefits expected of them ; but on the other hand, others which prove emi
nently advantageous are retained, and go to enlarge the active resources of
the community. Thus has the country gone on, furnishing results often at
variance with the rules which abstract notions, drawn from the study of
books, decide to be true, and at the same time a series of facts upon which,
at some future moment, new and more sound deductions may be made.
In the midst of the progress now referred to, one thing is strikingly ob
servable; and this is, that the subject of money, considered as a science, is
acquiring tenfold greater importance in the eyes of the American public,
than it has ever heretofore enjoyed. Just in proportion as the motive force
becomes greater through the increase of the materials of trade, the exchan
ges of which are always represented by money, do the results of their
movements become more palpable and astonishing to every eye. Strange
and unaccountable appearances present themselves to the observation even
of the most experienced, which they desire to explain. And extraordinary
dangers are apprehended, to avoid or guard against which, by a recurrence
to some safe and well established principles of action, always applicable in
such contingencies, becomes an important object to all. Neither is the study
of our financial affairs confined entirely to this side of the Atlantic. The
fluctuations in our currency, and the stability of our moneyed institutions, ex
cite interest abroad as well as at home, and are observed almost as narrowly
in the banking parlors of London, the great money mart of the world, as
they are upon the exchange in our own city. The doors of those very par
lors are now besieged by swarms of applicants from America, for the loan of no
little of their superfluous money, which the States are anxious to apply to the
execution of vast schemes of internal communication. They seek for it to
fill up valleys and cut down mountains, which tlu'rty years ago would have
been regarded as the possible undertaking of a tenth generation later. When
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in 1811, the state of New York was applying, through De Witt Clinton and
others, to the General Government at Washington, for a little assistance in
executing what was then thought the stupendous work of the Erie Canal,
who could have foreseen that in five and twenty years afterwards it would
seem a trifle, in comparison with what not merely that state, but others of not
half her size and wealth, were undertaking to do ? Who could then have
supposed, that she who shrunk from the proposal of applying five millions of
dollars to the original plan, would be considering whether eight times that
sum was too much to be devoted to the same and similar purposes 1 It is the
recollection of such facts as these, which bring to the mind of foreigners as
well as natives, something like a feeble realization of the rapidity with which
we advance. The world has given no similar lesson in its history. Strong
as the expression may seem, yet it is no great exaggeration after all to say,
that time and space, those obstacles to industry, once regarded so impracticable
to deal with, stand nearly annihilated before the force of our experience.
Yet it must be allowed that this amazing rapidity is calculated to confuse
and dizzy the head most calmly employed in observing it. We can
take no note of distance but by its loss ; and as to the scrutiny of every
particular wheel or spring that is set in motion, while all are in such constant
action, the attempt is vain and fruitless. Whatever danger there may be in
the path, must come, and must be met without any hope to avoid its conse
quences ; for the people of the Unitad States have become so habituated to
swiftness of motion in their career, that they are as little conscious of it as
they are of the daily revolution of the globe. We know not that the result
would be greatly different, if they thought more about it. The country is
generally considered as destined to furnish illustrations of the practical work
ing of new theories in political economy as well as in government. Things
unattempted yet, are the great ends which we would arrive at. And, inas
much as the success of this policy has hitherto been unexampled, we have no
right to presume that it will not continue hereafter, when more extensively fol
lowed out. Our province in America is not to dogmatise about any thing,
but to observe ; not to strain and twist facts into an arbitrary theory of our
own, but to let the theory be drawn out from the facts by that process of philo
sophical induction which ascends to a general principle only, over the steps
formed by the study of particulars.
It may be affirmed that there have been three eras in the progress of the
United States, in wealth and resources. The first and longest was that
during which the organization of the financial system of the country took
place, and efforts were making to release it from the embarrassments incur
red in establishing its independence. The second period passed in opening
the means of internal communication between the States, and in attempts to
develop the natural resources which they were believed to contain. The
third and last, which is even now barely begun, appears to be likely to estab
lish in its course the new principles by which credit and currency are here
after to be regulated. Until the expiration of the charter of the National
Bank, in 183t>, the system first recommended by Hamilton, was, with a single
brief interruption, that upon which the stability of our circulating medium
was made to rest. It was then determined that the objections to a continu
ance of this system, were too serious to compensate for the advantages it fur
nished, and accordingly it was suffered to expire by its own limitation. The
experiment was at that moment first entered upon, of letting the currency
take care of itself, the ultimate value of which, although it was extremely
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disastrous in its first consequences to the community, remains still to be tested
by the result of a longer continued trial. The first effect of liberating the
banks throughout the Union, from all idea of central control, was perceived in
an expansion of their issue of bills to an amount largely upon trebling what
it had before been. A rapid rise in price of all commodities liable to be
affected by it, was the consequence, which stimulated gambling speculation.
Credit may accelerate the formation of capital, but it can never itself be
capital. This idea was not remembered in the hurry to make money ; and
the consequence was, that the first application of the unerring test of exchange
with foreign countries, which easily recognise the difference between the two,
brought on a convulsion. The banks suspended the payment of their obli
gations in cash, and the little gold and silver in circulation instantly disippeared All ofthese event sfollowed each other with extraordinary rapidity ; the
fluctuations incident to them were all experienced in turn; the distress which
they create was suffered, and yet here we are, in the year of our Lord 1839,
to all external appearance, recovered from the effect of every injury. Coin
has again gone into circulation as money quite as much as it ever aid, while
the paper bills of the banks still form the great medium for effecting the ex
changes of the community, as much, if not more, than they have always
done — a convulsion of no ordinary character, in the estimation of all those
who ever studied the subject from books, has actually passed awav, if not
without leaving its marks upon the fortunes of numberlt ss private individuals,
at least, making no visible alteration in the prosperity of the mass. Prices
have not fallen in bringing round the change — the wages of labor are as
high as ever— the returns from industry are as quickly realized — the pro
fits of business do not fall short.
Now, we must frankly confess at once, that there is something in this, very
well calculated to make students of politico-economical treatises stare. There
is no such thing in the record, as the so rapid recovery of a nation from an
inconvertible paper money, upon so slight a previous preparation, as was
made by this one. The amount of that paper diminished during the year
that cash payments were suspended, far less than it changed its character,
particularly in those states where the banks had been prohibited from issuing
notes under five dollars. The sum of debt actually existing, was diminished
bv bankruptcy, far more than by payment. Property changed hands, but it
did not become the more available as it went And yet, notwithstanding the
existence of these unfailing indications of a deeply disordered pecuniary con
dition, most of the banks were enabled to re-assume, within a year from the
time of their suspension, the performance of their engagements, and that, as
it proved, with hardly a risk to themselves from the effort. And now we
should like to know, how many people can be found who take bank bills in
payment, the less willingly, because they have found out that they are not
equally, at all times, convertible into as much gold or silver as they repre
sent ?
It is impossible to come at any adequate explanation of this phenomenon of
recovery, without a close examination of all the resources to which we may
have had access to produce it. Perhaps the most effectual, as it certainly was
the most curious, was the extension of our credit in foreign countries, in the
midst of all our distress. It now appears clearly, that whilst we at home
were considering our case as very desperate, it was viewed with different eyes
from abroad. The punctual payment of the interest and part of the princi
pal of some of the loans negotiated by the States, with a liberal allowance for
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the depreciation of the paper medium, sufficient to make up the full amount
due in coin, was a pitch of heroism struggling against adversity, to which
the experii nee of London bankers in Spanish bonds, or South American
scrip, and even their imagination, could furnish no ready parallel. There were
indications in our affairs, of a moment of excessive exhaustion, from our un
dertaking to do more than we were able to do, but not of enduring prostration
from which no recovery could be reasonably hoped or expected. Reason
ing of this kind had a tendency to raise rather than to depress the credit
which the States enjoyed ; our resources became better known, as curiosity
increased to examine them, our punctuality be tter appreciated, our commer
cial importance more fully established. And exactly in proportion as these
favorable opinions were forming or becoming more confirmed, were the op
portunities offering for testing them, by immediate investments in new Ame
rican stocks. It is not easy from the data before us exactly to specify the
amount of money raised in England, in this way. since the year of the sus
pension of specie payments, but a good idea may be formed of it, from the
fact that, out of the sum of one hundred and seventy millions of dollars which
the States now owe, one hundred and eight millions, or about five eighths of
the whole debt, has been contracted since the year 1 835. This amount, drawn
in three years, is twice and a half greater than what was procured in the same
manner during the rive years immediately preceding, and nine times greater
than in any other five years before them. It would appear, then, that the
UnitfVl States, commercially considered as one body, has been receiving from
Europe during the last two or three years, a sum which, after all deductions
made, cannot be reasonably set down at less than twenty-five millions of dol
lars per annum, on account of the loans of states. If to this sum there be add
ed what cannot well be estimated, although it is known to be a considerable
item; wo mean the loans furnished to private corporations, and investments
in local stocks, such as that of the United States, and other banks, Railroad
and Trust Companies, &c.; it is clear that, in this direction, we have been
gaining a most important, although temporary resource. Indeed, one of
such magnitude as when taken in connexion w-ith a year of reduced impor
tation, and a small curtailment of bank discounts, to be quite sufficient to ac
count for our easy return to cash payments again.
A concurrence of circumstances has enabled the growers of the great
staple of cotton in the United States, to maintain the price of that article in
England, through the year, which has had no trifling effect in facilitating
the re-establishment, as well as the restoration of the currency. We may
then take it for granted that that restoration is, for all present purposes, tole
rably complete : and having thus examined the state of the past, we can now
go on to consider the present and the future. We are not aware that a sin
gle additional precaution in legislation has been the result of the experience
of the year 1837, nor that in the states generally, there has been any very
material modification of the erroneous system of banking heretofore carried
on. The national government stands in no respect better secured against
future danger of the currency, than it did before the suspension. The sound
ness of bank paper depends now, exactly as it did in 183t5, upon the will of
the banks themselves. They may keep it good if they will listen to prudent
counsels; and they may depreciate it if they do again as they did before.
We have hopes of the best, not entirely unmingled, it must be confessed,
with fears for the worst.
The reasons for those fears may be very briefly enumerated thus : The
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foreign loans, whilst they effectively answer the present purpose of keeping
the rates of exchange with foreign countries favorable, must yet be remem
bered to carry with them the certainty of a heavy annual burden for the fu
ture, in the shape of interest, which will go to swell a stream that may flow
the other way. And although the application of the funds thus procured to
purposes of internal improvement, may be granted to be likely in the main
to be beneficial to the country, it will not prevent the absorption of the me
tallic medium, or that shape in which they were conveyed to us, into the
banking system, from which it can never again be safely withdrawn ; and
the substitution of paper, which cannot answer to meet demands from abroad.
We are aware that this very brief suggestion of the difficulty is not sufficient to explain the idea it is meant to convey. And although transgressing
the limits we proposed to occupy, without nearly terminating our views of
the subject, we must sacrifice the further expression of them at present to the
object of developing it more fully.
Whatever may be the positive quantity of gold and silver in the country,
whether equal to 850,000,000, or to three times that amount, one thing
seems pretty clear, that a very small portion of it can be used as money of
circulation, so long as the disposition exists in the banks to issue their notes
instead, and this disposition is attended with a corresponding inclination on
the part of the public to prefer them. The immediate effect of increasing
specie, seems then to reduce itself to this, that it furnishes ready means for
increasing the quantity of bank notes, until the proportion between them is
arrived at, which, according to the usual notions, is regarded as safe. If a
sum of 840,000,000 of coin was considered in 183.5, as justifying an issue of
120,000,000 of bills, there is no reason why the receipt of 840,000,000 more
will not justify the issue of at least 8240,000,000 of bills. So far as the
United States is concerned, there is no reason for supposing any limit to
exist in the amount of circulating medium, which may be used — the effect
only being that the prices of all commodities and labor continue to graduate
themselves to the increase. The danger from such an operation arises from
the action of foreign countries, by creating a tendency to import largely of
their commodities, which must be paid for by money ; and that money must
be gold and silver. This produces what is called an unfavorable balance of
trade. The rates of exchange become high — a desire to procure gold and
silver, in preference to paper, leads to an attempt to convert the latter into
the former at the banks, and this in its turn involves them, and through them,
the trading community, in considerable embarrassment. In ordinary times,
it may be said that the great danger to the banking system is to be found in
the demand which may arise for the conversion of bank notes into coin to
send abroad. And thus whenever the exchanges run up so high as to make
it cheaper to send coin than to send any thing- else, and this state of things
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crease is felt in prices, and these prices in turn hasten the arrival of an
unfavorable balance of trade. When this happens, however, the gold and
silver which came here so easily, cannot be sent away with equal ease, be
cause it has been made the basis of a large paper circulation, which cannot
continue safely without it. And if the loans have stopped in the interval, and
no artificial means can be resorted to of avoiding the crisis, it will then be
come necessary not merely to pay in silver and gold the amount ofthe actual
difference between the trade of the two parts of the world, but an amount of
annual interest due upon the sums theretofore borrowed superadded thereon.
When it is considered that this article alone is probably equal in amount at
this time to twelve or fifteen millions of dollars per annum, this view of the
case may not be entirely without its importance to commercial men.
That there is at this moment going on a very rapid expansion in the issues
of the banks throughout the country, can hardly be doubted. If any evidence
was needed, we could quote nothing more decisive than the rise in prices of
all domestic commodities. Perhaps the new experiment now commenced
in our state of free banking, may be contributing, in an important degree, to
this effect. There is a disposition strikingly manifest in many quarters, to
adopt new theories and principles for banking, which must, in the absi ncc
of all central control, have a very extensive operation upon the future con
dition of the currency. Perhaps they may result in something good, and at
any rate it is too early to condemn them unequivocally yet So long as the
influx of foreign capital continues, it will be difficult for any body to go
wrong. But in the mean time, it may not be unadvisable for those large
capitalists and wealthy institutions, which now possess all the power left in
the country of regulating the currency, to consider well what they do, and
how far it is expedient for them, by countenancing the spirit of speculation,
to put out of their hands the means they may have of meeting a moment of
danger. New York is entitled to great credit in restoring us to a speciepaying condition ; and this credit, gained under adversity, she must not lose
by any forgetfulness of her duty in moments of apparent prosperity.
We originally proposed to furnish to our readers some views of the nature
of, and objections to, a few features of the general banking law of the state,
but having already exceeded the proper limit for a single article, we must
reserve what we have to say upon that subject for a future number.

Abt. VII.— theory of money and banks.
The Theory of Money and Banks investigated. Bv George Ttcker,
Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Virginia, and Mem
ber of the American Philosophical Society. Boston: 1839. Charles C.
Little and James Brown.
Amono the many symptoms that are visible among us, of the increasing
estimate formed ofthe subject of money, considered as a science, none is of a
more positive nature than the production of such a work as the one before us.
Professor Tucker is already well known to the public, first as having filled
a seat in the house of representatives of the United States from Virginia, then
as a teacher of moral philosophy in the University of that state, and still more
lately as the defender and apologist of the fair fame of Thomas Jefferson,
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somewhat compromised by an injudicious, but very honest publication of his
minuscript papers. Yet, however respectably he may have acquitted him
self in any or all of these relations, we should hardly have expected them to
fit him to appear advantageously as a political economist. We can scarcely
define the reason why, but the faet will admit of little contradiction, that in
the particular department of money, the public in the United States has not
been in the habit of looking for sound practical judgments, among the lead
ing minds of the state of Virginia. So far as we know, since the adoption of
the constitution, although she has furnished more than her proportion ofdis
tinguished public men, she has not yet produced a single financier. The
theory of Mr. Jefferson, in many respects entirely anti-commercial, and the
fine spun metaphysical subtleties of the strict construction school, have been
hitherto far more in accordance with the temper ofher population than statis
tical tables. Trade is in its nature consolidating, because it will not recognise
arbitrary geographical lines ; it is creative of such strong common interests,
wherever, it once connects people in relations with one another, that local jea
lousies, and all narrow notions of exclusive independence, vanish before it.
The ancient dominion has been nourishing her prejudices for many years at
the expense of her power. It must be regarded as a sign that she is about
to abandon them, when a gentleman like Professor Tucker, who has been
brought up in the school of its straitest sect, is willing to avow the opinions
upon credit and banking, which are to be found in this book. Forty years
have made a great change in the relative position of the old states of our
union ; for whilst they have thrown forward most of its northern members
in population and resources immensely, they have left Virginia not much
better than they found her. It is time for her citizens to awake to a true sense
of their situation. A proof that they are stirring, is to be found in the legis
lation ofthe last two or three years, as well as in the work of Mr. Tucker.
We do not propose, at the present moment, to go into an extended notice of
this book — more particularly of the questions of a debateable character that
it contains. We are not aware that there is a single absurd or unreasonable
proposition maintained in it, which is saying a great deal in this day of new
fangled theories. The author is perfectly candid, and always moderate. His
plan is to sum up the argument in favor and against any important point with
great fairness, and to submit his own opinion afterwards. This makes his
work valuable as a text book for elementary instruction, particularly as it
contains few dogmas which a scholar will have, in process of time, and often
at no small cost, to unlearn. The first part, or that which treats ofthe pre
cious metals, as the material for money, contains little that will not at once
command assent ; and if the second, which is devoted to credit and banking,
contains much that will be disputed, it is only because nothing is now admit
ted upon those subjects, by every body in the United States, as beyond ques
tion. The expediency of credit itself, is denied by some who, as the profes
sor aptly remarks, would, if occasion required, equally deny the value of
steamboats in Mississippi navigation. There is one thing which we like
about the author, and that is, he takes no care to conceal his opinions. Al
though a Virginian, and of the Jefferson school, he is clearly in favor of a
banking system, and a national bank. We all see plainly enough that at this
time there is no prospect of the establishment of such an institution, but that
is no reason why in a fair and full examination of our system ofmoney deal
ings, the propriety, and indeed the necessity of it, should not be freely display
ed. Professor Tucker appears to be under no improper bias. He is not a
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merchant, depending upon bank discounts, nor a politician, making denuncia
tion of banks as stock in trade, but a retired gentleman, reflecting upon the
combined lessons oftheory and experience, and drawing his conclusions from
his observation of results.
It is difficult to make any extracts which shall do justice to the author, in
asmuch as he connects the sense in his paragraphs very closely. But as the
probable operation of the present law of free banking in this state is regard
ed with general interest, perhaps our readers will be most curious to know
what he has to say upon that. We therefore have decided to select the pas
sage that treats of it as a specimen of his manner :
"Another expedient which has been viewed with favor, both in this country and
England, for giving stability to banks of circulation, is, to require every bank to vest
a purt of its capital in public stock, or, in lieu of that, in mortgages, which, being of
permanent value, would secure the creditors of the bank from loss under any supposable state of pecuniary embarrassment in the country, or of imprudence in the bank.
And the state of New York has lately passed a general banking law, by which the
ordinary privileges of a corporation are extended to any voluntary association of indi
viduals, who are permitted 10 carry on the business of banking, and to issue notes to
the extent that they have previously deposited stock, or mortgages, with the comptrol
ler of the state.
Assuredly, the less the banks lend, the less is their risk of loss ; and if they keep a,
part of their capital employed, not in the business of banking, but invested in the pub
lic funds, or joint-stock companies, or lord, they are, to that extent, exempt from the
hazards of banking, bin to the same extent they must forego its profits, and substitute
the dividends or profits derived from these permanent investments in their stead.
This exchange may give the public additional security'or it may not. If the stork
purchased was part of a public debt to a government faithful to its engagements, it
would afford higher security than any loans on personal credit ; but there may be no
national debt, as is now the case with ihe United States, and there may be no public
debt in the state where the bank is to be established. If, then, the money be vested in
the stock of cunal, rail-road, insurance, or other joint-stock companies, as has been
sometimes proposed, there would be the same uncertainty of profit, and the same ha
zards encountered, as in the ordinary business of banking. The stockholders would
certainly prefer employing their capital in discounting such paper as they approved,
both for profit and safety, to vesting it in the stock of a company, over whose manage
ment they had no control ; and to the creditors of the bank, the security would be the
same.
Let us, however, suppose that stock issued by the states could be procured, although
the bank may be somewhat more safe, yet as its profits will be proportionally dimin
ished, it may be doubted whether capitalists will be disposed to advance their money
for n bank, in which, to give greater security to the public, their means of profit are
diminished, and their hazard of loss is increased. Let us see the operation of a bank
on the plan proposed in New York.
—
We will suppose an association formed for trie establishment of a bonk with a capi
tal of 2.000,000 dollars, for the whole of which the members must provide approved
stock of the state to the same amount. As this is taken at is market value, it is the
same to the proprietors as furnishing so much cash. For this stock they are entitled
to.receive notes for circulation, to the same amount, of the comptroller of the state.
But they must also provide a stock of specie. The law requires that the bonk shall
have in specie not less than one eighth part of its notes in circulation. Besides,
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from which, if we deduct 1 1-2 per cent, for expenses, would leave 7 1-2 per cent, for
the net profit on the whole capital invested. The expenses, it must, however, be re
membered, will be greater than in an ordinary bank, on account of its deposit stock
both for legul advice, and in collecting the interest.
But, if the proportion of specie required by the bank should exceed what has been
supposed, as it probably would, the dividends would be proportionally diminished. It
must be recollected, that the meansof circulating the notes have not been at all aided by
the stock, except so far as, by increasing the public confidence, it may have extended
their circulation. But this effect might be insignificant, and could not be much. Bank
notes do not circulate at all, unless the public have entire confidence in the solvency of
the bank that issued them ; but, whatever may be the confidence, they will still be con
verted into specie for the various purposes of being sent or taken to a distance, of be
ing wrought into plate and jewelry, and of being placed in another bank. It is then
the $"50,000 of specie, in the case supposed, which has put and keeps in circulation
the notes. This was the real banking capital. But, to suppose that this sum would
be adequate to loans or discounts for 32,500 000, or more than three times its amount,
is against all experience. It might not be sufficient for more than two thirds of that
amount; of course, to put the whole $2,000,000 of notes into circulation, a much lar
ger amount of specie will be required.
Nor is this all. The proportion of 12 1-2 per cent, of the notes in circulation for
the specie — the minimum required by the law — although it might be sufficient for
country banks in prosperous times, is not enough for them in ordinary times, and not
enough for city banks at any time. The bunks of the city of New York, on the 1st of
January, 1837, when their loans were unusually great, had $3,854,453 in specie, to a
circulation of $3,155,8w3 ; that is, 47 per cent., nearly four times as much as we have
supposed. To be prepared, then, for the smallest fluctuations in the money market,
the bunk would find it necessary to increase the amount of its specie much above li 1-2
per cent., and, if it should resort to the sale of its stock, in times of emergency, the
same pressure for money which has driven them to this expedient will lowerthe market
value of stock, and they may lose in one sale the amount of seven years' dividends.
And, so far as real estate is substituted, the hazards of loss, as well as the expense of
management, will be greatly enhanced ; so that the plan does not seem calculated to invite
prudent und substantial capitalists, who have no other purpose to serve than to make
safe and profitable investments ; in which case, the public must eventually find its best
reliance is on a well-organized bank, with a capital of gold and silver, placed under the
management of cautious, judicious, and experience! men."
We shall probably take an occasion very soon to go more fully into an
examination of the present work, in the course of which we propose to give
some ideas of our own upon the effect ofthe free banking law, and to contro
vert the opinion maintained by our author, ofthe expediency of more than one
national bank. In the mean time, however, we freely recommend it to all
who are already interested in the subject, as a work full of excellent views,
and to those who desire to make themselves acquainted with it as a good
guide and authority. The author has appended, also, several very valuable
and convenient tables.

Art. VIII. — COMMERCE AND PROTECTION.
[We insert with pleasure the following communication, as it is our object to present
to reflecting minds, both sides of a vexed question ; one which has extensively agitated
the country, and is destined to agitate it again ; but not to so great a degree as at the
time the Tariff Compromise Bill was passed by Congress, in 1833. In the interim,
both parties have had time for reflection, and ultraists on both sides are now, we be
lieve, few and far between. The South has realized the value ofa domestic market for
its cotton, on which it could fall back, when prices declined in Europe ; and manufac
turers have become convinced that extravagant and unreasonable duties are not the
best protectives of home industry.
We are in favor of a full and fair protection to our manufacturers and mechanics —
to every thing which can call out the skill, and develope the resources of our country,
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as contributing to our prosperity in peace, and our independence in a state of warfare.
But high duties act as encouragement to reckless and injurious competition in the
branches of industry they are meant to foster, and by the idea of extraordinary
profits, divert labor and capital from natural and healthful channels, and the domestic
productions of a country muy be as injuriously increased by artificial stimulants, as
imports may be made to exceed our ability to pay for, by the recklessness of commercial
men, grasping at shadows, and losing the reality. The "juste milieu" applies to all
things.
The free trade system advocated by the English theorists, is, like the majority of their
manufactures, intended for exportation, and not for home use, — other nations are to
furnish the raw material, but they are to have the profit on the manufactured article.
There, every thing that can stimulate production, is applied with unsparing hand,
until at last the system has become so complex and interwoven with the existence of
the government, that like her national debt, and her privileged aristocracy, an attempt
at change might shake the whole social fabric to its foundation. Fortunately for the
United States, we are placed in a position in which we can select the good and reject
the evil. No one interest can be built up in our republic, at the expense of another;
not only the spirit of the constitution forbids it, but the state of things, as we find them,
renders it impossible. The agriculturist, the manufacturer, the merchant, and the
mechanic, all the productive, as well as what economists call the unproductive clusses,
are represented in Congress, by delegates generally chosen specially by themselves.
We recognise no privileged order, but that of industry, intellect, and worth ; we bow
to no supremacy but that of mind; no law can be passed, unless a majority of the
great interests represented, shall agree that it is of a national and advantageous cha
racter. Our growth in some particular departments may, in this way, possibly be
retarded, but it is more natural and healthy. And if the great national edifice pro
gresses less rapidly, the foundation is surer, and the proportions will be more just and
beautiful.
We do not believe in the opposition of commercial men to a just protection to home
industry. They have realized the value of the internal trade — the deep root taken by
the manufacturing interest of the country — the importance of the coasting business —
and the vast impulse which these united, give to domestic and foreign commerce.
The raising of a revenue for the support of government, by means of a Tariff, is
the least onerous to all, indeed, the only one acceptable to the genius of the people, for
direct taxation is out of the question ; this point conceded, the only difficulty to be dis
posed of, is the amount of duties to be imposed on foreign commere, commensurate to
the wants of the government, and fully and fairly favoring the different branches of
domestic industry ; — but on this head we do not feel ourselves called on to express our
opinion at the present moment.
As we have before said, the ultraists of free trade, are few and far between ; we be
lieve our talented friend has engaged in a fanciful contest with imaginary opponents
— but as he poises a sharp and polished lance, we have no objection to let him throw it,
and if he can find an ultraist any where, to let him hit him — we belong to the "juste
milieu."]
It has ever been the special effort of the foes ofthe protective system, to en
list the mercantile interest, as such, in the support of their cause. The mer
chants, as a body, are calculated on to furnish the vanguard of the anti-protec
tive army, and to supply it with the sinews of war. However other classes
may break or waver, they are expected to constitute an immoveable phalanx.
Others may need argument and demonstration, but their anti-tariff preposses
sions are assumed as a matter of instinct. To be a merchant, and to be hostile
to laws for the protection of home industry, are regarded as identical.
Not that merchants are known or believed to be, in fact, universally hos
tile to protection. Every man's observation teaches him the contrary. It is
well known to every writer on the subject, that many of the most enlighten
ed, able, and efficient advocates of protection, have been found in the mercan
tile class. But the assumption of the free trade doctors avers, that commerce
is, in the very nature of things, hostile to the protective system ; that, though
individuals may be induced to favor that system, by personal and peculiar in
terests, these are but eddies in the great stream of commercial feeling and in
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terest, while the current bears unequivocally and powerfullyjia contrary
direction. This question of fact is one of lesser moment : but tlj^^jhsolute
interest and policy, is one of vital importance. For, be it known tr>»U, the
great controversy of protection versus free trade, is by no means at an (nrT.
Suspended in 1833, by a nine years' truce, it will be renewed after 1842,
with an intensity equal to any that this country has ever yet experienced. It
must, in the nature of things, be so. The free traders, flushed by an advan
tage achieved for them in 1 833, mainly, if not solely, by the force of circum
stances wholly extraneous from the proper controversy, are running into the
wildest ultraism. They are disporting their fancies in a region never adven
tured upon by them in the earlier stages of the controversy. Hitherto the
clamor on that side has been for a reduction of imports to a revenue basis —
to the measures of the fiscal wants of the government. We have already
reached that point — nay, gone beyond it — and the cry is still onward. Free
trade now strikes at the root of revenue duties also. No tariff— no imposts —
absolute freedom of importation, is now the demand. Throw open your ports,
tear down, or convert to other uses, your custom-houses — banish the very idea
of customs — raise your revenue by direct taxation. Such are the present
modest demands of the free trade theorists. How soon they may be extended
to require the government to furnish ships for the importation, free of cost, of
such foreign products as the country may prefer to its own, is a question
rather out of the scope of the present essay.
Suffice it that in its present shape, the doctrine of free trade strikes at the
existence of all duties on imports whatever. It will be satisfied with nothing
short of this. Abolish all discriminating duties, (which was the extent of its
earlier demand,) and we still have a revenue impost which, in view of the
largely increased expenditures of the federal government, can hardly be es
timated below twenty, certainly not below fifteen per cent. This still operates,
to its extent, as a protection and a stimulus to domestic industry. It is still an
eyesore and an abomination to free trade. Mordecai the Jew still sits in the
king's gate, and the wrath of Haman is unsatcd. Nothing less than the abo
lition of customs and custom-houses, and the overspreading of our whole land
with a locust tribe oftax-gatherers, will satisfy its urgent aspirations.
Thus, then, stands the question between the free trade theorists, and the
advocates of protection ; and we are now prepared to consider to which side
the interests of commerce should incline its votaries. Is it commercially ex
pedient that the greot producing interests of the country be fostered and sti
mulated to their highest possible activity and force, or that they be left entire
ly to take care of themselves, and in each department to encounter the depress
ing and disastrous rivalry of whatever portion of the globe maybe able to un^
dersell our productions in its particular staple 1 Shall our producers of grain
be exposed to an equal competition for their own market, with the serfs of
Russia, who are content to labor for a supply of the coarsest necessaries of
life ? Shall our cities be supplied mainly with the potatoes of Ireland, be
cause the Irish laborer is thankful for a shilling a day, while the American
receives five or six? Shall the vast manufacturing interest of this country,
which gives direct employment to one fourth of its commerce and navigation,
and consumes the surplus products of one half its agriculture, be exposed to
certain prostration and ruin, in a competition with the older and wealthier
manufacturing interests of England, France, and Germany, backed by an
unlimited command of capital, at four or five per cent, per annum, and oflabor
at ten to forty cents a day ? Is it possible that the interests of American com
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merce can be subserved by a general recklessness and wreck of all other
American interests ?
But it is asked, why cannot American skill and industry, like American
valor and enterprise, sustain thfmselvis in an equal competition with those of
Europe ? The question is based on an entire misapprehension of the sub
ject. They can sustain themselves in an equal contest ; and it is for that very
equality we plead. They cannot engage in the combat with naked limbs and
empty hands, against a mailed and armed adversary. They cannot success
fully struggle, while infantile and unprotected, against the well established
and protected rivalry oftheir most favored competitors. The peace of 1815
found American manufactures in a state of great activity, prosperity, and pro
gress. In three years thereafter, British rivalry, most desperately pursued,
had wrought their entire ruin. Protection then came to their relief and they
again revived and prospered. A few years found them, not only supplying
the home market, at prices of unprecedented cheapness, but rivaling their old
antagonist and former vanquisher, in the markets ofSouth America, of China,
and wherever else a fair competition was attainable. This they are still ena
bled to do, to the great benefit of American commerce and navigation, and
will continue to do, so long as they shall enjoy a just preference and protec
tion in the supply of the home market. But deprive them of this — place
them in unequal and disadvantageous competition for foreign markets, against
their rivals of Great Britain, France, and Germany, which have an exclusive
home market as an assured basis for their operations, and they must inevita
bly wither. Human skill and management cannot withstand the double ad
vantage thus afforded to our rivals in the command of labor at half price, and
a protected market against competitors who have neither. The overthrow of
protection must.be a signal for the recommencement of the great national
tragedy of 1815-19.
But let us keep in view the interests of commerce. AVhat is the first element
of commercial prosperity 1 Is it not notoriously national wealth and home
production? Isolated cities have, indeed, risen suddenly to commercial emi
nence on the enjoyment of a lucrative carrying trade between foreign nations ;
but such prosperity is of necessity extremely precarious, and usually of brief
duration. Its decline is as sudden as its growth. A war, an embargo, a re
volution, the discovery of a cheaper channel of communication, of a new in
strument of navigation, even — and Petra, Tyre, Carthage, Venice, is hurled
from the summit of its fortune and its glory, leaving but crumbling ruins and
desolate streets to mark the former site of commercial greatness. A flourish
ing and stable commerce, mainly based upon an interchange of commodities
between foreign nations, is a reverie unsuited to this age of the world.
No — it is on a simple traffic of the surplus products of its own country for
those of other lands, and on the exchange of commodities between different
sections of our own country, that American commerce must mainly rely.
Obviously then, it becomes an object of primary solicitude with our commer
cial interest, that the amount of our country's productions be as large as pos
sible, and that every consistent means be employed to increase that amount.
For, let the necessities and desires of our people be ever so urgent, it is
evident that goods can only be purchased — at any rate, can only be paid for —
to the extent of the surplus products of the country. For a single year, we
might bowl merrily onward on the strength of our credit abroad; another
year's deficiency might be eked out by the exportation of our stock of the pre
cious metals, &c. ; and then the game would be ended. After the interven
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tion of two or three years of prostration and distress, commerce misdit re
sume its former course, subject to the feebleness and exhaustion which a
succession of excess and paralysis would be sure to induce. During the
virtual suspension of commercial vitality, the consumers will have learned
to dispense with or produce many articles of foreign origin for which they
had formerly trusted to commerce ; and the revival of trade would be mark
ed by a sensible diminution ofits value and vigor, as compared with its earlier
prosperity. The highest possible incentive to home industry — the utmost
practicable stimulus to domestic production — is then us essential to the well
being of commerce as of any other great national interest. It is the idlest
folly to fear that our country will produce so much and so variously that
she will want to purchase little or nothing. Even were our wide expanse
of territory made to supply abundantly all the varieties of agricultural and
manufactured products of which it is capable, it is doubtful if the foreign
trade of the country would be thereby reduced, while it is certain that the
domestic interchange of commodities, which already forms the basis of the
larger half of our commercial transactions, would be very greatly increased.
Man is so constituted, that his wants increase and amplify at least in propor
tion to his ability to gratify them. Were all our present requirements to be
henceforth supplied by domestic production, while we should retain the abil
ity to purchase largely from foreign nations, our fancies would soon seek out
new gratifications, and find different necessities, until the amount of our im
ports should speedily equal the measure ofour abilities.
In an enlarged and enlightened view, therefore, every addition to or new
development of the internal resources of the country is certain to redound to
the substantial and permanent advantage of commerce, and should be hailed
with gladness, and fostered if need be by its votaries. In the narrow view
too commonly tnken, if the United States should henceforth produce twentyfive millions' worth of silk per annum, instead of importing it, there would
be a loss of so much to commerce. But practical men know that the re
verse of this is true; that such production would largely increase and stim
ulate the mercantile business of the country, at least to the extent of the value
produced, by increasing at once the ability of our citizens to pay for foreign
products, and the amount oftheir own commodities to be interchanged through
the medium of commerce. If by any line of policy, any new incentives to
industry and enterprise, the amount of our country's aggregate productions
could be increased one half or one fourth beyond the increase of its popula
tion, its commercial activity and prosperity must be increased in far more
than an equal ratio: for the first hundred million's worth of annual produc
tion is doubtless consumed in supplying the merest and most absolute wants
of the producers themselves, without entering at all into the elements of com
merce; but whatever rises above that, being appropriated to the comforts
and the luxuries of life, begins at once to circulate through the channels of
trade ; and if the present annual production of the country may be estimated
at three hundred millions, the addition of one hundred millions more to that
production would probably double the commercial business of the country.
The day when protection could be made a bugbear — at leas', in this part
of the country — is over. We have tested by experience the falsity of the
original foreboding, that the adoption of the protective system would destroy
our commerce — at any rate, our foreign commerce — altogether. All the
free trade forebodings of the early stages of this controversy have signally
failed. It is not yet twenty years since a doleful anticipation was widely
VOL. I. No. I.
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entertained, that a resort to the protective policy would dry up the springs of
commerce entirely, and (most melancholy to contemplate!) require the im
position of Direct Taxes for the support of the Federal Government. Now
the support of government exclusively by such taxes is regarded as the per
fection of national policy by the theorists ofthe same school. Their fears of
a destruction or signal decline of commerce under the influence of the pro
tective policy have been shown to be utterly delusive. Take the ten years
when that policy was predominant— from 1824 to 1834 —and its friends
may safely defy its opponents to show any ten successive years when com
merce was so uniformly, generally, and onwardly prosperous. The revul
sion of 1825 belonged to the earlier period, and was the direct result of an
excess of importation over production under the auspices of "free trade."
Under an efficient protective tariff it could never have been incurred, though
it might have happened under any system, as the yellow fever caught in
New Orleans might be experienced in the most healthful locality.
It is high time that the commercial interest should realize more fully its
intimate sympathy with the agriculture, manufactures, and production gen
erally of the country. If these are not prosperous —nay, if they are not
encouraged, and stimulated to their highest attainable activity and vigor —
it will be idle to hope for and expect that commerce can flourish. They
form the heart from which the life-blood must be supplied; let that be torpid,
and the vital functions must cease altogether.

MERCANTILE LAW.
Art. IX. — INSURANCE — CONSULS — COMMISSION MER
CHANTS—MISREPRESENTATION AS TO TONNAGE.
The mercantile law is founded in principles which are simple in them
selves, and few in number ; but in their application to the business of life, the
details of cases vary so much — the circumstances ofeach are so different, and
those differences are often of so minute a character, that a most distressing
uncertainty hangs over many parts of the subject, and litigation is constantly
increasing among a class, the members of which have little or no bitterness
of feeling towards each other, but who submit to courts of justice the deter
mination of their rights, from a sincere desire to ascertain what they are.
This branch of the law is of peculiar interest, because mercantile causes
often exhibit the best pictures that exist of the manners, customs, habits, and
modes of life of distant communities. They are also valuable for historical
facts, ascertained in the best possible manner, by tribunals erected for the ex
press purpose of eliciting the truth.
It is not our purpose to present labored essays on this subject, except occa
sionally ; but an attempt will be made to present, as they occur, the more im
portant and interesting decisions, on subjects of interest to the merchant.
Those who wish to investigate particular subjects of mercantile law, can
easily do so by other means. Our immediate object is to present notices of
recent decisions, not contained in the books, consequently not generally
known to gentlemen of the bar even. As out articles on this subject will be
compiled by legal gentlemen, and as our information will be as authentic as
it is recent, it may be valuable to professional gentlemen, as well as mer
chants.
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INSURANCE.
Collision. — An interesting case on this subject, was decided a short
time since in Boston, in the Circuit Court of the United States. It was an
action brought by John Peters and others, against the Warren Insurance
Company of Boston, to recover on a policy of insurance on the ship Paragon,
dated March 15, 1836. It appeared, that in November, 1836, the ship sail
ed from Gottenburg, in ballast, to procure a cargo of iron for the United
States.
Whilst proceeding down the Elbe, with a pilot on board, she came in con
tact with a galiot, called the Franc Anna, and sunk her. The Paragon lost
her bowsprit, jiboom, and anchor, and sustained other damages, which ob
liged her to go into Cuxhaven, a port at the mouth of the Elbe, and subject
to the jurisdiction of Hamburg, for repairs.
Whilst lying there, the captain of the galiot libelled the Paragon in the
marine court, alleging, that the loss of the vessel was caused by the careless
ness or fault ofthose on board the Paragon. The ship was arrested, but sub
sequently released, on security being given by the agents of the owners to re
spond to such damages as should be awarded bv the court.
The captain of the Paragon, in his answer, denied the charges of careless
ness or fault on the part of those on board of his ship ; and the court, after
hearing the parties, and their proofs, decided, that the collision was not the
result of fault or carelessness on either side, and that, therefore, according to •
article first, title eight, of the marine law of Hamburg, the loss was a gene
ral average loss, and to be borne equally by each party. That is, the Para
gon was to bear one half of the expense of her own repairs, and to pay one
half of the value of the galiot, — and the galiot was to bear the loss of one
half of her own value, and to pay one half of the expense of the repairs of
the Paragon. In conformity with this decision, a general average statement
was drawn up by Mr. Oldermann, the Depachcur of Hamburg, an officer
appointed by law, and by whom alone such statements can be prepared, and
the captain of the Paragon was obliged to pay $2600, which amount the
owners claimed to recover of the insurers.
The defence was placed principally on the grounds, that the rule of law
in existence at Hamburg, being different from what exists in this country, the
underwriters were not bound by it ; that this was not properly a case of ge
neral average, or of a loss by the perils insured against, but it was a loss by
the peculiar and absurd provision of the laws of Hamburg, that in case of a
collision between two vessels, the loss shall be apportioned between them, al
though there is no pretence of fault on either side.
After an elaborate argument of the points of law, Judge Story decided: —
1. That when a case of general average occurs, if it is settled in the fo
reign port of destination, or in any other foreign port, where it rightfully
ought to be settled, the adjustment there made will be conclusive as to the
items, as well as the apportionment thereof upon the various interests, al
though it may be different from what our own law would have made, in case
the adjustment had been made on a like collision in our own ports.
2. The judge gave it as his opinion, that this was not a case of general
average, but one of particular average. But the principal point in his mind
was, whether the collision was a peril of the sea, or whether it was a mere
consequential injury, for which the underwriters were not liable ; and on this
point he decided :—
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3. That where a collision between two ships accidentally takes place
within the dominions of a foreign power, and by the laws of that foreign
power, all damages occasioned thereby are to be borne equally by the two
vessels, such a collision is a peril of the seas, within the meaning of the com
mon policy of insurance ; and the underwriters are liable not only for the
direct damage done to the ship insured by them, but also for the charge ap
portioned on such ship, as her contributory share towards the common loss,
not as a general average, but as properly a part of the partial loss occasioned
by the collision.
This decision being unsatisfactory to the defendants, and there being a gen
eral wish among the underwriters in Boston, that the question should be set
tled by the highest tribunal in the country, the cause was carried up to the Su
preme Court of the United States at Washington, last winter, where the deci
sion of Judge Story was affirmed. The grounds of the decision we do not
know, as it has not yet been published.
General Average. On the subject of Average, several important de
cisions have recently been made, overruling, in some respects, opinions which
have hitherto been received as correct.
In the case of Potter v. The Ocean Insurance Company of Boston, which
was decided by Judge Story, in the Circuit Court of the United States, at the
October term, 1837, it was held, that the wages, provisions, and other expen-.
ses of the voyage to a port of necessity, for the purpose of making repairs,
constitute a general average. It makes no difference in the application of the
principle to policies of insurance, that there happens to be no cargo on board,
so that there is, in fact, no contribution to be made by cargo or by freight ; for
general average does not depend upon the point, whether there are different
subject matters to contribute, but whether there is a common sacrifice for the
benefit of all, who are, or may be, interested in the accomplishment ofthe voy
age. Neither does it make any difference in the application of the principle,
that the insurance, on which the question arises, is not for a particular voyage,
but on time.
In the case of Loring v. Neptune Insurance Company, which was decided
in the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts at the March term, 1838, it
was held, that a general average adjustment made in the port of destination,
fairly and according to the laws of that place, is conclusive on all parties in
terested in the ship, cargo, and freight. This same principle was fully recog
nised by Judge Story in the case of Peters v. Warren Insu rance Company,
an account of which we have given above.
In the course of the trial of Loring v. Neptune Insurance Company, se
veral singular provisions of the law of Hamburg respecting general average
were proved. It appeared, that by a law of the city, first published by the
senate in 1731, that all goods contribute in general average according to the
invoice, with the charges till on board, except the premium. Each bill of la
ding is looked upon as a whole, and has to contribute according to the full in
voice amount, without reference to any part being in a damaged state or totally
destroyed. It is only when the whole contents of a bill of lading are destroy
ed, or so much damaged that the consignee refuses to receive them, that no
contribution takes place. All goods contribute according to the full invoice
value, provided they be received at all, and the receipt of any part ofa bill of
lading is tantamount to having received the whole.
In the above case, the bark Stag (the policy being on property on board)
sailed from Matanzas for Hamburg, with a cargo of2125 boxes ofsugar, and '
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78 bag's of coffee. Three hundred and fifty boxes of sugar were the proper
ty of the plaintiff, and were equal in value to the amount insured. On the
passage, the bark sustained damage from the perils of the sea, and 88 boxes of
sugar belonging to the plaintiff were totally destroyed. Fifty-two boxrs were
damaged over 50 per cent, of their value. The vessel having bee n compelled
by the damages sustained to put into Bermuda for repairs, an adIustment of a
general average contribution was made on her arrival at Hamburg, and the
plaintiff was assessed on the invoice value of his sugars, without any deduc
tion or allowance made on account of that lost or damaged, as above sla
ted ; and the amount so assessed was paid by his agent, and this action was
brought to recover it of the underwriters. The underwriters paid the plain
tiffthe value of the sugars which were totally lost, and sixty per cent, of the
value of the damaged parcel, but refused to pay the amount claimed in this
action, on the ground, that the adjustment at Hamburg was incorrect, and
ought to be revised. But the court decided, that although the adjustment
was a singular one, yet as it was fairly made, and according to the laws of the
port ofdestination, it was binding upon the underwriters.
Seaworthiness. — In the case of Copeland v. New England Marine
Insurance Company, which was tried in the Supreme Judicial Court in Boston
in April last, it appeared, that after the vessel insured (the brig Adams. Capt.
Gillespie, ofWilmington, N.C.) reached Jamaica, the captain, who had been ta
ken sick on the outward voyage, acted in a most singular manner. He was a
man of good reputation for skill and sobriety, but at that port, his conduct
was very boisterous and strange: he quarrelled with his physician and his
mate, and was almost constantly intoxicated. He took charge of the vessel,
however, on her return voyage to Wilmington, and she was lost on the Isle
of Pines. The defendants contended, that the vessel was unseaworthy, and
that the loss was fraudulent on the part of the master. Judge Wilde in
structed the jury, that if the master of a vessel becomes incompetent to the
command, before the vessel sails from her outward port, the mate ought to
take command, or have the matter inquired into by the American Consul,
or the consignee or agent of the vessel ; and if the vessel sails under the
command of a captain who is incompetent from any cause, and if she might
have been lost from such incompetency, the underwriters are excused, even
though a loss should happen from a cause which had no relation to the
captain7 s incompetency. But if the master is competent when the ship
sails, but afterwards becomes incompetent, and the ship is lost from that in
competency, the underwriters are not excused. In this case, the Jury re
turned a verdict for the defendants. The plaintiff moved for a new trial, on
the ground that the Judge misdirected the Jury, and the question will proably be argued before the whole court, at the next March term.
CONSULS.
Judge Hopkinson, of the District Court of the United States, in a recent
trial of a claim for the wages of a seaman, expressed his disapprobation, in
strong terms, of the practice of putting our seamen into foreign jails and
dungeons, at the mercy of the police officers, for offences by no means re
quiring this severe ana extreme remedy. For ordinary misconduct, or in
subordination, the law gave the master of a vessel power sufficient to
enforce obedience, and maintain discipline on board his vessel — that it is
only in cases of extraordinary violence, that a man should be taken on shore
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and thrown into a prison. The judge said he would take this occasion to
repeat what he had more than once said before, and to correct an error into
which captains continue to fall. They seem to believe that if they can get
the order or consent of the consul for their proceedings, it will be full justi
fication for them when they come home. He wished them to understand
that he would judtre for himself, after hearing both parties and their evi
dence, of the legality and necessity of these summary incarcerations; and
the part the consul may have taken in them would have but little weight
with him. He said he had never known an instance in which a consul had
refused the application of a captain to imprison a seaman ; furnishing him
with a certificate, duly ornamented with his official seal, vouching for the
offence of the victim, of which, generally, he knew nothing but from the
representations of the captain or officers of the vessel. The judge said he
never suffered their certificates to be read; that they were weaker than
ex parte depositions. He then made some remarks that may be worthy of
the attention of our government. He said, our consuls, unfortunately, are
merchants depending entirely upon the profits of their commercial business
for their living, especially upon consignments from the United States ; that
it is, therefore, of a primary importance to them to have the good will of the
masters of vessels, that they may make a good report of them to their owners.
He said, that an American gentleman of high intelligence, who has travelled
much, and known many of our consuls, has, in the book he has published,
expressed his regret that they are not supported by salaries from the public
treasury. As they now are, these important appointments are placed exclu
sively in the hands of merchants, who, he says, " are under strong induce
ments to make their offices subservient to their commercial business."
In the case of the William Harris, decided by Judge Ware, of the Dis
trict Court of the United States, in Portland, Maine, in 1837, the same doc
trine was laid down ; and he held, that an American Consul had no right to
imprison seamen in a foreign port, and that a master who procured his men
to be imprisoned without good cause, is not exempted from his liability to
them for damages, by showing that the imprisonment was ordered by the
Consul.
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
The case of Theodore D. Parker, of Boston, v. Brancher, Delius, Sf Co.,
merchants, of Hamburg, was an action in which the plaintiff claimed
damages of the defendants for selling certain coffee, consigned to them by
Parker, below the limit prescribed by the consignor. It appeared, that in
1832, Parker consigned to the defendants 1,640 bags of coffee, on which the
latter made a large advance. Parker sent a letter of instructions lim
iting the sale at a certain price therein named. Afterwards, Brancher,
Delius, & Co. commenced a suit against Parker, to recover the amount of
their advances. When that suit was commenced, the coffee had not been
sold, but having been sold pending the suit, for a sum less than the advances
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Shaw instructed the Jury, that a commission merchant having received goods
to sell at a certain price, and made advances upon such goods, had a right to
reimburse himself, by selling such goods at the fair market price, though be
low the limit, if the consignor, upon application, and after a reasonable time,
refused to repay the advances.
The Jury found for the defendants, and the plaintiff moved for a new trial,
on the ground that the instructions of the Judge were wrong. The full
court decided in April last, that the rule laid down by the_ Chief Justice was
correct, and they awarded judgment on the verdict.
At a very recent trial, in Boston, the question arose, whether the con
signee of goods was limited to the invoiced prices, if nothing was said by the
consignor. Judge Wilde said, this would depend altogether on custom
among commission merchants ; and that the party who set up the custom
must prove it to be universal.
A most interesting case, involving a perversion of property on the part of
the agents, and subjecting them, in the result, to heavy damages, was lately
decided in the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, on an action
of assumpsit, brought by Robert C. Hooper, of Boston, against Messrs.
Casamajor, Nuiry, & Co., merchants in St. Jago de Cuba, in the West In
dies, to recover damages for a breach of contract, by which the defendants
had agreed to load the bark Lydia, chartered by the plaintiff, with sugar
and coffee in Cuba, and despatch her for St. Petersburgh, in Russia. It
appeared in evidence that the arrangement was made at Boston in March,
1837, with the late John S. Gibson, one of the defendants — after which
Gibson sailed for Cuba. A letter addressed to John S. Gibson was put in
evidence, and the part of the letter on which the parties contended for a dif
ferent construction is given in italics. The defendants contending that it
limited the sugar to nine reals, and that if they had purchased above this
rate the plaintiff, if the adventure proved unprofitable, could have thrown it
upon them, and the plaintiff thought it contained no such limitation, but left
it discretionary ; in which opinion we concur from the phraseology and
character of the letter.
" Boston, March 3, 1837.
John S. Gibson, Esq.
of Messrs. Casamajor, Nuiry, & Co.
Dear Sir — I have been induced, from the favorable representations you have made
to me of your market at St. Jago de Cuba and Trinidad, and from the confidence
which I place in the good judgment of your highly esteemed house, to charter the fine
Swedish bark Lydia, for the purpose of loading her at St. Jago, with a cargo of white
sugar for St. Petersburg.
This vessel I presume will carry about 1400 boxes, and will sail from here in the
r
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sugars within the lay days stipulated in the charter party, you may ship, to fill her
up, 300 boxes of good, dry, strong grained, yellow sugars, to be landed at Copenha
gen, the bills of lading to be filled accordingly. This is Hie commencement of a cor
respondence which witl continue, 1 trust, a long while, and lead to mutual confidence
and profit. If the market at St. Jago should be as favorable as we anticipate, please
to advise me immediately on your arrival, as it is my intention in that case to send
another vessel to your house.
When the cargo is shipped on board the Lydia, please to ship me some 20 boxes
of sugar out of tiie parcel she has been loaded with, and your draft on me shall meet
due honor.
Wishing you a pleasant passage, I am, dear sir, yours, respectfully and truly,
R. C. HOOPER,"
On the 15th March the Lydia sailed, and by her Mr. Hooper forwarded
a letter of credit for £7,000 sterling, on Messrs. Morrison, Cryder, & Co.,
Bankers in London, stating in his letter,
" It was Mr. Gibson's opinion, that £6,000 would be ample for the purpose of load
ing a cargo of white sugars, and you will please, therefore, to use this credit to such
extent for sugars as may be necessary, and invest the balance in green coffee, suitable
for the St. Petersburg market."
On the 21st of March, and again on the 8th of April, the defendants wrote
to the plaintiff, that they deemed it very doubtful whether they should be
likely to load the Lydia at any thing like his ideas, and that they should
probably accept a freight for her.
On the 11th of April, the Lydia arrived at St. Jago. By the charter
party her lay days were to commence on the 21st of April, and continue
thirty days.
On the 12th of April the defendants wrote the plaintiff, that little or noth
ing was doing in sugars, and that they had written to Trinidad to inquire
what could be done there. " In the meantime," they say, " if we can ex
ecute here at ten rials, we shall do so, as the extent of your ideas as mention
ed in the conversation with the writer."
On the 25th of April, after stating that their advices from Trinidad were
equally discouraging for getting sugars at fair prices, they say, "under these
circumstances, taken in connexion with what you say under date of March
3d, &c. ; we cannot believe that your interest would be studied, were we to
load the Lydia at over nine reals, although your conversation with Mr. Gib
son authorizes us so to do."
The Lydia was not loaded for the plaintiff, but was let to freight to one
Sanchez, and sailed from St. Jago for Trinidad on the 2d of May, and six
teen days afterwards the defendants wrote the plaintiff as follows:
" In conformity to our last advices, we have let Don Victoriano Sanchez have the
Lydia, at the same charter you were to pay, to load here and at Trinidad a cargo of
coffee and some sugar for Europe. Her wooden and foul bottom were serious objec
tions, and we were very glad to get her off our hands as well as we have done, although
we did our best to obtain for you something more. Your letter of credit for £7,000,
you will of course consider null and void."
Evidence was given that Don Victoriano Sanchez was the clerk of the
defendants, that his assumed ownership was fictitious, and that the cargo
shipped was the property of the defendants, who were, at the time, largely
indebted to Messrs. Morrison. Cryder, & Co., and that the cargo was intend
ed for them ; that on the 22d April they wrote to Morrison, Cryder, & Co.,
that in consequence of the great scarcity of vessels, they were prepared to see
unusually low prices for the remaining two thirds of an abundant crop ;
that they could find no bills to remit, and they were therefore compelled to
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send sugars instead of bills, while they had the letter of credit, of the plaintiff,
cn Morrison, Cryder, & Co., for £7,000 sterling, bills against which
would have been every way satisfactory and unexceptionable.
On the 2 1st of April, the day the Lydia's lay days commenced at St. Jago,
they wrote to Booring & Overbeck, at Trinidad, that in all probability the
Lydia would go there, and take the sugars B. & O. held for the defendants;
that their agents had purchased 500 boxes good sugars at 7 and 9 reals —
that they had reason to believe that sugars would decline ; and yet, before
the first lay day commenced, they had determined to load the Lydia for their
own account, and actually sent her away before the lay days had half ex
pired; that she was never offered to freight, except to one person, of whom
they asked £5 10s., while she was nominally let to Sanchez, but in reality
appropriated to themselves, at £3 9s. per ton ; that instead of a cargo of coffee
and some sugars, the Lydia was loaded with a cargo of sugars and some
coffee, precisely the cargo ordered by the plaintiff, for the St. Petersburg
market ; that Sanchez wrote to Booring & Overbeck, that he was the owner
of the sugars they held, having purchased them from Messrs. Casamajor,
Nuiry, & Co., and ordered them to ship them by the Lydia, which he had
chartered for that purpose, arid that he forwarded them copie s of the identi
cal instructions sent out by Mr Hooper, to Messrs. Casamajor, Nuiry, & Co.,
as to selections of sugars, &c., which he said he had received from a friend
of great experience in the Russia trade.
No new charter was ever made to Sanchez, and the captain of the Lydia
learned for the first time, in St. Petersburg, that Mr. Hooper had no interest
in the cargo. The plaintiff contending that the whole transaction on the
part of the defendants was fraudulent — their advices of the prices of sugars
deceptive — that they had intentionally abused his confidence, and appro
priated to their own advantage, an adventure which he had planned with
much care, and from which he expected large returns.
The defendants insisted, and offered evidence to prove, that the whole
transaction was perfectly fair and honorable, and their conduct through
out was intended to be that of faithful agents, acting for the best interest of
their employer, and in supposed accordance with his wishes ; that the letter
of 3d March limited the sugars to nine reals, and that if thev had purchased
above, they would have transcended their authority, and rendered themselves
responsible to the plaintiff who might have thrown the whole loss on them,
if loss had accrued, and that it was impossible for them to have purchased
the sugars at the prices named by the plaintiff and being unable to do so,
they did the best they could to save the plaintiff harmless on his charter
party. That it was true that Sanchez was their clerk, and the cargo ship
ped on board the Lydia was their own ; it had, however, no connexion
with Mr. Hooper, and was simply a precaution on their part, of shipping
in the name of another, because of the gresat excitement in the commercial
world, and to protect themselves from loss, by failing in London ; and as it
had no bearing on Mr. Hooper's interest, it was a precaution they had a
right to use, and of which he had no right to complain. That there was
great difficulty in foreign bills at the time, and that they were unable to dis
pose of the plaintiff's funds satisfactorily.
On the question of damages, there was some diversity of opinion ; Mr.
S. T. Williams estimated the sum actually made by the defendants, at about
$6,000, and that ifthe sugars had been purchased at nine reals, and sold as di
rected by the plaintiff, at St. Petersburg, the profit would have been about
VOL. I. No. I.
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$18,000. Gen. Tyler estimated the profit at about $9,000, supposing the
cargo to have been laid in at 9 reals.
The cause was tried at great length, commencing on Wednesday, and
terminating on Saturday. On Monday morning, Judge Dewey charged the
Jury, the counsel on both sides submitting the construction to be put on the
letter of the 3rd of March to the direction of the Judge.
He instructed the Jury, that all agreements and conversations prior to the
3rd March, were to be disregarded, as a contract in writing could not be
affected by what had previously taken place, — it was conclusive on the
parties; any conversation or agreement afterwards, which went to vary or
control the letter, was proper matter for the Jury. They had to take mto
consideration — Firstly, the legal effect of the plaintiff's letter of 3rd March,
whether it contained a restriction on the defendants not to purchase at a
higher rate than therein mentioned ; and, secondly, whether that letter had
been varied or controlled by subsequent acts or conversations, and in what
respect.
If, on reflection, the Jury were satisfied that the defendants were limited to
nine reals, then it was incumbent on the plaintiffto show that the sugars could
have been obtained at his limit ; or, secondly, that subsequent arrangements
had enlarged the contract of 3d March, or the plaintiff could not recover,
whatever the motives of the defendants might have been in applying the ves
sel to their own purposes.
If, on the other hand, the Jury were satisfied that by the intention of the
parties a discretionary power was vested in the defendants to purchase or not,
they could then consider whether they had acted fairly and faithfully, or had
intentionally appropriated the ship to their own purposes, and violated their
faith towards the plaintiff!
The Jury, after an absence of an hour and a half, returned with a verdict
for the plaintiff, for $12,000: Choate & Russell for the plaintiff; C. G. Loring for the defendant.
MISREPRESENTATION OF TONNAGE.
In the Circuit Court of New York, before Judge Edwards. — Louis
De Valier and Edward Lamont vs. John B. Woodgate. This w-as an ac
tion on a charter party entered into by the parties in July, 1830, by which
the defendant chartered of the plaintiffs a schooner called the Margaret, to
proceed from Nassau, N. P., to the island of Mayagua, there to take the
cargo from the wreck of the stranded brig Victor, deliver it at Jamaica,
take in a cargo at that island, and return to this port. She was guaranteed
to be 600 barrels tonnage, and the consideration of the charter party was
$700.
The Margaret proceeded on her voyage, the defendant accompanying her,
took a quantity of staves from the wreck of the Victor, delivered them at
Jamaica, took in a cargo of pimento, and returned to this city ; and this
action was brought for the recovery of the $700 which the defendant agreed
to rav for such service.
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Judge Edwards charged the Jury, that it was not pretended by the de
fendant that the Margaret did not perform her voyage, and complete it, pur
suant to the terms of the charter, and that the plaintiffs were consequently
entitled to recover the sum stipulated in that instrument. Whether she had
or had not taken from the wreck of the Victor as much cargo as she should
have taken, has no bearing upon the merits of this suit. If the defendant
has been aggrieved by any such neglect, or was imposed upon in relation to
the tonnage of the plaintiffs' vessel, he cannot use such neglect or imposition
as a set-off to the claim under the charter party, but must bring his sepa
rate action for damages. Verdict for the plaintiffs, for the whole amount
claimed, with interest and costs.
With all due submission to the learned judge, we dissent from his interpre
tation of the law. According to the French ordinance, the master who uses
deception in representing the burthen of his vessel, provided it exceed the
fortieth part, shall answer the merchant in damages; but the better under
stood and more equitable decision of the English law is, if a ship be freighted
by the ton, and found of less burthen than expressed, the payment shall be only
for the real burthen ; thus, if a ship be freighted for 200 tons or thereabouts,
it is commonly reduced to five tons more or less. Now this vessel was guar
anteed to carry 600 barrels, and deduction ought to have been made for her de
ficient burthen, unless it was so trifling as to be unimportant ; buttodrivethe
merchant to a suit for damages against the master, is not simplifying or admin
istering justice, but rendering the process tedious and oftentimes unattaina
ble. The objection of the charterer that her tonnage being unequal, they
were not entitled to any payment at all, was, to say the least of it, extremely
frivolous.

Art. X.— POPULAR SUGGESTIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES
OF COPARTNERSHIP.
[The following is the first of a series of Lectures on Commercial Law, delivered be
fore the " Mercantile Library Association," by our fellow citizen, Danibl Lord, Jh.,
Esq., so well known and so highly esteemed as a Commercial Lawyer. These Lec
tures are original in our work, having never before been published. The first illus
trates the " condition of copartners towards the public," with the method, fidelity, and
minuteness, for which Mr. Lord is so remarkable. To our commercial readers they
must prove highly acceptable ; and to those about entering into copartnership, many of
the suggestions will be eminently useful. That portion of the Lecture, which will en
rich our succeeding number, is on lh", " position of copartners to each other," and;when
we shall have placed the whole before our readers, we are satisfied that we shall pre
sent a muss of information new to many and useful to all ; for it is a point which must
be conceded, that while most of our merchants are well informed on matters connect
ed with their immediate pursuits, they are in many instances ignorant of the first prin
ciples of law as applicable to themselves.]
Union constitutes strength. Man singly, although endowed with reason,
and thus made lord of the creation, is nevertheless weak, and incapable .of
effecting great results : it is by his propensity to associate, to unite with
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vidual enterprise, capital, influence, knowledge, or skill, is a no less power
ful and successful means.
Hence arises the relation of mercantile copartnership ; individuals agree
together to unite their efforts and advantages, and to act thus united as one
and for " the common benefit : this relation, its origin and consequences,
are to be the subject of our present remarks.
Partnership is the union, by mutual agreement, of two or more persons
for some commercial purpose, to be pursued for the common gain and loss
ofthe parties. It is in some instances the mere union of capacities to trans
act business, without any property in either of the parties; whose whole
means of action are their skill, their perseverance and their industry. In
some instances, it is the union of capital to capital chiefly; as in the instan
ces ofprivate banking copartnerships, which are conducted wholly by agencies.
In some instances it is the union of the industry, skill, and integrity of one,
with the wealth, the business reputation, and organized establishment of
others. It is sometimes a union for a single adventure, sometimes for a se
ries of adventures of a particular kind, sometimes for all kinds of business
at a particular place, or at all places, for a specified or for an indefinite term.
While the extent of this relation of copartnership is exceedingly various,
yet in all its shapes it is subject to almost entirely the same principles and
rules.
The object of the copartnership union, is to give to all the combining par
ties the benefit of the individual acts of each : these acts therefore are per
formed in the name of all, and this name is usually styled the ''firm," the
name of their union, or the union of their names.
The acts of each in this name of union are therefore in the eye of the
world to be deemed the acts of all, and all the combining parties are held
responsible for them : and as the combining, the uniting, the holding up to
the public of such a union, is what gives to it the great advantage of the con
fidence of all; as it is a declaration in effect by each party of the trust
worthiness of the whole, and as the public can only judge by the external
signs which the union presents, the public have a right to treat this ostensi
ble union as a copartnership, although by private agreement the contrary
be stipulated among the parties themselves. It is therefore always to be
borne in mind, in considering whether a partnership exists, that it may ex
ist as to the public at large, by reason of the ostensible conduct of the par
ties ; while it may be prevented from existing, and from giving to the par
ties partners rights, by private stipulations; stipulations invalid it is true to
wards uninformed strangers, but binding between those who have agreed to
them.
Copartnership holds out each copartner as authorized to act for the others;
to bind them by his dispositions of property, and by his contracts. The ex
tent and the limitations of this authority, its commencement, progress, and
termination, form the body of the law of partnership.
A partnership is formed bv the mutual agreement of the parties to enter
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of several adventurers in a private joint speculation, being insured, and the
property meeting loss, abandon it to the insurers, the latte r, who take be
cause the law throws the ownership on them and they cannot avoid it, do
not thereby become subject to the obligations, nor to the interference of the
other joint owners. The mutual assent therefore of all the parties, is essen
tial to create the copartnership.
But while this assent is essential, yet it is sometimes implied and inferred,
where it has never in fact been given; and this upon the principle of ethics,
that wo are not only bound by what we actually declare, but by what we, by
our acts or neglects, induce others to believe. Consequently, by holding out
to the world such signs and evidences of a copartnership, as do by their ne
cessary effect upon the minds of others, persuade them of its existence, a par
ty may subject himself as copartner, who has never contemplated receiving
any of its benefits, or coming under any of its obligations. Thus, should a
father see notes in his son's hand writing, using the firm of "himself and
son," and accredit such notes, either by endorsing them, or receiving them, or
in any manner giving them currency, he would give the world reason to be
lieve himselfa copartner. So, by permitting a sign to be put up of a similar
firm, and trading at, and frequenting the store, without complaint, or causing
such complaint to be made public, he might be made responsible as copart
ner, without, in fact, having made any agreement for it, or intended the same
in any manner. It is on this principle also, that copartners often remain lia
ble after the dissolution of their copartnerships : having by the copartnership
union held out to the world the assurances of copartnership, the world has a
right to continue to believe these assurances, not only while the agreement
itself exists, but long after its termination, and after every party to it has lost
all right to act under it, until the public has been apprised by the parties of
the discontinuance of the union.
This wholesome principle of implying an agreement, from a man's acts,
without his positive assent, is one to be constantly kept in view It is one of per
fect justice, operating to enforce the most entire frankness and openness of con
duct, and exacting a diligence to prevent error ; and is alike honorable to the
law, and profitable to the state. It is a principle of evidence however, and docs
not violate the position, that consent is essential to a copartnership ; it only
forces the presumption of consent ; it is consent against one's will; a consent
not the less advantageous however, nor in the eye of the law less real.
Words are always acts, and expressive ones ; but other acts may often be far
more expressive of the truth.
This consent will also be implied in another case, to an extent greatly be
yond the design of the parties. Whenever there is an agreement between
two or more persons to share the eventual loss or gain, or to participate in the
profit or loss of an adventure or business, although it be also agreed that this
shall not constitute a copartnership, and although the whole agreement be
t
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trary. Upon what principle then, in this case, does this assumed consent, this
forced liability, rest?
It is to be remarked, that by consenting' to a participation in the profit, the
consenting parties have agreed to take all the benefit of the transaction ; they
are benefitted by all contracts and acts bearing upon the adventure, either to
increase its productiveness, or to diminish its ill success : all such acts are
therefore done for their benefit. Next, consider by whom are such acts or con
tracts induced 1 They are by ostensible persons necessarily conducting this
adventure for the advantage of the secret participators of profit. We then have
these two elements of responsibility; the acts are done for the benefit of the
parties held liable, and are invited or directed by persons necessarily acting in
their business. Is there then any plainer principle, than that one whom I
direct or invite to make a bargain, or to do any act in pursuance of my en
terprises, which act is to be for my advantage, is to all intents my agent, what
ever 1 may choose to call him ? Are not his acts my acts 1 Ought not I, who
am to receive the benefit of them, to bear their burthen ? By this consent,
therefore, to take the benefit of a transaction, I do make those necessarily em
ployed my agents. I cannot, by miscalling them, by pretending a different
relation, or by provisoes irreconcilable with the true character of the affair,
render them any less than my agents. And as they are my agents by reason
of my joint interest in their acts, they are my copartners ; and by connecting
myself thus with them in interest, my acts have consented that I should be
bound by their conduct.
Interesting questions upon this subject have arisen : it has been urged, that
as the crediting parties did not rely upon the belief of a copartnership, they
could only claim the benefit of the agreement as it actually was ; resembling
the case of one acting in his own name for another, but exceeding his autho
rity, whereas the agency neither actually nor ostensibly existed, liability
might be rejected. Yet courts, (with the wisdom and firmness which the
common law exacts, both from its priests and from its disciples.) have adhered
to the principle, that the acts constitute an agency of joint owners; and that acts
should continue to be heard in preference to words, however pretending.
Summing up the preceding observations, it results, that copartnership al
ways imports mutual agreement to such union ; that such agreement is,
first, directly made ; second, implied from ostensible acts, even against actual
private dissent ; and, third, implied from participation of profits, without
other actual or ostensible consent.
It is fit to add here, what constitutes copartnership by participation of pro
fits: merely receiving pay for services by a commission or per centage
upon the amount sold, or receiving the amount which an adventure may
yield over a certain sum, or certain per centage of profit, or receiving inte
rest out of profits, or an annuity, not depending upon profits, for the good
will of a firm by a retired partner, is not a participation of profits within the
rule. The party in none of these cases stands in the place and with all the
consequences to himself of the character of owner ; the acts done do not to
the same extent affect his interest ; he is not. in fact, owner. And, although
the application of the principle sometimes compels us to use the microscope
in discovering distinctions, yet they can be discovered by those who are obli
ged to try. The rule may be plainly laid down, that, to render one a part
ner in consequence of his receipts from a business, such receipts must be ba
sed upon no more nor less than a simple participation of its profits.
While, however, this participation renders the participators partners, and
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so, liable to the world, it does not give them partners' rights as between each
other ; they cannot claim the equal right to take the custody of the property,
nor to dispose of it as copartners, nor otherwise than according to their joint
agreement. Their own private arrangement must go into effect between
themselves who consented to it ; no reasons exist to force a different liability
upon them, nor to prevent the operation of that they have chosen.
It is to be added here, that young men should be cautious in deciding upon
these offers of participation of" prolits instead of salary, or in addition to it.
Generally, the offers are made without the expectation, on either side,
that losing or ruinous liabilities accrue ; they are generally advantageous
offers, designed simply to reward assiduous industry, to attach a valuable as
sistant, or to lay hold of useful business connexions. But they are too often
accepted with the impatient eagerness of youth, showing off the spirit of the
young horse, feeling his strength, activity, and fire, panting and neighing for
the dangers of the field, without the training for its duties, or a knowledge of
its dangers. Such offers are often embraced, because the youth would feel
himself beginning business, interested in the profits ; because he wishes, in
his moments of vanity, to boast among his companions of being member of
such a great house. He may be induced, too, by motives the most gene
rous, involving the bettering ofthe condition of a dependent mother, sisters, or
wife. Thousands of motives — not even suspicious, and adapted to his every
virtue and every vice — recommend his acceptance of such offers. Let him,
however, examine well his steps. Let him judge without illusion. Let him
here remember, that he becomes a partner so far as that relation can be dis
astrous, while he may in fact be a mere clerk so far as it might be advanta
geous. Such offers are not to be lightly declined, nor suspiciously received,
but they are to be coolly considered; and here the wisdom of age, the advice
of cautious friends, become indispensable guides ; and patience, not to be too
eager to get rich, a necessary virtue. Such offers are very often openings
to wealth, character, and influence; also are they sometimes avenues in early
life to irretrievable ruin.
Having thus considered the creation of a copartnership, our next inquiry
is, what the partners arc authorized by it to do.
This requires a consideration ofthe public or actual objects of the copart
nership. Usually these are wholly commercial and mercantile ; they are
to transact the business of buying and selling, or an agency business ; a joint
adventure to some other place ; the navigating of ships for the common profit
and loss of the owners. The legal authority of the partners takes its form
and shape from the ordinary scope and objects of the partnership business,
and is limited to their contracts ; and acts done by each copartner in the ordi
nary or fair prosecution of the ostensible business of the firm, are obligatory
on it; beyond this they are not binding on the partnership; they are unau
thorized, and can only be made to affect the copartnership by showing the
actual consent of all its members. Thus, a house dealing in dry goods,
would not ordinarily be bound by the purchase, by one of its partners, of a
ship, unless the purchase were sanctioned by his copartners. So, a house
running a line of packets to another port, would not ordinarily be bound by
a purchase of hardware by one of its partners. A house dealing in hardware
would not be bound by a purchase of dry goods, nor would any mercantile
firm be charged with stock speculations.
The principle is, that by openly pursuing a specific kind of business, the
copartnership limits are announced, and the copartners are not to be deemed
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authorized to transact other kinds on the credit oftheir firm. The common
purpose of the union being specific, the acts and conducts of the parties ha
ving reference to this purpose, must conform to the contemplation of the par
ties, nor have the public reason to hold it otherwise. This principle is one
which, followed, would save many losses and disappointments to persons in
discreetly giving credit to the members of creditable houses, speculating on
private account, and often using the credit of their firms for this purpose.
Persons giving such credit, and finding the acts disavowed by the firm, often
complain of the hardship of their case, that having credited the partner of a
firm who had the use of its name, they are not entitled to its responsibility.
But the true source of their complaint lies in their ignorance of this
principle: the copartner is member of a union, only in a specific business;
he has the name of the firm only for the purposes of that business. And the
crediting party, when a copartner is acting out of the copartnership line,
must inquire of the other copartners ifthe act be sanctioned : if for delicacy's
sake, or for the sake of an advantageous bargain, he forbears this precaution,
then he must, in the event of a disavowal by the firm, charge his loss to his
own false delicacy or over eagerness for gain, and not complain of the law.
A more general knowledge of this principle, and more caution in giving cre
dits, — the certainty that inquiries would be made into the authority for out of
the way speculations, would prevent many members of copartnerships from
being tempted to violate their integrity and loyalty, by the supposed possession
ofa power to pledsfe the established credit of their firms : a violation which,
in the unauthorized use of the names of others, has in it all the moral guilt of
forgery, and differs from it only in legal impunity.
Another limitation of the power of a copartner is, that no copartner is author
ized to pledge the credit of his firm for his own debt. The debt being of the
individual, the payment of that debt clearly has no ordinary connexion with
the purposes ofthe joint copartnership, but the contrary: and however much
it may add to a man's rank or standing to belong to a respectable copartner
ship, yet no one has a right to presume the copartnership to have placed
their credit at his disposal for his own private advantage. The very object
and purpose of a copartnership imports a postponement of the individual
purposes and engagements of the parties to the advancement of the joint in
terests: and no one can rightly suppose that copartners intend to allow their
joint property to be charged with engagements, not promoting the common
purposes, but by burdening, tending to defeat it. In such cases, therefore,
upon every principle, the firm is not bound. Such obligations are often at
tempted in the mutual bad faith of the giver and taker ofthe obligation : they
both know what the purpose of the obligation is, and they can only forbear
asking the express sanction of the copartners from the belief that it will be
refused ; they therefore attempt to create an obligation in secresy and in fraud,
and the failure of the attempt ought always to be extolled as a triumph of the
law, and needs not to be justified as one of its salutary hardships.
In like manner, as the copartnership's name cannot be pledged for the
individual use of a copartner, much less can it be pledged for the debt or
purposes of a stranger. All suretyships and accommodation paper by a
copartner, in the firm's name, for the benefit of others, are void as to the
firm, unless sanctioned by all the copartners. Pledging the responsibility
of the union for the mere benefit of strangers to it, is clearly, and in the un
derstanding of all men, not within the ordinary scope of the copartnership
business : nor does the circumstance that a commission is paid to the copart
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ner thus using the name of his house vary the matter : for unless the busi
ness be a guaranty business, such a transaction is without its line : insuring
the solvency of a stranger is as much out of the circle of a mere trading
house, as insuring ships or buildings ; it is therefore not authorized either ac
tually or ostensibly, and does not bind the firm.
If however the business of guaranty or engaging for the payment of the
debts of others be a part of the business of the house, as in case of auction
and general commission houses, then guaranties made by either copartner,
in the ordinary course of its business, but not otherwise nor farther, bind the
copartnership. Even in these cases, therefore, caution must be used, as well
as fairness and good faith, on the part of the creditor, before he relies upon
the name of the firm taken upon a suretyship or obligation for the benefit of
others.
And in all these cases, (negotiable paper excepted.) the burden of proof
does not lie on the copartnership to exonerate itself; but, as the affair is not
within the ordinary range of its ostensible business, the burden of proof will
lie upon him who seeks to charge the, firm. He must always show that
the engagement was made for the ostensible objects of the copartnership, or,
that it has received the sanction ofthe copartners. And he must prove the
sanction of all: that of a majority will not suffice; for as their only joint
control and authority is given for the common purpose, when that common
purpose is abandoned, no authority in any one to bind the others is conceded,
and a majority are as powerless as an individual.
In all such cases, where the copartnership name is improperly used, a dis
position of the copartnership property for the same object would be equally
invalid: If he cannot create an obligation to be enforced hereafter uporrtie
common property, the copartner cannot effect an immediate transfer for a simi
lar purpose. The possession of the property is only joint possession ; individual
possession is understood to be for all, and therefore is no evidence, of right of
property or authority, except for the common or joint purposes of the firm.
While, however, the copartnership power is thus confined to the joint
objects ostensibly pursued, yet in the promotion of these objects it is wholly
unlimited. Thus, although a dry goods firm in Pearl street cannot, without
their express consent, be bound for the contract of their copartner for ten
shares of stock, they may be bound by purchases of dry goods to any
amount, however unwarranted by their actual plans, purposes, or instruc
tions to their copartner, and however ruinous. The public know the gene
ral business of the house, but do not, and cannot, know its private purposes
or secret restrictions ; as to these, by uniting together they have trusted their
all to their mutual good faith. Nor are the persons, dealing in the faith of
such contracts within the scope of ordinary business, at all affected by any
abuse of authority or fraud in the subsequent disposal of the property : it is
only their duty to see that the contract is originally well warranted; it is the
duty of the copartners themselves to see to all afterwards.
In the modern course of business, negotiable paper is universally used in
the pursuit of their affairs, by all partnerships and individuals indiscriminate
ly; and the purposes of commerce, requiring that the circulation ofthese ob
ligations should be protected, every such obligation appearing on its face to
be in the name ofthe firm, is presumed to be for the purposes of the firm ; ex
cept it can be shown to have been taken by the actual claiming holder, for
purposes not warranted by its business. Hence, negotiable paper made by
a copartner in the name of his firm, is the usual mode of attempting to create
VOL. I. No. I.
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improper charges upon it ; and, to a great degree, it is a successful one. Al
though in the hands of him who accepts or takes the paper, thus unwarranta
bly made, knowing its improper purpose, it is void ; yet the moment it passes
into the hands of men, taking it fairly for what it purports to be, and parting
with property on the faith of it, it becomes valid from the policy of the law ;
the firm must meet it, seeking such remedy as they may against those who
illegally combined originally to put the paper into circulation.
One copartner cannot execute sealed instruments in the name of his firm,
or of his other copartners: the giving of such obligations is no part of ordi
nary commercial business ; and besides, to make a sealed instrument the so
lemn deed of any man, requires by the common law, either his own delivery
of it, or a delivery by his attorney, authorized under seal. But a copartner
may execute the release of a debt, owing to his firm, by sealing in the name
of his firm, or in his own name : and here the name of the firm, not taking
any greater effect than his own name, is allowed the same, and is a good re
lease. It has also been held that a charter party letting a ship to freight to a
firm, executed by only one of the firm as party, but carried into effect, and the
vessel used in the business of the copartnership, should be deemed as sealed
by all ; the law here has passed by the form, and seated itself upon the sub
stance.
Summing up this branch of our subject then, it appears that the authority
of a copartner to pledge the credit, or dispose of the property of his firm, is
limited to the ostensible and actual business of the firm, to the exclusion of the
debts or purposes of the individual copartner and also of those of strangers ;
that all such acts are void; but that within the range of the business of the
firm, the authority of the copartners is, as to the trading public, unlimited ;
and that in relation to negotiable paper, it is also unrestrained, when found
in the hands of holders taking it in good faith.
In making claims against a copartnership, strangers are always obliged to
prove the union of the parties under this relation. It is evident that the copart
nership agreement itself, (which being the most perfect and exact evidence,
would, in all other cases, be the only evidence allowed of the fact,) being in
the keeping of the partners, and not capable of being recorded in any public
office, could be withheld, and no easy means left of showing its contents.
Yielding to this necessity, and also to the principle, that the terms of this writ
ten contract, if produced, would not avail against the open acts of the parties,
the law allows a copartnership to be proved by a common reputation of its
ex;stence, a reputation supposed to arise from general observation of the acts
of the partners. Ordinarily, the reputation of a thing is not regarded;
common safety requires that facts should be proved by those who have seen
and known them, so that they can swear to them. But in relation to this sub
ject, as the reputation of copartnership must ordinarily arise from those who
deal with it, who have therefore an interest to know the truth, and who are in
a condition, from observing open acts, to form a correct belief, such reputation
is permitted to be shown. It is, however, not conclusive, and is subject to
close examination, both as to its grounds and its extent ; and if a true explana
tion can be shown, reconcileable with the actual facts, and with the non-exis
tence of the alleged copartnership, the reputation may be counterbalanced.
But in such cases, it is always a matter for the decision of a jury, a tribunal
less certain in the uniformity of its estimate ofmatters than the judges ; and as
in commercial places, juries are exceedingly disposed to stretch the point, and
fix a liability upon all, who may by any construction appear to have been the
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mer ns of inducing a credit, however inadvertently, it becomes incumbent on
tht creditor and the credited to see that their acts strictly conform to the requi ements of the law, that the one may not give, or the other derive, any
undue or fictitious credit.

Art. XL— MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
An Address delivered before the Mercantile Library Association, at its
Eighteenth Annual Meeting, Janua ry 8, 1839. Embodying a History
of the Association. By John H. Gourlie.
The Eighteenth Annual Report of the Board of Directors of the Mercan
tile Library Association, Clinton Hall, New York, January, 1839. By
Edmund Coffin, late President of the Association.
We have read the address and report with equal pride and satisfaction, and
cannot resist the inclination to make some remarks, setting forth the rise and
present condition of an institution, which, we were going to say, promises to
be, but in fact is now, a credit and honor to our county : to the spirit and enter
prise of those who planned, and the liberality of those who have furthered and
aided its growth and expansion, to its present enlarged, eminently useful, and
prosperous condition.
In pursuance of a call, published in the bulletin of the Daily Advertiser, a
meeting of the merchant's clerks took place at the Tontine Coffee House,
November 9, 1820, attended, as the address states, by about two hundred and
fifty persons — "some undoubtedly attracted by curiosity, others doubtful of
the practicability of the proposed scheme; but, again, some animated by a
noble zeal, and actuated by far-sighted and generous motives in the accom
plishment of the great object in view."
"At this meeting, a committee was appointed to prepare a constitution,
which, at a subsequent meeting, November 27, 1820, was unanimously
adopted." We give the preamble, as setting forth the object of the association
at this early period.
" We, the subscribers, merchant's clerks in the city of New York, being
desirous to adopt the most efficient means to facilitate mutual intercourse, to
extend our information upon mercantile and other subjects of general utility,
promote a spirit of useful inquiry, and qualify ourselves to discharge, with
dignity, the duties of our profession, and the social offices of life, have asso
ciated ourselves for the purpose of establishing a library and reading room,
to be appropriated to the use of young men engaged in mercantile pursuits."
A constitution was adopted, officers elected, and the public interest early en
listed. Upon the list of honorary members, appears, at this early period, the
name of Philip Hone, who has never ceased his exertions in behalf Jt (4>e
institution, and to whom it owes a deep debt of gratitude "for his (Steadfast,
untiring, and generous devotion to the progress and improvement of every
thing connected with the institution."
At the first meeting of the boardof directors, a committee was appointed to
draft an appeal to the public, in aid of the objects of the association, and a
committee empowered to rent a room in the second story of the building, No.
49 Fulton street, for the use of the association, at a rent not exceeding one
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hundred dollars per annum. In February, 1821, the library was opened
with seven hundred volumes, and about one hundred and fifty members.
We have thus adverted to the commencement of an institution, which is
destined to have a great literary and moral bearing on the mind and charac
ter of those who partake of the advantages of its foundation, and it may not be
inaptly compared, in the beautiful language of inspiration, to the grain of
mustard seed, which has become a tree, under whose branches the birds of
the air find shelter.
At the first anniversary, the library contained one thousand volumes, and
the members had increased to one hundred and seventy-five. Unfounded
prejudices and misgivings were gradually rooted out — the Chamber of Com
merce were inclined to take an interest in it, and on the favorable report of a
visiting committee, contributed two hundred and fifty dollars in aid of the ob
jects of the association. In 1836, district committees were appointed to solicit
donations in money or books, and the result was so favorable, that in February
of that year, the library was removed to a large room in Cliffstreet, affording
to the members increased accommodations. The library then numbered
three thousand and three hundred volumes, and the members had increased to
between six and seven hundred. And to such an extent had the taste for read
ing been encouraged by the facilities afforded, that the number of books taken
annually from the library, amounted to twenty-five thousand, nearly equal to
eight times the number of volumes in the possession of the association.
Most favorably to the interests of the association, a course of lectures was
this year commenced by able and scientific men on various subjects. The
plan became popular, and it was found impossible to accommodate the public
m the narrow precincts possessed by the association, or even the individual
members. The idea was suggested by the late Allen C. Lee, "a gentleman
of rare attainments, who devoted much of his time and energy to elevate the
character and extend the influence of the association," of an establishment on a
broader and more permanent basis; better adapted to the wants and wishes of
the members, "and commensurate with the increasing commercial wealth
and influence of the great metropolis." " A commercial literary establish
ment was something new ; but it bore upon its face a highly practical charac
ter, and as such, met with very general popularity. Heretofore, it had been
regarded as a clerk's library, sustained merely by their humble and moderate
resources. A wider field was now opened for its active influence, and a plan
was adopted, which resulted in the establishment of the Clinton Hall As
sociation. Notices were distributed among the most prominent merchants,
by Mr. Lee and Geo. S. Robins, acting in concert with him — a meeting was
held at the library, for the purpose of concerting measures for procuring a
permanent location. At this meeting, Mr. Robins falteringly proposed rais
ing ten thousand dollars, for the erection ofa building, for the accommodation
and use of the library ; but Mr. Arthur Tappan, who was present, responded
pramwJv that " it would reouire. and must-hare, at least thirty thousand!'
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of 1796, it is, to all intents and purposes, an existing corporation, possessing
the power of holding- property, with every other right usually belonging to
corporate associations.
The number of members, at the date of the report, clerks, merchants,
and stockholders, was four thousand five hundred and twenty-seven. Of this
number, four thousand one hundred and forty-seven pay two dollars annual
ly, one hundred and two merchants pay five dollars annually, and two hun
dred and seventy-eight are stockholders. The gross receipts ofthe past year
was eight thousand and seventy-two dollars and seventy-seven cents. The as
sociation is entirely out of debt, and a wide expanded field of usefulness is
open, which the officers of the association have only faithfully to cultivate
and improve, and to hand to their successors an institution without a parallel
in this or any other country.
The rents arising from the building, are devoted to the payment of the in
terest of the debt, and such sums as can be spared for the purpose, are applied
to the extinguishment of the principal, which, in a few years, will be entirely
paid, when their magnificent hall will be free and unincumbered. The rents
may then be wholly applied to literary and scientific objects, and with the
other recourses of the association, will afford an extent of means equalled by
no similar institution.
The board of directors enter with great spirit and zeal into the plan of
establishing a Merchant's College, as will be seen from the following ex
tracts :
" There is perhaps no single profession which calls into exercise a greater variety
and volume of general knowledge than that of the merchant. The relations, geo
graphical, political, and commercial, of distant nations as well as of his own country ;
the principles and the systems of political economy and finance ; commercial history
and commercial law ; the properties of natural products and the results of the proces
ses of art — all are intimately connected with the very details of his business, with the
routine of his daily thoughts. If he be true, then, to his profession or to his own inter
ests, must he not seek to open to himself every source of valuable practical informa
tion 1 Must he not be eminently desirous to consecrate the studies of his youth and
the brief leisure of his maturer years to a specific and systematic preparation for his
profession 1
Yet, what literary or scientific institution in our country opens to the merchant an
opportunity of acquiring an education strictly and thoroughly mercantile 1 What
learned body has ever attempted to lay before him, regularly and systematically, that
general information upon which his success so much depends 1 Among all the insti
tutions intended to prepare young men for the professions of theology, law, and medi
cine, where shall we find an institution, directly and fully preparatory to the great
profession of commerce — where shall we look for the Merchant's College1 ThevHst
utility of such : n institution, and the mighty influence which it would exert upon the
character of the commercial community, are beyond all question. The general enthu
siasm with which the means of improvement offered in this association arc seized
upon, proves that within these walls, at least, the importance of such an institution is
deeply felt."
Without expressing an opinion as to the practicability of the plan, we
merely give the basis of the scheme, which is to establish a course of reg
ular and systematic instruction, by lectures, in all the principal departments
of knowledge, most needful to the accomplished merchant. The board
suppose this may be effected by the engagement of four competent profess
ors, to deliver courses upon the following subjects :
" I. The Principles of Commerce, includingcommercial law and political economy :
which may form the department of one professor.
" II. Statistics of Commerce and the Arts, Commercial History and Geography, Mi
ning, &c. : which may form the department of a second professor.
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" III. Natural Philosophy, including organic and inorganic Chemistry, and Natur
al History in its commercial applications: which may form the department of a third
professor.
"IV. History, civil and literary — Intellectual Philosophy, Belles Lettrcs, etc.:
which may form the dcpaitment of a fourth professor."
The annual report of the board of directors, for 1 830, contains a most in
teresting fact, which ought to be extensively promulged. It is there stated,
" that they have never known an instance of a member of the library, who
has read with any attention, having defrauded his employer or abused his
confidence." And so it is, in proportion as you enlighten the mind, you
awaken it to the perception of moral beauty and the practice of virtue ; and it
is in this point of view, that we regard the mercantile library with the great
est satisfaction. No young man can go there, and among its eighteen thou
sand volumes, not find works to dispel the mists of a delusive theory and erro
neous speculations, and be a steady frequenter of its well provided reading
room, without having hys taste cultivated, his mind enlightened, and his heart
improved. The lectures which are there delivered on various interesting
subjects, give to his attachments a local habitation, and wean him from idle
and vicious pursuits; and we believe much good has been done at Clinton
Hall, for the cause of virtue, and we will add, of religion. Here there is no
excitement to hypocrisy or display. The youth communes with his own
h°att: and the communion which he holds with the silent monitor in his hand,
tells with effective force on his understanding, influences the current of his
thoughts, directs his aspirations to the pure and beautiful, and is, as it were,
the voice of the Almighty, guiding him into the paths of peace, by that gentle
but irresistible impulse which controls his actions, while he is insensible of
its application ; preparing him for a career of honor and usefulness, by bring
ing him up in an intelligent, a sober and reflecting state of mind, which gives
him a distaste for every thing low, vicious, or dishonest.
In addition to the advantages of its extensive library, and the benefits to be
derived from the literary and scientific lectures statedly delivered, classes have
been formed for the study of chemistry, to facilitate which the association
possesses a chemical apparatus, and of the French, Spanish, and German
languages, under able instructors. The chemical classes consisted of fortyeight members, the French of one hundred and fourteen, the Spanish of
forty-eight, and the German of thirteen. To which we may add, a class in
drawing of twenty-five, and a second forming. With all its immediate col
lateral and prospective advantages, is there any one who does not wish success
to Clinton Hall, and honor to its founders.
We are not disposed to say any thing farther, or to expand in the way of
eulogy ; it requires none from us, and it asks from the public nothing but its
confidence and support, which it urges, not only by the considerations ofduty,
but of interest
Our statement of facts has been drawn from the address and report, indisr*ri m1 nntpl lr ae 1170 HiTmnrl tn ttioir rian*pc fnr o nriTtmri Vint liqiro Koc.n npinci
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STATISTICAL TABLES.
Table of the 'principal Gold Coins of the Countries and States with
which the United States have commercial intercourse ; their Weight;
the quantity of pure Metal they contain; their Value in the Money of
account of those Countries, and their Value in Dollars and Cents ;
according to Assays made at London and Paris, and published in
Kelly's Cambist.
Countries.
Austria
Belgium
Bengal
Bremen
Denmark
England
France
Genoa
Hamburg
Holland
Madras
Naples
Portugal
Prussia
Russia
Sardinia
Sicily
Spain
Sweden
Tuscany
Turkey
Venice

Coins.
Sovereign
Ducnt
William
Gold mohur
Ducats
Ducats, specie
Guinea
Sovereign
Louis
Genovina
Ducat
Ducat
Ryder
Star pagoda
Oncetta
Half Johannes
Frederick
Imperial
Carlino
Ounce, 1751
Doubloon
Pistole, 1601
Ducat
Rusp ne
Sequin
Sequin fonducli
Sequin
Ducat

Vine
Weight. Gold.
DWT. GR.
3 14
78.3
53.1
2 6
4 71 93.1
7 23 189.4
2 5} 523
2 5; 5-2.3
118.35
5
5 3; 113.001
4 3'. 89.35
16 4 357.35
2 5; 52.45
2 5, 53.1
6 9 140.1
2 43 41.4
2 10l 58.05
4 15 101.25
92.1
4 7
7 17; 181.45
10 7' 219.4
2
58.1
372.
17
4 h} 90.05
51.45
2 5
6
2
2
2
1

17}
.rii 160.4
53.3
4225
5
53.3
6
9* 33.15

Value in Money of Vatue
in
account.
Dolls.
6} florins
3 33
1J florins
2 '29
10 florins
3 1
16 sicca rupees
8 16
21 rix dollars
2 25
14 marks 12 skil.
2 25
1 pound 1«.
5 09
1 pound — 20 s.
4 86}
.20 francs
3 85
96 lire
15 40
o marks banco
2 26
5 florins 5 stivers
2 29
14 florins
6 04
42 fanams
1 79
3 ducats
2 50
6,400 rces
4 36
5 rix dollars
3 97
10 rubles
7 82
25 lire
9 44
30 tari
2 50
320 reals
16 47
80 d.
3 88
94 skil's or 1 rix dollar
48 skil's
2 22
10 lire
6 91
13} lire
2 29
7 piastres
1 82
22 lire
2 29
14 lire
1 43

The following foreign coins, when of the required fineness, are a legal tender in the
United States, at the following rates :
GOLD COINS.
Carats.
1. Those of Great Britain, Portugal, and Brazil, of 22 carats fineness, at 94.8 per dwt.
2. Those of France, 9-10 fine,
931
3. Those of Spain, Mexico, a'nd Columbia, of the fineness of 20 carats
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Table of the principal Silver Coins of the Countries and States with
which the United States have commercial intercourse; their Weight;
the quantity ofpure Metal they contain; their Value in the Money of
account of those Countries, and their Value in Dollars and Cents ; ac
cording to Assays made at London and Paris, and published in Kelly's
Cambist.
Countries.
Austria
Belgium
Bengal
Brazil
Bremen
Denmark
England
France
Genoa
Hamburg
•^Holland
Madras
Naples
Po tugal
Prussia
Russia
Sardinia
Sicily
Spain
Sweden
Turkey
Tuscany
Venice

Value in Money of
Fine
Weight. Silver.
account.
DWT. GR GR.
Rix dollar convention 18 1
353.35i2 florins
Ducatoon
21 10 415.25 3 florins
6
22
Florin, 1816
148.2 20 sous = 100 cts.
Sicca rupee
7 Hi 175.4 16 nnnas
262.1
Pataca, 1801
640 revs
18 4t
Its v dollar specie
18 18 397.25| 1J rix dollar current:
96 gr'ts.
Rix dollar
18 14 388.2 7 marks 6 skill's.
Rixsbank do lar
19. 8 marks = 96 sk.
is
Crown, new
4033 5 sh. or 60 pence
Five franc p.
344.45 100 sous
•J16l
Scudo, 1706
457.2 7 lire 12 soldi
is
Rix dollar
397.25 3 marks
Guil er or florin
146.4 20 st. 2 f. 10 cts.
6
Rupee, 1818
165. I6 annas
7
Ducat, 1818
14 18 295.05 10 carlini or 100 grani
9 3
Crusado, 1803
198.1 480 rees
Rix dollar convention 18 1
359. 24 good groschen
Ruble, 1802
13 1t 273. 100 copecks
Scudo
15 2J 324.35 2t lire or 10 rcali
Scudo
17 11
348.1 12 tari
Pollar
17 8 370.45 8 reals mex. pi. 20 reals
vallon
Rix dollar
18 17 388.25 48 skillings
Piastre, 1818
67.35
40
paras.
6 6J
Francesco Leopoldoni 17 13Ji 386.2 10 paoli or 61 lire
Ducat
14 6
280.4 12 lire 8 soldi
Coins.

Value
in
Dolls.
95
1 19
40
47
70J
1 06
1 04J
521
1 08J
92t
1 23
1 07
39J
44J
791
53J
96J
73J
87i
93 1
99l
1 04J
18
1 04
751

TABLE OF FOREIGN EXCHANGES ON ENGLAND,
As recommended by the Chamber of Commerce, giving the value of a
pound sterling in federal money.
At 5 per cent,
$4 66MAt 8t per cent. premium
At 51
4 84
4 67 At 9
do
do
do
do
At 5i
4 85
do
do
is.
4 68 At 9J
do
do
At 5J
do
4 86
do
do
is.
4 70 At 9J
do
At 6
do
do is.
4 71 At 9t
do
4 87
do
do
is.
At 61
4 72 At 10
4 88
do
do
do
4 73 At 10J
do is.
At 6J
do
4 90
do
do
At
4 91
do
do is.
4 74 At 10J
do
do
At
is.
do
4 75 At 10J
do
do
4 92
do
At
4 76 At 11
4 93
do
do
do
do
do
do
is.
At 7J
do
4 94
4 77 At 11J
do
do
4 95
do
is.
At 7i
4 78 At 11J
do
do
4 96
do
At 8
4 80 At 1it
do
do
do
is.
do
4 81 At 12
do
is.
4 97
At 8J
do
do
do
4 8v
do
is.
At 8J
The existing value of the pound sterling in New York, is $4 86, (9J) ; which is
in a language every body can understand.
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BANK STATISTICS.
A List of the Associations formed under the General Banking Law, show
ing the amount of Securities deposited ioith the Comptroller — the
amount of Notes for which orders have been given — and the amount
of Circulating Notes delivered by the Bank Department, from 24<A of
October, 1838, to 30/A April, 1839. The number of Banks which have
filed certificates up to April 30th, 1839, is 112.
STATE STOCKS AND BONDS AND MORTGAGES DEPOSITED.
Names and Locations.

1. Bank of Western New York, Rochester,
2. Bank
N. American
Trust States,
and Banking
Co., N. York
3.
of the United
New Yrork,
4. Mechanics' Banking Association, New York,
5. Slaten Island Bank, Port Richmond,
6. Erie County Bank, Buffalo,
7. Lockport Bank and Trust Company, Lockport,
8. Bank of Central New York, Utica,
9. Bank of Syracuse, Syracuse,
10. Farmers' Bank of Orleans, Gaines,
11. St. Lawrence Bank, Ogdensburgh,
12. Merchants' and Farmers' Bank, Ithaca,
13. Farmers' & Mechanics' B'k. of Genesee, Butavia|
14. Willougfaby Bank, Brooklyn,
15. New York State Stock Security Bank, N. York
l(i. James' Bank, Jamesvillc, Saratoga County, •
17. Bank of Kinderhook, Kinderhook,
18. Miller's Bank of New York, Clyde,
19. Exchange Bank of Genesee, Alexander,
20. Merchants' Exchange Bank at Buffalo, Buffalo,
21. United States Bank at Buffalo, Buffalo,
22. Powell Bank, Newburgh,
23. Wool Growers' Bank, New York,
24. Genesee County Bank, Le Roy, Genesee Co.
25. Chelsea Bank, New York,
20. Bank of Waterville, Waterville, Oneida Co.
27. Bank of Lowville, Lowville, Lewis County,
28. Williamsburg Bank, Williamsburg, Kings Co.
29. Bank of Tonawanda, Eric County,
30. American Exchange Bank, New York,
31. Farmers' Bank of Ovid, Ovid, Seneca County,
32. Bank of Corning, Corning, Steuben County,
33. Ballston Spa Bank, Ballsfon Spa,
34. Fort Plain Bank, Fort Plain,
35. Bank of Vernon, Vernon,
36. Mechanics^ Bank of Buffalo, Buffalo,

100,000
200,000
200,000
60,000
35,0001
35,0001
100,000
20,000
100,000
75,000
100,000
65,000
50,000
35,000
25,090
30,000
4fi;ooo
50,000
20,000
40,000
15,000:
50,000,
15 000
25,000
50,000;
30,000
100,000
79,000
4,000
25,000
25.000

100,000 00
112,000 00 312.000 00
200,000 00
66,000 00 120,000 00
35,050 00 70,050 00
15,500 00 50,500 00
79,860 00 179,860 00.
9,000 00 29,000 00
41,250 00 141,250 00
63,630 63 158,630 63
1(10 000 00
55,800 00 120.8C0 00
10,400 00 60;400 00
50,000 00 85,000 00
25,090 00
30,829 'so . 60,829 50
84,876
00
39,876 0d
32,850.00 82,850 00
24,370 00 44,370 00
30,000 00 70,000 00
20,000 op 35,000 00
00
50,000 0tl 100.000
l.ri,(HI0 00
25.000 00
50.000 00
30,000 Q0
100,000 00
79,000 00
4,000 00
25,000 00
3,500 00 28,500 00
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Bank Statistics.

The amount of different demmination of Notes for which orders have
been given.
1**
1
2
3
4
fi
6
:
8
9
10
II
11
13
11
la
. in
17
l«
19
S0
21
2-2
28
21
25
26
•J7
28
2!l
30
31
32
33
34
35
3li
37
38
39
40
11
42
,.,

8'*,

12000 11,500
20,060
50.00;;
30,000
20.000
20,000
20,030
14,000
20,000
10,000
Union
20 000
40 000
10,000

ln',030 10,000
15,IK)0
15,(00
15000
10()00
10,000
10 0; 10
1 1,0 '(i
7 000
11.00J 4,000
5.045
10,0011 10,030
10,0110
30,000
5,000

10,000 io Mi
5 000
10,000 5,(100
10,000 8,500
10,000 5,000
5,000 3.000
30 000 22,500
«,090 6,000
25.000
10,000
10,000 10,000
2,000
10,000 5,000
5,000 5,000
10,000 5100
25,000 G0C0
10,000 12,500
8,000 12,000
$000
20 001 if, in in

3,340
3,334
3,000
5,000
3,333

6,6o0
6.000

5'*
i3,oo;
15.00,
40,000
12,000
11.010
I0iiO0
'20,(101
4,000
I6.0 1
10,001
!1,200
12 001'
4,000
10,(10:
2,000
i;|eie ki
5,(XK1
8,000
3,ao
10,(100
20 (Mid
10,(00
2,(100
3,000
• 7,200
12000
2.000
6.000
S,IMN
5,000
5.000
10001
0,000
5,000
0 000
6,000
3.0C0
111 II
3000
G,000
2.000
RMM

10's. 20's. 50' s. 100s 500s 1000s Total.

7,500 1,250 900 1,000 G0
200 100
1,500 500
£,000
4000
1,000
2,800
1,000
ioo

100
50

1 500
10,000
1,200
4,000
ioo
2,400
4,000
5,200 1,000 800 800
.;
2,000
2,()00
2,000
1,200
2,000
1,000
Q (Kin

200 200

50

100,000
400,000
200,000
150,000
160,000
110X00
200,000
60,000
li0,000
10:1,000
06.CC0
130.(01)
54.C00
117.000
c0.090
90,000
Nl.0dO
240,000
£0,000
50,000
100.000
120.000
20,(120
30.000
62;002
E0.C00
100,000
30,(4)0
105,000
252,000
50,000
50,000
80,000
03 999
45.000
£0 000
05,000
50,000
135,000
60,000
ni1 ono
20,000
inn in in
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Bank Statistics.

The number, denominations, ani amount of Circulating Notes delivered
by the Bank Department.

•1
2
3
4
5
(i
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
11
1-,
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
.23
24
2:>
26
27
28
29
30
31
3o
3:i
3)
33
36
37
38
O.J
4)
41
42
43

Vs.

2's.

8,800

9,800

1,200
7,600
2,000
3,000
2,000
8,60.3
9,000
2.000
2,000
1,200
3;100
4,000
7,000
2,000

10,000
11,800
5.800
11,600
7,500
10,001)
10,000
11,400
7,000
11,000
5,548
6.200
10,200
4,600
4,000

3' j.

10,000

5,030

8,600.
2,000

3,340

6,000

3,331

5'-s.

12,998
9.200
26100O
8.0C0
6,000
3,400
9.2tH)
20:)
12,800
10,002
7,6t0
9,000
3,600
6,000
1,200
4,000
5,000
4,800
2,400
10,000
6,000
5,200

10's.

Total No. Total
of
Notes. Amount.
31.59=1
9.400
26,000
29,200
25,400
11,200
27,400
9,700
15,800
29,ti02
17,600
30.4IHJ
12,ti00
19,110
6,798
16 400
19 8 H3
14*00
14,203
10.000
6,000
19,400
5,340

93.393
6,;,003
130,000
9 1,"200
61.200
30,600
108,200
18 030
94,000
88,610
58,000
86.800
34,000
64 100
22,091
48,600
63,500
51,200
3.Y090
50.000
30.C09
81,200
14,020

12,434

47,002

2,800

8,800

40,003

200

3,600
3,000
1,000
1,000
10

'ioo
50

1,500
1,4H0
800
3,600

3,000

6,000

100'*.

ioo

2,000

1,500

500

4,000

16,500

1,800

4.800
900

1,600
300

10.400
3,030

44.0^0
11,100

1,500

500

2,000

12,500

4,000

....
t57,590

162,848

21,674

174,300 21,610

450

418,382 1,500 818

• The different Banks are designated by the figures on the outward column of ths
preceding tables.
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NAVIGATION.
Liverpool Packets. — A comparative Table of the Passages of the dif
ferent Ships of the several Lines of Liverpool Packets.
OLD LINE PACKETS.
HOMEWARD PASSAGES.
OUTWARD PASSIGES,
Sailed. Arrived. No. days.
From 1st Nov. 1837, to 1st Nov. 1838.
Sailed Arrived. No. days. England,
Dec. 17 Jan. 25
39
England,
Nov. 1 Nov. 17
Jan. 2 March 8
65
16 Orpheus,
17 Cambridge,
16
5
48
Orpheus,
1G Dec. 4
Cambridge, Dec. 3
Oxford,
Feb. 1
9
36
22
1!)
19
N. America,
16
19
31
Oxford,
16 Jan. 4
March 1 April 1
31
25 Europe,
N. America, Jan. 2
27
27 Columbus,
Europe,
10 Feb. 12
18
16
29
29
Columbus,
Feb. 1
26
25 S. America, April 3 May '2
18 England,
S. America,
17 March 7
20
11
20
21
24
Orpheus,
May 2
30
28
England, March 3
Cambridge,
16 June 11
26
21
Orpheus,
19 April 9
22 Oxford,
Cambridge, April -2
June 2 July 4
32
24
25 N. America,
Oxford,
16 May 10
16
25
39
23 Europe,
N. America, May 1
July 2 Aug. 11
40
24
21
Europe,
16 June 9
Columbus,
)9
20
32
18 S.America, Aug. 4 Sept. 5
32
Columbus, June 2
20
S. America,
16 July 7
21 England,
20
22
33
19 Orpheus,
England,
July 2
Sept. 7 Oct. 14
37
21
Orpheus,
19 Aug. 6
18 Cambridge,
19 Nov. 1
43
20 Oxford,
Cambridge, Aug. 1
Oct. 8
10
33
21
22 N. America,
Oxford,
20 Sept. 11
22 Dec. 4
43
Nov. 12
29
47
26 Europe,
N. America, Sept. 1
27
21i Columbus,
Europe,
19 Oct. J 5
20
29
39
is
Columbus,
Oct. 1
19
S. America, Dec. 8 Jan. 9
32
S. America
20 Nov. 8
19
Average passage out a fraction over 21 days. The shortest passage out is by the
England, in 16 days ; and the longest by the Europe, in 27 days.
Average homeward time, 36 days. The shortest passage homeward is by the Eng
land, in 20 days; and the longest by the Orpheus, in 65 days. The shortest average
of the three voyages is by the England, both out and home.
GRINNELL, MINTURN, AND CO.'g LINE.
OUTWARD PASSAGES.
HOMEWARD PASSAGES.
Sailed. Arrived. No. days.
Sailed.' Arrived. No.days.
Pennsylvania, Nov. 8 Nov. 23
15 Pennsylvania, Dec.26 Feb. 2
38
Independence, Dec. 8 Dec. 25
17 Independence, Jan.24 March 9
44
Iloscoe,
Jan. 8 Feb. 1
25 G.Washing'n,Mar\2(i April 22
22
G.Washington,Feb.8 March 5
25 Pennsylvan., Apl. 25 May 19
24
Pennsylvan.. Mar. 10 April 5
26 IndeDendence.Mav24 June 17
24

Navigation.
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ROBERT KERM1T S LINE.
ART) PASSAGES.
HOMEWARD PASSAGES.
Sailed. Arrived. No.days. '
Suited. Arrived No days.
St.
Andrew,
St. Andrew, Nov. 24 Dec. 16
29
Jan. 9 March '
57
27
Virginian,
39
Virginian, Dec. 26 Jan. 22
21
Feb.
10
•-'1
Sheffield,
March
9
April
13
Sheffield,
Jan. 24 Feb. 14
April fl May 6
27
U. States,
United States, Feb 24 March 17 •J I
3e>
21
St. Andrew, May 8 June 7
St.Andrew, March 25 April 15
2ii
Virginian,
June 8 July 13
35
Virginian, April 27 May 23
35
21
Sheffield,
July 11 Aug. 15
Sheffield,
May 26 June 16
3t1
21
U. States,
Aug. 9 Sept. 14
U. States,
June 25 July 16
St. Andrew, Sept. 2 Oct. 8
36
22
St. Andrew, July 14 Aug. 5
29
Virginian,
27
Oct. 2
Virginian, Aug. 13 Sept. 11
Sheffield,
Nov. 4 Dec. 6
Sheffield,
Sept. 14 Oct. 12
32
U. States,
Dec. 5 Jan. 5
Hi
U. States,
Oct. 13
29
31
Average outward passage of these four ships, 23 days. The United States made
the shortest outward passage, in 16 days ; the Virginian the longest, in 29 days.
Average homeward passage, 35 days.
EDWARD K. COLLIN S LINE.
HOMEWARD PASSAGES.
OUTWARD PASSAGES.
Sailed. Arrived. No.days.
Sailed. Arrived. No.days.
16
Garrick,
Dec. 17 Jan. 25
29
Nov.
17
Garrick,
Nov. 1
19 Sha kspeare, Jan. 16 March 8
51
Shakspeare, Dec. 2 Dec. 21
25 Siddons,
Feb. 16
18
30
Siddons,
Jan. 2 Jan. 27
32 Sheridan, March 18 April 15
38
Sheridan,
Feb. 1 March 5
22 Garrick,
April 20 May 12
21
Garrick,
25
March 3
23 Shakspeare, May 16 June 12
27
Shakspeare, April 2 April 25
23 Siddons,
June 16 July 19
33
Siddons,
May 1 May 24
18 Sheridan,
July 21 Aug. 25
35
Sheridan,
June 2 June 20
Aug. 16 Sept. 20
35
1* Garrick,
Garrick,
July 3 July 20
25
Shakspeare,
Sept.
15
Oct.
22
37
Shakspeare
25 Aug. 19
20 Siddons,
Oct. 21 Nov. 22
32
Aug. 25 Sept. 14
Siddons,
21 Shcridun, Nov. 14 Dec. 27
43
Sheridan, Sept. 25 Oct. 19
Average outward passage, a fraction over 22 days. The Garrick made the shortest
outward passage, in 16 days ; the Sheridan the longest, in 32 days.
Average homeward passage, 31J days.
IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF VF.SSELS.
Lisbon, lUh of April, 1839.
Art. 1. All foreign ships entering the ports of this kingdom in ballast, and loading
a full cargo of salt, shall be free from the tonnage duty. Sec. — foreign ships entering
any of the poris of ibis kingdom in ballast, and sailing out again, to take a full cargo
of salt at another of our ports, are equally free from the tonnage duty.
Art. 2. All foreign vessels entering the ports of this kingdom under Franquia, in
order to complete their cargoes with sait, shall pay the duty of 100 reis per ton.
Aht. 3. All foreign vessels entering the ports of this kingdom to discharge cargoes
of merchandise, and here load a full cargo of sait, shall pay the duty of 100 reis per
ton.
Art. 4. All foieign vessels which (having pnid the duty in one of the ports of this
kingdom) sail in ballast to another port of the kingdom, in order there to take a full cargo
of salt, are entitled to receive back the duty paid in the first port, with the deduction
merely of 100 reis per ton, on presenting to the competent authority a legal certificate of
said payment.
Art. 5. The disposition of orticle 7th, of the Royal Decree of the 1 1th of November,
1836, relative to the payment of tonnage duty on Portuguese vessels, are applicable to
articles 2, 3, and 4 of the actual law.
Art. 6. All former legislation, contrary to the present law, is hereby revoked.
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CHANNELS OF RIVERS.
There is sometimes a good deal of mystery, in the effects of the tide in filling up, or
deepening the channels through which the waters of rivers find their way to the ocean.
As a general rule, however, it may be assumed, that any obstruction in a part of the
channel, which serves to diminish materially the volume of water which passes through
it, at the flow and ebb of the tide, tends to diminish the depth of the channel, both above
that obstruction, and between it and the sea ; and that a removal of the obstruction again
deeppns the channel. As an instance of such an effect in the river Thames, wc cite
the following facts, which are stated by Mr. M'Culloch, in his lately published Statis
tical Account.
The removal of the old London bridge has caused a considerable change in the river
above, and also, though in a less degree, below the bridge. Owing to the contracted
arches throujh which the water had to make its way at the old bridge, there was a fall
of from four feet nine inches to five feet at low water. This fall is now reduced to
about two inches, so that the low water line above the bridge is nearly five feet lower
at spring tides than formerly. In consequence, a greater increased body of tidal water
now flows uo and down the river ; and meeting with no obstruction, it flows with greater
velocity. The effect of this is to scour and deepen the channel of the river, its influence
in this resp'ct being sensibly felt as far up as Putney bridge, seven and a half miles
above London bridge. The shores above the latter, that were formerly fuul and mud
dy, are now becoming clean shingle and gravel ; and near low water the beach is quite
hard and fir.n. The shoals are also decreasing below the bridge, and there can be little
doubt that the change will, at no distant period, be felt from the Nore up to Teddington.
Before the removal of the old bridge, a barge, starting from the Pool with the first of
the fl iod, could not get further than Putney bridge without the assistance of oars; but,
under similar circumstances, a barge now reaches Mortlake, four miles farther up, be
fore using oars, and, with a little help, she may reach Richmond, and, tuking horses
there, get to Teddington in a tide. The descent down the river has been equally fa
cilitated ; the mean velocities of the flood and ebb between London bridge and West
minster bridge are,—flood, three miles an hour; extreme, three and a half: ebb, three
and one sixth; extreme, three and a half.
law or STORMS.
The Evening Post relates a circumstance, which occurred in this city, a few years
since, illustrative of the commercial utility which governs the progress of storms, laws
which Mr. Espy so fully and accurately investigated in his course of Lectures, recently
delivered at Clinton Hall. The Post states, that a policy on a vessel and cargo had
been effected with an Insurance Company of this city. The policy expired on Sunday,
December 4th, at twelve o'clock at noon. The vessel was lost in a snow storm, on the
coast of Nova Scotia, and the owners claimed for a total loss, alleging that the wreck
took place on the night of Saturday, the 3d December. The protest, stating the parti
culars of the storm and wreck, was regularly made out ; that the vessel had been wreck
ed there was no question ; every thing appeared perfectly fair, and there was apparently
no reason why the Insurance Company should not pay the loss. But it happened that
on the very morning of the fourth of December there came on in New York a violent
north-easterly snow storm. The president of the Insurance Company had observed,
that storms always commence to the leeward, and that their progress over the country is
against the wind. In the collection of Franklin's works, a paper containing some cu
rious illustrations of this observation will be found. As the snow storm came on in
New York on the fourth of December, and ns the wind was from the direction of Nova
Scotia, the president of the company concluded that it was impossible that the storm
should have been felt on that coast so early as Saturday night. He wrote to a respect
able commercial house at St. Johns, and received for answer, that Sunday morning, the
fourth of December, was fine, and that three vessels, belonging to the house in question,
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COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS AND TREATIES.
MERCANTILE REGULATION AT StNGAPORE.
The following regulation, under the signature of Ross D. Mnnglcs, officiating Se
cretary to the Government of India, published in the Singapore Free Press of ilie 1st of
February, 1838, has been communicated to the Department of State by J. BuUstier,
Esq , U n itt d States Consul at Singapoie :
Foreign ships belonging to any state or country in Europe or in America, so long
as such states or countries respectively remain in amity with her Majesty, may freely
enter the British seaports and liarLors in the East Indies, whether they come directly
from their own country or from any other place, and shall be there hospitably received.
And such ships shall have liberty to import into such sent oris, from their own respec
tive countries, goods, the produce of tlieir countries ; and to export goods from such
seaporis to any foreign country whatever, conformably to the regulations estiblishid,
or to be established, in such seaports : Provided, that il shall not be lawful for the
said ships, in time of war between the British government and any state or power
whatsoever, to export from the said British territories, wit limn the spei. ial permission of
the British government, any military or naval s:ores, saltpetre, or grain, nor to re
ceive »foods on board at one British port of India to be conveyed to another Briiish
port of India, on freight or otherwise; but nevertheless the original inward cargoes of
such ships may be discharged at different British pons, and the outward cargoes of
such ships may be laden at different British ports, for their foreign destinations.
COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS AT CANTON.
We find the following in the Canton Register, for January, 1839, addressed by the
Hong Merchants to the Chamber of Commerce, in the shape of n circular, with a re
quest thai they would give it publicity. We give below u copy of the Regulations, and
the Bond to be given by the Captain and Consignee.
" Should any vessels at Whampoa bring up opium or smuggle out jycec, (silver,) the
trade of such vessels will, on a discovery and seizure being made, be instantly stopped,
and she be driven out of the port without a moment's delay. (Her owner) witl be
mulcted in S10,000, to be appropriated to the liquidation of the foreign claims.
" Should any vessel at Whampoa engage in smuggling any other kind of goods, her
trade will, on discovery and seizure bein^ made, be instantly stopped: the smuggled
goods will be sold, the proceeds confiscated, and the owner mulcted in half their vulue,
to be appropriated to the liquidation of the foreign claims.
" No vessel at Whampoa must employ decked boats on penalty of her trode being
stopped immediately the fact is discovered. On the boat being given up to our Cham
ber for destruction, we will petition that her trade may again be opened.
" The master and consignee of any vessel condemned to leave the port for her mis
behavior, must nevertheless pay up her port charges; they must not on the plea of the
ship being driven out, endeavor to evade the payment, on penalty of the most rigorous
prosecution.
" Should the captain and consignee of any vessel demur paying any just mulct, their
security merchants must inform the other merchants thereof, who will deduct the
amount from the prices of any goods belonging to the partit s.
" The bond to be worded as follrws : — 'A bond given as proof. We (A) master,
and (B) consignee of the (dag) Ship (name) which has come from her port with a
cargo of (C), to trade at Canton, do hereby guarantee that she has no opium or other
prohibited goods on board. Should she have decked boats she shall not employ them
m smuggling our sycee, (silver,) or other goods: but should any such doings be dis
covered, we will cheerfully submit to be dealt with according to the regulations, which
we dare not endeavor to evade. In witness whereof we have signed our names to this
bond to be held by you as proof.' "
S. FEARON, Chinese interpreter a. c. c.
TO MERCHANTS TRADING WITH THE ROMAN STATES.
The following is extracted from an official document, recently received at Philadel
phia by Charles Pigot, Consul of the Roman States :
The products of North and South America, furnished with a clean bill of health and
the customary papers for navigation, shall be admitted freely into the ports of the Ro-
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man States, provided they are accompanied with a certificate of health from the Consul
for Rome residing in the place of lading, or in want of such a Consul, from any other
European Consul, declaring that at the period of lading and before that period there ex
isted no yellow fever or any contagious disease in the port of clearance and its vicinity ;
and in the absence of such a certificate, they shall not enjoy said privilege.
" The vessels or products of said countries, furnished with a doubtful BUI of Health,
(Patente Tocca,) accompanied with said Consular certificate, shall be admitted to a
quarantine of 12 days, with the landing in tlie Lazaretto of passengers and articles
susceptible of contagion or infection.
" Finally, the vessels furnished with ufoul Bill of Health, (Patente Brutta,) shall be
admitted only in the port of Ancona, to a quarantine of from 11 to 21 days, according
to the nature of their cargo, with the landing in the Lazaretto of their passengers and
articles susceptible ofcontagion or infection."
TREATY BETWEEN HOLLAND AND THE UNITED STATES.
The treaty of Commerce as concluded between Holland and the United States, dated
at Washington, late in January last, and since ratified by the Dutch government, em
braces the following provisions:
That all goods, without reference to their origin, imported into any of the ports of
Holland, or the United States, or exported from any of the ports of these countries for
the other, in Dutch or American bottoms, shall not pay higher duties than those fixed
on board of national vessels. If one of the two contracting parties grants premiums,
restoration of duties, or other advantages, for the importation or exportation in national
vessels, the same advantages shall be granted, if the importation or exportation takes
place directly between the ports of the two countries in vessels of the other contracting
party. The second article provides that Dutch and American vessels are not to pay
respectively in the ports of either of the two states, any tonnage, salvage, quarantine, or
pilot-dues, except those established for national vessels. Perfect equality is to be estab
lished between the consuls and vice-consuls of both countries, in the exercise of rights
and privileges, and the protection and assistance usually given, especially in thecaseof
deserters from the navy of both countries. Both countries consider as belonging to the
other, vessels providrd with passports, or sea-letters, by the competent authorities. In
shipwrecks or disasters at sea, both parties engage to afford to the merchant, or war
vessels, of the other, the same assistance as in the case of its own navy. The new treaty
is to remain in force for ten years, and longer, sliould no complaints be made.
REGULATIONS AT HAVANA.
A late number of flip Havana Diario contains an order of the Captain General of
Cuba. The purport of this order is : that on the representation of the American Con
sul, and of one Daniel Warnen, no sailor can be admitted or employed under any pre
tence, nor be permitted to remain on board of any American vessel in the port of
Havana, unless the Captain of such vessel shall be perfectly assured that the sailor has
been legally discharged from the vessel in which he arrived, and with the knowledge
and consent of the American Consul. That for every sailor employed in violation of
said regulation, the captain employing him shall be fined fifty dollars, and should the
vessel in which said sailor is found, have obtained clearances, the fine shall be doubled.
The said Daniel Warnen is appointed Commissioner for the strict enforcement of these
regulations, and report offenders to the captain of the port — a third part of the fines
to go to the informer, the rest to the chamber of justice.
I
LETTERS TO HAVANA AND MATANZAS.
We have been requested to state, says the Boston Daily Advertiser, for the informa
tion of persons writing to Havana, Matanzas, and other places in the island of Cuba,
that the addition of the word ' Cuba,' to the superscription of letters, has nn effect alto
gether unexpected by the writer, and inexplicable to those unacquainted with the postoffice affairs in that island. 'Cuba' is understood throughout the island to mean St.
Jago de Cuba, and the clerks in the several postoflices where the letters are first received
from abroad, looking only at the last place mentioned in the superscription, forward
letters and newspapers having ' Cuba' upon them, to St. Jago.
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COTTON TRADE.
A Statement of the Stock in Liverpool, at t/ie close of the years 1837 and 1838.
1838.
1837.
1838.
1837.
100
Sea Islands,
1,460
3,220 West India,
540
4,640
4,690
Stained ditto,
770
1,3:50 Carthagena,
Bowed,
35,290
68,860 Bourbon,
20
460
30
Orleans,
29,970
17,640 Manilla,
250
6,301
Mobile, &c.
5,760
98,950 Laguira,
39,940 16,510
Pernams,
11,780
11,720 Surat,
580
2,100
Bahia, &c.,
7,950
8,230 Bengal,
7tH)
270
Maranham,
6,180
9,050 Smyrna,
400
2,030
Minas and Paras,
380
100 Madras,
13,350 5,320
Peruvian,
810
840 Egyptian,
Demerara and Berbice,
710
640
170,820 248,340
Total bales,
Barbadoes,
50
130
The table of import into Great Britain, compared with the preceding year, shows an
increase of 280,000 American, 20,500 Brazil, 1,600 West India, &c,; and a decrease of
11,500 Egyptian, &c. 38,000 East India, being a total increase of 25-,6t)0 bags.
The average weekly consumption of Great Britain we estimate at 23,204 bales, con
sisting of 5,505 Upland, 11,742 Orleans and Alabama, and 317 Sea Island—total,
17,564 American, 2,400 Brazil, 781 Egyptian, &c. 1,760 East India, 639 West
India, &c. ; being an increase upon the consumption of last year of 2,871 bags per
week.
The average weekly quantity taken by the trade from the ports, is 5,693 Upland,
12,542 Orleans and Alabama, 337 Sea Island—total 18,277 American, 2,555 Brazil,
781 Egyptian, &c. ; 1,875 East India, and 676 West India, &c. ; total, 25,164 bags.
The average weight of the import we calculated at 3321bs. per bag for Upland, 406
for Orleans and Alabama, 320 Sea Islands, 174 Brazil, 220 Egyptian, 350 East India,
and 116 West India, &c. making the total import in lbs. weight 501,010,000, being an
increase upon last year of 92,760,000 lbs. weight.
It appears by the tabular statement, that the weekly consumption has increased in
packages at the present average weight, from 4,930 bags in the year 1816 to 23,204 bags
m the present year.
INCREASE OP COTTON IN THE UNITED STATES.
In 1791, only 188,316 lbs. cotton were exported from the U. States; in 1798 it was
less than 1,900,000; in 1802 the amount was 27,501,075 lbs. ; in 1819 it was 87,997,045
lbs.; in 1820 it was 127,860,152; in 1830 it amounted to 298,459,102 lbs. ; in value
$29,675,883. * This amount in value was less by $7,000,000 than in 1825, when the
quantity was less by 122,000,000 lbs. ; the price in the latter year being more than
double that of the former. The amount exported during the year ending with Sep
tember, 1838, was upwards of 639,000,000 lbs., leaving of that year's crop, including
nearly 8,000,000 lbs. of stock the previous year, which remained on hand, upwards of
98,000,000 lbs, for home consumption ; the year's crop, in round numbers, exceeding
720,000,000 pounds.
STATISTICS Of LOWELL MANUFACTURES.
A large proportion of our fellow-citizens are ignorant of the deep root which domes
tic manufactures have taken in our country, and the vast impulse which home industry
is already giving to commercial affairs, and the certain and steady market they afford
to the southern planter for the great staple article of Cotton. Take Lowell, only one
manufacturing village, for instance, and we find an investment of nine millions of
capital, twenty-eight Mills in active operation, exclusive of Print Works, 163,40!
Spindles, and 5,094 Looms, requiring eight hundred and ninety bales of cotton per week,
or 46,280 bales per annum ; manufacturing weekly 1,061,250 yards of Goods of various
descriptions, 255,000 of which are printed, and giving employment to 2,077 males,
6,470 females, and furnishing to the farmers in the neighborhood a ready market, where
their products are convertible to cash ; for the hands are always paid off in money
vox., I. — no, I.
12
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once a month at least. The principal establishments are the Merrimack, Tremont,
Suffolk, Lawrence, Appleton, Hamilton, Lowell, and Boot Mills ; to the above may be
add 'd, the extensive Powder Mills of O. M.Whipple, Esq. ; the Lowell Bleachery,
Flannel iVI ills ; Curd and Whip Fuciory ; Planing Machine; Reed Machine ; Flour,
Grist, and Saw Mills; together employing above three hundied hands, and a capital of
$300.000. And in the immediate vicinity, Glass Woiks, and a Furnace supplying
every description of castings for Machinery and Engines for Rail Roads.
The Lucks and Canals Machine Shop, included among the twenty-eight Mills, can
furnish machinery complete for a Mill of 5,000 Spindles in four months, and lumber
and materials are always at rommund, with which to build or rebuild a Mill in that
time, if required. When building Mills, the Locks and Canals employ directly and
indirectly from ten lo 1/.200 hands.
One hundred pounds of Cotton will produce eighty-nine pounds of Cloth. Average
wages of Females, clear of board, 8»2 per week. Average wages of Males, clear of
board, 80 cts. per day. Medium produce of a Loom on No. 14 Yarn, forty-fcur to
fifty-five yards per day. Medium produce of a Loom on No. 30 Yarn, thirty yarJs
per day. Average per Spindle, 1 1-0 yard per day. Persons employed by ihe Com
panies are paid at the close of each month. Average amount of wages paid per month,
55145,000. A very considerable portion of the wages is deposited in the Savings Bank.
Consumption of Starch per annum, 000,000 lbs. Consumption of Flour for Starch in
the Mills, Print Works, and Bleachery, per annum, 3,000 this. Consumpiion of Char
coal, per annum, 500,000 bushels.
When we consider that these establishments were only commenced in 1822, no one
can resist the conclusion, that interrupted as it may be for a time, the United States is
destined to prove a great manufacturing nation, and the thousand establishments for
manufacturing and mechanical purposes, with which ihe face of ihe earth is dotted
all over, proves that it has taken a firm footing in the soil, and Legislation may control
or impede, but cannot prevent its growth. We say nothing, at Ihe present moment, of
other establishments, of which we propose, hereafter, to furnish statistical information ;
but this astonishing progress of one manufacturing settlement in Massachusetts alone,
awakens our admiration, but cannot withhold our meed of praise.
TRADE OP BUFFALO
The value of property cleared at Buffalo, going towards tide water, is as follows:
1837
*
52,304,785 12
1838
4,870,473 86
Tolls received on the same :
1837
SI 28,(128 21
1838
i02,410 66
The property chiefly consisted of flour, wheat, and other grains, peltries, scantlings,
lard, butter, &c.
The following is a statement of property arriving at Buffalo, coming from tide
water:
Merchandize.
Furniture.
1836
86.433,037
11,4(W,098
1837
G0,013,661
11,924,481
1838
83,2-24,295
7,755,262
DECLINE OF SOUTHERN COMMERCE.
The report of a Committee of the Southern Convention, which was held last April,
in Charleston, furnishes the following table, showing the comparative progressof Com
merce at the North and South.
The statistics of the United States enable us to present the following statements ex
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The exports were in about the same proportion : Virginia exporting nearly four
times as much as New York; and South Carolina nearly twice as much as New
York and Pennsylvania together; and five times as much as all the New England
S.ates united.
The same relative proportion of imports is preserved until the adoption of the Fede
ral Constitution, when we find them to be in the year 1791 as follows :
New York,
83,222,000
Virginia,
2,48li,000
South Carolina,
1,520,000
There is no data to show the imports into the several States from the year 1791 to
1820, but the general fact may be assumed, that the import trade of New York und
other Northern States has been constantly progressing, while that of Virginia and
South Carolina has as regularly diminished. From 1821 to the present time, we have
sufficient data, and they exhibit the followiug as the state of the import trade :
New York.
Virginia.
S. Carolina.
1821
$3,000,000
81,078,000
83.000,000
1822
35,000,000
81)1,000
2,000,000
1833
29,000,000
6-11,000
2,000,000
1824
36,000,000
639.000
2,400,000
1825
49,000,000
553,000
2 150,000
1827
39,(t00,000
431,000
1,800 000
1829
43,000,000
375,000
1,240,000
1832
57,000,000
550,000
1,213,000
Thus, the import trade of New York has gradually increased from £ 189,000 ster
ling, about 8340,000, in the year 1769, and from about three millions of dollars in 1791,
to the enormous sum in 1832, of fifty-seven millions of dollars! While Virginia has
fallen off in her imoort trade, from two and a half millions of dollars in 1791, to 8375,000
in 1829, and 550,000 in 1832, not a great deal more than the freight of half a dozen
ships !
Front these calculations, a few curious facts appear. The imports of New York
were, in 1832, seventy times as greut as they were in 1709, ond nearly twenty times
more than they were in 1791. Virginia, on the other hand, imported in 1829, about
one eleventh of what she did in 1769, and about one seventh of what she did in 1791.
In a period too, of eight years, the aggregate imports of New York amounted to three
hundred and eleven millions of dollars; those of South Carolina to about sixteen mil
lions, and those of Virginia to about five millions ! New York imported, therefore, in
1832, eleven times as much as Virginia did in eight years preceding, and nearly four
times as much as South Carolina did in eight years preceding. Again, New York
imported in one year (1832) nearly fifty times as much as South Carolina in the same
year, and about 110 times as much as Virginia.
THE COiL TRADK FOR 1838.
The following is the quantity of coal shipped from the different regions in 1837 and
1838:
1838.
1837.
431,719
Schuylkill
523,152
152.699
Lehigh
192,595
78,207
Lackawana
115,337
44,966
Beaver Meadows
33,617
14,221
Hazleton
2,001
Laurel Hill
723,813
864,751
723,813
Decrease in 1838
140,938 tons.
The consumption of coal, as near as can be ascertained, *na tn
Annual increase.
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FRENCH CORN AVERAGES.
The following are the official average prices of Wheat in France for the month of
November in each year, during the undermentioned twenty years, from 1819 to 1838,
the whole reduced into English measure and money :
Per Hectolitre.
Per Quarter,
1819
15f. 4c.
equal to
34s. 5d.
1820
19 60
..
44 10
1881
15 28
..
35 0
1822
15 71
..
36 0
1823
15 58
..
35 8
1824
14 74
..
33 9
1825
15 79
..
36 2
1826
15 58
..
35 8
1827
20 22
46 4
1828
22 55
..
51 8
1829
21 97
..
50 4
1830
22 49
..
51 6
1831
22 52
..
51 7
1832
17 96
41 1
1833
14 95
..
34 3
1834
14 88
..
34 1
1835
14 43
..
33 1
1836
17 26
..
39 6
1837
17 75
..
40 8
1838
21 92
50 3
The average of the whole period is 17f. 81c. per hectolitre, which is equal to 40s. 9d.
per quarter: and it will be farther remarked—
1. That the return of 1835 is the lowest of the whole period.
2. That the return of 1828 is the highest of the whole period.
3. That the return.of the present year exceeds the return of the preceding year by 9s.
7d. per quarter.
4. That the return of the present year exceeds by 9s. 6d. per quarter the return of
the whole period.
To compare the average prices of wheat in France with those of England and Wales,
it is necessary to add 20 per cent to thelatter, for difference in the quality of the wheat,
and the difference in the mode of taking averages; and it then appearing that the aver
age price of wheat in England andWales, for the six weeks ending tne 3rd ult. is 71s.
6d. the quarter, this, with the addition of 20 per cent, makes 85s. l0d. ; and the average
price of wheat in France, for the same period, being 50s. 3d., it follows that wheat is
41.46 per cent lower in France than in England.
The average price of wheat at Paris, for the preceding month of November/is 23f.
63c. per hectolitre, which answers to 54s. Id. per quarter.
COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF THE UNITED STATES.
An Abstract of the last official Annual Statement of the Commerce and Navigation of
the United States.
Importsfor the year ending September 30, 1838.
Total amount $113,717,404
Of which were imported in American vessels,
103,087,448
In foreign vessels,
10,629,950
Exports.
Total amount,
108,48f.,616
Of which were domestic produce,
96,033,821
Foreign produce,
12,452,795
Domestic Articles.
Exported in American vessels,
79,855,599
Exported in foreign vessels,
16,178,222
Foreign Articles.
Exported in American vessels,
9,964,200
Exported in foreign vessels,
2,488,595
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Navigation.
American shipping entered the ports of the United States
for the year ending September 30, 1838,
1 ,302,074
Ditto cleared from ditto,
1,408,761
Foreign shipping entered during same period,
592,110
Ditto cleared from ditto,
604,166
Registered tonnage, as corrected September 30, 1838,
822,591
Enrolled and licensed,
1,041,105
Fishing vessels,
131,102
Total tons,
1,993,798
Employed in the Whale Fishery,
129,629
Shipping built in the United States during the year ending Sept. 30, 1838 :
Registered,
41,359
Enrolled,
71 ,275
Tons,
.
113,134
The imports of the previous year, ending 30th of September, 1837, .amounted to
$140,989,217, and the exports to §117,419,376. It will be observed that while the im
ports of i837-8, are less by 5527,000,000 than in 1836-7, the exports are less by only
S9,000,0!)!) more. This looks like getting out of debt. The tonnage of American ship
ping which entered in 1837-8 is greater than in 1836-7, by 3254 tons, while the foreign
tonnage is less by 173.593 tons. This, again, is a favorable indication. The actual
tonnage owned in the United States has increased within the year.from 1,896,685 tons,
to 1,994,798 ; or 98,113 tons. Rather less tonnage was built in 1837-8, than in 1836-7.

MERCANTILE
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NEW SPECIES OP COTTON.
An improved species of cotton has been discovered in Alabama. The Southern
Agriculturist says that it grows much tallar than the common plant, and bears a num
ber of short lateral branches only 4 or 5 inches in length, and bearing twin pods or
clusters of 6 or 7 pods on each branch. The cotton is finer than any other kind of
short staple, commands 4 or 5 cents more, and the product is very much more abun
dant. The plant, with leaves like other cotton, resembles the okra in other respects,
and in rich land will reach a height of 8 or 9 feet. The seed is not yet in general use,
and the small quantity to be had sells at very high prices. It ripens earlier than the
other cotton, and stands a better chance, therefore, of escaping the worm, which is very
destructive to late crops in the south-west.
CNTrED STATES MINT—COINAGE FOB 1838.
The Director of the Mint, Dr. Patterson, has made his annual report of the operations
ofthe Mint and its branches for the year 1838, from which we extract the following
particulars, viz. :
1. Whole amount of gold coinage is $1,809,595, of which there was coined —
At Philadelphia
$1,622,515
Charlotte, N. C
84,165
Dahlonega, Ga
102,915
New Orleans
none.
SI ,809,595
Of the above quantity, 7,200 pieces were.in eagles ; 286,588 pieces were in half eagles ;
and 47,030 pieces were in quarter eagles.
Of the bullion deposited, there was supplied from the mines of the United States—
At Philadelphia
$171,700
Charlotte
127,000
Dahlonega
135,700
New Orleans
700
Total native bullion
$435,100
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2. The whole amount of silver coined is $2,333,243, of which the whole was coined
at Philadelphia, except $10,243 in dimes, at New Orleans, the other branch mints being
not yet authorized to coin silver, the bill which passed the Senate to authorize them to
coin silver change having not passed the House of Representatives, and being now in
the Senate.
Of the silver coined at the mint in Philadelphia, there was
In half dollars
$1,773,000
quarters
208,000
dimes
199,250
half dimes
112,750
2,293,000
Add dimes at New Orleans
40,243
$2,333,243
From this it will be seen th-u the total coinage of the mint and branches, in gold and
silver, is $4,142,838. Besides this, the copper coinage amounted to $63,702 ; making a
totality of $4,206,540.
Statement of the Annual Amounts of Deposites of Gold, for Coinage, at the Mint of the
United States, Philadelphia,from the Mines f the United Stales.
Year.
Virginia.
N. Carolina.
S. Caro'a.
Georgia.
Total.
1824
$5,000
....
....
$5,000
1825
17,000
....
....
17,000
1826
20,000
....
....
20,000
1827
21,000
....
....
21.000
1828
46,000
....
....
46,000
1829.... $2,500
134.000
$3,500
....
140,000
1830.... 24,000
204,000
26.000
212,000 466,000
1831.... 26,000
294,(100
22,000
176,000
520,000
1832.... 34,000
458,000
45,000
140,000 678,000
1833.... 104,000
475,000
66,000
216,000 808,000
1834.... 62,000
380 000
38,000
415,000 898/KH)
1835.... 60,400
263,500
42,400
319,000 698,500
1836.... 62 000
148,000
55,200
201.400
467,000
ia37.... 52,000
116,900
29,400
83;600 282,000
1838.... 55,000
66,000
13,000
36,000
171,700
$482,000
2,648,500
340,500
1,799,900 5,298,200
Of the $5,298,200, the sum of $13,C00 was from Tennessee since 1631, and the sum
of $13,400 from other sources since 1831.
Statement exhibiting the Value of Bullion and Specie imported and exported from the
1st of July, 1834, to the 30lh September, 1838.
Gold Imported.
Bullion.
Specie.
1834, 1st July to 30th Sept.
$147,181
$2,786,000
1835, year ending 30th Sept.
655,457
1,669,739
1836, year ending 30th Sept.
1,913,137
5,318,725
1837, year endinz 30th Sept.
536.549
1.895,265
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AN HONORABLE MERCHANT.
The following incidental notice of the richest of the lung race of wealthy Salem mer
chants, is from the pen of Capt. J. S. Steeper, the able editor of the Boston Mercantile
Journal, who formerly sailed in the service of the distinguished man whose character
he describes. It is our intention, from time to time, to furnish biographical sketches of
eminent merchants — of men who by their enterprise, industry, and integrity, have
amassed princely fortunes, and by their liberality and benevolence in tin endowment
of splendid charities, and the more private acts of humanity, shed a lustre over the
mercantile character:
" The late William Gray, by his successful mercantile career, well illustrated the
truth of the homely adage, ' Honesty is the best policy.' His ship6 were found in
every sea, deeply laden with the products of every country. Although bold in his
speculations, he was prudent in his calculations — and fortune smiled upon his under
takings. But William Gray was, emphatically, an honest man. Not a dollar of his
immense wealth was acquired by violating, directly or indirectly, the laws of any coun
try. Having, on a number of occasions, had charge of large amounts of property be
longing to him, we have had abundant opportunities of knowing the manner in which
he transacted his commercial operations — and we have often had occasion to admire
the stern integrity which formed a prominent feature in his character.
The agents or shipmasters whom he employed, were always cautioned, in the plain
est language, against infringing, in the slightest degree, upon the revenue laws of any
nation — and if it came to his knowledge that his orders, in this particular, had not
been strictly obeyed, even if the departure fiom the straight line of rectitude had been
dictated solely by the desire of the captain or supercargo to promote the interest of his
employer, the offender was promptly dismissed with disgrace frcm his service. And
this was but a part of the system of integrity which entered into all his actions — and
which should always constitute the basis of the character of a mercantile man."
THE BENEVOLENT MERCHANT.
The life of Theodore Lyman, Esq., recently deceased at Waltham, (Mass.,) was
throughout a beautiful illustration of pure benevolence and christian charity. As a
merchant, he ranked among the earliest, wealthiest, and most distinguished in Boston ;
but it is to his enlarged and comprehensive exertions in the cause of charity — to the com
fort which he carried to the abode of the poor and destitute — to the warmth which he
communicated to the cheerless hearth of the widow and the fatherless — to the aid he
gave to the suffering and the dying, — that we turn with the most unmingled satisfac
tion, and the sinccrest admiration. He seemed to consider himself an almoner for the
Almighty ; and in the city of Boston, five hundred widows, and four hundred father
less children, can testify to his liberality, which enabled the Trustees of the Fatherless
and Widows' Society to extend their assistance wherever the aid of the society was
needed or invoked. To thirty destitute widows in the city of Boston, Mr. Lyman has
for two years past, sent a daily supply of milk ; and all enn estimate the advantages of
this supply, where, as in many instances, it formed the principal food of small children.
Of the Seaman's Aid Society he has for three successive winters purchased bed coverings,
to be distributed in his walks of charity ; thus, while relieving human destitution with one
hand, stimulating honest industry and assisting meritorious institutions with the other.
The records of the institution of the Children's Friend Society, in Boston, enrolls his
name as its largest benefactor. This charity embraces fifty small children, saved from the
contamination of evil example, some of them surrendered to the Trustees by their dying
mothers, that their departing spirits might find peace and happiness in the certainty
that they would be carefully, kindly, and religiously brought up, and be protected, not
only from the abuse, but from the vicious example, of careless or intemperate fathers.
And this man has gone to his reward, preceded by the prayers of the sick, the destitute,
and thedying, and as encouragement to our enterprising merchants, who in the ardent
pursuit of gain, too often lose sight of that charity which " never faileth." He died rich.
Hear it, ye anxious seekers after wealth. He died rich in this world—with a large invest
ment made in heaven. It may be laid down as n maxim, that no man ever reduced
himself, or impoverished his estate, by an intelligent and active charity, but on the con
trary, that his benefactions to the poor have, even in this world, been returned " ten fold
into his bosom." We do not mean that ostentatious charity, which blazons itself
forward, and requires excitement and public display to urge it on to action, but that pure
and spontaneous benevolence, that free will offering of the heart, which, as in the case
of Mr. Lyman, sought out those who shrunk oftentimes, with decent pride, from the ex
posure of want, and required to be searched for to be relieved ; and among the number
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whose prayers arose with the most fervency in his behalf, may be mentioned those who,
depressed in spirit, and almost prostrated by the pressure of poverty, were relieved and.
saved, by some of the methods lie was daily devising to extend the circle of his charities
To all, and mote espe cially to our merchants, who read this brief notice of Theodore
Lyman, we say'" go and do likewise."
" HITS AT THE TIMES."
We make the following extract from an admirable volume recently published by
Lea and Bkinchcird of Philadelphia, entitled, " The Little Frenchman and his Water
Lots, with other Hits at the 'J unes, by George P. Morris," which is already nearly
out of print. Our mercantile readers will recognize the .portraits contained in these
ffketches : *\ *
Want of Confidence. — A little Frenchman loaned a merchant five thousand dollars
when times were good. He called at the counting-house a few days since, in a state of
agitation not easily described.
" How do you do ?" inquired the merchant.
" Sick — very sick," replied monsieur.
" What is the matter."
" De times is de matter."
" Detimes ? — what disease is that 1"
" De malaide vat break all de merchants, ver much."
"Ah — the times, eh ? — well, they are bad, very bad, sure enough ; but how do they
affect you ?"
" Vy, monsieur, I lose de confidance."
" In whom ?"
" In everybody."
"Not in me, I hope?"
" Pardonnez moi, monsieur; but I do not know who to trust a present, when all de
marchants break several times, all to pieces."
" Then I presume you want your money ?"
" Oui, monsieur, I starve for want of Vargcnt."
" Can't you do without it?"
" No, monsieur, I must have him."
" You must 1"
" Oui, monsieur," said little dimity breeches, turning pale with apprehension for the
safety of his money.
" And you can't do without it?"
" No, monsieur, not von other lectle moment longare."
The merchant reached his bank book — drew a check on the good old Commercial
for the amount, and handed it to his visiter.
" Vat is dis, monsieur ?"
" A check for five thousand dollars, with the interest."
" Is it bon ?" said the Frenchman, with amazement.
" Certainly."
" Have you de Vargcnt in de bank 1"
"Yes."
" And it is parfaitement convenient to pay de sum 1"
" Undoubtedly. What astonishes you V
" Vy, dat you have got hint in dees times."
" Oh, yes, and I have plenty more. I owe nothing that I cannot pay at a moment's
notice."
The Frenchman was perplexed.
" Monsieur, you shall do me one leetle favor, eh?"
" With all my heart."
" Veil, monsieur, you shall keep de Vargcnt for me some leetle year longer."
" Why, I thought you wanted it."
" Tout, au contraire. I no vant de Vargerd — I vant de grand confidance. Sup
pose you no got de money, den I vant him ver much — suppose you got him, den I no
vant him at all. Vous comprenez, eh 1"
After some further conference, the little Frenchman prevailed upon the merchant to
retain the money, and left the counting-house with a light heart, and a countenance
very different from the one he wore when he entered. His confidence was restored,
and although he did not stand in need of the money, he wished to know that his pro
perty was in safe hands.
This little sketch has a moral, if the reader has sagacity enough to find it out.
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Art. I — THE COMMERCIAL RIGHTS OF NEUTRAL
NATIONS.*
The " Commercial rights of Neutral Nations," — the subject of our re
marks at this time, are founded on the Law of Nations, itself, the result of
the civilization of modern times. It is scarcely necessary to add, that the
system which we style the Law of Nations is not Law, as this word is un
derstood, when applied to the internal regulations of a country. It does not
emanate from superior authority, for independent nations, however variant in
magnitude, wealth, or power, acknowledge no superior; nor is its infrac
tion, like that of the civil regulations of government, visited by a fixed or
determinate punishment, which law-writers term, the sanction. Doubtltss
a violation of the Laws of Nations subjects the wrong-doer to such penalty
as the injured may choose, and be able to inflict ; but there is not, nor of ne
cessity can there be, any common arbiter of causes, with authority to deter
mine national questions, and power to carry its determinations into effect.
These rules are rather certain propositions of public justice, certain maxims
embodying acknowledged principles, which the experience and accumula
ted wisdom of ages have collected, and which rest on the foundation, less im
palpable than might, at first, be supposed, of the common conscience and
moral sense of civilized man.
This system, which modifies the intercourse of nations in peace, and
limits the severity of their hostilities in war, may be claimed as the proudest
achievements of modern civilization. It may temper the involuntary hu
miliation with which we contemplate the fragments of Grecian genius, which
have survived to us through two thousand years, and which, in the graceful
arts — in poetry — in rhetoric — in philosophy, defy our rivalry, while
they excite our wonder, — to reflect that this astonishing people, in humani
ty, in public justice, in common national honesty, were scarcely superior to
the barbarians by whom they were surrounded. Piracy, avowed and prac* A Lecture delivered before the Mercantile Library Association ofNew York, March
19th, 1839, by William Kkst, Esq., and politely furnished by the author, at the request
of the Board of Directors of said Association, for publication in our Magazine.
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tised by the most polished republics; the received opinion that a State was
bound to no duties, where no treaty existed; the unquestionable right to put
prisoners to death, or reduce them, and their wives and children, to perpetual
slavery, do not more attest the absence of public law than the career of their
great conqueror. Sparkles ofgenerosity and magnanimity could not but ap
pear in the noble nature and dazzling genius of Alexander ; but, throughout
the wonderful course of this hero-boy, it seems never to have been dreamed
of to inquire whether any cause of war existed against the nations whom he
subdued ; and, when weeping on the banks of the Hydaspcs over the lassi
tude of his armies, a doubt of his right to devastate countries, whose names
had never reached his distant Macedon, seems never to have suggested it
self to the mind of the pupil of Aristotle.
In the successors to the fame and power of Greece, some ideas of regular
public law may be observed, and appear to have been more congenial to the
sober mind and graver dignity of Rome. But the end and object of the
Romans were foreign warfare ; and in the accomplishment of their destiny,
cunning interpretation of treaties, sophistical evasions ofcompacts, cruel rules
of war, and haughty triumphs, seem the attendants of their leg ions in their
steady progress in the conquest of the world. And when the tide, at length,
became recedent, and the God that had so long proudly extended the boun
daries ofthe republic, commenced retreating, in the reign of Adrian, all law,
all humanity, and all civilization, gradually corrupted and circumscribed,
were irretrievably overwhelmed in the ruins of the Empire.
While the resuscitation and gradual improvement of Christian Europe,
from the long continued debasement which ensued on the fall of Rome, is,
perhaps, the most interesting and instructive portion of history, never, on
the other hand, did the world present so dreary and hopeless a prospect as
during the earlier half of the period of time designated as the dark ages.
The state of society (if it deserve the name) differed from that of primeval
barbarism, as the decrepitude of age from the weakness of infancy. It was
not unformed, but decayed ; not merely imbecile, but worn out. The noble
lauguage of Rome became corrupted into numerous and barbarous dialects,
which the slow operation of centuries was required to form, again, into the
mellifluous languages of Southern Europe. The libraries, formed with such
difficulty and labor before the invention of printing, were irretrievably scat
tered by barbarian soldiery ; while isolated manuscripts, containing, perhaps,
the lost treasures of Cicero or Tacitus, were erased to make room for some
monkish legend, at once fabulous, yet destitute of fancy. The rulers of the
earth, even the illustrious one of France, who, in his character and the ex
tent of his conquests, affords the best parallel to Napoleon, were unable to
write their names. The Roman civil law, probably the noblest monument
of human genius, and raised by the accumulated labors of a thousand years,
gave place to absolute anarchy, except so far as the stern maxims of the
feudal system intervened, by which the barbarians of the North were gar
risoned, as it were, in the countries they had subdued, and secured in the li
centious privileges of a military aristocracy. The destruction of trade — of
manufactures — of almost every useful art ; the degradation of agriculture
to the feeble and unskilful labors of predial slavery ; the depravation of
morals, the indifference to faith, and the grossness of manners, during the
8th, 9th, 10th and 1 1th centuries, seemed to indicate that the empire of Chaos
and Old Night were returning to cover the earth- Yet a philosophic obser
ver, if we can imagine such a one to have existed during these times, might
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still hare perceived, under all these disheartening appearances, that absolute
death, yet, was not, and that the pulse, though fluttering and low, still beat,
and vitality had not entirely fled from the aspect of Europe.
So complicate and inextricably interlaced are the relations of all human
events, and so feeble and limited the powers we bring to their examination,
that we can scarcely designate, with confidence, the primary cause of the
simplest transaction of individual life. How difficult, then, the task to pro
nounce the distant causes, by which government, and law, and order, and
art, and science, were reintroduced among the kingdoms of Europe ! Of
all the causes, which have been pointed out by the historian, I have always
been most impressed by the operation of two, which I the more readily
mention as most directly connected with the creation of public law. I al
lude to the influence of Commerce, and of the institutions of
Chivalry.
It is not my purpose, or part, to dwell on the usual effects of commerce
in exciting industry, and producing wealth; stimulating the rude inhabitants
of uncivilized countries, by precious luxuries before unknown, and by wants,
though, in themselves, possibly selfish or frivolous, vet introducing civiliza
tion among nations, and rendering the earth fruitful of its produce. Neither
is this the occasion to describe the early manufacture and trade of Flanders
— causes mutually acting and reacting upon each other — nor the emigra
tion of the Flemish artizans into England, and their encouragement by the
wisdom of the 3d Edward, conduct far more useful and more entitled to his
subjects' gratitude, than his barren laurels at Cres3y and Poictiers. Equally
striking, but beyond our plan, was the rise and confederacy in the 12th and
13th centuries, of the free Hanseatic towns, by which, in an age of barba
rism, wealth, and civil right, and orderly government, and republican liberty,
were planted, never utterly to fail, along theblenk and stormy shores of lie
Baltic : while on the Mediterranean commenced, still earlier, the more
splendid career of the Italian Commercial Republics — Amalfi — Pisa — '
Genoa, and Venice — holding, for a long time, the gates of the " gorgeous
East," and sole access to the wealth of " Ormus and of Ind," and forming,
in their rise and decline, more than any other portion, the romance of
History.
The inference, it is our design to draw from the fact of such extended com
merce, is, that it must have tended, beyond any other cause, to the creation
and general recognition of principles of justice and universal law. Com
merce implies a jealous observance of rights of property. Commerce, be
tween different nations, implies a reference to established customs, obedience
to acknowledged tribunals, and the discrimination of the principles ofnatural
justice. And so, what we could thus prt liminarily suppose, we find con
firmed by actual history. The word stranger, in modern Europe, ceased to
be identical in meaning, as it had been in Litin, with the word enemy. The
shipwrecked mariner remained no longer beyond the protection of the law,
and his goods ceased to be permitted objects of confiscation and plunder. And
community of interests, and increasing appreciation of the blessin^s of trade,
lead rapidly to the circumscription and final extinction of ocean piracy.
While commerce was thus aiding the civilizing process in maritime
countries, where trade could penetrate, the interior of the continent was
benignly affected by the institutions of chivalry, commencing with Charle
magne and his paladins, nor ceasing till the discovery of gunpowder, and the
inventions ofmodern science had destroyed the importance of individual valor.
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Without minutely pointing out the features ofthis extraordinary sys'em, we
may remark, that it banished treachery, the universal vice of barbari and
restored fidelity to engagements, which had sunk amid the corruptions, and
wily intrigues, and mendacities ofthe Lower Empire. It induced courtesy to
the enemy in the field, and humanity and generosity to the prisoners after
battle. Well may history love to linger over the knights of the 14th cen
tury — over the Du Guesclins of France — and the Chandos and Black
Prince of England ; for by their conduct was war moderated in its terrors ;
and virtues, which antiquity but imperfectly knew — deep devotion — polish
ed deference to the sex — candor, and modesty, and courtesy, and fidelity,
became, for a long period, the distinguishing qualities of the European gen
tlemen ! The deeper researches are made into this system, the greater be
comes our admiration. A celebrated writer of the present day, of unsur
passed learning, and in the interest of liberty, can find nothing but unmixed
good in the consequences of these Institutions. The lamentations of Burke
over their fall are scarcely extravagant : and if it be true that " Cervantes
laughed Spain's chivalry away," it remains a question of doubtful solution,
whether his inimitable writings have done more good, or harm ; and whe
ther more pleasure or piin have been caused by the perusal of Don Quixote.
These two great causes have always appeared to me the primary motive
powers, whence arose the movement of modern resuscitation. Other
secondary causes, to which writers have attached importance, obviously
proceeded from one or both of the antecedents we have mentioned ; and none
more evidently than the elevation and freedom ofthe female sex, which forms
the peculiar feature of modern manners. This can not be so well explained
as in the language of the profound and eloquent historian to whom I have
already alluded.
" In a rude state of manners, in all ages, woman has not full scope to dis
play those fascinating graces by which nature has designed to counter
balance the strength and energy of man. But as a taste for the more
elegant enjoyment of wealth arises, a taste to which it is always her policy
and her delight to nourish, she obtains an ascendancy, at first, in the light
er hours, and from thence in the serious occupations of life. She chases
or brings into subjection the god of wine, and calls in the aid of divinities
more propitious to her ambition. The love of becoming ornaments is not
to be regarded in the light of venity ; it is rather an instinct, which wo
man has received from Nature, to give effect to those charms that are her
defe nce ; and when commerce began to minister to the wants of luxury,
the rich furs of the north, the gay silks of Asia, the wrought gold of do
mestic manufacture, illumine the halls of Chivalry, and cast, as if by the
spell of enchantment, that ineffable grace over beauty, which the choice
and arrangement of dress are calculated to bestow."
Having thus imperfectly alluded to the rise of modern civilization, I shall
not pursue its majestic progress to its present splendors; and I will only al
lude to its wonderful discoveries and inventions, its arts and sciences, as
causing a permanent distinction in the intercourse of nations, unknown to
antiquity, by the immense superiority they have conferred, in war, on a
civilized over a barbarian nation. There is no passage of history more
deeply interesting than the effort of Archimedes, in the siege of Syracuse,
to repel the Roman army. His burning the Roman gallies with his sun
glasses, and lifting them in the air with his levers and pullies, were the un
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successful, because premature, struggle of science with mere physical
strength. It occurred some centuries too soon.
The difference between the civilized nations of antiquity, and their bar
barian opponents, though decisive in favor of the phalanx and the legion,
was yet too slight to afford that confidence of power, which gives scope to
the exercise of magnanimity and mercy- But, in modern times, the dis
covery of an obscure chemist, or alchemist, with the accumulated inventions
of his successors, the art of fortification, and of attack, and, more than this, the
concentrated art and science exhibited in naval architecture, and navigation,
have placed, between civilized and barbarous people, a distinction as wide
as separates untutored man from the beast of the forest, whom his intellect
enables him to subdue.
It was under the increasing operation of such influences, as have been
most imperfectly alluded to, that the modern community of Christian nations
reached the commencement of the Seventeenth Century, under forms and
maxims of government, varying in degree, rather than essence, from those
now existing, and observing, in their international intercourse, practices and
rules, which the present times do not entirely reject. But they were not
governed by any precise and definite system, or, indeed, by any system
whatever ; and vagueness and obscurity covered the Law of Nations, which
it required some mighty genius, like Bacon and Newton, to dispel and con
trol. Such intellect was found in one, whom it was the glory of Holland to
produce, and her shame to persecute — in Hugo Grotius, — whose charac
ter is thus given by Sir James Mcintosh, who, in depicting another, was
unconsciously, but not inaccurately, describing himself: — " Grotius com
bined the discharge of the most important duties of active and public life,
with the attainment of that exact and various learning, which is the por
tion only of the recluse student. He was distinguished as an advocate and
a magistrate, and he composed the most valuable works on the law of his
own country ; he was almost equally celebrated as an historian, a scholar,
a poet, and a divine ; a disinterested statesman, a philosophical lawyer ; a
patriot, who united moderation with firmness; and a theologian, who was
taught candor by his learning. Unmerited exile did not damp his pa
triotism ; the bitterness of controversy did not extinguish his charity. In
times of the most furious civil and religious faction, he preserved his
name unspotted, and knew how to reconcile fidelity to his own party, with
moderation towards his opponents."
The great work of Grotius, — his treatise on the Law of War and Peace,
— should be read, not merely by every lawyer or statesman, but by every
philosophic student, who would mark the epochs of the human mind, or ex
amine those primary works of genius, which have apparently changed the
destiny of man. The modern reader will be surprised to find in this cele
brated work, as, indeed, in the more celebrated treatises of Bacon, many ex
aminations of doctrines, which, to him, are perfectly plain, many elaborate
discussions of rules and theories, which he receives, at once, as acknow
ledged truths. Let it be remembered that Bacon and Grotius were the
pioneers of modern science ; that we criticise their works with aids them
selves have furnished ; and that to undervalue the hardihood of genius that
led them, in the unknown regions of mind, to conquer prejudice and de
velop truth, is as if, amid the luxuries and comforts of our cities, we lessen
ed the merit of the early settler, who encountered, unshielded, the severity of
the elements, and with his unaided right arm subdued the forest and its teni
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ants. Nor will the modern reader be less surprised by the quotations and
authorities with which Grotius supports his positions. He invokes the aid,
not of lawyers or civilians, but of orators and historians, dramatists and
poets.
Yet how beautifully philosophic was this invocation ! In enforcing a
rule, for the government of all, he shows that what many men of different
profess >ns, at different times, in different countries, unanimously affirm to
be true and right, is, with propriety, to be acknowledged by all. In his
labors you are reminded of the ingenious allegory, which represents truth
given, originally, to man, as a perfect statue, but broken by his violence,
and scattered in pieces over the earth. It was the part of Grotius to collect
the precious fragments from various regions, and to reinstate the goddess on
her crystal pedestal, in original symmetry and beauty.
This rapid, though most imperfect glance, at the origin of the Law of Na
tions, has encroached so much upon the time allotted to the consideration of
neutral rights ; a subject on which volomes, I might add, libraries, have
been written by modern diplomatists, that I can do no more than touch on
the subject to which I am about to advert. I shall address myself, therefore,
but to one proposition, and limit myself, in it, to a summary history and ex
plication of its nature and condition.
In the discussions that have taken place between neutral and belligerent
nations, the former have insisted on the following propositions :
1. That free ships make free goods, thereby meaning, in the words of one
of the writers, that the flag of a neutral vessel is inviolable as the veil of a
vestal virgin, and absolutely forbids the examination of a belligerent cruizer.
2. Which is a corollary from the preceding, that neutrals have a right to
trade from port to port, from colony to colony, and from the colonies to the
mother country of belligerents, without being liable to search or deten
tion, except for articles contraband of war, such as arms, ammunition, and,
perhaps, naval stores.
The affirmative of these propositions have been maintained by the weaker
maritime nations, by argument and arms, while the converse has been claim
ed, and with varied success, supported by the great naval power, which,
from the time of Oliver Cromwell to the present day, has been paramount
on the ocean.
The state of the question may be thus further explained. It was formerly,
and, to a great degree, still is, the practice of European nations, owning
colonies, to permit them, in time of peace, to trade only with the mother
country, for the double purpose of supplying a market for the commodities
of the mother country, and of furnishing, to the mother country, the peculiar
commodities ofthe colonies. Such was the policy of England herself, and
of France, and Denmark, and Sweden, and Holland, and Spain. But when
hostilities broke out between any of the latter nations and England, they
generally resulted in such entire predominance of the English fleets, that all
direct trade between the mother country and the colony was annihilated.
In such case, it has been the policy ofthe feebler maritime powers, to throw
open, during war, their colonies to the trade of the world, that neutral vessels
might supply their place, and carry to them the colonial produce, which
their own vessels were prevented from carrying by the predominating force
ofthe enemy.
Hence have arisen endless discussions, with much apparent reason on both
sides, between England, always contending for the sternest rules of naval
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war, and the neutral powers, like Russia, Denmark, and the United States,
supporting the interests of peace. Say the English : — " We are at war
with France — we have the right to possess ourselves of places belonging
to France. By our decided superiority at sea, we do this with the French
colonies, which depend on foreign supplies. These we can cut off, unless
you neutrals step in, and safe from our seizure, under your pacific flag,
engross the trade with the colonics. This you will not do in peace, for the
mother country would not let you. She permits it now, to escape from the
effect of our victories. We will not permit you to injure us, and strengthen
our adversary ; and we deprive you of no privilege, since till we had driven
the enemy from his monopoly, you were not allowed by him to share it."
This is, in a nut shell, the argument of England, and it certainly is
not destitute of plausibility.
But the Russian, or the American, neutral replies : — " Every independ
ent nation has a right to trade with all that choose to trade with them, and
no third party has a right to limit this freedom of intercourse. We admit
we have no right to carry arms or ammunition to your enemy, because like
ly to be employed immediately to your prejudice; nor can we enter a block
aded port, as we may thereby immediately defeat an expensive and laborious
measure of hostility. But a trade with your enemy in sugar, cotton, hard
ware, or wines, does you no injury, except by promoting the general wel
fare of the enemies' country; and the stoppage of this trade will injure us,
out ofall proportion, more than its going on will injure you. You wish to
injure us, that France may be hampered in her finances, and the spirits of
your sailors kept up by occasional prizes, and your commercial jealousy in
dulged, under the pretext of followingout legitimate warfare."
At this stage of the controversy, England, like Jupiter in the fable, has
generally had recourse to her thunder, and the argument between nations,
like too many verbal disputes between individuals, has ended in blows.
The English doctrine is known, among lawyers, as the rule of '56, hav
ing been promulgated in the year and war of 1756, when the French fleets
were driven from the ocean, and Wolfe stormed the heights of Abraham,
and the national supremacy was secured by the vigor of the elder Pitt, who,
in the well-known language of his eulogist, with one hand smote the house
of Bourbon, and wielded in the other the democracy of England
A second, and memorable epoch in the history of this rule of law, occur
red in the year 1780, when was formed the celebrated league of the North
ern Powers of Europe, called the " Armed Neutrality." The circumstan
ces of England were wonderfully changed. The American rebellion had
become a revolution. Burgoyne had surrendered ; Clinton lay cooped up ,
in New York; Cornwallis was vainly marching and countermarching in'
Carolina ; Rochambeau and the French army had landed at Rhode Island ;
and France, with Spain, having openly declared war against England, was
contending on the ocean with her ancient rival, with equal valor, and not
unequal success. At this period, Catharine II was Empress of Russia,
.whom, with her neighbor, the great Frederick, Gibbons contrasts with the
Bourbon kings of Spain and France, in his well-known sentence, which gave
so much mortification to the unfortunate Louis XVI. " A Julian or Semiramis may reign in the north, while Arcadius and Honorius slumber on
the thrones of the south." At this time, when another great nation of the
world is subjected to a female reign, it may be pardonable to linger a mo
ment over the character of Catharine. It was the remark of Napoleon that
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female reigns were dangerous, as the government was influenced more by
the heart of the sovereign than the head. But it may be well doubted if
this ungallant remark is sustained by history. It was " the fatal gift
of beauty," and not the diadem, that brought misery on the Egyptian
and the Scottish queen ; and rarely, by masculine sovereign, has the frailty of
the heart been more restrained than by Zenobia and Elizabeth. But
Catharine of Russia was masculine in her mind, her taste, her virtues, and
her vices. The sanguinary violence with which she seized the sceptre, —
the unfaltering grasp with which she held it, — the schemes of conquest she
partly executed, and partly left for, perhaps, her grandson Nicholas to com
plete, — her personal magnanimity, — her utter indifference to human car
nage — forma life and character foreign to her sex, and in which we see,
" Much that we love, and more that we admire, and all that we abhor !"
This sovereign will, at all events, live in the records of commercial law.
In 1780, her minister delivered to the Courts of London and Versailles, her
declaration, setting forth the principles of maritime freedom, to which I
have already adverted, and accompanied it with the explicit avowal, that she
" had fitted out a considerable part of her naval forces, and if forced to depart
from the strict and rigorous neutrality, which her Imperial Majesty was
resolved, religiously, to observe, her fleet will be ordered to act in this ex
tremity, wherever her honor, interest, and necessity, should require." To
this declaration the king of France gave his immediate adhesion, avowing,
what at that time was not deemed precisely accurate, that " he had no other
object in the war, in which he was engaged, than his attachment to the
principles of perfect liberty at sea." Spain, of course, assented ; and Den
mark and Sweden forming alliance with Russia for mutual co-operation of
fleets, the confederacy was enabled to give irresistible force to their preten
sions. To the action of this powerful league, the conduct of England is thus
described by one of her writers : — " Solitary, and abandoned by the whole
world ; struggling with a fatal schism among her own children : opposed
to all the greatest maritime powers of Europe, to the continent of America,
and almost to the continent of Asia; without a single ally, and before her
ancient vigor shone out under Rodney, nothing could be more fair and
honorable than the conduct of Great Britain." The king of Great Britain
declared that, " strongly attached to her majesty of all the Russias by the
tie of reciprocal friendship, and common interest, he had given the most
precise orders respecting the flag of her imperial majesty, and the com
merce of her subjects, according to the Law of Nations, to which he would
adhere with the most scrupulous exactness ; and that if irregularities
should occur, the Courts of Admiralty would redress every hardship in
so equitable a manner that her imperial majesty should be perfectly satis
fied, and acknowledge a like spirit of justice which she herself possessed."
The peace which followed our revolution, left the rule of '56 in this condi
tion. In reading similar descriptions of England's facing a hostile world,
which she has often done, and which her writers love to describe, we may
remark, that it proves, indeed, the spirit of our ancestral island, and if it
proved any thing more than spirit, our applause would be more unmingled.
But there has been another nation, whose hand has always been against
every man, and every man's hand against it, simply because Ishmael's
ideas of property and travellers' rights, are similar to the regulations of the
English code of belligerents' privileges.
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The third epoch ofthe rule of '56 occurred in the commencement ofthe pre
sent century, when the situation of England, as to universal hostility, was, with
the exception of America, not unlike that of 1780 ; and the armed neutrality
was attempted to be renewed, but with widely dissimilar results. Napoleon,
then First Consul, by the battle of Marengo, had broken up the coalition
against France, and crushed, for a time, the power of Austria. Paul, the Em
peror of Russia, in the vacillation of his later life, from the enemy had become
the admirer of Napoleon, and through his influence, on the 10th December,
1800, anew league was formed between Russia, Sweden, and Denmark, re
affirming the great principles of the armed neutrality, and reciprocally en
gaging to make common cause in defending each other. It may afford
some light to those, among us now, who suppose that Great Britain is un
able to undergo the expenses of a war, to remind them that in 1801, as Mr.
Addington, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, exhibited, the public expen
diture amounted to more than £68,000,000 sterling, exceeding the income
by about £30,000,000; yet, with this immense burden, she threw down the
gauntlet to combined Europe, and supported her maritime doctrines with a
vigor that will be memorable in history. Perhaps naval annals record no
events more interesting, in all its associations, than the British expedition to
Copenhagen, in 1801. The passage ofthe Sound, where the commerce of
the Baltic pays hereditary tribute to the Dane, between the picturesque and
varied hills of Sweden, and the rich plains of Holstein — the spot which the
genius of Shakspeare has hallowed, with the imaginary musings of the
philosophic and melancholy Hamlet — the conduct of Nelson, commencing
battle with a part only ofthe squadron — turning his blind eye to his com
mander's signal of recall, and at the crisis of his fate, by heroic diplomacy,
sealing and despatching a note to the Crown-Prince, which converted de
feat into victory — the noble valor of the undisciplined citizens of Copen
hagen, crowding to the batteries to die, by thousands, for their country and
homes. These remembrances will throng the memory, as in the words of
Campbell's splendid ode, we
" Think of them that sleep,
Full many a fathom deep,
By thy wild and stormy steep,
Elsinore !"
Contemporaneously with this battle was the death of the Emperor Paul,
who was cut off by (what Tallyrand called the natural death of a Russian
prince) assassination, and Napoleon did not scruple to ascribe his demise to
the machinations of England. " Paul I." says he, " died on the night ofthe
23d March. The English fleet passed the Sound on the 30th. History will
unveil the connexion between these events."
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tations, it has never been entirely denied by the United States, to its universal
application, and the pretensions of England, who applied it not merely to
the search for enemies goods., but for their native seamen in our vessels, that
the war of 1812 is to be ascribed.
When, after the short peace of Amiens, the wars of Europe recommenced,
and the death conflict between England and Napoleon ensued, which ter
minated only at Waterloo, the questions of colonial trade speedily engaged
the attention of diplomatists. The French fleets were almost immediately
annihilated at Trafalgar, and all the trade which France, or the numerous
countries in her alliance, or under her influence, could enjoy, was, through
the utter predominance of the British navy, limited to that carried on under
neutral flags.
In the year 1806, a clever pamphlet was written by Mr. Stephens, an
English lawyer, afterwards an eminent member of Parliament, entitled,
" war in disguise," describing a state of commerce, natural enough, and right
enough to our neutral feelings, but well calculated to excite the indignation
of the English, to see that their treasure and blood had been lavished to no
effect. France, Italy, Spain, Holland, Austria, (reduced to the single port
of Trieste, and beaten down in the bloody fight of Austerlitz,) and Northern
Germany, constituting the greater part of Europe, were all excluded by the
English squadrons from foreign commerce; but Denmark and Prussia were
ostensibly, and the United States of America were really, neutral ; and this
neutrality sufficed to cover the ocean with commerce, which surpassed the
English. " Not a single merchant ship," says the pamphlet to which I
have alluded, " under a flag inimical to Great Britain, now crosses the
equator ortraverses the Atlantic. With the exception, only, of a very small
portion of the coasting trade of our enemies, not a mercantile sail of any de
scription now enters, or clears, from their ports in any part of the globe,
but under neutral colors. But enormous is the amount of the produce of
the new world poured into the south, as well as the north, of Europe, under
cover of the neutral flag. At Cadiz, Barcelona, and other Spanish ports,
neutral vessels are perpetually importing the sugar of Havanna, the cocoa,
indigo, and hides of South America ; the dollars and ingots of Mexico and
Peru ; and returning with European manufactures, the rivals of our own.
Hamburg, Altona, and Gottenburgh, are glutted with the produce of the
West Indies, and the fabrics of the East ; and by the rivers and canals of
Germany and Flanders, they are floated into the warehouses of our enemies.
They supplant, or rival, the British planter and merchant, throughout the
continent of Europe. They supplant even the manufactures of Manchester,
Birmingham, and Yorkshire, for the looms and forges of Germany are put
in action by the colonial produce of our enemies. Antwerp has become the
favorite haunt of the American West-Indiamen. Beyond the Atlantic, Cay
enne is prosperous, and the Isles of France and Bourbon are becoming
warehouses for the commerce of Batavia. The gigantic infancy of Cuba is
aided in its portentous growth by boundless liberty of trade, and the perfect
security ofcarriage. In short, all hostile colonies, whether Dutch, Spanish,
or French, derive, from the enmity of Great Britain, not inconvenience, but
advantage. Happy has it been for them, that the naval superiority of their
enemy has been too decisive to be disputed. They may say, as Themistocles
to his children, when enriched, during his exile, by the Persian monarch
— ' we should have been ruined, if we had not been undone !"'
The author then shows that the rates of insurance, on British vessels sail
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ing with convoy, are four times greater than those of neutrals. While the
latter are moreover insured at Lloyd's Coffee-house in London, and are in
sured, too, even against legal captures by his majesty's cruisers, upon which
the author reads a moral lecture to that impracticable class, the English un
derwriters, who, like our gentlemen of the Stock Exchange, will regard
contracts of honor, though unsanctioned by law.
To restrict this trade by a rigid enforcement of the rule of '56, became the
employment of the English Court of Admiralty, over which then presided the
celebrated Sir William Scott, the brother of Lord Chancellor Eldon. These
brothers, sons ofa Newcastle coal-merchant, became, it is well-known, by ta
lent and assiduity, the most accomplished and richest lawyers of the age, and
though plebeian in birth, effective champions of the aristocracy of England.
But Sir William Scott is best known to us by his unremitted, though unavail
ing efforts, to control the neutral trade of the United States.
There was reason enough to believe that this immense trade, of which
we have spoken, was carried on, in part at least, by the concealed capital of
the enemies' countries. " Merchants," says our friend of the pamphlet
again, " who, immediately prior to the last war, were scarcely known, even
in the obscure sea-port towns at which they resided, have suddenly started up
as sole owners of great numbers of ships, and sole proprietors of rich car
goes, which it would have alarmed the wealthiest merchants in Europe to
hazard, even in peaceable times. A man, who, at the breaking out of the
war, was a petty shoemaker in a small town of East Friesland, had, at one
time, a hundred and fifty vessels navigating, as his property, under Prussian
colors. The cargoes of no less than five East-Inuiamen, composed of the
richest exports of Batavia, were the contemporary purchases of a single
house at Providence, in Rhode Island, and were all bound to that American
port. One neutral house, inconsiderable before the war, had contracted for
all the merchandize of the Dutch East India Company at Batavia, amount
ing to £1,700,000 sterling.
The mode in which the litigation between the Courts of Admiralty and
the neutrals grew up, and was conducted, was some thing in this way : —
The English government dared not venture to exclude America, the near
neighbor to the West Indies, from buying her necessary commodities in the
colonial markets of France or Spain, while shut out by law from the British
islands. This would have been too harsh a monopoly ; and instructions
were accordingly issued to his majesty's cruizers, " not to seize any neutral
.vessel which should be found carrying on trade, directly, between the co
lonies of the enemy and the neutral country to which the vessel belonged,
and laden with property of the inhabitants of such neutral country."
Again, it was never doubted that a direct trade might, by the Law of
Nations, be carried on between America, a neutral nation, and the mother
countries, as France and Spain, direct, if no actual blockade existed at the
port of destination.
American ingenuity, out of these two permitted direct trades, soon con
structed a circuitous trade quite as effective, and almost as convenient, as
neutrals could desire.
The first method ofthe neutrals was to clear from Havanna, or Martinique,
for some port in the United States, and then, when examined by a British
frigate, though laden with coffee and sugar, instead of rum or molasses, the
ordinary home cargo, the letter of instructions protected them from the hun
gry captors, and the vessel was allowed to proceed. Arrived at Charleston,
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or New York, a new voyage was immediately projected. The old ship pa
pers were given up, not a document was left disclosing the fact that the cargo
was taken in at a colonial port ; and new bills of lading, invoices, clearan
ces, and passports, were put on board, all importing that it had been shipped
in America; and the vessel sailed for Europe, to slip into the first port she
should find unguarded.
This practice went on very well, till a ship sailing from Havanna to
Charleston was stopped by a British privateer, and her papers being per
fectly clear, was allowed to proceed. After a stay of a few days in that port
she sailed, apparently for Hamburgh, really, perhaps, to Spain, with an en
tire new set of papers, but was unluckily encountered by the same privateer,
who recognised the ship, the crew, and the cargo. The case came before
Sir William Scott, who condemned the ship, on the ground that the voyage
was a continuous one, and three circumstances, he said, must concur to break
the continuity of the voyage ; — 1st, the cargo from the colony must be landed
in the neutral country ; — 2d, the duties, on importation, must be paid ; and,
3d, the insurance must terminate in the neutral country.
The first requisite of the landing of the cargo, was readily complied with
by the Americans, as the repairing of a vessel in the West India trade, in their
own ports, either on the outward or inward voyage, was, if not necessary,
quite advantageous and convenient.
The second rule, as to insurance, was complied with in an equally satis
factory manner ; and where they had previously insured from Havanna to
Hamburgh, with liberty to touch in America ; they now insure for two
voyages, first to America, and second from America to Hamburgh. This
was not only a compliance with the English rule, but it was found to be
cheaper in point of premium, and John Bull's wishes -were therefore readily
obeyed.
The third requisition, as to payment of duties, was equally well perform
ed. Our revenue laws allowed bonds for duties, on cargoes destined for re
exportation, which bonds were discharged on the production of debentures,
and other instruments, certifying the re-exportation of goods. Thus the du
ties were paid, in the eye of the law, and Sir William Scott's three requisites,
so elaborately excogitated, left the neutral trade exactly as it was found.
In vain did the British Courts vary their decisions to meet the ever-vary
ing ingenuity of the neutrals. Proteus himself never changed his form
more rapidly, until at length the Court gave up in despair the pursuit of the
American merchant, and the panting lawyer toiled after him in vain. The
English government was obliged to have recourse to the sweeping tyranny
of the orders in Council, which prohibited all trade of neutrals, and which
may be attributed, certainly as much to the American trade, as to the Berlin
and Milan Decrees of Bonaparte, to which they profess to be merely retalia
tory. And the conclusion of the whole, was the war of 1812, in which,
after three years hostilities, like the last chapter of Rasselas, nothing was
concluded. And the rule of '56, having passed through three eventful wars,
undetermined, remains to furnish aliment for the wire-drawn disquisitions of
ambassadors, and the more summary, but not always more effectual diplo
macy of sailors and soldiers.
In ascribing to such causes the last war, it might also be added, that the
style and temper of the negotiations must have been productive of great ex
acerbation of feeling in the United States, and in reading over the corres
pondence of ministers, after more than thirty years have intervened, it is im
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possible not to feel admiration at the ability, and a glow of indignation at the
spirit, with which it was conducted on the part of England.
The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, during the most momen
tous era of our negociations, when the Chesapeake frigate was attacked by
the Leopard, and the embargo was laid, was George Canning, whose name
belongs to the history of the world, but is not favorably inscribed in our own.
Rarely does the individual talent of an ambassador display itself under the
most cumbrous drapery that ever enveloped the thoughts of men, I mean,
the conventual phraseology of diplomatists. Their pompous periods, and
swelling phrases, seem indeed invented (as one of the most eminent profes
sors of the art said of language in general) to conceal their thoughts ; and
every thing vapid and dull, except the ludicrous etiquette, with which " the
undersigned seize every opportunity to renew to each other assurances of
their much distinguished consideration." The pungent sarcasm and varied
talent of the author of the Anti-Jacobin surmounted those obstacles, and im
pressed his correspondence with the qualities of his oratory. His skillful
statement of the question, his adroit evasion of argument, his glowing invec
tive against the tyranny of France, his half uttered insinuation of our co-ope
ration, the ingenuity of his logic, and the richness of language and illusion,
will be perceived in his negociation as well as in his oratory ; while the point
of his wit is felt by the American reader with vexation, divided by involun
tary esteem for its keenness and ns polish. Such, for example, was his letter
in September, 1808, much too long to be quoted, wherein, in answer to some
incautious remarks of Mr. Pinckney about the embargo, which, it will be re
membered, was intended as a measure of great severity towards England —
he says : " His Majesty would not hesitate to contribute, in any manner in
his power, to restore to the commerce of the United States its wonted acti
vity ; and he would gladly facilitate the removal of the Embargo as a mea
sure of inconvenient restriction upon the American people."
The same spirit manifested itself in 1826, in his correspondence with Mr.
Gallatin on the West India trade.
But the wit of diplomatists should be cautiously exercised. It falls upon
sensitive ears. And when excited nations hold parley upon real or supposed
rights, and felt or imagined grievances, a joke has been known to cost a
crown, or drench a country in blood. But peace to the memory of George
Canning ! — When he sunk at last, he had few sincerer mourners than in
America. It was not to the cajoling speeches at Liverpool in 1824, that we
forgave him, when he talked of England and America, "as the mother and
daughter," for we remembered that under his guidance the mother had been
but a step-dame to the offspring. It was not for the transient liberality of his
late years that we forgave him, for we contrasted it with a life devoted to the
service of power. We forgave him, for the genius which led him to victory
in the cabinet and debate — for " his beautiful fancy, his elegant wit, his
manly courage, and all the splendors of his astonishing eloquence."
Nor is our patriotic pride wounded by the reflection that the cause of our
country was in those troubled times confided to inadequate hands. Pride
and exultation rather will be excited, as we observe the ability and learning
with which the arguments of peace were conducted by the same distinguished
statesman, who also wielded, with discretion and firmness, the weapons of
war. We are now in the position of posterity to James Madison, and in an
examination of his conduct, conducted in entire freedom from party spirit, we
look in vain for the materials of the fierce hostility which were kindled
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against him, by some of his contemporaries. As a negotiator, he opposed
foreign pretension with an ingenuity, learning, and talent, which Europe ad
mired. President of the Union, he resorted to arms, only when war became
inevitable, unless, in his language to Congress, we should concede that " on
the element, which forms three fourths of the globe we inhabit, and where
all independent nations have common rights, the American people were not
an independent people, but colonists and vassals." Through the war thus
produced, he conducted his country with external success, and with the higher
praise, of never violating in the smallest particular, the refined constitutional
liberty of the source of peace. Be this his praise; and be our feelings grati
tude to him,
" The Pilot, who weathered the storm !"

Art. II. — THE THEORY OF MONEY AND BANKS.
The Theory of Money and Banks Investigated. By George Tucker,
Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Virginia, and
Member of the American Philosophical Society.
In the necessarily brief account of this work, given in our last, we were
unable to enter into any examination of those points which involve the dis
puted questions of the present day. For the purpose then in hand, it was
sufficient for us to express general confidence in the principles of the author
and the spirit of his book, without foreclosing ourselves from an opportunity,
at a subsequent moment, ofpresenting our own views upon some of the par
ticular propositions contained in it. To the end of doing this more satis
factorily, we have again gone over it, and it gives us pleasure to state,
that the second and more deliberate reading, has confirmed us in the favora
ble opinion created by the first.
In truth, an elementary work of this kind was much needed in the United
States, where, notwithstanding the universally trading character of our po
pulation, crude notions upon the subject are very prevalent. The connex
ion between the currency and banking, and the causes of the fluctuations
in the circulating medium, are very little understood ; less, perhaps, than
they would have been, had not a large admixture ef political feeling, pas
sion, or prejudice, taken place in every discussion respecting them, of late
years. The monstrous proposition cf an exclusively metallic medium has
been started by one class of politicians, perhaps least of all qualified to judge
of its probable operation, with views not entirely limited to the amendment
of the currency; whilst another, and larger body, have confined themselves
to a more general denunciation of the system of credit, carried on in a tone
which appears, to a calm observer, to partake quite as much of mortified
pride as of disinterested patriotism. The fact cannot be denied by any one,
that the pecuniary affairs of the United States have, latterly, been subjected
to most unnatural and excessive irregularity of impulse — and that this has
been most sensibly the case ever since the subject has been subjected to the
caprice of partisan legislation. The truth must, sooner or later, make itself
felt, even by the obtusest sense, that money cannot be dealt with in a manner
at variance with the natural laws which regulate its movement, without pro
ducing public embarrassment. It has a force of its own which escapes the
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power of laws. If a body of men could be supposed arbitrary enough to
decree that gold and silver should be the only medium used in the settlement
of all debts, or payments of every kind whatsoever, they would decree no
thing but an absurdity, which the first disposition of a debtor's assets would
sufficiently establish. So if they were to declare, by statute, that credit
should be abolished, it would exist not the less firmly, by mutual understand
ing'. A horse, a cow, a bale of cotton, or an acre of land, will serve, pro hac
vice, the purpose of a tender, in payment of debt, provided always, the cre
ditor is satisfied in his mind that he shall not do better by refusing them, and
insisting upon gold or silver. We are stating extreme cases, because such
only can be used to illustrate the tendencies of our legislation. One of the
lessons we have yet to learn in America, is that of understanding the limit
to which laws should go. Nothing positively impracticable, nor excessive
ly inconvenient, nor easily to be evaded, nor purely of a moral nature, can
be fairly regarded as within the scope of a statute. We regard it as most
dangerous to our free institutions, to admit of a violation ofany law with im
punity. But all trifling, or unjust, or capricious injunctions, will be violat
ed, and that violation will inspire a habit of disregard of all law, even ofthat
which is most essential to the general security. We have lately seen, in
some States, attempts to prescribe the quantity in which ardent spirits shall
be sold, and the highest price which shall be demanded for board and lodg
ing; and if the present rates of all domestic commodities continue, we shall
not be surprised to find suggestions made of fixing, by law,-the maximum at
which they shall be sold. To be sure, this is an antique notion, exploded by
the progress of knowledge ; but even antique notions appear to return upon
us with almost the regularity of our fashions. Butchers are foimd to com
bine not to buy cattle of drovers, and citizens combine not to buy meat of
butchers, just as if these were the modes of attaining the desired equality be
tween demand and supply. People do not reflect that if beef is very high,
the profit of raising cattle will become so great as to induce the only true
remedy, a multiplication of them. The dearer an article becomes, the
smaller does the class of persons grow who feel themselves able to afford it.
Hence, whilst on onesidethe demand diminishes, on the other the supply in
creases, until the price graduates itself to the ordinary rate of living profit,
which sustains every interest in the community, far more unerringly than any
laws or combinations can do. Exactly the same rule applies to the subject of
money itself, which is thus applied to commodities. Legislation will not
regulate the demand nor the supply, though it may do much mischief in the
attempt. We think it would rarely be tried, if only a sufficient degree of
attention was paid to the principles which Professor Tucker has endeavor
ed to extend the knowledge of in the present work.
In the first and least debatable part of the author's treatise, we can recom
mend, most particularly, that chapter which has for its title, " The circum
stances which determine the amount of circulation in different countries,"
and those which treat ofa single or double standard of value. Perhaps the
most unfortunate measure of Congress, that has lately been adopted, was that
commonly called the gold bill, by which a preference was given to gold,
as currency, though it cannot, in the nature of things, serve as such in the
United States, (or not. at least, until a great and highly improbable revolu
tion in our bank-note system shall take place,) and inducements were pre
sented to the rejection, or exportation, of silver, which must have the effect
of confining the extent to which that metal might otherwise be expected
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readily to circulate. Half dollars form the most convenient of all our pieces
of coin — are least of all hoarded — and most quickly adapt themselves to
the channels of communication throughout the Union. Had the national
legislature adapted its system more lo what was practicable, and less to
party visions, by assuming silver as the only standard, whilst it admitted of
payments in gold, according to its value estimated in silver, and by charg
ing a sufficient seignorage at the mint for coining, to prevent the melting
which now constantly takes place, we think it would then have exercised
all the beneficial influence over the subject of which it is capable. But the
reason why it did nothing of all this, but a great deal that was contrary to it,
probably was, that a majority of the representatives not then having an im
partial work, like Profe ssor Tucker's, at hand, to teach them what to do,
preferred, in their indolence, to follow the bugle call of a political fileleader, rather than be at any pains to investigate the truth.
In the fourth chapter of the first part, which treats of the cost of a metallic
currency, we perceive some observations upon the proportion which thecirculation of the United States bears to its income, or the annual value of its pro
ducts, which appear to us not to have been thoroughly well considered. The
topic is one which we regard, at all times, as rather curious than useful to dis
cuss, inasmuch as there is very great difficulty in arriving at any facts upon
which calculations can be safely based. The author, in taking up such an esti
mate of the circulation as that made by Mr. Webster, in a speech to the Senate,
in March, 1838, for the purpose intended, has adopted a course not free from
objection. Neither of the two years, 1837 and 1838, w-ere years in which
the currency could be said to be in a natural or sound state ; because the first
commenced with a paper circulation, which had been swelled beyond all
bounds by the extension of the banking system ; and the second was the
period of reaction, when even the ordinary channels of trade were in a state
of unexampled stagnation. It is, therefore, obviously absurd to infer any
thing respecting the actual amount of the annual products of the country, or
of the capital used to produce them, from any valuations which could have
been made of them in currency during those years. The nctt amount of
currency (paper and coin) circulating at the close of 1836, when the bank
issues had reached their maximum, did not probably fall below $150,000,000
— an amount more than double what it is supposed to have been in
1830. Now if we were to attempt any inference respecting the increase of
the annual produce, and through that of the capital of the country, to any
corresponding extent, to those issues, we should at once, by the extravagance
of the conclusion, become sensible of our error. For we should have to affirm
a proposition not much less extraordinary than this, that that capital had ac
cumulated from $2,803,704,945, which is the author's estimate for 1834, to
$15,000,000,000, within the space of three years. Yet a hypothesis of this
kind was made the basis of an explanation of our difficulties, by Mr. Web
ster, in the Senate, not more than a year prior to the suspension of specie
payments. Such facts as these should warn us to be very cautious of form
mg our calculations upon incompetent materials to sustain them. No idea
of the actual property of the United States, considered as a nation in a
healthy action of its system of currency, can be forme d from the esti
mates of 1836, or later. It is not impossible that such might be derived
from a review of the years between 1822 and 1832, when, if ever, the circu
lation was in a healthy and prosperous condition. But least of all could
it be drawn from a year of convulsion, like that of 1837-8. In the first
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place, the disposition to make any contracts which required money, was
much diminished by the suspension of the use ofthe legal standard; whilst
in the next, that suspension itself had prevented the prices of all commodities
from settling to the level of the natural demand. As a consequence of this
state of things, the actual sum of currency was not, in fact, so much reduced
as it was changed in its character. The nett amount of paper issued by the
banks, upon the call of the business men, was, it is true, seriously diminished,
and nearly all the coin, which usually answers the purposes of change, went
out of circulation ; but, on the other hand, a great quantity of spurious local
currency was substituted, which, however little possessed of the attributes of
money, did, for a time, serve the purpose, and must therefore be calculated
in every estimate. This local paper, which went under the vulgar deno
mination ofshinplasters, was created by individuals, as well as corporations
and towns, for sums as small, in some instances, even, as sixteenths of a
dollar, and circulated for no other reason than the necessity of the case. Al
though it had no effect upon the commercial interest, which ordinarily sets
in motion the greatest portion of the currency, and which was at that period
greatly depressed, it contributed, doubtlessly, very considerably to the arti
ficial maintenance of a brisk exchange of domestic commodities, and conse
quently of their prices. It is impossible to give any estimate of the amount
of this shinplaster currency ; but when we consider that it circulated most
largely in all those States where the banks were prohibited from issuing
notes below five dollars, and that in Philadelphia alone, the sum uttered in
one single year, by corporations only, was equal to nearly $1,000,000; it
may, at once, be perceived how important a part ofthe currency this paper
must have been throughout the Union. When, therefore, Mr. Webster es
timated the circulation of the country, both paper and metallic, as equal to
$130,000,000, in March, 1838, we "are inclined to believe it was an under
statement, and that the actual amount of substance, of every denomination,
passing as money, was not very much below what it had been the
year before. ' We should not otherwise be able to account for the continu• ance of the high prices of all commodities, provisions, and labor, which
could not but have been much more affected than they were if we are to be
lieve twenty millions to have been taken out ofa circulation of $150,000,000,
within a space of only twelve months.
But we repeat, that we are not of those who think that because the cur
rency has swelled, within a few years, from $70,000,000 to $140,000,000,
it is indispensably necessary to infer that the sum of the produce of the
country, or its capital, has increased in a like proportion. A great deal may
be allowed for a difference in valuation. Cotton and flour, land and negroes,
have all partaken of the influence, and have not, as yet, subsided to the level
of the foreign rates. They are, however, doing so notwithstanding all the
artificial contrivances adopted to prevent it, and in the process, must operate
a reduction of the valuation, productive of great personal sacrifice. In the
mean time, however, a great deal more currency is necessary than was for.merly the case. A laboring man must receive twice as much for a day's
work as he did ten years ago, to pay for just the same daily wants. He is
little better off by the change than he was, yet he puts in motion twice as
much money as he did, and the estimate of his labor made by his employer ne
cessarily doubles also. We are, therefore, not so much surprised as the Pro
fessor appears to be, at the magnitude of the sums to which the annual in
come of the country would amount, if it was estimated in the ordinary proVOL. I. No. II.
15
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portion to the money it sets in motion. The error seems to us to lie in the
supposition that it is now possible to make any estimate of the country, from
the present valuation of its produce. In the first place, it is necessary to de
duct from the former an enormous foreign debt, not probably less in amount
than $400,000,000, which does not affect the latter. In the second, the as
sessed valuations of capital in the United States, bear no proportion to the
amount of annual produce like that which he assumes. All new lands yield
far more than ten per cent, upon the capital and labor employed upon them,
and old lands are assessed very low, usually to only half their actual value.
Thirdly, the amount of circulation required, by the annual produce, is equal
to the gross amount of that produce, without any deduction for the cost of
creating it. Lastly, the prices ofproduce in 1 837 bore no proportion to the
valuation of capital made in 1834. For these reasons, we think it perfectly
fair to consider the annual produce of 1837 as having been equal, in value,
to ten times the amount of the currency of that year, without, thereby, being
understood to affirm that the capital of the country has increased in any si
milar ratio. In other words, our opinion is that the inflation of the curren
cy, which took place in 1836-7, has put us into a very improper condition
for calculations of the kind which the author has attempted to make, and
which can only be good for any thing in those moments when neither par
tisan politics, nor gambling speculation, have any control over the issues of
money.
That the proportion often per cent, between the currency and the annual
produce ofthe country was, however, preserved, we have some trifling data
to show, at least in one State. For in the year ending April 1, 1837, Mas
sachusetts required a return of the value of the product within its limits, dur
ing that year, and this gave, as a grand total, $86,282,016, without includ
ing any portion of the value of the agricultural proceeds of the State, which,
though not embraced within the scope of that call, must yet be admitted into
our estimate. The circulation during about the same period, was equal to
$10,892,249, in bank notes, without any allowance for the coin current for
the purpose of change, under one dollar. We think, from this view, if we .
were to add the agricultural products, and allow for the admitted incomplete
ness of the return, and on the other hand to deduct something for the amount
of notes in transitu, while we add the coin, it would not be very unfair to
consider the produce ofthe year 1837, according to the valuation then made
in Massachusetts, as just about in a tenfold proportion to the currency re
quired to sum it. If in any thing there is error, it is in understating the pro
duce, and yet the author of the present work appears to consider it impossi
ble that the annual produce of the country, generally, should have equalled
$15,000,000,000. But if we consider the relative importance of Massachu
setts, the facts that she has none of the great staple articles of the country,
and is not among the largest states of the Union, either in population or re
sources, it surely is not so incredible that the twenty-five others, including
the cotton and flour, the tobacco, rice, and sugar regions, should produce, to
gether, fourteen times as much as she did. We repeat, then, that the error
is not so much in maintaining the currency to continue in a proportion of
ten per cent, to the valuation of the annual produce, as in supposing that any
inferences can now be drawn of the amount of capital used from the valua
tion put upon that produce. We are, as yet, under the operation of the ex
traordinary expansion of the years 1834 to 1837 ; and no judgment can be
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formed of our real condition, until it is satisfactorily proved that the circula
tion can be permanently established upon the footing of that expansion.
After all, we are not very sure that the discussion is a useful employment
of time ; for there is so much difficulty in arriving at any definite results,
and so many elements not easy to be calculated, enter into the demand for
currency in a country at any given moment, that no conclusion respecting
it can reach much beyond the dignity of conjecture. Credit has, of late
years, exercised such a power of expanding and contracting the circulation
of the great commercial countries of the world within very short spaces of
time, that it becomes far more important to look at it in the light of a cause,
than simply to study its effect. The great question which is now agitated
by all the political economists of the age, is, whether any effective restraints
can be placed upon the use of credit in banks of circulation. We do not
perceive that Professor Tucker has gone into this quite as fully as we should
have expected. It is a subject of serious consideration for all countries
where the currency is in a great part made of paper of private corporations,
which is only the representative of value, whether any system can be de
vised by which the danger of loss to the community, from the failure of its
representative character, can be avoided. Many of the writers in England,
where the whole subject is better understood than in any other country, now
incline to the opinion, that the power to issue bank notes as money cannot,
in any manner, be made safe in private hands, and that it should remain ex
clusively with the sovereign authority of the state. Without assenting to
the reasoning that brings them to this conclusion, we cannot at the same
time avoid admitting, that with all the legislative precautions recommended
by our authority, and with all ths foresight which can be reasonably antici
pated to be exercised by the wisdom of our governments, whether state or
national, the recurrence of occasions when our bank note currency must
cease to be convertible into gold and silver, cannot, in all probability, be
avoided. The events of 1837, has thus far given rise to nothing in the way
of amendment of the errors which caused it, unless, possibly, we should
consider the free banking law of the state of New York as of that charac
ter. We are, therefore, exactly as much exposed to the course of events
which brought on that catastrophe, as we were before it happened, with the
single exception of that law. Here, again, we had hoped the Professor
would have grappled with the subject, and explained his views of the proba
ble operation which the law would have in preventing the dangers of a re
dundant circulation ; instead of which, he has simply confined himself to a
calculation of the profits which may be gained by individuals who avail
themselves of it. To the community, the free banking law is of no conse
quence, if it does not provide a better safeguard against losses by notes
which pass current as money, than they had before. From all the reflec
tion it has been in our power to give to the subject, we should incline to believe
that it does attain this object in a degree, but not to so great an extent as was
expected by its framers. The defect of all the New York legislation upon
banking, of late years, appears to us to be, that it has been framed with an
eye to the probable disorders occasioned by partial and local errors of bank
ing in single places, rather than to the possible disorganization of the whole
system. The safety fund, for example, may make good the paper of one
or two broken banks ; but it can never be expected to supply the loss oc
casioned by the depreciation, in a moment of suspension, of the entire bank
note circulation below specie. Just so the free banking law will answer
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very well to secure the public from the occasional failure of an association
or two to redeem its bills, but it does not provide for the possibility that all
the associations may be forced to refuse the specie redemption of their n6tes
at once, and hence the entire amount oftheir circulating medium may instantly
become a charge upon the state. Professor Tucker says in his book, and
says very truly, that "laws themselves but reflect the passions and feelings
of men ; and we have found out more than once in America, that those pas
sions can unmake a law with the same rapidity that they made it. But the
catastrophe of 1837 first proved to the United States the fact that those pas
sions could venture to take the initiative step, and break the law before it was
unmade, with perfect impunity. We say this in no spirit of reproach, and
under a perfect consciousness of the necessity of the case. But the question
cannot and ought not to be overlooked by any person who desires to estimate
the force of any injunction of law, whether it is calculated to stand against
the combination of private interest which circumstances may be expected to
form into opposition. We see nothing in the free banking law which will
enable it to carry any more binding force than belonged to any of its pre
decessors, on the same subject.
This is the true difficulty of the credit system, for which neither Professor
Tucker, nor any other writer that we know of, has yet entirely devised a
remedy. The popular feeling will make null the law — it will make odi
ous the attempt to avail of all restrictive provisions — and there is no resource.
An irredeemable paper currency becomes, for the moment, the interest of
all the debtors ofthe community, and through them, of the great majority of
creditors; and these give the tone to public opinion. This is an evil to which
we who live in a republican government are most particularly exposed, and
against which it is our duty in moments of ease to endeavor to discover a
remedy. We frankly confess we know of nothing at all likely to answer
the purpose, short of an increase of the national power over the currency,
much more considerable than any party in the United States would be wil
ling to advocate. We do not consider the notion of security by pledges of
stock and land, which constitutes the new feature introduced into our system
by the free banking law, as well founded to the extent required, for reasons
which we propose now, very briefly, and very respectfully, to submit to
public consideration.
The free banking law requires no evidence from the associations organized
under it of the actual payment of capital beyond the extent of the sum
pledged for bills to put into circulation, nor does it contemplate giving any
additional security to that species of circulation which goes under the name
of deposites in bank. It provides for no specie redemption of the bills beyond
twelve and a half per cent., and the old precaution of double interest in case
of failure, which was found to be of little service in 1837. Now, supposing,
for the sake of illustration, that on the first of January of that year, the en
tire circulation of New York had been carried on under the new law in
stead of the old one, and that the twenty-four millions of bills then current
had been secured by mortgage of stocks and lands to the comptroller of the
state.
We will, for the sake of brevity, set the sum down at - $24,000,000
to which the deposites may be added in round numbers at 30,000,000
making the sum of immediate liability .... $54,000,000
which might be considered as secured by $9,500,000 of specie, and
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24,000,000 of property pledged. We know that a steady drain set in from
that date, which, by the first of June, reduced the circulation to $15,400,000
and the deposites to
23,400,000
making in all
$38,800,000
being a reduction within five months of $15,200,000, at the cost of five mil
lions, or more than half of the specie resources on hand — and a necessity of
refusing the payment of any more. Yet, at the very moment of refusal,
the proportion which the specie actually bore to the bills remaining out,
would have been nearly equal to 30 per cent., without being sufficient to re
sist the pressure. What shall we then think of the safeguard in the new
law, which releases associations from all obligations to keep on hand in
specie more than twelve and a half per cent, of their circulation, and not
even that sum for periods of twenty days together?
But it may be said that the bills would still have remained good. We
propose to consider that point hereafter, for the sake of directing our more
immediate attention to another important view of the subject. It will be
perceived by the preceding figures, that the actual amount of liability from
the demands of depositors at both the specified dates, exceeded that arising
from the bill holders, and that the reduction of both were nearly, if not quite,
with equal rapidity. Now, if the new law had been in operation, it is very
certain that the depositors, conscious of the little safety of their position,
would have been most anxious of all to convert their demand, which stood
without security, into bills for which they would have had the pledge of
stocks. But the amount of bills secured by these stocks never would have
exceeded $24,000 000, for which the banks would have been liable to other
creditors; besides, the depositors, who alone would have had their additional
claims, equal to 30,000,000. Hence, any serious drain from the depositors
must have been productive of a suspension of specie payments on the part
of the free banks, just as certainly as the drain of 1837 was upon the char
tered ones. And the probability of such an event at any future day may
readily be estimated by the risk which, as the law is, depositors who do not
draw out their money must run, of coming in last on the list of creditors, in
cases of bankruptcy.
But it may be urged, that the amount of liabilities incurred by the banks in
1837, would never have been so great, if they had been organized under the
new law. The necessity of giving security for all the notes issued, would
have checked the excessive expansion of credit which brought on the catas
trophe itself. We should concede much to this argument, if the actual note
circulation of New York had proved to be ill-secured by the old charter sys
tem ; but it did not; ninety-six out of ninety-eight banks managed to contract
their liabilities within twelve months, in a manner which they never could
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caused so much by any well founded apprehension of the character of the
bank notes, as by the inevitable course of trade, the high rate of foreign ex
change, and consequent necessity for specie. To which contingencies, it may
be added, the free banks will be no less liable for the future than the chartered
ones have been heretofore.
But it is maintained that a suspension of specie payments by the banks
ceases, under the new system, to be attended with the evils which have hereto
fore marked its occurrence under the old one ; and that if such an event is
unavoidable at certain stages of the credit system, it must be admitted to be a
great thing, that its most injurious tendency, the depreciation of the paper,
from the mere force of panic, has been prevented. The public will now be
perfectly satisfied, that however difficult it may be at some single moment to
convert the paper bills of the free banks into gold and silver, yet that these
have a substantial and positive value, independently of their immediate con
vertibility, which no former notes of the same kind possessed, and which ren
der it perfectly unnecessary for any body to be uneasy in the possession of
them. We are inclined to the opinion, that there may be some foundation for
this reasoning; and that, to a certain extent, the danger of excessive panic may
be remedied by this new feature of banking. But the reasons why we do not
believe it entirely remedied are these : In times of scarcity of money, the
great pressure upon the commercial community commonly arises from a ne
cessity to pay foreign debts. Bills of exchange are not to be had, and specie
must then be resorted to. Now the value of bank notes in the hands of mer
chants consists in their instant convertibility into a means of paying their
debts equally abroad as at home, and when that convertibility ceases from
any cause or other they must necessarily be losers. So long as the banks
can meet their engagements by furnishing the medium wanted to pay these
debts, so long will the machinery of the credit system work easily ; but the
moment that they do not, the moment that it becomes impossible for them to
redeem their paper with silver or gold, that moment the whole train of cal
culations based upon their ability to do so is dispersed. The demand for spe
cie is not the more remitted on account of the failure of the banks, unless we
are to suppose all the merchants to fail too, which they never will while they
can help it ; and the supply of it to meet that demand becoming, by the act ofthe
banks, who take out all their stock ofthe article from the market, so much the
more limited, a monopoly necessarily takes place in the hands of the holders,
which they are not slow to improve. The price of specie rises, that is, a silver
dollar becomes more valuable than a paper dollar. The currency ofthe com
munity, which is paper, becomes depreciated to the extent of the difference, and
the free banking law is exactly to the same extent of no avail. The comptroller
of the state can do nothing to check this state of things, for he is not supposed
to possess a single dollar of specie ; on the contrary, he holds securities which
it is his business to try to convert into specie, at the time the catastrophe happens.
Hence he comes into the market as a competitor to purchase the very article
for which too great a demand for the supply to be had exists in other quarters
already. His interference must aggravate the disorder rather than cure it, in
asmuch as he must sell his securities at a sacrifice, or he must withdraw with
out gaining his object, in either case weakening to some extent that degree of
confidence which alone induces the public to give equal currency to free bank
paper money with the precious metals, and by weakening it, also confirming a
scale of depreciation between the two.
It is true, that if it were possible for the comptroller to possess property in
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his hands as collateral security, which never fluctuates in value to the extent
of more than one or two per cent even in the worst of times, it would be very
easy for him, and for the banks whom he represents, to calculate upon the ul
timate redemption of their notes in specie. But the experience of the past dis
tinctly teaches us, that there are moments in the commercial world, when no
property of any kind can be negotiated ; even in Great Britain, where the na
tional funds possess so very fixed a value in comparison with any thing we
have, and where so much more private wealth exists to be drawn out in cases
of great emergency, and where such resources for raising money exists in
the neighborhood of the other wealthy countries of Europe, it was clearly
shown in 1825-6 that at one moment even exchequer bills could not be nego
tiated upon any terms. And if in Great Britain, with all her advantages, and
with a credit system so much less elastic than ours is in the United States, this
is occasionally the result, what can we expect from any attempt to convert se
curities, such as we possess, upon any similar contingency ?
Here lies, in short, the great obstacle to the success of the new experiment
of free banking, as adopted in New York. The state is made to hold securi
ties for paper bills, which are liable to be affected in value nearly as much as
the bills which they propose to secure. No suspension of specie payments
is very likely to take place, unless after every expedient to raise money has
been resorted to by private individuals and companies in vain. It is not the
want of property to offer, which ever creates a general suspension, but it is the
impossibility of finding money into which to convert property. The comp
troller here has no advantage over and above any one else, and he is subject
ed to the serious inconvenience of coming into the market only after it has
been tried already to exhaustion. How can he expect to convert his securi
ties, then, excepting at a most ruinous sacrifice 1 and if he does not so convert
them immediately, who is to judge of the period to which it can be postponed,
and of the goodness of the bills which rest upon their convertibility in the
interval 1
The whole plan is now, it is true, in its infancy, and as yet we cannot at all
judge of the extent to which it may be pushed ; but even now we can form
some slight idea of the difficulties to which the comptroller would be subject
ed, if compelled at any moment to redeem any considerable amount of bills
in circulation. By a return made up to the 30th of April last, it appears that
state stocks had been offered and accepted to the amount of $2,137,090, and
lands had been mortgaged to the value of $85 1,316 13. This sum is trifling,
unless we regard it as the mere outset of a system, which if it has even a mod
erate share of temporary success, must extend itself to the supply of a much
greater proportion of the currency. But even of this sum, $877,000, or more
than a quarter part, consists of the six per cent stocks ofthe state of Arkansas,
and 518,000, or over a sixth part, is of the six per cent stocks of Michigan ;
while the remainder is in a great degree composed of the stocks of Missouri,
Maine, Alabama, Indiana, and Kentucky, and the mortgaged lands. Now,
without meaning to express a doubt of the ultimate value of all this property,
we must be allowed to question whether, in a time of panic, out of the whole
three millions pledged, the comptroller would be able to sell at par more than
at farthest $4,000 of United States stock, which we presume to be Treasury
Notes, and $25,090 of the 5 per cent of the state of New York. It is but
very lately that the new states of the Union have had any credit at all.
They have neither fixed population, nor accumulated capital, sufficient to
authorize any steady estimate to be formed of their character in meeting their
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engagements, and although it may be admitted that they have the capacity of
enlargement to an extent which older statesare not readily susceptible of, yet this
is rather an argument in favor of the withdrawal of their stocks into the hands of
capitalists, who never want to convert them, than to make them the basis of a
fluctua.ing credit system, the changes of which affect them as much as any spe
cies of existing property. We hardly think it ought to be pretended, even
by the most enthusiastic believer in state slocks, that in moments of panic,
when the wealthy business men of our commercial cities shall have exhaust
ed all means of raising money, even with the offer of property in ordinary
times of the highest negotiable value, the State will have any means of re
deeming the circulation of the free banking companies, by the offer of such
securities as those which have now been named.
The tendency of this law to increase the disposition of the states to make
loans, is a feature of the system which has scarcely yet betn sufficiently ob
served. The whole creation of the permanent debts of the states has been
so much the work of a moment, that hardly time enough has elapsed to see
its practical operation. One hundred and eight millions of dollars have
been contracted for within three years. Of this sum, as indeed of the whole
amount, all which is in the best credit, has a tendency to find its way to
London, whilst that which will not do there will be retained as n.aterial for
domestic banking. So long as it is practicable, under the law, to carry on
the business of lending money profitably, so long will there exist a demand
for State stock, which would never have existed if it had not been for the law.
And if, ultimately, that stock should, for any cause, not necessary to be stated,
fail to be redeemed, we do not perceive that the loss would be likely to fall
upon the bankers, who will have enjoyed the value of a paper currency, co
extensive in amount; norupon the State which authorized the m ; but it would
fall almost exclusively upon the very holders of the bills, who were sought,
most especially, to be secured.
Moreover, the intimate connexion which is thus forming between the
states and the banking system, through the operation of these large loans,
is another incident which has not as yet met with the consideration which it
appears to deserve. Of the entire sum borrowed under the authority of the
states, up to this time, estimated to be equal to one hundred and seventy mil
lions of dollars, fifty-two millions have been raised for the purpose of bank
ing. And it would be a curious circumstance in our history, if, whilst in
Louisiana, for example, the money borrowed by the creation of stock, is used
as capital for the banks there, the stock itself should be made the basis for other
banks, under the law of New York. Yet we see nothing impossible, or even
improbable, in the supposition. How much the interests of Louisiana and New
York are thus made to depend upon the success of the credit system of the for
mer State, fully appears. Indeed, upon further examination, we perceive
that the case we state hypothctically, has already happened. For the states
of Missouri and Arkansas have created no stock, excepting that which has
set in motion their banks ; and this very stock, to the amount of $69,000 ofthe
former State, and $877,000 of the latter State, making more than a full quar
ter part ofthe whole capital in the hands of the Comptroller, has already
been made the basis of double banking operations, under the free law of New
York. It is thus easy to perceive what a stimulus must be given to overaction, throughout the country, when the same capital can be used for so
many different purposes; and when once used, and the edifice of the paper
system is once made to rest upon the substratum of State credit alone, the in
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ducements operating upon the State to keep up that system at all hazards,
rather than to meet the responsibility which must ultimately, i.i case of its
failure, fall upon them, can easily be estimated.
We have, as yet, said little of those more obvious objections to the law,
which have already occurred to the minds of most sensible and reflecting
persons among us. Yet we cannot pass the subject without, at least, re
marking upon the difficulty likely to arise under our popular system of go
vernment, from combining the interests of private individuals into masses, by
throwing their lands, to a great extent, into the hands of the State govern
ment, subject, in case of trouble in the pecuniary affairs of the public, to be
levied upon, summarily, at a ruinous sacrifice to the owners. The notion of
making land the basis of a currency is not a new one. It has often been at
tempted in times past, and in various shapes, but so far as we have the means
of knowing, with uniform want of success. Now, we are at a loss to perceive
why the operation, again proposed, should be likely to be any more fortunate
than its predecessors have been. The indispensable attribute of money is con
vertibility into any and every article wanted, whether by the pleasure, or ca
price, or convenience of the holder. In order to this, it must also be divisible
to the extent necessary to accommodate a purchase, whether it be very small
or very large. Neither of these qualities can ever belong to land ; but on
the contrary, land itself is always the article which stands in the most need
of the aid of money, in order to become transferable at all. A laborer can
buy neither bread nor meat for the day with an acre of land, but must first
proceed to sell that acre for money, and with that he gets what he wants, ex
actly in the quantity required. So the comptroller of New York, with fif
teen or twenty millions of landed estate, mortgaged for the redemption of
bills to that amount, would be utterly unable to convert a five dollar bill
without coming into the market to get the coin. But fifteen or twenty mil
lions of landed property cannot be brought into the market at any one time
in any part of the United States, without at once reducing the value of the
whole of that species of property in the vicinity of where it is situated.
Hence the difficulty of conversion, and a necessity of sacrifice or delay.
Sacrifice will be ruinous to the owner, while delay will prove injurious to
the bill holder, especially to that poorer class who cannot keep money for
any length of time on hand. The alternative is disagreeable, for on either
side great popular uneasiness may reasonably be apprehended : on the part
of the combined land owners, if their property is sold at much less than its
value; and on the part of the bill holders, if it is not, and they suffer by the
consequent depreciation of their bills.
After all, it is not unlikely that the effect of any public disaster, if such
should happen, would simply be to compel the State to guarantee the circu
lation in the first instance, and reserve to itself an opportunity, subsequently,
to convert the assets in such manner as completely to indemnify her for the
advances she would be compelled to make. This would not probably be
severely injurious to her prosperity, although it might be embarrassing. For
ourselves, we hope that she will never have occasion to be driven even to
this ; and that the dangers we have thus undertaken to foresee from the free
banking law, will prove imaginary. If it were not for the extensive injury
to result from all errors committed in this department of science, we should
always be in favor of testing the value of new theories by experiment. We
believe there is something yet to be learnt, and if the state of New York
shall prove fortunate enough to establish, by her present law, the possibility
VOL. I. — No. II.
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of securing even the stability ofthat portion ofthe circulating medium within
her limits, which has heretofore been subject to injurious fluctuations ; we
think the rest of the country, and the commercial world generally, will have
reason to be grateful to her, for risking so much in the attempt.
But whether the free banking law is an improvement, or is not, there is
no probability that it will afford any solution of the great problem presented
to the world by the credit system : which is, whether any issue of notes to
serve as money, by private portions of the community, can be so restricted
as to prevent the fluctuations in property, which are found at present in pret
ty regular recurring intervals to take place. In England, the writers upon
the subject are gradually retreating to the position that there should be but
a single source of issue. We are not yet prepared to admit the superiority
of that plan in practice, however fair it may seem in theory. And even if
we were, a single glance at the condition of the United States would show
that at least for them the idea is not feasible. Whatever may be the political
bearing of the subject, no one acquainted with the past experience of the
country can fail to admit that a national bank has hitherto been the only
remedy in our power which has answered any useful purpose, and we think
Professor Tucker has done nothing more than strictly his duty in submitting
to the public, as he has done, the reasoning which, upon purely financial
ground, has brought him to this conclusion. A national bank, with powers
more divided than they were heretofore, in some respects restricted and in
others modified, is the onlydevice which we have ever yet been able confident
ly to believe a means of preserving the currency in the union perfectly sound.
It is with some surprise that we perceive the author to maintain the ex
pediency of more than one national bank. This idea appeared to us so en
tirely at variance with the habitual good sense which reigns elsewhere in
his work, that we were curious to see the reasoning by which he endeavors
to support it. That no injustice may be done him, we will now extract it.
" Whatever may be the benefits of a national bank, they would all seem to
be increased by having more than one, except that the profits to the share
holders would be somewhat diminished. This division of the privileges and
duties ofa national bank is recommended by the following considerations:
" First,—whatever may be the power and influence which may be possessed
by a bank that has a large capital, with branches dispersed over every part of
the Union, and is the fiscal agent of the government, it would obviously be
lessened by being divided. Though this power and influence have been
greatly overrated by popular jealousy and party antipathies, yet, as it is still
honestly believed by a large mass of our citizens to be formidable, their fears
are entitled to respect, and should be quieted if possible. The feelings of a
large portion of the people will never be disregarded by a wise and a just go
vernment, even when they are founded on prejudice.
" Secondly, — the plan would secure to the public the benefit of competition
in all those functions in which a national bank has any advantage over state
banks ; as in domestic exchange, in furnishing a more uniform currency, and
in fiscal services to the government, both at home and abroad. Their pro
fits, then, on the purchase ofbills, and the sale of their own drafts, would not
only be less than would be charged by the state banks, but at the lowest
rates at which they could be afforded.
" Thirdly, — the two or three national banks would be salutary and ef
fective checks on each other. We have seen that the state banks, whose ex
cessive issues are so effectually controlled by a national bank, are also a re
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ciprocal check on the latter ; hut their power could never he so great, both
from defect of concert and unity of action, and for want of the important aid
that would be afforded by the ftuids of the government. The national
banks, thus equal in capital, in credit, and resources, in all parts ofthe union,
would give the public the same security against the redundant issues that a
single national bank has hitherto afforded against those of a state bank ; and
thus a further answer could be given to those who have objected to a national
bank, that, while it restrained the operations of the state banks, it was unre
stricted itself."
We must be pardoned for expressing an opinion that this argument is
nothing more than a weak concession to the principles ofthe Virginia school
ofstatesmen. For as to the question of power, if we give it up at all, we may
as well give it up entirely, as to receive it in such useless portions. The
only value of a bank is in its ability to do good, and the argument against it
from its abuse of power, is only the common one which applies to the use of
all the great agents ofthe universe. Now it is plain if we take three banks
instead of one, because three are not so likely to act with equal vigor as one,
and because they will check one another ; we may find that while we have
multiplied the sources of abuse, we have, in the same ratio, been diminish
ing the ability to benefit the public. For in regard to the matter of competi
tions, which constitutes the Professor's second reason, that is not what we
want to create in America from legislation. It springs up of itself wherever
it can be used, and it never will be wanting where any sources of pecuniary
profit are to be found. The State banks compete with each other, and would
do so with a national bank more than enough. The great object is to keep
that competition within bounds ; and this can never be done by multiplying
national banks. For if the argument in favor of three be good, we know
not how that in favor of four could be resisted, or any superior number be
yond one. We consider one necessary, exactly as we consider one State
government, or one national government, necessary, and not two ; because
the object is to control and to regulate what can be controlled or regulated
in no other manner. But to do this well, it must be done simply. A single
agency is the most effective instrument imaginable, as well to avoid the one
extreme of regulating too much, as the other of not regulating at all.
Neither do we perceive how two or three banks would be such salutary
and effective checks upon each other, as the author pretends. Each would
exercise its power of contraction to a certain extent, and no more. It could
not prevent the expansion of one of its equals, nor establish any uniformity of
action throughout the country. In moments of prosperity, to be sure, the
competition for business would be likely to tempt them all to go to the out
side of a safe line of conduct in accommodating the public, but we see no
evidence to prove that any similar motive would exist in common to prompt
a contrary course when it was needed.
Yet, after all, the great obstacle to the Professor's plan would arise from
its failing to supply some general system of regulation. It is now pretty
well ascertained that the difficulties most likely to befal the currency must
be foreseen by a thorough analysis of the elements which form the foreign
exchanges of the country. And that a season of prosperity, and extended
domestic trade, is often apt to terminate in a drain of specie from abroad. At
these moments it is that a national bank can do good by exercising a coun
teractive power over the circulation in a system of steady and uniform pre
paration at all exposed points at once. This system necessarily bears upon
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the state banks at those points, and turns their attention to the expediency of
following suit. The machine of credit, then, moves harmoniously, and the
danger apprehended is thus in a way to be avoided. But if there were two
or three national institutions, with each a different head and management,
and each directed from a different point, as for instance, from New York,
Philadelphia, and New Orleans ; it may be doubted whether the president
of the New Orleans bank would see the state of the currency with the same
eyes that he of Philadelphia did, or whether the latter would be always pre
pared to concur with his rival in New York. Hence, a difference in policy,
and the fatal consequences of a disagreement. One institution would rapidly
undo the work of the other, and the State banks, thus freed from restraint,
would act exactly as they pleased; and the currency would be left to its fate,
very much after the same fashion that it now is when there is no national
bank at all.
The great want of the country, then, is of some single power which shall
think of the state of the currency, and of that only, and which shall al
ways keep itself prepared to act in cases of emergency. This power should
not be entirely under the control of the commercial interest, though it ought
to sympathise with it ; and it should be wholly separated from political influ
ence ofany kind. Nothing but the very highest grade of personal integrity
should be called into the management, — no suspicion of personal interest
should be admitted ; — above all, politicians of every denomination should be
rigidly excluded from either the direction or the participation of the favors
of the institution. This may seem harsh and unreasonable, but it is indis
pensable. The currency has suffered too much already from the connexion
that has been made between finance and general politics. The two should
be kept separate ; not, to be sure, in the manner contemplated by the present
government, of sacrificing the one to the other, but by preventing any colli
sion between them. The commercial division of the country ask nothing
better than to be let alone. In consideration of the advantages they would
derive from a sound currency and a well regulated system of exchange, they
would almost too readily consent to retire from the "field of political action ;
and in so doing, they would be more likely to be benefitting the community
in their particular province, than those mock patriots ever can, who combine,
so very closely, the professions of attachment to the people's interest, with
the most active zeal in promoting their own. A respectable merchant, who
minds his own business, is a better and more useful man than a factious pre
sident. And an upright and independent bank direction, out of politics,
would promote the good of the nation much more than any party-ridden
house of Congress.
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Art. III. — COMMERCIAL SKETCH OF BOSTON, WITH
STATISTICAL FACTS, AND NOTICES OF EMINENT
MERCHANTS.
The state of Massachusetts, it is well known, was settled by the puritans
in the early part of the seventeenth century. Men of stern minds and great
inflexibility of purpose, who abandoned their native country, and sought in the
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wilderness for that religious toleration, which was denied them at home.
There they reared their temples to the Almighty, and worshipped, as they
believed, in the manner most primitive and apostolic, abjuring all such rites
and ceremonies as conflicted with their peculiar tenets. From the commence
ment, the settlers were men of different classes and occupations in life, and
some of them were traders or merchants, and naturally turned their attention
to those pursuits to which they had been accustomed. Others were mechanics,
but the larger portion were cultivators of the soil.
In September, 1628, two years after the first company settled at Salem, the
number of inhabitants exceeded two thousand ; the greater part of these ar
rived with Winthrop, in June, 1630, and settled at Charleston, Watertown,
Boston, Dorchester, and Roxbury. So large was the annual increase, that,
including the few removed to Hartford and New Haven, the population of
Massachusetts, in 1641, amounted to twenty-one thousand. This would jus
tify, and naturally excite, the commercial spirit, and the inhabitants were too
active and enterprising to leave the trade of the colony in the hands of the
British merchants. In the first eleven or twelve years, dating back from its
earliest settlement, two hundred ships had arrived at Boston and Salem, with
large quantities of goods and provisions, ofvarious kinds ; and as we have be
fore remarked, bringing large numbers of emigrants, to encourage and
strengthen the earlier adventurers ; and we find them soon competing with
the English merchants for the trade of the colony. Vessels were early pur
chased for this purpose, and employed in voyages to the West Indies, and to
Great Britain. Several were built for the coasting trade to Virginia, return
ing with cargoes of corn — and one ship of three hundred tons, for more dis
tant voyages. Governor Winthrop early had one built of a smaller size, and
one was built at Plymouth, by subscription, among the inhabitants.
Maverick, who was settled on an island, or more properly a peninsula, in
Boston harbor, now called East Boston, was among the first who turned his
attention to navigation ; and, on the arrival of Winthrop and his company, in
1630, was a merchant, and the owner of a small vessel engaged in the West
India trade.
Edward Gibbons became connected with him at an early period, and visit
ed the islands for the purposes of trade. They also traded with the French
near the bay of Fundy, where the French had two places fortified, and a con
siderable settlement ; but Gibbons, trusting De La Tour, a French resident
there, with goods to a large amount, which he had imported from the West
Indies, and purchased of British merchants, trading to Boston ; by the failure
of De La Tour to pay, Gibbons became embarrassed, and eventually a bank
rupt, when he was somewhat advanced in life. Gibbons appears always to
have sustained a high reputation, as he was a representative for Boston in the
general court, for several years, and commander in chief, under the gover
nor, of the militia of Massachusetts.
As population increased, commerce and navigation became extended.
Twenty or thirty years before the settlement of Boston, say from 1600 to
1610, the English and French had engrossed the fisheries on the coast of
Massachusetts and Maine, and large quantities were taken and exported to
the West Indies, and to Europe ; but in twenty years after the first settlement
ofBoston, they engaged in an active competition in the fisheries ; and furs, to
a large amount, were sent to Europe, and disposed of at handsome profits.
Sarsaparilla was also shipped to England, and found a ready market, on ac
count of its supposed medicinal qualities, and the charm of novelty attached
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to the early shipment of the article. But, with all their exertions, the balance
of trade could not be otherwise than in favor of the mother country, and the
colonial merchants, from want of adequate capital, being obliged to purchase
on credit, and at high prices, realized far less profits on their adventures, than
their British competitors.
From the first settlement of the colony, carpenters, masons, and smiths,
were sufficiently numerous for ordinary purposes, but most articles, compos
ed of iron and steel, were imported from necessity. Shoemakers and feltmakers were few, and shoes and hats were imported in large quantities.
The manners of the inhabitants at that time were simple, and their means
small — they had not the taste or the ability for the luxurious indulgences of
modern times; and the demand for many foreign articles now considered in
dispensable, was necessarily very limited. Wine was used sparingly, silks
were worn by few, and mere ornamental articles, always the most expensive,
were very nearly, if not wholly, proscribed. Intact, a law was long in force,
prohibiting the common people from wearing gold and silver lace, &c.
The rapid growth and prosperous state of the colony, in its steady and ad
vancing steps in trade and navigation, was perceived with a spirit of rivalry
and dislike by the mother country, and measures were taken to arrest its pro
gress by the passage of the navigation laws in the British parliament. As
early as 1661, on the restoration of Charles the Second, this spirit began its
odious manifestation, and the idea of raising a revenue, by duties on the com
merce of the colonies, was first developed. The court of Great Britain, pro
fligate and needy, wanted money ; and though the colonies in New England
had never been nurtured by the parent government, or received any favors
or indulgences from the Crown, and had borne all the expenses of their early
settlement, and defence against the Indian tribes, it was thought politic to tax
the industry and enterprise of those whom their wants of conciliation, in mat
ters purely of a spiritual nature, had driven to take shelter in a wilderness,
there to raise their altars to religious liberty, and to worship God, as they be
lieved, in spirit and in truth. These laws were extensively evaded for a long
time, and gave rise to a practice generally destructive to public morals, and
only justifiable by the injustice of the requisition. Smuggling was extensive
ly practised, the duties enjoined were not paid, and the practice justified on
the ground of oppression and injustice, in taxing the colonies for the support
of a government, who demanded every thing and yielded nothing, and gave
them no protection. Besides, it was asserted that their charter recognised, or
at least inferred, the exclusive right of the colonial assembly to lay taxes and
duties on the colonists, as there they had a voice in the representation, which
they had not in the British parliament, and there was reason and justice in
the plea ; but whenever the power of the mother country could enforce the
law, it was carried into execution, and the fatal foundation laid for the loss to
the British empire of one of the brightest jewels of the crown.
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Cheekley, Winthrop, and Fitch. In Plymouth, were Allerton, Hatherby,
Paddy, Attwood, Doane, and Willett ; in Salem, Hawthorne, Brown, and
the Rev. Hugh Peters encouraged navigation and trade.
So much, however, were the colonists attached to trade, that notwithstand
ing the duties on commerce were often vexatious, and always a subject of
complaint, yet many of the inhabitants, allured by the gainful pursuits, and
indisposed to part with the conveniences procured by its means, continued to
engage in it under all its restrictions and taxes, up to the time of the revolu
tion.
Some adequate idea may be formed of the rapid growth of the New Eng
land colonies, from the following extract from New England entries, in the
plantation office in England, in 1673, which we find in one of the volumes
ofthe Massachusetts Historical Society: — " One hundred and twenty thou
sand souls, sixteen thousand capable of bearing arms ; thirteen thousand fa
milies; twelve ships of between two hundred and one hundred tons; one hun
dred and ninety between twenty and one hundred tons ; five hundred fishing
vessels, (many of these only large boats of six to eight tons.") The greater
part of these belonged to Boston, some to Salem, and a part to New Haven.
At this period, and for nearly half a century after, the greater portion of
foreign goods and products, imported into the New England states, were land
ed at Boston, and were for account of the merchants at that place, excepting
only a portion shipped for sale on British account. From thence they were
transported to Plymouth, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Hampshire, and
Maine ; but Boston early became the central point of trade and navigation, and
increased rapidly during the period we have just mentioned.
The rigid deportment introduced by the first settlers, and followed by
their descendants, under the influence of increasing wealth, now began to
give way to more courtesy of manner, and greater luxury and refinement in
living, and more display in dress and furniture. It was, however, of a dif
ferent description to the fashionable demeanor of the present day ; which, in
attempting to be easy, often oversteps the bounds of propriety and decorum;
for it was exhibited in that profound courtesy and respect, and that deference
to the opinions of others, and that reciprocal and delicate attention, which
marked the finished gentleman of the sixteenth century, and which left an im
press on the manners and habits of the citizens of Boston, which has never
been obliterated.
The merchants then, as now, were justly praised for liberal sentiments,
and their patronage of the fine arts — of literary, charitable, and religious
institutions — and several of them were early donors to Harvard College. It
may gratify curiosity to quote further from the work we have just mentioned.
" There were ten to fifteen merchants whose aggregate property amounted to
£50,000, or about £5,000 each — five hundred persons worth £3,000 each
— 1,500 families, then in Boston, containing about eight individuals each,
or about 12,000 inhabitants, nearly a tenth part of the population of New
England. No house in Boston with more than twenty rooms ; some of
these were probably very small, sufficient only for a single bed — not more
than twenty houses with ten rooms. The poorest cottages are lofty, (so that
a man could stand upright without stooping, probably.) No beggars —
very few drunkards ; (the striped pig was then unknown.) No musicians
by profession — a dancing school was set up but soon put down. All cord
age and sail cloth came from England — no cloth made worth more than
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3s. 6d. a yard — no linen above 2s. 6d." As early as 1710, Boston pos
two fire engines, how much before that period does not appear ; but at tha/
time there were five iron works in the state of Massachusetts, and some of
them had been in operation for thirty years.
The following naive reply of a committee of the General Court of Con
necticut, to the inquiries of the British Commissioners for the trade of the
colonies, is here preserved for the gratification of the curious in such matters,
and as giving additional light on the early trade of the colonies :
" We have little traffic abroad — our chief trade for procuring clothing is
by sending provisions to Boston, where we buy goods — and we have some
trade, also, with Plymouth, and with New York, since the arrival of Major
Andros. Our commodities are provisions, lumber, and horses ; — the most
are transported to Boston and bartered for clothing ; — some small quantity
is sent to the Caribbee islands, and sold for some money, but chiefly products.
Two or three vessels have been sent to Fayal and to Madeira, and the car
goes bartered for wine. We have no need of Virginia trade, as most people
plant as much tobacco as they want. The value of our annual imports is
£9,000. We have about twenty petty merchants who trade to Boston, but
foreign merchants trade here. There are but few servants — and fewer
slaves; — only twenty-four small vessels belong to this colony; and few
vessels come here except from Boston and New York, to carry off our pro
duce. Commerce would improve if New London, New Haven, and Fair
field, were made free ports. Labor is high, 2s. to 2s. 6d. a day. Provisions
are cheap; wheat, 4s., corn, 2s. 6d., pork, 3d., beef, 2 l-2d., butter, 6d."
The period of 1690, and 1745, afford proof of the extent of the shipping
belonging to the port of Boston, and the attention bestowed on navigation.
In 1690, when an armed expedition was fitted out against Quebec ; and 1745,
when Louisbourg was attacked and taken, Boston furnished a large number
of vessels, either armed or as transports. We may go farther back, and state,
that in 1667, when a British fleet in the West Indies was in distress, the
people of Boston, by consent ofthe General Court, sent several vessels, load
ed with provisions, for their relief, and some with masts and spars.
Amidst their other pursuits, the science of legislation was not neglected ;
and by a happy adaptation, it seemed that the most enterprising and experi
enced merchants and navigators, made the best and most efficient members
of the General Court, and were the best qualified to decide the differences
arising among a population composed of agriculturists, mechanics, merchants,
and sailors ; and there was that blending of all classes, and that freedom of
intercourse, and expression of opinion, which has always formed such a dis
tinguishing trait of New England manners. Their legislators, taken from
among themselves, were not only more satisfactory to the people, but better
understood, and could, therefore, better provide for the protection and en
couragement of branches of business with which they were practically ac
quainted, and prescribe rules for a people with whom they were in familiar
intercourse.
The business of ship building was pursued at an early period of the set
tlement. At one time it appears that there were twenty-seven places for ship
building in Boston only, and sixty ships a year were built, twelve in one
yard. In Salem, and other places, this lucrative occupation was pursued,
and a large number of persons found occupation, as carpenters, smiths,
caulkers, and spar makers. Naval stores were exported to some extent, but
salted codfish and lumber were the principal articles ofexport ; and continue,
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particularly the former, to be the great staple articles for exportation. The
best cured fish was shipped to Portugal, Spain, and the Italian States,
Catholic countries always affording the best market. Those not so well
cured were sent to the West India islands, where it was used chiefly by the
negro slaves and laborers. The cod-fishery, in 1760-65, employed 4,000
seamen, 28,000 tons of shipping, and produced 350,000 quintals of fish, the
value of which was estimated at a little over a million of dollars.
In 1750, the number of vessels entering the port of Boston, was four hun
dred and ninety, foreign and American ; the clearances, five hundred and
four. The entrances were chiefly vessels with cargoes from Great Britain
and the West Indies ; but a number were from ports in Portugal and Spain.
From this period, to 1773, there does not appear to have been much, if any,
increase; certainly not as much as the growth of the country would lead us
to expect. It is stated that in 1773 five hundred and eighty-seven vessels en
tered the port of Boston, and four hundred and eleven cleared ; a pretty even
balance with 1750.
The impolitic measure of deriving revenue for the mother country, by
duties on the trade of the colonies, was most unhappily persisted in by the
British government. The duties were increased, and the collection rigidly
enforced, which probably discouraged many enterprising men from engag
ing in commerce, and may satisfactorily account for the stationary situation
of Boston in regard to foreign trade, from 1750 to 1773. Complaints of al
leged oppressions, grievances, and interferences with the rights ofthe colonial ,
government, became loud and frequent. As early as 1 764, the duty on mo
lasses and sugar, imported into the colonies, was increased so much as to
amount, almost, to a prohibition. Molasses was then in general use in the
distilleries, and by the fishermen. The duty on tea, nails, glass, and paints,
was also raised, and operated as a heavy burthen on the people. To en
force these oppressive and odious exactions, troops were stationed in Boston,
and Parliament asserted the right of legislating for the colonies in all cases.
The spirit of resistance was roused, and after eight years of sacrifice, suffer
ing, and fierce and bloody contention, national independence followed.
For a period of 150 years the British government not only had negkcted
and declined all support to Massachusetts, and the other New England
colonies, but had directly oppressed and restrained them in their trade, and
greatly checked their growth and prosperity. Besides, the weight of im
posts laid upon them by the parent State, which pressed heavily on the in
fant colonies, they were arbitrarily restricted in their commercial enterprises,
and could no more avail themselves of favorable channels for lucrative trade,
than a fettered man could perform the profitable labor of which he is natu
rally capable. This restrictive, injurious, and unjust policy, towards the
colonies, was adopted at an early period. In 1699, it was enacted by Par
liament, that no wool yarn, or woollen manufactures, of the American colo
nies, should be exported from them to any place whatever. In 1719, they
declared " that factories in the colonies tended to lessen their dependance on
England."' A few years later, some envious individuals complained to the
British ministry, that the colonists were not only extending their trade, but
setting up manufactures, which must prove prejudicial to the interests of the
parent country; and the Board of Trade was soon directed to learn what
laws had been made respecting manufactures in operation in the colonies, or
allowed trade to be pursued injurious to the trade, navigation, or manufac
tures of Great Britain. These laws and orders were directed principally
vol. I. — No. II.
17
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against Boston and Massachusetts ; here, commercial enterprise and manu
factures had been most successful, and were encouraged and pursued.
The next year, the board reported, " that the general court of Massa
chusetts encouraged the manufacture of paper, which will interfere with
the profits of the British merchants who send paper there." " Many fami
lies make coarse woollen and linen cloths for their own use ; but this
seems proper, as they keep sheep and raise flax ; yet, it were to be wished
that some way may be devised to divert them from increasing their manu
factures." It is stated in the report, " that hats and shoes were made to a
considerable extent, though many of the ibrmer were imported." Hats
were exported from Boston long before the revolution, to Spain, Portugal,
and the West India islands; of which the company of hatters complained,
and their complaints were not disregarded. An act was thereupon passed,
which forbade the exportation of hats from any American colony, and
limited the number of apprentices ibr hatters ; and the same law prohibited
the sale in one colony of hats made in another.
Several iron works which had been long in operation in Massachusetts,
were declared a nuisance, and parliament ordered that no mill or engine
for slitting or rolling, be erected or used ; but allowed pig and bar iron to
be imported into London from the colonies. By these, and such like acts
of impolicy and oppression, the minds of the people in Massachusetts and
the other provinces, were alienated from the mother country, and prepared
for the successful resistance of the tyrannical acts of the British parliament,
which ended in the establishment of their rights, and the overthrow of the
attempts made to enslave them.
Soon after the war of the revolution, and as early as 1785 or 1786, com
merce revived, and the navigation of Boston and other ports of Massa
chusetts was greatly extended. The trade with the West Indies was prose
cuted by many with great advantage; but Salem, Newburyport, and Port
land, considering their relative population, were more extensively engaged
in it than Boston. The principal articles of export were lumber and fish,
and occasionally horses ; the returns consisted of sugar, molasses, rum, cof
fee, salt, and fruit. The quantity of molasses imported was very great, and
distilleries were multiplied ; but happily for the morals, comlbrt, and re
spectability of the people, they have been generally discountenanced within
a few years. The trade to the Mediterranean, to Spain, to Portugal, to
France, Holland, the Hanse Towns, and places farther up the Baltic ; and
to England, as commerce revived and capital accumulated, was prosecuted
with increased zeal. The cod fishery was resumed, and pursued, in most
of the seaports in Massachusetts, extensively, and with great success. It
continued for several years, and furnished an article for exportation to various
points, and was one source of national wealth.
In 1789, vessels were sent from Boston to the East Indies, and to China,
and soon became a very profitable commercial enterprise. In proportion to
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in the East India trade at Salem, were Derby, Gray, Cabot, Thorndike,
and Crowninshield.
The eminent mathematician, Nathaniel Bowditch, made two voyages to
the East Indies in 1795 and 1796; on the first, he was twenty-two years of
age. He was then a great proficient in nautical calculation, and perfectly
acquainted with the science of navigation. Being very industrious, he in
structed the seamen of the ships in the science of navigation, of which most
of the common hands were ignorant.
Derby's first ship to China was in 1787. Mr. Gray was more engaged
in trade to Calcutta. Mr. Derby's ship visited the Isles of France and Bour
bon, Batavia, Calcutta, and it is believed the vicinity of the Red Sea.
Among the earliest in the East India trade, at Boston, were Messrs. J. Barrell, S. Brown, D. Sears, T. Lyman, J. & T. H. Perkins, S. Higginson, S.
Shaw, J. Lloyd, the Messrs. Lee, and E. Prebble ; and among others who were
esteemed for intelligence and enterprise as merchants, were Messrs. Thomas
Russell, J. C. Jones, S. Eliot, Mason, Smith, Phillips, Cabot, Parsons, Mackey, Green, Andrews, Breck, Jackes, Babcock, Watson, Sears, Sargeant,
Doane, Brown, Parkman, Hatch, Joy, Bussv, Frazier, and Head, some of
whom had been in business before the revolution.
Thomas Russell was one ofthe most enterprising and successful merchants
of Boston, from 1786 to 1798. His charities were great, and he was a friend
to the clergy and to religious institutions. He was for many years a mem
ber of the church in Brattle Square, and president of the society for spreading
the Gospel among the Indians.
Mr. Phillips acquired a large property by honorable trade, and by a very
liberal donation, laid the foundation for the Massachusetts general hospital, a
most useful institution; and his son, late lieutenant governor W. Phillips,
added largely to the original donation.
The Boston Athenasum buildings, were the gift of one of the Messrs. Per
kins; and the large house in the city, for the blind, of another ofthose liberal
spirited mercha ,ts.
The honorable James Lloyd was probably one of the most intelligent mer
chants in the country. He well understood the principles, its course, and
operation, in his time. He extended his views to politics, and was eminent
also as a legislator. The law of the Commonwealth, on bills of exchange,
passed in 1319, was framed by him, and adopted through his influence, and
he was several years a useful member of the United States Senate.
J. C. Jones was a merchant of extensive and liberal views, and was also for
several years a member of the legislature. We might embrace many others,
but our biographical remarks must be restrained, and we have already ex
ceeded the limits which ought to confine them.
1'he first ship which sailed from Boston to China, was built at Hart's ship
yard, in Boston, in 1785 or 1786, and was owned part in Boston and part in
New York. She was commanded by James Magee, who was captain of the
ship of war wrecked in Plymonth harbor, in 1779; and it is believed she
took her final departure from New York. The following year, Messrs.
Barrell. Brown, Hatch, and others, sent the ship Columbia, Captain Kendrick,
attended by the sloop Washington, Captain Gray, to the North West Coast,
and thence to China. On their voyage, they visited the mouth of the Oregon,
on the Pacific, which they called Columbia, after their ship. This was a
long voyage. S. Shaw and Doane, were engaged in the China trade ; the
former was the first American consul at China.
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In 1790, Messrs J. and T. H. Perkins fitted out the brig Hope, Captain
Ingraham, for the North West Coast, to collect peltry, for the China mar
ket. In this voyage, Captain Ingraham discovered seve ral islands, in about
eight degrees fifty minutes south, and one hundred and forty west from Lon
don, not noticed by any nautical adventurer, or in any map of the Pacific
ocean. To these he gave the names of Washington, Adams, Lincoln, and
Federal; and a few days after, in eight degrees three minutes south, and one
hundred and forty-one west, two others, which he called Hancock and Knox.
These enterprising merchants have from that time pursued the China trade.
They have long had a house in Canton, one or more of the firm usually re
siding there, and for more than forty years they have had one or more ships
there every year. Theodore Lyman, Messrs. Lamb, Boardman, and Pope, and
many others, engaged in the China trade, and some of them are still, or were
very lately, employed in it. The trade to China was pursued far more exten
sively in Boston, for several years, and till the war of 1812-15, than from
any other port in the United States. The Messrs. Perkins, it is believed, were
interested in more than thirty voyages round the world, going by the way of
Cape Horn , to the North West Coast of America, in search of peltry, for the
Canton market, and thence returning to Boston and New York, with China
goods.
Messrs. Bryant and Sturges, of Boston, have been long and largely con
cerned in these last mentioned voyages. Much time is necessarily absorbed
in their accomplishment ; the hazard is also great, but they have generally
been profitable.
We have already mentioned that ginseng and specie were the principal
articles of export to the East Indies. The former was shipped in small quan
tities from Boston and Salem, and in larger from New York and Philadel
phia. Specie formed the principal dependance for return cargoes from Can
ton, and $600,000 have been sent out in one ship. Assorted cargoes of lumber
and provisions, &c. were sent to many places beyond the Cape of Good
Hope.
It is curious to mark the changes which time works in trade. Formerly,
a part of the return cargoes from Canton, were coarse cotton cloths. Now,
and for some years past, cotton cloths are shipped from Boston for Calcutta
and Canton. They usually cost here from eight to ten cents per yard, and
have been exported to a large amount. They are found, in most cases, a bet
ter remittance than dollars, or bills of exchange. " When I was in China,
in 1790," said a gentleman largely engaged in the trade for a long period,
" I purchased, as part of my adventure home, cotton shirtings, at four times
the cost at which such cloths are hence furnished to the Celestial Empire."
" We have to contend," he added, " with British competition in the China
market ; but as we use a superior raw material for the same number of goods,
and make them heavier than the long cloths of England, I think we shall
continue to export." On the same authority we may state, " that in some
years, the American trade to China has caused the exportation of four to five
millions of dollars annually in specie ; but, at the present time, very little is
sent there, and that for the purchase of rice, at Batavia and Manilla, for the
Canton market.
Very few American vessels have visited any ports in the island of Japan.
The Dutch usually send an annual ship from Batavia, as they are the only
European nation permitted to trade there. Whale ships sometimes put in for
provisions and water, but the crew are not allowed any intercourse with the
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inhabitants. In 1 798, Messrs. Perkins sent a ship to Batavia. for coffee, and
she was taken up by the Dutch, as the annual ship to Java, The cargo was
sugar, and the ship carried back to Batavia, pig copper and camphor. In
1801, they fitted out a large ship to Java, which was taken up there by the
Dutch, and made a similar voyage to the other ; and soon after, a vessel was
sent from Salem, on a like voyage. These are supposed the only vessels from
Massachusetts to that jealous people. One belonging to Baltimore, called the
" Samuel Smith," also visited that island. Captain Hutchings, of the Mas
sachusetts, went to the residence of the governor, but he observed nothing
which differed much from the customs and manners of the Chinese.
In one of the volumes of the collections of the Historical Society of Massa
chusetts, it is mentioned, under date of 1794, that the manufactures in Boston
were candles, soap, rum, loaf sugar, cordage, duck lines and twine, cards,
combs, fish hooks, stained paper, glass, stoneware, and chocolate. The manu
facture of some of these articles was on a larger scale than before the revolu
tion; they were also made with more facility, and of a better quality. There
was, in 1794, more than thirty distilleries in Boston; twenty of them in ope
ration to manufacture poison " for the comfort of the poor and laboring peo
ple." At present, there are but few, probably not over one fourth of that num
ber. Then the population was twenty-four thousand ; now it is eighty thou
sand. The writer of the article says, " it is contended this manufacture is a
public benefit, as it adds to the revenue ; but many consider it a public evil,
and that it tends to prevent population, and greatly injures the morals of the
people ;" — he adds, " the bad effects of the free use of distilled spirits, are very
apparent on the morals of the inhabitants, and the attendants on it are idle
ness, debility, poverty, disgrace, and crime." It is an important question,
whether this prevailing evil may not be greatly restrained by the interference
of legislative authority.
There were at that time seven establishments for refining sugar, and four
teen rope walks. A duck manufactory was established near the south side
of the common, and sail cloth of durable quality and texture was made, said
to be superior to the canvas imported from Europe, and cheaper. In 1792,
four hundred hands were employed in this manufacture, a portion of them
females.
Paper staining was extensively followed, and a sufficiency prepared for
home use, and some was exported ; before the revolution, it was chiefly im
ported.
Within a few miles of Boston, the following articles were made : Tow
cloth, cotton and linen shirtings and sheetings, checks, thread, bed ticks,
striped flannels, cotton and worsted hose, gloves, diapers, &c., &c., and sent
to Boston for sale.
There was always an extensive trade between Boston and the southern
states ; for a large quantity of corn and flour for the sea port towns in Mas
sachusetts was imported from Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, &c., &c. :
and this intercourse was not without its benefits, in a social and political
point of view, as a union was more readily effected, when the contest with
Great Britain called for the formation of the federal union.
In 1784 the first banking company was formed in Boston, and called the
Massachusetts Bank. A national bank had been established in Philadel
phia, in 1781, under the direction and control of Congress. The charter of
the Massachusetts bank had no limitation as to time, and little or none as to
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management. And the bills in circulation, before any other bank was incorporat d, were of great extent.
In 1790 the federal government incorporated a national bank at Phila
delphia, the former one being discontinued ; and a branch of that bank, for
discount and deposit, was opt ned in Boston in 1792.
The Union bank was established in Boston in 1798, as it was said at the
time, for the accommodation of the agricultural interest. From 1800 to
1832, banking institutions were greatly multiplied — there being no less
than thirty banks in Boston, including those in South Boston, and making
no allowance for the five which were discontinued in 1827-8.
The incorporated companies for insurance on property, by sea and land,
and against fire, are about equal in number to the banks. Commercial en
terprise and prosperity have been the leading causes of the increase of these
corporations, and have resulted in an enlargement and improvement of the
city of Boston, within the last forty-five years, in a ratio which could not
have been accomplished without it. The city of Boston would otherwise
have slowly advanced in population, wealth, and social refinement, and the
state of Massachusetts would have been far less respectable and powerful in
1740, or in 1775, than it was, when compared with the other American
provinces. The soil is generally rocky, or sterile, and unfitted to afford great
returns to the labor of the husbandman, (though a better system of cultiva
tion, pursued of late years, proves that greater products may be gathered
from it than it was supposed capable of producing.) and the inhabitants have
been generally indebted to commerce for their opulence and improvement.
The establishment of the federal government proved highly propitious to
the commercial interest of Boston. Freedom breathed new life into com
mercial pursuits, and nautical enterprises were greatly extended by her
ship owners. A large number of vessels were built in 1790, here, and in the
ports adjacent; and mechanics, of all descriptions, found constant and lucra
tive employment. Within the last half century, Boston has greatly in
creased in population, business, and wealth. From 15,000 in 1783, and
18,000 in 1790, to 80,000 in 1838. The buildings are now generally com
posed of brick and granite. The dwelling houses are spacious and elegant,
and many large and splendid public edifices have been erected; and the
streets have been straitened, widened, and improved. Large tracts of land,
where the tide waters formerly flowed, have been redeemed, and are now
covered with buildings. Bridges have been built, so that there are now
seven avenues to the city, from the country, where formerly there was only
one. The wharves have been extended and increased, so that there is pro
bably double the number of feet, at present, to that the city possessed thirty-five
years since. The carrying trade has proved very profitable to the mer
chants, and a great many vessels are employed in it. A large branch of this
business is in the freight of cotton from Charleston, Savannah, and New
Orleans,* to Europe, employing ships of from three hundred to six hundred
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tons burthen. According to Pitkin, the tonnage of Boston, in 1832, amount
ed to 171,045 ; next to New York, the highest in the United States. Phila
delphia, at that time, was 77,000 ; New Bedford, 70,000 ; Baltimore and
Portland, each, 47,000. The imports into Massachusetts, chiefly Boston, in
1821, were nearly fifteen millions ; into New York, twenty-three and a half
millions of dollars. In 1833 it was twenty millions in Massachusetts, and
eighty millions into New York.
The rail roads, connecting Boston more easily with Lowell, Salem, Hav
erhill, Nashua, Worcester, Providence, and Taunton, have added greatly to
the business and prosperity ofthe city ; and when that to Worcester shall be
extended to the Connecticut river, and through the western part of the state
to Albany, the growth and prosperity of Boston must be great, beyond calcu
lation. There is also a plan in Boston, for a direct intercourse with Liver
pool, (England,) by steam navigation. The project has excited a great deal
of interest, and its importance is appreciated by intelligent and enterprising
men.
'
We have dwelt longer on these reminiscences and statistical facts, than
perhaps the patience of our readers will make allowance for. We there
fore close with the hope, that with so much to be thankful for to the past, and
with so much to anticipate from the future, that her merchants, and all en
gaged in trade, will bear constantly in mind, that to deserve their high des
tiny, they must continue to pursue the path of*honor, enterprise, and integri
ty, so firmly trod by their predecessors. And we wish that they may al
ways be pointed to as the honorable and intelligent of our country, and that
luxury and extravagance, and licentiousness of manners, too often prevailing
in large and old cities, may be unknown, — while scientific, literary, humane,
and charitable institutions, may be liberally supported and multiplied.

MERCANTILE

BIOGRAPHY.

Art. IV. — THOMAS WILLETT, THE FIRST MAYOR OF
NEW YORK
Mercantile biography properly claims a place in a work of this de
scription, where every thing that can excite the young to an honorable emula
tion, should be set forth ; that seeing how a consistent and praiseworthy line
of conduct has elevated those who have preceded them, they may, in turn,
endeavor to transmit a fair and untarnished name to posterity.
Thomas Willett, the first mayor of the city of New York, after its de
livery over to the English by the Dutch authorities, in 1664, was originally
a merchant or trader. As a man, he was possessed of uncommon activity of
mind, and deeply imbued with the spirit of enterprise and adventure. He
was one of the early settles at Plymouth, but not among the first. He was
there, however, as early as 1640, and appears to have been justly apprecia
ted, and to have possessed a great deal of influence, as, after a few years resi
dence, he was chosen one of the assistants in council, a post, at that early
period, of much honor and responsibility. Immediately on his arrival, he
appears to have turned his attention to commerce and navigation, as he was
one of twelve who built the first vessel at Plymouth, in 1641 ; she was about
fifty tons, and cost about £200 sterling ; and Willett was one of the commit-
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tee to superintend the building of the vessel. With a few enterprising spirits
like his own, he formed a company, and hired, for the colonial government,
the Cape Cod fishery, the proceeds of which were applied to the public ex
penses, and at onetime appropriated to the support of common schools in the
colony. He early formed a connexion in business with Isaac Allerton, one
of the first settlers of Plymouth, and among the most respectable and honora
ble of the pilgrims, as they are now termed. Allerton was sent to England
several times, as agent for the colonies, which he also made to promote his
views, as connected with commerce, in the colony. Willett and Allerton tra
ded, for several years, with the French in Acadie, and with the vessels
from Europe engaged in the Maine fisheries. Allerton afterwards traded at
New Amsterdam, and the probability is that Willett was concerned with
him. Willett was one ofthe committee who, in 1655, purchased Agawam,
(now Wareham,) in Buzzard's bay, of the Indians, for the town of Plymouth;
there had been, for years, carried on an active trading intercourse from
this point, with the Dutc*h at Manhattoes ; and the enterprising spirit ofWil
lett, who had early and often engaged in it, as well as his friend Allerton,
led him to detect and appreciate its value.* Of all the residents in the colony,
with the exception of Willett, Allerton appears to have been the most de
voted to commerce ; but devoting too much of his time to carrying out his
plans, as connected with the tr^de of the colony, he lost the confidence of the
Plymouth court, in consequence of which he removed to, and resided some
time at Marblehead, Nantucket, near the entrance of Boston harbor, and af
terwards, between 1645 and 1655, at New Haven, from whence he pur
sued the trade with New Amsterdam, and died at New Haven.
The Commissioners appointed by Charles II., to act as a Court of Ap
peals, for the settlement of all disputes between the eolonial government and
individuals who had complained of unjust and arbitrary treatment, arrived
at Boston in 1664. They visited Plymouth — Rhode Island — and New
York, then in possession of the Dutch.- A part of their instructions was to
raise troops in New England, to take possession of New York by force, as
it was pretended that the English had the best right to it. At Plymouth,
the Commissioners were received with more courtesy, respect, and con
sideration, than in Massachusetts ; and they requested some one to attend
them from Plymouth to the Manhattoes. Thomas Willett, who had often
been there, and was well acquainted with the place and tbe people, their
language, customs, and manners, and highly esteemed for intelligence and
fidelity in every thing which he undertook, was recommended to the Com
missioners as the most suitable person to attend them, and on the surrender
nf TVpw Amarorilom intn thn harins nf thp Rrifish f^nmmissinnprs thpv an
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possessed when living ; but the rage of modern improvement sweeps away
the memorials of the dead, to clear the ground for the palaces of the living.
The materials for a biography of Thomas Willett are but spare, nor have
we time to expand them, or to become his eulogist. His prominent charac
teristics were intelligence, enterprise, and fidelity, traits most honorable to a
man; and his success as a merchant shows that he was possessed of prudence
and foresight, wanting which, the very essentials of prosperity are absent —
they form the foundation; without them, however imposing the edifice may,
for a time, appear, it rests upon the sand — and the heaving of the commer
cial billows will soon agitate and destroy the unsubstantial structure.
At the time Willett was made Mayor of New York, Colonel Nichols,
one of the royal Commissioners, said, " he found a few handsome built brick
and stone houses, but most of the buildings were small and poor;" insigni
ficant, indeed, when compared with its present size and expanded foreign and
domestic commerce. He, however, predicted the future greatness and pros
perity of the place. He said, " it combined remarkable advantages for
navigation and trade." Its rapid growth has outstripped prophecy, and car
rying our view forward, as far as we have been looking back, what New
York will be two centuries hence, who can presume to calculate. All this
has been owing to the enterprising spirit of our merchants — revulsion has
followed revulsion — generation after generation has sunk into the grave —
but the sons of the pilgrims have trod in the steps of their sires ; and as long
as they possess the intelligence, prudence, and fidelity to their engagements,
so honorably and eminently conspicuous in the early settlers, as in the case
of Thomas Willett, they will be successful in life, honorable in death, and
unitedly, each, in his own proper position and sphere of life, carrying on the
transactions of commerce, in just appreciation of their own rights, and with
a proper regard to the rights of others, it is impossible to put any limitation
to the future greatness and power of our common and happy country.

Art. V. — THE GOOD MERCHANT — WILLIAM PARSONS.
" His youth was innocent } his riper nge
Marked with some act of goodness, every day ;
And watched by eyes that loved him, calm, and sage,
Faded his late declining years away.
Cheerful he gave his being up, and went
To share the holy rest that waits a life well spent."— Bryant.
The good merchant is scrupulouslyjust and upright in all his transactions.
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He would rather at any time relinquish somethings of his lawful rights,
than engage in an irritating dispute. He would rather be the object than the
agent in a dishonorable or fraudulent transaction. When one told old Bi
shop Latimer that the cutler had cozened him in making him pay two pence
for a knife not worth a penny, " No," said Latimer, " he cozened not me,
but his own conscience."
The good merchant is not in haste to be rich, observing that they who are
so, are apt to " fall into temptation and a snare," and often make shipwreck
of their honor and virtue. He pursues commerce as his chosen calling, his
regular employment. He expects to continue in it long, perhaps all his
days, and is therefore content to make small profits and accumulate slowly.
When he first entered into business, he was determined not to be a drudge,
nor be chained to the desk like a galley-slave, nor make his counting-room
his home. He recollects that he is not merely a merchant, but a man ; and
that he has a mind to improve, a heart to cultivate, and a character to form.
He is therefore resolved to have time to develop and store his intellect, to ex
ercise his social affections, and to enjoy in moderation the innocent and ra
tional pleasures of life. He accordingly sets apart and consecrates a portion
of his time, his evenings at least, to be spent at home, in the bosom of his fa
mily. He will not, on any account, deny himself this relaxation; he will not^
for any consideration, rob himself of this source of improvement and hap
piness. He is willing, if need be, to labor more years in order to obtain the
desired amount of wealth, provided he can improve himself in the mean time,
and enjoy life as he goes along.
The good merchant, though an enterprising man, and willing to run some
risks, knowing this to be esse ntial to success in commercial adventure, yet is
not willing to risk every thing, nor put all on the hazard of a single throw.
He feels that he has no right to do this — that it is morally wrong thus to put
in jeopardy his own peace and the comfort and prospects of his family. Of
course he engages in no wild and visionary schemes, the results of which
are altogether uncertain, being based upon unreasonable expectations and im
probable suppositions. He is particularly careful to embark in no specula
tion out of his regular line of business, and with the details of which he is
not familiar. He is aware, that although he knows all about the cost of a
ship, and can determine the quality and estimate the value of a bale of cotton,
he is not a good judge of the worth of wild lands, having had no experience
therein. Accordingly, he will have nothing to do with any bargains of this
sort, however promising they may appear. He will not take a leap in the
dark, nor purchase upon the representations of others, who may be interest
ed in the sale ; fearing lest what is described to him as a well-timbered
township may turn out to be a barren waste, and what appears, on paper, a level
and well-watered district, may be found, on inspection, a steep and stony
mountain, of no value whatever. He therefore deems it safest for him to
keep clear of these grand speculations, and to attend, quietly and regularly, to
his own business. Above all, he makes it a matter of conscience not to risk
in hazardous enterprises the property of others intrusted to his keeping.
The good merchant, having thus acquired a competency, and perhaps
amassed a fortune, is liberal in dispensing his wealth.
At the outset, he is careful to indulge in no extravagance, and to live
within his means, the neglect of which precaution he finds involves so many
in failure and ruin. Simple in his manners, and unostentatious in his habits of
life, he abstains from all frivolous and foolish expenditures. At the same time,
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he is not nigardly or mean. On the contrary, he is liberal in the whole ar
rangement of his household, where every thing is for use and comfort, and
nothing for ostentation and display. Whatever will contribute to the im
provement and welfare of his family, or whatever will gratify their innocent
tastes, be it books, or engravings, or pictures, he obtains, if within his means,
though it cost much ; knowing that at the same time he may foster the genius
and reward the labors of our native authors and artists, an estimable class of
men, whose works reflect honor upon their country, and who consequently
merit the patronage of the community. But whatever is intended for mere
parade and vain show, he will have none of, though it cost nothing. He
thinks it wise and good economy to spend a great deal of money, if he can
afford it, to render home attractive, and to make his children wise, virtuous,
and happy. Above all, he never grudges what is paid to the faithful school
master for their intellectual and moral training ; for a good education he
deems above all price.
Having thus liberally provided for all the wants of his household, the
good merchant remembers and cares for all who are related to him, and
who may in any way stand in need of his aid. And this aid is administered
in the most kind and delicate manner. He does not wait to be solicited ; he
will not stop to be thanked. He anticipates their wishes, and by a secret
and silent bounty removes the painful sense of dependence and obligation.
He feels it a pleasure, as well as a duty, to help them ; he claims it as his
privilege to do good unto his brethren. He would feel ashamed to have
his needy relatives relieved by public charity or private alms.
But our good merchant feels that he has duties, not only to his immediate
relatives and friends, but to a larger family, the community in which he lives.
He is deeply interested in its virtue and happiness, and feels bound to contri
bute his full share to the establishment and support of all good institutions,
particularly the institutions of learning, humanity, and religion. He is led
to this by the expansive and liberalizing spirit of his calling. It is, unfortu
nately, the tendency of some occupations to narrow the mind and contract
the heart. The mere division of labor, incident to, and inseparable from,
many mechanical and manufacturing pursnits. though important and benefi
cial in other respects, yet serves to cramp and dwarf the intellect. The man
who spends all his days in making the heads of pins, thinks of nothing else,
and is fit for nothing else. Commercial pursuits, on the other hand, being
so various, extensive, and complicate, tend to enlarge the mind, and banish
narrow and selfish feelings. The merchant looks abroad over the world,
puts a girdle round the earth, has communications with all climes and all
nations, and is thus led to take large and liberal views of all things. The wealth
which he has acquired easily and rapidly, he is consequently disposed to
spend freely and munificently. It has been beautifully said of Roscoe, the
distinguished Liverpool merchant, " Wherever you go, you perceive traces
of his foot-steps in all that is elegant and liberal. He found the tide of wealth
flowing merely in the channels of traffic ; he has diverted from it invigora
ting rills to refresh the gardens of literature. The noble institutions for lite
rary and scientific purposes, which reflect such credit on that city, have most
ly been originated, and have all been effectually promoted, by him." In like
manner, our good merchant encourages learning, and patronises learned
men. He is particularly liberal in endowing the higher seats of education,
whence flow the streams that make glad the cities and churches of our
God
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The good merchant is, likewise, a munificent benefactor to all institutions
which have for their object the alleviation of human wretchedness, and the
cure of the thousand ills which flesh is heir to. He lends, too, a substantial
support to the institutions of religion. He feels the need of them himself, and
he understands their unspeakable importance to the peace, good order, and
virtue of society. He thinks that he sleeps sounder, and that his property is
more secure, in a community where the sanctions of religion are superadded
to the penalties of the law ; where the stated inculcation of religious principles
and sentiments diffuses a healthy moral atmosphere, which, though unseen,
presses like the weight of the surrounding air, upon every part of the body
politic, and keeps it in its place. Accordingly, he contributes cheerfully
and liberally to the support of public worship, and moreover, as Fuller says
of the good parishioner, '• he is bountiful in contributing to the repair of God's
house, conceiving it fitting that such sacred places should be handsomely and
decently maintained"
Such we conceive to be the character of the good merchant. It may,
perhaps, be thought by some that the character is a visionary one ; and that,
amidst the competitions of trade, the temptations to unlawful gain, the eager
desire of accumulating, and the natural unwillingness to part with what has
been acquired with much labor and pains, there can be no place for the highminded and generous virtues which we have described. We might have
thought so too, if we had never seen them exhibited in actual life. The por
trait which we have attempted to draw is not a fancy sketch, but a transcript
from nature and reality.
William Parsons was born at Byfield, Massachusetts, on the 6th of
August, 1755. He was the son ofthe Reverend Moses Parsons, the clergy
man of that town, and was one of eight children, three daughters and five
sons, among the latter of whom was the late distinguished chief justice of
Massachusetts. After receiving a good education at Dummer Academy, he
became an apprentice to an elder brother who was engaged in trade at Glou
cester. Before coming of age, however, he entered upon the hard and pe
rilous life of a sailor, which he pursued for five years, having the command of
a vessel, and making many successful voyages. Like many other of our
rich merchants, who were the architects of their own fortune, he took his
first lessons in industry and enterprise amidst the hardships, privations, and
dangers of a sea life ; than which, there is no better school for the develop
ment and exercise of intellectual and moral energy.
In 1780, at the age of twenty-five, Mr. Parsons quitted the sea, and marri
ed the lady who, for forty-seven years, by her congenial spirit and the simi
larity of her views, by sympathizing in all his benevolent feelings, and co
operating in all his plans and deeds of charity, contributed so much to make
his life tranquiland his home happy. In the same year he entered into business,
and removed to Boston, where he remained till his death, a period of fiftyseven years, actively engaged to the last in commerce and navigation, having,
at the time of his demise, one vessel upon the ocean, and dying, at the age of
eighty-one, the oldest merchant and ship-owner in Boston.
The prominent traits in the character of Mr. Parsons, were his unbending
integrity, his uncompromising adherence to truth and right, his conscientious
regard for duty, his entire freedom from selfishness, and his tender and com
prehensive benevolence. These qualities shed a daily beauty on his life, and
spread a sacred fragrance over his memory.
In the mercantile community no one stood higher than Mr. Parsons ; —
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his very name was synonymous with integrity. In all his transactions he
was systematic, exact, high-minded, honorable. By a regularyet not slavish
attention to business, he amassed a handsome fortune, which would have
been much larger, had he made business the sole end of life, or had he not
distributed his wealth, as he went along, with such a free and liberal hand.
His losses, which at times were great, never disturbed his singular equani
mity ; he regretted them only as curtailing his means of doing good. To
his honor it should be mentioned, that he never had a dispute with the numer
ous mechanics and laborers whom he employed. He might sometimes, in
deed, think himself wronged, and perhaps say so ; but yet he would pay
the bill, and leave the man to settle the matter with his own conscience.
The wealth he had thus honorably acquired, he spent in the most generous
manner. He had an open heart and an open hand. Considering his first
duty to be to his own family and relatives, he gathered them under his wing,
and overshadowed them with his love. His house was like a patriarch's
tent, or the gathering-place of a tribe. He was a sort of universal providence,
remembering the forgotten, and attending the neglected. The absent were
not out of his mind, nor the distant beyond the reach of his care.
But his good feelings and charities were not confined within this circle,
large though it was. The destitue, the sick, the afflicted, resorted to him for
aid and solace, and never applied in vain.
" His secret bounty largely flowed,
And brought unask'd rcliet."
Was any new charity contemplated, any humane object set on foot in the
city, Mr. Parsons was one of the first to be applied to, to give it the sanction
of his approval and the encouragement of his purse. And such applications,
frequent though they were, he always attended to most cheerfully, and res
ponded to most liberally, deeming it a favor that the opportunity was afforded
him of doing his part in promoting a good object.
His house was long the seat of a generous, but quiet and unostentatious
hospitality, where there was nothing for display, but every thing for the com
fort of his guests. His doors were open for his friends to enter at all times,
and they were sure to be received with a cheerful welcome and a placid
smile.
He departed this life in the spring of 1837, full of years, full of usefulness,
and full of honors. As has been beautifully said of another, " Death, which
harmonizes the pictures of human character, found little in his to spiritualize
or to soften. Kindness of disposition was the secret but active law of his mo
ral being. He had no sense of inj ury but as something to be forgiven. The libe
ral allowance which he extended to all human frailties grew more active
when they affected his own interests and interfered with his own hopes ; so
that however he might reprobate evil at a distance, as soon as it came with
in his sphere, he desired only to overcome it by good. Envy, hatred, and
malice, were to him mere names, — like the figures of speech in a school
boy's theme, or the giants in a fairy tale, — phantoms, which never touched
him with a sense of reality. His guileless simplicity of heart was preser
ved by the happy constitution of his own nature, which passion could not dis
turb, and evil had no power to stain. He diffused the serenity of a good con
science, and the warmth of unchilled affections, through a large circle of rela
tives and friends, who were made happy by his mere presence. Such was
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he to the last, amidst the infirmities which age had accumulated around him
— the gentlest of monitors and the most considerate of sufferers."
" Of no distemper, of no blast he died.
But fell like autumn fruit that mellowed long;
E'en wondered at because he dropped no sooner.
Fate seemed to wind him up for fourscore years
Yet freshly ran he on two winters more:
Till, like a clock worn out with eating time,
The wheels of weary life at last stood still."

Art. VI. — NEW COMMERCIAL FIELD.
Travels in South Eislem Asia, embracing Hindostan, Malaya, Siam, and
China, with a fall account of the Burman Empire ; w,th Dissertations,
Tables, drc. By Rev. Howard Malcolm. Boston: 1839. Gould,
Kendall, & Lincoln. 2 vols. 12mo.
Here is one of the few books of travels which is to be bought and studied,
and referred to in future, not borrowed and read. Its pages are crowded
with facts respecting things, as they are not with incidents which happened
to the traveller. The botanist, politician, geologist, geographer, and mer
chant, will each find his own department rich in information. The advocate
of missions will find more, both of information and encouragement, than he
can obtain any where else, respecting these countries ; and the mere miscel
laneous reader will enjoy it as well as any novel, or narrative, of the day.
The style is what it should be, grave and dignified, yet sprightly and neat,
coming directly to the point, without waste of words, and making the reader
forget the author in his interest in the subject.
It would occupy too much space, to condense and arrange, for a single num
ber of our work, all the important cormisrcial information contained in the
volumes bsfore us, as too miny of tha facts, prices, &c., are stated in an in
sulated manner; but we take pleasure in gathering some paragraphs, and
giving the substance of others. It is very desirable that our enterprising
merchants should scrutinize this field afresh. With some sections ofthe East,
such as Batavia, Calcutta, Sumatra, Canton, etc., we are intimately engaged
in a lucrative and honorable trade ; but with Burmah, Siam, and the Malay
peninsula, we are doing almost no business, while the prices of various arti
cles, stated by Mr. Malcolm, furnish strong inducement to feel our way in
these places.
To avoid the trouble of constant quotation, we have thrown into our own
language the factsand reasonings of the author of the work above named.
From Burmah might be imported paddy,* lac, anatto, turmeric, tobacco,
tea, and black varnish, beside rubies, sapphires, noble serpentine, and bullion.
Rice and bullion are not allowed to be exported from Burmah Proper, but
there is no restriction at Maulmain, Akyab, Ramree, Rangoon, and other
places under British sway. Rice is therefore dearer at Rangoon and Bassein. Paddy was selling at Rangoon, during Mr. M.'s visit, for the almost
incredible low sum oftwo dollars and thirty cents per hundred bushels ! The
best of cleaned rice retailed in the Bazar, at the same time, for a fraction less
* Rice in the husk. Cleaned rice will hardly do well for so long a voyage.
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than twelve cents per bushel, or about a quarter of a cent per pound! At
Maulmain, and the other places named, it is three or four times as dear ; but
even at this rate may be imported at a large profit. The black tea of the
western provinces of China, is brought by caravans to Ava, and thence finds
its way to all parts of the kingdom. At Rangoon it costs but twelve cents
a pound. It comes in hard round balls of about a pound each. The flavor
is peculiar, but those who use it a few times prefer it to any other.
Stick lac is largely exported from Burmah to Calcutta, for Engla.id.
It is of the finest quality, and ifit can be sent to England with profit, it can be
sent here. Indigo is indigenous to Burmah, and might be raised in any quan
tities; but the monopoly of the East India Company, in Bengal, prevents
all demand for it in Burmah by the resident merchants, and none is export
ed. The black varnish may be had for a song, and according to Mr. M.'s
description would bean invaluable addition to our present list of foreign im
portations. It is the gum of a tree found abundantly in the forests, and pos
sesses several very important qualities. It is so impervious to water that a
single coat makes an article water tight. It is, when thinned, a beautiful
black varnish, and is used in the manufacture of the wooden-ware, and strong
lacquered cups and boxes. It is the tact with which Burmans gild pagodas
and idols, and gold leaf, put on with it, stands the weather till wholly worn
away. On travelling trunks and harness it would be admirable. The rubies of
Burmah are the first in the world, and the tobacco is equal to the Havanna.
Tobacco grows wild in many places, and is cultivated in most parts of the
country. There are several kinds, some of which is not surpassed for smok
ing l>y the finest Havanna. The best sorts and qualities sell at about a rupee
a viss ; the middling sorts, about half that price ; and the poorest, four or five
viss for a rupee. The best is raised on the rich levels of the maritime dis
tricts, and water-courses. The culture of this article might be almost inde
finitely increased ; but it has not become an article of export. From a thou
sand to twelve hundred pounds are yielded per acre, on an average.
A little is used for chewing ; but the consumption for smoking is very
great, not in pipes, but in cigars or chiroots, with wrappers made ofthe leaves
of the Then-net tree. In making them, a little of the dried root, chopped
fine, is added, and sometimes a small portion of sugar. These are sold at a
rupee a thousand.
The tea-plant grows indigenous in all the upper provinces, and is raised in
large quantities for exportation to the rest of the country. Part of it is pre
pared ae a pickle, in which form it is a favorite article of food among all
classes ; and part is dried and put up in hard round balls. Mr. M. used the latter
during his whole residence in the country, and coincides with all the mis
sionaries in pronouncing it equal to the best black teas of China. The taste,
however, is somewhat peculiar, and few are fond of it at first. It is general
ly supposed to come from China, being mostly brought by the Chinese and
Shyan caravans ; but several of the chiefmen at Ava assured him it is the pro
duct oftheir own territories, purchased on the way. It sells at Ava at about
one rupee a viss, (twelve cents per pound.) In the lower provinces, it brings
double that price. But even at the latter rate, it is exceedingly cheap. There
is no obstruction to its exportation.
Black pepper is indigenous, and in some places small quantities are culti
vated. It might be made a great article of export ; but the natives do not
esteem it as a condiment, preferring the long red pepper, or chilly. The
latter article might also be made an exportant article of commerce, and is
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now imported to some extent. With it, the people of the upper districts pur
chase rice, etc., from the lower districts. It is found wild in great quantities.
Cultivation seems to increase the size, but not the pungency of the plant.
The sugar-cane attains its full size and richness in certain spots, and sugar
might be exported to a great extent. Millions of acres, adapted to its most
successful cultivation, lie wholly uninhabited. Though almost every Burman raises a little sugar-cane, it is merely to be eaten in its natural state, and
none, that we know of, resort to it for sugar. The Chinese round Umerapoora make a considerable quantity ofexcellent light-brown sugar, which is
sold very cheap. They also clay some of it, and produce an article as white
as our loaf-sugar, but much abridged of its sweetness.
Indigo grows wild, and is cultivated also to some extent. The mode of
extracting the dye is unskilful, and the whole product is used in the fabrics
of the country. The high price of labor will forbid the exportation of this
article.
The import of rice to this country is not the only aspect in which the low
price of that article in Burmah is to be regarded. It will do to carry to
China, better than from Batavia, whence our vessels now obtain it. Thus
the cargo carried to Burmah may be converted into rice, silver, lac, edible
birds' nests, sharks fins, sea slugs, ivory, cotton, and sapan wood ; and taken
to Canton for a load of tea.
At Maulmain, Kyouk Phyoo, Akyab, and Mergui, on the Burman coast,
there are no restrictions ; vessels pay no tonnage, and merchandize'no duty.
At the first of these places there is a regular establishment of pilots, at low
charges ; and such as choose to dispense with a pilot pay a small sum for the
buoys. The city stands twenty-five miles up the Salwen river, with black
buoys on one side of the channel, and red on the other, all the way. At the
mouth of the river stands Amherst, where the pilots are stationed. Vessels
making this port will find pretty good direction in Hosburg. The channel
is narrow, but deep and safe. The coasting trade of Maulmain is thus de
scribed by Mr. Malcolm :
" The imports from Tavoy and Mergui are principally attaps, or dennees,
(leaves stitched upon strips of rattan, ready for thatching,) damar torches,
cardamoms, sapan wood, gnapee, rattans, preserved doryans. mats, salt, yams,
and ivory. In return are sent to these places, cotton, oil, English goods,
paddy, beef, lime, and tamarinds.
" From Rangoon are imported cutch or catechu, stick lac, gram, oil-seed,
earth oil, sesamum oil, lappet, (tea,) wheat, ivory, lackered ware, glazed pot
tery, jaggery, (black sugar,) Burman silks, tamarinds, chillies, garlic, etc. ;
and in return are sent areca nuts, cotton, dates, English goods, cocoa
nuts, etc.
" From Penang are brought umbrellas, muskets, torches, dates, coffee, etc. ;
and in return are sent chiefly paddy and rice.
" From Calcutta are brought specie, English goods, wines, ginger, steel,
rose water, sugar ; and almost the only important return is teak timber. The
same may be said of Madras. This is about the whole commerce of Maul
main. From eight to twelve vessels enter and clear per month."
The ports of Rangoon and Bassein, the former on the western, and the lat
ter on the eastern mouth of the great river Irrawaddy, are the only good
harbors now belonging to Burmah Proper. The commerce of the former
place was formerly very considerable, but the latter now is more frequented
by foreigners. Of Rangoon, Mr. Malcolm informs us, that, " The exports
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are teak wood, cotton, ivory, wax, cutch, and stick lac, and in small
quantities, lead, copper, arsenic, tin, edible birds' nests, indigo, amber,
tobacco, honey, tamarinds, gnapee, gems, sharks' fins, orpiment, sapan
wood, and sea slugs. The nine last named articles are of such limited
amount as scarcely to deserve notice. By far the most important item is
teak, which is chiefly sent to Calcutta and Madras. The value of this arti
cle alone amounted, in former years, to £200,000 per annum. It is now
not more than a fifth part of that quantity. About two million pounds of
raw cotton are sent to Dacca, where it is used in the manufacture of the fine
muslins for which that place has been so celebrated. The Burman collector
informed a merchant at Ava, that about thirty million pounds are sent up
the Irrawaddy, annually, to China; but Colonel Burney estimates it at about
four millions. Nearly four millions per annum are sent to Arracan. None
is exported in the seed. The sea slug is derived from the coasts of Mergui.
It is commonly called Biehe de mer. It is a large marine worm, somewhat
resembling a leech, which, when properly cured, is regarded as a great lux
ury by the Chinese. The mode of curing is to boil them in salt water, and
then dry, or perhaps smoke them. There are three principal kinds — black,
red, and white. The white sell at ten to twelve dollars per tical (one hun
dred and thirty-three pounds,) the red for twenty-five dollars, and the black
for fifty dollars. Of each of these there are various sizes. Some, when
dried, are seven or eight inches long, and one and a half in diameter ; others
are not larger than a man's finger. The shark's fins have a skin which is
valued for polishing substances in the manner of fine sand paper. Their
chief value is for the tendons, which are an article of food with the Chinese.
They are drawn out and dried, resembling in this state silver wire, and are
used in soup, as the Italians use vermicelli. Gnapee is made from prawns,
shrimps, or any cheap fish, salted and pounded into a consistent mass. It
is frequently allowed to become partially putrefied in the process. It is
sometimes called in commerce Balachong."
The proper articles to carry out to Burmah, are, cotton jean and shirtings,
gingham of gay colors, Scotch book muslins, coarse green and red cloth,
cotton twist, cotton handkerchiefs, (gaudy colors, in which red predominates.)
gunpowder, muskets, and pine spars of moderate size. In small quantities
the following articles also may be disposed of : writing paper, lead pencils,
slate papsr, slate pencils, black bottles and common vials, horse pistols, flints,
pelisse cloth, or cassimere of light texture and very fine, for noblemen's
shawls, yellow soap, small Liverpool bowls, cups, and saucers, common coun
try thread, bar iron and steel, raw silk, moulded glass saucers and small
plates, blue and green cotton umbrellas, two and three inch augers, fine tooth
combs, small brass kettles with handles.
The sime articles suit the Siam market, and from thence a vessel is more
sure of obtaining a cargo, as the great staple is sugar, which can always be
purchased at a safe price. Besides this, the Siamese export frankincense and
gamboge in large quantities. Besides these articles, tea and other produc
tions may generally be bought at Bankok cheaper than at Canton.
In essaying this new direction to trade, vessels should be fitted out with
principal reference to Calcutta or Singapore, and so take Burmah on the
way to the former, or Bankok in connexion with the latter. Some specie
should be put on board, as this is always sure of commanding goods at
the lowest prices.
VOL. t No. IL
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We close our notice of these interesting volumes with a few paragraphs re
lative to the coinage and currency of Burmah :
"The country has no coinage. Silver and lead pass in fragments of all
sizes, and the amount of every transaction is regularly weighed out, as was
done by the ancients. (Gen. xxiii. 16. Ezra viii. 25.) It is cast by the assayers in thin round cakes, weighing two or three ticals, but is cut up with
mallet and chisel to suit each sale. The price of a thing, therefore, is always
stated in weight, just as if we should say, in answer to a question of price, ' an
ounce,' or ' a drachm.' When an appearance like crystallization is upon the
centre of the cake, it is known to be of a certain degree of alloy, and is call
ed ' flowered silver.' Of this kind, which is called Huet-nce, the tical is
worth fifteen per cent, more than the Sicca rupee. The Dyng has the
flowered appearance over all the cake, in larger and longer crystals ; and is
cast into cakes weighing about twenty ticals ; but varies exceedingly in fine
ness, being of all qualities, from Huet-nec to ten per cent, purer. It is assu
med to be five per cent, purer.
" An inferior kind of silver, even to twenty-five per cent, alloy, circulates
freely, for smaller barter. The people, however, are not deceived in its qua
lity, for the degree of purity is detected by them with great readiness, chiefly
by the appearance left on the cake at cooling.
" Silver, in passing from hand to hand, becomes more and more alloyed,
so that, when a man is asked the price of a thing, he says, ' Let me see your
money 1" He then regulates his charge by the quality of the silver, and a
piece is chopped off to meet the bill; change, if any, being weighed in lead.
" Gold is scarcely used as a circulating medium, being absorbed in gild
ing sacred edifices, or in jewels. By Burman estimate, gold is eighteen
times the value of silver. It often rises to twenty or more, when the people
are compelled to obtain it at any price, to pay their tax toward the gilding of
some pagoda.
" Small payments are made in lead. Each vender in the bazaar has a
basket full of this lead. Its general reference to silver is about five hundred
to one. It varies exceedingly, however, in its proportion ; sometimes fifteen
viss of lead is given for a tical, and sometimes only seven or eight, at Ava.
In distant parts of the country, where the silver is more alloyed, three or
four viss is given for a tical.
" The late king, Menderagyee, attempted to introduce small silver coin,
which he made with a mint establishment imported from England. But he
required his ticals to pass for sixty per cent, above their real worth, and the
copper for nearly three times its worth. The consequence was a universal
stagnation of business ; and, after urging his law so far as to execute some for
contumacy, he was at length obliged to let silver and lead pass by weight,
according to their real worth, as before. The people are not anxious for
coin. They cannot trust their rulers ; they love higgling in bargains; they
make a profit on their money, as well as goods, by increasing its alloy ; and
a numerous class of assayers, or brokers, called Pwa-zafts, (by foreigners,
Poy-zahs,) subsist by melting up silver, to improve or deteriorate it as they
are desired. This they do before the owner's face, and have only the cruci
ble and scoriae for their trouble.
" At Rangoon, the Madras rupee circulates generally for a tical ; and
along the rivers up to Prome, it is known, and will be received. But at the
capital, and throughout the interior, it is weighed, and deemed an inferior
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silver. In Arracan and the Tenasserim provinces, rupees, pice, and pie, now
circulate as in Bengal, and money is scarcely ever weighed.
" The common rate of interest, when collateral security is deposited, is two
or three per cent, a month ; when there is no security, four or five per cent.
If the interest become equal to the principal, the debt is cancelled. Credi
tors, therefore, exact new notes from their debtors every few months, if the
interest be not paid."

MERCANTILE LAW.
Art. VII. — POPULAR SUGGESTIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES
OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.
Having, in the previous number, considered the condition of co-partners
towards the public, we next proceed to notice their position as to each other.
The rights and duties of partners between themselves, depend chiefly upon
the co-partnership agreement, and in matters where that is silent, they are
governed by rules of law, growing out of plain equity and the dictates of na
tural justice.
The co-partnership agreement is sometimes drawn up in great detail;
sometimes is a mere memorandum, in which those particulars only are no
ticed which happened to be thought of at the moment ; and in other
instances, probably the most numerous, the fact and details of the co-partner
ship are ieft to be inferred from the parties transacting their business jointly,
and the entries in the joint books of account. Although a formal agreement
of co-partnership is far the most convenient, especially when it provides for
the events growing out of a dissolution, yet the agreement evidenced in any
other form, is equally valid. When the agreement is formally drawn up, it
usually specifies the commencement and intended duration of the co-partner
ship: the kind of business to be pursued; the proportion of capital to be brought
in ; the manner in which the gains and losses are to be divided ; whether interest
on capital is to be charged, and at what rate ; the allowance which the co-part
ners may withdraw yearly for their private use, and the disposition which is
to be made of the joint property in the event of a dissolution. The latter is
the most important of all the stipulations, and it is one of the first suggestions
of a prudent circumspection, to provide, at the commencement of the union,
when there is mutual confidence and good feeling between the parties, and
when the uncertainty as to which party shall fall under the adverse opera
tion of any stipulations ensures the adoption ofsuch as are mutually and reci
procally just, for the disposition of property in the event of a dissolution ; an
event upon which it becomes so peculiarly situated, from the equal and con
flicting rights of dissenting owners, that the only administration of it which the
law can sanction, is to take it from all.
Where the co-partnership agreement is explicit, the co-partners must, in all
cases, conform to it. A breach on either part, except where otherwise pro
vided, is generally a good ground of dissolving the co-partnership ; or the un
offending partners have a right to put all the consequences ofthe default ofthe
offending party to his individual charge, or if it is likely to result advanta
geously, to claim the benefit of it. Thus, where it is stipulated that each,
or any partner, shall devote all his time and efforts to the advancement of the
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joint interest, or that neither shall engage in any business on his own account,
the other co-partners on discovering a violation of this obligation, have their
election, either to claim the benefit of the business done in violation of the
agreement, or to leave it to the offending party; they have also the right
thereupon to dissolve the union; and in case any injury results to the joint
interest, to charge it to the account of the offender. The right to adopt the
profit of the separate business, results from the stipulation by which all the
time and efforts of the partners are devoted to the joint benefit ; and the offtnding partner is precluded from setting up that his speculation shall stand for
his own benefit, when if such were its intent, it was a violation of his own
agreement and of the rights of others.
Often co-partnership agreements provide against the co-partners becoming
bound as surety, or otherwise, during the co-partnership, except for the busi
ness of the firm. The violation of this stipulation gives the right to dissolve
the co-partnership. This stipulation is exceedingly useful ; not that any such
contracts of suretyship bind the co-partnership, for, ordinarily, they do not,
and being private stipulations between the parties, they do not affect the pub
lic ; but this stipulation acts as a salutary admonition and restraint upon co
partners, especially the younger members of houses, from the indulgence of
a heedless kindness, and relieves them from solicitations for favors, which it
is often difficult to refuse, and always wrong to grant. Besides, the co-part
nership interest cannot but suffer from every thing which burdens the respec
tive parties, either as to time or fortune, or which tends to divert their minds
from the pursuit of the common interest to which they all stand pledged.
Again, if by such implications, an individual co-partner becomes embarrass
ed and insolvent, his interest in the co-partnership becomes subject to the
claims of his creditors ; his co-partners are obliged to wind up their joint bu
siness, and to settle it, at great loss and inconvenience, with parties adverse to
them both in feeling and interest. Such stipulations, therefore, are not only
useful, but ought to be most rigidly adhered to, and their violation regarded
as unjust and treacherous.
Where the co-partnership agreement does not specify the ratio of division
of the profits or losses, they will be equally divided among the partners;
where the ratio of the division of profits is specified, but that of the losses is
not, the latter must generally be divided in the same ratio. A case sometimes
occurs, where a partner is taken into a firm, who is merely to contribute his
services, and who notoriously has no other means of meeting losses than what
his proportion of the profits of the business may supply; supposing that it is
not prescribed that he is to bear losses, what is the rule of law on this case 1
Can his co-partners be deemed as looking to him, in entering into the union,
for the loss of more than all he is to contribute, namely, his time and labor I
Can they be deemed to look to him for a contribution of property, which he
obviously has not, and will not have, if the joint business be unsuccessful?
The case is not without difficulty, and is not fully settled by authority. At
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tual risk on the gaining and losing sides, and if the result be to involve him
in insolvency, it is a result which ought to have been looked at as possible,
when the union was formed. In such cases, however, and indeed in all cases,
every dictate of prudence requires that the division of profits and losses should
be always distinctly agreed on.
Every co-partner, during the co-partnership, has a right to be consulted, and
to be kept informed of all business transactions of the firm : he has a right
always of access to the co-partnership books and securities. These are prin
ciples too obvious to need illustration.
He has also a right to dissent from any operation about to be entered on by
the firm ; it being the law that each partner has a veto upon the conduct of
the others, so far at least as to discharge himself from any loss accruing by it.
Otherwise, his right to be consulted would be merely nominal ; besides, the
co-partnership gives the co-partners an authority, which is, in its legal nature,
revocable ; a co-partner cannot, against his consent, be carried by his firm
into an operation from which he persists in dissenting. If the co-partnership
articles have provided that a majority should decide, still it is questionable if
they can compel the dissenting partner to bear his share of the loss ; since an
authority, which, in its very nature, is revocable, cannot by agreement be
made otherwise. But, doubtless, in such a case, a mere wanton dissent and
refusal would afford just ground for a dissolution.
A co-partner, also, has a right to be indemnified out of the co-partnership
effects, for all balances due to him, from the co-partnership, or either co-part
ner, growing out of his advances or liabilities, as cb-partner ; the rule being,
that neither co-partner has any separate right to any part of the joint proper
ty, until after the joint debts, and the debts or balances to the co-partners
themselves, are paid. A co-partner, therefore, in such cases, is entitled by
law to a preference for his debt, upon his co-partner's balance, over all indi
vidual acts of the co-partner, by assignment or otherwise, and over the claims
of the individual creditors. This right is quite generally understood as to
general and permanent partnerships. Its most important application, how
ever, is to be seen in the special adventures on joint account, or partnerships
for a single adventure. Thus, if persons engaged in a joint shipment, or as
joint owners of a ship, are induced or compelled to advance more than their
share to one of their co-adventurers, who either attempts to defeat him of his
payment by a different application of his interest in the joint property, or
whose creditors attempt to divert it, this right of preference becomes vitally
important ; it frequently ought, at the outset of the adventure, to determine
the merchant as to engaging in it. In such cases, it is well settled, that if the
joint ownership be such as to constitute a co-partnership, general or particu
lar, then the right of retainer and indemnity exists ; otherwise, it does not.
Every joint ownership, however, does not constitute a co-partnership. Joint
owners of a cargo, or of any other personal property, of a race horse, of a
flock of sheep, of ships, are not, of course, co-partners ; to constitute such an
ownership co-partnership, it is necessary that there should be either an ex
press agreement that a special co-partnership in such property should exist,
or that it should have been purchased with the funds of an existing co-part
nership, as a part of its business property, or that the loss or gain upon the
sale of it should have been agreed to be for the joint account. When these
cases occur, then the joint obligations, in relation to the joint property, spring
up, and the rights of preference, between each other, over strangers, arise
.along with them.
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In relation to ships, these principles need to be far more generally under
stood than they are. From the necessity which ships are subject to of ex
penses for repairs and maintenance, joint owners of ships are always jointly
liable; and the freights, also, are very frequently received by one of the joint
owners, who is denominated the husband of the ship. It often, therefore, oc
curs, that one part owner shall, from the failure of his co-proprietors, be
obliged to pay more than his share, or that the ship's husband has received
more than his share of her earnings. The expectation of the merchant, in
such cases, generally is, that he can claim, upon the delinquent owner's in
terest in the ship herself, for the balance owing by him, or which he ought
to bear. This, however, is not so ; and such owner may defy the other
owners, either refusing to apply his share of the ship to the indemnity of the
others, or he may defeat it by a transfer, or his creditors may by an execu
tion. It is only in the cases where a partnership exists as to the ship, in
some of the modes above described, that this right of indemnity and prefer
ence, so important and apparently so just, arises. A mere joint interest is
like any other individual property; it is subject to no other liens than are ex
pressly given by the owner, and merely becoming a joint contractor does
not give one.
Joint speculations in land, either for the purpose of the profit on a re-sale, or
for the accommodation of the co-partnership business, are not imfrequent.
As to land, at law it never is a co-partnership subject ; and, in all such cases,
the land does not become subject to the co-partnership principles ; the several
co-partners cannot, by acts not united in by all, subject it for the debts oftheir
firm ; they cannot, as co-partners, sell it ; it is not subject, at law, to the co
partnership debts, in preference to individual debts : the widow and heirs at
law of a deceased co-partner, become entitled to it, only subject, as to the
heirs at law, to the ordinary liability of land for debts. And this is all true,
although the property have been purchased in such a manner as would, if it
were personal (moveable) property, be clearly co-partnership property. The
rules of law, as to lands, are of a kind too precise and rigid, to admit of the
various implied rights and powers, resting upon the mercantile law of part
nership.
In such cases, however, courts of chancery, in the application of certain
principles, implying a trust for the benefit of those with whose funds lands
are purchased, will, to some extent, give relief. But the condition of land
is so peculiar, in its relation to co-partners owning it jointly, as always to
require deeds to be very specially penned, to secure its application, according
to the convenience of the co-partners, and to the dictates of justice, as by them
understood.
The only other right of a co-partner, during the co-partnership, needing
notice, is, whether he possesses that of assigning the co-partnership property,
on its insolvency, in payment or security of its debts. The existence ofsuch
a right is not very clearly or decidedly recognised in the law ; there are
principles which seem to require its existence and acknowledgment. Un
less it exists, in the case of absent co-partners, there is great difficulty in se
curing a just disposition of the property among the creditors, either by way
of preference, according to received usages and expectations, or by way
of a rateable and equal distribution. Executions may be obtained by urgent
.creditors, which would defeat all equality or propriety of payment. It
would seem, however, that, ordinarily, the power to make such an assign
ment does not exist, because the powers implied in co-partners are powers
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for carrying on the business, and not for its final termination. But the ab
sence of a co-partner, or his inability to execute an assignment, in an emer
gency, necessity might give rise to the authority. The refusal of a dissent
ing partner, however, seems, upon general principles, to be fatal, if given be
fore the execution of the assignment, upon the general principle of his right
to dissent, as above considered. The whole of this branch of the subject is
one of difficulty, which is pointed out rather as containing dangers, than
with the pretence of indicating a clear channel to pass through them. The
ever numerous accidents of commerce in this country, will, no doubt, present
cases for the final clearing up of this subject, and disperse the clouds now
resting upon it.
The next branch of this subject is the dissolution of the co partnership :
the union must come to an end ; death interferes, dissension interrupts, or
time brings it to a close.
The dissolution by death is the most simple in its effects. Notwithstand
ing the fixing of a term for the continuance, death intervening, triumphs over
this branch of the agreement. The co-partnership terminates, as to the pub
lic ; and it also ceases, as between the parties, unless by special stipulations,
which are, in this respect, very convenient, and often necessary, the con
tinuance of the property under co-partnership control be provided for.
Upon death, the co-partnership property goes to the surviving partners, or part
ner, who hold it for the settlement of all the affairs of the firm, and then to
account to the executors of the deceased for the balance due to him. The
property does not go into the hands of the executors of the deceased ; and the
surviving partners, being owners in law, have the full right of applying it,
according to their discretion, in the payment of the debts, according to such
views of preference or equality as they think fit ; the property is held by
them, not as trustees, but as accountable owners. Should the surviving co
partner be an unsafe depositary, or exhibit any fraudulent misapplication or
waste of the property, the creditors may pursue him at law, or the executors
of the deceased in equity ; and the property may be taken out of his hands,
or securities for a faithful accounting compelled. The property is to be ac
counted for according to its just value, as ascertained by a sale, and by actual
collections, and the survivor is allowed to make no separate profit for him
self in the settlement.
When the co-partnership terminates by the expiration of the term agreed
on, the situation of the property, if the agreement of co-partnership has been
so carelessly drawn as not to provide specially for it, is mainly as follows:
the property held in co-partnership is now merely held jointly without the
right of the parties to dispose of it, except by joint consent, or the order of a
court. Each partner has an equal right to the possession of it, and therefore
neither can take it from the others, nor compel by law its redelivery to him,
if by them taken out of his hands. Each has the Dower to receive or release
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The next mode ofdissolution is by the dissension of the partners. Co-part
nership consisting chiefly in the mutually delegated authority or agency, and
all authority being in its legal nature revocable, either co-paitner, notwith
standing his agreement of co-partnership, may dissolve it, by declaring his
intention to his co-partners, and making it known to the public. This revo
cation, although it may paralyze the other co-partners, as to making joint
contracts, would not probably deprive them of the right of holding the pro
perty for the purpose of closing their affairs, although this would probably
depend upon the justice of the cause of the dissolution. Upon dissolutions, the
most embarrassing dissensions frequently arise.
During the co-partnership, the pursuit of a common interest, the advan
tage which the firm derives from harmony among its members, and the for
bearance towards each others faults and imperfections, which these circum
stances produce, all tend to suppress the rising complaint, to strangle an en
vious rivalry, to stiffe the coming reproach ; but on a dissolution, these bonds
are cut asunder, separate interests come to be satisfied in the arrangement of
the joint property, the rivalry likely to take place between separated co-part
ners about to pursue their business on their separate accounts, the strife to
bear away the advantages of the former establishment — all tend toawaken the
remembrance of long passed grievances, as well as to sharpen every angry
feeling, and to whet the eagerness of short-sighted avarice. The parties then
are apt to disagree about the mode of distributing the goods and debts, the
rates of valuation to be affixed to them, the custody ofthe property during the
time that the joint debts remain unpaid, and the amount and sufficiency of the
security to be offered by one to the other. Perhaps one of the co-partners
may project the buying out of the interest of the others, or may ascertain that
their circumstances render a speedy settlement very important to them; he
then throws difficulties in the way, is unwilling to enter upon mutual con
cessions, or to treat upon terms of reciprocal justice ; and very often does it
happen, that each assumes the attitude and expresses the menace of seeing
which can do the other the most harm. Without enlarging upon the base
and detestable exhibition of such feelings, and upon their inconsistency with
honor or good faith, mutual interest, or common justice, let us consider now
how the law (the dernier resort, as well of the quarrelsome as of the inju
red) deals with the property.
The dissolution generally finds the debts unpaid ; the property with its
ownership balanced among dissenting parties, so as to be rendered mcapable
of application to its purposes ; the debts liable to be seized by each partner, as
he can persuade the debtors to pay him ; the creditors left to suits exhausting
the funds with expenses ; while the co-partners are striving for their own
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immediately interested in them as owners. This course also involves some
delay, and it is therefore in many cases resorted to or threatened as a menace,
by those who would be ashamed and restrained by public opinion, from pro
ducing the same injuries in a more direct manner. But it is to be remem
bered by all such, that the court of equity, while it acts according to princi
ples well settled, yet acts in modes ever varying according to circumstances.
If a case ofoppression or great injury to the property occurs, it will, under suit
able precautions of security, appoint some one of the co-partners receiver ; may
allow advances to be made out of the collections by the receiver, in case suit
able securities are offered, and the apparent safety of the creditors' interests
allow it ; and generally it will so adapt its remedy, as to create the least possi
ble injury to the contending parties, acting on the reverse of the warlike prin
ciple. The man resorting to it, in preference to an amicable settlement on
terms of mutual concession, may therefore sometimes find that although he
has inflicted on his former associate some wounds, his blows have chiefly re
coiled upon himself. The court will cause the property to be sold for the pay
ment of the debts, unless a specific division can be agreed on, and funds suppli
ed from other sources than a sale for the payment of the debts; cases of specific
division, by legal proceedings, are not to bo found. No right exists in any
party to take the property on appraisal. The court will also cause the co-part
nership accounts to be settled under its own direction, and by its own officers,
according to the co-partnership books and other suitable evidence. The final
termination of the affair thus becomes somewhat protracted, and exceedingly
troublesome and expensive. Still it is a better resort than submission to the
threat of its inconveniences. A threat of the kind once submitted to, invites to
every other possible unjust pretension, and of all courses is, considering its con
sequences, generally the most expensive.
But it is not very often that parties are so forgetful of their interests, in the
vehemency of their desires to do injury to each other, as to stand out to these
disastrous measures, and most frequently an amicable dissolution is agreed to.
The parties divide the property by arrangements among themselves, assume
their proportions of the debts, give securities to each other for the payment of
the debts assumed, and so terminate their joint connexion. Of course, the
modes of such settlement are very various ; but it seldom happens, that a dis
position to mutual concession, without which, opposing interest never can be
reconciled, and the aid and advice of judicious friends, cannot bring a dissol
ved partnership to a better termination than a law suit will yield.
Sometimes a question is made as to what is called the good will of the firm,
that is, its correspondence with the customers or dealers with the firm ; and
this is often supposed to be affected by possessing the old seat of business of the
firm, or retaining its name. These advantages are perhaps real, but of a kind
so indefinite that the law cannot easily deal with them. If the seat of the firm
be real estate, it can be sold bv partition proceedings, and its intermediate pos
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previous dealings. Without this, the partners may still act in the name of
the firm, and create liabilities on its members in favor of all who shall not
be actually proved to have known the dissolution.
The partnerships hitherto treated of, are partnerships under the common
law, and the principles developed are of general application in all the United
States and commercial countries. In this state, a law has been passed allow
ing the formation of limited partnerships, in which a silent, or as this law
calls it, special partner, puts in part, or all of the capital, but takes no active
part in the business, and is permitted to be exempt from all liability as part
ner beyond the capital he has paid in. The conditions of this copartnership
are, that the capital put in, and the nature of the partnership, be acknow
ledged before a magistrate, recorded in the counties where the business is to
be transacted, and oath made of the actual payment ofthe cash capital in cash.
The name of the special partner must not appear in the firm, nor may he
act in its affairs, except as the adviser of the others, who alone must be the
ostensible parties; and the special partner can receive back from the firm in
no manner, directly or indirectly, any part of his capital put in, until the ex
piration of the co-partnership ; and in the case of insolvency, no preference
can be given of any creditors of the firm over others, nor can the special
partner be paid until all the creditors are fully satisfied.
Great advantages have resulted from this law, especially to young men ;
and such are its conveniences as to induce the expectation of a constant in
crease of its use. The advantages and dangers of ordinary co-partnerships
are alike striking. On the one hand, capital can be thus accumulated by
the contributions of the co-partners ; skill and capital united ; skill in differ
ent branches of commerce made to co-operate ; and capital, by the force of
mercantile enterprise and combination, carried to its extreme of power. A
banking co-partnership in Europe, is the financier, the convenient lender to
the chief monarchies of Europe, and seems to have a voice in the decisions of
its cabinets ; although of a proscribed religion, its members are ennobled by
sovereigns, and received with distinction by nations. Let them separate and
form the best possible system of agencies, and how would their consequence
shrink up ! Partnerships are more effective than agencies, in consequence
of the greater interest of the partners to promote the common advantage,
and the greater confidence and power necessarily reposed in co-partners.
Partnerships in our country, where capital exists chiefly in small quantities,
and in many hands, are the very basis of our commercial operations. With
out them we could not enter into any competition with the richer or more
skilful commercial nations; without them, too, not only would the com
merce of the country dwindle, but the instruments of it would be ranged into
the classes of masters and servants, of rich capitalists enjoying a monopoly of
trade by means of their enormous wealth, and of mere dependents, in the
form of clerks and agents trembling at their nod, and falling not only by
their misfortunes, but by their caprice. The great stimulus to fidelity and
enterprise, in the hopes of the young man without fortune, would be greatly
lessened, if not wholly destroyed.
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of skill, of experience, but will need to look into his social and moral qualities.
Is he a man of good temper, with whom difficulties will not be likely to
arise ? Is he placable, one who will not lay up the memory of an acciden
tal slight, of a heated expression, or of an unintentional wrong, which you
have done every thing in your power to redress ? Is he a man keen in the
pursuit of his own interest ? Will he listen to any candid views adverse to
his own ? Will he, in a difference with you, be willing to unite with you in
consulting mutual friends as mediators? Are you sure of his principles?
Do you know his associates ? All these are questions not merely of taste
and curiosity, but entering into the very essence of your decision as to a
partner. And let it never be forgotten, that well to sustain this useful rela
tion, requires not only the qualities of sagacity and enterprise, industry and
economy, which will enable one singly to do well; but also the social and
moral virtues, which in all associations, alike form their common bond
and their common honor.

Art. VIII. — MERCANTILE LAW CASES.
CHEATING BILLS AND NOTES GUARANTY, OR LETTERS OF CREDIT
USURY INSURANCE, MARINE AND FIRE VALUE OF THE FOUND
STERLING COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
It is no disparagement to the judiciary of any other state in the Union to
aver, that in Massachusetts mercantile cases are investigated with an indus
try, an earnestness, and zeal, no where excelled ; and that the opinions of
the several courts there are promptly given, and abound with copious learn
ing, profound reflection, and liberal views. The Supreme Judicial Court
of Massachusetts consists of five judges. The court sits for jury trials and
to hear law arguments, in Boston, about six months in each year. At the
jury trials but one judge presides, but all questions of importance are reser
ved for the consideration of the full court, and are adjudicated upon by that
learned bench, after solemn argument at the bar.
Mr. Justice Story, of the Supreme Court of the United States, also holds
sessions of the Circuit Court from time to time throughout the year, and the
legal opinions of that accomplished jurist, it is hardly necessary to say, are
highly valuable as repositories of sound legal learning, expressed in an
elegant and flowing style.
Judge Davis, also, of the District Court ofthe United States, is an excellent
admiralty judge. Indeed, he has been called by Mr. Webster the very best
in the country.
CHEATING.
Confidence being the soul of trade, there is no class of men in the com
munity who so often suffer from an abuse of it, as those for whom our
Magazine is intended. And this, in our country, is often the fault of the
law ; for it is well known, that in some of the United States the merchant
has no means of adequately punishing the knave who has abused his confi
dence, by obtaining goods without any reasonable expectation of paying for
them, or with the express design of having them attached as soon as they
come into his possession. The legislature of Massachusetts have made it a
high offence for any person to obtain, designedly, by any false pretence, or
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by any privy or false token, and with intent to defraud, any money, or any
goods, wares, merchandise, or other property. Any person so offending
may be imprisoned in the state prison, not more than ten years, or be fined
not exceeding five hundred dollars. Perhaps the most effective feature of
this law is, that it is not necessary to a conviction that the government prove
an intention to cheat, on the part of a person who makes false representa
tions at the time of obtaining the goods. If it be proved, that the purchaser,
when he obtained the goods, actually made use of false representations for
that purpose, the burthen is on him to show that his intention was not to cheat
the seller ultimately.
There have been several convictions under this law, and persons are now
in the state prison who are suffering its penalties. The effect of it has been
salutary, and it has tended very much to restore confidence in the fair inten
tions of those coming from a distance to purchase goods, and of whose cha
racters and standing little can be known, except from their own representa
tions. It is common for the merchants of Boston to keep a book in which a
stranger who wishes to purchase is requested to make a true statement of his
affairs, and sign it, as evidence against him in case of any doubt of his integ
rity at a subsequent time.
By the common law, as received in most of the United States, the seller is
as much protected as he can well be by any merely civil remedy. For many
cases this is sufficient ; and in Massachusetts, the harsher remedy of calling in
the aid of the government is not always resorted to.
The principles involved in the case of Thurston v. Blanchard, may be of
interest in other states than Massachusetts. It was an action of trover for
certain goods, which the plaintiffs alleged were obtained from them by means
of false and fraudulent pretences.
The goods were purchased in Boston by the defendant, who resided in
Lowell, in March, 1837, and amounted to $677 77, for which he gave his
note, payable in six months. It appeared, that at the time of the purchase,
the defendant represented to the plaintiffs that he was worth about $2,000,
and in a month afterwards he failed, and then stated to his creditors, that his
whole assets amounted to only $4,278, and his debts to $ 1 1,400, and he pro
posed to pay his creditors twenty-five per cent on their debts.
The note, which was given for the goods, was in the possession of plain
tiffs at the time of the trial, and they did not offer to give it up before com
mencing this action. They did, however, offer to give it up at the trial,
which offer being declined by the defendant's counsel, it was placed on the
files of the court.
The court decided the case in favor of the plaintiffs, and held :
1. That where goods are obtained by means offraudulent representations,
the vendor may at any time rescind the sale as a mere nullity, and may take
the goods from any person who has them, except from bona-fide purchasers,
for a valuable consideration.
2. Where a note is given for goods, as in this case, and it is not negotiable,
it need not be returned, for it is null and void if the sale is rescinded ; and if
the note is negotiable, and it never passes out of the vendor's hands, it need
not be returned before action brought.
BILLS AND NOTES.
The cass of the City Bank v. John French, was an action on a
check for $1,400, drawn by John Thomson, payable to the defendant,
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and by him endorsed. It appeared that John Thomson received the money
on this check at the City Bank, near the close of business on the day
of its date ; that it was agreed that the check should not be sent in until
the following day; that the next day the check was sent to the New England
Bank, that being the place where the messenger of the Washington Bank
(this institution being at some distance from the other banks) paid their
checks, which were received during the day by other banks. The check
was not paid, and French was informed of that faet, and requested to pay it.
Upon these facts the defendant contended that he was not liable :
1 . Because he was discharged by the agreement that the check should not
be presented until the next day. But the court expressed themselves clearly
of opinion that this did not affect his liability in the least ; because, in the
first place, the check was presented within a reasonable time, and in the
second place, the understanding between Thomson and the plaintiffs, that the
check should not be presented until the next day, was not legally binding on
the latter. It amounted to nothing more than a request, which they might or
might not regard.
2. In regard to the second point of defence, that there had been no suffi
cient demand and notice to charge the defendant, the court thought, that
there was no evidence which showed any such usage as would render the
demand and notice in the present case valid. Ordinarily, in order to charge
an endorser, a check must be presented at the usual place of business of the
bank, a demand made, and notice of that demand and of a refusal given to
the endorser. Whether any usage of presenting checks at other places,
would be binding on the endorser, the court would not undertake to decide,
because there was no sufficient evidence of any such usage here, and unless
it could be clearly shown to exist, the defendant would not be liable at all.
OUARANTY, OR LETTERS OF CREDIT.
In 1831, an individual named Menzius Rayner, Jr., of Portland, Maine,
came to Boston for the purpose of purchasing books and stationery. He
brought with him a letter, of which the following is a copy :
" To whom it may concern. The bearer, Menzius Rayner, jr., son to the
subscriber, is, with the advice of several gentlemen, Hon. J. C. Churchill,
Gen. Todd, and others, about to establish a store in Portland, of books and
stationery, and now goes on to Boston to obtain an assortment of stock for that
purpose. He will commence on a limited scale, with the intention of enlarg
ing the business next spring.
" He wishes to purchase school books, &c., upon a credit of four or six
months, and miscellaneous books, paper, &c., on commission. For the
faithful management of the business, and punctual fulfilment of contracts
relating to it, the subscriber will hold himself responsible.
"MENZIUS RAYNER,
"Pastor of the First Universalist Church
in Portland, Maine."
This letter was delivered to B. B. Mussey, a Boston bookseller, who en
gaged to let young Rayner have books, &c.
The first transaction between them was in October, 1831, and the last in
February, 1834. Rayner, Jr., made payments from time to time, and they
amounted, in all, to a larger sum than all the articles furnished or sold him
within six months from the time of the first purchase.
Mussey being unable to obtain payment of a balance due him, sued the
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father on the letter abovementioned, and the questions submitted to the court
were :
1. Did the letter make the defendant absolutely liable for the purchases,
or was it a mere guaranty ?
The court were of opinion, that the letter was a mere collateral underta
king on the part of the defendant, and that he did not intend to bind himself
absolutely and at all events.
2. Was the letter a continuing guaranty?
The court decided that it was.
3. What was the effect of the letter?
On this point the court thought that if the plaintiff intended to rely on the
defendant as security, he ought to have given him notice of his acceptance of
the guaranty in a reasonable time. What was a reasonable time would de
pend on the circumstances of every case ; but the court were clearly of opinion,
that the plaintiff, delaying to notify the defendant of his acceptance of the
guaranty, from October, 1831, till February, 1834, clearly discharged the
defendant from all liability, and by agreement of parties the plaintiff became
nonsuit.
USURY.
In an action on a bill of exchange, the ground relied upon in the defence
was usury. The bill was drawn by Robert M. N. Smyth, and accept
ed by the defendant, Thomas Hobart. The amount was $5,000, and the
time six months. At the trial, before Judge Dewey, the defendant proved
by one Whitney, that he was the agent of Smyth in negotiating the sale of
this bill ; that he sold it to the plaintiff for the sum of $4,400, it being then
agreed between him and the plaintiff, that a discount of $600 should be made
on the amount of the same ; that he received the said $4,400, and paid the
same to Smyth. The case was subsequently argued before the whole court,
who held that a usurious transaction in relation to a bill of exchange, between
the drawer and the holder, is no defence to an action against the acceptor.
In the recent case of Palmer Cleveland v. Benjamin Frelen and S. Dra
per, Jr., the Chancellor of New York decided :
1. That if it is a part of an agreement for the loan of money, that the bor
rower shall take uncurrent bills at a higher rate than their actual value in
cash or current funds, the loan is usurious.
2. That where a loan is secured by the transfer of stock, with a stipula
tion that the lender shall have the privilege of taking a part thereof in full
satisfaction of the loan ; the parties at the time of agreement, anticipating a
great increase in the value of the stock, the transaction is usurious.
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go to Bermuda in distress, to be repaired. Two surveys were there had, and
the result was, that the captain undertook to sell the brig. And the question
was, whether there was a legal necessity for the sale. If there was, the
plaintiff should recover for a total loss; but otherwise the defendants should
be subject only to a partial loss. According to the plaintiff's estimate founded
on the surveys, the amount fell short of one half of the amount insured.
But the plaintiff insisted that wages and provisions, after the sale of the cargo
on January 12, 1836, until a reasonable time had elapsed for the repairs of
the vessel, should be allowed and added to the items of partial loss, to ascer
tain whether a technical total loss had occurred in the case. With this ad
dition there would have been clearly a technical total loss. Alter full ar
gument, the Court decided in favor of the defendant, and made the following
points, viz : —
1. Making the estimate to ascertain whether the loss amounts to that sum,
items, which should be carried to the amount of general average, should not
be included.
2. The expenses incurred to ascertain the extent of the loss should not be

4. A fair allowance for the superintendence and for the custody of the
vessel, if necessary, while the repairs are going on, should be made, and is to
be charged to the account of labor from which one third is to be deducted.
5. The services of the officers and men may be rendered by them as la
borers in making the repairs, and their labor is chargeable as if other la
borers had been employed.
The case of Williams and others v. Suffolk Insurance Company, tried in
the United States Circuit Court, in Boston, was an action brought to recover
$2,000 for outfits on board the schooner Breakwater, of Stonington, Connec
ticut. Judge Story decided in favor of the plaintiffs, and held:
1. That the necessary sale of a vessel, in the course of a voyage, to defray
salvage, creates of itself a total loss of the vessel for the voyage.
2. Where the object of the voyage is entirely defeated, and the vessel is
obliged to return home, it cannot be treated as a case of a voyage to a port of
necessity for repairs, but there is a total loss.
The case of Cushing Bryant v. Ocean Insurance Company, of Boston,
was an action on a policy of insurance on the brig Hope, of Newcastle, for
one year, from January 5, 1 837, for $9,000. The vessel was lost on her first
voyage to New Orleans. At the trial, before ChiefJustice Shaw, the defence
was opened upon two grounds, first, that the vessel was unseaworthy, which
was finally abandoned ; and second, that the plaintiff, when he applied for the
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evidence was inadmissible, unless it was intended to prove a fraudulent mis
representation, made for the purpose of procuring the policy. He consider
ed that there was a material and well established distinction between the state
ment of an expectation, and a collateral fact then existing ; and that the for
mer did not constitute a representation, which could be given as evidence to
avoid a policy, and that this was substantially nothing more. That the cor
respondence was mere inducement, or preliminary to the contract, and no
part of it ; and that the proposed evidence, if admitted, would materially alter
and control the written contract finally made ; inasmuch, as by its terms, it
covered the vessel in any lawful voyage she might be engaged in, and with
any proper cargo with which she might be loaded ; while this testimony, if
admitted, would be to admit it to the performance of one particular voyage
at that time, and with one particular cargo.
That the intent stated in such representation, though duly made, might be
subsequently changed of necessity, or in good faith, consistently with the
terms of contract applied for, and that actually made ; and if the insurers
meant to insure for a particular voyage, or with a particular cargo, it should
have been so stipulated in the policy.
After full argument before the whole court, they decided that the ruling
of the chief justice at the trial was right, and rendered judgment for the
plaintiff.
General Average. — In the case last above mentioned, the court also
decided :
1 . That no loss or expense is to be considered as general average, and so
applied in making up a loss, unless, in the first place, it was intended to save
and preserve the remaining property ; and unless, in the second place, it suc
ceeded in doing so.
2. The expenses and charges of going to a port of necessity to refit, can
properly be a general average only when the voyage has been, or might
be resumed. But the doctrine does not apply if the voyage has been aban
doned from necessity.
An important marine insurance case was decided in the Superior Court
in the city of New York, Justice Jones presiding, on the 15th of April last,
which occupied the court for three days.
It was an action brought by Brander, Murray, and Gallagher, against the
Washington Marine Insurance Company, for an average loss on 2,400 bags
of wheat, imported in the bark' Favorite, from Rotterdam, in the spring of
1837. It appeared in evidence, that the vessel sailed in January, that in Feb.u, J . i- .r
j i J ,:
J...:
u:.u
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the vessel, there made a similar examination, and also, before the cargo was
all discharged, went into the store, and examined some fifty bags indiscrimi
nately, and he too pronounced the whole damaged, because of its smell. The
wardens wore on board the ship three times, and surveyed four hundred bags,
which they declared to be damaged by leaks, and one hundred and fifty bags
damaged by sweat of the hold: and, afterwards, in the store, certified the
whole to be musty and damaged. It seemed to have been admitted on both
sides, that the hundred and fifty bags were consigned to Messrs. Boonen,
Graves, & Co., who had some fifteen hundred bags of grain on board the
same vessel. The clerk of the plaintiffs testified, that he notified the compa
ny of the damage, and intended sale ; and Mr. A. B. Neilson proved, that
the average adjustment was made up accurately, if the data were correct.
Amount claimed, with interest, about $5,400.
For the defence it was contended, that not exceeding four hundred bags of
the twenty-four hundred were damaged; and because a part of a cargo was
injured by the perils of the sea, the plaintiffs had no right, either in equity
or law, to sacrifice the whole at auction, and claim upon the underwriters.
That the sound was mixed together, in two large heaps, with the unsound,
and in such a manner, that, at the sale, purchasers could neither examine the
article, nor see the lots on which they were bidding.
It appeared, on testimony, that Mr. Brander, one of the plaintiffs, called
at the office of the assured, on the 27th of April, after the cargo was all dis
charged, and said that four hundred bags were damaged. By a calculation
made in his presence, the loss on that portion would not constitute an ave
rage ; that next day, Mr. Murray, another of the plaintiffs, called at the office,
and said the whole cargo was damaged, and was to be sold on account of the
msurers.
To prove the true condition of the wheat, the insurers produced all the
purchasers, except two, who did not buy to exceed one hundred bags in all.
Five purchasers, chiefly millers, who ground the wheat, bought one thou
sand four hundred and seventy-two bags; they testified, that it was good and
sound, and better in condition than a large portion of the foreign wheat sold
at private sale as sound. One testified it was by twenty-six the bushel sound
er than wheat which he, within a few weeks afterwards, bought from the
very plaintiffs, at private sale, as sound wheat. Two purchasers, whose lots
amounted to seven hundred and ninety bags, testified : One, that his lot (one
hundred and seventy bags) was not all damaged ; some of the bags were
stained, how many, he could not tell ; but he paid some fifty-eight cents per
bushel, and considered it really worth $1 25. The other, who bought six
hundred and twenty bags, saw some of it emptied out, and about one fifth
part of that which he saw was swollen, and he considered the whole unmer
chantable. A portion of his, however, was shown -to have been taken from
that part of the store where the xesAy damaged grain was placed. That the
1— i
*u„ i _t a
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ed. That it was unusual to heap a whole cargo in bulk, sound and unsound,
in such a manner that bidders could not see the article, and so sell it.
The judge charged the jury to this effect : — That the assured is bound to
separate sound merchandise from unsound ; and only the damaged is to be
sold on account of the underwriter. That such an examination as was be
stowed upon the grain in question was not enough, namely, to examine cur
sorily a few bags here and there, and then pronounce upon the whole ; but
each package must be examined. That if the wheat was unmerchantable,
it did not follow that that was caused by a peril for which the underwriter
was liable. That it did not look so bright as new wheat, or that it had a
smell, or because it would not make flour to pass New York inspection, it
did not follow that the underwriters were liable. They were only respon
sible for damage arising from the immediate perils of the sea. It was for
the jury to decide how much of the damage arose from that cause, and if it
amounted to an average, then the plaintiffs were entitled to recover., to that
extent, and no more. The chief justice examined the evidence with great
clearness and precision, and showed that a large portion of the two thousand
four hundred bags were sound; that that opinion was expressed by the mil
ler who examined it closely, ground it into flour, and eat the bread made of
that very flour, which was sweet and wholesome.
The jury brought in a verdict for the plaintiffs, of $2,193, less the pre
mium note, making the real amount of their verdict. $1,808. Amount
claimed, $5,400.
Fire Insurance. — We give the following case, as it is interesting in
several points, and more particularly so in one, as showing that the responsi
bility of the insurers is not avoided by a dispossessal of property by force of
law.
Hugh Findlay, to the use of his assignee, A. B. Spencc, v. The Franklin
Fire Insurance Company of Philadelphia, in the District Court of Penn
sylvania, January 10, 1839, before Pettit, president, and a special jury.
This was an action of covenant on a policy of insurance dated January
31st, 1831, for $8,000, on the stock of meichandise of the plaintiff, in his
store, in South Florence, Alabama.
The facts of the case were these : The policy covered a stock of goods, of
various descriptions, owned by the plaintiff, a storekeeper in South Florence,
and was obtained for a premium of $80 for one year. In the summer of
1831, the insured became embarrassed in his concerns, and in September,
1831, the sheriff of Franklin county, Alabama, made a levy upon the stock,
took possession of the store, closed it, barred and nailed the windows and
doors, and advertised a sale to take place on the 29th of September. On the
28th of September the building took fire, and the goods were consumed ; the
loss was nigh, if not entirely, total. The notice to the plaintiffs, and the pre
liminary proofs, were sent by mail, and received by them on the 28th of Oc
tober, 1831. On the 7th of October, the policy was assigned by Findlay to
Spence, and suit brought shortly afterwards. The questions of law which
arose in the case, were: First, whether the levy of the sheriff so far divested
the insured of his interest in the- goods as to defeat his right of recovery.
Second, whether the levy increased the risk of the insurers so as to vitiate
the policy. And thirdly, whether the loss of the insured was to be estimated
by either, and which, of the following tests : the cost of the goods at either of
the usual markets, Philadelphia, New York, or Nashville, with or without
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the actual expense of transportation ; or their value, at sheriff's sale, at South
Florence, or prospective profits on retail sales of the stock.
The charge of Judge Pettit to the jury enters so fully into the various
points raised upon the trial, that we give it in extenso.
This is an action of covenant, brought by Hugh Findlay, late of South
Florence, Alabama, to the use of A. B. Spence, his assignee, against the
Franklin Fire Insurance Company of Philadelphia, on a policy, datid 31st
January, 1831, for 88.000, on "merchandise, such as is usually kept in a
country store," in the plaintiff's store, in South Florence. The contract is
in the nature of a contract of indemnity, given by the insurers against such
loss by fire as may happen to the insured in respect of the goods covered by
the policy. The fire occurred on the 28th of September, 1831, and a large
quantity of goods in the plaintiffs store were destroyed.
The facts in the case are not complicated and not disputed. . A fire took
place, without any blame being attributed to, or fault of, the insured. It may
be asserted generally, that all the goods were destroyed ; a suggestion has
been made to the contrary, in the argument, arising from the nature of some
of the articles, but the witnesses speak of entire loss, and it seems that no frag
ments of any value were saved. If there was, or, by diligence of the insu
red, ought to have been, any salvage of any part of the goods, the jury will
make a deduction accordingly.
There is no dispute as to the conduct of the insured at the time of the fire,
nor in regard to the preliminary proofs required by the policy. The Insu
rance Company have, however, made defence upon grounds which present
some interesting questions of law. No censure has been imputed to the
company for the defence — none ought to be. A fair question of la* in re
gard to the interest of the insured is presented, and a question as to the mode
of estimating the loss, if the company be liable at all, is also fairly presented.
The difficulty in the way of recovery does not spring out of the conduct of
the defendants, but grows out of the misfortunes of the insured.
The main question of law made by the defendants, goes to the whole of the
plaintiff's case, and is extracted from the matters given in evidence in the
cause. It seems that the insured was much embarrassed in his circumstances
at the time of the fire ; that there were various judgments against him ; and
that a few days before the night of the fire, the sheriff of Franklin county
made a levy, by virtue of sundry executions in his hands against the plain
tiff, upon the identical stock of goods covered by the policy. The sheriff
made an inventory, caused the windows of the store to be nailed down, and
the shutters closed and secured ; the inner doors to the rooms containing the
goods were fastened and nailed up, and the outer door closed, locked, and the
key taken into the possession of the sheriff: " By which," the sheriff testi
fies, " the said Hugh Findlay was deprived of all custody and control of, and
prevented of all access to, the said goods." The goods were burned on the
night before the day fixed for the sale. Upon these facts, the defendants con
tend, that Mr. Findlay's interest in the goods was divested, and the risk of the
defendants ceased from the time of the levy and possession by the sheriff.
This is an interesting question. The plaintiff has thrown out a doubt
that the levy and possession of the sheriff were not complete in the point of
facts ; and if there be such a doubt, it is for the jury to decide, else the ques
tion of law cannot arise ; but it is to be remarked, that the sheriff is positive
in his testimony, and it is without contradiction ; he says that he took charge,
and deprived the plaintiff of all custody or control of, or access to, the goods.
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The question is, to my mind, clearly presented, how far a levy upon, and ta
king charge of, goods by a sheriff, by virtue of an execution against the in
sured, affects the right of the insured to recover for a loss by fire, happening
after such levy, and before a sheriff's sale ? That the sheriff has a special
property, for certain purposes, is clear ; he may maintain trover or trespass
for the goods against a wrong-doer, because he is answerable to the plaintiff
in the execution for them. This, however, is not enough to sustain the de
fendants ; it may be conceded, and yet the insured retains certain rights also :
he may pay the debt and resume possession. That the right of a defendant
in an execution to the goods levied upon, is not entirely divested before actual
sale, is manifest from the familiar case of a reversal of the judgment ; if re
versed before sale, the goods are restored, and he holds as by his original
title ; if reversed after sale, he obtains restitution of the money, the goods ha
ving passed to the sheriff's vendee. Again, if the mere levy divests the
whole interest of a defendant, who is insured? — a levy for $1,000, on goods
worth $10,000, may do manifest injustice. Again, it is conceded all round,
that, in case of loss by fire after levy and before sale, the plaintiff 's debt is
not extinguished nor decreased ; nor is the sheriff the sufferer, unless he be
in actual default. If, then, the insured is to be held deprived of his goods,
and his insurance, and his debt not extinguished, the Insurance Company is
the only gainer : the debt remains, the goods are destroyed, and the insurance
is lost. The cessation of risk alluded to in the policy may well apply to
many cases, such as retiring from business, removing to another store, etc.
Before establishing such a principle, great caution must be exercised.
Whether a sheriff, after levy, can insure, or whether execution creditors can
insure, are not material questions in this suit. Admitting that they may in
sure, yet they are not bound to do so. The sheriff loses nothing by omitting
to do so, excepting his commissions in case there are no other goods; the exe
cution creditor loses nothing by way of extinguishment of his debt ; that re
mains, and he only suffers in case no other property can be found. But,
certainly, neither sheriff nor execution creditor is bound to insure.
On the other hand, it is said, that, if the insurance continues after levy, it
ought to be for the creditors. Perhaps it ought, but should not the contract
be made so 1 The creditor, however, does not lose his debt by the fire ; the
debt continues unaffected ; and I know of no mode by which creditors can
reach the Insurance Companies, except by making an indebtedness to the
party insured, and then using some process ofattachment ; no mode, however,
has been suggested by counsel. As the sheriff cannot avail himself of the
policy, nor the creditor, the underwriter must go clear, unless the defendant
in the execution has the right to recover. And as he remains liable to his
creditor on the judgment, there is little hardship in this ; certainly none to
the company, as they are made to pay but once ; nor to the creditor, if his
debtor be put in possession of funds ; at least his chance of payment is more
improved than if his debtor suffered a total loss of both goods and insurance.
If the court in which suit is brought had power to impound the money reco
vered, and pay it to the execution creditor, all difficulty would be obviated ;
but the court has no such power, and we cannot escape from the difficulty in
that way.
Many other observations might be made, and I have thrown out these to
show that the point is a fruitful one, and requires grave consideration. For
the present, yielding to the actual inclination of my judgment, (but reserving
the point for future mature consideration,) and to enable the jury to decide
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on the merits of the cause, I hold that the levy, and subsequent acts of the
sheriff, do not present a defence in law in this case.
The second question raised relates to the alleged increase of risk. It is
contended by the defendants, that the change of possession, and all the cir
cumstances of the levy, and the conduct of the sheriff, so increastd the risk,
as to vitiate the policy. The contract must be construed in reference to mu
tual good faith between the parties to it. If a levy and possession by a she
riff, are not, per se, enough to vitiate it, and I have rub d that they are not,
the defendants must be presumed to hiive contemplated such an event as an
incident of property ; in other words, an underwriter engages to encounter
the ordinary incidents to which property is legally liable. On the other
hand, the insured is bound in good faith to see that no act of his. or by his
procurement, shall involve the property in risks not usually and legally in
cident to it. If the conduct of the sheriff is so plainly unusual and irregular,
as to endanger the property, and increase the risk beyond the ordinary effect
ofa levy, the underwriter can make it a matter of defence. Here, however,
the plaintiff alleges, first, that there was nothing improper in the acts of the
sheriff that every thing was done by him that ought to have been done, and
that during the custody of the law the property was really safer from fire
than before ; and secondly, that the fire was altogether independent of the cir
cumstances of the levy. You will apply the legal principle I have stated to
the facts in proof.
If, then, you think that there was not such an increase of risk in fact as to
vitiate the policy, the concluding question is presented, as to estimating the
loss. The contract is one of indemnity ; it is that fully and fairly, and to be
so interpreted for both parties ; it is no more, it is no less. The language of
the policy is, that the insured " shall, within thirty days after certain proofs
made, furnish the insured with a like quantity of any or all of the said goods,
and of the same quality, or make good the damage or loss by paying there
for." The contract refers to thirty days after proofs furnished; here, to
thirty days after the 28th of October, 183 1 ; and it also clearly has reference
to the place in which the goods were lost. And, as in this case the com
pany did not furnish the insured with a like stock, the only rule to be obser
ved is, to ascertain what sum of money would, if paid to the insured at Flo
rence, Alabama, within thirty days from the 28th of October, 1831, have
been equivalent to the damage or loss sustained ; or what sum of money
would nave enabled him to have purchased a similar stock, and thus reinsta
ted himself.
All notions of prospective profits, to be earned in a year or two, by skill,
labor, and time, are excluded and inadmissible ; they might have been the
subject of insurance, but by a different form of contract.. The next evidence
furnished by the plaintiff is, the amount of the investing of the plaintiff, and
an appraisement made since the fire, predicated on the cost at Philadelphia,
with ten per cent, carriage and interest thereon. A third mode of estima
ting the loss is founded on the testimony of Mr. Lindsay, and insisted on by
the plaintiff namely, a new stock selected at Philadelphia, would sell at
Florence for cost, carriage, and 16§ per cent, advance on credit, allowing 5
per cent. to cover bad debts. This is what such a stock would bring ; but
still leaves the question unaffected, — what could the plaintiff buy for ? The
same, if no market existed at Florence to buy such a stock ; then, the market
to which resort is usually had may be taken into view by the jury, to enable
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them to make an estimate ; in this way alone docs Nashville, Philadelphia,
or any other pi ice than South Florence, become of importance.
The jury will exclude the demand of plaintiff' for the $80 premium ; it is
what he paid to enable him to hold the defendants liable — the consideration
of the contract; aid, surely, if he recovers for a loss, that consideration be
longs to the defendants.
The question of interest alone remains to be se ttled. It must be six per
cent, and no more; the contract was made here, and the plaintiff must have
contemplated our laws at the time, so far ns interest was concerned. If the
contract had been made in Alabama, another rule might prevail, a higher
rate of interest being there allowed.
Verdict for the plaintiff, 83,685 92.
It was ascertained that the jury took the appraisement at Philadelphia
prices, made after the fire by competent persons, on the inventory which had
been carefully taken by the sheriff at the time of the levy; and then added
interest at six per cent., from the expiration of the thirty days after prelimi
nary proofs were furnished, up to the day of the verdict.
Couns •! for the plaintiff— J. P. Owens, H. J. Williams, and William
M. Meredith, Esqrs.
Counsel for defendants — T. J. Wharton and J. R. Ingersoll, Esqrs.
TARIFF DUTIES.
In the United States District Court, before Judge Betts — The United
States v. Four Cases Cutlery, Edward Leon and Theodore Myers, claim
ants, and defendants, trading under the firm of Edward Leon & Co.
This was one of the many cases of seizure made by the new collector of
the port of New York, under the act of 1830, on the ground of undervalua
tion of invoice.
The amount of the invoice was,
£127 13 9
The valuation of the custom house appraisers,
194 17 7
Difference, or supposed undervaluation,
£04 3 10
Various witnesses were examined, and a variety of opinions expressed, as
to the value of the goods. The weight of testimony, however, converged
to one point, namely, that on manufactured articles, of which labor constitu
ted the principal value, and this fluctuating in price from ten to fifteen, and
sometimes twenty per cent., and the articles, when manufactured, being fre
quently sold by small dealers at reduced prices to raise money, it was possi
ble that the goods in question might have been bought at invoice prices, and
more than probable that they were so.
It is not, therefore, necessary to encumber our pages with a full report of
this^pase, and we give only the conclusion of Judge Betts's charge to the
It is not enough for the government to show that goods are invoiced at a
low rate, but they are bound to prove that the invoice is made out with the
intent to defraud. It remains merely for the jury to decide, 1st, has this in
voice been so made out 1 2d, have the government shown this either by
proofdirect or inferential ? or, 3d, have the defendants shown that they were
invoiced at their fair market value. It is a simple question of fact which
they are to decide.
The jury retired, and made up a sealed verdict instanter for the defendants.
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The following decision is important to dealers in marble, as it establishes
the point, that marble cut into blocks for the convenience of transportation, is
not considered manufactured marble, and must be admitted free of duty.
The case of The United Stales v. William T. Wilson and George F.
Darby, in the District Court of the United States, before Judge Bctts, was an
action on two custom house bonds, dated 2d September, 1837, given by the
defendants for duties to the amount ofS5f>4 68, on forty-five blocks of marble
imported here by them, which duties had been imposed by the custom house
on the ground that the marble was manufactured marble, whereas it was
contended by the de fendants that it was unmanufactured, and ought to be ad
mitted free of duty. The bonds were given under protest, and were now
put in suit with the view to the obtaining a judicial decision.
By the tariff" of 1832, unmanufactured marble is admitted free of duty, but
there is a duty imposed on all manufactured marble of 25 per cent.
The case was briefly stated by B. F. Butler, Esq., the District Attorney,
and the defendants called two witnesses, one a measurer of, and the other a
dealer in, marble, from whose concurrent testimony it appeared, that the
marble had been cut into blocks simply for the convenie nee of transportation,
and that so badly and crookedly, as to occasion a waste of the article.
The protest was produced and admitted, and here the case closed, neither
of the counsel summing up.
The Court charged the jury, that the only question for their consideration
was, as to whether this marble was or was not manufactured. A thing may
be considered manufactured if any labor has bce n put upon it, changing it
from the raw material, as with bar iron. When the term manufactured is
applied to a commodity, the question then arises, has it been removed from its
character of raw material? Another question is, in what sense or accept
ation is the term " manufactured" used among dealers in marble ? From the
evidence of the defendants' witnesses, it does not appear that this is a manu
factured article. If this was a manufactured article, it is your duty to render
a verdict for the United States. If unmanufactured, then for the defendants.
The Jury, without leaving their seats, found for the defendants.
VALUE OF THE POUND STERLING.
We are indebted to Danie l Lord, Jr., Esq., for the following opinion and
decision respecting the value, in this country, of the pound sterling:
In the natter of the reference between Thomas Denny, Francis Griffin, and
Thomas C. Doremns, Trustees of the estate of Joseph Brown and Andrew
Brown, non-resident debtors, and Thomas Taylor and Thomas Edward
Taylor.
In this case the Referees understand from both parties that they are not
required to ascertain the amount due from the debtors to their creditors, but
to fix the legal standard of value by which a payment due in Pounds Ster
ling, can be made in the City of New York, so as to discharge the debt. In
other words, they are to decide upon the amount of coin which is to be ten
dered here, to cover the legal value of the pound.
The pound sterling is not a coin in England, but an arbitrary or imaginary
sum, the value of which is ascertained by some other standard, and in the
country of its adoption that standard is the sovereign, each being of the value
of twenty shillings.
In estimating the value of the pound Acre, we reject all fluctations of ex
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change, and decide that its standard is to be fixed by metallic value exclu
sively.
The value of the pound in the United States has not always been regulated
by one and the same law.
By the act of Congress passed 'in 1790, its value was fixed, so far as the
collection of the revenue was concerned, at four dollars and forty-four cents ;
and our Courts, upon the authority of that act, adopted the latter sum in liqui
dating the debts due in sterling money. But by the act of June, 1834, enti
tled, " an act regulating the value of certain gold coins within the United
States," it is provided that the gold coins of Great Britain, of not less than 22
carats fine, shall pass current as money within the United States, and be re
ceivable in all payments by weight at the rate of 94 cents and eight tenths of
a cent per pennyweight.
It seems to us, therefore, that when we fix the value of the sovereign, we
of course fix the value of the pound sterling ; and this value of the sovereign
must be ascertained by its weight as fixed by act of Parliment.
That weight is ascertained to be, five dwts., 3 grs. and 5 mi., equal in value
to four dollars 85 cents and 8 mills, and this last sum therefore is the true legal
value of the pound sterling in the United States.
Isaac Carow,
Daniel Lord, Jr.
J. Prescott Hall.
June 9, 1838.
Foot and Davies of Counsel for trustees ; Geo. C. Goddard and Geo. F.
Allen for Taylors.
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
The case of Isaac Grant and others v. Mark Healy, decided in the Circuit
Court of the United States, in Boston, on the 13th ultimo, was an action
brought to recover a balance of accounts. The plaintiffs are merchants at
Trieste, in Austria, and the defendant is a merchant of Boston. In Decem
ber, 1836, the plaintiffs' agent in Boston, Mr. Trueman, advanced to the de
fendant £4,565 Sterling, by a bill drawn on Baring Brothers & Co. : in con
sideration of this the defendant agreed to ship and did ship a cargo of sugars
consigned to the plaintiffs for sale. The vessel sailed on the voyage, and at
the time of her arrival at Trieste, in March, 1837, the market for this kind of
sugars (Manilla sugars) was exceedingly depressed in consequence of some
changes in the Austrian tariff of duties, and embarrassment of the money
market in Europe. The sugars were sold in April. 1837, at a price less
than half their invoice value. In consequence of these disastrous sales, the
nett proceeds fell far short of the advance money. This suit was brought for
the balance.
The defence at the trial was, that the sale was improperly made by the
plaintiffs, and that the sugars were sacrificed, in violation of their duty, if not
in breach of their orders. The parties agreed that if the jury found for the
plaintiffs, the amount should be agreed, or be ascertained by an assessor.
The jury found for the plaintiffs, and the parties agreed as to the amount, ex
cept as to a single item; and that was, whether the defendant should be
charged according to the par of exchange, or the actual rate of exchange
between Boston and Trieste at the time of the verdict.
Judge Story said the general doctrine was clear, that wherever a debt is
made payable in one country, and it is afterwards sued for in another country,
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the creditor is entitled to receive the full sum necessary to replace the money
in the country, where it ought to have been paid, with interest for the delay.
In the present case, he thought that the advances having been made in Massa
chusetts, if the goods sent to Trieste did not fully reimburse the amount, the
balance was properly due and payable in Massachusetts. Consequently, the
plaintiffs were entitled only to the balance due at the par of exchange.

BANK
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Art. IX —BANK

OF

FRANCE.

The following translation of the report of the Governor of the Bank of
France, with the remarks thereon, are furnished by a correspondent o f he
Boston Daily Advertiser. It gives an interesting and satisfactory view of
the state and the operations of the Bank of France, of which the public in
this country are not fully informed.
Report by the Count D'Argout, Governor of the Bank of France, S\st Ja
nuary, 1839. General operationsfor the years 1836, 1837, 1838.
1836.
1837.
1838.
Commercial operations in Paris, /938,467,900 914,275,700 891,414,400
by branches,
13,765,600 25,174,200 83,025,000
with the treasury,
20,623,200
Total, 972,856,700 939,449,900 974,440,300
Gross Gains of the above Operations.
Paris,
5,908,100 6,301,500 5,789.500
branches,
79,400
121,000
528,600
treasury,
88,800
accidental operations,
148,000
127,200
126,400
fixed benefits,
2,967,200 2,967,300 2,967,300
9,191,500 9,520,000 9,411,800
The sums advanced to the public
in different ways amount to
/972,000,000 939,000,000 9,740,000
Dividends on bank shares,
yi 14
/ 126
/ll
The number of Bills discounted has quadrupled since 1828. In 1828 there
were but 192,000, in 1838, 576,000.*
The average value of said bills has decreased one half in the same time,
or say from/2,516 to /1,390. The 576,000 bills in 1838, were composed
as follows :—
1,000 francs and upwards,
228,000
999 to 200 francs,
280,000
199 francs and under,
68,000
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amounted to 92 millions, and at the moment of this report amount to 192 mil
lions. Augmentation 71 millions.*
The payment of the proceeds of notes on the day on which they are dis
counted continues to have a beneficial influence, and the public has profited
largely of that facility, but the difficulties of its execution are very great.
Formerly a discount of 4,000 bills was considered large, and they were cre
dited the following day.j
In 1838, the discount committee decided at one sitting upo:i 1 1,500 bills,
the nett proceeds of which were held subject to the disposition of those offer
ing them before the closing of the Bank the same day. The collections have
been still more laborious. The number of bills collected the last day of
one month was 41,000 at 16,000 different addresses ordomicils. Formerly
when the commercial movement was less, and the average value of the bills
was greater, the collections at the end of the month never exceeded 20,000
bills.
In 1837, the Bank collected 599,000 bills, amounting to 802 millions of
francs, averaging /1337.
In 1838, the Bank collected 680,000 bills, amounting to 948 million of
francs, averaging /1,393.
The accounts current have somewhat diminished in 1838—that with the
Treasury has augmented. At the end of 1836, the Bank owed it 38 mil
lions, 1837, 63 millions, and in September last 170 millions. The amount
now due is 165 millions. +
The maximum of the circulation of Bank bills was 227 millions, and the
minimum 195 millions. In 1837, the variation was from 216 to 190 mil
lions. $
The movement general of the " Caisse" amounts to 7 milliards 166 mil♦ The average value was l,868f. in 1836, find 1709f , in 1837.
+ These payments in 1638, amounted to one half the quantity and sum.
t The Bank of England, organized with such perfection, discounied at the time of
the crisis in 1836, 4200 bills in one day, which fact was noiiced as worthy of attention.
5 The bank has sometimes been reproached for not endeavoringto extend iis circula
tion,^) and a contrary reproach has often been made to iheBank of England. A fact
not before signalized is, that the Bank of France in the vicinity of Paris has as large
a circulation as the Bank of England in the vicinity of London, taking into view popu-'
lation and commercial movement. The circulation of the Bunk of England, deducting
that of its branches, established after the emissions made at London, gives an average
for the years 1835, 1836, 1837, of /360,000,000.
The circulation of the Bank of France in 1836, 1837, 1838, was on an average
/210,000,000.
The counties of Surrey and Middlesex contains a population of 1,844,000 souls.
The department of the Seine, 1,106,000 souls.
The proportion made upon this calculation equalizes the circulation within 5 mil
lions of francs, but made upon the following it approaches still nearer:
The movement general of the importations and exportations of England, calculating
the latter not after the Custom House tariff, but after the declared real value, in 1835,
1836, and 1837, amount to /2,852,000,000.
The average of the same in France, for the same term, is 1,678,000,000.
These two terms applied in comparison to the two circulations, it is found to be
equal, or within one million of francs.
It must be remarked, that the use of paper credit is much more ancient in England
than in France, and enters much more into the customs of the population, and also that
the Bank of England emits bills of / 125, whereas that of France none less than 500/'.
(ez) No calculation is here made showing the comparison of circulation, taking the
Capitals of the two Banks as a basis.
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lions of francs, and is less by 486 millions than in 1837 — a reduction caused
principally in the movement of bank bills.*
Expenses. — The expenses of administration have increased. In 1835,
they amounted to 933,01J0 francs only—in 1838, to 1 million 76,000; 67,900
francs of which for building.
The persons employed have increased 24; and 218 agents of all grades
transact the entire operations of the Bank.f
Branches.— In 1837, the Bank had but two branches — Besieres and St.
Etienne — it now has four, St Quentian and Montpelier having been added.
In 1836 the two branches discounted
13,700,000f.
1837
..
..
25,100,000
1838 the four
..
..
83,000,000
The bills receivable have followed the same movement. The circulation
has not kept pace with the discounts.
The bills of the branches have been reimbursed by the Bank when pre
sented, but these reimbursements have only amounted to 3,300,000f. The
Bank has sent them in specie 33 millions, and the Receveurs-generaux have
paid in 17 millions for account of the Treasury.
The effect produced by the branches has been salutary, having facilitated
and multiplied the relations with the capital ; have contributed to develop
local transactions; have rendered them more certain and regular, and had a
good influence on the rate of interest in the provinces, and it was in the in
terest of the country and not that of the Bank they were established. They
are no gain to the Bank J
With the same view the Bank in Paris has facilitated those of the depart
ments by discounting at the end of the year against Stale stocks a sum of 14
millions 700.000 francs.
In December, 1836, the discounts amounted to
82,078,000f.
1837,
..
..
59,235,000
1838,
..
..
106,773,000
and never before did the discounts in any one month amount to 100 millions.
Events have proved the solidity of the Bank. Its credit has been conso
lidated, and it has resisted four great commercial crises, three revolutions, and
two invasions. §
The bank operations with the Treasury consists, we believe, simply of an
account current, in which the former pays no interest to the latter, but on the
• Comparison of the general movement of the " Caisse" in 1837 and 1838.
Specie.
Bills.
Transfers.
Total.
1837 675,1)09,000
4,550,000,000
2,425,000,000
7,652,000,000
1838 720,000,000
3,775,000,000
2,671,000,000
7,166,000,000
Augt. 45,000,000
246,000,000
Diminution.
775,000,000
486,000,000
+ These 218 persons employed are composed of 101 Clerks—paying and writing—
117 runners—domestics for bureau and counting houses—printers, porters, guards, and
laborers for the mother bank.
t The difference between the branches in France, and those ofEngland, are immense
in their circulation, and in favor of the latter, though the discounts bear a near propor
tion. The Montpelier branch after six months activitfe, equalled in bills receivable
the branch at Liverpool, and surpassed those of Manchester and Leeds.
§ The same can be said of but few institutions within the 25 years. Four times
England has been desoluted with the downfall of her Banks, and at three different times
those of America have been terribly shaken, or stopped specie, payments; England has
not been invaded, and neither country has suffered interior revolution !
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contrary, reimburses the Treasury at such points of the country as may be
required, charging a small commission for such service. When the Bank
is under advance to the Treasury it charges 4 per cent, interest per annum.
The " fixed benefits" of the Bank, consist in interest and dividends accruing
from its reserved fund.
The Bank was established in 1804, with a capital of 45 millions of francs
— 45.000 shares of 1000 francs each — for fifteen years. In 1807 the capi
tal was doubled, and the charter extended to 40 years, or to the 22d Sept.
1843. In 1808 liberty was granted to the bank for creating branches.
The operations consist in discounting paper at three months, with three
signatures, or two signatures where stocks are lodged as collateral.
In making advances on " lingots," gold or silver, at an interest of 1-8 per
cent for 45 days. No deposit of over 10,000 francs is received.
Receive in trust national or foreign Stock, and diamonds, charging 1-8
per cent, for 6 months. Silver plate not received.
The Bank of France alone can issue bank bills at sight.
Discounts every day except Sundays and fetes — Bate of interest determi
ned by the " Conseil Generate," which at this time is 4 per cent.
Conseil Generale consists of 15 members.
Conspil d'Escompte consists of 12 members.
Bank Shares worth, 10th February, 2585 francs each.
There are now departmental Banks in Lyons, Marseilles, Bordeaux,
Rouen, Havre, and Lafitte's Banking Co. in Paris.*
In 1838, the shares of the Bank ofFrance were held by 4206 individuals ;
59,771 shares during that time have not changed hands; 8,129 shares have
been transferred, of which 1,928 inconsequence of death.
There has been a great movement in the specie composing the reserve
fund of the Bank.
At the end of 1 837 there were 248 millions ; and in June it rose to 298
millions ; and in December it descended to 232 millions, against 208 mil
lions in bills circulating at the same time.
Towards the end of the year specie was called for as usual for the payment
of the productsof the interior; and in addition to this the suspension of specie
payments in Belgium caused a demand for that country.
It is worthy of note, that every evening all the accounts at the Bank are
made up, the balance of each struck, and handed to the Governor, and a copy
is sent to the Minister of Finances.
It will be noticed that bills are collected by the Bank a domicile, and that
they are not received as in America at the Bank.

PARIS SAVINGS BANK.

Paris Savings Bank.
At the close of 1838, the deposites amounted to
For the departments,
For Paris,
Total,
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83,033, 1 3 1 f.
62,870,779
145,923,91 0f.

Thus, during 183S there was an augmentation of 38,000,000 of francs, of
which 26,000,000 fr. were for the departments, and 12,000,000 fr. for the
capital.—The difference between investments and reimbursements, which in
1837 was only 477,363 fr. amounted in 1838 to 12,664,202 fr. The differ
ence between the number of new accounts opened, and of those which were
closed during 1838, was an increase of 17,312; so that the whole number
of accounts open on the 31st December last, was 102,190. At thismoment
the number is 105,000.
The relative proportion between the population and the number of deposi
tors, appears from the following calculation:
Of 3 10,000 men 55,000 have accounts, or 11 in 100. Of 320,000 women
56,000 have accounts, or 1 1 in 100. Of 260,000 children, 9,000 have ac
counts, or 4in 100. Totals, 890,000 persons, 100,000 accounts, or 11 in 100.
With regard to the professions or employment of the depositors, it appears that
the most economical persons are domestic servants and those who have fixed
salaries. Out of 68,000 persons, the total number of both sexes in Paris
who are domestics or have fixed salaries, 22,000 have accounts in the Savings
Bank, being 33 in 100. The total number of smiths, painters, joiners, ma
sons, etc. employed in building, is 30,000, of whom 7,809 have accounts, or
26 in 100. Workmen engaged as cabinet makers, upholsterers, goldsmiths,
and similar luxuries, amount to 28.000, of whom 8,600 have accounts, or 3 1
in 100. Persons employed as tailors, shoe makers, and other trades con
nected with clothing, amount to 31,000, of whom 7,600 have accounts, or
25 in 100. — Clerks and other persons employed as writers, etc. amount to
20,000, of whom 4,500 have accounts, or 23 in 1 00. Thus, out of 1 00,000
workmen of different descriptions in Paris, 28.000 have accounts, or 28 in
100.
SCOTCH BANKS.
The following table, in relation to the celebrated Scotch Banks, may not
be without interest to the readers of the Magazine. These banks have been
as conspicuous for their usefulness, as they have been for their stability.
Name of Company.

Paid up
Capital.

Paid Price.
up.
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MISCELLANEOUS STATISTICS.
DEBTS OF THE SEVERAL STATES.
In May, 1838, after the passage of the General Banking Law, authorizing the Comp
troller to issue circulating Bunk Notes, on a pledge of the evidences of public debt of
the several States, Mr. Flagg sent a circular to the financial officer of each State, soli
citing information in regard to the amount of stock created, the rate of interest and
when payable, the mode of transferring the stock, whether specific funds were pledg
ed for the payment of interest, and whether the interest in all cases was paid by the
State. Full answers were received to these inquiries, except in two or three cases.
And the amount of stock actually issued, previous to the time of giving the information,
(say June, 1838,) was stated in the Comptroller's annual Report of 1839, page 89, at
S 23,703,750 11.
The following tables show the total amount of stock issued, and authorized to be is
sued, by each of the eighteen States which have resorted to this mode ofraising money.
Where the returns from the financial officer did not afford all the information which
was desired, the State laws have been examined to ascertain the extent of the autho
rized loans. The operations of many of the States have been so extensive and varied,
that it is not an easy matter to get at the precise amount of stock issued and authorized
to be issued. It is probable, however, that the aggregate amount of stock authorized
by all the States, is even greater than the amount stated in the tables.
Statement of the Amount of Stocks and Bonds issued and authorized to be issued by the
several States named below ; giving the Year in which each State commenced issuing
Stock, the ob1ect for which issued, and the rate of interest.
Year in
Rate
is
Amount for
Name of which
Total.
per
sue of
For what ofjeel issued.
each oljzcl.
SUUe. \stockcomcent.
mencid.
Maine
lc>30 Ins. Hospitals, Prim. Schools
Bounty on Wheat, and Ge
$554,976 00 $554,976 5, 5t,6
neral Expenditures,
4,800,00J.00 4,-20l),0U0
Massach'ts 1837 Loans to Rail Roads
5
518,000 00
6
New York 1823 For Canals
11,968,674 41
For Canals
5
Loan to Hud. and Del. Canal fcO0.000 00
5
3,787,700 C0
Loans to Rail Roads
4t, 5
10,000 00
To River Navigation
5
586,532 43
General Fund Debt
5
561.5L0 0018,262,406
Astor Stock
5
16,576,587 00
Pennsylva 1821 For Canals
4,964,484 00
For Rail Roads
For Turnpikes and Bridges. 2,595,992 00
5
3,166,787 00 27,306,790 00
Miscellaneous
5
30,000 60
Maryland 1824 Medical University
5
97,947 30
Penitentiary
5
78,000 00
Tobacco Inspection
5
5,500,000
00
For Rail Roads
5,6
5,7011,000
00
For Canals
5,6
10,000 00
Washington Monument
5
77,033 43 11,492,980 73
Expense of Riots
5
1820 For Canals and River Navig. 3,835,350 00
Virginia
5, 5J,6
2,1-28,900 00
For Rail Roads
,.
5, 51,6
354,800 00
For Turnpikes
5,51,6
24,039 00
For Revolutionary Debt.
6
319,000 00 8,662,089 00
For War Debt of 1814..
7
1,550,000 00
S.Carolina 1820 Public Improvements—
5,6
10,000
00
To Mrs. Randolph
6
Cincinnati & Charleston R.R. 2,000,000 00
2,000,000 00
To rebuild Charleston. ,
Revolutionary Debt ....
193,770 12 5,753,770 I8
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7,800,000
For Banking
3.000,000 (HI 10,800,000 001
For Kail Roads
22,950,000 00
Louisiana 1821 For Banking
For Rail Roads
500,000 00
50,000 00
New Orleans Draining Co. . .
10,000 00
Heirs of Jefferson
125,000
00
Charity Hospital
100.000
00 23,735,000 001
State House
Tennessee 1833 For Bankin
3,000.000 00
cing
118,166
For Turnpikes..
Rail Roads and Turnpikes. . . 3,730,000
300,(KK) 00 7,148,166 66
Improving Rivers
Kentucky 1834 For Banking
2,000,000 00
Improving Rivers by locks,&c 2,610,000 (10
Turnpike"& McAdnm Roads 2,400,000 00
350,000 00 7,360,000 00
Rail Roads
Ohio
1825 For Canals
6,101,000 00 6,101,000 00
Indiana
l,3!M),000 (10
1832 For Banking
6.700,000 00
For Canals
2,600,000 110
For Rail Roads
1,150,000 00
McAdnm Turnpike
50,000 ('0 11,800,000 00
River Navigation
Illinois
1831 For Banking
3,000.000 on
7,400,000 I3d
For Rail Roads
500.0011 0;)
For Canals
For Payment of State Debt. . 100,000 00
For River Navigation, &c
600,000 0011,600,000 00
Missouri
1837 For Banking
2,500,000 00 2.500,000 00
Mississippi' 1831 For Banking
7,000,000 00 7,000.000 00
Arkansas 1830 For Banking
3,000,000 00 3,000,000 00
Michigan
100,000 00
1836 Controversy with Ohio
5,000,000 00
Internal Improvements
120,000 (HI
Loaned to Rail Roads
20,000 00
State Penitentiary
100,000 00 5,340,000 001
University
-Whole amount
$ 170,806, 179 35
If to the above be added the amount deposited by the Uniled
States in the treasuries of the several States for safe
keeping
28,101,644 97
It makes the aggregate debt of all the States, existing and
/
authorized,
, . . 198,907,824_32
MaiRS. — The stork issued by this state is to be redeemed under the direction of the
legislature, by the sale of public lands, from the debts due the state, by taxes, or new
loans, as may be deemed expedient from time to time. The amount of notes due from
individuals to the state, (August, 1838,) is $326,721. The whole amount of located
lands belonging to the state, is 1,400,000 acres, valued at $1,500,000. The undi
vided lands belonging to Maine, are estimated at 3,011,000 acres, making the total numberof an res 4,41 1,000. This total includes half of the land north of the St. John's riv
er, in the Kin? of Holland's award. The stock of this state is negotiable and trans
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necessary in transferring the same. The real and personal property within the state
is $208,360,407.
New York — This state commenced issuing stock in 1817, for the construction of the
Erie and Champlain canals. The sum of St>t)t),000 was issued prior to 18:20. The
law of 1817created a board of commissioners of the canal fund, consisting of the state
officers, and placed under the management of the board, specific revenues which were
pledged fur the payment of the money borrowed. There has been derived from the
auxiliary funds thus set apart since the first organization of the canal fund, the sum of
$5,824,761 ; which exceeds by $276,000, the whole amount paid for interest on all the
money borrowed for the Eric and Champlain canals for 21 years, from 1817 to 1838.
From 1821 to 18118, these two canals have yielded in tolls S15,088,375 97. The result
is, that the whole of the original debt is provided for,' and except about 2i millions, has
been paid o(F, and the stock cancelled. The laws authorizing money to be borrowed
previous to 1825, contained the following provision, viz. — " That it shall not be lawful
for the commissioners of the canal fund, to make loans under' this act, beyond such
amounts as for the payment of the interest thereof, the canal fund, at the time, shall be
deemed ample and sufficient."
'
In 1825, the financial policy in regard to moneys borrowed, was changed, and loans
from that time to the present have been authorized without setting apart specific funds
for the payment of interest. In each case, however, the payment of the interest is
made a charge on the Treasury ; and provision has been made to borrow from the Erio
and Champlain canal fund to meet tins demand on the Treasury. In 1837, after the
suspension of specie payments, this state paid the interest on its whole debt in coin, and
redeemed about one million of the stock due in 1837, by paying 109 dollars in New York
city paper for each 100 dollars of stock redeemed. For six years, from 1833 to 1838, the
revenue from the tolls of the canals, after defraying all expenses of repairs, and paying
interest on the whole amount of the outstanding debts, has yielded an average surplus
of $610,000 per annum. This surplus will sustain a debt of 12 millions of dollars.
The stocks issued by the state of New York, are transferable in the city of New
York, either by the owner in person or by a power of attorney. The original certifi
cate in all cases to be produced when the transfer is made.
The aggregate valuation of real and personal estate in 1837 was $627,551,784.
Pennsylvania.—This state pays the interest on its stock at the bank of Pennsylva
nia, where the stock is transferable. The following revenues are set apart for the pay
ment of interest on the stock loans, viz. canal and rail-road tolls, dividends on turnpike
and bridge stock, auction duties, collateral inheritances, county rates and levies, tax on
personal property, and escheats. Whenever the revenues arising from the'above sources
is not sufficient for the payment ofthe interest on the stock loans, the deficiency is taken
out of the Treasury proper. The acts of assembly directing the loans to be made, di
rect also that the Governor shall borrow on the credit of the commonwealth, and such
fund or funds as have been or shall be created, for securing the punctual payment of
the interest, and the reimbursement of the principal.
The aggregate valuation of real and personal estate in 1835, was $294,509,187.
New Jersey has not issued stock of any kind, or loaned her credit to any company.
Maryland. — This state in all cases pays the interest on the stock, half yearly and
quarterly, butthe companies which the state has aided by its loans, reimburse the Trea
sury for the amount of interest paid from time to time. A sinking fund has been es
tablished from premiums and other sources, which now (1838) amounts to $1,070,306 03
which is applied to the purchase of the state stock.
During the suspension of specie payments, this state did not pay the interest on its
stock, either in specie or its equivalent. Some, of the holders of the stock refused to re
ceive depreciated bank paper for the dividends, and the treasurer, in Dec. 1837, report
ed this fact to the legislature, and in March, 1838, an act was passed which provides
that the state treasurer shall cause the interest on the state stock that shall hereafter ac
crue, and that which has accrued since the first of April, 1837, to be paid "either in
coin or its equivalent in current bank notes, to be determined by the commissioners of
loans by the price of coin in Baltimore on the quarter day.
The private, real, and personal property, other than merchandise, and rights and
credits of all sorts, is estimated at over $100,000,000. No uniform mode of valuing
property throughout the state is observed. In most of the counties, the valuations are
made under the acts of 1785 and 1797, which require all lands to be put down at $3
per acre, male slaves at the highest $100, and females at $81) each.
Virginia.—The interest on the slock issued by this state, is payable semi-annually
at the treasury in gold or silver. The profits of the improvements for which the stock
is issued, are pledged for the payment of interest and principal ; and if necessary, the
general revenues of the commonwealth are pledged for the payment of the interest.
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The aggregate valuation of the real property of the state in 1818 was 206,893,978 ;
and now probably three hundred millions. There is no mode of ascertaining the per
sonal property.
South Carolina.—The faith of the state and the capital of the Bank of the state of
South Carolina, and the annual dividends thereof, pledged for the payment of $M)0,000
issued from 1822 to 1826. And the annual dividends have been formed into a sinking
fund for that purpose, and at this time, (Oct. 1838,) amount to upwards of$800,000, so
that the six per cents, redeemable in 1840,-will no doubt then be paid. The intereston
two millions, to be loaned to the Louisville, Cincinnati, and Charleston rail-road, is
payable semi-annually in London. The two millions for rebuilding a part of Charles
ton, is to be loaned to individuals, and the stock to be reimbursed from the mortgages
of individuals. The interest on the state stock is payable semi-annually in London.
Valuation of property, S200,000,000.
Ohio.—The interest on the stock of this state is payable in New York, where the
stock is transferable. Auxiliary funds are set apart for the payment of the interest,
and in case of a deficiency therein, it is made the duty of the Auditor of State to levy
an adequate amount by direct taxation. The loans were invariably made on pledges
of specific revenues for the payment of both principal and interest.
The state of Ohio, at the commencement of its loans, organized a system of finance
on a firm foundation, providing by direct taxation for the payment of the interest and
the ultimate redemption of the principal. In 1837, after the suspension of specie pay
ments, Ohio paid the interest on its debts in New York city puper, at the rate of 109
dollars, for each $100 of interest.
Aggregate valuation of real and personal property, $110,000,000.
Kentucky.—This state in all cases pays the interest on her own stocks. Auxiliary
funds are set apart for the payment of the interest ; but if these funds should prove
insufficient, the state is bound to resort to direct taxes. In 1836, the legislature estab
lished a sinking fund for the payment of the debt; to which fund is appropriated
bonuses and dividends on bank stock, premiums on scrip, state dividends in turnpike
stock and all internal improvements, profits of the Commonwealth's bank, proceeds of
state stock in the old Bank of Kentucky, and the excess in the Treasury over ten thou
sand dollars of each year. The Governor, by an act passed in 1838, is authorized to
borrow any sum not exceeding the capacity of the sinking fund to pay the interest, and
ultimately the principal, of the state bonds, at an interest not exceeding 6 per centum
per annum.
Taxation is confined to specific subjects. The aggregate value of such as are charge
able with revenue is $217,453,041, upon which a tax of ten cents on the 100 is paid.
Illinois. — The state in all cases pays the interest on the stock. In addition to the
usual pledge of the faith of the state, lands, revenues, etc. there is specifically pledged
for the redemption of the canal bonds, the lands granted by the general government to
aid in constructing the canal ; the estimate of which is equal to the whoh cost of the
canal. There is also pledged for the interest and final redemption of the bank bonds,
the dividends and the stock owned by the state in the banks, which amounts to nearly
half a million of dollars more than the amount of these bonds.
Indiana. — The canal lands granted to the state by the general government on the
Wabash river, are pledged for the payment of the loans made on account of the Wabash
canal. The interest on the bonds issued to the State Bank is paid by the bank.
In 1837, after the suspension of specie payments, this state purchased coin to pay the
interest on its debt; and for the July quarter paid 111 dollars in New York paper for
each $103 in coin.
Aggregate valuation in 1837, estimated at $95,000,000.
Louisiana.—The interest on the state bonds is paid by the respective banks to which
they were originally issued. The interest on other state stocks is paid out of any mo
neys in the treasury.
The Bank of Louisiana, two millions of stock, the profits retained for redemption of
the instalment of 1839, sufficient to cover the amount, $600,000.
Consolidation Association.—These bonds are guarantied by mortgages on real
productive property, amounting to three millions of dollars. No stockholder can bor
row more than 50 per cent, on his stock, and this amount is returned by yearly instal
ment t to meet the payment of the bonds by the bank. The state for its guarantee is
considered as stockholder for one million of dollars, and on the payment of the bonds
will d ivide accordingly with the stockholders. Dividends are only declared as the bonds
are paid, and in the same proportion. The profits, until then, are retained as a sinking
fund to meet the redemption of the bonds.
The Union Bank has bonds to the amount of seven millions of dollars, and is con*
VOL. I. — No. II.
23
1
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ducted on similiar principles as the above. The original guarantee on mortgages of
productive property is eightmillions. The state for its guarantee is to receive one sixth
of the nett proceeds.
The Citizens' Bank has received bonds to the amount of eight millions of dollars,
and can demand four millions more, is conducted on the same principle as above descri
bed. The guarantee is on $14,000,000 of mortgages on real productive property. The
state holds one sixth of the nett profits, which are only to be divided as the bonds are
paid by the bank, and in the same proportion.
Mississippi.—This state has issued bonds on the faith of the state to the amount of
seven millions of dollars, and has subscribed that amount in the stock of two banks.
Missouri has issued bonds to the amount of $2,500,000 to the State Bank of Mis
souri.
Arkansas has issued three millions of bonds to two banks in that state.
Michigan.—The proceeds of the public works as well as the faith of the state pled
ged for five millions — the lands set apart for the University pledged for the loan for that
object. The loans to rail-roads are secured by pledge of the roads, &c. The interest
on $100,000 issued to defray the expenses of the controversy with Ohio, is to be paid by
a direct tax.
North Carolina,—This state has set apart a large amount of funds for internal im
provements and for the establishment of public schools, which is placed under the di
rection of two boards, styled the Literary and Internal Improvement boards. These
funds, until required to meet specific appropriations by the legislature, are loaned out to
individuals and corporations at six per cent. The state of North Carolina owes no
debt.
Tennessee.—The interest on the state bonds subscribed to the Union Bank, were
paid by the dividends on the stock, until the revulsion of 1837, after which the state
paid the interest from the ordinary resources of the treasury. The interest on the bonds
issued to rail-roads and turnpike companies is paid by the state, and the companies are
required to reimburse the Treasury for the sum from time to time paid.
Statement showing the Amount of Stocks issued, and authorized by law to be issued, by
the several States named below, in each period of five years, from 1820 to 1835, and
from 1835 to 1838.
STATES.
New York
Pennsylvania ..
Massachusetts..
Maine
Maryland
Virginia
South Carolina.
Ohio
Kentucky
Illinois
Indiana
Tennessee
Alabama
Missouri
Mississippi
Louisiana
Michigan.

From 1820| From 1825; From 1830 From 1835
to 1835.
to 1838.
to 1830.
to 1825.
>6,872,781 1,621.000 2.204.979
1,680,000 6,300,000 16,130,003
554,976
57,947 576,689 4,210,311
686,500
+1,030,000 469,000
310,000
tl,250,000
4,400,000 1,701,000

1,800,000

600,000
1,890,000
500,000
2,200.000
2,000,000
7,335,000

12,229,288
3,166,7871
4,290,000|
6,648,033
4,132,7001
4,000,000
7,369,000
11,000,000
10,000,000
6,648,000
8,500,000
2,500,0001
5,000,000
14,000,000
3,000,000
5,340,000

Total.
22,931,048
27,306,790
4,290.000
554,976
11,492.980
6,319,050
5,560,000
6,101,000
7,369,000
11,600,000
11.890.000
7,148,000
10,800,000
2,500,000
7,000,000
23,735,000
3,000,000
5,340,000
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Summary ofthe Amount of Stock issued and authorized to be issued for Banking, for
Canals, Bail Boads, Turnpihes, and for Miscellaneous objects.
STATES.
New York
Pennsylvania.
Massachusetts
Maine
Maryland
Virginia
So. Carolina. .
Ohio
Kentucky ....
Illinois
Indiana
Tennessee. . . .
Alabama
Missouri
Mississippi.. .
Louisiana. . . .
Arkansas
Michigan

For
Banhing.

For
For
For Miscellane
ous.
Canals. BailBoads. Turnpihes

Total.

1,158,032 18,262,406
13,316,674 3,787,700
1C,579,527 4,964,484 2,595,992 3,166,787 27,306,790
4,290,000
4,290,000
554,976 554,976
292,980 11,492,980
-,.700.0011 5,500,000
3,835,350 2,128,900 354,8001 343,139 6,662,089
2,203,770 5,753,770
l,550,000] 2,000,000
6,101,000
6,101,000
7,369,000
82,000,003 •2,619.000 350,000 2,400,000
•900,000
300,000
11,600,000
7,400,000
3.000,000
11,890,000
1,390,000 6,750,000 .J.ti0000O 1,150,000
7.1 1*, 166
3,000,000 • 300,000 3,730,000
118,166
10*00.000
7,800,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
2,500,000
7,000,000
7,000,000
235,000 23,735,000
22,950.000
50,000 500,000
3,000,000
3,000;000 •j.:>i moon
220,000 5,340,000
2,620,000
52,640,0001 60,201,5511 42,871,0841 6,618,958 8.474.684 I7O.SO6.I77
• Whole or part for improvement of River Navigation.

NATIONAL DEsTS.
A Table exhibiting the National Debt of England, and other Countries, with the pro
portion of such debt which falls on each individual, as furnished by Mr. Coby, in the
British House of Commons, on the debate relative to the Corn Laws, March 12, 1839.
Amount of Debt. Proportion
per head.
England
France
Russia
Austria
Prussia
Netherlands
Spain
United States
Sicilies
Bavaria
Sardinia
Turkey
Sweden
Portugal
Denmark
Rome
Poland
Saxony
Hanover
Baden
Wirtembcrg
Tuscany
Hesse (Darmstadt)
Hesse (Electorate)
Switzerland
Norway
-•
East India Company's Territories.

£800,000,000
194,400,000
35,550,000
78,100,000
29,701,000
148,500,000
' 70,000,000
18,974,000
11,311,000
4,584,000
3,667,000

£32 0s Od
5 19 7
0 11 9
2 7 6
2 7 7
23 5 5
5 0 8
2 11 2
2 16 0
1 1 2
0 7 8

"5,649,000
3,799,000
17,142,000
5,740,000
3,300,000
2,284,000
1,670,000
2,505,000
1 ,384,000
1,184,000
220,000
252,000
47,609,000

i 3 G
i 18 4
7 9 O
1 3 3
2 9 1
1 11 0
1 9 2
1 12 7
1 4 11
1 3 11
0 6 1
0 3 1
0 9 0
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NAVIGATION.
ATLANTIC STEAM SHIPS. GREAT WESTERN.
A table of all the passages of the steam ship Great Western, between Bristol and New
York, from April, 1838, to July, 1839, showing the lime of her departure from, and
arrival at, each port, etc., etc., furnished for publication in our Magazine by Rich
ard Irvin, Esq.
FROM BRISTOL TO NEW YORK.
FROM NEW YORK TO BRISTOL.
Sailed.
Arrived.
No. Days. Sailed.
Arrived.
No. Days.
April 8
April 23
May 7
May 22
14J
14J
June 2
June 17
June 25
July 8
13
14
Aug. 5
July 21
14
Aug. 16
Aug. 30
135
Sept. 24
Sept. 8
Oct. 4
Oct. 16
I8
15t
Nov. 15
Oct. 27
18
Nov. 23
Dec. 7
13t
Feb. 16
Jan. 28
March 12
Feb. 25
15
18J
April 14
March 23
April 22
May 7
21J
14J
May 31
May 18
13
June 13
June 26
13
July 6
July 22
151
The average of passages from New York to Bristol, 13t days. The shortest pas
sage was 12 J days; the longest 15 days.
The average of passages from Bristol to New York was 16i days ; the shortest ha
ving been 13 days, the longest 21J days.
The average of all the passages, out and home, was fifteen days. The whole time
employed in these fifteen passages, excluding fifty-two days, during which the ship lay
up refitting, was twelve months and one day. The whole time spent at sea, in the fif
teen passages, was two hundred and twenty-five days. In these two hundred and
twenty-five days, the ship must have sailed, in all, about fifty-one thousand miles, giving
an average progress of two hundred and twenty-seven miles per day, and about nine
and a half miles per hour, out und home, summer and winter.
By one of the passages from New York to Bristol, dispatches by the ship were recei
ved in Liverpool and London on the thirteenth day after leaving New York, say on the
evening of the seventeenth of October, having left New York on the afternoon of the
fourth of thut month. By the same, and by one other pnssage, passengers and dis
patches reached Paris, by way of England, on the fifteenth day.
TRANS-ATLANTIC STEAM SHIPS COMPANY1! SHIPS. ROYAL WILLIAM
AND LIVERPOOL.
A table of all the passages of the Trans-Atlantic Steam Ships Company's ships, Royal
William and Liverpool, between Liverpool and New York, from July, 183b, to June,
1839, showing the lime of their departure from, and arrival at, each port, etc. fur
nished for publication, in our Magazine by Abraham Bell, Esq.
FROM LIVERPOOL TO NEW YORK.
FROM NEW YORK TO LIVERPOOL.
Sailed. Arrived. No.days.
Sailed. Arrived. No.days.
Royal Wm., July 5 July 24
18t"
Royal Win., Aug 4 Aug. 19
14t
ir>+
Sept. £0 Oct. 10
20
Oct. -20 Nov. 5
Liverpool,
Nov. 6 Nov. 23
16t
141
Liverpool, Dec. 6 Dec. 20
Royat Wm., Dec. 15 Jan. 6
21t
Royal Wm., Jan. 16 Feb. 3
H1
Liverpool,
Feb. 6 Feb. 25
18J
Liverpool, Mar. 9 Mar. 25
16
April 20 May 7
16i
May 18 June 1
14t
June 13 June 30
16t
Average
Royal
William
and
Liverpool
to
Average Royal William and Liverpool |
from England, eighteen days.
England, 15J days.
These passages are calculated from dock to dock, and, it will be observed, the Liver
pool's passages are mostly made in the winter months, not the best calculated for ma
king short runs. Her four trips to the westward have been made within forty-two
hours of the same time. She has, with but one exception, made the southern passage j
thereby lengthening her voyage, but avoiding the risk of running upon ice, and obtain
ing for her passengers mild and fine weather. On her May trip she took twenty-three
days later news to England ; a few days before her arrival, she spoke a ship from Eu-
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rope to New York, out fourteen days; she discharged her cargo in Liverpool, took in
another, and, before she again arrived in New York, spoke the same ship, yet on her
voyage to the westward.
The Royal William made her last voyage in December and January, thus proving
that a boat of her size may safely cross the Atlantic in the depth of winter.
CAPE COD HARBOR.
The attention of ship owners and ship masters has been lately called to Cape Cod
Harbor, as of more importance than has been heretofore supposed. The want of a se
cure shelter for vessels, going from or to Boston and Salem, in time of a severe storm
from the east, or north east, has been long felt; and the harbor inside of Race Point,
where the villngeof Provincetown has recently grown up, seems to.have been neglected ;
whether from an ignorance of its advantages or not, we will not undertake to decide.
But several persons of good judgment, and of the profession of sailors, have more re
cently examined it, and considered it quite safe from easterly gales, when an attempt
to run into Boston or Salem, would probably prove fatal. The harbor is nearly a
league from the extreme end of the cape. But the curve of the cape is so great, that it
forms a sufe riding place for vessels when they could not remnin at sea, nor reach any
other harbor in the vicinity. Formerly there was great difficulty in getting ashore
without wading, even from a large long boat ; because the shore is not very bold — and
all will recollect how much the poor pilgrims, who settled at Plymouth in 1620, suffered
in getting on shore from their boats, in November of that year, while the Mayflower
lay in that harbor. But now there arc wharves, and that inconvenience does not exist.
The village is now quite large ; and people can be well accommodated on shore. There
are neither rocks nor ice in the harbor.
An intelligent clergyman gave some account of the harbor forty-five years ago, to
the Massachusetts Historical Society; and said, that it was his opinion, as well as of
many others, " it was one of the best and safest harbors in the state." He says, it had
not been generally considered of the importance it ought to have been ; and adds, that
proper directions should be given for entering it. This opinion has been confirmed,
within a few years, by other intelligent men who have examined it. An officer in the
service of the United States, for surveying the coast and harbors of Massachusetts,
within a few years, has added his testimony to the same point. A pier of greater ex
tent than any now erected, may be needed, but it is not deemed essential. The most
which is required, to experience the benefits of that harbor, is a true, but full description
of the bearings and relative situation of a few points in the vicinity, and a conviction
of the entire security of the place, against injury in times of easterly storms and gales.
It is also stated in a late paper published in the county of Barnstable, that the harbor at
Provincetown, or Cape Cod Harbor, is one of the best in Massachusetts; and it is
safe, whatever may be the direction of the wind. The earliest writer of the pilgrim
band of 1650, says the shape of the land forming the harbor, is like a hook.
We think the subject deserves attention, and that extensive publicity of the advanta
ges to result from the use of the harbor, would render good service to navigation.
Vessels now coming on the coast from Europe, and aiming for Boston, in the winter
season, and in stormy weather, sometimes put away for Holmes' Hole, at the Vine
yard, when they might gain the harbor of Cape Cod; where they would be within
six hours sail of their port. If they go to the Vineyard, they may have to remain there
several weeks, and then have a dangerous passage to make round the whole length of
the cape ; and coasters, with flour, corn, etc., from southern ports for Boston, especially
in the winter months, would find the benefit of making a harbor at Provincetown.
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creek, near the bounds of Provincetown and Truro, there is a valley, not far from the
ocean, where are two small dwelling houses. More huts have been erected by the Hu
mane Society in this vicinity. South of Stout's creek arc the Clay-pounds, so called
in Truro ; the banks are high and steep, and are washed by the Atlantic Ocean.
B******D.
SHIPS STRUCK BV LIGHTNING.
The frequent occurrence of this disastrous and destructive visitation, has, at length,
awakened inquiry in England, as to the best means of preventing the direful effects of
electrical discharges at sea. Information has been called for by the recently appointed
naval commission, and this subject is one of those under their present consideration }
and a Mr. Harris has submitted proposals to the commissioners, which have been re
ceived with favor. A late Liverpool journalist, in noticing this subject, says:
" We have before us a catalogue of no less than one hundred and ninety-seven cases
since 1793, in the British navy alone, averaging more than three every year, in which
considerable damage was occasioned, and in many instances attended with the loss of
human life. Oftentimes during the period of the war were British ships disabled by
lightning immediately previous to entering into action, and frequently were they
obliged from the same cause to quit cruising ground, which to retain was ofthe utmost
importance.
Ships, or rather the masts of ships, at sea, are the only prominent points exposed and
opposed to the accumulated masses of electrical matter, which, striving to regain equi
librium, break through the atmosphere at the point rendered the least resistant by the
towering masts diminishing the resisting medium, pass down the masts, and, encoun
tering imperfect conductors, cause havoc in their course. The iron frequent in the
vane-staffs and trucks of mast-heads present a free point of attraction and passage for
the electric fluid ; and if this, or any other conducting metal, were continued down the
masts and through the hull of the vessel, sufficient to influence the choice of the light
ning, the discharge would be rendered harmless ; because in no case will the electric
fluid turn aside except for equally good conductors where there may be several. But
in the absence of such conducting medium the fluid seeks out a passage for itself, de
stroying substances of an imperfectly conducting nature which it encounters. In the
present and common mode of building ships, no attention is paid to this important
precautionary provision; and if previously to going to spa, the stores include lightning
conductors, the ship's husband considers he has fulfilled his responsible duly. These
conductors, in the store list, are metallic chains, which, on the approach of a thunder
storm, are hoisted to the mainmast head, the other ends being passed over the ship's
side to trail in the water. If they should not trail in the water, but accidentally rest in
the main or m izen chains, the destruction of the ship's side may probably occur. With
out dwelling on the possibility of their not being forthcoming when required, if they
should, in consequence of lying by, which in all likelihood they would be, more or less
oxidized where the links join, perfect conduction would be impeded. In this case, it
would be better had they not been there. To remedy this latter defect, a rope of metal
lic wires has been proposed ; but, whatever be the temporary conductor employed, or
however perfect it may be to conduct, wc most decidedly give preference to fixed con
ductors. Our attention has been directed to this subject, and a desire created in us to
bring it to the notice of nautical and commercial men, in consequence of witnessing the
experiments of Mr. Snow Harris recently at the United Service Institution. He pro
poses to fit the mast and hull with a succession of overlapping metallic lamina;, so
that the whole floating bulk should be in metallic connexion, and consequently a perferi rvrmnnpnt cnnrliiMnp Thf* wnrlrincnf ihp mnsk »ro nni inihp lf.nei imnpjlufl nnrl
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COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED STATES.
Official Statement of tke Value of Annual Imports into the United States from 1789 to
1837, inclusive ; the payments into the Treasury on account of Duties arising there
on ; and the cost of collection. From a report to Congress.

YEARS.

From March 4th, 1789
to December31, 1791
In the year 179-2
1793
1794
1795
»»
1796
1797
1798
1799
,»
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
••
1Mf

Cost of Collection,in
Payments into the cluding Revenue
Value of Imports. Treasury on ac Cutters, and pre
count of them.
paring weights
and measures.

52,200,000
31,500,000
31,100,000
34,600,000
69,756,268
81,436,164
75,379,106
68,551,700
79.WW.148
91,252,768
111,363,511
76,333,333
64,666,666
85,000,000
120,000,000
129,000,000
138,500,000
56,990,000
59,400,000
85.400,000
53,400,000
77,030,000
22,005,000
12,965,000
113,041,274
147,103,000
99,250,000
121,750,000
87,125,000
74,450,000
62,585,724
83,241,541
77,579,267
on CACi iww

4,399,472 99
3,443,070 85
4,255,306 56
4,801,065 28
5,588,401 26
6,567,087 94
7,549,649 65
7,l(Hi,w;i 93
6,610,449 31
9.080,932 73
10,750,778 93
12,438,235 74
10,479,417 61
11,098,565 33
12,9:16,487 04
14,667,698 17
15,845.521 61
16,363,550 58
7,257,506 62
8,583,309 31
13,313,222 73
8,958,777 53
13,225,624 25
5,998,772 08
7,282,942 22
36,306,874 87
26,283,348 49
17,176,385 00
20,283,608 76
15,005,612 15
13,204,447 15
17,589,764 94
19,088,433 44

239,541 03
161,754 80
188,362 13
221,090 23
260,359 28
291,206 92
343,434 26
305,879 33
412,183 45
440,373 62
482,772 70
492,205 55
405,536 37
488,333 24
557,541 94
613,785 88
615,621 71
565,235 14
498,130 77
437,208 72
441,129 02
477,726 57
414,171 88
352,561 14
476,007 01
819,038 22
782,308 09
769,206 50
810,220 40
777,764 32
700,528 97
728,964 82
766,699 02
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COMMERCE OP THE UNITED STATES.
According to the Custom House returns to the Treasury Department, recently pub
lished, the total value of imports, during the year ending September 30th, 1838, was
8113,717,404, being twenty-seven millions less than during the year 1837, and seventynine millions less than during the year 1836, the year of the great expansion, that pre
ceded the suspension of specie payments.
The falling off in the exports has not been so great. The total value of exports of
every description from the United States, during the Inst year, was $108,486,616, being
nine millions less than in 1837, and twenty millions less than in 183ti. The value of
the exports of domestic produce in 1838 was $96,033,816, in 1837, $95,564,414, and in
1836, 8106,9 16,(i80.
Comparing the years 1836 and 1838, we find that the chief falling off in the imports
was in the following articles :
1836.
1837.
1838.
Cotton Goods
817,876,087
810,451,060
86,599.330
Woollen Goods
12,758,430
4,415,536
6.967,530
Silk Goods
2-2,862,177
3,031,321
9,812,338
Linen
8,271,213
4,851,857
3,583,540
Iron and Steel
12,892,648
8,361,304
7,418,504
Sugar
12,514,718
7,236,401
7,586,825
Teas
5,342,811
5,893,202
3,497,156
Wines
4,332,034
2,913,794
2,318,202
The export of cotton goods of domestic manufacture in 1838, was 83,758,755, against
82,831,473 in 1837, and $2,257,734 in 1836. The chief exports of domestic cottons in
1838, were to the following countries:
China
$532,097
Argentine Republic
$104,254
British East Indies
140,762
Brazil
536,416
Dutch East Indies
133.350
Mexico
597,330
Manilla.
79,531
Cuba
157,621
Peru
97,713
Cape de Vcrd Islands. . . 66,555
Chili
640,831
Turkey, Levant, &c
111,937
The following table exhibits the relative importance of our trade during the year
1838, with the following countries:
Imports from.
Exports to.
Great Britain and dependencies
$49,051,181
$58,843,392
Fi ance and dependencies
18,087,149
16,252,413
Spain and dependencies
15,971,394
7,684,006
Netherlands and dependencies
2,436,166
3,772,206
China
4,764,536
1,698.133
Mexico
3,500,709
2,164.097
Texas
165,178
1,247,880
This table exhibits in a striking light the effect which expansions and contractions
of the currency have on the import trade.
One article, molasses, seems not to have been affected by these changes in the cur
rency. The value of that imported in 1836 was $4,077,312, and in 1838, $3,865,285.
In the import of another article, viz., coffee, there was, relatively speaking, but a
small falling off. The total value in 1836 was $9,653,053, and in 1838, $7,640,217.
Salt is the only commodity, or at least the only commodity of any importance, the
import of which increased. In 1836 the total value was $724,527, and in 1838 it was
ftl.02B.4lR
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With the same countries, (omitting Texas,) our trade was as follows in 1836 :
Imports /ran.
Exports to.
Great Britain and dependencies
~86 022,916
864.487,550
France and dependencies
37,036.235
21,44 1 i00
Spain and dependencies
19,345,690
8,081,'>68
Netherlands und dependencies
3,8til,514
4,7*9,157
China
7,324,816
1,194,£64
Mexico
5,615,819
6,041,634
In 1838 our imports from Great Britain were nearly thirty-seven millions less than in
183li, nnd from France nineteen millions.
In 1836 the commercial balance was, as exhibited by the customhouse books, nearly
twenlii-lwo millions in favor of Great Britain. In 1838, the balance is near ten millions
in favor nf the United States.
In 1836 the balance in favor of France was nearly sixteen millions. In 1838 it was
less than two millions.
The following exhibits the total value of the imports and exports of the states which
were most deeply engaged in the foreign trade during the year 1828 :
Exports from.
Imports into.
$13.300 925
$!» 104,662
£3 008,4*1
64.4r-3,S06
3 447.151
9,360,731
4.524,575
5,701,£69
Virginia
3,!'85.2£8
577,142
11,042.0*0
South Carolina .
2,318,791
Georgia
7f6,068
8,f 03,6:9
Alabama
524,548
9,668,244
31,'02,248
9,4'.)6,£08
gn trad- of these states was as follows
Imports into.
Exports from.
Jtl0vf0X6
fc95,68l,462
New York
118:53,416
23.9C0.628
Pennsylvania
3,971 .555
15,068,533
Maryland
7,131,867
3,675 475
Virginia
1,106,814
6 I92,0<0
13,634,376
South Carolina
2,eoi,;r,i
Georgia
573,222
I0,722,Cf0
Alabama
651,618
11,264 166
Louisiana
15,117.619
37,179,828
The following is a table of imports of foreign goods, nrd exports of those of domes
tic growth only, during the three years ending October 1, 1838 :
1836.
1837.
1638.
Exports,
$105,916,680
895,564,414
S96.033.8I6
Imports,
192,717,401
140,827,404
113,917,361
The various facts here stated, abound in instruction to both the merchant and the
statesman.—Globe.
A tail: of the number of millions of pounds of Cotton exported in ench year, from 1819
to 1838, and thz average price, as published in the Washington Globe.
Year.

Pounds
exported.

38,003.030
1819
1820
128,0110.000
1821
126,000,000
i44,non,o;i0
1*23
1323
173,003,000
142,0iK),000
1821
1825
176,000,000
1826
204,030,000
1827
294,000,000
1828
210,000,000
VOL I. — No. II.

Price per
pound.
24 cents.
17
16
16J
11
15
21
11
9i
10*

Year.

Pounds
exported.

1829
1330
1831
1S32
1333
1834
1335
1836
1837
1838
24

264.000.000
2!IR,000,C03
277,000000
322,000.000
324,000 030
384.000,000
386,000,000
423,000,000
444.000,f00
505,000,000

Priceper
pound.
10 cents.
10
9i
10
11
13
)6J
16.8
14*
10.3
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COMMERCE OP NEW YORK, FROM 1789 TO 1838.
E
Imports.
Domestic. Foreign.

Registered
tonnage.

Total.

1791
1 ,356,064 22.28CH 41 866 00
2,505,465
1,232,888 45,592 50 801 00
1792
2,535,790
17)3
1,248,700
42.561 45,355 r9
2,932,370i
2,146,819 266,302 71.093 17
1791
5,442,183
2,717,149 688,172 93421 67
10,304,581
17!)j
3,056,518 865,877 103.915 53
1796
12,208,027
1797
2,949,033 862,014 110.983 57
13,308,064
1798
2,702,259 916,282 111,488 72
14,300,892
3,559,817 1,157,589 120 253 06
179!)
18,719,527
1830
3,625,423 869,403 97.791 06
14.045,079
4,!)84,235
1, 172.408 106,0.3 18
19,851,136,
1801
1802
3,530,2981 1,033,316 79,152 85
13,792,276,
4,081,5771 545.010 89,382 17
180:! 7,626,831 3,191,556 10,818,387
1804 7,501,096 8,580,185 16,081,281
5, 172,805[ 1,583,604 105,610 54
1805 8,098,060 ir.,384,883 23,482,943
6,958,009 2,062,509 121,614 09
1800 8,053,0761 13,709,769 2l,?62,8451
7,307.185 2,406.403! 111.186 14
1807 9,957,416 16,400,547 26,357,963
7,620,993:2,669,335 149.061 61
3,611,685 99,796 146,682 61
180m 2,362,438' 3,243,6-20 5,606,058:
3,785,786 791,117 109,535 39
180!) 8,318,7641 4,23-2,798 12,581,562i
1810 10,928,5731 6,313.757 17,242,330
5,248,619 842.5401 188.556 73
1811 8,747,700 3,518,515 12,266,215
2,436,092 443.7661 161,312 37
1812 6,603,5081 2,358,414 8,961,922
3;31 0.325 419,001 162,582 14
1813 7,060,8071 1,124,687 8,185,494
1,627314 -.95.120 148,098 54
1814
631,7581 25.9861 152,412 66
197,9871
11,683 209,670
1815 8,23(1,278 2,445,095 10,675,373
14,646,816 267.4% 180,004 20
1816 14,168,291 5,521,740 19,690,031
10.810,553 1.368,221 191,355 47
1817 13,660,733 5,046,700 18,707,433[
6,374,3861,010 046 177.9(4 49
181M 12,982,564 4,889,6')7 17,872,261
8,277,4971 631,004 119,853 79
1819 8,487,092 5,099,6861 13,587,3781
6.493,434 717,656 114.326 02
1820 8,250,675 4,912,5691 13,163,241
5.506,516 087.838 115.630 £8
1821 7,M98,004l 5,264.313 13,162,917! 23,629,2461 7.254 594 656.566 H8,7f0 65
1822 10,987,167 6,U3,3151 17,100,482 35,445.628 9,952,832 54
126.797 89
1823 11,362,995 7,675,995 19,038,990 29,421,349 9,035,5751,118,969 133.085 75
1824 i 3,528,654 9,368,4801 22,897,134 36,1 13,72^11,191.282 1,426.466 146,0-:o 67
1825 20,651,558 14,607,703, 35,259,261 49.639.1741 15.762,142 2.144.372 159.327 3-2
182S 11,496,719 10,451,072 21,947,791 38, 1 1 5.630 1 1 ,535,91212,662,299 1(3,574 11
1827 13,929,627 9,913,510; 23,834,137 38,719.644 13.224.50611.763,114 171,835 56
182s 12,362,015 10,415 6341 22,777,649, 4 1 ,927,79s. 1 13,761.83 1 1 1 ,570,277 165,898 26
1829 12,036,561 8,082,4.50 20,1)9,011 34,743,307|l3,068.183 1,560,179 117,f85 06
1830 13,618,278 6,079,705 19,697,983 35,624,070,15,031.003 1.665.979 110.163 08
1831 15,726,118, 9,809,026 25,535,144 57,077,41-l-.'0,12l,':9l')l2 045.229 1 "0,933 26
1832 15,057,250 10,943,695 26,000,945 53.214,40V 1 15.089,63612,281 ,675 137.9C0 25
1833 15,411,296 9,983,821 25,395,117 55,918,449 ! 13.073,394 l5i,371 .114 159,554 03
1831 13,849,469! 11,662,545: 25,512,014 73.188,594 10,225 877 1.522,084 186.365 73
1835 21,707,8671 8,637,397 30,345,264 88,191,305 14 568,660 770.83( >200,780 47
ia36 19.816,520 9,104,1181 98.920,438 118.253,416117,307,215 832,4l£ »202,118 83
1837 16,083,969 11.254,4501 27,338,419 79,301,722
>202.370 55
• Endinz September 30. In 1838, the Domestic exports were SI 6,432,^33, and the Fo
reign, 85,576,138.
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COMMERCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, PROM 1789 TO 1838.
£1
- - , Registered
Imports.
Years.
tonnage.
-? 5
Domestic. Foreign. Total.
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
17l»6
1797
1738
i:93
1SJ0
1801
1802
1833 4,021,214 3,504,196
1801 4,178 713 6,851,444
1803 4,365,240 9,397,012
18J6 3,713,313 13,809,369
1807 4,>m,its 12,035,128
1833 1,0 ;ii,527 2,946,803
1809 4,93-1,359 4,810,883
1810 4.731,63 4 6,211,761
1811 5,604,447 3,863,670
1812 4,669,457 1,313.293
18I3 3,949,633 327,494
1814
1813 3,539,531 1,021,368
i8ii; 4,483,329 2,733,917
1817 5,538,033 3,197,589
1818 5,043,901 3,713,501
1819 2,919,1i79 3,374,109
1*2) 2,948,879 2,794,670
1081 2.832,387 4,559,380
1822 3.373,147 5,472,653
1823 3,139,809 .; 177,383
1*21 3,183,694 6,1*2,199
1823 3,93ii,l33 7,333,818
1826 3,138,711 5,173 011
1827 3,391,298 4,184,537
1828 3,116,001 2,935.479
1831 8,617,158 1,472,783
183) 2.924,452 1,307,341
1831 3,594,302 1,919,411
1832 2,003,991 1,507,073
1833 2,671,301 1,407,651
1834 2,031,803 1 ,957,913
1*33 8,416,099 1,323,176
183ti 9,627,651 1,343,904
1837 2,563.712 1,275.687
• fotding September 30. In
Foreign, $993 603.

1,475,428
6,976 53,898 00
1,138,863 37,753 65,212 03
1,926,337 102,6:9 60.924 57
8200,091 562,447 67,895 30
3,053,109 752,5:0 83,6Q3 92
3,646,271 1,566,065 90,568 94
2.907,894 1,086,839 88,400 72
2,086,714 1.018,127 85,476 49
2,224,313 955,2ti4 90,944 30
3,181,101 1,7*5.109 95,631 74
3,702,898 1,540,701 109,036 45
2 727.365 1,297,662 61,637 26
2,240,715 561,041 67,629 10
3,507,038 872.236 71.198 67
3,652,387 1,319,669 77,238 52
.,100,657 2,052,551 86.728 35
5,197,806 2,012.543 93,993 16
2,599,673 928.568 94,658 69
2 318,699 694,984 106,691 90
3,332,377 879 527 109,628 57
2,364,635 510,32* 78,518 11
2,474,990 378,936 71,261 03
593,593 185,821 64,5:J6 78
3,227 64, 1 82 04
277,757
7,199.699 95,600 77.199 03
4,503,919
7,196,246
]6,285,455 740,636 77.7:;o 70
8,735,592
1,307,790 702,819 60 512 71
1,510.360 788,574 58.200 90
8,759,409
3,848 630 570,274 59,626 27
6,293,788'
2,703,40i 555.- '3 59,457 68
5,743,549
7,391,767 8,158,922 2,719,9911 474,334 59,296 24
9,017,802 11,874,170 3,618,715 310950 61,£37 62
9,617,192 13.690,770 3,M 1,667 612.037 61,408 73
9,364,893 11,865,531 4,311,926 939,392 62,771 18
11,269,981 15,011,79 5,270,031. 998,77" 65,569 54
8,331,722 13,551,779 5,183,724 1,251,405 63,443 3t
7575,83:i 11,212,935 4,188,91! 1,053,105 61.699 93
6.051,180 12 884,408 5,082,344 602,474 66,839 50
4,089.935 10,100,152 3,574,81t 706,976 50,234 94
4.301,793 8,702,122 3,542,977 516,311 47,979 32
5,513,713 12,124,063 4,372,533 326,607 51,293 79
3,516,06t 10,678,358 3,501,397 402,972 45,956 33
! "T-.35I 10,451,250 2,985,276 697.927 49,621 84
3,939,74»i 10,479,268 2,111,837 295.870 ♦51,441 02
3,739,275 12,389,93 2.506,281 101.812 ♦51,587 81
2.971,555 15,068,233 3,192,607 134,472, ♦51,034 73
3,841,599 11,680.111 ....
39,156 17
1838, the Domestic exports were 82,481,543, nnti the
3,436,093
3,820,662
6,938,836
C6 43,092'
11,518,2601
17,513,8661
11,446,2.11
8,915,463
12,431,967
11,949.679
17,438493
12,677,475
7,525,710
11 030,13
13,762,252
17,574,702
16.864,744
4,013,330
9 049,241
10,993,39s
9.560,1 r
5.973,750
3:577,117

CURIOUS ARTICLES OP COMMERCE.
To Portugal a large quantity of grain and pulse, (independent of what is sent to pay
rents to the non-resident morgados,) salt pork and beef, coarse linen, and cheese, is sent ;
which is paid for in salt, lime, tea, images, crucifixes, indulgences, dispensniions,
and relics ; the last five articles being publicly sold in the shops at most extortionate
prices.
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COMMERCE OF NEW ORLEANS.
Statcmtnt shoving the Value oftt,e Exports fmrn the Port of Sen Orleans, during
the Year 1838.
First Quarter, ending 31st March
$18,615.327
Second do.
do. 30th June
13,394,!tf0
Third do. do. 30th September
5,895.625
Fourth do.
do. 31st December
7,510,583
Total Exports for the Year
Exported as follows:
In American Vessels to coastwise ports
Do.
do. to foreign ports
In foreign vessels to foreign ports

£15,4 16,731
$14,329,313
£6,735,918
4,351.560
$45,416,731

Of which were :
Fcr'ign Goods in American vessels
$1,04*2 807
Do.
do. in foreign
do
389,316
Amount of Exports of the growth, produce, and mnnufacture of the United States
Statement showing the Va1ue of Foreign Merchandise entered at
fiem Orleans, during the year 1838.
First Quarter, ending 3lst March
Second do.
do. 30th June
Third do.
do. 30th September
Fourth do.
do. 31st December

$1,432.121
$43,984,608
the Custom House,
S2,951,863
2,576,553
1,742.827
3,408,168

Total amount
$10,6-50,011
Statement showing the Amount of Tonnage entered at the Custom House at Neic Or
leans, during the year 1838.
( Foreign vessels from foreign ports,
16,070 55 tons.
First Quarter J American do.
do.
do.
34,711 51
( Do.
do. coastwise,
83,534 81
I Foreign vessels from foreign ports,
Second Quarter J American do.
do.
do.
( Do.
do. coastwise,

10,956 53 ..
60,5-. 5 65 ..
5->,548 3o ..

Foreign vessels from foreign ports,
Third Quarter { American do.
do.
do.
Do.
do. coastwise,
ireun vessels from foreign ports,
C Fore
Fourth Quarter ^1 American
Ami
do.
do.
do.
do. coastwise,
} Do.
E

4,290 F9
10.005 79
24,353 31
13,914 63
32,001 36
90,H15 57

446,716 11 tons.
Un to 1898, the greatest amount of tonnage which entered in any one year was
57,C03tons!
Statement of Duties on Imports, secured at the port of Afro Orleans during the year 1838.
{In vessels of the United States
$198,270 40
In equalized foreign vessels
60 839 32
In oilier foreign vessels
3,74196
In sundry vessels in store account
9,86" 91
C In vessels of the United States
8235,048 03
Second Quarter < In equalized foreign vessels
143,447 70
( In other foreign vessels
1,644 43

ISO
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f In vessels of the United States
Third Quarter J In equulized foreign vessels
( In oilier foreign vessels

6273,746 50
60,056 47
5,734 22

C In vessels of tlic United States
Fourth Quarter 1 In equnlized foreign vessels
( In other foreign vessels

$421,859 35
107,658 38
11,250 28

Total amount for the year
$1,533,154 95
A Statement of the Number of Bates of Cotton shipped at New Orleans in each and
every year, from 1819 to 1838, 4»/A inclusive, being a period of'twenty years, with the
Countries respectively to tchich it nas shippid.
la the period above-mentioned, it appears that the quantity of that important staple
shipped from this port, increased from less than 100,600 bales in 1819, to more than
700 000 bnh-s in 183*. The amount for 1838 was nearly half the whole cotton crcp of
th? United States for that year. The amount shipped in twenty years is upwards of
6500i000 bales, which, at the moderate estimate of fifty dollars per bale, would be worth
more than three hundred and thirty millions of dollars ! This is a vast sum to be pro
duced in such a space of time from a single article raised on the banks of the Mississippi
and in the adjacent regions. It shows the importance of I he commerce of New Orleans.
——
JV. N. States. Total
Year. London. Liverpo'l Co;i,if-c. Glasgow France. Europe.
Bales.
1819
1820
1821
1820
182.1
1824
1825
1826
1827
18>8

99,013
561685 3,318 4,340 28,440 3*874
lo'.ooi 112.961
3«,858
46.8311
1,851
9,104
3,466
35.7.-9 K6 770
8^3
56,354
3,914 33,557 10,164 5I.43C K 6,030
6M
8S.180 5,508 6,853 525,789 5,363 39,594 171,431
141
615 46 50: 145,423
614 5,252 35,059
56.977
339
92,301 1,978 7,600 32,834
773 68.:95 264,306
25
108,643 5.108 3,162 63,760 4,631
66,181 251,791
178,43) 1,270 12.743 60.101 9,279 67.028 328.855
133,196 2,720 6,562 70.130 6,822 ai,835 305,335
70
1 19,036 1,443 8,485 81.939 14,9X9 41,05 267,792
i5sa
56,08-. 352.223
943 16.413 94,1 -.'9 4,828
1830
179,82>>
1KU
66 203,129 3,803 15,393 60,913 5,307 135,36' 423,971
192,8381 2.588 6,227 77,122 1 1 ,969 63,931 354,678
1832
183t
336 216.4791
65li 8,096 82.304 5,028 92,657 405,506
271.36- 2,499 13,956 100.225 11,132 61,82.- 461,246
18)4
244
1835
45 215.612 1.376 11.667 141,622 1 1 .513 119,131 531,025
1835
228,56h 1,287 8,041 131,781 £9,599 94,116 493,673
281
333,690 4,146 17.071 135,187 20,826 a*i,i7:i 596.153
1*37
41
123
48 17.796 128.611 22,204 105,C8o 7*7,512
1833
453,645
4,798 3,261,229 1 42,771 175,428 11,482,361 187,360 1,332,798 6,525.758
N. B. — The above comprises an interval of twenty commercial years, each termina
ting on the 30th of September.
COMMERCE OK BOSTON.
The number of foreign clearances from Boston, from January 1st to June "0ih, 1838,
was 430. The number of foreign clearances, from January 1st ioJune30th, 1829, was
CJ7. Increase of foreign clearnnces. over the first six months of the last year, 177.
The nunib;r of foreign arrivals into Boston, from January 1st to June30th, 1838, was
471. The number of foreign arrivals, from January 1st to June 20th, 1639, was 614.
Increase of foreign arrivals, 143.
Revenue, firsi quarter, 1838,
$480,300 59
second ..
..
465,765 84
$946,066 43
$562 915 27
900,742 00
$1,4e13.657 27
Increase of revenue over the two first quarters of the last year, $517,590 84.
Revenue, first quarter, 1839,
second ..
estimated at
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EXPORTS OF BRITISH PRODUCE AND MANUFACTURES FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM.
An Account of the Exports of the principal Articles of British and Irish Produce and
Manufacture, in live year ended the blh of January, 183'J, compared with the Exports
in the preceding year, as pulilishcd in the Liverpool Standard.
Declared Value of the Exporta
tion in the year ending the
blh of January.
1*38.
1839.
£431,545
£184,305
Coals and Culm
13.640,181
16,700,468
Cotton Manufactures
7,430.688
6,9.;i5,942
Cotton Yarn
563,237
670,985
Earthenware
477,767
376,524
Glass
1,507,478
Hardwnre and Cutlery
1,460,808
2,919,719
2,133,744
Linen Manufactures
655 699
479,367
Linen Yarn
2,530 '.103
2,009,259
Metals—viz.: I .-on and Steel. ...
1,£26,238
Copper and Brass..
1,116,227
156,150
153,251
Lead
74,733
103,£30
Tin, in bars, etc....
434,749
350,667
Tin Plates
223,372
193,621
Salt
778,031
503.673
Silk Manufactures
550,506
453.984
Sugar, refined
432,067
185,350
Wool, sheen's or lamb's
4,6ti0,019
5,792,156
Woollen Manufactures
333,098
365,657
Woollen Yarn
Total of the foregoing nrticles
1 £36,228,468 £43.338.8.-19
This table shows an increase of upwards of three millions in a single year, in the
exports of cotton manufactures, an increase of upwards of one million in the woollen
manufactures, and nearly eight hundred thousand in the article of linen manufactures
— the three great staple commodities of British exportation. We should think that an
increase of upwards of seven millions, in one year's exports, exhibited any thing but an
indication of the reverses of the manufacturing interest of our mother country.

MERCANTILE
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FRENCH BRANDIES.
The most celebrated of the French brandies, 1says Dr. Ure, in his "Dictionary of
Arts," &c..) those of Cognac and Armagnac, are slightly rectified to only 0.92'J: they
contain more than half their weight of water, and come over, therefore, highly charged
with the fragrant essential oil of the husk of the grape. When, to save expense of car
riage, the spirit is rectified to a much higher degree, the dealer, on receiving it at Paris, redues it to the market proof by the addition of a little highly-flavored weak brandy and
water; but he cannot, in this way, produce so finely-flavored a spirit as the weaker pro
duct of distillation of Cognac wine. If the best Cognac brandy be carefully distilled
at a low heat, and the strong spirit be diluted with water, it will be found to have suffered
much in its flavor. Genuine French br.-.ndy evinces an acid reaction with litmus paper,
owing to a minute portion of vinegar: it contains, besides, some acetic ether, and,
when long kept in oak casks, a little astringent matter.
LACE MADE BY CATERPILLARS.
A curious species of manufacture has been contrived by an officer of engineers residing
at Munich. It consists of lace and veih, with open patterns in them, wove entirely by
caterpillars. The following is the mode of proceeding adopted : Having made a paste
of the leaves of the plant on which the species of caterpillar he employs feeds, he
spreads it thinly over a stone, or other flat substance of the required size. He then,
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with a camel hair pencil dipped in olive oil, draws the patterns he wishes the insects to
leave open. This stone is then placed in an inclined position, and a considerable num
ber of caterpillars ore plnctd at the bottom. A peculiar species is cl.osen, which spins
a strong web, and the animals commence at the bottom eating and spinning I heir way to
the top, carefully avoiding every part touched by the oil, but devouring every other part
of the paste. The cxireme lightness of these veils, combined with some strength, is truly
surprisin?. One of them, measuring 26J by 17 inches, weighed only a grain and a
half, a degree of lightness which will appear more strongly by contrast with other fa
brics. One square yard of th? substance of which tlvse veils are made weighs 4 £ grains,
whilst one square yard of silk gauze weighs 137 grains, and one square yaid of the
finest net weighs iljiJ grains.
MACHINERY.
It used lobe an erroneous opinion, says the Salem(Mass.)Observer,entertained,that
labor saving machinery would prove disadvantageous to human industry, and take
employment from the hands of those who had to gain a subsistence by labor. Witli
this belief, operatives used to make violent attacks upon all machinery of this descrip
tion in England, and destroy when they could. But the effect of it has been far otherwise than was anticipated—greatly increasing the amount of human labor. When the
wonderful improvements of Arkwright, in the year 1770, began to be introduced into
the machinery for spinning cotton, the annual consumption of cotton in British manu
facture was under/our millions of pounds weight; and that of Christendom was not
probably more than ten. millions. In 1838, the consumption of cotton in England and
Ireland was about two hundred and seveUti millions of pounds; that of Europe and
the United States together, four hundred and eighty millions!
JEWELLERY.
Scarcely any branch of manufacture has advanced more rapidly and steadily in this
country, during the last twenty years, than jewellery. In 18'J0, it might be said with
almost literal truth that nothing of the kind was manufactured in the United States.
But now, much the larger part of all the more rich and solid articles are made in this
country. There are very good and extensive assortments in the stores, where not a
single specimen of foreign jewellery is to be found. Articles of English manufacture are
entirely surpcrseded by the superior skill and taste of our workmen ; but thai e are some
sorts of work done by the French jewellers which cannot be equalled here.
WOO!..
The wool growers, says the Northampton (Mass ) Courier, are not able to receive
the reward for their labors this season.—'1 he price of broadcloths are not sustained, and
many manufacturing establishments are contracting their operations, or stopping their
machinery. Wool does not sustain the price even it did last year. The shearing sea
son has arrived, and the new clip is coining into the market even before the old one is
used up. The wool growing interest is an important one in New England, and we re
gret to see it depressed from any cause.
COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS.
The advices by the Great Western must be considered as any thing but favorable to
the delusive hopes of improvement in the cotton market, and completely destroy the
wild idea of a combination made here, and reaching across the Atlantic, having the
ability to sustain prices in Europe. The fact is, that natural causes, always at work,
are too powerful to be coerced by the short sighted experiments of financiers and specu
lators, groping at results, and ignorant of first principles: and, theorize as we may,
upon production and consumption, a single error in our fanciful architecture will de
stroy the unsubstantial fabric. The world has, since the battle of Waterloo, been, ge
nerally speaking, in a state of profound pence. Consumption has stimulated produc
tion, and the consequence has been, that supply has more than equipoised demand.
Speculation has been, in like manner, excited by success, and furthered by an almost
wanton tender of facilities ; and the result has been, an enormous amount ofcommercial
indebtedness, and the products of industry or nrt not answering by way of remittances,
specie, the lever by which commercial operations are regulated and balanced, has had to
be resorted to as the settler of differences. But itappears from the overgrown inflation
of the paper system, both here and in England, that this is a chord which, if t. uched,
produces any thing but confidence in the market, and bankers and financiers gather
round their vaults, like doctors round a consumptive patient, fearful that every respi
ration may be the last. The Bank of England has for some time back been only piling
error upon error, and in her late operation in raising the rate of interest to 5J per cent.
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she reminds us of the exclamation of the imprisoned starling; while our own opera
tions hnve not been remarkable for sagacity and financial forrsight. We have not
room for the remarks which we wish to make on the state of the money market, and
must therefore defer a more full examination to a subsequent number ; hut at present
we feel ourselves called upon to say, that prudent merchants will husband their re
sources, be chary of their means, and 'extremely cautious in their commitments for
some time to come. A revolution in prices, whicli is going to exercise a most important
bearing on the relations of debior and creditor, is silently going on. All our great sta
ple articles must fall greatly in value, and combinations to raise or support prices are
alike wicked and unavailing. We have been maddened, and rendered, as it were,
drunken, by years nf prosperity; and the excitement of the gambler being over, we have
now to suffer und^r hiscxhaustion, and to set about exlrtcatingnurembarrnssed nffairs.
We may safely calculate, that, unless some extraordinary event takes place, snch as
a war in Europe, for example, we must be satisfied with lower prices lor our cotton than
we have lately been contending for, and that, while pence continues, there are elements
at work sufficient to overthrow the most skilfully ln,d combinations to support prices,
and to bring ruin on the heads of those who attempt them. Nor need we look to Eng
land as a customer for our surplus bread stuffs, while we may look for large supplies
hereafier from the new states, which we have heretofore been in the habit of feiding;
ond agricultural products will hereafter rule comparatively low. Manufacturing in
dustry does not appear, in Eurooe particularly, to yield on adequate return on capital.
Commercial enterprise is bafflr-d for objects of profitable investment, and with old ac
counts to liquidate on new standards of value, with a want of confidence in our curren
cy and in ourselves, dranged exchanges, and the exportation of specie, while there may
be nothing seriously discouraging in all this to those who tank on things in the mass,
and consider the vast tendency of human operations as ultimately working right, and
the loss of one man as but the profit of another, it is full of individual admonit on.
The money markets in London and New York, the great marts that regulate the
trade of two mighty empires, and, through them, of the world, are now so intimately
blended and interwoven, that they vibrate responsive to each other, and a pressure on
one communicates an electric shock to the other. They are, we were going to say,
like the Sia nese twins, connected by a hand through which it is impossible to affirm
or deny that the circulation does or does not flow, essential to existence, and thai to
destroy one might nit be the ruin of the other. Hence we look with anxiety for fur
ther advices, sincerely trusting and believing, that the commercial interest, and the Bank,
notwithstanding the errors of its direction, will sustain each other, but looking for no
material improvement in the value of cotton, and, indeed, grounded in the opinion that
the sooner the idle theories and speculations so redundant on the subject are abandon
ed, and prices reduced to what manufacturers can fairly pay and make a living profit
on capital, the sooner will one impediment in the way of a healthful state of things be
removed. We intend, in out subsequent articles, to take up this matter at length, and
to give, from month to month, remarks on the money market and the state of trade, for
which we have made full and adequate arrangements.
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Art. I. — THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF COMMERCE. '
In the present enlightened state of the world, and the powerful influence
which Commerce exercises over every thing connected with national politics
and human affairs, it is an amusing and instructive pursuit to trace the course
of Commerce from its first dawning, as it were, upon the world, to its present
brightness and splendor.
In the earlier ages of the world, agriculture and arms were considered the
more honorable pursuits, and the ancients deemed Commerce as ignoble.
Hence we find Xenophon expressing a doubt whether Commerce could be
of any advantage to the state, and Plato excluding it from his imaginary
commonwealth ; but, as time rolled on, in exact proportion as Commerce
was fostered and encouraged — as it acquired strength, and was permitted an
unfettered exercise of its powers, and a development of the advantages it af
forded — its value was better understood, and its peaceful triumphs the more
highly appreciated.
To pursue Commerce profitably, and to any extent, requires the possession
of civil and political liberty : the freest countries are always the most strong
ly commercial, and the most barbarous and enslaved the least. In the former
we find an extraordinary degree of intelligence, and a freedom from restraint
discernible only in connexion with rational and well defined liberty ; for the
mind which has been accustomed to freedom of thought and action in com
mercial pursuits, would spurn the idea of submitting its free impulses to a
tyrant's will. Hence we find an interference with the course of Commerce,
commencing in illegal exactions, cost Charles the First his kingdom and his
head ; and a following up of the same blind policy by his successors, in regard
to the colonies, ended in establishing the independence of the United States
of America, now admitted to be the freest, and the most thoroughly imbued
with the commercial spirit, of all the nations of the earth. ' And, if we take
the map of the world, we may trace, step by step, the diminished amount of
freedom enjoyed by the several nations according to its Commerce, the gra
dations fine, but yet clearly perceptible and strongly marked, until, in des
potic countries, we realize the presence of arbitrary power by the total abVOL. I. — No. III.
25
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sence of commercial enterprise ; for Commerce and tyranny cannot exist
together. The ascendency of the commercial spirit establishes a new era in
policy, and we find a new genius diffused into the alliances of nations —
the savage barbarity of war tempered, humanized, and subdued, and man
meeting his brother man on the wide platform of reciprocity and equal rights.
Commercial nations have always been the most distinguished. It was from
the opulence derived from Commerce that Carthage so long and so success
fully contended with Rome ; and, as the principles of Commerce extended
over the continent of Europe, the manners became more polished, and ac
cording to the extent of their Commerce was their political power and influ
ence amongst the surrounding nations.
Among the earliest and most successful pursuers of Commerce, were the
Rhodians, the Egyptians, the Phomicians, and the Carthaginians.
The Rhodians are justly entitled to the first place as a commercial and
maritime power ; for, although Eusebius mentions the Cretans, the Lydians,
and the Thracians, as maritime states, the first of whom flourished five hun
dred years, the next two hundred, and the last about eighty years before the
Rhodians, yet it does not appear that any of these naval powers had any de
fined system or code of maritime law for their own guidance, and they cer
tainly never communicated any to mankind. About the year 916 before the
christian era, Rhodes obtained the sovereignty of the sea, and maintained
her political power and importance unimpaired till the termination almost of
the Roman republic. Many adventitious circumstances combined to increase
the wealth of Rhodes: among these may be enumerated, the favorable posi
tion of the island for the purposes of navigation, in the Mediterranean sea, a
few leagues from the continent of lesser Asia; and the richness and fertility
of its soil has always been a favorite theme with poets and historians. If we
add to these the active and industrious habits of the people, we can easily ac
count for its long maintained superiority — for the richness of its inhabitants
— the anxiety with which its alliance was courted, though its general policy
was a strict neutrality ; — but its very riches, by enervating the people, has
tened its decline, and, at the period above mentioned, the wealth and pow
er of Rhodes began visibly to decline.
Next in order come the Egyptians, who are said to have opened a trade
between the Arabian Gulf and the Red Sea, and the western coast of the
great Indian continent, soon after the establishment of the Egyptian monar
chy. The productions of the East were carried by land from the Arabian
Gulf to the banks of the Nile, and floated down that river to the Mediterra
nean. Natural causes, however, were in operation, tendingtolimitthe attention
of theEgyptians to Commerce, both in extent and in duration. The necessaries
and comfortsof life were produced in such profusion under the genial influence
of their fertile soil and mild climate, that, wanting nothing from foreigners
themselves, it became an established maxim with the Egyptians, whose habits
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They had no intolerant or unsocial superstition — there was nothing
ve, or calculated to prevent an unscrupulous intercourse with other
nations. They looked to Commerce as the source of opulence and pow
er, for their territory was small and unproductive ; and Tyre, of which we
read so much in sacred and profane history, was built on an ungrateful and
barren soil ; but its excellent sea-ports, and favorable position for Commerce,
more than counterbalanced the sterility ofits soil, and Commerce yielded, to
the industry of man what nature appeared sternly to have denied ; and a
short reference to the commerce of the Phoenicians will sufficiently prove to
what a height of glory, grandeur, and riches, a nation may attain through
the aid and instrumentality of Commerce.
Lebanon and the neighboring mountains furnished the Phoenicians with
excellent wood for ship building, and in ashort timenumerous fleets were ready
to farther the spirit of enterprise by pursuing distant or unknown voyages; and
their liberal institutions and enlightened spirit encouraging foreign inter
course, drew together an immense influx of strangers, and so rapidly did
the population of Tyre increase, that they were soon in a situation to send
out colonies, and, among others, the famous one of Carthage, which so long
preserved the spirit of its settlers, and proudly vied with Tyre itself in the
extent ofits commerce, while it greatly surpassed it in dominion.
The report of profane writers of the glory and power of Tyre — the
amount of its commerce and navigation — would not be readily credited,
were it not that we find that the prophets themselves speak of it with yet
greater magnificence of language ; and one of the most beautiful passages in
the prophecy of Ezekiel is that where a description is given of its power and
grandeur, the number of its vessels, the quantity of its merchants and its mer
chandise ; and Isaiah speaks of Tyre as the common city of all nations, and
the centre of all commerce, as the queen of cities, where its merchants were
princes, and the traders the most illustrious persons of the earth. Such was
ancient Tyre, which resisted the arms of Nebuchadnezzar, and stood a siege
of thirteen years, during which time it had fortified and prepared a neigh
boring island, where they established the maritime forces, and to which the
merchants removed their merchandise, so that the loss of the capital, when
they ultimately surrendered up the barren soil to the conqueror, did not de
stroy their empire of the sea, or diminish the reputation of their commerce.
As Commerce was the only source from which the Phoenicians derived
opulence and power, we find that the trade of Tyre and Sidon was more ex
tensive and enterprising than that of any state in the ancient world. The
spirit of their laws and the genius of their policy was strictly commercial,
and they may be briefly described as a people of merchants, whose object
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commodities unknown to the rest of the world, and engrossing for a long
period, without rival or competition, that most lucrative branch of Commerce.
Under the prosperous reigns of David and Solomon, the Jews were exci
ted by the reports of the great wealth acquired by the Phoenicians in their
monopoly of the commerce ofthe Red Sea, to aim at being admitted to a parti
cipation, which they succeeded in obtaining, by conquest and alliance, — the
first, of Idumea, which stretches along the Red Sea, and the second, with Hiram,
king of Tyre, who furnished Phoenician pilots to the fleets fitted out by Solo
mon, which sailed from the Red Sea for Tarshish and Ophir, ports probably
partly in India and Africa, which they were accustomed to frequent, and
from which the Jewish ships returned with such valuable cargoes, as sud
denly diffused wealth and splendor throughout the kingdom in such abun
dance, that, as the Scriptures finely expresses it, " He" (Solomon) " made
silver in Jerusalem as stones, and cedar trees as sycamores that grow in the
plains." And when we reflect that the return of one voyage only to Ophir
produced four hundred and fifty talents of gold, (about two and a half mil
lions of pounds sterling,) we cannot doubt of the immense profits yielded by
this commerce. But the peculiar national character of the Jewish people,
impressed upon them with a view of separating them from the idolatrous
nations with which they were surrounded, conspired to form an unsocial na
tional character, and to prevent that open and liberal intercourse with fo
reigners which the spirit of Commerce requires ; owing to which, and the
disasters which befell the kingdom of Israel, the spirit of Commerce spread
slowly, and was checked easily. Other reasons might be given, from
profane history, for the wonderful success of the Jewish commerce under
Solomon, and its early extinction ; but we prefer confining our remarks to
historical facts, which are abundantly sufficient for our purpose, without tra
velling beyond the record, or seeking to enlist faith or prejudice in support
of our conclusions.
It was the new city of Tyre which so daringly resisted the progress of
Alexander the Great in his career of victory, and interrupted the master of
one part of Asia, and delayed for a time his successful progress to subjugate
the other ; and, in punishment of its temerity, was entirely destroyed by the
conqueror, its marine and commerce transferred to his new city of Alexan
dria, which he had founded as the capital of the empire of Asia, of which he
then meditated the conquest, and intended consolidating into one gigantic
kingdom ; but observing the riches and power produced by Commerce, as
evidenced in the obstinate resistance offered by Tyre to the progress of his
arms, while with one hand he smote the proud and powerful opponent, he
was anxious with the other to make Commerce his minister, and his ally in
promoting the splendor of Alexandria ; but his early death prevented his be
ing a witness of its success.
Commerce has always been opposed to the spirit of conquest and aggres
sion, from the time the first and the second Tyre resisted the arms of Nebu
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dispute with Rome herself the dominion and empire of the world. Carthage
had early rivalled and soon surpassed Tyre in opulence and power, but does
not seem to have contended for any share in the commerce of the Red Sea.
The enterprise of the Carthaginians was exercised in another direction,
chiefly towards the west and north. Passing the straits of Gades, as too
circumscribed for their views of discovery, they visited the coasts of Spain
and of Gaul, and penetrated at last into Britain. Not satisfied with their ac
quired knowledge in this quarter of the globe, they turned their inquiries
south, made some very considerable progress by land into the interior pro
vinces of Africa, trading with some, and subjecting others to their empire.
Proceeding along the western coast of the great continent of Africa almost
to the Tropic of Cancer, they planted several colonies with a view to civili
zation and Commerce. The Fortunate Islands, now known as the Canaries,
were discovered by them, and formed the utmost boundary of discovery and
navigation in the western ocean.
Rome, the great opponent, and eventually the conqueror of Carthage, was
supported by conquest, by robbery, and rapine. Carthage, on the contrary,
looked wholly to the peaceful returns of Commerce. While Rome extend
ed her dominion, and formed a hardy and veteran army, Carthage, which
Commerce had peopled with seven hundred thousand inhabitants, had to look
within herself, and to oppose her raw and undisciplined recruits to the drilled
forces of her opponents, and the city was comparatively deserted to furnish
soldiers for the army ; their fleets, accustomed to the transportation of mer
chandise, were now loaded with soldiers and warlike stores, and their chiefs
and generals, who made Rome tremble, were selected from her wisest and
most fortunate traders. The history of the Roman and Carthaginian wars,
an! their fatal termination as regarded Carthage, is so well known, that we
have only to allude to the fact that it required fifty years cruel and doubtful
war before Carthage was destroyed, during which, Rome was very nearly
visited with that destruction which afterwards overtook her competitor for the
mastery of the world.
We have already mentioned the city of Alexandria, to which the com
merce and marine of the second Tyre had been transferred by Alexander
the Great. The Ptolemies, who after his death got Egypt for their part of
the spoil of conquest, took care to encourage and foster the infant trade of
Alexandria, and soon brought it to such perfection and extent as to surpass
Tyre and Carthage, and it seemed as if Alexandria had gathered to itself the
wealth and commerce of the world. To accomplish this, it possessed great
natural advantages. On one side a free commerce with Asia and the East
by the Red Sea. The same- sea and the Nile enabled her to penetrate the
vast and rich countries of Ethiopia — the rest of Africa and Europe was
open to her by the Mediterranean — and as a facility to the interior com
merce of Egypt besides the Nile, and the canals, the almost incredible work
of the first Egyptians, the advantages of caravans, so convenient for the safe
ty of merchants and the transportation of merchandise. If to these we add a
large and safe port, where foreign vessels arrived from all parts, making
Alexandria the depository of all the merchandise of the East and West, and
the store house from whence vessels were constantly loaded for Egypt, and
for all parts of the known world, we shall have no difficulty in accounting
for its rapid growth, with surpassing wealth and power.
It was the immense riches which the commerce of Alexandria spread
throughout Egypt, which enabled their kings to support themselves for over
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a century against the Roman power, which tried from time to time to bring
them under subjection. Historians affirm that the customs on imports and
exports on the merchandise which passed through the custom house of Alex
andria amounted to two hundred and seventy-four millions of pounds sterling
annually, although the imposts which the Ptolemies laid upon the people
were generally admitted to have been moderate enough.
Under the Grecian and Roman republics we discover traces of a cultivated
Commerce. In several of the states of Greece, particularly Corinth and
Athens, Commerce flourished ; but Athens was more particularly celebrated
for commercial knowledge and extensive trade ; emulation was encouraged
by the public rewards and honors bestowed upon those who attained to ex
cellence in the useful arts, and its manufactures enjoyed a high reputation.
The many laws which the people have left to posterity with regard to im
ports and exports, and contracts of bargain and sale, the privileges extended
to the mercantile interests, the erection of tribunals to determine controver
sies between merchants and mariners ; the attention paid to the market, and
the many officers concerned in that department, evince an understanding of
the principles of Commerce, and leaves a favorable impression oftheir judg
ment and liberality. But notwithstanding all this, and the advantages of a
numerous body of seamen, which the produce of their mines enabled them
to keep in pay, and the influence which Athens exercised over the other
cities of Greece, the trade was not pursued as extensively as one would have
anticipated. Athens, and the other maritime states of Greece, possessed little
or no Commerce beyond the limits of the Mediterranean sea, and their inter
course was pretty much confined to the colonies planted by themselves in
lesser Asia, in Italy, and Sicily. Sometimes they visited the ports of Egypt,
the southern provinces of Gaul and of Thrace, or passing through the Helles
pont, they traded with the countries around the Euxine sea.
The Roman commerce was even less considerable than that of the Greeks.
Previous to the battle of Actium, the Romans had always found in the spoils
of the nations they had subjected means of filling the treasury of the repub
lic, and furnishing a sufficiency to carry out the plans of universal monarchy,
in which the republic habitually and constantly indulged ; and they regard
ed Commerce no farther than as an instrument of conquest, in enabling them
to subsidize valour and perfect discipline; and when the maritime states of
the ancient world fell before the prowess of their army, and Carthage,Greece,
and Egypt, fell before them, the Romans imbibed not the spirit of the con
quered nations, and interfered not with their commerce, satisfied that to
Rome, as the capital of the world and the seat of government, all the wealth
and productions of the provinces would naturally flow. The amazing ex
tent of the Roman power, which reached over the greatest part of the then
known world, the vigilant inspection of the Roman magistrates, and the
active and intelligent spirit of the government, gave additional security to
and animated Commerce with new vigor. No national union was ever so
close, no intercourse so perfect, as that of the parts of this immense empire ;
one superintending power moved and regulated this mass of human indus
try, condensed its energies to a single point, employed the produce of its ef
forts on a single point, unobstructed by the jealousy of rival states, and freed
from vexatious restrictions.
But while the Romans so freely tolerated commercial pursuits in others,
they did not hold it in respect among themselves; on the contrary, in their
manners, their constitution, and their laws, Commerce was treated as a dis
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honorable employment, and the exercise prohibited to persons of birth, rank,
or fortune. The only honorable employment was agriculture and arms,
and traders and mechanics were deemed incapable of succeeding to any pub
lic honors. Commerce — navigation — the mechanic arts — were aban
doned to slaves, to freedmen, to provincials, and to citizens ofthe lowest class.
The resources of conquest and rapine, however great, are soon exhausted ;
but those of Commerce, when cultivated, are steady,equal, and uniform in their
flow; hence Rome, having overrun, exhausted, and impoverished the world,
had to look to the commercial provinces for the means of replenishing her
exhausted treasury, and the commerce of Egypt, by its riches and its credit, se
cured the readiest means of supporting the reputation and continuing the do
mination and empire of Rome.
From the period, therefore, when Augustus reduced Egypt to a Roman
province, he carefully endeavored to extend the commerce of Alexandria,
and to augment that carried on by the Egyptians in Arabia, the Indies, and
the remote parts of the East, by way of the Red Sea ; and Alexandria,
become Roman, was only inferior to Rome in grandeur and population.
The magazines of Rome were filled with merchandise from the capital of
Egypt, and very soon Rome and all Italy subsisted on the corn and other
provisions brought by the Egyptian fleet. Josephus affirms (but his state
ment may well be questioned for exaggeration) that Alexandria yielded more
riches to the treasury of Rome in one month, than all Egvpt in a year ;
and if Pliny is to be credited, the profits ofthe commerce of Egypt amounted
yearly for Rome to one hundred and twenty-five millions of crowns, which,
estimated by Mons. Savary at 54d. sterling per French crown, amounts to
twenty-eight millions one hundred and twenty-five thousand pounds sterling,
while the ordinary expenses of the Roman government we find to have been
only one million one hundred and fifty thousand crowns, only one hundredth
part of the revenue derived from Egypt.
The great wealth derived from the commerce of Alexandria, made all the
other provinces of the empire to flourish ; and as it continued to augment, it
attracted the attention of the senate to its importance to the prosperity of the
empire, and created a determination to sustain it by establishing corporations
at Rome for trade and tradings, adopting the laws of the Rhodians for the com
merce and navigation of the Mediterranean, (laws which have since formed
part of the laws ofnations,) and charging the magistracy with their execution,
they affording full protection to all engaged in Commerce through the whole
extent of the Roman empire. But this forced and unnatural state of things
could not endure. Rome had extended herself until she became unable to
protect her provinces, and Alexandria in her turn experienced the fate of
Tyre and ofCarthage. She was founded byarms, and supported byCommerce,
which was her beauty and her strength. The Saracens,who seized on Egypt
in the reign of Heraclius, by their ferocity drove away the merchants, who
love peace and tranquillity; and shorn, like Sampson, of her strength, Alexan
dria, which then held the first rank after Rome and Constantinople, lost its
ancient splendor, and though it subsequently acquired some commercial vi
gor under the Sultans, and now enjoys some considerable trade, it is no long
er to be recognised as that ancient Alexandria, once so renowned as a mart
of Commerce, and for so long a time the support and glory of the Roman em
pire.
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Art. II. — THE ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS OF
COMMERCE.

The occupation of the merchant is one of the most ancient, aa it is one of
the most useful of human employments. It devolves on him to collect the
surplus products and fabrics of his native land, and exchange them for such
foreign articles of comfort or luxury as she may require. In this way he
gives substantial encouragement to agriculture and manufactures, which, but
for the markets which he supplies, might languish and decline. It devolves
upon him, too, in times of public scarcity, resulting from unfavorable seasons
and a failure of the home crops, to bring from abroad the means of subsist
ence and the necessaries of life for a whole people. Commerce, likewise,
gives a spring to all arts and trades. Whilst enriching himself, the mer
chant furnishes employment to a vast number of artisans and laborers, and
thus helps to knit society together, and to promote among its members a
feeling of mutual interest and good fellowship.
Just consider, for one moment, how many hands are constantly employed
merely in that navigation which bears the merchant's orders to the ends of the
earth. These orders are usually more punctually executed than the edicts
of the most absolute despot. In the remotest lands, thousands stand ready to
do his bidding and gratify his wishes. The ocean groans beneath the weight
of his argosies, which from the farthest climes bring riches and abundance,
and lay them at his feet. The counting room of the merchant may be liken
ed to the cabinet of a powerful monarch, that sets the whole world in mo
tion. He establishes the only practicable and beneficial community of
goods. He renders the productions, the fabrics, the discoveries of every na
tion, accessible to all the rest. He brings the widely scattered inhabitants of
our globe into contact, establishes relations and facilitates intercourse among
them, and enables each country to enjoy, reciprocally, the peculiar blessings
and advantages of every other. " He provides such facilities of intellectual
communication between the remotest regions, that not a bright idea can
spring up in the brain of a foreign scholar, than it darts like lightning across
the Atlantic; not an improvement obtains in the condition of one society,
but it is instantly propagated to every other. By this perpetual interchange
of thought, and this active diffusion of intellect, the most favorable opportu
nities are afforded for the dissemination of useful knowledge, and especially
for the extension of that most precious of gifts, the Gospel of Jesus." What
could our missionaries do without our ships?
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wealth to those countries where commerce is carried on to its proper extent,
but an improvement in the intellectual character, and a superior degree of
civilization, in those by whom its operations are conducted. Accordingly,
we rind that in every nation where commerce has been cultivated upon great
and enlightened principles, a considerable proficiency has been made in libe
ral studies and pursuits. Without recurring to the splendid examples of an
tiquity, to Tyfe, and Sidon, and Corinth, and Carthage, it may be sufficient
to advert to the effect produced by the Free States in Italy, and the Hanse
Towns in Germany, in improving the character of the age. Under the in
fluence ofcommerce, the barren islands of Venice, and the unhealthy swamps
of Holland, became not only the seats of opulence and splendor, but the
abodes of literature, science, and the arts ; ana vied with each other, not less
in the number and celebrity of their eminent men and distinguished scholars,
than in the extent of their mercantile concerns.
Such are the services and benefits of that ancient and honorable vocation,
which Gothic prejudices have attempted to brand with opprobrium, even in
the bosom of nations that owe their wealth and splendor chiefly to com
merce. In the old world generally, and even in England, till very recently,
the peaceful merchant was regarded with contempt by the stupid soldier,
who had not sense enough to perceive that without the aid of the merchant
he could neither clothe nor subsist his army. It was her commerce and
manufactures that enabled that country to bear up against the tremendous
power of the "man of destiny," and to form those powerful coalitions, and
support those vast armies, which she mustered from all parts of continental
Europe, to take tb.2 field and fight the great battles in which her very exist
ence was involved. It was this " nation of shopkeepers" that humbled his
pride, and crushed his power. Is not this useful calling quite as honorable
as the inglorious ease in which so many of the nobility and gentry of the
old world wear out their unprofitable lives 1 Is not the merchant as respect
able a member of the community as the luxurious planter, the time-serving
politician, or the cringing office-seeker ? How long will the foolish vanity
of men lead them to look down upon those from whom they receive the most
important benefits ? Shall honor be always awarded exclusively to the de
stroyers and corrupters of our race? Ought it not to be conferred on those
who are employed in supplying the wants and promoting the comfort and
welfare of mankind ?
This unworthy and foolish prejudice against trade dates back to those
times of barbarism and ferocity, when the rising communities of men were
as yet unacquainted with the benefits which commerce confers. We are
told that in the republics of Greece merchants were ineligible to public of
fice, and were excluded from) the cares of state. From similar ignorance
the ancient Romans, who were solely occupied with agriculture and war,
regarded the occupation of the merchant as disreputable and degrading.
But time and necessity gradually disabused their minds of these ridiculous
prejudices, till at last the most distinguished persons in the state were not
ashamed of exercising a calling which they found so gainful to themselves,
and so advantageous to their country.
When the swarms of barbarous nations from the northern hive had over
run the Roman empire, and parcelled it out among themselves, the prejudice
against trade revived. Europe was for ages plunged in gross darkness and
in perpetual warfare. The profession of arms was the only one that was
accounted respectable and manly. The people, hemmed in and kept down
vol. I. — no. m.
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by an insolent soldiery, could have no communication with one another.
Commerce, which can never flourish without liberty, was carried on solely
by Jews and usurers, who were a continual prey to the exactions of a thou
sand petty tyrants. Being thus engrossed by men devoid of character and
principle, it fell into disrepute. None but such wretches, allured by the ex
pectation of vast profits, would undertake to pursue a calling environed with
so many difficulties and dangers. Such, undoubtedly, was thri origin of that
aversion and contempt with which trade was for a long time regarded by
what were called the higher orders in the old monarchies of Europe.
In the mean time, some republics, taking advantage of their liberty, en
gaged successfully in commerce, and by this means attained a degree of
wealth and power that excited the admiration and envy of other nations.
Venice, Genoa, Pisa, Holland, showed the rest of Europe the wonderful ef
fects that commerce can produce. Princes then began to encourage it ; the
Cape of Good Hope was doubled ; a new world was discovered ; and the
unexplored wealth of two hemispheres, the untold treasures of both the In
dies, aroused the cupidity of the nations. They all rushed into this new
source of aggrandizement, and the indifference with which they had hitherto
regarded commercial adventure was changed into a universal enthusiasm,
and they were soon found struggling with one another to secure the mono
poly of the most lucrative branches of trade. From that time commerce has
firmly established itself as one of the most honorable of employments, and
one of the principal sources of national opulence and power.

Art. III. — THE COMMERCE OF THE EAST.
Embassy to the Eastern Courts of Cochin China, Siam, and Muscat ; in
the United States sloop of war Peacock. By Edmund Roberts. New
York: 1838. Harper & Brothers.
Until within a very late period, there has not prevailed, among our mer
cantile community, that degree of information upon the productions, trade,
and necessities of Asia, and the western coast of Africa, which our extending
commerce with that quarter ofthe world has imperiously demanded ; while,
at the same time, our national government has been strangoly indifferent to
the pursuit of those inquiries, and the effecting of those treaties with Eastern
powers, which would stimulate our merchants to renewed energy in this
branch of trade, and by increasing the facilities for the accumulation of indi
vidual wealth, establish the more firmly the bulwarks of national prosperity.
Even at the present day, much remains to be accomplished before American
commerce with the East will be placed upon a satisfactory footing ; and we
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east of Japan, and our merchantmen trading to Java, Sumatra, and the Phi
lippine Islands, were totally unprotected ; we are not prepared to say that,
even now, the appearance of vessels of war in that direction is dependant on
more than the execution of some particular mission. But government has
not of late years been wholly idle.
The afflictive circumstances attending the plunder ofthe ship Friendship,
of Salem, Massachusetts, and the barbarous murder of a great part of her
crew by the natives of Qualah Battoo^Are impressed upon the memories
ofall, by the signal and salutary vengeance inflicted, by order of the govern
ment, by the U. S. ship of war Potomac. This transaction inspired the
executive to undertake sufficient and decisive measures to obtain an under
standing into the why and wherefore of the neglected state of American
commerce with certain Eastern princes, and of the difference of duties paid
on English and American commerce, in favor of the former ; and to endea
vor to effect treaties with the courts of Cochin China, Siam, and Muscat,
where these disadvantages were most signal—which would place American
commerce on a surer basis, and on an equality with that of the most favored
nations trading to those regions. This result was of essential importance ;
for our commerce with Siam and Muscat rested on the most precarious foun
dation, subject to every species of imposition which could be the consequent
of uncertain protection. And, furthermore, pecuniary extortions did not
limit the liabilities of the American citizen. His person, in common with
that ofother foreigners, was subject, by law, to the uncontrolled discretion of
his creditors ; for the life, as well as the property of a debtor, was forfeit at
the court of Siam.
Mr. Edmund Roberts, of Portsmouth, N. H., was deputed by our govern
ment, as a special agent to carry into effect these new measures ; and we
have been indebted to the interesting volume from his pen, published a year
or two since, by the Messrs. Harper, for many of our data. While Mr. Ro
berts has labored to render his work subservient to the interests ofcommerce,
he has not neglected to gratify the curiosity of the general reader; and has
agreeably diversified his details of the accomplishment of his special purpose,
by highly interesting descriptions of the natural scenery, productions, lan
guage, manners, ceremonies, etc., of the nations he visited. His work, thus
rendered pleasing to all, is entitled, " Embassy to the Eastern courts of Co
chin China, Siam, and Muscat."
We cannot better fulfil our purpose than in accompanying Mr. Roberts in his progress, and presenting, in a condensed form, his observations, and the
success of his mission ; combining therewith such information as we have
been able to glean from other sources, and such reflections as may seem of
advantage.
In October, of the year 1832, the Peacock ship of war, bearing Mr. Ro
berts, anchored in the roadstead of Manilla. The bay of this city is of no
ble extent, and of a great degree of safety. The city itself, which, by a census
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and hides. Of the article bichas de mer, a few words of explanation may be
desirable. It is a fish, entitled by the English, sea slug, or sea cucumber;
balate, by the Phillippine Islanders; bichos de mer, by the Portuguese.
When contracted, it resembles a cucumber, and it is difficult to discover the
eyes and mouth. It is prepared in a variety" of ways for food, and is very
nutritive. No less than eight hundred thousand pounds of this fish were
shipped to Canton in 1831 from Manilla. Our attention was first directed
to this article of commerce by a highly intelligent and shrewd Irishman,
named O'Connell, who had been shipwrecked in the Indian seas, and whose
very interesting and instructive adventures were some time since compiled
by H. Hastings Weld, Esq., of this city. The work did not obtain that at
tention which its intrinsic worth demanded. Mr. OConnell was earnest in
his belief, that, from the great estimate placed upon the bichos de mer in
China, a very lucrative business might be carried on by exporting it from
Manilla, or other islands, in American bottoms, to Canton. Mr. Weld gives,
if we remember aright, in the work referred to, entitled, "OConnell's Ad
ventures," a detail of the process of preparing it for market.
A large portion of the rice is exported to Canton by Americans, to save
the measurement duty ; or to Lintin, when they proceed elsewhere to pur
chase other than China goods. Occasionally, from scarcity or caprice, the
exportation is prohibited by the government. The Manilla hemp ia the
fibrous bark of a wild banana, and grows abundantly in all the Philippine
Islands. The cocoa nut oil is mostly shipped to Singapore, and from thence
to England, where it is manufactured into candles. Wheat is raised in
abundance, and ship bread, of a very superior quality, is generally sold at
from four to five dollars the hundred pounds.
The imports are British, India, and China goods, wines, sheathing cop
per and nails, iron, and steel, cocoa from Peru, &c. The import duty, in
foreign vessels, is fourteen per cent., Spanish ; the export duty three per cent.,
excepting on hemp, which is free. The importations in 1831 amounted to
nearly two millions of dollars ; the exports for the same period to a million
and a half.
The Spanish government permits no foreigners to remain at Manilla, even
to this day, as permanent settlers ; they are liable to be ordered out of the
country by the governor at any moment, and this right is sometimes exer
cised.
Proceeding with Mr. Roberts, we arrive at Macao, from whence, some
eighteen miles, is Lintin, or Lingting, both places of much importance in
connexion with the Canton trade. This latter island was scarcely inhabited
until 1814, when, in consequence of a dispute between the British and Chi
nese, the East India Company's ships remained here for some time. Popu
lation increasing, supplies of beef and vegetables became plentiful, and Ame
rican and other ships were induced to make it a place of rendezvous. But
the chief impulse was given to Lintin by the prohibition of the importation
of opium both at Canton and Macao. The vessels engaged in importing
the article repaired to this anchorage, where they found every facility,
through Chinese boats, either to smuggle or purchase it. This was the
origin of the opium " go-downs" as they are technically called, or receiving
ships, for this and other articles for the Canton market. In 1832, there
were seven or eight ships engaged in this illegal traffic, among which was
one American vessel, named the Lingting. The contraband trade in opium
has been steadily progressing, in defiance of the Chinese laws, until, as is
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well known to the mercantile community, it has resulted in the total stoppage
of the foreign trade. Most of the foreigners in Canton, by latest advices, had
been imprisoned, and the foreign merchantmen in port captured and detain
ed. The ship Omega, which arrived July 31st, and brought this important
intelligence, was pursued, and barely escaped. The opium on board the
English smuggling vessels had been seized, to the value of half a million of
dollars, and the crews were ordered to be hanged.
These circumstances, of so recent a date, invest the opium trade with
Canton with an interest which may authorize some more extended remarks
upon it, and the objects of the Chinese government in its suppression. It
scarcely attracted the attention of merchants previous to the year 1816.
The Chinese authorities early adopted measures for its suppression, since it
is one of the most destructive narcotics ever known. The stern interference
of the government in regard to it has been the more necessary, from the col
lusion ofthe Chinese people with the smugglers, being eager to possess and
indulge in its use. Its dreadful effects may be constantly observed in the
streets of Canton, and a confirmed opium smoker is, of all pitiable objects,
apparently the most degraded and worthless. In the terse and vivid descrip
tion by Mr. Roberts, " when he has once passed the Rubicon, reformation
seems to be impossible ; the sting of death, which is sin, has seized upon
him, his feet are already within the precincts of the grave, and he has sunk,
like Lucifer, never to rise again. When the effect has subsided, an emacia
ted, nerveless wretch is seen, with a cadaverous skin, eyes wildly protruding
from their sockets, the step faltering, the voice weak and feeble, and the
countenance idiotic ; but, while under the influence of the narcotic, the vi
sions of the opium smoker are exquisite, brilliant, heavenly."
An idea of the destructive tendency of this trade may be gathered from a
view of the alarming increase of the imports. In the season ending in 1817,
three thousand two hundred and ten chests of Patna, Benares, and Maloa
opium, containing one hundred and forty pounds each chest, were imported,
which sold for the sum of upwards of three millions and a half of dollars.
In the season ending in 1833, fifteen thousand six hundred and sixty-two
chests, from India, were imported, which sold for nearly fourteen millions
of dollars ; and the advices by the Omega inform us, that, after the summary
measures at Canton, opium to the value of twenty millions of dollars had
been put on board the ships in the harbor of Macao, and six thousand;boxes
remained on shore. To this calculation, much is to be added for the impor
tation of Turkey opium, of which no regular account can be obtained, and
also for a quantity smuggled by Chinese junks from Singapore. This drug
has been vended openly by the foreign merchants, but it is probable that a
severe check has now been given to the trade.
Passing to Canton and its commerce, the first curious and well known
fact obtrudes itself upon our notice, that the policy of the Chinese govern
ment should have confined the commerce of the whole empire to this one
port ; which fact is of incalculable disadvantage to it, since its most distant
provinces participate in the commerce of Canton, and there is in all ofthem a
greater or less demand for foreign productions, which, however, is materially
restricted by the difficulties attending their supply, and the conveyance of
domestic products across the empire in return. Nor is this policy immate
rial to the foreign trader. The comparison between the expense of convey
ing black teas from Fuh-keen, the province in which they are produced, to
Canton, and of their conveyance to the port of Fuh-chou, in Fuh-keen, ex
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hibits, that admission to the latter port would save the East India Company
nearly £200,000 annually.
The English did not begin an intercourse with China until about the year
1635. The whole number of English arrivals in 1832 was eighty-seven,
and the value of their imports and exports was as follows : imports, twentytwo millions and a half of dollars ; exports, eighteen millions and a half.
The American trade to China began after the revolutionary war. In 1784
or 5, by the earliest information which can be obtained, two ships were sent,
laden, to Canton. In return, they carried to the United States eight hun
dred and eighty thousand pounds of tea. In the following season, only one
vessel was sent: in 1833 the number was fifty-nine. The imports and ex
ports of this latter period were as follows : imports, about eight millions and
a half of dollars ; and the exports, some ten thousand dollars greater. The
whole China trade with all nations, in 1832- 3, employed, annually, one
hundred and forty first rate vessels, and a large amount of capital. It is a
very important branch of modern commerce, yet it has ever existed, and is
still carried on, under circumstances peculiar to itself. No commercial trea
ties secure it, and it is regulated by no stipulated rules ; yet it lives, and, in
spite of the overthrows which temporarily shackle it, must nourish.
Vessels intending to proceed to Canton, must obtain a permit and a pilot
at Macao. So soon as one arrives, before the cargo can be discharged, the
consignee is necessitated to obtain a security merchant, a linguist, and a
comprador. The former gives security to government for the payment of
duties on the ship ; the linguist holds the rank of interpreter, transacts all
business at the custom house, procures permits, &c. ; and the comprador pro
vides stores and provisions for it while in port. The security merchant must
be a member of the co-hong, a company composed of twelve individuals,
and usually called the hong merchants. They rank among the most respect
able and wealthy inhabitants of Canton, and enjoy the great bulk of the fo
reign trade.
The port charges consist of measurement duty, cumshaw, pilotage, lin
guist and comprador's fees. The measurement duty varies; — on a vessel
of three hundred tons, it is about six hundred and fifty dollars ; of thirteen
hundred tons, three thousand dollars. Tonnage is not, however, an unvary
ing criterion for measurement duties; but, for all ships, the cumshaw, pilot
age, and comprador's fees, amount to two thousand five hundred and seventythree dollars.
The Chinese weigh all articles bought and sold, which are capable of be
ing weighed ; as money, wood, liquids, &c. On this account, their dealings
are manifestly more simple than those of other nations who buy and sell with
more particular reference to the articles themselves. The circulating me
dium between foreigners and the Chinese is broken Spanish dollars, the va
lue of which is computed by weight. Mexican and United States dollars
are not received by the Chinese. Each individual coin receives the mark
of the person through whose hands it passes; and, as these marks soon be
come numerous, it is speedily broken in pieces. But the process of stamp
ing still continues, until, finally, the fragments become so small as to be paid
away altogether by weight. The highest weight used in reckoning money
is the tale, which is about a dollar and thirty-nine hundredths ; the next, the
mace, equal to one tenth of a tale; next, the candareen, a hundredth of a
tale ; and the least, the cash, of which a thousand make a tale ; this last,
however, is the only Chinese coin, and is made of six parts of copper, and
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four of lead. The weights, besides those of money, are, first, the pekul, equal
to one hundred and sixty-two pounds and a fraction, (troy;) the catty, the
hundredth part of & pekul, and the tale, the sixteenth part of a catty.
We now accompany Mr. Roberts upon his immediate mission. He first
visited Cochin-China, coming to anchor in the fine harbor of Vung-lam,
about one hundred miles from Hue, the capital. We regret that we are
unable to record any successful results of his communication with the go
vernment of this kingdom. While disposed, in compliance with the demands
of eastern etiquette, to sacrifice personal feeling to a degree, he did not deem
it proper or advantageous to compromise the dignity of his country, or jeo
pardize her honor ; and, since insulting formalities were required as prelimi
naries to a treaty, no alternative was left but that of terminating a protracted
correspondence, signalized throughout by the grossest duplicity on the part
of the official servants of the emperor. At the same time, he was unable to
obtain any accurate information respecting the productions and government
of the empire.
Weighing anchor, the Peacock conveyed Mr. Roberts to Siam ; he
being charged with the first mission ever sent to that kingdom from the
United States. The respect and attention which he received were highly
gratifying, since they testified to the good feeling entertained towards the
country of which he was the representative. It is extraneous to our design
to enter upon the consideration of any inquiries and observations not of a
commercial character, or we could highly entertain our readers with some
very happy and interesting descriptions of the manners, customs, etc., of
this singular people. We can only refer the reader to Mr. Roberts' book,
by the perusal of which he will not fail to be equally instructed and
amused.
Siam is a fertile country, and probably exceeds any other country to the
eastward of the Cape of Good Hope, in productions suited for foreign trade.
It is no less distinguished for its mineral than its vegetable products. Its
exports for the year 1832, amounted to a sum not less than four and a half
millions of dollars. It would consume too much room to enumerate all,
or the most of the articles, which compose them ; the most important are,
pepper, sugar, tin, bar-iron, cotton, dried fish, sapan-wood, teak-timber, rose
wood, barks, leather, iron-wood, pitch, wood oil, palm sugar, rattans, car
damom, ivory, skins of various kinds, raw silk, etc. etc. The imports
consist of British piece goods, white and printed, with some woollens; India
goods ; China products in general ; powder, arms, cannon, glass ware and
crockery, cutlery, arrack, wine, etc. Cotton twist is increasing in demand.
The dresses should be of star patterns, as also prints, on bright grounds.
In March, 1833, Mr. Roberts effected a treaty with the government of
Siam, removing all obstacles to a lucrative and important Dranch of our
commerce. The merchant may now buy or sell of whom he pleases ;
whereas, prior to this treaty, the American merchant was compelled to
purchase and sell of the king's agent, that functionary claiming the exclu
sive right so to monopolize the trade. In addition, the American merchant
was compelled to submit to extortion of various descriptions — he could
not sell for a fair value, nor purchase at fair rates — the duties and port
charges were not defined, ana were immoderate ; and presents were ex
acted, generally to the amount of a thousand dollars per ship. By the arti
cles of the treaty, these irregularities are removed, making a difference of
not less than $30,000 on a cargo of $40,000. The king's monopoly is
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brokpn up, the price of sugar is fixed, as are the duties and charges, and
presents are no longer required. That an estimate of the commercial im
portance of Siam may be made, we state, that the population of the capital
and Bang-kok an adjacent city, is four hundred and fifty thousand souls.
We proceed with Mr. Roberts to Muscat ; the sole object of his visit to
that kingdom being to effect a commercial treaty with his highness the
Sultan, and to obtain a reduction of the duties and port charges, so as to
place American commerce on a footing with other nations. This was ac
complished without delay. Previous to the conclusion of the treaty,
American vessels paid generally seven and a half per cent, upon imports,
and the same upon exports, with anchorage money and presents ; govern
ment claiming the right of pre-emption in both cases, as in Siam. By the
treaty, the commerce of our country is burdened with but a single charge,
viz., five per cent, on all merchandise landed ; and it is freed from the
charge of pilotage.
The Sultan of Muscat is more powerful than any native prince from
the Cape of Good Hope to Japan ; possessing a more efficient naval force.
His possessions in Africa stretch from Cape Delgardo to Cape Gardafui ;
and in Arabia, from Cape Adento to the entrance to the Persian Gulf; and
the coast of the Persian Gulf is tributary to him. From his African porte
are exported gum-copal, aloes, gum-arabic, colombo-root, and other drugs,
ivory, tortoise-shell, hides, beeswax, cocoanut oil, rice, etc. The exports
from Muscat are, wheat, dates, horses, raisins, salt, dried fish, and drugs.
We have thus accompanied Mr. Roberts through the objects of his mis
sion, and presented to the reader the results of his investigations so far as
they are included in the scope of our intended inquiries. They will be
perused with interest, we doubt not, for the information they convey, and
the prospects they advance.

Art. IV.—COMMERCE WITH JAPAN.
Notes of the Voyage of the Morrison from Canton to Japan.
Kino. New York : 1839. E.French.

By C. W.

The monopoly which the Dutch have enjoyed in commerce with Japan
for more than two centuries, to the almost entire exclusion of all other Eu
ropean nations, has often arrested the attention and excited the wonder of
commercial men, while but few have taken the trouble to ascertain how this
important privilege was first obtained, or how it has been secured till the pre
sent time. To Mr. King, a member of the highly respectable house of
Talbot, Olyphant, & Co , and the accomplished author of the volume before
us, the public, and particularly the commercial public, are greatly indebted,
for the new light which he has thrown upon an important portion of Eastern
Asia, in prosecuting a voyage, mainly dictated by the most honorable feel
ings of humanity—prompted by a desire to return to their native land several
wretched exiles, some of whom had been wrecked near the mouth of the
Oregon upon our own coast. Not the least entertaining and important part
of Mr. King's work, is the introduction, containing a clear and well digest
ed account of the intercourse, at different periods, of Europeans with the Ja
panese empire ; and before we proceed to detail an account of the voyage,
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we call the readers' attention to a synopsis of this part of the book, compiled
chiefly from Charlevoix, Kaempfer, Krusenstern, and other writers, to
whose works, from their great scarcity, the public cannot easily obtain ac
cess.
Accident first brought the Portuguese in contact with the remote empire
ofJapan. In the year 1542, Fernando Mendez Pinto, taking passage in a
junk from China to Loochoo, was driven by a gale to one of the western
islands ofthe Japanese archipelago. In the same year, the celebrated Xavier
arrived at Goa, and began in India his apostolical career, and at the same
time a commercial intercourse began between the western ports ofJapan and
Macao. In 1549, Xavier landed with two companions and a Japanese con
vert at Kagosima, where, by permission of the prince of Satsuma, he found
ed a church and preached the gospel, and obtained many followers. Xavier
was soon cut off by death, but he had many successors, who had to contend
with the constantly fluctuating friendships ofthe princes and rulers. About
the year 1566, the Portuguese traders first pointed out to the prince of Omura, the advantages of the harbor of Nagasaki over the ports they had been
used to frequent. " Their suggestions," says Mr. King, " led to the formation
of a settlement, which, ere long, became an important city, and which retains
an unhappy celebrity down to our own day. It may give some idea ofthe
rapid extension of Catholicism at this time, to add, that the successor of Xa
vier died in 1570, having founded fifty churches, and baptized more than
30,000 converts with his own hands. Yet, mingled with these successes,
we have accounts of the apostacy of one of the princes, and the persecutions
inflicted by order of another."
In 1582, when Fide Yosi, the famous Taico, began his reign, he found
himselfunder the necessity of favoring the Jesuits, many of his best officers
being their friends. It is said that the monarch's refusal to give up his Ha
rem, was at this time the only reason that he was not himself baptized. But
Taico was ambitious and unprincipled, and soon came to an open rupture
with the missionaries, assigning as one reason for this unfortunate change,
therefusal of the ladies ofChristian families to share the royal bed. In 1587
he issued his first edict for the banishment of the Catholics; they were re
quired to retire to Firando within twenty days, and to depart from the coun
try within six months, on pain of death.
" The crosses they had erected," says Mr. King, " were ordered to be
thrown down, and the churches razed The Portuguese trade was permit
ted to go on as before, but the merchants were forbidden to bring any more
missionaries, or to speak on religious subjects with the Japanese. A hun
dred and twenty missionaries left their stations, in submission to this edict,
and retired to Firando. An order then came for them all to embark in a
ship about to sail for India. This was the test. A few obeyed, but the
greater number refused to abandon their flocks, and once more scattered
themselves through the principalities of Omura, Arima, Bungo, &c."
Under all the persecutions of various princes, the Jesuits retained a strong
foothold in Japan, and the Portuguese continued to carry on a profitable
commerce till the reign of Yeye Mitson. By his orders, the prison of Desima, off Nagasaki, was constructed, and in 1635 the Portuguese were there
confined, and the Dutch taken into partial fivor. The patience of the na
tive Catholics became exhausted, and those of Arima and Simabara flew to
arms. " Thirty-eight thousand of them," we quote from Mr. King, " fortifi
ed themselves in the latter place. The besieging army, eight thousand
vol I. — no. in.
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strong, could not reduce the fortress; and the Dutch director, Kockebecker,
was summoned to its aid. The walls of Sim£bara were battered by the
Dutch cannon, and its brave defenders perished to a man, fighting to the last.
Some apology might again be made for this co-operation at the siege ofSimdbara, had its defenders been the countrymen of Alva, or Requesens, or John
of Austria, or Alexander Farnese. But truth requires that the measures of
Kockebecker should be regarded as the alternative, which he deliberately
preferred to the interruption of the Dutch trade."
Many false charges were preferred against the Portuguese ; their ships,
when they arrived, were ordered away. On the receipt ofthis information
at Macao, great consternation prevailed, and four distinguished citizens were
sent to soften the rigorous proceedings of the government of Japan. They
arrived at Nagasaki in 1640, and were immediately put under arrest, and
sentenced to death for entering the country in violation of the edict. The
following impious inscription was placed on their common grave :—" So
long as the sun shall warm the earth, let no Christians be so bold as to come
to Japan ; and let all know, that the king of Spain himself, or the Christian's
God, or the great Saca, if he violate this command, shall pay for it with his
head."
Thus ended the valuable commerce of the Portuguese with Japan, which
at various times they vainly sought to renew. We now come to the history
of the Dutch Intercourse.
Our preceding remarks have chiefly related, necessarily to a full under
standing of the subject, to ecclesiastical matters; the history of the Dutch in
tercourse is strictly commercial in its details. The first ship belonging to
the Dutch that visited Japan, was one of the five vessels that left the Texel,
under command of Admiral Mahu, in 1588. Permission was obtained to
trade with Japan, but some years passed away before use was made of it
On the arrival of Dutch ships in 161 1, a formal edict in favor of their trade
was obtained. A decided preference was shown to the Dutch nation by the
reception of their envoy ; while the Corean and Portuguese ambassadors
were turned away. About the year 1627, an embassy from Batavia arrived
in Japan, headed by the unfortunate Nuits. Mr. King observes,
" This envoy gave himself out as an accredited minister of the king of
Holland, and was received as such ; but when the imposition was detected,
when his credentials were found to date from Batavia, the royal reply was
withheld, and he was sent home. Appointed soon after governor of the Dutch
settlements on Formosa, and not havmg forgotten his unceremonious dismis
sal, he seized two Japanese junks by way of revenge. Afrer being detained
on different pretexts*i fori more
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Dutch Monopoly.
the director could only effect that their merchandise in Firando, amounting
to a million of crowns, should be sold, and the proceeds retained.
" The Dutch relations remained in this anomalous situation three years.
The non-arrival of vessels, and indirect reports, alarmed the authorities at
Batavia, and a private vessel was sent to ascertain the true state of affairs.
This vessel was permitted to discharge and receive a cargo, with which she
returned to Batavia ; but her voyage threw no light on the cause of these
strange events. Meanwhile Nuits had been recalled to Batavia from Formosa,
and kept under arrest. The impression became general that his detention of
the Japanese junks was the outrage now so severely visited on the Dutch.
In vain the poor man begged that he might be tried for his offence, and, if
justice required, be put to death. It was determined to sacrifice him as a
sin-offering to the offended Kubo, and in 1636 he was sent prisoner to Japan.
On his landing, he was given up to the authorities as the author of the out
rage at Formosa, and the mercy of the government besought on his behalf.
The expiation was now made, the trade was re-opened, but Nuits was still
held in suspense. An embassy came with rich presents the following year,
the emperor was again entreated in favor of the humbled prisoner, and he
was then released and permitted to return home. There are few instances
in history of a more perfect execution of the lex talionis, — of a more humi
liating recoil of private revenge."
" The Dutch were now left in sole possession of the trade with Japan, and
since that time, it is well known, their monopoly has never been disturbed.
Their subsequent political intercourse has been limited to an occasional mis
sion from Batavia, and the visits of the Dutch chief of the factory to Yeddo,
formerly made annually, but now once in four years. Charlevoix mentions
embassies in 1644, 1656, and 1659. It was while the second of these mis
sions was at Yeddo, that two thirds of that city, and one hundred thousand of
its population, were destroyed by fire. It remains to trace briefly the use the
Dutch have made of the monopoly to which they had so long aspired.
" Of the assortment and value of their import cargoes, in the 17th century,
we have little or no account. Their returns had been in silver chiefly, until
1641, when the directors of the company suggested returns in gold. Japan
ese copper was at this time in little estimation in Europe, because little known ;
but afterward, on a rise in value, it became an important return. The first
order, for twenty thousand piculs, was sent out in 1655."
As early as 1671, the drain of their gold, silver, and copper, began to ex
cite the fears ofthe Japanese ; the export of silver was prohibited, but copper
and gold still remained free. The amount of the latter exported by the
Dutch in one year was one hundred thousand kobangs, and yielded a profit
of one million florins. The government becoming more and more interest
ed in the drain of their metals, at last laid heavy restrictions upon their com
merce, and limited the value both of exports and imports. In 1700, the
limitation already laid upon the imports was extended to the ships of the
company, which were restricted to four per year ; and as a further trial of
patience, the export of copper was limited, in 1 7 1 4, to fifteen thousand piculs,
and the number of annual vessels to two or three, according to the quantity
of copper in store. " Under these circumstances," says our author, " the
trade, which had yielded an annual profit of five or six hundred thousand flo
rins for the thirty years previous, would no longer pay the charges."
Relative to the reductions of the currency, Mr. King makes the following
remarks :
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" The successive reductions of the currency, and restrictions on metallic
exports, were regarded by the Dutch as aimed entirely at them. But on this
point we agree with Sir T. S. Raffles, that the Japanese government proba
bly had higher aims. In fact, it seems clear that the enormous export of
gold and silver coin was felt as a great evil in a country where paper money
was not known. This drain is variously estimated at from thirty to sixty
million pounds sterling, in the sixty years when the export was free. Now,
if the influx of specie from the American mines in the sixteenth century, at
the rate of six million pounds per annum, speedily reduced the value of gold
and silver in Europe to one third what it was before, how probable it is that
the circulating medium of a country so small as Japan would be seriously
diminished by so great a drain. In fact, with the views which the Japan
ministers possessed, we can only wonder that the export was permitted so
long. The subject is not one beyond the range of Asiatics. A compara
tively trifling export of silver, resulting from the opium trade, is at this mo
ment engaging the cabinet of Pekin, and has elicited very able memorials
from Chinese statesmen within the last twelve months. The love of gold
and silver, and the reluctance to part with them, are no doubt indigenous
every where, even in China and Japan. The restrictions on the export of
copper seem to have arisen from similar fears of exhausting the mines.
Many years later, we find a pretended friend of the Dutch counselling that
so much only should be exported annually as the country would for ever af
ford ; 1 because trade is the basis of the friendship of the Hollanders, and
copper is the support of the trade.' "
In 1811, when Holland fell under the French occupation, Great Britain
took possession of the Javan Islands, and the Dutch residents at Nagasaki
were more than three years without communication with Europe.
It is not to be supposed that the Dutch monopolists will permit any tempt
ing disclosures to be made relative to their profits ; but, from their own mis
management, they have probably not been great at any period since 1740.
It is hardly necessary to give a detailed account of the frequent attempts
made by England to open a commercial intercourse with Japan ; it will be
sufficient to mention the last effort, which terminated in a failure.
In June, 1819, Captain Gordon touched at the bay of Yeddo, on his way
to Ochotsk, in a small brig ; he forwarded to Yeddo, through some govern
ment officers, a request to trade. The petition was rejected, and thirty junks
sent to tow the brig out of the bay.
In 1803, the Russians, desirous of opening an intercourse between Kamtschatka and China, dispatched an expedition under the direction of M. Resnnoff Long negotiations followed the arrival of the ambassador at Naga
saki, and the result of six months' conferences was, that the letters and pre
sents of the emperor were rejected, and an edict issued, that in future no
Russian ship should approach the coasts of Japan. It is worthy of being
mentioned, that some shipwrecked Japanese, carried home by the Russians,
were immediately sentenced to imprisonment for life, it being a law in Japan
that no person shall leave the country and return to it without death or im
prisonment.
When that famous and extraordinary man, Colbert, took charge of the de
ranged finances of France, he with wonderful foresight projected an expedi
tion to Japan, which, however, from causes that do not appear, was never
carried into execution.
The voyage of the Morrison commenced on the 3d July, 1 836. We have
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before mentioned that the principal object Mr. King had in view, in prose
cuting the voyage, was the laudable one of returning to their native land se
veral shipwrecked sailors. The whole memoranda of Mr. King is highly
interesting, and filled with romantic incidents, but we must content ourselves
with barely mentioning a few facts, relative to the subject. After remaining
a few days in the harbor of Napa, the Morrison departed for the bay of
Yeddo : Yeddo the reader need not be told is the capital, and as Mr. King
hoped to be able to effect some arrangement by which American vessels
might be permitted to enter the ports of Japan, he concluded to proceed di
rectly to that city. On arriving in the harbour, Mr. King prepared a pa
per addressed to his imperial majesty, from which the following is extracted :
" The American vessels sail faster than those of other nations. If per
mitted to have intercourse with Japan, they will communicate always the
latest intelligence." *
*
•
•
*
*
*
" Our countrymen have not yet visited your honorable country, but only
know that in old times the merchants of all nations were admitted to your
harbors. Afterwards, having transgressed the law, they were restricted or
expelled. Now, we coming for the first time, and not having done wrong,
request permission to carry on a friendly intercourse on the ancient footing."
On arriving at the bay of Yeddo, the Morrison was visited with a large
number of boats filled with Japanese, who were treated in the kindest man
ner, and presented with ornamented pattern cards of British Goods, Ameri
can five cent pieces, and other trifles, which they appeared to value highly.
Mr. King vainly endeavoured to obtain a mandarin to convey his papers and
presents to the capital, which lay at the head of the bay. " We had inqui
red," says our author, " ofthe Japanese, how their officers was distinguished ;
whether they wore any badges besides the ever-famous ' two sabres.' The
answer was, ifyou see a man come on board that trembles very much, he is
a mandarin."
The friendly intercourse maintained on the first day of Mr. King's visit
gave strong hopes of a favorable issue of the undertaking; but at day light
on the following morning a fire opened upon the Morrison, from a battery
which had been formed under cover of the night, and as the Morrison car
ried no guns, she was obliged to depart without having accomplished any
thing—not even permission to land the exiles. Mr. King proposed to put
the exiles on board one of the junks at sea, but they replied that the crews on
board all the junks are registered, so that even when one dies on board, it is
necessary to exhibit the body to the local officers on the vessel's return, to
satisfy them that there has been no evasion of the law in this change in the
original number. The law which prohibits a Japanese to go abroad, and
that which prohibits the arrival of strangers, are enforced with equal vigor.
In order to make one more effort to accomplish the chief object of the voy
age, Mr. King set sail for Kagosima, and on his arrival there, prepared pa
pers and presents for the prince of Satsumi, which, however, were not re
ceived, and the Morrison returned to Macao, and some of the exiles after
wards found their way to this country. For the inferences drawn from the
results ofthis voyage, we refer the reader to the volume before us. There
can be but little doubt but our government, by the exhibition of a small naval
force, could effect arrangements with the Japanese government, highly ad
vantageous to American commerce.
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Art. V. — BANKS AND THE CURRENCY.

We have determined upon the publication entire of Mr. Hamilton's pam
phlet on banks and currency, not because we agree with him in all that he
advances, so much as from a desire to present to the public whatever the
times may produce of interest upon the subject. The author is evidently a
thinker. He perceives and points out many of the difficulties which now
attend the action of the pecuniary system of the United States, and is at least
ingenious in his suggestion of a remedy. We think there is much in the
letter that deserves attentive consideration even from those who may disap
prove its conclusions. New theories always require time to make their
way into the confidence of the community. The principles upon which
they rest, if really sound, are made better known after they have been sub
jected to the examination of different minds, and tested by opposite methods of
analysis ; and the difficulties which almost always are found to obstruct any
immediate successful adoption of them, are more likely to be discovered and
removed by discussion than in any other way.
The author starts with the proposition, that government, by which he means
the sovereign power, whether residing in the several or the United States,
has relinquished the control over the power to create money—this act or
omission is the cause of the embarrassment which is now felt in the curren
cy—hence no real remedy can be found excepting through the recovery of
the lost power. This is therefore the object of the plan which he brings for
ward—a single bank of issues for each sovereign power.
We have no difficulty in conceding to the author that he has gone to the
root of the evil. We agree with him in believing that the present plan of
unlimited paper issues cannot be made safe to the community, and that, theo
retically, it would be better to have these confined to a single source. But
when we compare the state of things actually existing among us with the
remedy which he proposes, in the manner in which he presents it, we confess
ourselves to be doubtful of its beneficial operation. Mr. Hamilton does not
attempt to go beyond the State of New York. His letter is addressed to the
Legislature of this state only, and has reference to the creation of a system
which may not be extended beyond its limits. We do not mean to be un
derstood to say that he does not contemplate its possible adoption in other
states, but that this is regarded only as a contingency, the failure of which
will not affect its successful operation in a more confined sphere. This ap
pears to us rather to evade the great difficulty of the present question. That
difficulty is to be found in the necessity of concurrent legislation on the part
of twenty-six separate and independent sources. These twenty-six states
have all, without exception, exercised the right of authorizing the issue of pa
per money in the shape of bank bills, and many of them derive a direct bene
fit from the sale of that right, either by an annual tax on capital, or a large
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interest which exist hetween the creatures and the creators, and by the vari
ety of local influences which may be brought to bear upon the latter, through
which good principles may often be undermined and bad ont'S disseminattd.
Among so many discordant elements, it would be as unreasonable to expect
harmony, as if a musician should expect his instruments to yield twenty-six
notes precisely the same in sound, notwithstanding it was constructed to give
them different, was set in different keys, and was subject to be put out of tune
by all ordinary accidents, as well as the changes in the weather and the sea
son.
Under these circumstances, to propose to New York to begin upon a
scheme like this, without reference to the course of other states, seems to us
to be at best of very little use. The currency of a people speaking the same
language, having the same manners and habits, and subject to the same vicis
situdes, never can nor will recognise any conventional lines of geographical
distinction, nor any theoretical abstraction of state sovereignty. As a conse
quence ofthis, it has always been found that the bank note money in circula
tion in any particular spot does not bear so close a relation to the state autho
rity under which it is issued, as to the opinion entertained of the ability to
redeem it, and the nearness of the place, or other facility of redemption. So
long as there is no uniformity of action, New York cannot escape the effects
of the policy of her neighbors in counteraction of her own. She must be
subject to the operation of expansions or contractions of the currency grow
ing out of their paper issues, nearly as much as if she herself was concerned
in producing them. The credit which attaches to paper money is a subject
which has not yet met with the full and complete analysis which it deserves.
It can be arbitrarily destroyed just as little as it can be arbitrarily created.
It is the result in a great degree of opinion, which every body knows not to
be easily regulated in these days. Hence we are inclined to believe that in
a country like our's, where the supply of the precious metals for money is
acknowledged to be entirely unequal to the demand created by the activity of
the trading disposition of the people, paper resting upon credit will be made
to serve the turn ; and inasmuch as the paper does rest upon credit, or in
other words, upon the good opinion which the parties receiving it has of the
solvency ofthe party that issues it, we think it will find a circulation for itself
wherever it is not positively forbidden. And the extent of that circulation
will depend upon other considerations more than even upon the prohibition
itself.
If our view of the matter is correct, then the proper method of executing
the author's plan can only be through the agency of the national power in
the first instance. Against the expediency of this, in an abstract view of the
case, we are not prepared to object — on the contrary, we incline to the opi
nion that it would be a material improvement upon our past system of legis
lation; but there is a practical difficulty in the way which aDDears to us
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and reasonable one. We should therefore despair of ever making a project
of this kind generally acceptable. In proposing schemes for the public
good, it is as necessary for the statesman to consider the character of the peo
ple for whom he is acting, as the value of the object he has in view. Their
habits, passions, and prejudices, require as much attention as their interests.
The point always must be, not so much what might be best as what is most
practicable. Many plans could be devised, which considered in themselves
would be likely to be of great service if adopted in this country, but which
in the present state of public feeling it would be idle even to discuss. We
are inclined to think this one of a single bank of issue must be ranked among
the number of them. For however we may be willing to admit that it has
many things to recommend it, and avoids many of the objections which exist
against the present unregulated state of the currency, there is one great dif
ficulty in adopting it, which we do not see our way to get over ; and this is,
that it is suited neither to the character of our institutions nor to the prevail
ing notions of our people ; for it creates a central power, not in accordance
with the principles of government held to be sound by a very great majority
of those whose consent with us makes a necessary part of every law.
But even ifthe scheme were more likely to be popular than we suppose,
there is yet one portion of it which appears to us to be liable to objections
that should not be overlooked, even in so general a notice as this of ours.
Mr. Hamilton's project can hardly be said to be entirely original with him,
but appears rather to be the result of the reflections which he, in common
with most ofthe late writers on the subject upon the other side ofthe water, has
made upon the evils of the present system. If we understand him rightly,
he is for introducing into New York the idea which has been heretofore
suggested in the Edinburgh Review as fit to be acted upon in England,
namely, that the issue of paper to serve as money should be confined to one
body. This issuing bank is not to be either a bank of discount nor deposite,
but these sorts of business are to be left to another class of institutions, which
are to be in their turn denied the privilege of circulating any paper of their
own.
Now, if the issuing bank neither discounts notes nor receives money in
deposite, it will not possess either of the channels by which paper most easily
finds its way into circulation, but they will be in the hands of the other class
of institutions already alluded to. These must therefore become the great
customers of the issuing bank for its bills. But if they are, and give to her
the security which she may deem to be sufficient in exchange for those bills,
they will not trouble themselves nor incur the additional expense of keeping
on hand any supply of the precious metals with which to redeem them, but
will always look to the issuing bank as the source of that supply, which may
enable them at any moment of panic among their depositors to stand a run.
Hence the bank of circulation will almost unavoidably become involved to a
considerable extent in the good or bad fortune of the other banks ; and she
must always be prepared to stand alone the brunt of every commercial diffi
culty that may occur. This is found to be the constant effect of a partial
adoption of the system in Great Britain. The private bankers are always
the first to feel the effects ofa convulsion, and to support themselves they im
mediately look to the Bank of England as the great reservoir of specie, from
which they seek to draw as much as their command of the notes ofthat bank
will enable them. Hence the run which begins upon the private bankers,
concentrates itself upon the Bank of England through their agency. It is
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clear that results of the same kind would follow the adoption of Mr. Hamil
ton's plan here. Indiscretion on the part of the discounting bankers would
bring on a run from the depositors, to meet which, the notes of the issuing
bank will be amassed in quantities, and returned upon it for immediate con
version into coin. This operation would go on, too, with very little reference
to the terms upon which those notes were supplied, or to the goodness of the
security which was given in exchange for them. An inevitable consequence
must be, that the issuing bank, whether willing or unwilling, would be obli
ged to share largely in the risk of the business of the private bankers, and be
exposed to bear the whole of the burden of any pecuniary convulsion conse
quent upon their mismanagement.
This difficulty is thought to have been removed in England by the inser
tion of a provision in the new charter of the Bank of England, by which its
notes are made a legal tender in the hands of any one, excepting those of the
bank itself. A private banker, therefore, who deals in those notes, has no
longer any anxiety about converting them into coin, inasmuch as they are
as good to him as coin for the purpose of releasing himself from any demands
that may be made upon him. Doubtless this is a very convenient arrange
ment, and may, for aught we know, work very well ; but we must be per
mitted to doubt whether it rests upon any sound principle of commerce, or,
indeed, any thing but an arbitrary distinction. The measure seems to as
sume that as a fact which can never be a fact — that paper is the same thing
as coin. Knowing as we do the history of paper money throughout the
world, we have no right to presume that the notes of the Bank of England
are an unfailing standard of value. They are liable to be affected by politi
cal events to an extent which can never be felt by coin, and any loss in their
value would, as things now stand, not merely be felt by the creditors of the
Bank itself, but would extend to all contracts, however honestly entered
into, with every private banker who does not circulate his own notes through
out Great Britain. While, therefore, they are, as a class, shielded from much
danger by the present provision, it is plain that the public incurs all that they
are saved.
We are not, however, called at this time to go into any detailed exposition
of our views upon this subject. Mr. Hamilton does not appear to contem
plate any such measure in his plan, and, if he did, we very well know that
the adoption of it would not be possible consistently with the terms of the
constitution of the United States. We are very glad that it is not, on many
accounts, but most particularly on this, that a bar is put by it to the possibility
of making political conjunctures the apology for the issue of irredeemable
government paper, or of that which, originaily professing to be redeemable
would, in process of time, cease to be so. The great danger of all national
moneyed institutions, which do not rest upon private responsibility and com
mercial interests for their safe management, is to be found in the abuses to
which they are liable in moments of political crisis. With all the difficulties
attending our present system, we candidly confess we would rather take our
chance of the solvency of any of our honestly managed commercial banks,
than of government paper under a succession of partisan administrations.
We fear that the tendency of much of the doctrine of the present day
respecting the currency, leads to some experiment of this kind, impercep
tibly event o the minds of those who advocate it. To any such we cannot
too earnestly give expression to our opposition, as being in principle
vol. I. — No. III.
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anti-republican, in practice eminently unsafe, and disastrous to the public
prosperity even in its remotest consequences.
But we will not longer detain our readers from the perusal of the pam
phlet itself. Many of them may regard our objections as unsound and value
less. We present them in no spirit of fault-finding, but from a simple con
viction of their importance. We lay no great stress upon them, for the
reason that in this age and country, and, above all, at this moment, it does
not become us to be dogmatical. For the same reason, although entirely
differing from the author in his view of the inexpediency of the return to
specie payments in 1 838, we abstain from holding any argument upon the
point. The question is now reduced to a mere difference of opinion upon a
theoretical principle, about which it is perfectly fair for every person to
think as he likes best.
A Letter by Alexander Hamilton, of New York, on the subject of Banks and the
Currency, proposing the Creation of a State Bank of Issues, and the Restriction of
Private Banks to Circulation, Discounts, and Deposites, addressed to the Honorable
the Legislature of the State of New York.
Gentlemen : — Ir it will not be deemed obtrusive on the part of a private individual,
I take the liberty to offer, for your consideration, a few remarks on the subject of our
currency, which, although they may not entirely meet your assent, cannot fail to be
respected as worthy of record for future reference. In the project I am about to suggest,
there will, perhaps, be found no other recommendation than an attempt to reconcile the
ultra speculations of an exclusive metalic currency with one of a representative cha
racter, based on absolute responsibility, convertible into specie.
It may be asked why any effort should be made, at the outset of an experiment, the
advantages or defects of which could not have had an opportunity for development,
that a project, essentially changing the whole system, should be brought forward. To
this it may be replied, that it has ever been held the wisest policy in political as in mili
tary tactics, always to be prepared with a corps de reserve, should necessity render it
expedient to modify or change the position which may have been assumed. I, how
ever, contend, inasmuch as the general banking law is only on trial, it is the duty of
the legislature to have in view some substitute in the event of a failure, and not be takes
entirely by surprise at the moment of embarrassment. In the present experiment, there
is nothing of real novelty, except it be the extraordinary fact, that government has re
linquished the control over one of the most delicate attributes of sovereignty,—the pow
er to create money, and that, to an unlimited extent.
The door has been thrown wide open for the issue of a paper currency ; the old sys
tem and the new are in full operation, each dependent on the other for permanent exis
tence, while, in fact, in their action, the several banks are heterogenous, antagonist,
independent. There are no two institutions having a common interest, and none go
verned with reference to the public welfare. The polar star of each is profit ; this is the
guide, aim, and object of private banking, and the legitimate pursuit, when restricted
to honorable and honest operations. It is, nevertheless, equally correct, that, while these
associations ought to be unlimited in the use of their capital, and its intelligent employ
ment, they should never be entrusted with a power which, if abused, may shake the na
tional prosperity to its foundation. In accordance with the general impression, our
banks are sound, well managed, and, as monied institutions, entitled to respect; if this
be their true condition, then, with great deference, I apprehend this is the precise period
when any change, which may have a tendency permanently to secure and preserve
their usefulness, should be adopted—at least, discussed. Is not the reason as power
ful now as at the recent crisis it was represented to be, that one of the chief causes of
the embarrassment resulting in a suspension of specie payments, was the existence of
an inconsiderate multitude of currency purveyors'! If so, what is to be the influence
of our general banking system 1 Does it tend to curtail or to expand the difficulty;
or, has it, by some new light, been discovered that the paper medium is more stable in
proportion to the sources of its creation 1 At any other period than the present, these
mquiries would be regarded as unmeaning, and yet they are the incidental and natural
considerations resulting from the policy, if there was any governing principles, which
induced the enactment of the general banking law. There is now no check to the cre
ation of these money mints ; any body and every body, with or without character, has
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a right to enter the fair field of competition. The amount of corporate bank capital
has no limits, and for the wants of the country the currency will prove equally redun
dant. The whole wealth of the community, in money, ingenuity, contrivance, and chi
canery, will scon be monopolized by these prolific paper-money creating concerns;
every species of disguise will be resorted to; and some, not less contemptible than the
miserable trick of that respectable institution, the Delaware and Hudson, of issuing
notes payable on Demand, six months after date, " Demand " in conspicuous letters,
the residue scarcely legible, a fraud without any more honest motive than the gratifica
tion of a successful imposition on the unwary. The times are not quite propitious for
a full development of the dangerous fallacy of the present system ; the new institutions
have to move cautiously ; public confidence must, for a time, be coquetted with ; but
when the buoyant day of prosperity shall arrive, obliterating the recollection of past
troubles, the inflated bubble will burst, producing a re-action that will subvert the land
marks of " meum and tuum," civil and political liberty. Such are my deliberate an
ticipations ; the present calm is but the precursor to a storm that will most certainly
wreck the ship of state if preparations be not speedily made to take in sail, and change
the bearings of her financial course.
It is not in the state of New- York alone that the fascinating project of free banking
is to be experimentally essayed ; the speculative example has been infectious, and while
the anomalous absurdity of unrestrained paper issues is preserved perfect, the modes of
giving full effect to the scheme will be as varied as the capriciousness of legislative
fancies shall dictate.
It seems never to have entered into the consideration of our fiscal statesmen, that
since the general peace of 1815, the mass of population and property has immensely in
creased, while the amount of the precious metals has received from the mines no corres
ponding addition. If this be correct, of which there is no question, then must money
become more valuable, whether we refer abstractly to specie, as such, or to what, based
on it, is intended to be its representative ; or, on the other hand, the alternative is ma
thematically certain, that the present prices of property cannot be maintained. Vil
lages, towns, and cities, have not only been improved, but multitudes have sprung into
existence ; in whatever direction we turn our attention, whether towards Europe or in
America, the scene presents a most gratifying state of prosperity; in private and pub
lic expenditure there appear to be no bounds, while gold and silver have not increased
in the ratio of general improvement, but have been essentially absorbed in ministering
to luxurious enjoyment. Is not this a true picture of the state of the world ; and does
it not present strong grounds for apprehension of a serious conflict between money and
property, of which specie is the measure, and that the credit system is fast advancing
to a plethora 1
May it not be asked, whether there is not already a perceptible increased value in
specie; or, what is equivalent, a general decreased confidence in credit 1 The price of
the precious metals in Europe has materially advanced ; by the last accounts they were
becoming more immediately active in settling exchanges, and thus employed, curtail
ing their expanding uses as a basis of a paper circulation. According to the estab
lished practice of the Bank of England, ana other well-regulated institutions, the amount
of paper put in circulation is as three to one of specie ; consequently, if specie be emloyed as the immediate medium of exchange, the curtailment of paper currency must
e in the inverse ratio ; and if to this should be added, under any alarm, a demand for
specie for the purpose of hoarding, it must be apparent that confidence will be impair
ed, and the credit fabric exposed to danger.
Entertaining these views, I am induced to suggest a premonitory modification of our
banking system, which, although radical, as it curtails the money creating powers of
the banks, is nevertheless essentially established on the known and intelligent prin
ciples that have heretofore, in a different shape, proved so successful an auxiliary in
the progress of our great national prosperity. The project I propose is, to preserve the
good, and discard, as far as is compatible with prudence, a feebteness in our currency,
which has, unfortunately, in some measure became identified with our established experience in fiscal economy. In my estimation, it would be absolutely impolitic, and
equally pernicious, altogether to repudiate a paper currency, if such a measure were
practicable ; it is, notwithstanding, imperatively important that the public should re
sume the supervisory government of this subject. The superintendence of a power of
such immense and vital consequence to the integrity, stability, and permanent interests
of the public, as that of money making, ought not, in the very nature of its operation,
to be legislatively lodged in the exclusive hands of individuals. The value of no
man's property, much less that of a community, should ever be placed at the capricious
will of private cupidity and speculation. The ebbs and flows, the contractions and
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expansions of the currency, are inconsistent, if the result of fictitious movements, with
the principles of sound government; and if we are not already apprised of the causes
which produce the sudden changes we experience, would it not be a primary and car
dinal duty of legislation immediately to investigate the origin of the irregularity 1 As
it is, all admit the error, but none dure venture on the remedy. To effect a permanent
change, the private banks must be gradually shorn of their improvident and unconsti
tutional powers, before the public mind can settle down into any intelligent knowledge
of its pecuniary responsibilities.
In order to effect this object, and, at the same time, preserve the harmony of our fiscal
operations, the legislature ought to establish a state bank of issues, and simultaneously
convert the private banking associations into simple banks of circulation, discount,
and deposit.
In referring to the report of the secretary ofthe treasury of the United States, it will
be found that there were in 1830 about 320 banks, with an aggregate capital of
145,192,263, with a circulation of$61,324,000; which, by January, 1837, were increased
to 973 banks, with the immense capital of $324,240,293, sustaining a paper circulation
of $185,782,506 ; to which the state of New-York has, within one year, under the gen
eral banking system, prospectively added more than $200,000,000 of capital.
If we compare our condition with that of Great Britain, the contrast will present a
most extraordinary contradiction. The national debt of that great and powerful na
tion is eighteen times larger than the entire public indebtedness of this country. In refer
ring to official statements, the amount of our public stocks, exclusive of the S6,000,000
treasury notes of the federal government, are estimated at 3200,000,000; while the
sum due by Great Britain is about 33,600,000,000 ; and, on the other hand, her paper
circulation does not exceed $140,000,000,* while ours has been expanded to more than
$190,000,000. What must be the conclusion from this exhibition 1 Does it not exhi
bit an inconsistency fatal to the permanency of our currency 1 The solution of the
enigma resolves itself into the fact, that in proportion as we create bank capital, we ex
pand an artificial currency without increasing the wealth or accommodation of the
public.
When we remark that it has not been possible for the enlightened finance statesmen
of Great Britain to guard against destructive panics, with their comparatively contract
ed currency, what reasonable hope can we entertain, in our disjointed arrangements, to
resist the torrent whenever adverse exchanges shall create distrust 1 In the course of
a very brief period, we shall have every cause to apprehend a most calamitous revul
sion in our monetary affairs, a catostrophe in progress by the prospective rapid decline
of our most valuable staple product, and will be realized when the large shipments of
cotton made in anticipation of war prices, shall bear on the European markets. The
southern banks having been deeply engaged in monopolizing the cotton market, will
first feel the re-action; when those of the north, governed by the natural reflective
consequences, will have to encounter the raging fury of the storm, with about as much
ballast as fits them to the bland influence of summer zephyrs.
In the event of a renewed embarrassment, it is to be hoped that the smcidieal course
pursued by the banks in the spring of 1837, may not be re-enacted. The commercial
community will not again submit to be annihilated ; there will be no discrimination
between banks and merchants, the whole will be involved in a common chaos.
Was it not a most mistaken policy to adopt measures of shiftless expediency to
guard a miserable pittance of $1,250,000 of "old and silver, at the risk of destroying
millions of responsible assets 1 If the banks had been governed by a liberal foresight,
and a moderate degree of moral firmness, the commercial bankruptcies would have
been very limited, while the suspension of specie payments would have come without
the calamitous terrors which were anticipated. When the overthrow was inevitable,
the extended relief became an ill-graced movement, evincing the folly and timidity of
former counsel, and the entire loss ofpublic confidence. The recollection of that event
ful crisis ought to teach some wisdom to those who are immediately connected with
the currency, and will, it is to be anticipated, give rise to a lucid examination of this
most important subject.
It has often been the subject of surprise, that the bank of England, with the limited
circulation of that country, is unable to control the currency ; but on examination, it
will be found that every precautionary measure on the part of the bank is invariably
counteracted by the increased expansion of the competitor institutions—the latter, con
fiding in the management of the bank for the successful termination of their reckless
improvidence, eventually find a heavy requisition on the specie in their own vaults,
* By the average of the last quarter, the specie of the bank of England was reduced
to about £7,000,000; and in March it did not exceed £5,000,000.
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when they are compelled to adopt an active and injurious curtailment. The same in
herent disease is common to both countries; but, as with us there is less real money
capital, the malady does not so soon create alarm,—the speculative genius of our peo
ple always looking forward to the bright sunshine of prosperity.
It requires but a moment's reflection, on such data, to anticipate the possibility of
another explosion under the present system. It is to prevent this sad paralysing con
sequence, the occurrence of which would deprive the United States of a credit system
which has heretofore been so prolific in its results, that I am induced to propose a
change. In the plan I refer to, a full currency will be preserved, which, being more
permanent and undoubted, will give greater facility and security to business ; it will
be the olive branch of peace to conflicting opinions ; the public mind will repose with
confidence, and, knowing the true state of the currency, with a ready ability to com
prehend the natural causes of occasional changes, every individual will see when to
contract or enlarge his operations with intelligence. As we are now situated, no man
can form any just calculation to govern his commercial operations for the future, from
past or present experience.
If our political statesmen had expanded their views to the substantial cause of the
suspension of specie payments when the banks were entiiely within the power of legis
lative discretion, the patchwork policy which ensued would never have disgraced the
legislative records, and the community might now be realizing the advantages of a
sound currency.
If the extraordinary position of our financial affairs, having no comprehensible foun
dation for security, at all times insusceptible of estimate, and when an expansion is
only known by its redundancy, with its baneful consequences, a general suspension of
specie payment, or a contraction so sudden and violent as to paralyze, if not destroy,
the best concerted arrangements, create no fearful alarms for the permanency of our
republican liberties, we boast in vain of the conservative influence of public opinion.
Is it not totally inconsistent with the vital spirit of free government that a privileged
order, a monied power, should be tolerated, clothed with and assuming the dangerous
prerogative of coining money at pleasure, and with it, the illegitimate right and ability
to exercise an arbitrary sway over its expansions and contractions ? This is, never
theless, the anomalous condition of the people of the United States; already are one
thousand private banks, vested with the exclusive possession of the most influential,
delicate, and important attribute of sovereignty, untrammelled and unrestrained, ad
ministering to the public wants and necessities, as may seem to them most expedient
and profitable to their separate coffers.
The banking system of the United States has broken from its moorings ; there ought
to be no more confidence placed in its usefulness under the existing organization. A
change must and inevitably will come, whether we are prepared or not to meet the con
sequences.
In my estimation, the recent resumption of specie payments was an entire fallacy ;
the country was indebted on an expanded and fictitious currency, and should have
been allowed gradually to have settled its affairs on the same basis—and not by a vi
olent contraction, for the pride of appearance, grind the very substance from the in
debted. The whole community has been leeched to sustain the claims of the few.
It is not my intention to insinuate the slightest disrespect to the gentlemen who con
duct these institutions ; on the contrary, I have no doubt they enteriain the same con
victions of the imperfections ofthe whole currency system ; as they find the law, they
are governed by it. but do not consider it prudent or expedient, in their peculiarly de
licate position, to suggest or advise any change. While these views are introduced as
the emanations of a speculative opinion, they create no apprehension, and will be re
jected if impracticable and Utopian ; but, on the other hand, whatever merit they may
possess will gradually and usefully mine its way into the favorable consideration of
reflecting statesmen.
In order more clearly and perfectly to explain the system I advocate, I will now pre
sent, by way of exemplification, a project of a bank of issues, aduptcd to the state of
New York, to be known and distinguished as
THE BANK OF ISSUES OP TOE STATE OF NEW YORK.
1. The capital of the state bank to be $30,000,000, to be increased whenever deemed
expedient by the legislature, at stated periods and under precautionary limitations ; but
not to be reduced below the original amount of capital. The state to subscribe one
third of the capital, for which permanent securities are to be issued, and the residue to
be made up from private banks, or individual subscriptions.
2. The state bank to be the fiscal agent of the government, and in its financial busi
ness and operations, to be restricted and confined to negociations in exchange, loans on
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stocks, and in the exclusive employment of providing a sound and legitimate currency.
3. The state bank to be prohibited from discounting or purchasing promissory notes,
and from receiving money on deposit, except specie for safe keeping or transmission ;
and in neither case, without some charge, that no interference should conflict with the
legitimate business of well-regulated private banking.
4. The state bank to be invested with the exclusive power to issue bank notes or
bills, payable on delivery, and drafts or certificates issued by other banks or individu
als to be alone negotiable when payable to order, and at special periods, carrying in
terest : and all such drafts and certificates to be cancelled when due, and, if not dis
charged, the holder to be entitled to twelve percent, interest from the time ofpresentation.
5. The state bank to have authority to issue notes and bills of any denomination,
not less than one dollar, and those under five may include any fractional parts of a dol
lar ; and in order to equalize the currency, its bills and notes are to be made payable
in specie in the city of New York, as the chief place of business ; except those of ten
dollars and under, which, at the option of the holder, may be made redeemable at the
principal branches.
6. The state bank to be located in the city of New York, with authority to establish
branches or to employ agencies, as may be deemed most advisable; but under no circum
stances shall it Be compulsory on the bank to establish branches, except at Albany,
Utica, Hudson, Troy, Rochester, Lockport, Owego, Buffalo, and Oswego.
7. The state bank, in order to circulate its bills and notes, will be authorised to pur
chase bills of exchange, to make loans on stocks, and to open credits to individuals and
private banks, corporate and incorporate, at a charge of not less than three per cent, per
annum, and in such amounts and with such security as may be deemed expedient.
H. The paper circulation of the state bank, payable on demand, to be limited to the
amount of a moiety of its capital ; and the bank at all times to have in the city of New
York one dollar in specie for every five in circulation.
9. The state bank to be limited in its dividends, the surplus profits, after discharg
ing all incidental expenses, to be held subject to legislative appropriation for the dis
semination of useful knowledge, or the advancement of internal improvements.
10. The state bank to be required to make public monthly reports of its aggregate
paper circulation, and public quarterly reports of bills and notes under ten, twenty,
and fifty dollars, distinguishing the amount in each class.
11. The legislature to have and exercise a constant supervision over the affairs of
the state bank, and annually, or oftener if it be deemed expedient, to make a full and
complete investigation into its operations, either by a legislative committee, or com
missioners specially appointed for the purpose ; and biennially to direct a committee
of the stockholders, in which the directors shall not be included, to make a thorough
examination, and report the same to the legislature.
18. The state bank to be under the direction of fifteen private, and five public direc
tors, with a president and vice president ;— the president to be appointed by the go
vernor, by and with the consent ofthe senate, from a list of five names to be presented
to him by the board ofdirectors, and selected from among the private directors ; or to
be chosen by the private directors from the public directors, who are to be appointed by
joint ballot of the legislature; the vice president to be appointed exclusively by the
board ofdirectors, without limitation. The duty of the president of the state bank
shall be to superintend the general operations of the bank, and to advise and consult
with the state treasurer on all fiscal subjects pertaining to the public interest. The du
ty of the vice president to take charge of the details, and to attend to the ministerial
transactions of the corporation.
It will be apparent that a bank, established on such principles, must, or can be made
to afford a circulation of undoubted character; and, if from any irresistible causes, it
should ever be compelled to refuse to redeem its notes in specie, its currency would still,
for all purposes ofdomestic business, be as useful, in the interchanges and transfers of
property, as the same amount of gold and silver. As the acknowledged currency of
the state, predicated on its responsibility, independent in position, and entirely free
from the entanglements of commercial excitements, there could be no supposable state
of things, other than a political convulsion, that could impair public confidence in its
solidity. The notes would be received by, and paid out of the public treasury; the
quantum of issues always known to the community, and limited in amount. The
whole subject is placed under the supervision of the government and an unbiassed
committee of the stockholders, and so simple in construction, as to be within the un
derstanding ofeverv individual.
The mystery which now overshadows the circulation, and the sudden changes to
which its imbecility renders it inherently liable, would immediately cease to exist ;
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the currency would be uniform throughout the state, and payments could be then made
in correspondence with the true principles of commercial equality.
A bank, not subject to deposit drafts, and free from all rivalry, can sustain a larger
circulation, on a less amount of specie, than can be steadily supported, on a wider ba
sis, by a multitude of conflicting competitors. It is the apprehension of irresponsibil
ity, generally the result of a want of information in the public, that gives rise to
" runs" on banks, in order to convert paper into specie ; which a bank, thus constitu
ted, can never be liable to. In fact, no instance was ever known, where a general
suspension of specie payment has taken place through the direct influence of the billholders only ; and as the state bank is to take no deposits, it cannot be subjected to a
drain from any other source than its notes in circulation ; but, inasmuch as a demand
for specie has a direct tendency to absorb a portion of the paper currency, its natural
consequence, by the contraction, would be to enhance the value of the residue, and
thus effectually to counteract any serious result.
The issues of the state bank are to be guaranteed by ten millions of state stock, one
dollar in specie for every five in paper; with the balance of the capital invested in
stock loans and regular business exchange. As an additional satisfaction to the pub
lic, the nature, amount, and character of the securities, are, at all times, subject to le
gislative inspection ; while the direction is composed of intelligent gentlemen, repre
senting the public and private interests ; thus concentrating all the essential ingredients
to unite ana exhibit a state of responsibility beyond all possible cavil or jealousy.
This is based on the true federal principle, that the best security of our republican
institutions is in the virtue and intelligence of the people; while no policy can be more
fatal to the harmony of our political movements than the adoption of measures cater
ing to public prejudices. In our fiscal concerns, we seem now to be governed by a
contrary doctrine. If any attempt be made to lift the veil which shrouds their mys
teries, the war-cry is, sacrifice the intruder ; and yet, there is no subject so important
to the general welfare as a correct understanding of the condition of the currency.
With the nature of our government and the mode of legislation, we are all familiar;
but of the operations of the money power we are essentially ignorant ; or, perhaps, it
might be more correctly stated that our information is superficial, extending only to
the conclusion that there is a labyrinth too intricate for the wisest to penetrate with
success. The subject of currency has either become too refined, or too much of a hum
bug, to admit of elucidation.
The legitimate patronage of a republican government is to diffuse knowledge as
widely as possibte, and then, with well-established revenue luws, the commercial
world want no other protection. Has our legislation been governed by these wise
principles in reference to our currency 1 Is not the whole subject a perfect chaos ; and
can any person, not excepting the official dignitaries of the banks, give any estimate,
from day to day, of its probable variations 1 Situated as we now are, apprehension
and alarm are constantly agitating the money market ; the slightest demand for spe
cie immediately creates dismay and embarrassment. There are too many contriving
heads employed in regulating the exchanges, and very few who look beyond the walls
of their own institutions for motives of action.
I submit to the most intelligent of our merchants, the inquiry, whether any of them
are governed, in their operations, with any dependence on the consistency of the con
duct of the banks. The fluctuations in the circulation are not periodical ; they are at
constant variance with the natural movements of commerce, they tend to bias, rather
than to aid, its developments, and vary without any apparent cause. The conclusion
seems irresistible, from such an uncertain state, that we must either resort to an ex
clusive metallic currency, or adopt some substitute better adapted to the exigencies of
the times, leaving mercantile credit to regulate itself.
If such a bank of issues as has been proposed were established, would it not afford
a substitute less liable to causeless changes than that currency which is dependent upon
innumerable caprices'? There would De then no deleterious influences in the money
market, no inconsistent contraction when trade and commerce require an expanded cur
rency. The trade of the interior with the commercial depots would be carried on by
bills of exchange, instead of country bank notes. The corporate bank associationswould assume their legitimate character of private bankers, and, confined to the nego
tiation of real exchange, would, in co-operation with the state bank of issues, soon
restore credit to its legitimate limits. That such a change is neccessary, no man, con
versant with the fictitious construction of our credit fabric, can doubt; for to him it
must be apparent that a very large portion ofour indebtedness arises from the creation
of most of our corporate capital, to establish a vicious circulation on the credulity of
the public; while the real, substantial, bona fide wealth ofihe country stands appalled
at the inflated credit, and becomes useless to the public.
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A farther recommendation to legislative action in favor of a responsible bank of is
sues, would be the inevitable tendency to defeat any successful attempts at forgery. In
a currency familiar to the public, it would be much more difficult to circulate a spurious
emission, than when the issues are of innumerable and unknown institutions. A de
gree of skill in the community to detect impositions would almost intuitively assume the
place of ignorance. The genuine characteristics of bills and notes would be so well
known, from constant observation, that every individual, and especially those most sub
ject to deception, would be protected.
The records of our courts of justice would essentially cease to be blackened with the
crime of forgery, and its attendant consequences of deeper villany. While 1 appeal
to the intelligence of our enlightened judiciary to sustain this position, could it not be
wished that the force of their experience might be enlisted in attracting public attention
to this important.subject.
It is impossible to estimate the cost to the industry of the community, occasioned by
the facilities afforded by the present extensive system of forgery. There is scarcely a
day passes without some new caution or notice to the public ; and permit me to ask, on
whom does the loss most seriously fall 1 If, for no other cause, this calamnity is almost
sufficient to create an insuperable prejudice to a paper currency ; and does it not there
fore become the duty of those who believe in the system, to endeavour to introduce some
more simple medium, less liable to be counterfeited 1
With reference to the administration of the state bank : —In our experienced community it would seem superfluous to explain the important
advantages incident to a direction composed of the delegates of the political interest,
and those who represent the immediate intelligence, wants, and necessities ofthe people,
abstractly. The influence of the first protects the public object in creating the bank ; while
that of the latter gives an influence and judicious vitality, essential to the prosperity of
a commercial community. As merely a public institution, acting under the sole ad
ministration of public officers, it would be deficient in intelligence, vigor, and prompti
tude; thus operating without the stimulus of direct profitable remuneration; the direc
tion would be remiss, arrogant, and soon become wedded to crude notions of financial
policy.
As the government agent, to collect, keep, and transmit the public revenue, can there
be any question that such a bank would be most fitted for the employment 1 It would
not only be a responsible depository, but fully competent to perform the duty assigned
it ; and might eventually supersede the necessity, expense, and inexperience of a canal
fund commission.
In reference to the limitation of the business of the state bank to special objects :—
Independent of the motive for guarding the bank of issues from participating in the
business ofdiscounting promissory notes, as tending to embarras its supervisory con
trol over the currency, is the fiscal propriety of preserving the legitimate business of
private bankers in their fullest usefulness, that they may the more effectually contribute
to the accommodation of trade and commerce. It is the avowed experience of the bank
of England, and pre-eminently known to the intelligent merchants of this country, that
the commercial world is much more liberally and efficiently aided and assisted by pri
vate bankers of real capital, than public institutions of any description can possibly
afford. The same object has also governed my views in wishing to exclude private
deposites from the bank of issues, as tending more effectually to keep the money of the
country in constant active circulation. The deposites now lying idle and useless in our
corporate banks are enormous, and will continue to be so while the banks are engaged
in tampering with the currency, to the great injury of the public, and do not allow in
terest on balances. Is it not also true, that when our banks shall be confined to dis
counts and deposits, much of the expense attendant on their present operations would
be reduced, and ultimately cheapen the price of loans 1
The competency of the bank of issues to supply an adequate amount 'of currency
with security :
Among those conversant with the essential ingredients of a paper medium, it is an
admitted truth, that a single bank, with respectable capital, can expand the circulation
with a less metallic basis than when the emptoyment devolves on several ; consequently,
with this admission, there can be no doubt, that an institution can be so organized as to
respond to the necessities of any reasonable contingency.
In the existing system there is no prospective knowledge ; the responsibility of guard
ing against difficulty is the peculiar duty ofnone, and even when suspected to be on the ap
proach, it is esteemed invidious to anticipate the necessity of making preparation to
meet the event. To this want of a premonitory understanding, the consequence inva
riably has been, and ever will be, that the banks, anxious for their own security, essen
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tially contribute to increase embarrassment when they ought legitimately to afford relief.
There is this peculiar and paramount advantage possessed by a bank, essentially
established as a bank of issues, that, being restricted from engaging in any commercial
entanglements beyond its necessities, in regulating the state currency by the negotiation
of exchange, it must always be prepared to meet the exigencies of the money market, and
will not be compelled to contract us circulation in periods of commercial distress. A
bank thus organized, cannot be hastily required to withdraw its accommodation from
the public; and even when the necessity for a contraction does occur, its policy, as well
as its duty, will be to commence the curtailment by recalling its stock loans, or disposing
of its stock investments. But should a still farther retrenchment be deemed imperative,
the ultimate recourse is, gradually to influence the negotiations of private bankers, by
raising to them the rate of interest for the use of its currency.
A farther, and not an unimportant consideration, as a guarantee for the security of
such a public bank, will be the general interest that must naturally exist in every wellregulated community, to protect the solidity of an institution so absolutely essential to
the prosperity and welfare of the whole.
When private banking associations are relieved of the burthen which, by no means,
ought to be imposed on and assumed by them, their prosperity or misfortune has no
general or immediate bearing on the public; but, like other commercial establishments,
their influences are confined to their respective limited spheres. It is at this indepen
dency, I anticipate, as a maxim of fiscal excellence in our momentary affairs, that we
must, sooner or later, arrive; but whether this is to be the result of convulsion, or sound
legislative counsel, may be well worthy the considerate attention of those with whom
our dearest rights and interests have been intrusted. The experiment we have now on
hand, I respectfully predict, will speedily prove an entire failure; and consequently the
earlier this subject is dispassionately examined, the more easily can the neccessary
remedy be applied.
In reference to the propriety of giving a full exposure of the affairs of the bank : —
On this subject there has been much discussion. It has been questioned whether
frequent publicity of the condition of banks might not have a tendency to weaken their
stability, by subjecting them to suspicion from erroneous estimates, and thus exposing
them to invidious attacks ; but if this be true, as referring to the compound character
and condition of banks, being purveyors of the currency on which their discounts are
predicated, it cannot apply to an institution established solely to give a currency on an
intelligent and responsible foundation.
Of such a bank of issues, the better its principles and means are known, the more
sure and perfect will be the public confidence in its stability, and consequently, proportionably greater permanency will be given to the national prosperity.
In this country we only want information ; and that system which proposes the
easiest way of acquiring it, will be sure to command the greatest respect. Can any
man estimate what is the present amount of paper circulation in this state, or either of
the others 1 The commissioners' reports afford but a very slender data on which to
predicate a satisfactory calculation, and the occasional treasury reports are even less
conclusive. When these official examinations are about to take place, temporary prepa
rations are always made for the scrutiny ; and as soon as it is over, the original condi
tion is immediately resumed. Was not this position fully exemplified by the bank
commissioners' report previous to the suspension of specie payments in 1837, when
every thing was triumphantly proclaimed to be in a state of perfect soundness 1 If you
take from the private banks the power to issue paper as money, you will require no
inquisitorial commissioners, interfering with private negotiations.
That the issue of paper is not essential to the prosperity of our private banks, we
have the experience of those in the city of New-York, whose circulation scarcely ex
ceeds their specie ; and yet they make from four to six per cent, semi-annual dividends,
and our trust companies even greater. 1 do not, however, pretend to say that such
dividends could be realized, if the currency were established on a sound basis; I am
rather inclined to the opinion that the fluctuations afford the occasion, and improve the
opportunity, for profitable speculation. There seems to be some secret alchemy in the
present contrivance to render bank operations so peculiarly productive; buying and
selling stocks, perhaps — in other terms, stock gambling.
The next subject for explanation is the limitation of the dividends on the capital of
the privote stockholders in the bank of issues.
It is very evident, that an association possessing the exclusive right to furnish a cir
culating medium, must be a monopoly ; and being created by an act of legislation, com
mon justice would require that any surplus, beyond a fair compensation for the use of
private capital, should enure to the benefit of the public revenue. Whoever becomes a
VOL. I. No. III.
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stockholder, by subscription or purchase, docs it voluntarily, and has no cause for com
plaint; but independent of this consideration, the limitation is intended to operate as a
check to speculative movements by the direction of th.: bank, inasmuch as it destroys
any sinister inducement for misconduct.
ft is in this limitation, as in the direct representation of the government, that the pub
lic converts this body into an agency, to administer with the greatest fidelity and wisdom
the most delicate and imposing attribute of sovereignty — the money-making power.
In peace and in war, in commercial prosperity or distress, the currency of such a bank
would remain the same. As such a power could be most potent in advancing the gene
ral interests, it would, if abused, prove most despotic. It would therefore be unsafe and
impolitic to be entrusted entirely in the keeping of government managers, and can only
be judiciously deposited where the jealousy and keen-sightedness of private interests
will have a proper influence. The public will have in the capital invested a guaranty
for the faithful discharge of the trust, while the private stockholders will have a perfect
security through the preponderating control of their immediate representatives.
The propriety of locating the bank of issues in the eity of New- York can admit of
no reasonable opposition.
In the commercial emporium of the state, the wants of the money market will be best
understood. There the exchanges, domestic and foreign, are concentrated ; and to and
from which almost every financial negotiation ultimately tends. As these are para
mount influences, they cannot fail to be conclusive to every intelligent mind.
It now remains to be shown in what manner the notes of the bank of issues are to
be substituted for the present anomalous currency.
The modus operandi by which this bank of issues is to go into operation, will, I
imagine, be much less difficult than is experienced by ordinary associations. The sub
scription to the capital stock being complete, and payments having been made in specie
or the paper in circulation, the state bank would stand in a corresponding situation with
all others. The bank would then organize its direction, and prepare its notes or bills
for public use ; the next movement would be, either to require a gradual specie redemp
tion of the private bank notes, or, as an accommodation to those institutions, it might
issue to them its own notes, charging a moderate interest for the loan. In some in
stances the private banks would recal their circulation and pay specie, preferring to con
tract their business to the legitimate operations of real capital : but others, less inde
pendent, would adopt the alternative, and pay for the useof their owncredit. In either
case the facilities of the state bank would be increased.
The legislature of New York having reserved the right to repeal, alter, or modify all
the safety fund bank charters, it will be easy to cause their notes to be withdrawn ; and,
if it were constitutional to prohibit the circulation of notes of all banks under the denomi
nation of five dollars, with equal propriety the restriction might be extended to those of
a higher value. The powers of the legislature need not be confined to the provisions
heretofore employed to compel the withdrawal of the notes under five dollars ; there
could be other enactments still more efficient ; the courts of justice might be closed
against those banks whose notes were voluntarily continued in circulation after a rea
sonable notice.
The state could refuse to receive payment of dues, or discharge the claims on the trea
sury, in any other currency than in specie, or the notes of the state bank ; the discredit
thus thrown on every other currency, and the direct credit given to the state bank,
would produce a paramount preference for its issues. In farther aid of the circulation
of the state bank paper, the branch agencies would be employed in the purchase of ex
change, and, by agreement, paying for the same in its notes. An important auxiliary
for the extension of its emissions would be found in making loans on, or investments
in, productive stocks.
If it should be objected that the operation of the system now proposed would curtail
the profits of chartered institutions, the appropriate reply is, that public policy requires
a change. The duty of the legislature is to protect the community, even at the sacri
fice of private interests. This is the constitutional foundation of our revenue and
license enactment; but, in the present case, the representatives of the people only trans
fer an exclusive privilege temporarily conferred on favored individuals, to a public in
stitution, intended to promote the general welfare. As our currency now stands, en
enormous contribution is constantly levied on the many for the benefit of the few, while
such facilities are given to successful forgery as to render the banks almost accessory
to crime.
If corresponding banks should be established in the other states, they would afford
a complete basis for the successful employment of a national bank, similarly restricted
and organized.
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While there is no country on the face of the globe that presents such promising pros
pects as the United States, whether we refer to the character of the population, or the
natural advantages of soil, location, and climate ; yet, notwithstanding these claims to
superiority, our onward course is cramped and embarrassed through the influence ofan
improvident, unconstitutional, and imbecile currency.
*
MERCANTILE LAW.
Art. VII.—THE LEGAL PROTECTION OF GOOD FAITH.*
In a community of merchants, good faith hardly admits of eulogy. In
the operations of a rich and rapid commerce, great confidence must be often
reposed in others, without the minute caution necessary to a perfect protec
tion against fraud or unfairness. Commerce, in the walks of her grandeur,
is unwilling to linger at every stopping place, to turn from every small ob
stacle, and to distrust every one whom she meets. She fears that were she
obliged so to do, one halfof her vigor would be lost, and all glory stripped from
her ; that enterprise, her best attendant, would be fettered ; that her long
sighted sagacity would be necessarily exchanged for minute vision; and in
stead of planning expeditions to bring home the riches of distant countries,
commerce fears lest she should be confined to petty schemes of traffic, or de
based by the arts which deceit begets ofsuspicion.
It is from absolute necessity ratherthan from considerations ofutility merely,
that a commercial society makes goodfaith a cardinal virtue ; indeed, it goes
farther, it considers it so indispensable as to treat' it as a military people do
courage, deeming its want the deepest disgrace, while its possession is but an
ordinary merit.
But the moral virtues comprised in our idea of good faith do no less ele
vate it in our estimation. It imports all that is sacred in truth, all that is severe
and self denying in integrity, all that is estimable in social communion.
To be just, true, and unsuspicious of evil in our own purposes, and to be
frank, unreserved, and faithful in our communications with others, form a
combination of things which are truly " honest, lovely, and of good report,"
and which receive divine commendation.
It becomes an interesting inquiry, then, to consider how far this excellent
commercial virtue, and this great moral quality, forms a ground of legal pro
tection. And this inquiry is the more interesting, because, in actual life, it
chiefly arises in cases of misfortune and loss. If no difficulty occurs, if bar
gains turn out favorably, neither party needs to agitate the questions arising
out of good or bad faith in the making of them. But if we buy something,
and find ourselves losing by a defect of title or by a vice of quality, our first
reflections are as to the good or bad faith of the transaction out of which the
loss arose. We appeal to our own good faith in the matter as that which
ought to have insured us protection, and which should entitle us to indemnity
or redress ; we appeal to the good faith of those with whom we have dealt,
not to subject us, acting in fairness and without blame, to a loss ; we appeal
to others for their sympathy in our misfortune, holding up our good faith as
the signal for their attention ; we appeal to them for indignation against that
want of good faith to which our misfortune may have been owing. And
* A lecture read before the Mercantile Library Association of New York, and now
first published in the Merchants' Magazine, by request of the Board of Directors.
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although upon wise principle it is better to suffer without fault than with it,
yet we feel that it is an aggravation of misfortune, that good faith on our
part has not been a protection.
Good faith undoubtedly deserves protection. Whether the law gives it
or not, it has it, in the sympathy, in the instinctive indignation, in the conti
nued contempt, which on one part or the other are excited by a violation of
it. But how far it ought to form a protection in the law, and, in its adminis
tration, to affect the condition of men, are not so obvious. A protection of good
faith on one part might expose it on another ; it might contravene those rules
of society which have great principles of public policy in view, and which
operate a large benefit in passing by a small evil. To protect good faith in
every instance, might put to sleep that needful vigilance which is requisite to
sustain society in intrinsic activity ; to allow good faith to be at all times a
protection, would burden the administration of justice with inquiries into
secret motives and purposes ; which, except when impracticable, would be
exceedingly embarrassing.
Our present purpose is to carry forward the inquiry, how far good faith
does form a ground of legal claim or legal defence; and while our object is
to present merely common and elementary truths belonging to the commer
cial law, it is not doubted that this course will be more acceptable because more
useful than any attempt at profound research or ingenious discussion ; and
our subject possesses, besides its usefulness, the opportunity of bringing toge
ther a great variety of topics of daily application.
What do we mean by good faith I By it we first imply, in ourselves, a
perfect honesty of purpose, without suspicion of any thing wrong or defect
ive in what we are transacting. By it we also imply, in our communica
tions with others, both by our words and conduct, such truth and fairness to
them, as that they are warranted in trusting and acting upon them. In law,
it also requires, in our putting trust in others, a reasonable, not an excessive
diligence, in taking notice of things unusual or likely to excite inquiry in an
ordinary good understanding ; and implies, finally, not merely a belief, but
an acting in reliance upon the state of things as we believe it.
Let us examine, as a prominent illustration, the contract of sale, and
consider how it is affected by good faith. This is the elementary contract
of commerce, its common daily food. In relation to it, the first considera
tion is the right of the seller to the thing sold ; if he has no right to sell, one
cannot, except by a deference of the law to our goood faith in buying, acquire
a right by purchasing. How far, then, does the law pay this deference I
Suppose, then, a purchaser to deal with another in possession of merchandise
with every apparent indication of ownership, the goods wholly under the
control of the seller, without the slightest ground of suspicion of his just right
to dispose of them ; suppose the buyer, upon this, to pay the full price and
just value, and to part with his money only upon receiving the thing sold ;
the question is asked, whether the buyer is protected in his enjoyment of the
property, if it shall turn out that those goods did not belong to the seller, and
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implies in every seller a warranty of his own title, and that he has a good
right to sell. It leaves the buyer to his personal redress against the seller
for indemnity and remuneration, but it takes from him the goods. The
good faith, vigilance, caution, and fairness, with which the buyer made the
purchase, are of no other avail.
•
This undoubtedly will appear a hardship, and to those who are unapprized
of the rule, it is without apparent mitigation. And yet it was not a rule
established without reason, nor is it without beneficial attendants. It may be
a hardship for the buyer to lose the thing purchased, but would it be no
hardship to the one whose goods have been wrongfully obtained from him
and sold, to lose them ? Is not the hardship equal 1 and if so, then the ob
vious maxim of common sense comes in to say, that he who has not property
cannot dispose of it, and that in the equality of hardship, the prior right of
the losing owner shall prevail over the derivative, less ancient, and less per
fect right of the purchaser. Nor would it do to enter into the question, whe
ther the losing owner had been guilty of more negligence than the unfortu
nate buyer. Inquiries of this kind would be interminable, and also would
depend upon considerations too vague for practical application. One man
may have been naturally, or, by early education, more cautious than the
other, and it would not be natural equity to apply the same rule of diligence
to both. The circumstances, too, under which the goods may have been
obtained from the true owner, may be unsusceptible of proof by third per
sons. Besides, it rests on this policy of the law : In relation to transfers of
personal property, which are so frequent and constant, the property itself so
constantly changing place, and giving every facility for concealment, if a
bona-fide purchase should protect him in the purchase, the one who wrong
fully obtained the property would be less frequently detected, and his conduct
less vigilantly watched, than if, as a general rule, the ownership ofthe property
should not be changed by any purchase, however fair, from one not having
the right. This rule compels every purchaser to know something of his
seller ; for it apprises the buyer that the security of the purchase must de
pend upon the seller's being a man not likely to sell what he does not own,
or able to answer if the contrary should turn out to be the case. It is a rule
which gives the preference always to an honest man and man of character
as a seller. It tends to make honesty and good character profitable. And
it is no unusual principle of the common law thus to bind men by their inte
rest to see to the honesty and good conduct of their neighbors. It was this
principle of making men who might know each other, responsible for the
undetected dishonesty of each other, which gave to the government of the
great Alfred the praise, that a purse of gold might be hung upon a tree in
the forest, and found again untouched.
And while the rule we speak of has some effect to expose rapid trade to
disasters, yet it is more than probable that the caution which its continuance
introduces prevents many attempts at the fraudulent obtaining of property,
and, in its final operation, adds to the security of commerce.
In this case it will be noticed, that the law implies a warranty against the
seller, and, whether he knew of the defect of title or not, exposes him to the
claim of the buyer for indemnity.
In like manner, if the sale, instead of being that of a package of merchan
dise, were a bond or debt, (other than a negotiable security,) and the same
were originally invalid, or subject to deduction in favor of the debtor, the
buyer takes the bond or debt sold to him, subject to all objections which can
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be made against it ; and that, whatever be the price he may have paid, or the
good faith with which he may have acted. The most frequent securities of
this kind which are the subject of sale, are mortgages securing bonds for the
payment of money. These, from their appearance and general character,
and the legal formalities with which they are attended, are not unfrequently
received without suspicion as subjects of satisfactory sale. But there can be
in law no protection to a purchaser of a bond or mortgage merely on the
ground of his good faith ; if there be any intrinsic original defect in the bond
or mortgage, if it were originally usurious, or its execution had been
fraudulently procured, or if it be subject to offset or payment not expressed on
the face of the papers, and unknown to the purchaser, still the purchaser runs
the risk of being to such extent a loser. So far has this been carried, that
where a guardian had invested the money of his ward in a bond taken in
his own name, and afterwards assigned the bond to a purchaser knowing no
thing of any such difficulty, and advancing the full value for it, such purcha
ser was obliged to give up the bond to the ward on his coming of age ; be
cause in law there can be no protection to the purchaser of a bond merely
from his good faith. In relation to bonds ana debts sold, the law assumes
them not to be a necessary part of the traffic of society ; transfers of property
of this kind are permitted rather than favored ; and it is always in the pow
er of the purchaser to ask the debtor himself as well as the seller, ifthere be
any obstacle to the payment or transfer ; this, if answered in the negative,
will operate as a protection against the debtor ; and as to protection against
the acts of the seller himself, the purchaser of a security must know his man.
The relation of debtor and creditor once contracted, the law does not favpr its
shifting; the power which a debtor may feel safe in yielding to a creditor of
his own selection, may be very differently exercised by a man of different
mould, and the transfer therefore is not favored.
But where the sale is of a negotiable security, such as a promissory note
or bill of exchange, payable to order or bearer, there a purchase in good
faith is an absolute legal protection. It is no matter how the bill or note
originated, nor what just deductions ought to have been allowed by the par
ties through whom the pu rchaser derives his right ; his right is perfect upon
his being a bona-fide purchaser.
It may well be asked, whence is this difference, that the buyer of a ship,
however cautious and prudent, buying in ever so much good faith, parting
with his money only on the receiving of the ship, shall find his good faith
no protection ; that the buyer of a bond or mortgage shall stand in equally
unfortunate predicament, while the buyer of a note or bill of exchange shall
find his good faith a very iEgis, a perfect protection ? This difference is
owing to the policy ofthe law in regard to the circulation of commercial pa
per ; it is an indulgence to commerce ; it is a long established and old com
pliment to the utility of a credit system. It was deemed that the circulation
of these negotiable securities, by means of which payments were made with
out the carrying of money, was of so great benefit to commerce, rendering
the making of loans and payments between the most distant places so easy,
safe, and certain, in time, that the common law, rightly deemed the perfection
of reason, placed their circulation on grounds of security not otherwise af
forded ; and, honoring mercantile good faith, made the possession of that of
itself a sufficient protection.
But while the law is in this instance indulgent to these negotiations, it
requires all the circumstances to exist which constitute legal good faith.
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It requires, first, legal diligence: for, if the buyer had notice or well
grounded suspicion that the negotiable paper was for any reason tainted, the
law withheld the protection accorded to a bona-fide purchaser ; and particu
larly it holds the fact of the paper being past due as in itself giving a notice
which ought to subject the purchaser to the obligation of inquiry, and to the
danger of taking it, at his peril.
It also requires, that the purchase shall have been made in the usual
course of trade ; any unusual circumstance, which, in a mind of ordinary
vigilance, would excite suspicion, exposes the purchaser to lose his claim
to the protection of his good faith.
It also requires that he shall have shown his good faith by his works ; by
actually parting with property on the faith of receiving the paper. For, if
negotiable securities are taken merely on account of an antecedent debt, or
as a collateral security for suchdebt, the receiver does not become a bona-fide
purchaser; he is not chargeable certainly with the want of good faith ; but so,
on the other hand, he has not exercised any faith whatever in the transaction.
He parts with nothing on the faith of it, and his claim being to exclude other
parties from some defence otherwise just, he is not allowed to do so unless
nis own condition have been substantially altered by a reliance on the paper.
Besides, the indulgence of the law in favor of negotiable paper is in consider
ation of its circulation as currency ; which office it is not deemed to discharge,
when it is merely as collateral security, or taken on account of an antecedent
debt.
Nor is good faith in a purchaser any more a protection in a purchase of
lands than of goods. In relation to lands, inasmuch as they so connect them
selves with the associations of life, with the early recollections of youth, and
the distant expectations of middle age. and give to society all that fixes men
to particular parts of the earth, property in lands has been the subject of
more than ordinary protection. They can only be conveyed by deed, by
will, or by inheritance ; by legally drawn instruments in writing, requiring
the formalities of a seal to intimate to the parties that something was transact
ing of more than ordinary consequence, and thereby to awaken their atten
tion, and also requiring the presence of witnesses ; or, by death and a descent
to a man's relatives, events of such publicity as to attract notice, and not ex
posed to fraud ; the law, therefore, requires of a purchaser unusual vigilance :
he must be cautious; not only is his good faith no protection, but, unlike the
case of goods and merchandise, no warranty of title is implied in his favor ;
he must protect himselfeither by his vigilance, or by formal covenants from
a responsible seller, expressing the extent of that protection ; if he does not,
and any defect of title ensues, he is remediless — he cannot even recover back
the price. Yet, with all diligence in a purchaser, he may be the victim of
a bad title, and that with entire good faith, both on his part and that of the
seller to him. The deeds through which the title has passed may have been
forged, or their execution procured by fraud or violence; the wills whichmay have transferred the property may have been false, or the testator incom
petent, from sickness or imbecility, to dispose of his estate ; the parties to
deeds or wills may have been under the age of twenty-one years. Nume
rous other unseen defects may exist, which human vigilance can scarcely
detect; and yet, in all these cases, mere good faith is no protection. The
party seeking protection must find it in the guaranties he can have in per
sonal responsibility; and these, ordinarily speaking, never extend beyond the
price paid. So that, if land have risen in value either from a general in-
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crease in the price of lands, or by reason of erections by the purchaser upon
it, the increase of value becomes wholly a loss. Not only will good faith in
the purchase be no adequate protection, but subsequent improvements and
expenditures in good faith add nothing to the security, although their amount
adds to the loss. This rigidness of the law in relation to lands grows out of
its jealousy in protecting that which out of pre-eminence it designates as real
property. It requires every man in relation to this to act wholly at his pe
ril ; it forces him not only to the use of all care and caution, but also to look
specially and exclusively to him with whom he deals. Formerly in this
country, and even now in the greater part of England, titles to land might be
defeated by deeds of prior date, not required by law or practice to be register
ed, and as to the existence of which the purchaser could only rely on the
good faith of the seller, and the binding of his personal responsibility. But
in the greater part of this country, from its earliest settlement, purchasers in
good faith were protected from this danger by requiring the deed to be re
gistered for public inspection ; and, in default of such registry, the purchaser
in good faith would hold the title, notwithstanding the prior right under an
unregistered deed. This protection, however, requires that the purchaser
shall have had no notice of the other deed ; that he should have used the di
ligence of seeing if the land was in the occupation of any one, and whether
he was a tenant of the purchaser whose deed was not registered; that he
should have actually paid money on receiving the conveyance. Merely re
ceiving a deed for an antecedent debt does not allow one to be a bona-jide
purchaser, as against an unregistered deed or mortgage ; the man is suppo
sed, in such case, not to have changed his condition by his faith in his deed,
and so is not protected on the score of his good faith.
There is one other instance where good faith is a protection to a purchaser
of lands : this is, where there is no defect in the validity of the various acts
under which the title is derived ; but where the ostensible title under valid
conveyances or descents is in one, and he holds it for another on some pri
vate trust or understanding consistent with the ostensible ownership, there the
equity of the law makes a man's good faith a protection. This it will be
seen is different from the sale of a bond and mortgage or debt, where the
rule is the reverse. The reason of the difference is probably this, that the
conveyance and transfer of land is deemed a matter of public necessity and
utility, while the transfer of debts (n&t negotiable) is not so ; the one is
deemed to be entitled to protection as a part of the intercourse of life ; the
other, as an unnecessary traffic, is looked on with less favor.
Another species ofproperty has come into existence in modern days, dif
ferent from merchandise, bonds, and negotiable notes or securities, and some
what like each. I allude to stocks. These are either certificates of public
debt, money owing by the state, or are shares in the capital stock of banking
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transfers to be registered, and to insist that they should otherwise be invalid,
the purchaser in good faith may always protect himself by insisting on an ac
knowledgment of the transfer by the corporate body, which acknowledg
ment, obtained without fraud, is binding on it ; the purchaser thus becomes
protected by the corporate act, and the corporate body is protected by its right of
making all other transfers than those which are registered invalid. As to these
stocks, then, the rule would seem to be, that a registered transfer will protect
a purchase made in good faith for present consideration.
It will be seen from the preceding remarks, how little protection exists in
relation to the contract of sale from the mere good faith ofthe party ; that the
policy of the law interferes and, in almost every instance, sacrifices an inno
cent man for the great purposes ofits public policy ; that the many are taken
care ofat the ruin, it may be, of the few ; and that the upholding of politic
institutions is treated by the law as of more consequence than the avoiding of
individual hardship.
The contract of sale, however, of which we have already said so much,
contains another very wide field for illustrating the legal effects ofgood faith.
Not only may there be defects of title, but of quality and of quantity, equal
ly capable of being unknown to the buyer, and unnoticed by him. What
protection does good faith enjoy as to faults in quality ?
Where an object capable of examination is exposed to sale, a full price
given, and the buyer, either through ignorance or inadvertence, is deceived
in the quality of the article, he has no redress. So far was this principle
formerly carried, that where a certain kind of wood was sold as a rich aye
stuff, and was so expressed to be in the bill ofparcels, and it turned out to be
an article wholly different and inferior, and a full price was paid, yet it was
held, that in the absence of any fraud in the seller, the buyer was remediless;
that the seller having praised the article, having represented it as that for
which he sold it, (being himself ignorant as to its quality,) did not give the
buyer any right of redress; that having the opportunity to examine, he
must do so at his peril; and that if he attempted to deal in a traffic of which
he was ignorant, he should purchase his knowledge by his misfortune ; and
it was deemed mischievous to allow every word of praise, which a seller
very naturally, though not always truly, may have employed, to be the
• ground ofa lawsuit as a warranty of the quality ofthe article. And the rule
was most pointedly laid down, that unless the seller used artifice to conceal
defects which he knew, or the buyer took the precaution of asking a war
ranty, the latter could have no redress, however innocent and in whatever
good faith he might have been. This rule has a most prominent applica
tion in the purchase and sale of horses ; in relation to which, the want of ex
perience of one party, and the full experience and adroitness of the other,
1
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the place of sale ; it is there held, that a warranty is implied, that the article
shall be a merchantable article of its kind, that is, that it fairly corresponds
with its name, and is of reasonably good quality. Certainly one reason of
the rule above alluded to does not exist here; the buyer could not see the ar
ticle, but he could forbear the purchase until it was capable of examination,
and he could protect himself by stipulations as to the quality. Still the old
rule, in this instance, has yielded to the natural equity of the thing, and to the
modern disposition to increase the rapidity of trade, at almost every expense
of rules of policy.
It used also to be held, that no words of mere recommendation of quality
should be held as a stipulation to the purchaser, who did not choose to have
a distinct warranty ; but in this too the law is yielding to a similar impulse j
and it is now held, that where a buyer in good faith acts upon the recom
mendation, and without taking pains to examine, and that, in the knowledge
of the seller, or with a direct reliance on the recommendation, the courts al
low juries to imply a warranty of quality ; this modification of the rule,
while it would seem to be an encouragement to truth and fairness, yet is an
exceedingly loose one, calculated to protect the mere supineness of purchasers,
to expose the seller to controversy from the mere habit which every man has
of praising what he owns, and to render it difficult to decide, until a jury
shall have done it, whether a seller's conduct has amounted to a warranty
or not . exposing every contract of sale under such circumstances to be the
ground of a legal controversy.
Analogous to the warranty of quality, is the obligation of one who passes
away negotiable paper which is invalid. In the case of every such sale, it
is implied that the signatures are genuine ; if they are not, the seller is bound
to restore the price, or to make good the amount expressed to be payable by
the paper. This rule is founded upon several very palpable considerations.
It could not be expected of every man to know the genuineness of the signa
tures of strangers, whose wealth and standing might be well known from ge
neral reputation; while at the same time the circulation of such securities is
deemed of so much general benefit, as to exempt the buyer from the delay of
asking every party if his name were not forged. It also was the mutual
supposition of the contracting parties, that the paper was not forged ; certain
ly the buyer did not buy under such a supposition ; if the seller did not sell
under such supposition, then, the contract being made under mutual mistake
as to the subject, no agreement has existed, and each must be restored to what
he gave to the other ; if the seller sold, himself doubting if the paper were
not forged, then he was guilty of a fraud, and much more is he bound to
make restitution.
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of these cases, the parties thus paying are presumed to know, and are in duty
bound to know, the hand-writing of those dealing with them ; and if they
permit themselves to give credit to a forged name, they are not in good faith
entitled to claim from another the loss sustained by a neglect of which they
were guilty and he was not.
But in the very frequent case at present of bank checks payable not to
bearer but to order, and requiring endorsement, it would not seem just that
a forgery of the endorsement should be at the risk of the bank. The bank
is not supposed to be in immediate correspondence with the endorser, as it is
with the drawer. It has no better means of knowing than he who presents
the check for payment ; the very presenting of a check with such endorse
ment is an averment of its genuineness. And, although the bank cannot
claim payment of the check from the drawer, on whose money it was drawn,
since it has not been paid to the one he directed, it would seem correct upon
principle that he who received the money upon a forged endorsement should
restore it. Good faith evidently so requires, and no principle of policy can
be seen to overrule it.
The same principles upon which the warranty of quality is implied, are
illustrated in relation to quantity, and it is somewhat remarkable that on this
subject the law in relation to personal goods is the reverse of that which ap
plies to real estate, and that in both instances it is an application of the same
principle, that the eye must judge. Thus, where goods are sold by the
piece, which are by usage known as containing a certain quantity, a war
ranty of such quantity is implied in the sale ; because in such a mode of
dealing it is mutually known that the buyer cannot judge merely by the ex
terior, and is not expected to measure before he bargains.
But in relation to a piece of land, if the description of it contains bounda
ries, and abo a statement of quantity, the latter is disregarded, both as matter
of description, and as a ground of implying a warranty of quantity ; and this
is equally true, whether the quantity is expressed in absolute terms, or by
qualified expressions, as of estimate ; and the insertion of the words, more or
less, which are often inserted by cautious men to avoid complaint, are wholly
immaterial. Thus, if one sell a house, number one, in Beekman street,
containing twenty-five feet front and rear, and one hundred feet deep, and it
turns out to be either twenty or forty feet in width, and fifty, or a hundred
and fifty, feet in depth, the buyer takes according to the actual dimensions of
the property known as number one Beekman street ; if it fall short, he has
no right to redress ; if it overrun, he is subject to no claim for a greater price.
The like is true where a sale is made of a house bounded on one side by a
street, on the other side by another house, and the quantity is expressed there
also ; if the quantity expressed be twenty-five feet, and the actual dimensions
be twenty or forty, the rule is the same. The foundation of the rule is, that
every person dealing with land is presumed to buy on actual inspection.
His eye designates the monuments or controlling description, the quantity
expressed is merely an inference from the objects presented to the eye ; but
both parties are conclusively presumed to trust to their senses in preference
to their inferences. And although quantity is the main consideration in any
given purchase of land, yet the buyer is presumed to estimate the quantity by
inspection, and not to rely upon the declarations of the seller in his deed, or
upon any statement of inferences. The obligations of good faith are here
deemed not to arise, since it is a case not offaith but of sight.
But if, in relation to a purchase of lands, a representation be made of its pro
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ductiveness as to rents,and it be false, there good faith requires that such repre
sentation be made good ; since this is a matter in the knowledge of the seller
alone, and which the buyer cannot of course discover by inspection, nor by
inquiry which any other than the seller is bound to answer; it cannot well
be a subject of stipulation, and the law imposes and enforces the obligations
of truth and justice, and protects the buyer.
Another class of instances in which the rules of good faith are exhibited
in the law, is that of recommendations for credit. In every commercial
country where credit is extensively practised, it becomes necessary for mer
chants to inquire into the standing and solvency of persons applying to be
trusted. The law, aware of the danger which would arise from the misap
prehension of verbal conversations, and the danger of falsehood in the relation,
of them, has provided, that no one shall be responsible on a promise for the
debt of another, without it be contained in a writing. But it does not, how
ever, leave the subject of recommendations out of view; it adopts this rule:
that the person applied to being at liberty to answer or to be silent when in
quired of as to the standing and credit of his neighbor, must, if he speak,
speak in good faith ; and if he gives a recommendation which he knows to
be untrue, and credit be given on faith of such recommendation, he must
make it good in case of loss. But this is a liability limited only to good
faith ; it only requires intentional truth ; for, if the person giving the recom
mendation be himself deceived and imposed on, or ignorant as to the matter
of his recommendation, no matter how careless in such ignorance or mistake,
and no matter how incorrect the representation, yet if he have acted in good
faith, believing what he said, or not intending to deceive, his good faith is
his protection ; and the good faith of the crediting party forms on his behalf
no ground of claim. He had no right upon his neighbor, to whom he ap
plies, except for good faith. The neighbor was under no obligation except
for that; he was not bound to know the subject inquired of, and both parties
being equally in good faith, no obligation is implied against one in favor of
the other. In such cases, therefore, no reliance ought to be placed on re
commendations as a ground of legal protection. If legal protection is desi
red, it ought to be plainly asked, that it may be understandingly given ; and
leaving an offending party to the odium which fraud and bad faith attracts,
the law is too wise to interfere.
Passing now from the familiar topics of domestic commerce, into the
more enlarged sphere of maritime trade, we find good faith to be of still
more importance, since the distance of parties, in maritime commerce, from
the scene of affairs, renders personal inspection and attention impracticable,
and a reliance on the good faith of others more necessary. And yet even
here it is not always a ground of legal protection. Thus a foreign agent,
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owners consider themselves discharged, if there be every good faith on their
part in the performance of their engagement as carriers : this is by no means
the principle of their responsibility or exemption. If the damage have oc
curred by irresistible force of the elements, then they are not responsible ;
but unless thus occasioned, no care nor diligence on their part in providing a
good ship, equipments, and crew, no vigilance in taking care of the pro
perty, serves as a protection. This extensive and absolute obligation arises
out of the policy of the law. Merchandise when committed abroad to the
master of a ship, ceases to be within the inspection of the owner of the
goods, or his agents : the ship master and his agents have the whole disposal
and knowledge of it. It is obvious, that if the master were only to be held
liable for faults actually proved, for negligence, such as would disprove
a performance in good faith of the obligation to transport, it would be al
most impossible for the owner of the goods to prove it on him. Such
owner could not find the witnesses to prove what care or negligence was
exercised or committed ; these witnesses would be either the crew of the
ship, or the persons employed on her in a distant country : the crew are
transient persona, and under the control of the master. Besides, whether
measures are the result of care or the result of negligence, is to a great ex
tent matter of opinion ; and a rule of liability or exemption, founded upon
it, would be very vague, indefinite, and productive of dispute. And, although
this rule of liability be rigid, and may expose that meritorious class of men,
who own, or who navigate ships, to disasters which they can not always
prevent, and which may occur, notwithstanding every good faith on their
part, yet its general operation is salutary. It quickens vigilance, and gives
certainty, security, and precision, to one of the most common and most
necessary contracts of commerce. The dominion of accident is by no
means a definite territory : it expands and contracts itself exceedingly, ac
cording to the degree of precaution, care, and active vigilance, in those who
are subject to its sway ; and every principle requires that amidst the acci
dents of life, every excitement should be given to guard us against their
occurrence, and protect us from their effects ; and it is no small excitement
of this sort, to hold that nothing shall be held excusable accident, which
previous precaution and constant vigilance could have prevented. It has,
under a sense of imaginary hardships upon this contract of• carriers, been
recently contended, and in some degree countenanced by judges, that this rule
of responsibility should be lowered down to liability for actual neglect and
want of good faith : this is in opposition to the wisdom of ages, and the
practice of the whole world. And it will still be a question for jurors, the
merchants, mechanics, and men of business, to declare, when such questions
shall be submitted to thenij what they will consider proof of diligence and
good faith between parties so unequally circumstanced as to means of inquiry
and proof.
The contract of insurance also requires to be brought to view, as more
dependent on good faith than any other. In this contract, one party is
wholly passive, the other active : one has the whole control of the adven
ture, has all the knowledge of the particular subject, with all the intrinsic
and extrinsic circumstances which enhance or diminish the risk. The in
surer takes all the chances of the adventure not arising from its intrinsic
imperfections. Upon these chances, arising from the ordinary circumstan
ces of the exposure of the subject, he assumes : but he has no control of the
property, nor any right or means of providing for its safety. He, therefore,
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entirely depends upon the acts and statements of the insured person con
tracting with him. Upon every principle, therefore, both of policy and of
natural justice, he is entitled to the exactest truth, the most abundant and per
fect frankness, in those matters on which his engagement rests.
The state and condition of the ship, as to sea-worthiness ; as to her ca
pacity of successfully encountering the ordinary dangers of the sea, and
other risks of trade, including not only the body of the ship, but her equip
ment; the number, strength, and skiJl of the crew, the proper storage of
cargo, are all assumed by the insurer to be perfect : good faith to him re
quires this to be so. He only assumes external dangers in the course of a
trade, upon which his experience enables him to found an estimate of the
premium ; and if, in any of these particulars, his just expectations are de
feated, his liability does not arise. The shipper of a cargo, who has no
connexion with the fitting of the ship, is equally affected by defects of sea
worthiness as the owner of the ship himself: he is presumed to rely upon
the engagement of the ship owner, and not of the insurer, for the goodness
of the ship. So that if the ship lack sea-worthiness, whether it be known to
the insured merchant or not, whether it be his fault or not, the insurance
is invalid. It is the condition of the contract : it is the supposition on which
it is made, and no good faith nor innocence on part of the insured can pre
vail against the more controlling obligations of good faith existing in favor
of the insurer.
So, too, good faith requires a true representation of all external circum
stances which go to increase the degree of peril to which the property is ex
posed. If the vessel has been at sea beyond the ordinary length of the voy
age on which she has sailed, if there have been uncommon storms and tem
pests in the period and track of her voyage known to the insured person, if
vessels have been seen dismasted or endangered in the period and track of
the voyage, which might induce the suspicion of disaster, all these things, if
known to the insured, must be stated by him in his proposal for insurance.
He must, of his own accord, make a full and frank statement. He cannot
excuse himself by saying that he was not inquired of by the insurer, or that
the latter might have known on inquiry. The obligation of good faith is
upon himself. He must not only make truly all statements which he does
present, but he must make the statements so full as to embrace all the know
ledge he himself possesses, and which go to render insurance on his part de
sirable, or which would cause the insurer to hesitate at insuring, or to de
mand a higher compensation for the insurance.
So far is this obligation to good faith one of active diligence, that where
orders for insurance are sent from a distant place, and rumors are there re
ceived, which, if communicated, would affect the premium of insurance, such
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faith, but, out of its policy, leaves it to the protection chiefly of individual
vigilance, and the sound operation of an honest public sentiment.
Without having exhausted our subject, time admonishes us to forbear too
extensive an exploring of it. Let us only look back for an instant at the
two main principles which develop themselves on this subject : namely, that
the policy of commerce is the great object of its laws ; and that that policy
demands rules sometimes variant from individual justice.
Many complaints are made, of the hardship and injustice of the law. Of
ten times such complaints are just. A general rule operates an individual
hardship. As a general rule, twenty-one years is deemed the age of discre
tion when a man shall be bound by his contracts ; while some precocious youth
shows at early sixteen a degree of maturity well entitling him to the privi^
leges and subjecting him to the obligations of manhood. A general rule
requires the contracts to become surety, contracts for sales of a value over
twenty-five dollars, to be in writing, to avoid the danger of misapprehension
and of falsehood ; yet it sometimes operates to render invalid the justest and
plainest contract, contracts the most fully capable of unquestionable proof/
In each particular instance supposed, the general rule is unjust in its opera
tion ; but is it less useful as a general rule? Shall every minor be subject
to trial as to his degree of maturity and discretion? Shall there be no easy
rule by which, as a plain one, all men may be governed, and society delivered
from endless disputes and litigation ?
Shall every word of heedless commendation of a man's character or credit,
subject to a claim of responsibility for it 1 Shall this claim be supported by
that imperfection of evidence, the hearsay of persons accidentally present, of
present from interest ? Shall the chaffering between buyer and seller ex*
pose either to the obligation of heavy contracts from a misapprehension of
terms, or from an interested hearing or false relating of them ? Is it not betj
ter that a general rule should prevail, by which peace and security may be
obtained, instead of a more particular and varying rule, which, in seeking a
minute
theoretical
perfection,
would
be hardly
capable
of a just
applica
tion
1 and
Deriving,sas
society
does, all
its stability
from
its general
rules,
let U9
discountenance all impatience at particular hardships. Let not men, because
they think themselves to understand a single transaction before them, deem
themselves wiser than the laws—laws, not the imperfect wisdom of one man
or of one age, but the combined intelligence and experience of many men,
of successive ages. And when you, the young merchants whom I address,
shall be called on as jurors, as arbitrators, or in posts still more responsible,
to apply the rules on which commerce and society rest, discard the narrow
considerations of particular hardship or individual sympathy ; search for the
great rule on which the institutions ofyour country have thought fit to place
the general welfare ; and whether you are to pronounce upon the property)
the character, or the life of your fellow citizen, do it upon the public rule
of wisdom; do it faithfully; do it fearlessly. Yield not to individual com*
plaint. Heed not private sympathy. Suppose not that your eye reaches
all consequences. Deem not your own views to be perfect wisdom. But
looking at the general public benefit as the end, and the well ascertained rule
of law as the definite and certain means, seek the former, only in following
the latter, and the immediate ill which you may possibly witness will be
wholly absorbed in the universal good.
You have also observed, in the preceding remarks, that, as a rule of ge
neral policy, the law requires parties dealing with each other to rely upon
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the knowledge they may have of their characters. You will hear this rule
in its operation often censured, and especially so for the check which it
brings upon the extent of practicable business. It will, with much truth, be
said, that, if we are required to know every body we deal with, our dealings
must be few. But is not the value which this rule gives to a character for
integrity and truth something I Is not this a consequence of such a rule ?
Is it not better to walk somewhat less rapidly in the course of life, for the
sake of having that walk made pleasant by universal respect, and honorable
by unhesitating confidence I And is it not protection enough, as to the diffi
culties into which you may sometimes fall, from the impossibility of knowing
the secrets of the heart, that public opinion, general sympathy, universal in
dignation, stand forth in vindicating, at all times and in all places, the claims
of good faith. Base the commercial public opinion upon truth, honesty, and
honor ; let its censures reach alike the highest and the lowest ; let the fin
ger of scorn settle itself towards the tricky, cunning, and uncandid ; let the
detected falsehood, the well planned deception, the crafty overreaching, be
generally marked, known, and appreciated as they deserve, and good faith
will not much complain of public policy. Private interest will not be un
willing to submit herself to public good.

Art. VIII. — MERCANTILE LAW DECISIONS.
INSURANCE TOTAL LOSS PARTNERS AND PARTNERSHIP PARTNERS
AND AGENTS SPECIAL OR GENERAL PARTNERS BILLS OF EXCHANGE
AND PROMISSORY NOTES BILLS AND NOTES REPLEVIN TARIFF
DUTIES, ETC. FORFEITURE OF GOODS FOR UNDERVALUATION
BANK CHARTER CONTRACTS LIABILITY OF SHIPPING AGENTS
COLLISION.
INSURANCE.
1. By the well settled principles of law, in the United States, the state of
the facts, and not the state of the information at the time of the abandonment,
constitutes the criterion by which it is to be ascertained whether a total loss
has occurred or not, for which an abandonment can be made. If the aban
donment, when made, is good, the rights of the parties are definitely fixed,
and do not become changed by any subsequent events. If, on the other hand,
the abandonment when made is not good, subsequent circumstances will not
affect it so as retroactively to impart to it a validity which it had not at its
origin.
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vered from her peril without an actual expenditure of one half her value,
after she is in safety. Where, in the circumstances in which the vessel then
may have been, in the highest degree of probability, the expenditures to re
pair her would exceed half her value ; and if her distress and peril be such
as would induce a considerate owner, uninsured, and upon the spot, to with
hold every attempt to get the vessel off, because of such apparently great ex
penditures, the abandonment would doubtless be good.
3. In respect to the mode of ascertaining the value of the ship, and, of
course, whether she is injured to the amount of half her value, it has, on the
fullest consideration, been held by the supreme court, that the true basis of
the valuation is the value of the ship at the time of the disaster ; and, that if
after the damage is or might be repaired, the ship is not, or would not be
worth, at the place of repairs, double the cost of repairs, it is to be treated as
a technical total loss.
4. The mere retardation of the voyage by any of the perils insured against,
not amounting to or producing a total incapacity of the ship eventually to
perform the voyage, cannot, upon principles well established, be admitted to
constitute a technical total loss, which will authorize an abandonment. A
retardation for the purpose of repairing damage from the perils insured
against, that damage not exceeding one moiety of the value of the ship, falls
directly within this doctrine. Under such circumstances, if the ship can be
repaired, and is repaired, and is thus capable of performing the voyage, there
is no ground of abandonment, founded upon the consideration that the voyage
may not be worth pursuing, for the interest of the ship owner; or that the
cargo has been injured so that it is not worth transporting further on the
voyage : for the loss of the cargo for the voyage, has nothing to do with the
insurance upon the ship for the voyage.
5. An insurance on time, differs as to this point, in no essential manner,
from one upon a particular voyage ; except in this, that in the latter case, the
insurance is upon a specific voyage described in the policy ; whereas a poli
cy on time insures no specific voyage, but it covers any voyage or voyages
whatsoever, undertaken with, and not exceeding, in point of duration, the
limited period for which the insurance is made. But it does not contain an
undertaking that any particular voyage shall be performed within a particu
lar period. It warrants nothing as to any prolongation or retardation of the
voyage ; but only that the ship shall be capable of performing the voyage
undertaken, notwithstanding any loss or injury which may accrue to her
during the time for which she is insured ; and of repairing it, if interrupted.Bradlie v. The Maryland Insurance Company, 12 Peter's U. S. Rep.
1. In an action on a policy of insurance referring to certain conditions,
wherein it was stipulated, that the assured " shall procure a certificate under*
the hand of a magistrate, notary public, or clergyman, most contiguous to
the place of the fire, and not concerned in the loss, or related to the insurers'
or sufferers, that he is acquainted with the character and circumstances of the
person or persons insured, and knows or verily believes, that he, she, or
they, really and by misfortune, and without fraud or evil practice, hath or
have sustained by such fire loss and damage to the amount therein mention
ed ; and until such certificate is produced, the loss shall not be deemed paya
ble ;" after the destruction of the property insured by fire, the assured applied
to the two nearest magistrates, who refused to give the required certificate,
and then applied to the next nearest magistrate, who gave - one, which was
vol. I. — no. in.
31
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produced to the defendants ; it was held, that the certificate of the nearest
magistrate, was a condition precedent to the right of the plaintiff to recover.
Leadbetter v. Etna Ins. Co., 1 Shepley's Maine Reports.
2. Policies against fire are personal contracts with the assured, and do
not pass to a purchaser of the property insured, or to an assignee, without
the consent of the underwriters ; if the assured sell the property, and part
with all his interest therein before the loss happen, the policy is at an end,
unless it be assigned to the purchaser ; if he retain a partial interest in the
property, the policy will protect such interest.
3. It seems that when the property insured be sold, and a portion of the
consideration money remain unpaid, and the assured recover the amount of
his loss from the underwriter, that the latter is entitled to be substituted in
the place of the assured, in respect to his rights and remedies against the
purchaser.
4. Where by the terms of a policy it is provided that in case the assured
shall already have any other insurance, not notified, the policy shall be void,
and it is declared that in case of any other insurance upon the property,
whether prior or subsequent, there shall be only a pro rata recovery m case
of loss, and one of the conditions attached to the policy is, that notice of all
previous insurances shall be given, at the peril of forfeiting the policy : It
was held, that a purchaser of a dwelling house, who effected insurance upon
it, was not bound to give notice of a previous policy effected by his vendor,
unless such previous policy were assigned to him.
5. The certificate of loss need not be in the precise words specified in the
policy ; if it be so drawn as evidently to mean the same thing, it is enough ;
and, accordingly, where the condition required that the magistrate should
state in his certificate that he was acquainted with the character and circum
stances of the person insured, and that having investigated the circumstances
in relation to the loss, he knew or verily believed that the assured had sus
tained loss to the amount mentioned in the certificate, it was held, that a cer
tificate of the magistrate that he resided within two miles of the place, was
acquainted with the assured, and that the assured had sustained loss to the
amount of the buildings mentioned in the account of loss of the assured, was
a sufficient compliance with the terms of the condition. Etna Fire Insu
rance Company v. Tyler, 16 Wendell s New York Reports.
6. Application for. — The slip, survey, or application for insurance,
though referred to in the body of the policy as more particularly describing
the building containing the goods insured, is not such a constituent part of
the policy as to operate a warranty ; it is a mere representation, and, if sub
stantially correct, the policy is valid, although one of the conditions attached
to the policy be, that if the assured shall make any misrepresentation, the
insurance shall be void.
7. It seems that in this respect there is a difference between marine and
fire policies. Farmers' Insurance and Loan Company v. Snyder, 16
1W 1-71
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The testimony of Floyd, taken by commission, was offered and objected
to by the defendants, on the ground that the witness was directly interested in
the event of the suit. After hearing argument on that point, the objection
was overruled by the presiding Judge, and the testimony read. He states that
he was sole owner ofthe boat, and the only white person on board at the time
the cotton was lost. That about 9 o'clock on the night of 28th January,
1836, near Clement's ferry, while his boat was at anchor, he was infomed
by one of the hands that the cotton was on fire, that it raged with such force
that he and his hands could not extinguish it, and that the boat and all the
cotton was entirely consumed. Among other risks the policy covered those
of fire and barratry of the master, not of consignee.
The defence set up, on behalf of the underwriters, was :
1. That the boat was not seaworthy, by reason of the notoriously bad char
acter of the captain, and his want of skill.
2. That the cotton was not lost by fire, but stolen by Floyd, the master and
owner of the boat.
3. That there was a misrepresentation and concealment by the assured,
which materially enhanced the risk.
4. That the plaintiffs could not recover the count for a loss by bar
ratry, because the master, being owner of the boat, could not commit . arra-ry.
A great deal of evidence was offered on behalf of the defendants; the case
was then argued by the counsel, and after a luminous charge by his Honor
Judge Earle, the Jury retired, and the next morning brought n a verdict for
the defendants.
The plaintiffs have appealed on the following grounds :
1. That by the terms of the policy, the insurers took upon themselves the
risk of loss by fire and theft of the mariners, and barratry of the master,
1 when not consignee,' and in this case the master was not consignee—yet his
Honor charged the Jury, that if they believed the loss had occurred from
embezzlement by the captain, the assured were not entitled to recover, be
cause the master was stated to be the owner of the boat in which the cotton
was laden.
2. Because his Honor charged the Jury that if the cotton was in anywise
lost or destroyed by the fraud or crime of the captain, the loss was not co
vered by the policy, because the master or patron carried the cotton in his
own boat, even if the insurer knew that fact at the time the policy was sub
scribed, and notwithstanding the insurers expressly undertook in the policy
to insure against fire, theft, and barratry of the master, "when not consignee.
3. Because the loss having been proved to have happened either by fire
or theft, and the terms of the policy having embraced both, the plaintiff was
entitled to a verdict.
Total Loss. — The case of Orlando Perkins and others v. The Atlan
tic Insurance Company of Boston, decided in the Supreme Judical Court of
Massachusetts, February 23, 1 839, was an action on a policy of insurance on
the bark Horace of Kennebunk, Maine. It was a valued policy for one
year. During the time covered by the policy, the bark sailed from New
Orleans loaded with cotton for Liverpool. A few weeks afterwards she
came into Kennebunk and anchored, and in a gale of wind she parted her
cable and drifted ashore. The plaintiffs claim for a total loss.
The defence was placed upon three grounds, as follows:
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1. That the ship was unseaworthy in not having sufficient cables. On
this point there was much evidence. The defendants insisted, that the cables
were of poor iron ; that the gale was not of sufficient violence to have part
ed good chain cables ; that this was evident from the manner in which the
chain parted, and they relied somewhat on the fact, that they had requested
the plaintiffs to produce a part of the cables, and test their quality. The
plaintiffs offered the evidence of the manufacturers of the cables in Bristol,
England, who testified to their being perfectly well made, and of good iron.
2. The second ground of defence was, that there had been such a devia
tion on the part of the ship, in sailing from New Orleans, and putting into
Kennebunk, as discharged the insurers. To this position, the plaintiffs ob
jected, that in an insurance on time, the vessel had a right to go where she
pleased. It was a very different case from one where a ship was insured
from one particular port to another. In a case of a valued policy on time,
like this, there could be no deviationJudge Morton considered this a novel point, and he declined giving any
opinion upon it, but ruled, for the purpose of the trial, in favor of the defend
ants.
The latter theninsisted, that this deviationw as a gross breach ofduty ; that
the captain wished to go into Kennebunk to see his family, and ought to
have put into some more convenient port, if into any ; and several skilful
seamen were examined upon the point. On inspecting the log, they were
called upon to give their opinions, whether a nearer port, might not have been
easily made, and whether the conduct of the master was not grossly negli
gent
On the part oftheiplaintiffs, it was insisted, that, under all the circumstances ,
the master acted very prudently, and according to his best judgment ; and
they offered evidence to show, that it became necessary to put into some port,
on account of a mutiny among the men.
3. The defendants contended that, at most, there had only been a partial
loss.
The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiffs, for a total loss. Damages—
$10,450.
PARTNERS AND PARTNERSHIP.
1. Where one of three partners retires from, or a new partner comes into
the firm, or both, and notice thereof is given, but the business continues to be
carried on, in other respects, as before, those partners as to whom no notice
is given, will be presumed to hold the same relation to the concern after
wards that they did before.
2. In an action against several for a partnership debt, if one of the defend
ants denies that he was a partner, it is incumbent on the plaintiff, in the first
instance, to prove such defendant to have been a partner ; and, if this is
done, he will be liable, unless he proves a dissolution of the partnership as it
regarded himself, and notice thereof to the plaintiff before the debt was in
curred.
3. In such action, a witness testified in chief, that he had given notice of
the withdrawal of such defendant, and of the general dissolution of the part
nership, and that he was " confident that all in the neighborhood were noti
fied in two days." On his cross-examination, the plaintiff's counsel inquired
whether he gave the same notice to the other creditors of the partnership as
, he had testified that he gave to the plaintiff, and the witness replied affirma
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tively, and gave the names of several to whom he had given notice. It was
held, that it was competent for the plaintiff to call the persons so named, to
prove that the witness had not given them any such notice as he had stated ;
but that it was not competent for the defendant to call any of the persons na
med, in order to prove that they had received such a notice from the witness.
Howe v. Thayer.
4. Where notice of the dissolution of a partnership has not been published
in a newspaper, or brought home to the knowledge of the party to be affected by it, evidence of the mere notoriety of the dissolution is not admissible to
prove such notice. Pitcher v. Barrows.
5. On the death of one of four partners, and the consequent dissolution of
the partnership, one of the survivors took out letters of administration upon
the estate of the deceased partner, and the three survivors formed a new part
nership, and took to themselves the stock on hand, giving each his own indi
vidual note for one third of the appraised value, payable to the three. It
was held, that this supposed sale was ineffectual, and that the three surviving
partners were jointly accountable to the funds of the old partnership for the
value of the stock.
6. Goods belonging to a partnership were consigned to a merchant abroad
for sale, part of them in the lifetime of all the partners, and the residue after
the death of one of them, and consequent dissolution of the partnership by the
surviving partners, and advances were made upon the goods by the con
signee, before and after the death, which went into the partnership funds,
and were applied to the debts of the firm, the consignee having no notice of
the death. The proceeds of the sales fell short of the sums advanced. It
was held, that the consignee's claim to reimbursement for the excess of his
advances, as well upon the goods consigned after as upon those consigned
before the death, was chargeable upon the partnership funds in the hands of
the surviving partners. Washburn v. Goodman,—Picherings Mass. Rep.
libailitt of dormant pabtner. — A dormant partner is not liable on
the written agreement of his co-partners, to which he is not a party, to employ
a person in their trade for a certain period. English Report.
One partner cannot bind his co-partner by deed to any new liabilities, but
he may by deed bar him of a right which they possess jointly, and may in
dividually adjust, receive payment, or release any partnership debt; and this
may be done by either partner after a dissolution of the partnership. Morse
v. Bellows, New Hampshire Reports.
PARTNERS AND AGENTS.
At the March term of the Supreme Court of New York, before Judge
Talmadge, the case of Addonis df Cunningham, was an action to re
cover the amount of goods purchased by the defendant, under the following
circumstances : In the year 1 836 the defendant was introduced to the plain
tiffs as a person connected with the firm of Mash & Forbes, of Georgia, and
that this firm was solvent and entitled to credit. The plaintiffs in consequence
sold the defendant goods to the amount of about $700, for which he gave
them a note, in the name of Mash & Forbes. This note was not paid, snd
the plaintiffs instituted the present suit against the defendant.
The defence set up was, that the defendant was not one of the firm of Mash
& Forbes, and had purchased the goods merely as their agent, and it was at
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tempted to be shown that at the time he purchased the goods, he had been
introduced to the plaintiffs, only as the agent and not as the partner of Mash
& Forbes. The evidence however on this part of the question was of a very
vague and inconclusive character.
The Court charged the Jury that every person who buys goods or makes
a contract is bound by it, unless he acts as the agent of another, and unless
he discloses that agency, or it is otherwise known to the parties he deals
with. Verdict for the plaintiffs, $795.
SPECIAL OR GENERAL PARTNERS.
A case was recently tried in the United States District Court, in New
York, Judge Betts presiding, in which Elijah T. Hubbard and Henry Carrington were plaintiffs, and Edward M. Morgan, Win. H. Jessup, Henry
T. Morgan, and Knowles Taylor, were defendants, to test the question as
to whether this latter defendant was a special or general partner in the firm
of Edward M. Morgan & Co. of Wall street.
The action was an action of assumpsit, and was brought to recover the
amount of a balance of an account alleged to be due the plaintiffs, who resi
ded and were in business in Illinois on the 22d ofJanuary, 1838. The amount
claimed was $10,179 75, with interest.
It appeared that Mr. Taylor had put $75,000 into the firm as a special
partner, but had neglected to comply with the provision in the law authori
zing special partnerships, which requires that " the business of the partner
ship shall be conducted under a firm in which the names of the general
partners only shall be inserted, without the addition of the word ' Company,'
or other general term :" for the word Company was used in the certificate of
partnership made before Recorder Riker, and in all subsequent transactions.
Judge Betts therefore instructed the jury that Mr. T. had lost the privileges
of a special partner, and they accordingly rendered a verdict for the plain
tiffs of $11,125 78 — which binds him.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSORY NOTES.
1. Where individuals subscribe their proper names to a promissory note,
prima facia, they are personally liable, although they add a description of
the character in which the note is given ; but such presumption of liability
may be rebutted by proof that the note was in fact given by the makers as
the agents of a corporation for a debt of the latter due to the payee, and that .
they were duly authorized to make such note ; and such facts may be plead
ed in bar of an action against the makers personally, averring knowledge
on the part of the payee.
2. It is no objection to such defence, that the name of the corporation be
not correctly stated in the description attached to the signature ; it is enough
if it appear that the makers did not intend to be personally bound.
3. A person cannot shield himself from liability by showing that he acted
as the agent of another, unless he avowed himself as such to him with whom
he contracted, or the fact was known to him. Brockway v. Allen.
4. A drawer of a bill, or the endorser of a note, is not discharged from
liability by the omission of the holder to make presentment or demand, or to
give notice of non-acceptance or non-payment, where it is clearly shown that
no injury or damage has been sustained in consequence of the omission.
5. Damage, however, will be presumed from the omission, until all possi-
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bility of injury from the laches of the holder is removed by proof. Albany
Commercial Bank v. Hughes.
6. It is no defence at law to an action on a promissory note, that it was
given as part consideration of land sold by the payee, which he covenanted
was freefrom incumbrances, and that the land is subject to a mortgage, exe
cuted by him, for a sum exceeding the amount ofthe note. Lattin v. Vail.
7. Where a promissory note is given for a specific sum, evidence that at
the time of the giving of the note, it was agreed between the parties that an
account which the maher held against the payee should be deducted from the
note, is not admissible.
8. An agreement, however, made after the giving of the note, that a debt
contemplated to be contracted by the payee with a third person, should be
allowed in payment of the note, is a valid agreement, and the debt, when
contracted, may be shown inpayment of the note under the general issue.
9. But such debt cannot be allowed as a set-off; and where a court of
common pleas instructed a jury that they might allow it, either in payment
or as a set-off, the judgment entered upon a verdict in pursuance ofsuch charge
was reversed. Eaves v. Henderson.
10. In an action by the endorsee against the maker, a promissory note
cannot be given in evidence under a count for money lent; but it may be
given in evidence under a count for money had and received. Rockfelltr
v. Robison.
11. Where a note was made by A., payable to B. or bearer, and C. en
dorsed it, and an action was brought by a third person, claiming by transfer
from B., charging C, as the maker of the note, it was held, on demurrer,
that the declaration was bad.
12. It seems, that when an endorser of such a note is privy to the consid
eration, he may be charged directly as maher or as endorser ; and that a bona
fide holder may in all cases write a bill of exchange over the name of the
endorser, or fill up the blank in any form consistent with the intent of the
parties. Dean v. Hall.
13. Where a debtor certifies a balance as owing by him, and then draws
a note stating the amount in the margin in figures, but in the body inserting
an amount a few dollars less than the true sum, as $300 instead of $334, it
seems that the creditor may, without any express authority, insert the words
omitted, and make the note to conform to the original intent.
14. At all events, upon such evidence, he is entitled to recover upon the
common count of insimul compulassent. Clute v. Small.
15. Although as between the payee and the drawer of a bill of exchange,
the remedy of the former against the latter is not affected by the omission to
make presentmentfor acceptance of a bill payable a given number of days
after date, provided it be made at the maturity of the bill : the same rule
does not prevail as between the payee and a broker or agent with whom the
bill is left for collection. The agent is bound to present the bill for acceptance
forthwith, and if not accepted, to give notice thereof to his principal, and if
he neglect to do so, he becomes responsible in damages.
16. Where an agent had neglected to make presentment for 1 7 days, it was
held that he was liable in damages to the full amount of the bill, although it
appeared that the drawees had no funds, that they were directed by the draw
er not to accept, and that the lateness of the presentment had no influence upon
the non-acceptance : it appearing in proof that subsequent to the drawing of
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the bill in question, other bills of the same drawer had been accepted by the
same drawees, and paid or secured to be paid.
17. It seems, however, that facts and circumstances tending to reduce the
amount »f recovery, or to mitigate damages, may properly be submitted to
the consideration of the jury. Allen v. Suydam.
18. Where an accommodation note is drawn for $2,500, and the payee
declines to endorse for the whole amount, but agrees to do so for a less sum,
and writes a direction to the cashier of the bank where the note is made pay
able, to pay upon it $750, such note is, in legal effect, a note for $750, and
may accordingly be declared upon as a note for that sum.
19. The holder of a note is relieved from demanding payment and giving
notice of non-payment to an endorser, who, within a few days before the ma
turity of the note, writes to him that the maker has failed, acknowledges his
liability, and asks indulgence until funds can be realised from security given
by the maker.
20. The mere taking of security by an endorser, from the maker of the
note, does not dispense with a demand and notice, unless it appear that funds
have actually come into the hands of the endorser to an amount sufficient to
satisfy the note, or that all the property of the maker has been actually trans21. Indulgence to the maker of a note on receiving securities from him,
does not discharge the endorser, when there is no valid agreement for giving
time of payment for a definite period. Bank of Utica v. Ives, Wendells
New York Reports.
The Englishman and Military Chronicle, of February 2, 1839, contains a
report of a case in equity, in which Radakissen Mitter was the plaintiff, and
the Bank of Bengal, George Udny, and the Assignees ofMessrs. Ferguson
Co.,, were the defendants. The plaintiff's bill prayed an injunction to re
strain the defendants from proceeding at law against the complainant on five
bills of exchange, for the aggregate amount of four lacs of rupees, drawn
by him in favor of one Durpnarain Gangooly, accepted by Messrs. Ferguson
& Co., and discounted by the Bank of Bengal.
In consequence
of were
the insolvency
of Ferguson
& Co.,
bills were
honored,
and actions
brought upon
them against
the the
plaintiffs,
whichdisit
was the object of the bill to restrain.
Several points were relied upon by the plaintiff, all of which were over
ruled by the court, except one, which was, that the Bank were holders of
securities deposited with them for a particular purpose, but the surplus pro
duce of which, if any, was applicable to the payment of the bills ; that the
Bank parted with these securities not only without the privity of the plaintiff,
but against his express dissent ; and he contended that by so doing they dis
charged him from his liability.
A majority of the court were of opinion, that the ground taken by the
plaintiff on this point was right. It was clear, they said, first, that a surety
is entitled to the benefit of securities deposited by the principal with the credi
tors, whether deposited or not with his privity ; secondly, that the tsurety is
discharged by any act of the creditor, by which his situation is altered. And
they thought that the objection that the plaintiff was not damnified by the
disposal of the securities was of no avail, because the surety is entitled to
judge for himself of what is for his own benefit, and another party cannot
judge for him without discharging him.
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The consequence was, that the court granted the injunction, in effect dis
charging the plaintiff from all liability on the bills.
BILLS AND NOTES.
Negligence — An interesting case was tried in the Supreme Court,
June 4th, 1839, Judge Oakely presiding. It was brought by Henry Suydam
and William Boyd v Solomon and Moses Allen. It was an action to
make the defendants liable for the amount of a note given them to forward
to Concord, New Hampshire, for acceptance ; and in relation to which, it
was alleged they had acted negligently, and by so doing, rendered themselves
responsible for its amount.
The occurrence took place in the year 1833, and the case had been ever
since in litigation, having been first tried in the Superior Court, and from
thence brought to the Supreme Court, and then to the Court of Errors, and
back again to the Superior Court.
The note was drawn by J. Esterbrooke, of this city, on W. W. & J. A.
Esterbrooke, of Concord, New Hampshire, and placed in the defendants'
hands about the 1 6th of August, to forward it for acceptance. The defendants,
however, omitted forwarding until some time in September, and it was then
returned to them dishonored. The plaintiffs refused to take back the note,
on the ground that the defendants had, by their negligence in forwarding it
for acceptance, made it their own. Early in October, the ensuing month,
after the bill came back dishonored, the drawer, Esterbrooke, left New York
on a journey, and was lost in the New England Steam Boat. It appeared,
that even had the defendants sent on the bill in due time, it most probably
would not have been accepted. For when it was presented for acceptance,
the brothers on whom it had been drawn refused to accept it, alleging on one
occasion, that they had received no instructions to do so, from their brother
who had drawn the bill ; and on another occasion, they alleged that they had
received instructions not to accept it. But it also appeared that had the bill
been sent for acceptance, and returned in proper time, the drawer of it was
then apparently in such good standing and credit in this city, that it was fair
to infer he could have paid the bill, or given security for it.
When the case was tried in the Superior Court, Chief Justice Jones
charged the jury, that as the defendants had acted with negligence, in not
sending on the bill in due time, they had, by doing so, made it their own,
and that the law left the jury no option to consider the circumstances of the
case, and they must find a verdict for the plaintiffs, for the full amount of the
bill. And the jury found so accordingly.
The Supreme Court, and the Court of Errors, decided, that the defendants
were liable for their negligence, or inattention, but that the extent of their li
ability was not a question of law, and should have been left to the decision
of the jury.
The Court charged the Jury.
The case contained two questions. First, were the defendants liable at
all ; and secondly, if they were, to what amount. All the Courts, before
which this case had gone, agreed that the defendants are liable in damages
to some extent. The defendants, in their capacity of brokers, undertook to
collect the bill, for doing which they were to receive the ordinary compen
sation. They however did not send on the bill with due diligence, and it
was dishonored. When this case was tried on the former occasion, the court
thought that the rule of law was, that if an agent takes a note to collect, and acts
vol I. — no. m.
32
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carelessly or negligently, he makes it his own. And the drawer or owner
of the note can say to him, " you have deprived me of the means of collecting
it, and the law therefore makes it yours." On the former trial, the jury were
therefore told, that the negligence alone, of the defendants, had rendered them
liable for its amount. The decision was reviewed by the Supreme Court,
and the Court of Errors, who said thaf although the defendants were liable,
the rule of damages laid down by this court was not correct. And that it
should be left to the jury to say, whether the damage should be merely nomi
nal or more. The inquiry must then be, whether, ifthis bill had been promptly
sent on to Concord, and returned here in five or six days, was it probable that
the plaintiffs would have got payment for it, in whole or in part. If you
think the probability was, that in such case the bill would have been paid,
or secured for the whole or in part, then you will find for the plaintiffs for
such an amount as you think would have been secured or paid. The court
did not see that there was more probability of getting a part of it, than the
whole of it. What is the case as it appears in evidence? The plaintiffs
were kept out of it from August, until some time in September, and it was
then sent back dishonored. They therefore refused to take it, as they thought
the Messrs. Allen had made it their own. No unfavorable inference can
on this account be drawn against either the plaintiffs or defendants, as it was
perfectly fair for each of the parties to put themselves on what they supposed
to be their legal rights. The drawer of the bill was a merchant doing busi
ness here, in Canal street, having, up to the period of his departure, a quantity
of goods in his possession, apparently double the amount of his draft. He
. was also seemingly in good credit, nearly to the time when he went away.
It has been however said on the part of the defendants, that he had failed.
But the only evidence of it is, that a note he drew payable at Concord, was
sent back, and was taken up by his drafr. You will say whether it is fair to
infer from this circumstance, that he broke or failed. A man might easily
have a note payable at a distant place from where he resided, and yet its not
being promptly paid there, might not impair his credit. It is said that after
his death, his estate was insolvent. But to what extent, we have no proof
That happened in October, but no one can tell what was his situation in
August, when this note ought to have been returned, and you have the same
evidence of his credit then, as you could have of any other man in business
who passes a draft. If you think that he was able to pay this bill, you have
a right to say, that it is probable he would have paid it, and the plamtiff's are
entitled to a verdict for its amount. But if you think that he failed, and would
not have paid it, then the plaintiffs have sustained no loss by the defendant's
negligence, and you should only give a verdict for nominal damages.
Verdict for the plaintiffs, $662 74, being the amount of the note without
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order, and for the use of Messrs. Howland and Aspinwall of this city. The
freightage was paid by a draft on the plaintiff for $1,323, and the cargo was
consigned to Messrs. Thomas Wilson & Co. of this city.
After the brig had left the Brazils about fifteen days, she was driven by
stress of weather into the harbor of the island of St. Thomas, in the West
Indies. She leaked considerably, and the cargo was much damaged. In
this condition the cargo and vessel were taken possession of by the Ameri
can consul, Mr. Hicks; the cargo was discharged, and the vessel condemned,
broken up, and sold. Such part of her cargo as received no damage, or if
any of a slight character, was then shipped on board another vessel, viz. the
schooner Jasper, bound to New York and consigned to order. Information
having reached here of the loss of the Harp, which together with the cargo
had been insured in the Ocean Office, Boston, they were abandoned by the
plaintiffto the underwriters. As soon as the Jasper reached this city, which
was not until April, 1837, the defendant being the owner thereof, claimed the
cargo in payment for the freight. It appeared that on the arrival ofthe Jas
per the bill of lading was taken to the custom house, and the entry made by
the defendant, and that the usual bonds were given by him to the amount of
$886 20 for the whole of the freight, including that part ofthe cargo owned
by Messrs. Howland and Aspinwall. The plaintiffclaimed to be the owner
of the molasses in question, on the ground that he had paid the freight, and
refused to give up his title to it unless the freight was first paid him. It also
appeared from the testimony of one of the witnesses, an assurance broker of
Wall street, that the plaintiff told him he had come on here to act for the
underwriters, to whom the vessel and cargo had been abandoned, and that
the plaintiff had a bill of lading and invoice of the cargo, endorsed by John
N. Gossler, of the house of Thomas Wilson & Co., and that a draft on that
house by the shipping firm at Bahia, had been paid by him. Of the 25,200
gallons of molasses originally shipped, only 14,000 gallons reached here,
the balance having been lost on the voyage. The defendant claimed freight
on the 25,200 gallons, which claim was resisted by the plaintiff on the
ground that it had not been earned, but offered to pay in proportion to the
amount of cargo that had arrived here. Messrs. Mintum & Co. were ap
plied to on the landing of the molasses here, on the 28th of April, to, and
did, sell the same, but neglected to proclaim, as requested by the plaintiff that
the defendant had no right to sell the same, he not being the owner. On
the same day, the sheriff, under a writ issued at the suit ofthe plaintiff, took
possession thereof. The plaintiff proved a tender to the defendant of $900,
in payment for the freight and all other expenses—the endorsement on the
bill of lading—the policy of insurance, dated January 12th, 1836, and here
closed his case.
For the defence it was contended that the defendant had a right to claim
the full amount of freight, on the ground that the words " not answerable
for leakage" were endorsed on the bill of lading, and that at the time the suit
commenced, the molasses was in the possession of a Mr. Thompson, the
purchaser at the auction sale, and not in that of the defendant.
It appeared from the testimony of Captain Welsh, who was called for the
defence, that six or eight of the casks entirely leaked out, and that a great
quantity was lost in landing it at Saint Thomas, by the bursting of the heads
of the casks; other of the casks that had leaked but partially were filled up,
and it was probable that some of the molasses shipped to Messrs. Howland
and Aspinwall might have been used in this operation.
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The sale here by the Messrs. Minturn was made under the direction of
the Port Wardens. The plaintiff was served with a notice that the sale
would take place unless the freight and expenses were paid. After the sale
to Thompson, he employed a cartman to remove the molasses, and had remo
ved two casks, and was removing a third, when the sheriff interfered and took
possession of the balance. The court charged the jury at great length,
chiefly on points of law, and directed them to find specially.
The jury found for the plaintiff, and specially that the purchaser (Thomp
son) did not take possession of the molasses at the sale. For the plaintiff,
E. Griffin, sen. For the defence, H. Ketcham.
TARIFF DUTIES, ETC.
Twist not liable to the payment of Duty.—In the United States
Circuit Court, before Judge Betts, the case of Samuel F. Dorr v. Jesse Hoyt,
Collector of the port of New York, was an action brought by the plaintiff,
an extensive importer of French goods, against the defendant, the collector
of this port, to recover back the sum of $88 60, being the amount of duties
charged on an importation of twist.
These duties had been charged under the decision of the comptroller of
the treasury of 1833, and the entry was made and the duties levied, as upon
sewing silk, at the rate of $2 28 per pound.
The plaintiff contended, that this particular article, twist, was not in itself
silk, but that it was composed of goat or mohair and silk, and that it would
not serve the same purpose as sewing silk, and that under the tariff it was
provided, that articles of importation of which silk forms a component part,
were free of duty ; and it was farther contended, that, according to mercan
tile usage, twist was not sewing silk, under which class the duty had been
claimed and exacted. The entry and payment of the duty, under protest,
were admitted, and the plaintiff called a manufacturer of twist, who testified
to the article being composed partly of goat or mohair, and partly of silk.
For the defence it was contended and appeared that, under the decision of
the Comptroller of the Treasury of 1833, this article had been entered as all
goods of the like kind, and classified as sewing silk by the custom house
authorities. On cross examination, however, of the defendant's witness, it
came out that the component parts of the article twist, were as contended by
the plaintiff
The court said that all articles manufactured partly of silk, or of which
silk was a component part, were entitled to be admitted free of duty. The
custom house department had established, as it appeared by the testimony
adduced in this case, a rule which the merchants had protested against, and
this was a question for the jury to pass upon.
The jury, without leaving their seats, found a verdict for the plaintiff for
the amount claimed, namely, $88 60; thus sustaining the protest of the mer
chants, that twist is not liable to payment of duty. For the plaintiff,
Daniel Lord, Jun. ; for the defendant, B. F. Butler, Esq.
forfeiture of goods for undervaluation.
In the United States District Court, at the January term, 1839, a suit was
instituted by the United States v. Eight Cases of Lamps, imported from
France in June, 1838, per ship Louis Phillip, and consigned to Augustine
Draconi.
The articles were what are called mechanical lamps, having in the inte
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rior of the lamp a machinery and movements similar to those of a clock, by
which the oil is at all times so forced up to the wick, that the lamp gives a
much brighter and more beautiful light than ordinary lamps. The bodies
of the lamps were entered in the invoice at thirty francs each, and the sus
pension frames, globes, and other appendages, were all entered in the invoice
at various specific prices, all of which it was alleged were 100 per cent
below the appraised value and the current price of such articles, and that
therefore the invoice had been fraudulently made up to defraud the revenue of
the United States.
In support of these allegations, several appraisers and other attaches of the
Custom House testified that they had examined the articles, and that the value
put upon them in the invoice was from 70 to 100 per cent below their cur
rent price. But it appeared that not one of the Custom House officers who
had examined the articles, had any practical knowledge of the value of or
price of such articles, and had formed their opinion only from inference,
founded on information they obtained from others. There were also some
witnesses called who dealt in lamps, but not in the peculiar sort of lamps now
in question, which have been rarely imported into this country. The wit
nesses could therefore decide upon their value only inferential ly, and in this
way they set a much higher value on some of the articles, than they had
been set down in the invoice.
On the part of the claimant, witnesses were produced, who are practically
acquainted with the value of such lamps, and they valued some of them be
low the invoice price and others a little above it.
The Court charged the Jury. It would be necessary for them to take the
invoice and the appraisment, and compare them together, and then compare
these papers with the testimony, and see how far the evidence supported
and upheld the invoice or the appraisement. After the Jury had done this,
they would apply the facts, and draw the proper inferences.
It was necessary for the Court to lay down the principles of law by which
the Jury were to be guided in giving their verdict, in order that they should
know what they had to decide. It was said that the property in question
had been imported in violation of the revenue laws, in as much as that the
importer, in making out his invoice, had entered the articles at a false valua
tion. The question then for their inquiry was simply, was the invoice
made up with intent to defraud the revenue, by charging the property under
its value 1
The government had given no direct evidence on the subject. It was
competent for them to have shown what the articles cost the importer abroad ;
and if the price in the invoice was shown to be less than the purchase, this
would have been direct testimony to show that the invoice was false, and if
the party was to have derived advantage from it, the Jury would be neces
sarily called in to say that he had committed a fraud to cheat the revenue.
There had been however no direct evidence given by the government, and
they had endeavored to show that the market value was more than the in
voice, and if that had been shown it was ground for a fair inference that the
party had bought them at the current market value, and it would be then
incumbent on him to show at what price he had actually purchased them, and,
if he did not so do, it would be fair for the Jury to infer that the invoice was
falsely made up.
The case rested mainly on whether the invoice was charged below the
fair market value. And the government had endeavored to prove this in
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various ways. First they showed the value set upon it by the appraisers.
And although this was, in the first instance, prima facie evidence, to a cer
tain extent, it was not, invariably, evidence of the highest character, as it was
not to be supposed that the appraisers were acquainted with the value of all
articles which came into this port. And in the present instance it appeared
that the appraisers, had never been engaged in the sale or manufacture of
such articles, or had any practical knowledge of their value, and made it up
only from general inquiries. And supposing that the judgment formed from
such sources showed a different value to that in the invoice, still that would
not be sufficient to prove a fraud. For if the market or adjudged value of
the articles was not much greater than what was in the invoice, then the jury
had a right to consider whether the deviations were greater than the ordina
ry fluctuations of the market, or what might arise from the necessities of the
seller, the state of the times, or any other occurrence incidental to mercantile
affairs. And if the testimony showed that the invoice was as nearly right
as wrong, then it was the duty of the Jury to consider that the importer in
tended to act rightly towards the government, and they should not impute a
fraud to him which the testimony had not clearly established.
Verdict for the claimant.
BANK CHARTER CONTRACTS BETWEEN THE 8TATES.
The Supreme Court of Louisiana decided, at New Orleans, in the case of
the Atchafalaya Bank v. Dawson, that the forfeiture of bank charters by
the suspension of specie payments does not accrue to individuals, or to any
person or party, but to the State which gave them ; and it alone can avail of
forfeiture and take away the charters. That although by a clause in the
charter of the Atchafalaya Bank and some others, in case of a suspension of
specie payments for 90 days, the charter is ipso facto forfeited, yet the Bank
continues to exist and can sue and be sued until the State choose to institute
proceedings and take from it its charter. In other words, that bank char
ters are contracts between the State which grants, and the corporators or
stockholders whaaccept and receive them.
LIABILITY OF SHIPPING AGENTS.
The case of William H. Bentley cf Co. v. Stark W. Lewis, was an
action recently brought in the Superior Court, before Judge Oakley, to re
cover damages for an alleged breach of contract, committed under the fol
lowing circumstances :—
The plaintiffs are a mercantile firm doing business in Baltimore, and the
defendant belongs to this city, and is agent for the schooner Mohican, tra
ding between this port and Baltimore. On the 14th of March, 1837, Messrs.
W. G. Bull & Co. of this city, agents for the plaintiffs, shipped on board
the Mohican 50 hhds. of sugar for Baltimore. The vessel being advertised
to sail with immediate despatch, it was expected that the sugars would arrive

Collision.
For the defence, it was contended that the voyage had been prosecuted
with all due and reasonable diligence. And proof was adduced to show
that after the 1 4th of March a storm of some ten days duration occurred,
which caused a corresponding delay in the voyage.
The jury, under a brief charge by the court, rendered a verdict for the
plaintiffs of the amount claimed, with interest, viz. $512 73 Counsel for
the plaintiffs, D. Lord, jr., for the defendant, Griffin, sen.
COLLISION.
The case of Benjamin Lowry v. The Steamer Portland, in the United
States District Court, before Judge Davis, was decided on the 22d of January,
1 839. In this case, the libellant claimed to recover about $600, for damages,
sustained by the schooner Cygnet, of 83 tons burden, in consequence of a col
lision with the steamer, on the night of November 17, 1838, when passing
through the passage between Thacher's Island, and the Londoner — the
schooner being bound from Bangor, (Maine,) to Medford, (Mass.,) with a
cargo of lumber, and the steamer being on her way to Portland from
Boston.
It appeared, that while the schooner was passing through the abovementioned passage, steering S.S.W., with a moderate breeze from the N.N.W.,
those on board her discovered the Portland about one point on the weather
bow, three or four miles distant. The schooner was then kept off about one
point, and shortly afterwards another point, to the southward. The steamer
was then steering a little to the eastward of N.N.E., thus bringing the schooner
nearly ahead, and she was discovered by those on board the steamer, at a dis
tance of about three fourths of a mile in that direction. Soon after discover
ing the schooner, the course of the steamer was changed to the Eastward—
the necessary measures taken to diminish her speed, and, when the danger
of collision became imminent, the machinery was reversed so as nearly to
stop her way before the two vessels came in contact.
The main question in the case was, as to who was in fault.
Judge Davis, in the course of the investigation, called in three experienced
men — Benjamin Rich, William Sturgiss, and Francis Dewson —to hear the
evidence, and answer certain questions to be propounded to them.
They accordingly, after hearing the evidence, delivered their opinion on
the following points, to wit :
1. The general practice, both upon our coasts and elsewhere, is, that
when two vessels approach each other, both having a free or fair wind, the
one with the starboard tacks aboard keeps on her course, or if any change is
made, she luffs, so as to pass to windward of the other, or in other words,
each vessel passes to the right.
This rule should govern vessels, too, sailing on the wind and approaching
each other, when it is doubtful which is to windward, but if the vessel on the
larboard tack is so far to windward that if both persist in their course, the
other will strike her on the leeward side, abaft the beam, or near the stem;
in such case the vessel on the starboard tack must give way, as she can do bo
with greater facility, and less loss of time and distance than the other.
These rules are particularly intended to govern vessels approaching each
other under circumstances that prevent their course and movements being
readily ascertained with accuracy; for instance, in a dark night or dense
fog. At other times, circumstances may render it expedient to depart from
them.
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2. A steamer is considered as always sailing with a fair wind, and is, there
fore, bound to do whatever a sailing vessel, going free, or with a fair wind,
would be required to do, under similar circumstances, in relation to any
vessel she may meet.
3. There was a deviation from the common usuage by those on board the
schooner, in keeping her off when she should have been kept on her course
or luffed. Had the schooner kept on her original course, S. S. W., she
would have passed to the windward of the steamer, and no collision would
have taken place.
4. The course taken by the steamer was in conformity to what may be
considered the usage in such cases, and those on board of her did all they
ought to have done to avoid collision.
5. The collision was the consequence of the change in the course of the
schooner, which ought not to have been made in that direction.
After hearing the opinion of the referees, Judge Davis took time to con
sider, and yesterday he delivered his own opinion, in which he adopted,
substantially their views, and ordered the libel to be dismissed, but without
costs.

Art. IX— BOOKKEEPING—PRINCIPLES OF DOUBLE
ENTRY.
The American Institute lately appointed a committee to examine a new
method of teaching the theory of bookkeeping, by Mr. Thomas Jones, a gen
tleman associated with Mr. B. F. Foster, and from a report of the investiga
tion, which is published in their journal, it would appear that the elementary
part of the instruction is accomplished by Mr. Jones in a way that is entirely
original, and which has manifestly a great advantage over the ordinary
method of proceeding. The main features of Mr. Jones's method are, that
he begins at once to analyze the plan of a leger, and thus develop the prin
ciples on which it has been made ; whereas by the old method, the pupil has
been set to make a leger without knowing any thing of its plan, object, or
principles, he has therefore been guided by rules, and left to discover princi
ples in the best way he could.
In this analysis Mr. Jones has opened a new field of inquiry, and our rea
ders cannot fail to be interested with the discovery of the double arrange
ment, embraced in the double set of accounts, the debit of one set being the
credit of the other, thus explaining at once why a debit and a credit are al
ways required. The division of accounts into real, personal, and fictitious,
is, therefore, exploded, for no one who has once seen Mr. Jones's natural
division, in which each set is proved to be one history ofthe business, would
listen for a moment to a division which confounds the cash accounts with
merchandise. The analysis at once shows these two accounts to be opposed
—to be the very reverse of each other, and totally different in theirobject ; and
that any classification ofthe accounts into more than two sorts, must produce
confusion, and entirely frustrate all attempts to describe or demonstrate the
theory. We will, however, let Mr. Jones speak for himself; the following
we abstract from a manuscript he has furnished to us:
The terms Debtor and Creditor, seem to have proved the stumbling
block of every author who has undertaken to explain their application.
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The science, as appears by analysis, strictly limits their use to distinguishing
the side of any account we may wish to point out, whilst the writers on this
subject have tortured their own imaginations as well as their readers, by the
attempts to preserve the ordinary meaning of these terms, and to show that
all items in the columns entitled Dr. are in some way indebted. Now, it is
easy to see that the Drs. of one account are a collection of purchases ; of ano
ther, losses ; ofanother, receipts ; ofanother, redeemed notes ; and it is absolute
ly necessary that all this should be known. In every different account, a Dr.
has a different object, and one Dr. is like another, no farther than its belonging
to the left hand column of the account. But what if we could, by such
means as we explain a conundrum, point out some hidden relation of owing
in each of these, we should only be luring the student from the investigation
of principles which he ultimately must leam, and employing his ingenuity
on a series of conundrums, not any one of which can throw light upon the
next, the whole puzzle being dependant on an arbitrary use of words.
The theory of bookkeeping is a problem of arrangement, that is, of wri
ting down the state of a merchant's business in a leger divided into separate
places of record called accounts ; each class of items has therefore its pro
per place assigned, and to know these places, and the object of each collec
tion, is to know the plan. Now, it has been found convenient to make a
general separation of Dr. and Cr. items, before they are put into the leger,
and to state what account each belongs to, which operation we call journali
zing; but it is clearly impossible to understand this process ofpreparation, un
til the plan of the leger has been studied, and the object of each collection has
become familiar. Thus, the collecting together all receipts of cash, forms a
principle from which the pupil deduces at once the place of any single re
ceipt, and so with every other part of the arrangement.
It may be affirmed with positive certainty, that no one will succeed in
keeping books, until he has become familiar with the leger, and the princi
ples involved in it, and hence it is easy to account for the general preference
given to counting house instruction rather than that of the school. A young
man in the counting house will, in time, by looking over the books, discover
the principles. But the rules of the teacher absolutely stifle all rational
investigation—the principles are not only kept out of discussion, but the pupil
is prevented from even making such discoveries as his natural resources
would have led him to. It is absurd to set a pupil to journalize before he has
explored the theory of the leger, and made the whole familiar, as a plan on
which he could arrange any business transactions that might be offered to
him ; if on attempting to journalize he should fail, let him return to the
theory until he feels himself master of it, and sees at once the effect any
entry will have on the final balance sheet.
A double entry leger contains two distinct sets of accounts, each set being
of itself a complete history or representation of the result of a business. The
same items are contained in each set, but they are under a different arrange
ment. Thus, one set shows how much the merchant is worth* by exhibiting
his present effects and debts, the other shows what he is worth by exhibiting
the original capital and subsequent gains or losses. The agreement of these
two sets or schemes of arrangement, in showing what the merchant is worth,
constitutes the balance of the books.
Cash, Bills Receivable, Bills Payable, and Persons' Accounts, we call
* This analysis supposes a complete leger, that is, a leger representing the mer
chant as sold out of business, by which the pure theory is most clearly exhibited.
VOL. I. — No. III.
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definite accounts, because they show the situation of the property of the con
cern ; they constitute one entire set. The rest of the accounts in a leger,
however numerous, are merely to exhibit how much of the property, as
shown in the definite accounts, has been gained, and how much was original
capital ; and as these items of gain, etc., are abstract sums, and are not to be
added to the property, but are merely used to describe how it was all ac
quired, they are called abstract accounts, and are arranged thus:
ABSTRACT ACCOUNTS.
DEFINITE ACCOUNTS.
Stock.
Cr. Dr.
Cash.
Cr.
Dr.
Debts commen Capital commen
Receipts.
|
Payments.
cing.
cing.
Dr.
Bills Receivable.
Cr.
Dr.
Merchandise.
Cr. Notes received. | Disposed of.
Purchasesorcost. | Sales or returns. Dr.
Bills Payable.
Cr.
Dr.
Ship.
Cr.
Redeemed.
|
Issued.
Cost.
|
Returns.
Dr.
A. B.
CrDr.
Profit and Loss.
Cr. His accountabili- 1 My accountabili*
Losses.
1
Gains.
ty to me.
| ty to him.
It will appear from the above, that the abstract accounts, leaving out
stock, contain in their Dr. columns the whole outlay in the business, the
headings of the several accounts showing in what way the sums were ex
pended ; and the Cr. columns contain the returns of the business, each class
of returns being compared with its outlay ; by which means, the gains or
losses on the whole, or any part of a business, will be easily deduced ; and
this set of accounts may be increased at pleasure, provided care is taken al
ways to keep the outlay on the Dr. side. This set then shows the original
capital, and subsequent gains, and consequently the present worth of the
merchant.
A little farther investigation will show that each of these two sets of ac
counts must necessarily give the same result, for they consist of the same
items under a different classification. The sums entered as investments, or
outlay, forming the debits of the abstract accounts, are the same sums that
are entered in the Cr. columns of the definite accounts, for all outlay mu t
have been either cash paid, bills disposed of, or debts contracted, and would
consequently be entered in each set, on the debit side of one set, and on the
credit of the other. And all sums entered as returns in the abstract accounts,
have also their corresponding entries in the debit of the definite accounts,
either as cash received, bills received, or debts due. Hence the debit items
of one set are the credit items of the other, and double entry is, in reality,
two schemes of arranging the money items of a business ; it follows, also,
from this double arrangement, that two entries are always required of any
money item in the leger, and as the columns of one set of accounts are the
reverse of the other, one of these entries must be a debit and the other a
credit.
From an inspection of the foregoing forms of accounts, it appears that
each one contains two principles from which to deduce the individual debits
and credits, and when all these principles are familiar, there can never be the
slightest difficulty in journalizing any transaction ; the object and bearing
of each entry must also be known at the same time.
Having shown that the theory of bookkeeping is a plan of arranging the
accounts, Mr. Jones proceeds to teach that theory ; not depending, however,
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upon explanations, he puts into the hands of his pupils a succession of legers, each of which he requires them to analyze. They must show the
state of each merchant's business, and describe the result of each speculation.
These legers represent every conceivable position of a business, and from
each of which the pupil draws off a balance sheet. He thus becomes mas
ter of every part of a leger and its objects, after which, a regular course of
business transactions are put into his hands, and he journalizes, posts, and
closes them, without any help from his teacher. Surely the knowledge ac
quired in this way, must be an excellent substitute for a rule.
We close our extract with the following brief criticism :
" When a pupil is set to journalize, before be has studied any theory, the
common practice of teachers and authors is, to explain the application of
some infallible rule to each successive transaction, through the book. Our
understanding may be unusually obtuse, but we must, nevertheless, risk the
confession, that we cannot understand how a rule can be infallible, which
the author himself dare not trust his pupil to use, but which he considers it
necessary to elucidate, in every case to which he would apply it. The man
ner in which some of these authors are obliged to chop logic, in order to
reduce all Dr. items to things owing, is highly amusing. The following
is an example from a book entitled 1 The Science of Double Entry, Book
keeping Simplified,' said to be used in the public schools of this city.
" ' Delivered our note to Henry Austen, at thirty days, in full for balance
of account, for $1,500.
Journal, — H. Austen, Dr.
To Bills Payable, $1,500.
Elucidation. — Austen is debtor, because he owes us, we having paid
him the amount that we owed him. Bills payable are creditor, because the
note to which that name is given, has paid Austen for us, therefore we owe it.
Observe — It may appear absurd to some, to say that Austen, in the above
transaction, owes us. It is nevertheless true, and is proved thus : — Before
we paid him, we owed him $1,500 ; after we paid him, he owes us $1,500,
if not, then we still owe him ; and as we do not still owe him, he must owe
us that amount; and by his owing us the $1,500 which we owed to him,
he and we are upon an equality, or the account between us is balanced.' "
Now instead of all this jargon, which is repeated with every transaction
through the book, the following are the plain common sense reasons that
would be given at once, by any one acquainted with the principles of the
leger, viz. Austen is Dr. because he has become accountable to us ; and bills
payable is Cr. because we have issued a note.
Would any practical man suffer his son to discard all rational inquiry, and
fill his head with such nonsense as we have quoted? and is it possible that
our public schools are teaching it
Such might be expected from attempts to simplify a science by discarding
its principles ; with as much reason may we write a few rules to work a
steam engine, and call it engineering simplified, and equally would such an
attempt deserve our ridicule and contempt. The rule on which this simpli
fication, or rather rrustification, is founded, is as follows :
Whatever owes us, is Debtor.
Whatever we owe, is Creditor.
Now all we can see here is a definition of the two words Dr. and Cr., and
is somewhat equivalent to telling us that
Whatever owes us, owes us,
and, Whatever we owe, we owe.
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We cannot help thinking, however, that the couplet would be more justly
appreciated when thus fairly translated into its whole meaning, viz.
Put all Drs. in the Dr. columns,
And all Crs. in the Cr. columns.
It is difficult to discover what other meaning is deducible from the rule.
Upon the whole, our author might as well have said, make a leger by com
paring all the debtors to all the creditors ; his students would then have ap
preciated their task.
It may be objected, that an unfair example of the ordinary mode of teach
ing has been chosen ; that the objections advanced against this author apply to
many others, in a less degree, is admitted ; this book was selected as an exam
ple of the extreme absurdity to which such a principle will naturally carry
a man whose intellect is too dull to be alarmed by the extravagance of his
folly. Where such rules are used, founded on arbitrary words, absurdity
must attend every attempt to explain their application, and if other authors
have forborne to put such folly in print, they have left the pupil the task of
committing it on his own account.

CHRONICLES

OF

COMMERCE.

Mr. Editor,—In the last volume of the collections ofthe Massachusetts'
Historical Society, published in 1838, there is a statement of the trade and
commerce of Salem, in that state, in connexion with the town of Boston, in
1700, which is offered in an abridged form for the Merchant's Magazine.
It may not impart that kind of intelligence to the merchant, which may
lead to direct profitable results; but the statement will not, perhaps, be alto
gether without interest, by way of comparison with much later mercantile
pursuits. The statement is contained in a letter from Mr. Higginson, of
Salem, and a grandson of the first minister of that place, (who arrived there
in 1629.) to his brother, then in the East Indies, who had made inquiries.as
to the state oftrade in Massachusetts.
" What you propose of living in Boston, and managing a wholesale trade
of East India goods, I approve of, as best for you. That is a place of great
trade ; and all the neighboring colonies are chiefly supplied from thence.
All sorts of calicoes, aligers, remwalls, muslins, silks, for clothing and lin
ings ; all sorts of drugs proper for apothecaries, and all sorts of spice, are
vendible with us ; and the prices of these alter much, according as they are
plenty or scarce. In the late war time, all East India goods were very
dear. Muslins of the best sort, plain, striped, and flowered, were sold for £10.
per piece, and some more ; pepper 3s. per lb., nutmegs 1 0s. per lb., cloves 20s.,
mace 30s., but now are abated one quarter in value. Some of the China ware
and toys, and lacquer ware, will sell well, but no great quantities. As for am
bergris, we often have it from the West Indies, and it is sold for about 3s. per oz.
For musk, bezoar, pearl, and diamonds, I believe some of them may sell well,
but I understand not their value. Besides East India goods, you may do
well to bring some European goods ; of which, all things necessary for the
comfort of man's life, and carrying on the fishing trade, will turn to good
account.
" I am sorry to hear, that there are pirates in your parts, and fear that
what you intimate of New York, Providence, and the West Indies, is too
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true. F
P
of York, it is said, has had a private trade to Mada
gascar for nearly twenty years, and has acquired an estate of £100,000. The
government of Massachusetts has always been severe with all such, and this
time there are several in our gaol for piracy ; namely, Captain Kidd, who
went from England with a ship, and commission to take pirates, but turned
pirate himself, and robbed many vessels in the East Indies, and thence came
to the West Indies, and there disposed of much of his wealth, and at last
came into these parts with some of his stolen goods ; he has been seized, and
some of his men and goods, who are in irons, and wait for a trial.* There
was one B
also, a Cambridge man, who sailed in an interloper for In
dia, who took an opportunity, when the captain and some of the officers were
on shore, to run away with the vessel, and coming on our coast, sunk the ship
at Block Island, and brought much wealth ashore with them : but B
, and
many of his men, and what of his wealth could be found, were seized and
secured. It is reported the king has sent several ships to the East Indies, to
secure those coasts ; if so, I hope you will find a safe conveyance for Eng
land."

FOREIGN WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
[This table is extracted from the third part of Emerson's North American Arithme
tic, a work of sterling merit, and one which may be referred to in every counting room
in the United States, with profit and advantage, for the thorough and able manner
in which foreign weights, measures, and monies, are laid down, and the practical
questions of Exchange handled. Indeed, Kelly, the celebrated British Cambist,
speaking of this work, says, " no man who has any trade in the United States should
be without it," and the commerce of our country being so extensive with the old world,
the remark is equally applicable to us. As a knowledge of foreign weights and mea
sures is of great practical importance to our merchants, and not uninteresting to the
feneral reader, we have concluded to give the table entire, as it appeared, originally, in
Ir. Emerson's Arithmetic, trusting that, although secured by copy right, he will ex
cuse us, in consideration of our motive, and that he will not consider us as the " long,
low, black schooner," carrying away his "figure head."]
The weights and measures of GREAT BRITAIN are the same as
those of the United States, excepting the variations which relate to the gal
lon. In the United States, the Dry gallon contains 268 4-5 cubic inches. By
an act of the British government, however, the distinction between the Dry,
Wine, and Beer gallon, was abolished in Great Britain, in 1826, and an Im
perial Gallon was established, as well for liquids as for dry substances. The
Imperial gallon must contain "10 pounds, Avoirdupois weight, of distilled
water, weighed in air, at the temperature of 62° of Fahrenheit's thermo
meter, the barometer standing at 30 inches." This quantity of water will
be found to measure 277.274 cubic inches. The same act establishes the
pound Troy at 5760 grains, and the pound Avoirdupois at 7000 grains.
The weights and measures of FRANCE being more nicely adjusted than
those of any other country, will be here given the more fully on that ac
count. It is, however, to be observed, that these weights and measures are
according to a new system, not yet in very common use.
The fundamental standard adopted in France for the metrical system of
* A few years before this period, on the report of a French pirate vessel on the coast,
Captain Kidd was sent out from Boston to take it, but he turned pirate himself, and rob
bed many vessels in the West Indies and other parts.
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weights and measures, is a quadrant ofthe meridian ; that is to say, the distance
from the equator to the north pole. This quadrant is divided into ten millions
of equal parts, and one of these equal parts is called the' Metre, which is
adopted as the unit of length, and from which, by decimal multiplication and
division, all other measures are derived.
In order to express the decimal proportions, the following vocabulary of
names has been adopted.
For multipliers,
the word Deca prefixed, means
10 times.
"
Hecto "
"
100 times.
"
Chilo "
"
1000 times.
"
Myria "
"
10000 times.
For divisors,
the word Deci prefixed, expresses the
10th part.
"
Centi "
"
100th part.
"
Milli "
"
1000th part.
It may assist the memory to observe, that the terms for multiplying are
Greek, and those for dividing, Latin.
Thus, Deca-metre means 10 Metres.
Deci-metre "
10th part of a Metre.
Htcto-metre "
100 Metres.
Centi-metre "
100th part of a Metre, etc.
FRENCH LONG MEASURE.
The Metre, which is the unit of long measure, is equal to 39.371 English
inches.
10 milli-metres
— 1 centi-metre,
10 centi metres
= 1 deci-metre,
10 deci-metres
= 1 Metre,
10 Metres - = 1 deca-metre,
10 deca-metres
= 1 hecto-metre,
10 hecto-metres
mm 1 chilo-metre,
1 0 chilo-metres
— 1 myria-metre.
FRENCH SQUARE MEASURE.
The Are, which is a square deca-metre, (or 100 square Metres,) is the
unit of square or superficial measure, and is equal to 3.953 English square
rods.
10 milliares
- - —1 centiare.
10 centiares
— 1 deciare.
10 deciares
= 1 Are.
10 Ares
= 1 decare.
10 decares
= 1 hectare.
10 hectares
= 1 chilare.
10 chilares
= 1 myriare.
FRENCH MEASURES OF CAPACITY.
The Litre, which is the cube of a decimetre, is the unit of all liquid
measures, and of all other measures of capacity. The Litre is equal to
61.028 English cubic inches.
10 millilitres - - = centilitre.
10 centilitres - - = 1 decilitre.
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10 decilitres
= 1 Litre.
= 1 decalitre.
10 Litres
= 1 hectolitre.
10 decalitres
= 1 chilolitre.
10 hectolitres
= 1 myrialitre.
10 chilolitres
FRENCH SOLID MEASURE.
The Stere, which is a cube of the metre, is the unit of solid measure, that
is used for fire-wood, stone, &c. The Stere is equal to 35.31714 English
cubic feet ; it is the same as the chilolitre in measures of capacity.
10 decisteres - - =1 Stere.
10 Steres
- - =1 decastere.
FRENCH WEIGHTS
The Gramme, which is the weight of a cubic centimetre of distilled wa>
ter of the temperature of melting ice, is the unit of all weights. The
Gramme is equal to 15.434 grains Troy,
Gralni Troy.
A milligramme is 1000th part of a gramme
0.0154
A centigramme is 100th part of a gramme,
0.1543
A decigramme is 10th part of a gramme,
1.5434
15.4340
A GRAMME
154.3400
A decagramme is 10 grammes,
1543.4000
A hectogramme is 100 grammes,
15434.0000
A chilogramme is 1000 grammes,
154340.0000
A myriagramme is 10000 grammes,
All the preceding French weights and measures are deduced from some
decimal proportion of the metre. Thus, the chilogramme corresponds with
the contents of a cubic vessel of pure water at the lowest temperature, the
side of which vessel is the tenth part of the metre, (the decimetre,) and the
gramme answers to the like contents of a cubic vessel, the side of which is
the hundredth part of the metre, (the centimetre;) for the contents of all cu
bic vessels are to each other in the triplicate ratio of their sides.
100 lb. of HAMBURGH
= 106.8 lb. avoirdupois.
The ship fund is 280 lb.
= 299 lb. avoirdupois.
1 foot, Hamburgh
= 11.289 inches, U. S.
The Hamburglfetl is 2 feet
= 22.578 inches, U. S.
The Hamburgh mile
= 4.684 miles, U. S.
The fass of Hamburgh
= 1.494 bushels of U.S.
The last of grain is 60 fasses
= 89.64 bushels of U. S.
The ahm of Hamburgh
= 38.25 gallons, U. S.
100 lb. of AMSTERDAM
= 108.93 lb. avoirdupois.
4 shipfunds is 1 ship-pound
= 326.79 lb. avoirdupois.
The Amsterdam last
= 85 248 bushels, U. S.
The Aam (liquid)
= 41 gallons, U. S.
The Amsterdam foot
= 11.147 inches, U. S.
The ell of Amsterdam
= 27.0797 inches, U. S.
The ell of the Hague
= 27.333 inches, U. S.
The ell of Brabant
= 27.585 inches, U. S.
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100 lb. of SPAIN
The arroba of wine
The fanega, 1-12 of n cahiz
The Spanish standard foot
The vara, a cloth measure
The legua or league
100 lb. victualic, of SWEDEN
The Swedish foot
The Swedish ell is 2 feet
The Swedish mile
The kann, (both dry and liquid)
100 kanns
100 kanns
100 lb. of RUSSIA
400 lb. make 1 berquit
A pood is 40 lb. Russian
A chetwert, a dry measure
The vedro, a liquid measure
The Russian inch
The Russian foot
The arsheen, a cloth measure
The sachine, or fathom
A werst, or Russian mile
100 lb. of PRUSSIA
The quintal is 110 lb.
The scheffel, a dry measure
The eimer, a liquid measure
The Prussian foot
The Prussian ell
The Prussian mile
100 lb. DENMARK
The centner is 100 lb.
The shippond is 320 lb.
The bbl. or toende, a dry measure
The viertel, a liquid measure
The Danish or Rhineland foot
The Danish ell is 2 feet
The Danish mile
A cantaro grosso, NAPLES
The cantaro piccolo
The tomolo, a dry measure
The carro is 36 tomoli
The barile, a liquid measure
The carro of wine is '24 barili
The palmo, long measure
The canna is 8 palmi
100 lb. or libras, SICILY
The cantaro grosso
The cantaro sottile
The salma grossa, a dry measure
The salma generate
The salma, a liquid measure
The palmo, long measure
The canna is 8 palmi
1001b. of LEGHORN
The sacco, a dry measure
The barile, a liquid measure
155 braccia, cloth measure
The canna of 4 braccia
100 lb. peso grosso of GENOA
100 lb. peso sottile
The mina, a dry measure
The mezzarola, a liquid measure

= 101.44 lb. avoirdupois.
= 4.245 gallons, U. S.
= 1.599 bushels, U. S.
= 11.128 inches, U. S.
= 33.384 inches, U. S.
= 4.291 miles, U. S.
= 93.76 lb. avoirdupois.
= 11.684 inches, U. S.
= 23.368 inches, U. S.
= 6.64 miles, U. S.
= 159I cubic inches, U. S.
= 69.09 gallons wine, U. S.
= 7.42 bushels, U. S.
= 90.26 lb. avoirdupois.
= 361.04 lb. avoirdupois.
= 36.1054 lb. avoirdupois.
= 5.952 bushels, U.S.
= 3.246 gallons, U. S.
= I inch, U. S.
= 13.75 inches, U. S.
= 28 inches, U. S.
= 7 feet, U. S.
= 3500 feet, U. S.
= 103.11 lb. avoirdupois.
= 113.421 lb. avoirdupois.
= 1.5594 bushel, U. S.
= 18.14 gallons, U. S.
= 12.356 inches, U. S.
= 26.256 inches, U. S.
= 4.68 miles, U. S.
= 110.28 lb. avoirdupois.
= 110.28 lb. avoirdupois.
= 352 896 lb.
= 3.9472 bushels, U. S.
= 2.041 gallons, U. S.
= 12.356 inches, U. S.
= 24.712 inches, U.S.
= 4.684 miles, U. S.
= 196.5 lb avoirdupois.
= 106 lb. avoirdupois.
= 1.451 bushels, U. S.
= 52.236 bushels, U. S.
= 11 gallons, U. S.
= 264 gallons, U. S.
= 10.38 inches, U. S.
= 83.04 inches, U. S.
= 70 lb. avoirdupois
= 192.5 lb. avoirdupois.
= 175 lb. avoirdupois.
= 9.77 bushels, U. S.
= 7.85 bushels, U. S.
= 23.06 gallons, U. S.
= 9.5 inches, U. S.
= 76 inches, U. S.
= 75 lb. avoirdupois.
= 2 1-16 bushels, U. S.
= 12 gallons, U. S.
= 100 yards, U. S.
= 93 inches, U. S.
= 76.875 lb. avoirdupois.
= 69.89 lb. avoirdupois.
= 3.426 bushels, U. S.
= 39.22 gallons, U.S.
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The pnlrao, long measure
The braccio is 2t palmi
100 lb. peso grosso, VENICE
100 lb. peso sottile
The stajo, a dry measure
The maggio is 4 stnja
The bigoncia, liquid measure
The anfbra is 4 bigonzi
The braccio for woollens
The braccio for silks
The Venetian foot
100 lb. of TRIESTE
The stajo, dry measure
The orna, or eimer, liquid
The ell for woollens
The ell for silks
The Austrian mile
100 lb. or libras, ROME
The rubbio, dry measure
The barile, liquid measure
The Roman foot
The mercantile canna
The Roman mile
100 lb. or 100 rottoli, MALTA
The salma, dry measure
The foot of Malta
The canna is 8 palmi
The cantaro, kintal, SMYRNA
The oke or oka
The killow, dry measure
The pic, long measure
A factory maund of BENGAL
A bazar maund
The haut or cubit
The guz
The coss or mile
The maund of BOMBAY
The candy, is 20 maunds
A bag of rice weighs 6 maunds
The candy, dry measure
The haut or covid
The maund of MADRAS
The candy is 20 maunds
The baruay, a Malabar weight
The garee, dry measure
The covid, long measure
Thcpecul of CANTON
The catty is 100th part of a pecul
The covid or cobre, long measure
The pecul of JAPAN
The catti is 100th part of a pecul
The inc or tattamy, long measure
The bahar of BENCOOLEN
The bamboo, liquid measure
The coyang is 800 bamboos
The bahar of ACHEEN
The maund of rice
The loxa of betel nuts
The loxa of nuts (when good)
The pecul of BATAVIA
33 kannes, liquid measure
The ell, long measure
The candy of COLOMBO
VOL. I. — No. III.

= 9.725 inches, U. S.
= 22.692 inches, U. S.
= 105.18 lb. avoirdupois.
= 66.4 lb. avoirdupois.
= 2. 27 bushels, U. S.
= 9.08 bushels, U. S
=* 34. 2375 gallons, TJ. S.
= 136. 95 gallons, U. S.
= 26.61 inches, U . S.
=. 24.8 inches, U. S.
_ 13.68 inches, U. S.
= 123.6 lb. avoirdupois.
= 2.344 bushels, U. S.
= 14.94 gallons, U. S.
= 26.6 inches, U. S.
.= 25.2 inches, U. S.
= 4.6 miles, U. S.
= 74.77 lb. avoirdupeis.
= 8.356 bushels, U.S.
= 15.409 gallons, U. S.
= 11.72 inches, U. S.
= 78.34 inches, U. S.
= 7.4 furlongs, U.S.
= 174.5 lb. avoirdupois.
= 8.221 bushels, U. S.
= 11 } inches, U. S.
= 81.9 inches, U. S.
■ 129.48 lb. avoirdupois.
= 2.833 lb. avoirdupois.
- 1.156 bushels, U. S.
= 27 inches, U. S.
= 74t lb. avoirdupois.
= 82 2-15 lb. avoirdupois.
= 18 inches, U. S.
= 1 yard, U. S.
= 1.238 miles, U. S.
= 28 lb. avoirdupois.
= 560 lb. avoirdupois.
= 168 lb. avoirdupois.
= 25 bushels, U. S.
_ 18 inches, U. S.
= 25 lb. avoirdupois.
m 500 lb. avoirdupois.
m 482.25 lb. avoirdupois.
» 140 bushels, U. S.
= 18 inches, U. S.
_ 133J lb. avoirdupois.
_ 1.333 lb. avoirdupois.
= 14.625 inches, U. S.
= 130 lb. avoirdupois.
=» 1.3 lb. avoirdupois.
= 6.25 feet, U. S.
m 560 lb. avoirdupois.
= 1 gallon, U. S.
= 800 gallons, U. S.
=. 423.425 lb. avoirdupois.
= 75 lb. avoirdupois.
= 10,000 nuts.
= 168 lb. avoirdupois.
= 135 10-16 lb. avoirdupois.
= 13 gallons, U. S.
= 27 inches, U. S.
= 500 lb. avoirdupois.
34
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NAVIGATION.
RECKLESSNESS OF HUMAN LIFE
Recklessness oflife has been said to be a characteristic of the American people—a
bold assertion, which we would fain discredit, but in all candor and honesty we cannot,
Sa grave, so serious a charge, should be repelled at once, if it can be, and the escutcheon
ofour country cleansed of so foul a stain. Human life is not a thing to play chockfarthing with, or to hazard idly : it is the property of the omnipotent, entrusted to man
kind for a great purpose, and he who rashly or recklessly perils it, games with whnt is
not his own. The suicide defrauds his creator, and his sacrificed existence is a
solemn trust betrayed.
But infinitely greater is his turpitude, who is wantonly, and without reason, accesso
ry to the loss of the lives of others! This consideration seldom occurs to a majority of
our citizens, if the occurrence of so many mannings and murders by duels, quarrels,
steamboat explosions, shipwrecks, etc. is the criterion by which we may judge.
Must we not infer from this, that the public feeling in this country has become callous
to the appalling frequency of careless, and too often wanton, destruction oflife, fresh
accounts of which daily teem in our public journals. The faculties of wonder and of
horror seem to have grown hardened and impenetrable with our people, and we look,
with equal indifference, upon a mercantile failure, a shipwreck, or a steamboat explo
sion, unless personally interested in the event.
That this morbid state of feeling is morally wrong, no one can doubt, and it must be
a matter of the deepest regret to the philanthropist and christian. So long as this har
dened feeling possesses us, just so long will our country be retarded in its progress to
civilization.
Carelessness of human life is an insult to the God who gave it. And is there no way
to stop the red and swelling current of murder which is gaining strength every day 1
(for surely all loss oflife is murder, where there is an easy and available preventive.)
Shall commanders of steamboats and sailing ships be allowed to make their voyages
with unnecessary peril 1 Shall not every possible effort be used to ensure safety to the
lives entrusted to their care?
We have been induced to make these remarks, by the fact that there is a culpable
neglect on the part ofa majority ofour ship owners, to avail themselves of the labors of
an American citizen, who has brought to perfection an invention, which, taking every
thing, into consideration, is scarcely second to that of the immortal Fulton—we mean
the life boat of Francis.
How frequently do we read the most distressing accounts of shipwrecks, and the sad
tale of human life suddenly swept away, in many cases accompanied by the too
often repeated remark, that from two to twenty men " were drowned by the swamping
of the boat."
When it has been ascertained that the master or owner of a vessel have committed
felony by wilfully wrecking such vessel in order to defraud the underwriters, we all
know the odium which is ever after attached to such person's name. And the very men
who look with holy horror upon such an act, will, voyage after voyage, send their ships
to sea, with boats which are wholly unfit for any useful purpose in case ofemergency ;
thus perilling, for the saving of a few dollars, the invaluable lives of the crew.
It would be easy to adduce multitudes of reasons why these superior life preservers
should be adopted by every vessel in the navy and merchant service ofour country ; as
they have already been eulogised and patronised by several foreign governments. But
we only intend, by this article, simply to direct attention to the subject, and trust that
those who have the management of our forests of ships, will no longer wickedly trifle
with the lives of those who are accidentally or from necessity temporarily placed in their
power.
In conclusion, we put this simple question to every ship-owner and master in the
country, " Have you a single long boat under your control in which you would be
willingfortoSandy
place your
or children,
start
them
in answer
fine weather,
• York
Hookwife
V We
know thatand
in 49
cases
in even
50, the
would from
be, " New
No."
MARCH OP STEAM.
In 1814, but one steamboat, of sixty-nine tons burthen, floated in solitude on the Bri
tish waters. Now there are about six hundred, with a tonnage of 67,969. The first
steamboat used for practical purposes in our country, or indeed in any part of the
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world, was in 1807, on the Hudson river. She was built by Fulton, and called the
" North River," with an engine of only eighteen horse power, and made the passage
between New York and Albany in thirty-six hours. The whole number of steamboats
ascertained and estimated to be now in the United States, is nearly nine hundred. The
following table we have compiled from a statement of the Liverpool Statistical Society,
published in the Liverpool Mail. It exhibits the number and increase of steam vessels
belonging to the British Empire, (including the plantations,) from 1814 to 1836 inclusive.
Ar«. Vessels.
Year.
Tonnage. Year.
Tonnage.
No. Vessels.
1814
2
456 1826
243
28,958
1815
10
38,490
1,633 1827
275
1816
ir>
32,032
2,1>1'2 1828
'293
1817
32,283
304
19
3,950 1829
1818
27
33,444
315
6,441 1830
1819
32
37,445
317
6,657 1831
1820
41,6459
13
380
7,243 1832
1881
69
45,017
10,534 1833
415
1822
96
50,736
13,125 1834
462
111
1823
538
60,520
14,153 1835
1824
126
25,739 1836
600
67,969
1825
168
20,287
PATENT SHEATHING.
A new kind of sheathing has been invented in England, and the manufacture of it
commenced on an extensive scale. We find the following article relative to its manu
facture, and the advantages of it, in an English paper :
" We feel bound to acknowledge the polite attention and the readiness to furnish in
formation evinced by Mr. G. F. Muntz, (the patentee,) on the occasion of our visit, and
although from the nature of the manufacture it is simple in its details, the advantages
must be so apparent to the ship-owner, that any remarks we may make cannot be other
wise than acceptable to that wealthy and important class. The use of zinc is not only
' progressing,' but is likely to compete in the proportion of 40 to 60 with copper in the
sheathing of vessels. Ths works are situated within a mile of the town of Swansea,
immediately in the neighborhood of the copper works, and are at present capable of
manufacturing a considerable quantity of sheathing and bolts — there being four pair
of rollers, with the machinery necessary for drawing rods, worked by an engine of 54 J
inch cylinder, 8i feet stroke. The metal is a combination of copper and zinc, the best
admixture being found to be 60 per cent, of the former and 40 per cent, of the latter.
The metal is delivered on the works, and is then submitted in these proportions to the
action of a reveberatory furnace, or melted in pots, from which it is cast in plates or
bars, according to the object for which the metal is required, whether 1 bolts' or ' sheath
ing.' It is subsequently submitted to heat, and when, as it appeared to us, of a 1 cherry
red,' is worked in the cylinder of rollers, or drawn out in rods. The process is in itself
exceedingly simple, and affords little novelty to any one accustomed to the manufacture
of iron.
" Many opinions have been advanced, and doubts expressed, of the advantages (if
any) which this metal possessed, while its ductility was questioned, and its permanence
only admitted when it had been submitted to the test of some years application.
" It is satisfactory to find that the results have fully realised the sanguine expectations
of the patentee ; one vessel having made three voyages to India without repairs being
required, and another having been sheathed for the past five years with the ' yellow
metal,' and now in good condition ; while in the port of Swansea, at the present time,
two Hamburgh vessels, the Kate and Anna Louise, have adopted it. In the instance
of the Kate, we take the words of the owner — ' He has effected a saving on a 400 ton
vessel of full £80.' The difference in the price of copper and Muntz's (or yellow)
metal sheathing, being three half pence per pound less, and the difference in the speci
fic gravity eight to nine percent. With respect to the bolts, we have it on the statements
of the shipwrights employed, that they are far superior in driving to those of copper,
as possessing more tenacity and firmness. Such are the advantages of the combination
of the two metals — copper and zinc; and we may, therefore, hope, that with these ad
vances in metalurgical science, we shall, whatever may be the influx of copper ores
from foreign climes, be able still to look at home for our supply of mineral, which shall
furnish employment to the population in our mining districts, out yield, as it has hereto
fore done, so considerable a proportion of our national wealth."
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eethell'b patent diving apparatus.
The Bermuda Royal Gazette makes mention of the examination of the bottom, &tc.
of the American brig Exchange, Captain Brayton, which got on the rocks to the north
ward of the Bermudas. The machine used was " Bethell's Patent Diving Appara
tus," and the singularity of the invention attracted crowds of persons to witness its
operation.
was a shipwright of the name of
The person who went down
Prattant — Mr. B. Oakshott, foreman of shipwrights of Her Majesty's Dock Yard,
Ireland Island, superintending. The attention of such ol the spectators as were near
the vessel was first directed to the clothing of the diver, who, when perfectly equipped
for his submarine exploration, presented a most grotesque figure. He was encased in
a double or treble suit of woollens, from his shoulders down to, and including, his feet,
topreserve warmth ; then came a pair of trowsers that covered his feet, and a jacket, the
sleeves of which came tight to his wrists, made of indian rubber, the trowsers and
jacket being secured firmly around the waist by a padded iron girdle ; on his feet were
a pair of boots, each weighing eight pounds ; on his back and breast he had two
weights of about thirty pounds each, secured by straps ; and over his head was a large
helmet, made of metal, and resembling somewhat a human bust, that rested on his
shoulders, back and chest, and which afforded room within for a sufficient quantity of
air. In the helmet there were glasses through which the diver could plainly discern
any thing at the bottom of the sea ; a tube, through which a constant supply of fresh
air was received from above, and by which the used air escaped. There was a large
boat in attendance, in which were the force pump, and a derrick, (the latter of which
being used to lift the diver from the bottom of the sea, for his own weight, and that put
on him to keep him down, brought him to weigh about three hundred pounds.) while
Mr. Oakshott and his assistants kept as nearly over the diver as possible, ready in
case ofaccident to bring him up, which is done by a line attached to the girdle, and
rove through the derrick ; by this line also, signs are made by the diver, " when all is
right," when more air is required, and when he wishes to be brought up.
Prattant was lowered down under the stern of the brig, on the starboard side, in about
fourteen feet of water, where he commenced his examination ; after being about twenty
minutes under water, he was taken up from the larboard side under the stern ; having
completed his survey, the boat in attendance having tracked him round the vessel.
Prattant then, through the Superintendent, Mr. Oakshott, reported to the Surveyors
and Agents of the vessel, in substance as follows : — the bottom and main keel perfect ;
the false keel slightly ragged on the edges, and one piece of sheathing, of about eight
feet, off the larboard side ofthe false keel.
,
Prattant, it is said, can remain under water, should occasion require it, for upwards
of an hour, and by letting go the weights attached to his breast and back, and by put
ting his finger on the valve or escape pipe, he will immediately rise to the surface; this
mode of raising himself, however, is only adopted in extreme cases, the best way being
to wait to be hauled up by the life line, which is attached to the girdle.
the establishment op two new light-houses on the FRENCH COAST.
The Department of State, at Washington, has received official information of the
establishment of two new Light-Houses on the French Coast of the Manche, in the
British Channel, viz. :
One at Cape Carteret, in the latitude of 49 degrees 22 minutes and 27 seconds north,
and 4 degrees 8 minutes and 10 seconds longitude west from Paris. The light is a re
peating right, at intervals of half a minute each, situated on a tower about 240 feet
above the level of the sea, and 48 feet from the ground. It may be seen in fine weather
at the distance of 18 miles; the eclipses will however be total only beyond 7 miles,
The other, on the central fort of the dyke at Cherbourg, in the latitude of 49 degrees
40 minutes and 28 seconds, and 3 degrees 57 minutes and 23 seconds longitnde west
from Paris; the light is a small light, varied by bright flashes, every three minutes,
situated on a tower newly erected on the Central fort, about 65 feet above the water at
high tide. It may be seon at the distance of about nine miles in ordinary weather.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Custom House, St. Mary's.—Directionsfor St. Andrews Bar.—St. Andrews Inlet lies
in lat. 31 N. Ion. 31 32, in the state ofGeorgia, entrance between Cumberland and Jekyl
Islands, having 11 feet water on the bar at low tide; distance from the light house on
Little Cumberland Island, north point, about 7 miles. There are three buoys for the
entrance, one large buoy placed just within the bar in 3 fathoms low tide —one spar
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buoy on a spit of the north point of little Cumberland Island, and one spar buoy in the
middle of the sound on a shoal made at the mouth of the Great Satilla river. Bring
the lighthouse to bear W by N when the outer buoy will be in a range with the light
house, and run for it till over the bar and up with the outer buoy ; the south point of
Jekyl will then be NW J W; alter the course N W by W until between the points of
Cumberland and Jekyl Islands, and abreast of the spar buoy off Cumberland point,
leaving it to the south — where will be found good soundings, from three to five fa
thoms near the shore.
Tabular statement of the British Queen, Liverpool, and Great Western, as published in
the London Morning Herald.
British Queen.
Extreme length
Length under deck
Length of keel
Breadth within paddle boxes
Breadth, including paddle boxes . .
Depth at midships
Tonnage
Tons of space
Tonnage of engine room
Horse power
D iameter of cylinder
Length of stroke
Diameter of paddle wheels
Extreme weight of engines, boiler, and
water
Extreme weight of coals
of cargo
Draught of water, with above weight
and stores

Liverpool.

Great Western.

223 ft.
273 ft.
236 ft,
245 ft.
216 ft.
212 ft.
2H9
ft.
223 ft.
5 in. 205 ft.
37 ft. 6 in. 30 ft. 10 in. 35 ft. 4 in.
36 ft. 3 in
64 ft.
59 ft. Sin.
29 ft. 6 in. 19 ft. 8 in. 23 ft. 2 in.
1863
1340
1199J
1053
559i
679J
581
963
641 i
468
450
5U0
5ft. Hi in.
6 ft. 3 in.
6 ft. 1Jin.
7 ft.
7 ft.
7 ft.
30 ft.
28 ft. 5 in. 28 ft. 9 in.
500 tons.
600 tons.
500 tons.
16 ft.

450 tons.
600 tons.
250 tons.
16 ft. 6 in.

480 tons.
600 tons.
250 tons.
16 ft.

8 in.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.
MERCANTILE REGULATIONS AT VENEZUELA.
Port Charges for Vessels arriving from the United States and other Countries, estab
lished by late Laws passed by the Congress of Venezuela.
The congress of Venezuela passed , 3d of May, 1839, a law establishing the following
port charges, which is now in operation :
Article 1st. All national or foreign vessels arriving from foreign ports into the ports
of Venezula, will pay,
First — Tonnage-duty at the rate of 37J cents for every ton of the vessel's ad
measurement.
Second — Captain of the port's fee, which is S3.
Third — Entry 7 cents per ton. (In the port of Laguira, besides the 7 cents per
ton, 2 per cent, calculated on the amount of duties on imports will be exacted.)
Fourth — Doctor's fee, when the visit by him is really made, $3.
Fifth — Anchorage duty 18 cents per ton.
Sixth — Pilotage to Angostura and Maracaybo, $6 for every foot of the vessel's
draught of water.
Seventh— Water duty — 12 cents per ton.
Eighth — Clearance $2.
Vessels exemptfrom the above are :
Vessels of war. national or foreign, government packets, and mail boats.
Vessels coming into port in consequence of damage sustained at sea, provided they
neither discharge or take in cargo.
Vessels forced in by stress of weather, without discharging or taking in cargo.
Vessels arriving in ballast and departing in ballast.
Vessels coming in loaded and sailing again without discharging or taking in any
cargo.
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Vessels arriving in ballast and departing with cargoes of horned cattle (Gonado
Vacuno) exclusively, will pay but pilotage and doctor s fee.
B. RENSHAW, Consul.
Laguiba, May 25th, 1839.
A law of the congress of Venezuela, passed on the 101k of May, 1 839, to go into operation
for vessels from the Antilles, on the 1st of July, and for vessels from Europe, and the
United States, on the 1st of October, 1839.
Article 1st. Vessels arriving from foreign ports will, at the moment of anchoring
in any of the ports of Venezuela, open to external commerce, be visited by the collector
of customs, or a person authorized by him, and by the commandant of active service,
(Resguardo,) and a chief, (Cabe,) as likewise an inspector— they will require from the
master, the vessel's register and manifest of the cargo, which must express the vessel's
name and class ; her nation; tonnage; master's name ; port from whence her cargo was
shipped ; the number and description of packages contained in her cargo, with a speci
fication of their numbers and marks ; the names of the consignees, according to bills
of lading ; the port of her destination; a list of provisions or stores for the consumption
of the crew, as also a list of the extra supply of sail, sail cloth, cordage, spars and
tackle of every description, intended for the use of the vessel. If a vessel arrive with
cargo, one or more custom-house officers will be left on board : should she be in ballast,
no manifest will be required, but all the other documents mentioned must be given up;
she will also be examined to ascertain the reality of her being in ballast.
The articles of extra supply of sails, sail cloth, cordage, masts or spars, and tackle
of every description, intended for the use of the vessel, must be considered as a deposit,
and the master will not be permitted to make any use of them whatever, during the
vessel's stay in port, unless with the knowledge and consent of the chiefs of the cus
tom-house. When a vessel is visited previous to her commencing to take in a cargo,
should the above mentioned articles of extra supply be found not to agree with the man
ifest or entry, (or at any other time subsequent to such visit,) the master will incur a
fine of from fifty to five hundred dollars.
Article '2d. If, on a vessel anchoring and being visited, the master do not exhibit
his manifest in the form directed in article 1st, he will then be required to deliver the
bills of lading, as also a list of whatever articles or goods there may be on board, not
included in said bills of lading, and these documents will be retained at the custom
house until the master make out and present a manifest in conformity with them, until
which is done, no part of the cargo will be permitted to be landed.
Article 3d. In the case where neither manifest or bills of lading are found on board
a vessel, the chiefs of the custom-house will then take such steps as in their judgment
may seem necessary, and at the expense of the master, to prevent any part of the cargo
being landed without permission from them.
Article 4th. When the cargo on board of any vessel does not agree with the manifest
or bills of lading presented by the master, it will be seized and proceeded against for
condemnation.
Article 5th. When in the case of a master of a vessel being unable, from insolven
cy, or other reason whatever, to pay the fine and expenses he may have incurred ac
cording to this law, the vessel and her tackle will then be made responsible for its pay
ment.
B. RENSHAW, Consul.
Laouiba, May 25th, 1839.
Consulate U. S. A. )
St. Johns, Porto Rico, June 18, 1839. \
The undersigned, Consul of the United States for the port and district of St. Johns,
Porto Rico, hereby cautions American captains and others engaged in trading to Spa
nish ports, to be careful in shipping on board of their vessels, natives of Spain or its de
pendencies, without the consent of the resident Spanish authorities, or unless they are
naturalized citizens of the United States, as by so doing they render themselves liable
to gross imposition.
The laws of Spain are such as not only to enforce, but make it obligatory upon the
marine authorities to demand and enforce the discharge ofall such persons, without any
reference whatever to their individual obligations.
Vessels trading to these Islands via St. Thomas, are most liable to these impositions,
and consquently to inconvenience and loss.
JOHN O. BRADFORD.
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Condition op tub State Banks.— In compliance with the resolution of Congress of
the 10th of July, 1832, directing the Secretary of the Treasury (to whom we are in
debted for a copy of the report') to lay before the House at the next and each successive
session of Congress, copies of such statements or returns, showing the capital, circula
tion, discounts, specie, deposites, and condition of the different State Banks and Bank
ing Companies, as may have been communicated to the legislatures, governors, or
other officers of the several states, within the year, and made public; and, where such
statements cannot be obtained, such other authentic information as will best supply the
deficiency. The Secretary of the Treasury submitted, at the last session, a formida
ble volume of documentary {natter, embracing the returns, reports, &c., from all the
states and territories, except Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, Illinois, and Florida.
They are not, in every instance, complete, but as a whole comprise much valuable in
formation.
Condensed Statement of the condition, at different intervals, of all the Banks in the
United States.
No if Loans and
Date. Banks.
Specie.
Circulation. Deposites.
Capital.
Discounts.
Jul bk«. branch.
1811 89
1815
1816 246
1820 308
1830 330
1834 506
1835 558 146
1836 567 146
1837 634 154
1838 663

$15,400,000 $28,100,000
$52,601,601
82,259,590
17,000,000 45,500,000
19,000,000 68,000.000
89,822,422
19,820,240 44,863,344 $35,950,470 137,110,611
$200,45l',214 22,114,917 61,323,898 55,559,928 145,192,268
324,119,499
94,839,570 75,666,986 200,005,944
365,163,834 43,'937,625 103,692,495 83,081,365 231,250,337
457,506,080 40,019,594 140,301,038 115,104,440 251,875,292
525,115,702 37,915,340 149,185,890 127,397,185 290,772,091
485,631,687 35,184,112 116,138,910 84,691,181 317,636,77*

Statement of the condition of such Banks as have made returns, dated near May, 1838.
State or Territory.

Dale.

.sl
Ml
Maine
June 2
50
New Hampshire.. April 1
27
Massachusetts .... Februa'y 124
Rhode Island
May 11
62
Connecticut
March
34
May 1
New York
96
Pennsylvania. .... May
48
Maryland., t
May 1
21
July
Virginia
23
North Carolina . . Februa'y' 10
South Carolina
May
13
Georgia
April
36
Alabama
March
6
Louisiana
Ma ch
47
luly
Arkansas
3
Tennessee
My
14
Missouri
May 12
9
Ohio
June 1
United States Bank.. May
16

and\
Duebyother
Capital. Loans
Discounts. Real estate Banks.
84,9*4,000 $6,549,182
2,839,500 4,117,403
27,180,000 52,999,967
9,852,353 12,612,721
8,754,467 9,769,286
36,401,460 57,903,043
24,812,856 38,306,545
11,209,354 15,231,494
7,038,716 14,781,313
2,980,640i 4,571,328
8,952,343 16,443,403
12,036,748 15,768,683
8,417,732 25,374,340
39,523,693 52,058,084
428,000 689,264
5,338,259: 9,966,430
748,270 1,090,690
9,835,199 14,968,675
35,000,000 45,715,320

$128,154i
82,0631
1,100,6061
' 194,097
2,383,828
1,854,765
506,422
616,126
127,424
275,934
2,358,781
161,9681
7,837,546|
5,26'
97,469
42,906
361,160
1,507,973

635 l266,333,5901398,917,08l| 19,642,4891 49,243,356
Total, Stocks, $23,614,475—Total, other Investments, $21,383,316.
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Statement doled near May, 1838.—(Continued.)
-,^Si
;
;
Notes of Specie. Circula Deposites Due to oth
nthcrbankt
er BanliS.
tion.

State or Terri
tory.

50 $1 13,988 $271,981 51,177,555 $517,353 $278,985
107,3981 153,267 1,026,547 424,793
27
124 2,700,2751 1,701,460 11,543,354 5,436,5301 4,534,8i3
447,80' 474,278 2,154,524 675,317 650,667
62
250,775 535.447 1,920,552 869,801 224.378
34
96 7,327,834 9,355,495 12,960,652 18,411,860 14,307.517
48 3.576,984 3,956,83: 1 12t332,41 8 10,607,671 7.672,949
24 1,295,1771 1,453,074 3,008,726 4,008,925 3,465.450
847,6691 1,736,401 7,133,200 2,825,833 547,990
23
ID
177,763| 705,389 2,267,793] 756.591 187,774
911,047 1,606,293 5,080,0731 3,306.812 1.338,282
13
36 2,512,0181 '2,65»,723 7,459,5631 i2,789,675 2,414,223
534,1505 786,250 9,333,302 4,296,554 1,624,839
6
17 4,410,333 2,970,723 4,734.739 8,021,137 10,591,600
38,7901 241,922
7;785 140,310
3
317.035 563,718 2,318,145 1,184,262 332,082
14
313,810 748,593 128.500 749,365 287.002
2
1,145,281 2,879,209 6,340,947 2,848,464 624,501
io 1,611,073 4,409,330 6,451,605 4,414,978 7,648,818
635 |28,639,722137,209,39 1 197,379 ,980172,286,231 46,791,870
Total, Specie Funds, jt9t>0,037—Total, other Liabilities, $45,437,972.
No returns from Vermont, New Jersey, Delaware, District of Columbia, Missis
sippi, Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, and FJorida.

Maine
N.Hampshire. .
Massachusetts.
Rhode Island . .
Connecticut. . . .
New York
Pennsylvania. .
Maryland
Virginia
N. Carolina. . . .
S. Carolina
Georgia
Alabama
Louisiana
Arkansas
Tennessee
Missouri
Ohio
U. S. Bank....

June 2
April 1
Februa'y
May 11
March31
May 1
May
May 1
July
Februa'y
May
April
March
March
July
July
May 12
June 1
May

Statement ofthe condition of such Banks as have made returns, dated near January, 1839.
Stale or Territory.

Date.

No.c B7ks Brand

Due by oth
and
Capital. Loans
Discounts. Real estate. er Banks.

$4,959,000 86,721,559 $189,208 $784,392
831430 577,614
2,939,500 4,476,442
36,699
11,846
1,304,530 2,705,367
48,206,808
1,066,327
5,027,800
34,630,000
519,245
9,868,773 12,895,325
36.MM.I60 68,300,486 2.557,655 14,122,940
25,155,783 38,696,788 1,824.899 3,620,824
9,954,500 13,567,348 470,221 1,571,723
1,855,790 3,221,299 270,3361 245,186
7,458,248 16,236,429 .>*H lb> 1,412,238
130,702 571,025
3,100,750 4,752,584
9,153,498 15,378,020 365,780 1,393,861
2,886,689
1,524,049
15,025,971 15,772,770
11,996.232 25,842,884 351,485 1,799,278
686,329
40,930,976 56,855,610
106,080
628,105 763,737
10,743
5,395,799 9,363,033 104,502 666,612
* • • • 12,017,347
1,027,870 1,570.431 " 43,449 442,792
144,386 226,521
2,216,700 4,532,965
139,125 231,624
762
4,206
77,941
100,000
35,000,000 47,561,540 1,411,093 5,768,314
639 259,642,610 409,748,337 12,540,278 41,079,431
Total, Stocks, $25,208,373— Total, other Investments, $19,723,423.

Jan. 7
Dec. 3
Sept.
Oct.
Jan.
Jan. 1
Nov.
Jan. 1
Districtof Columbia. Jan. 1
Jan.
Nov. 24
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Dec.
Nov. 5
Jan. 1
Kentucky*
Dec. 31
Nov. 17
Jan.
Dec.
U. States Bank, Pa.. Nov.
New Hampshire

50
28
19
110
62
98
49
15
6
25
10
13
37
7
47
3
14
14
2
11
2
1
16
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Statement dated near January, 1839.—(Continued.)
State or Terri Date. 1 ^ *) y Xotcs of 0- Specie.
tory.
Iher banks
< 6915
2 i:
Maine
N. Hampshire. ,
Vermont
Massachusetts..
Rhode Island. . ,
New York
Pennsylvania. . .
Maryland*
Dist. Columbia.
Virginia'
N. Carolina. . . .
S. Carolina
Georgia
Alabama
Louisiana
Arkansas
Tennessee
Kentucky*
Missouri
Indiana
Wisconsin
Iowa
U. S. Bank, Pa

Jan.
Dec.
Sept.
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.
Nov.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Dec.
Nov.
Jan.
Dec.
Nov.
Jan.
Dec.
Nov.

5t1
28
19
110
62
98
19
15
6
25
1d
13
37
7
•17
3
14
II
2
11
2
1
16

$267,577,
128,8 16
118,196,
2,359,387
342,409|
3,907, 137i
3,876,0891
l,230,603]
217,492|
709,3591
132,1491
566,025
1,611.469
1.199;871
1,723,244
59,612
1,191,067!
'593,550
155,813
' 18,874
3,258,740

$303,605
187,961
157,033
2,394,621
462,002
6,602,708
3,612,253
1,372,008
415,573
2,270,367
723,875
2,000,149
3,232,274
1,687,046
3,987,697
316,045
802.369
1,613;383
691,070
1,345,832
65,68t1
3,033
5,223,476

Circula Deposites. [hie to oth
tion.
er Banks.
$2,036,640 $818,824 $117,974
1,510,691 522,036
2,043,843 330,772 " 4,973
9,400,412 7,122.642 3,526,686
l,886,108i 972,766 875,296
19,373,149, 18,370,0•14 15,344,098
11,792,948 10,135.863 3,778,360
2,897,695 3,469,904! 2,090,485
950,132 1,397,399] 327,008
8,015,418, 2,999,5891 1,068.776
2,114,140 588,389 156,436
4,566,327, 2,732,5831 1,308,206
5,121,604 2,834,219' 2,050,652
6,779,678' 4,919,598: 2,257,512
6,280,558 7,657,16ll 8,119,708
461,775 134,369
8,537
1,930,040 619,215 348,746
5,418,320
671.950 1,101,638 481,972
2,951,795 490,617 269,905
235,573 109,967
10,990
3,686
4,220,854' 8,671,421 3,166,420

639 123,667,659 39,470,063] 100,670,640 76,032,702^ 15j01/750
Total, Specie Funds, $3,603,739—Total, other Liabilities, $50,236,361.
* Incomplete. Maryland : no returns from seven banks and two branches. Ken
tucky : returns embracing only loans and discounts, specie and circulation. No re
turns from Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, Mississippi, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan,
and Florida.
Comparative View of the condition of all the Hanks, near the commencement of each
year, from 1836 to 1838.
ACCORDING TO THE RETURNS NEAREST
Jan. 1,
Jan. 1, 1837.1 Jan. 1, 1838.
$251,875,292 $290,772,091 $317,636,778
Capital paid in
457,506,080 525,115,702 485,631,687
Loans and Discounts
H.709,3191 12,407,112 33,908,604
Stocks
14,194,375 19,064,451 19,075,731
Real Estate
9,975,226] 10,423,630 24,194,117
Other Investments
Due from other Banks
51,876,955 59,663,910 58,195,153
32,115,138 36,533,527 24,964,257
Notes of other Banks on hand
4,800,076
5,366,500
901,006
Specie Funds
40,019,594 37.915,340 35,181,112
Specie
140,301,038 149,185,890 116,138,910
Circulation
115,104,440 127,397,185 84,691,184
Deposites
50,402,369 62,421,118 61,015,692
Due other Banks
25,999,2341 36,560,289 59,995,679
Other Liabilities
1,205,879,136' 1,372,826,745; 1,321,535,910
Aggregate of Bank Accounts
Aggregate of Investments supposed to yield
income
567,010,895 561,760,319
Excess of such Investments above amount 493,385,000j
of capital paid in
241,409,708 276,238,804 243,180,261
Aggregate of Deposites and Circulation. . . . 255,405,4781 276,583,075 200,820,094
VOL I. — No. III.
35
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Comparative View of the condition of all the Banks.—(Continued.)
ACCORDING TO THE RETURNS NEAREST
Jan. 1, 1836. Jan. 1, 1837. Jan. 1, 1838.
Aggregate of Deposites, Circulation, and
sums due to other Banks
$305,807,847 $339,004,193 261,845,686
Aggregate of Specie, Specie Funds, Notes
of other Banks, and sums due by other
Banks
128,811,763 139,479,277 119,247,428
Excess of immediate liabilities beyond im
176,996,084 199,524,916 142,598,258
mediate means
Total of means of all kinds
622,196,763 706,490,172 704,358,577
Total of liabilities, exclusive of those to]
Stockholders
331,807,081 375,564,482 321,823,365
Total of liabilities of the Banks to one ano-|
ther
134,394,462 158,618,555 144,175,002
Total of liabilities to all, except other Banks]
and Stockholders
281,404,712 313,143,364 260,825,773
Nett Circulation
...
108,185,900 112,652,363 91,174,653
STATE SECURITY BANKS.
A statement of the number of Banks formed under the General Banking Law of New
York, the amount of securities deposited icith the Comptroller, and the amount deliver
ed to the Banks for circulation.
Securi Circ'ng
ties. Notes.

Securi Circ'ng
ties. Notes.

Staten Island
I #43,500' $68,796
Agrirult. of Herkimer. ..I 37,75ol 10,000
United States, N. Y
I 200,0001 176,000
Western N. Y., Roch'r .. 100,000 92,792
Farmers', of Seneca c'nty 14,000 12,775
Mechanics' B'king Asso. 189,000 175,200
N.A.Trust&B'kingCo. 371,900] 290,040
Farmers', of Orleans ... . 158,63o1 i29,210
Lockp'tBkng&Trustco. 183,96o] 166,800
N.Y.St. Stock Security. 27,2001 27,096
M'ch'ts' & Farm's, Ithaca 120,80o1 1 1 1,000
Syracuse
155,800 111,000
St. Lawrence
100,000: 94,000
M'cht's Exch'ge, Buffalo 77,000 75,000
Far's & Mech"s, Genesee 87,919! 55,000
Kinderhook
100,000! 94,600
James
60,829 59,800
Powell
125,090 97,600
Wool Growers'
20,000 18,000
Millers', Clyde
125,400 112,520
Central New York
45,093 38,000
Chelsea
50,000 47,002
Exchange, of Genesee. . . 44,370 40,000
Genesee County
57,250 48,200
Fort Plain
81,450 67,000
Tonawanda
20,000 19,000
Attica
39,487 23,200
United States, of Buffalo 75,000] 66,000
Ballston Spa
78,450 76,600
Farmers', of Hudson ... . 100,200 90,000
Mechanics', of Buffalo. . . 42,660 35,000
Mercantile, Schenectady 99,500 60,950

Watertown
129,1 0R $51,300
Lowville
43,350 37,500
Waterville
53,300 45,000
32,000l
Corning
American Exehange . . 404,000 339,800
Whitcstown
58,550 10,600
Pine Plains
76,200 50,100
Canal, of Lockport.. .. 132,700 102,300
Howard Trust & B'kingl
48,250 33.000
Company, Troy.. . .
Washington County . .
37,550 12,000
Bank of Commerce.. .. 300,000 160,040
15,000
Commercial, ofTroy . ,
Vernon
79,819 47,800
Binghampton
91,950 20,000
46,70ffl 5,500
Mohawk Valley
116,0001
110,000
N. Y. Banking Company1
Commercial, of Rochester| 101,200 69,000
Middletown
45,400 7,700
Delaware
48,000 37.000
14,000 4,000
Waterville
Farmers' 4 Mec. Roch'r| 42,000 8,000
Dansville
150,300
35,9001 21,000
Farmers' & Drovers'..
30,000 9,500
do.
do
Commercial, of Troy .
16,000 14,000
12,600
45,000
Washington, New York
Farmers , of Seneca c'nty 12,0001 10,800
Farmers,' of Amsterdam 20,000 9,000
Millers'
40,0001 28,000
61,000 56,300
Erie County
do.
do
70,7501 71,500
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TREASURY NOTES.
Official statement from the Treasury Department, August 1, 1839, ofthe aggregate of
Treasury Notes outstanding.
; issued under the provision of the act of
October 12, 1837, vix. :
810,000,000 00
Of that issue there has been redeemed,
9,027,105 46
Leaving outstanding,
$372,894 54
In lieu of those redeemed there has been issued, un
der act of 21st May, 1838,
.... $5,709,810 01
Of that issue there has been redeemed,
- 4,776,450 42
Leaving of that issue outstanding,

...

933,359 59

Aggregate of first and second issues outstanding,
The issues under the provisions of the act of the
2d of March, 1839, amount to Of that issue there has been redeemed,
-

$1,306,254 13
$3,857,276 21
3.100 00
3,854,176 21

Making the aggregate of all outstanding,

-

-

$5,160,433 04

COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
COMMERCE AND NAVWATION OP THE UNITED STATES, FOR THE COMMERCIAL YEAR OP 1838.
We are indebted to the Secretary of the Treasury for a copy of the luminous report
of that department, with the annual statement of the commerce and navigation of the
United States, for the commercial year ending the 30th of September, 1838. This re
port is dated at the treasury department, May 18, 1839, and is made in conformity
with the provisions of the act of Congress of the 10th of February, 1820, entitled, " an
act to provide for obtaining accurate statements of the foreign commerce of the United
States." It presents, in distinct tables, general and summary statements of the quan
tity and value of merchandise imported — of foreign merchandise exported — of do
mestic produce and manufactures exported — general statements of the quantity of
American and foreign tonnage entered into the United States, and of the quantity of
American and foreign tonnage cleared — a statement exhibiting the aggregate number
of each description of foreign vessels, with their tonnage and the number of seamen,
that entered into and cleared from the United Slates — a statement of the number of
vessels which entered each district from, and cleared each district for, foreign coun
tries — and a statistical view of the commerce and navigation of the United States,
and of the commerce and navigation of each state and territory.
From this report we are enabled to condense and concentrate the following interest
ing statistical facts :
^The value of imported merchandise from foreign countries was, free of duty,
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The number of American and foreign vessels, which entered into the United States,
was 9,775 vessels, with a tonnage of 1,895,084, with crews of men, 96,796, and 3,149
boys.
The number of American and foreign vessels, with their tonnage and crews, which
cleared from the United States for foreign countries, was, vessels, 10,144; tons,
2,012,927; with crews of 99.4W9 men, and 3,018 boys.
The following table exhibits the number, tonnage, crews, and national character, of
the foreign vessels that entered into and cleared from the United States during the
commercial year of 1838 :
FOREIGN VESSELS.
CLEARED.

ENTERED.

FLAO..

Crews.

Crews.
No.

Tons.

No.
Men. boys.

Russian

Greek

Tons.
Men. boys.

3,206 484,702 28,662 685 3,176 486,901 28,136 454
466
813
2
31
4
42
76 20,574 1.013 25
82 21,849 1,082! 23
103 13,183 989 7 103 13,607 993 13
35
3,695 407 3
44 1.1,542 496 4
726
1,174
5
3
34
55
23 3,447 202 "2
29 4,765 257 "4
24
4.536
25 4,436 235 6
4
1^: 37,538 1,673 15 136 39,636 1,754 8
1,604
1,430
5
5
68 3
10 2,321
7 2,087
82 2
3,382 125 s s
10
7 2,452 109
3,113 168 "h
3,083 175
14
14
1,709
1,542
7
89 2
7
85 "3
1,152
1,302
67 4
9
7
91
943
720
5
4
31 "l
50 1
227
1
14 ..
1
305
18
962 "88
12
11
976 105
862
397
72
6
9
39
848
5
41
2
358
16
4
637
2
250
37
18
3
522
24
5
1,022
49
1
169
2
339
9
16
11
1,459
1,512 105 ••
87
9
3,696 592,110 34.237 763 3,703 604,166 34,098 514

The registered tonnage of the United States, for the commercial year 1838, as cor
rected at the Register's office, is stated at 822,591 86-95 — the enrolled and licensed
tonnage at 1,041,105 18-95 — and the fishing vessels at 131,942 71-95 — Making a
total of 1,995,639 80-95 tons. Of the registered tonnage, 119,629 89-95 tons were em
ployed in the whale fishery.
The total tonnage of shipping built in the United States during the year ending on
the 30th of September, 1838, was, Registered, 41,859 56 95 — enrolled, 71,275 83-95 —
Total, 113,135 44-95 tons.
The following table presents a condensed comparative statement of the commerce of
each State and Territory, for the commercial year of 1838, commencing October 1st,
1837, and ending September 30th, 1838 ;
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STATES AND TERRITORIES.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhude Island
Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
■....
District of Columbia.
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Alabama ..
Louisiana..
Missouri
Tennessee
Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Florida Territory
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VALUE OF EXPORTS.
Value of
Va
Imports. Domestic Foreign Total
lue of Ex
Produce. Produce. ports.
$899,1 4a $915,076| 820,456 $935,532
56,103
169,985
18,567
74,670
258,417
132,650
132,650
13,300,925 6.158.529 2,946,333 9,104,862
656,613 270,065
21,192 291.257
343,331
543,610
543,610
68,453,206 16,432,333 6,576,138 23,008,471
1,700
28,010
28,010
9,360,731 2,481,543 995,608 3,477,151
1,348
36.84 1
36,844
5,701,869 4,165,168 359,407 4,524,575
122,748 366,760
6,353 373,113
577,142 3,977,895
8,333 3,986,228
si!H). 105 544,952
271 545,223
2,318,791 11,017,391
24,679 11,042,070
776,068 8,803,839
8.H03,H39
524,548 9,688,049
195 9.6S8.244
9,496,808 30,077,534 1,424,714 31,502,248
15,921
527
8,932
12,895
139,827
139,827
256,662 125,660
125,660
168,690
71,983
50,549
122,532
113,717,4041 96,033,8211 12,452,7951108,486,616

Total .

TONNAGE OF THE UNITED STATES.
A comparative View of the registered, enrolled, and licensed Tonnage of the United
States, in tons and ninety-fifths, from 1815 to 1838, inclusive. From the Treasury
Department, Register's C
and licensed
Registered Tonnage. Enrolled
Tonnage.
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828.
1829
1830.
1831.
1832.
1833.
1834.
1835.
1836.
1837.
1838.

854,294 74
800,759 63
809,724 70
606,088 64
612,930 44
619,047 53
619,896 40
628,150 41
639,920 76
669,972 60
700,787 08
739,978 15
747,170 44
812,619 37
650,142 88
576,475 33
620,451 92
686,980 77
750,026 72
857,438 42
885,821 60
897,774 51
810,447 29
822,591 86

513,833 04
571,458 85
590,186 66
609,095 51
647,821 17
661,118 66
679,062 30
696,548 71
696,644 87
719,190 37
722,323 69
796,211 68
873,437 34
928,772 50
610,654 88
615,310 10
647,394 32
752,460 39
856,123 22
901,468 67
939,118 49
984,328 14
1,086,238 40
1,173,047 89

Total Tonnage.
1,368,127 78
1,372,218 53
1,399,911 41
1,225,184 20
1,260,751 61
1,280,166 24
1,298,958 70
1,324,699 17
1,336,565 68
1,389,163 02
1,423,110 77
1,534,190 83
1,620,607 78
1,741,391 87
1,260,977 81
1,191,776 43
1,267,846 29
1,439,450 21
1,601,149 94
1,758,907 14
1,824,940 14
1,892,102 65
1,896,685 69
1,995,639 80
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COMMERCE OF MASSACHUSETTS, FROM 1799 TO 1838.
Imports.
Domestic. Foreign

•■>■

1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
18381

5,399,020
6,303,122
5,697,051
6,621,696
6,185,748
1,508,632
6,022,729
5,761,771
6,042,645
3,935,229
1,513,069
1,078,077
3,547,463
5,008,974
5,908,416
5,698,646
4,873,992
3,861,435
3,698,517
4,072,166
3,944,985
4,038,972
4,262,104
3,888,138
3.8203491
4,096,025
3,949,751
3,599,952
4,027,201
4,656,635
5,150,584
4,672,746
5,564,499
5,113,196
4,781,901

3,369,546
10,591,256
13,738,6061
14,577,547
13,926,377
3,619,690
6,119,564
7,251,277
5,192,820
2,648,109
294,854
55,72e
1.732 ta11]
5,127,465]
6,019,581
6,299.510
6,525,921
7,147,487
8,846,174
8,526,359
9,738,254
6,395,356
7,170,883
6,210,721
6,604,034
4,929,760
4,305,186
3,613,242
3,706,562
7,337,133
4,532,538
5,476,074
4,479,291
5,267,150]
4,856,289
2,946,333

t i .

s.2

Registered
tonnage.

Total.

o

2,519,651
2,888,104
3,755,347
5,292,441
7,117,907
9,949,345
7,502,047
8,639,252
11,421,591
11,326,876
14,870,556
13,492,632
8,768,566
16,894,378
19,435,657
21,199,243
20,112,125
5,128,322
12,142,293
13,013,048
11,235,465
6,583,338
1,807,923
1,133,799
5,280,083
10,136,439
11,927,997
11,998,156
11,399,913
11,008,922
12,484,691
12,598,525
13,683,239
10,434,398
11,432,987
I0.09.S.862
10,424,383
9,025,785
8,251 937
7,213,194
7,733,763
11,993,768
9,683,122
1t1,1 18*20
10,043,790
10,380,346
9,728,190
9,104,862

1,025,974 19,13a 94,662 00
810,696 12,010 112,644 00
1,125,784 37,138 135,599 68
1,465,439 327,594] 143,783 61
1,998,464 457,425 171,748 12
2,354,150 814,374 186,199 59
2,169,005 636,722 187,447 47
2,133,1441 800.094 178,798 41
2,837,002 1,019,030 191,067 31
3,165,182 1,008,234 213,197 28
4,442,577 1,347,475] 241,319 05
3,428,245 1,712,580, 209,704 40
3,410,617 757,667 222,024 81
5,401,415 1,572,074 250,638 47
5,967,330 2,449,041 285.689 32
6,209,725 2,479,026; 306,075 87
6,371,425 2,580,623' 310.309 69
2,294,71 895,213 266,519 91
2,637,502, 1,158,105 324.690 03
3,951,671 ,1,150,488 352.806 82
2,772,074 916 190 273,245 89
3,173,930 451,683 266,976 20
2,090,723' 106,268 237,649 33
1,492,580; 24,599; 225,774 05
5,944,211 271,67a 299,298 85
5,947,343 1,034,222 274,049 63
4,217,695' 1,127,408 243.310 86
4,916,317] 4.188,087; •172,886 14
4,741,022 1,192,842 176,269 93
4,143,261 1,470,135, 130,251 14
4,701,645' 1,282,844 196,975 45
5,200,710, 970,9481 197,512 16
4,527,616 1.39f.,935 165,393 15
4. 811,91s 1,359,404 172,817 66
5,761,649 1,224,124' 173,344 71
4,648,585 1,640,136] 183,177 20
4,809,693 1,233,3081 225,111 40
5,277,678: 952,12a 247,369 92
5,139,090 1,161,869, 227,067 92
4,465,902 l,244;919] 215,463 18
6,057,447, 955,536 225,226 15
6,179,495 l,188,299i 254,508 58
4,223,852 1,169,669, 276,723 86
3,017,278, 555,794 307,490 22
3,866,539 587,091] 331,173 47
4,743,625 589,975 316,998 50
288,346 47
296,110 84

14,826,732
18,337,320]
17,607,160
15,378,758
15,845,141
17,063,482
13,370,564
15,070,444
12,520,744
10,453,544
14,269,056
18,118,900
19,940,911
17,672,129
19,800,373
25,681,462
69,975,6671
13,300,9251

PRODUCE AND MAHBFACTURES OF MASSACHUSETTS.
We received from the secretary of the commonwealth ofMassachusetts, a voluminous
pamphlet of 210 pages, containing an elaborate account of the products of various
branches of industry in Massachusetts, prepared by John P. Bigelow, Esq. in accord
ance with an act of the legislature of the state. Mr. Bigelow has performed his arduous
task in the most creditable manner, and the authentic exhibit which he has made of i he
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vast products nnd internal resources of Massachusetts, speaks volumes in praise of the
intelligence and unwearied industry of her sons, and illustrates in a remarkable degree
the triumphant success which is sure to attend judicious and persevering enterprise.
In relation to some articles manufactured in the State, no information is given, the
Act not requiring it. The following table presents a condensed summary of the grand
total, including the vessels built in thefire preceding years ; all the other articles named
were manufactured or produced within one year. Deducting the vessels from the fol
lowing statement, and allowing one fifth of the value set against them as the proper ave
rage for a single year, there will remain the sum of eighty-six millions two hundred and
eighty-two thousand six hundred and sixteen dollars, as the value ofthe articles manu
factured or produced by the several specified branches of industry during the year. The
reader will find in the table a general result for the whole State, condensed from the de
tailed account, showing the value of the articles, the number of hands employed, and
amount of capital invested.
Articles manufactured or produced.
Anchors, Chain Cables, &c
$114,125
Axes, Scythes, Snaiths, &c
325,926
Beer, Bellows, Blacking, Boats, Bricks, &c. . . .
152,321
Bonnets (Straw) and Palm-leaf Hats
1,902,803
Books and Stationery, School Apparatus, &c. . .
1,048,140
Boots and Shoes
14,642,520
Brass and Copper
1,469,354
Britannia and Block Tin
66,300
289,512
Brushes, Brooms, and Baskets
Buttons, of all kinds
246,000
1,620,730
Candles (spermaceti and tallow) and Soap
66,914
Candlesticks, Playing Cards,Chocolate,Clocks,&c
254,420
Cards (Wool)
Sleighs, Harness, &c.
679,442
Carriages, Wag
202,832
Casks and Hoops
1,262,121
Chairs and Cabinet Ware
Clothing, Neck Stocks, and Suspenders
2,013,316
2ti8.500
Combs
481,441
Cordage and Twine
Cotton Goods (Cloths)
13,056,659
CoUon Batting, Thread, Warp, and Wicking . .
169,221
Cotton Printing
4,183,121
186,200
Cutlery
371,019
Drugs, Medicines, and Dye Stuffs...
Fishery, (Whale, Cod, and Mackerel)
7,592,290,
Fur Caps, and other manufactures of Fur
73,000
100,000
Gas.
831,076
Glass
34,625
Glue
Gold and Silver Leaf.
43,000
Gunpowder
246,35
Hats
698,086
India Rubber
18,000
Iron Castings, Bar and Rod, &c.. . .
1,658,670|
Jewellery, Silver, and Silver Plate.
325,500
Lead Manufactures
201,400
Leather, including Rlorocco
3,254,416
Looking Glasses.
165,500
Lumber, Shingles, aiid Staves
167,778
Machinery- of varioim kinds
1 5tt2 390.

Hands em Capital in
ployed.
vested.
361
38'
273

880.500
196.938
55,300

1023
39,068
297
59
350
358
266
81
139
945
191
2,011

909,800
635,800
7.(XX)
103,095
147,900
697,300
29,840
148,340
278,790
81,250

780,158
444
439 285,375
19,754 14,369,719
151
78,000
1,660 1,539,000
193
92,033
9'
98,995
20,1261 12,481,078
100
55,000
40
375,000
647
759,400
181
19,700
36
11,200
77
160,800
86'
13
10,000
1,311 1,516,025
161,550
207
43
6,400
1,798 2,033,423
58
61,600
121
27,750
1.399 1.146.775
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$351,575
Saddles, Trunks, and Whips. .
Salt.
246,059
Shovels, Spades, Forks, and Hoes
264,709
56,150
Silk
Spectacles, Starch, Stone, and Earthenware
35,560
1,238,789
Spirits
Stone, (Granite, Marble, Slate, and Soap-stone). .
680,782
Stoves and Stove-pipe
31,000
Sugar, (Refined)
976,454
184,601
Snuff and Cigars
394,322
Tin Ware
258,531
Tools, (Carpenters', Joiners', and Shoemakers') . .
157,000
Types and Stereotypes
Umbrellas
104,500
Upholstery, including Hair, Paper Hangings, &c
55,483
Vessels built in the five years preceding April, 1837 6,853,248
52,600
Varnish and Beeswax
Window Blinds, Sashes, and Doors
74,166
84,770
Wire .
174,692
Wooden Ware, including Packing Boxes, &c . .
539,689
Wool
10,399,807
Woollen Goods
Engravings, Essences, Hosiery, Lamp-black, Ma
thematical Instruments, Mustard, Razor Straps,
63,466
Lather Boxes, Pumps, Blocks, &c
Total

I 91,765,2161

$109,825
801,753
225,523
137,000
20,974
209.950
11,815
303,653
33,300
1 10,807
140,000
56,500
13,160
9.000
8,350
44,200
26,950
2,842,778
7,097 5,770,750
117

19,078

117,35e 54,851,643

Comparative view of the imports and exports of Cotton into andfrom the United King
dom of Great Britain and Ireland-, from January 1, to July 20, 1839, and of imports
and exports for the same period last year.
INTO TOE KINGDOM,
American
bags 642,681
South American
73,912
West Indies, Demarara, &c
4,200
East Indies
33,070
Egypt
20,825
Total of all descriptions
bags 774,688
Same period last year.
American
bags 934 ,846
South American
8T,080
West Indies, Demarara, &c
3,374
East Indies
41,639
Egypt
23,484
1,090,441
Decrease ofimports, as compared with the same
period last year
bags 315,753
exports in 1838.
American
bags 10,068
Brazil
4,049
East Indies
9,205
Other kinds
none.
Total in 1839
23,322
Same period in 1838
51,756
Taken on speculation this year
bales 211,020
in 1838
85,600
Decrease of imports this year, compared with the same date
in 1838......
276,175
Increase of stock
19,170
Decrease of quantity taken for consumption
190,320
Decrease of quantity taken for export
,
9,790
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VALUE OF FOREIGN COINS.
value of the five franc piece.
Tuble showing thz Valu: of any number of Five Franc pieces, from one to one hundred,
at ninety-three cents each, as established by act of Congre$s.
Value.
No.
No.
Value.
Value.
Value.
No.
No.
$70 68
$47 43
76
$24 18
51
26
1
S0 93
48 36
77
71 61
25 11
52
27
1 86
2
49 29
78
72 54
53
26 04
28
279
3
73 47
50
22
79
54
26 97
29
3 72
4
51 15
80
74 40
55
27 90
30
4 65
5
75 33
52 08
56
81
28 83
31
558
6
53 01
76 26
82
57 ,
29 76
32
6 51
7
53 94
83
58
77 19
30 69
33
744
8
54 87
8I
78 12
59
31 62
8 37
34
9
55 80
79 05
60
85
32 55
930
35
10
56 73
86
79 98
61
33 48
36
10 23
11
57
66
80
91
62
87
34 41
11 16
37
19
63
58
59
88
81
84
35
34
38
12 09
13
511 52
82 77
64
89
36 27
39
13 02
14
65
60 45
90
83 70
37 20
40
13 95
15
6i :u
66
91
84 63
38 13
41
14 88
16
62 31
92
85 56
39 06
67
42
15 81
17
63 24
68
93
86 H1
39 99
43
16 74
18
64 17
87 42
40 92
69
94
44
17 67
19
65
10
88
35
41 85
95
70
18 60
45
20
66 03
96
89 28
42 78
71
19 53
46
21
66 96
90 21
97
43 71
72
47
90 46
22
67 89
91 14
98
73
41 64
213!)
48
23
68 82
99
92 07
74
45 57
49
22 22
24
93 00
69 75 100
46 50
75
23 25
50
25
VALUE OF THE SOVEREIGN.
Table showing the Value ofany number of Sovereigns,from one to one hundred, at $4 85
each, the rate at which they are received and paid out by the banks. Large amounts
are regulated by weight, valuing the pennyweight at 94.8 cents, as established by the
Act of Congress.
No.
Value.
Valu-.
No.
Value.
Value.
No.
No.
S36H6t)
$247 35
76
51
$126 10
$4 85
26
1
253
20
77
373 45
52
130 95
27
9 70
2
378 30
53
252 05
78
135 80
14 55
98
3
383 15
261 90
54
79
140 65
29
19 40
4
80
388 00
266 75
55
145 50
24 25
30
5
81
392 85
271 60
150 35
56
31
29 10
6
397 70
82
276 45
57
155 20
32
33 95
7
83
402 55
281 30
58
160 05
33
38 80
8
84
407 40
286 15
164 90
59
34
43 65
9
412 25
291 00
85
60
169 75
35
48 50
10
86
41710
295
85
61
174 60
53 35
36
11
421 95
87
300 70
62
179 45
37
58 20
12
426 80
88
63
305 55
184 30
38
t3 05
II
431 65
89
310 40
64
189 15
39
67 90
14
436 50
315 25
90
65
194 00
72 75
M
15
441 35
91
320 10
66
198 85
77 60
41
16
446 20
324 95
92
67
203 70
42
17
82 45
45105
329 80
21 >s 55
93
68
43
18
87 30
455 90
334 65
94
69
213 40
19
92 15
44
460
75
339
50
95
218 25
70
45
20
97 00
344 35
96
465 60
11
223 10
21
101 85
46
470 45
349 20
97
72
227 95
106 70
22
47
475 30
354 05
98
232 80
73
111 55
48
23
358 90
48015
99
237 65
74
49
11640
24
485 00
363 75 100
242 50
75
50
121 25
25
VOL. I. — No. HI.
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MISCELLANEOUS STATISTICS.
Tail* ofDistances on the Okie and Mississippi rivers, from Pittsburg
U> Uu Falls of St. Antkonj, on tic upper Mississippi
Mi1es.

Mouth of Ohio
St. Louis, Mo
Total to St. Louis, 1237 miles.
St. Louis, to mouth of Missouri. .
. 15
Hannibal, Mo.
La Grange, Mo.
Tully, Mo
Warsaw, 111....

Port Madison, W. T
Burlington, W. T
Oquawka, (Yellow Banks). .
Mouth of Iowa
Mouth of Pine River
Mouth of Rock River
Stevenson, 111
Rock Island

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

12
30
10
10
12
8
20
5
15
1
10
20
15
. 15
. 35
10
8
. 2
. 18
40
. 20
. 10
6
6
8
30
30
8
22
265

Total.
ITS
356
461
:v.c;
783
9*4
1237
24
39
99
111
141
151
161
i::i
181
£01
21k;
£.21
£2-2
232
252
2t17
28-2
317
327
335
337
355
395
415
125
431
437
445
475
505
513
535
800

Smithvi'lle. Ill
Bellview, W.T
Mouth of Fever River
Galena, 111
Du Buque, W. T
Cassville
<*•
Prairie la Porte
Prairie duChien
Falls of St. Anthony, about
Total to St. Anthony Falls, 800 miles.
Total from Pittsburg to St. Anthony Falls, 2037 miles.
The price of passage on the Mississippi and Ohio rivers is about three dollars per
hundred miles lor long distances, and four to five cents per mile, for short distances.
Deck passengers one dollar per hundred miles. The usual speed of the boats arc six
an hour up stream, and from ten to twelve down.
STATISTICS OF COTTON.
A writer in the Mobile Journal, under the signature of " Cotton Plant," sets down
the entire growth of cotton tni the world at 1,000,000,000. Ofthis, 550,000,000 are sup
posed to be grown in the United States - 30 in Brazil -8 in the West Indies - 27 ,n
LgyP' - 36 m the west ofAfrica- 190 in the west of Asia -35 S Mexico and S
America, except Brazil - and 14 millions elsewhere
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Thus, at ten cents per pound, (a price below which it has rarely ever fallen,) this
crop is worth one hundred million dollars. For the last 50 years, however, the value
(though often fluctuating suddenly and widely) has averaged 19t. At this price, the
present growth of the world is worth one hundred and ninety-two million five hundred
thousand dollars.
Of this about 350 millions ofpounds are consumed and manufactured in England —
about 150 millions in the United States— 80 in France — 250 in China and India —
15 in South America and Mexico, including Brazil — 35 in Germany — 45 in Turkey
and Africa — 10 in Spain — 85 in Prussia — and the remainder elsewhere.
The value of cotton manufactures in England, is believed to be annually about one
hundred and seventy millions of dollars — in France, seventy millions — in the United
States, sixty millions.
The capital employed in manufacturing by machinery is estimated, in England, at
two hundred millions of dollars — in France, at one hundred and twenty millions — in
the United States, at one hundred and ten millions.
The consumption in manufactures of raw cotton in all Europe, in 1803, was estimat
ed at only sixty millions of pounds. The whole consumption in Europe, in 1830, was
about 387 millions of pounds. In 1838, it is believed to be nearly 500 millions of
pounds.
South Carolina and Georgia were the first states in this union to grow cotton to any
considerable extent ; in 1791, two millions of pounds were grown in the union — lj
million of which grew in South Carolina, and half a million in Georgia.
In 1801, 40 millions was the crop of the United States — of which 20 millions grew
in South Carolina, 10 in Georgia, 5 in Virginia, 4 in North Carolina, and 1 in Ten
nessee.
In 1811, the crop ofthe United States had reached 80,000,000 — of which 40 grew
in South Carolina, 20 in Georgia, 8 in Virginia, 7 in North Carolina, 3 in Tennessee,
and 2 in Louisiana.
In 1821, one hundred and seventy millions ofpounds were growing in the Union, as
follows: — 50 millions in South Carolina, 45 in Georgia, 20 in Tennessee, 20 in Ala
bama, 12 in Virginia, 10 in North Carolina, 10 in Louisiana, and 10 in Missis
sippi.
In 1826 the whole crop of the Union was 318 1-2 millions. Of this, Georgia grew
75 millions, South Carolina70, Tennessee 45, Alabama 45, Louisiana 38, Mississippi 20,
Virginia 25, North Carolina 10, Florida 2, and Arkansas 1-2 of a million.
In 1833, the crops of the United States had increased to 437 3-4 millions. Of this, 88
millions grew in Georgia, 73 in South Carolina, 70 in Mississippi, lib in Alabama, 55
in Louisiana, 50 in Tennessee, 15 in Florida, 13 in Virginia, 10 in North Carolina, and
3-4 in Arkansas.
The next year, 1834, the crops had increased to 457 1-2 millions, and was grown as
follows — 85 in Mississippi, 8a in Alabama, 75 in Georgia, 65 1-2 in South Carolina,
62 in Louisiana, 45 in Tennessee, 20 in Florida, 10 in Virginia, 9 1-2 in North Caro
lina, and 1-2 in Arkansas.
Subsequently, no certain data are in our possession, but the estimate at this time is
550 millions as the whole crop of the union.
Thus it will be seen, that from 1791 to 1826, South Carolina was the most abundant
cotton growing state in the Union. In 1826, Georgia took the lead, and held it till 1834,
when Alabamaand Mississippi took the front rank. At this time, Mississippi is per
haps the most extensive cotton growing state in the Union — South Carolina and Ala
bama are next. — North Carolina is beginning to deteriorate as a cotton country ; while
the worn lands in middle Tennessee are thought to improve for this culture — maturity,
the vital desideratum, not being so easily allowed in the rank luxuriance ofthe fresher
■oils.
The Tobacco crop of the United States will amount this year, it is estimated, to
115,000 hogsheads. Last year it only reached 72,000 hogsheads, viz. :
Crop of 1839.
Crop of 1838.
In Virginia
45,000
In Virginia
26,000
Kentucky
35,000
Kentucky
27,000
Maryland
16,000
Maryland
16,000
Ohio
4,000
Ohio
3,000
115,000
72,000
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WOOL AND WOOLLEN MANUFACTURES.
The quantity of Wool imported into the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland in the year ended January 5, 1839, was 52,505,490 lbs.; of which there
came from Russia, 3,769,102 lbs.; Germany, 27,506,282 lbs.; Spain, 1,814,877 lbs.;
Italy, 1,785,894 lbs.; East India Company's territories, 1,897,266 lbs,: New South
Wales, 5,323,411 lbs. ; Van Dieman's Land, 2,490,292 lbs. ; States of Rio de la Plata,
1,109,639 lbs.; and Peru, 2,304,088 lbs.; Denmark, Prussia, Holland, Belgium, Tur
key, Portugal, Morocco, Cape of Good Hope, Chili, &c. contributed smaller quantities
than those enumerated. The total produce in British settlements was 10,039,934 lbs.
The quantity required for home consumption was 53,818,597 lbs. ; the quantity re-ex
ported was 1,897,860 lbs. — 1,225,339 going into Belgium; and the quantity ware
housed under bond, on January 5, 1839, was 4,017,610 lbs. The declared value of
British woollen manufactures exported amounted to £5,795,069, and of yarn,£3,085,892.
EXPORTS OP COTTON TARN AND MANUFACTURED GOODS.
The quantity of cotton yarn exported from the United Kingdom of Great Britain, in
the first six months of 1838, was 53,273,467 lbs. ; and the quantity in the first six months
of 1839 was 37,239,615 lbs.; decrease 16,033,852 lbs. or about thirty per cent. De
crease in the export to Holland, of 5,435,093 lbs. ; to Naples and Sicily, of 2,086,813
lbs. ; to Russia, of 2,432,438 lbs. ; to India and China, of 2,154,100 lbs. ; to Trieste,
Venice, and Austrian ports, 924,120 lbs.; to Turkey and the Levant, 579,730 lbs.
There would seem to have been a small increase (115,556 lbs.) to British North Ameri
ca, and a decrease to the United States, of 252,759 lbs. being about five sixths of the
whole quantity exported thither. The stock of cotton in Great Britain, on the 28th
June last, was estimated at 657,889 bags, equal to the consumption of 32J weeks, if
only 20,000 bags are consumed weekly during the year. Although the price of Ame
rican cotton was nearly 2d. per pound higher on the 1st of July last than at the cor
responding date of last year, the average prices of yarn are now rather below those of
that period.
TRADE OP THE UNITED KINGDOM.
The official returns which have just been made public, relative to the trade of the
United Kingdom, show, that the value of imports into the United Kingdom in 1838, as
per official valuation, was £61,268,300, being an increase of £6,500,000 over the imports
of 1837 — 8. The increase of the exports of the produce and manufactures ofthe Uni
ted Kingdom has been from £72,548,047 to £92,450,231, or very nearly 20,000,000.
According to returns, the real or declared value of the produce and manufactures of the
United Kingdom shipped off in the year ending on the 5th of January, 1839, was
£50,060,970, or about £8,000,000 more than the exports of 1838. The new vessels
built last year in the United Kingdom, amounted to 1490, of the tonnage of 270,290 tons.
STATISTICS OP THE PRESS.
The following information respecting the number of newspapers, magazines, and
periodicals, published in the United States on the 1st July, 1839, is derived from returns
made to the General Post Office at Washington, and published in the Globe :
Maine
41 Georgia
33
New Hampshire
26 Florida Territory
9
Vermont
31 Alabama
34
Massachusetts [at Boston, 65]
124 Mississippi
36
Rhode Island
14 Louisiana fat New Orleans, 101
26
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zines and reviews. Many of the daily papers also issue tri-weeklies, semi-weeklies, and
weeklies. Thirty-eight are in the German language, four in the French, and one in
the Spanish. Several of the New Orleans papers are printed in French and English.
BANK OF ENGLAND.
Quarterly Average of the Weekly Liabilities and Assets of ike Bank of England,from
the 30th of April, to the 23d of July, 1839, both inclusive, published pursuant to Act 3
and 4 William IV., cap. 98.
LIABILITIES
ASSETS
Circulation
£18,049,000 | Securities
£24,905,000
Deposits
7,955,000 I Bullion
3,785,000
£26,004,000 |
£28,690,000
Downing street, Joly 25, 1839.
As compared with the last, the above return exhibits a decrease in the amount of
bullion of £559,000, in that of the securities to the extent of £29,000, and in that of the
circulation to the extent of£52,000 ; while the deposits have been increased by £302,000.

MERCANTILE

MISCELLANIES.

BOSTON MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
This important association will celebrate their nineteenth anniversary on the 16th
instant, when an address will be delivered by the Hon. Rufus Choat, ana a poem by a
member of the society. We are pleased to hear of the prosperous condition of the in
stitution ; and hope that a suitable building will be erected, on the plan of the Clinton
Hall of this city, with lecture and reading rooms attached to the library. Such a build
ing is much needed in Boston, and the mercantile community there should supply the
deficiency, and thereby confer an inestimable benefit upon the rising generation.
ISAIAH M. ATKINS, Jr., President,
DAVID G. DEANE, Vice President,
WILLIAM L. WESTON, Secretary,
E. A. HOBART, Treasurer.
DIRECTORS.
N. P. Kemp,
W. N. Fairbanks,
James T. Fields,
E. F. Weld,
William Banks,
S. E. Sawyer,
F. G. Whiston.
H. B. Howe,
Edward Stearns.
CINCINNATI MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
From the annual report of the Cincinnati Mercantile Library Association, we gather
(1iU fXttnnMnn Iniavuimn fonis FV»«nn *U
4
.1
a*i.TfiO OO 1
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report. " The business of the counting house may be diligently attended to, and may
result in the possession of wealth, beyond the possibility of enjoyment ; but this alone
will leave an aching void in the breast, for there are capacities for happiness, which the
most rapid accumulation of property cannot fill."
m'culloch's dictionary or commerce.
The reputation of this work is so well established, that either praise or censure from
us could not be expected to effect it. . Our object in writing this notice, is to call the at
tention of our readers to the American edition, edited by Professor, Vethake, now in
course of publication by Thomas Wardle, Philadelphia, and George Adlard, New
York. The work will be completed in ten parts, (the third is now before us,) and forms
two royal octavo volumes, printed in the best style, and on good paper. This edition
will contain much important matter, not to be found in any other ; as, for example,
articles from the pen of the editor on banks, canals, coals, cotton, railroads, &c.
MANUFACTURE OP SAGO.
We are indebted to our successor, the Rev. John L. Sibley, in the conduct of the
" American Magazine of Useful and Entertaining Knowledge," for the following va
luable communication, descriptive of the manufacture of that important article of com
merce, Sago. It is contained in a letter addressed to Mr. Sibley by a gentleman
residing at Singapore. It will, we think, prove interesting at this time, as it has recent
ly been found a valuable substitute for flour.
Raw sago is the pith of a tree of the Palm family (MetToxylon Sag* ) The tree be
ing cut down, the exterior bark is removed, and the heart of it, a sofr, white, spongy,
and mealy substance, is gathered ; and, for the purpose of distant transportation, it is
put into conical bags made of the leaves of plantain trees and neatly tied up. In that
state it is called by the Malays sangoo tampin, or bundles of sago ; each bundle weighs
about thirty pounds.
On its arrival at Singapore, it is purchased by the Chinese manufacturers of sago,
and is treated in the following manner. Upon being carried to the manufactory, the plan
tain leafcovering is removed, and the raw sago, imparting a strong acid odor, is bruised,
and is put into large tubs of cold spring water, where it undergoes a process of purifica
tion by being stirred, suffered to repose, and again restirred in newly introduced water.
When well purified thus, it is taken out of the tubs by means of small vessels ; and be
ing mixed with a great deal of water, the liquid is gently poured upon a large and
slightly inclined trough, about ten inches in height and width ; and in the descent to
wards the depressed end, the sago is deposited in the bottom of the trough, whilst the
water flows into another large tub, where what may remain of sago is finally deposit
ed. As the strata of deposited sago increases in the trough, small pieces of slats are ad
justed to its lower end to prevent the escape of the substance. When by this pouring
process the trough becomes quite full of sago; it is then removed to make room for a
fresh one, whilst the former one is put out into the air, under cover, for a short time,
and on its being well dried, the sago within is cut into square pieces and taken out to
be thoroughly dried under cover, to protect it from the sun. It has then lost the acid
smell already noticed, and has become quite white. Afrer one day's drying thus, it is
taken into what may be called the manufactory, — a long shed, open in front and on
one side, and closed at the other and in the rear. Here the lumps of sago are broken
up and are reduced into an impalpable flour, which is passed through a sieve. Th«
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once of a man. The sago, on being taken off the fire, is spread out to cool on large ta
bles, after which, it is fit to be packed into boxes or put into bags for shipment ; and it
is known in commerce under the name ofpearl sago.
Thus the labor of fifteen or twenty men is required to do that which, with the aid of
simple machinery, might be done much better by three or four laborers. A water
wheel would both work a stirring machine, and cause an inclined cylinder to revolve
over a fire for the purpose of dry ing the sago, in the manner used for corn meal and
flour. But the Chinese have no idea of substituting artificial means, when manual ones
ore obtainable.
IMPROVEMENT IN THE MANUFACrURE OP SUGAF.
Mr. L. J. McCormick, of Baton Rouge. (La.) has invented an improvement in the
manufacture of sugar, which cannot fail to be of great advantage to planters. By this
invention, one cord of wood alone is sufficient to manufacture one hogshead (1,000 lbs.)
of sugar; which is less than one third of the fuel now consumed to produce the same
result. Mr. McCormick says naively enough, " To establish this invention, I must
be remunerated in some way ; and if the sugar planters have not the liberality and en
terprise to pay for its establishment on their plantations, they may have the firmness
to risk a few thousand dollars in a bet that it will not succeed."
BEET SUOAR IN MICHIGAN.
It appears by an article in the Genesee Parmer, that the people of Michigan are more
extensively engaged in the beet sugar business, than any other part of the Union. Sev
eral companies have been formed tor the purpose, which have planted large quantities
of beets, and some wealthy individuals are planting largely on their own account.
The Hon. Lucius Lyon, of Ionia county, came to Rochester a short time since, and
purchased at the seed store in that city, over three hundred pounds of sugar beet seed,
together with machines for sowing and cultivatingthem. Mr. L. stated that he intend
ed to plant one hundred and fifty acres of beets, and to erect suitable buildings and ap
paratus for an extensive sugar manufactory. He expressed the fullest confidence in the
success of the enterprise, and has sent to France for an experienced workman to super
intend the buisness.
NATIVE GOLD.
Among the many varieties of minerals which abound in Missouri, says the St.
Louis Republican, we now have incontestible evidence of the existence of gold. We
have seen a lump of native gold, which was found on the farm of Mr. Bacon, on the
waters of the Merrimac, about thirty miles from St. Louis. The lump was turned up
where he was ploughing, and was about halfthe size of a hen's egg. The piece shown
to us was a part of thelarge lump. It had been assayed by one or more of the gentle
men of the Western Academy of Natural Science, and pronounced to be about seven
teen carats fine. We are told that a number of lumps of the same kind have, at differ
ent times, been picked up in that neighborhood, but no one knowing what metal it was,
it has heretofore elicited very little attention. We are not informed whether the indi
cations are such as to justify the expectation that it exists in large quantities. We
presume, from its having been found in several places, that there will yet be more im
portant discoveries made.
LEGHORN STRAW.
The Bulletin des Sciences states, that M. Fournier, of Geneva, visited Florence in
1823, and made inquiries respecting the bearded wheat of Tuscany. He says this
wheat is cultivated both for bread, and for the manufacture of straw braid ; in some
parts of the valley ofthe Arno, between Pisa and Florence, it is cultivated for the straw
only. The seed is sown very thick in poor, stony land ; when the grain has grown
to the height of afew inches, it is mown, that the stalks may be more delicate; if they
are still too large they are mown again, and ifnecessary, two or three times more; when
the stems are sufficiently fine, they ore suffered to grow, and as soon as the plants are
in blossom, the groin being yet in the milk, they are pulled up ; they are then exposed
to the sun upon the sand near the river, and watered from time to time. After the straw
has acquired aproper color, it is carefully assorted according to the fineness and length
ofthe stalk. The only part used for fine braid, is that which extends from the head to
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near the firstioint ; the part between' the first and third joints is reserved for common
braids. M. Fournier presented samples ofthe straw, unprepared, to Mr. Salisbury of
England.
BANKS IN SOUTH AMERICA.
A citizen of the United States has obained a charter from the Republic of Eucador,
for a bank, the principal branch of which is to be established at Guayaquil. The
chief provisions of the charter are as follows:
The bank is to be one of discount and deposite. The capital, five hundred thou
sand dollars, to be paid in the coin of the Republic, and to remain constantly in the
bank.
The bank may issue bills, payable in specie at sight, to twice the amount of the cap
ital. No bill to be issued for less than ten dollars, under penalty of forfeiting their
charter. These bills shall not be heldtis legal tender inpayment of debts. The gov
ernment may receive them in payment of duties, but will not compel its creditors to re
ceive them.
The bank shall lend to no individual, at one time, more than ten thousand dollars.
It shall hold no property, other than the banking house.
It shall not be concerned, directly or indirectly, in any commercial transactions, other
than the puchase of bills of exchange, foreign and domestic, under the penalty of for
feiting its charter.
The bank may demand nine per cent, interest upon its loans, and no more. No
officer or director of the bank shall borrow from it more than five thousand dollars at
any one time.
The charter shall continue for ten years, revocable at the pleasure of the govern
ment.
The bank shall receive in deposite all funds of the government, and pay them out,
free of charge.
LOSS OF BANK NOTES.
The old Bank of the United States was chartered in 1791, and in active operation for
twenty years. Its circulation never exceeded twenty millions. In 1823, by decree of
court, the trustees of the Bank were released from any obligations to redeem outstand
ing bills, as twelve years had elapsed from the expiration of the charter ; and notice, by
public advertisements, had been widely spread for seven years. The notes then unre
deemed amounted to two hundred and five thousand dollars. A fund of five thousand
dollars was reserved for instances ofpeculiar hardship ; but the whole amount present
ed docs not much exceed eleven hundred dollars to the present time, of which the great
er part was in the hands of an invalid revolutionary soldier, and liquidated in 1825. A
note of ten dollars, however, was redeemed a short time since.
The result of the note account of the second Bank of the United States cannot be
known for some years. An estimate was made by the government in fixing the price
of the seven millions of stock sold to the Bank, but the amount was, of course, a matter
of mere speculation.
DAILY VALUE OP SUNSHINE.
The value of the agricultural products of the United States cannot be less than
8500,000,000 annually. The perfection of this is depending on the weather of four
months, June, July, August, and September, or about 120 days. Every one knows that
without sunshine the crops would be a failure either partially or totally ; and hence we
can estimate iis average value at about fmtr millions of dollars daily. There can be
no doubt, that, considering the nature of the previous weather, the beautiful days pre
ceding the 20th ofJuly, added from ten to fifteen millions daily to the value of our ag
ricultural products ; yet, like many other good things, the very commonness of this in
valuable and powerful agent, causes it to be overlooked. Without sunshine, the earth
would soon become another chaos, destitute of order, " without form and void."
LOUISIANA TOBACCO TRADE.
The largest cargo of tobacco ever shipped at New Orleans was that of the ship Rialto
for London, the 26th ult. with 659 hogsheads, valued at New Orleans at near 200,000
dollars.
[INCREASE OF FLOUR.
At one of our great flour marts, Richmond, Va. near 240,000 barrels and half barrels
had been inspected the year ending June 30, exceeding we believe the amount of any
preceding year.
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Art. I. — WHAT CONSTITUTES A MERCHANT*
While the labor of the mechanic moulders or decays after him, the title
of merchant is sounded for ages. Cities may be swept to the outline of their
foundation ; but, their merchants are kept in remembrance. Whole nations
will war to protect a single merchant : for he carries the honor of his coun
try at the mast of his vessel. His success is the success of that country ; and
his insolvency causes the firmest institutions of his own land to tremble.
The ocean seems to rejoice with the freight of his ships ; the winds lend him
their breath ; the iron appears to have become magnetic for him ; his mere
cipher is known and respected thousands of miles away ; he has been call
ed the steward of the world's stock ; while the virtues of the earth are sup
posed to guide and to sustain him.
Even the gentler part of his household have, in monarchies, shone with
a brilliancy that caused envy to arise in the heart of queens. Jane of France,
wife of Philip the Fair, while residing a few days at Bruges, was mortified
at the splendor of the merchants' wives : " I thought," said she, " I had
been the only queen here ; but I find there are above six hundred queens in
this city !"
And who has not read ofthe Hanseatic league, whereby the merchant with
stood the exaction of nobles, and rescued the sea from pirates? By industry
and fidelity, the merchants, under this league, could run their cables almost
round the world. Alas for them that they became warlike, and neglected the
peaceable pursuit ofcommerce. It destroyed them and their many ships ; and
thetim:' -'ame when, to use the quaint language of the period, " most of their
teeth wei i out, and the rest loose." Yet in the history ofthe world, there is
notamore extraordinary example of what industry, with a strict union of in
terests for effecting a great purpose, can do, than was performed by the man
of comm rce under the league.
* A Lecture read before the Mercantile Library Association of New-York, by
Charles Edwahds, Esq. and now first published in the Merchants' Magazine, by re
quest ofthe Board of Directors.
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All nations take special knowledge of the law merchant ; and the common
and statute law of more countries than one, leave the causes of merchants,
in many cases, to their own peculiar code. The custom of merchants is even
a part of the common law, of which judges must take notice; and if any
doubt arise about the custom, they may send for merchants to know it
The Magna Charta of England, (as strong a sheet-anchor as our declara
tion of Independence.) makes special provision for the safety of the strangermerchant. And it is not a little singular, that it should have found its way
there ; for Magna Charta is a mere interior treaty between a King and his
natural-born subjects. However, so it is : and this gives Montesquieu the
chance of saying that the English had made the protection of foreign mer
chants one of the articles of their national liberty, and shows how much
they value those three great advantages, religion, liberty, and commerce.
And it does the heart good to recur to instances of mercantile character ;
and to observe upon proofs of the respect which countries have paid to the
merchant.
The tact and generosity ofan English merchant, Thomas Sutton, is said
to have materially aided in the defeat of the Spanish Armada, and thereby
saved British liberty from torture and thumb screws.
A fear of the power of merchants stopped Charles V. from establishing
the inquisition in Antwerp ; while a merchant of that city lent this king a
million of money, and, at an entertainment which he gave him, burnt the
bond in a fire of cinnamon—at that time a most costly spice.
A merchant of France raised an army at his own expense ; and lent millions
to his country. A Georgian of low birth was able, by the quiet acts of com
merce, to obtain an immense revenue, and to keep 6000 troops in his pay.
His doors were always open, he was beloved by his brother merchants, and
known for his deep and various learning.
Russia, with all her extent of land, was as nothing, until that half Goth,
Peter, surnamed by his countrymen the Great, promoted the advancement
of commerce. He gave his personal attention to the building of ships, train
ing of seamen, opening of harbors, and the establishment of ports.
Our own country, though young in her commercial relations, can already
show what may be gained by the merchant. Girard has raised his own
monument ; Irving has deemed the enterprise of a merchant a fitting theme ;
while the furnace of the present time will bring out the refined gold of mer
cantile character, and make it a subject for future history. Nor does it mat
ter from what source a merchant gains his greatness.
Cities subsist by the manufacture of such slight articles as ribands. Den-
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With such power in commerce, find such examples before him, the young
man, who is looking towards merchandise for his future good, must natu
rally desire to gain the title of Merchant. What, then, constitutes a Mer
chant? A word, nevertheless, here, upon the idea which persons at times
attach to the mercantile man. They lose sight of the broad space over which
he carries his thoughts and property, and fancy his intellect to be as confined
as his counting room. Taking one example, let us listen to the prejudices
of Dr. Johnson. " At breakfast," says his e ntertaining jackall, Boswell, " I
asked, what is the reason that we are angry at a tradi r's having opuhnce?"
" Why. sir," said Johnson, " the reason is (though 1 don't undc rtake to prove
there is a reason) we see no qualities in trade that should ( ntitle a man to su
periority. We are not anerry at a soldier's gating richis. because we see
that he possesses qualities which we have not. If a man returns from a battle,
having lost one hand, and with the other full of gold, we feel that he deserves
the gold; but we cannot think that a f llow sitting all day at a desk is enti
tled to get above us." " But," respond' d Boswell, "may we not suppose a
merchant to be a man of an enlarged mind, such as Addison in the Spec
tator describes Sir Andrew Freeport to have been?" " Why, sir," retorted
'Johnson, " we may suppose any fictitious character. We may suppose a
philosophical day laborer, who is happy in reflecting that, by his labor,
he contributes to the fertility of the earth and the support of his fellow crea
tures ; but we find no such philosophical day laborer. A merchant may,
perhaps, be a man of an enlarged mind ; but there is nothing in trade con
nected with an enlarged mind." Johnson is too well known at the present
day to require a comment upon remarks hazarded for effect. He who could
say that Americans ought to be thankful for any thing allowed them " short
ofhanging" will not have much weight with my hearers.
There are, also, persons who would sacrifice the merchant for the agricul
turist; and consider the latter as all in all. However, gentlemen, the genius
of a country who looks to her fields alone, sits like a poor shepherdess upon
the mountains, who is content at seeing the waves of the surrounding ocean
fashioned into white lambs, and the billows rise like her cattle in anger. The
true genius will, with the glance of thought, see how that ocean is panting
for the productions of the earth. Such an one proves to be a Minerva, who
can and will cast aside her warlike emblems, to place the first vessel upon
the sea, and encourage every Jason of her country to steer fearlessly for the
golden fleece. The agriculturist bears no comparison to the merchant.
Those persons who have lived in or visited maritime cities, must, at once, ac
knowledge this. The merchant can " stand as one upon a rock, surrounded
by a wilderness of sea." The farmer must have his rich pasture, a kind cli
mate, and seed to sow. He has to wait for hay time and harvest : the mer
chant casts his bread upon the waters at all seasons. There is as much dif
ference between them as between an inventor and a mere working man. It
is true that Sully looked to the industry of the countryman as the only source
of wealth. " Tillage and pasturage, it was a favorite saying of his, " are
the two breasts by which France is nourished, the real treasures of Peru."
It is likewise true that Sully seriously checked national industry by not en
couraging manufactures and commerce.
Trade has this power over agriculture : it increases the wealth of a nation
without the labor of producing or fabricating a single article. This is done
through fearlessly carrying the dead stock of the agriculturist and planter to
places where such stock is not produced. Trade is the foster mother of ag...
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culture. The man of the country may feel himself a priest of nature : but
gentleness and a love of the beautiful are also found in a maritime city. Phi
losophy can move around our wharves as well as repose under a tree. Nature
may be studied amongst us, (although she may be discovered with more dif
ficulty ;) and I
"
rather would entreat thy company,
To view the wonders of the world abroad,
Than, living dully slu"a;ardized at home,
Wear yourself out in shapeless idleness."
The only advantage the farmer possibly can possess, is in a selfish quiet of
mind — letting his thoughts merely
" Hang on each leaf, and cling to every bough."
But who is this being we are upholding? My young friends are by this
time asking : how can I compass this character ? When will it be my lot to
rank as a merchant 1 Even now 1 can buy, and I can sell. Yet varied
excellence is not mine. What must I do to deserve the title ? — What
constitutes a Merchant ?
Our merchant, then, possesses decision of character. His mind may
be allowed to vibrate, for that the needle does ; yet, like the needle, it will
stil 1 be constant. If a youth find his disposition vacillating ; if he le! " I dare
not," wait upon " I would" — then we bid him not go where merchants most
do congregate; he must keep his foot from the floor of the Exchange, and not
let his ventures be squandered abroad. He should move in a narrower sphere,
where his virtues may still be recognised, and his anxieties not be over
stretched. Many a youth has made his fortune by determination of mind,
while more have marred their prospects from a want of it. No man can con
duct a great and honorable traffic who has it not. He who is without deci
sion of character, makes a bad debt and a doubtful bargain ; and the motto
of the merchants for centuries has been, "better a loss at sea, than a bad debt
on land." His desire of rising will be checked by an idea of falling. He
fears the battle before the trumpet has sounded. He will be apt to say with
Sir Walter Raleigh:
" Pain would I climb, but that I fear to fall ;"
While we would answer with Elizabeth :
" If thy heart fail thee, climb thou not at all."
Such an one cannot succeed, but he will bring himself down lo exclaim,
" The thorns which I have reaped, are of the tree I planted. They have
torn me, and I bleed."
He who has decision of character does not inquire whether an act be right.
He feels it is ; and knowing, will pursue, and must attain the profitable end.
He is prompt and firm; the billow stays him not — even in its stormiest
hour ; nor can the wintry gulfs be barriers, for he has confidence without
obstinacy, and constancy of purpose under all circumstances. When the
friends of Pompey attempted to dissuade him from hazarding his life on a
tempestuous sea, in order to be at Rome on an important occasion, this man
of decision said : " It is necessary for me to go : it is not necessary for me to
live."
And let our friend come to his labor with a cheerful disposition:
for it helps wonderfully in making a good bargain. A cheerful disposition,
says Hume, is worth ten thousand a year. With decision of character and
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a cheerful disposition, our merchant will be enabled to ward off envy and
hatred ; and we bid him not flatter himself that they will keep away, for,
as it has been prettily said, envy and hatred did not spare Fenelon.
There is, then, an Ambition belonging to our merchant. I speak not of
that ambition which destroyed Woolsey : for that was the ambition of an
unbounded stomach—nor the ambition that weighed down Milton's angels :
for it was mingled with envy—nor the ambition of Csesar : for it smacked of
dominion—but, the ambition which, as Bacon hath it, " maketh men ac
tive, earnest, full ofalacrity, and stirring,"—in fine—a desire to accomplish a
name which shall rate like a ship of the first class ; be sounded with hones
ty in distant marts ; give to his bill of exchange the currency of the world,
and to^ his merchandise the highest price and the best consideration. This
is a laudable ambition : for it can only be obtained through years of active
intelligent business and unbending integrity. John Ludwig, a Saxon peasant,
was dismissed from school, when he was a child, after four years' ineffectual
struggle to learn the ordinary rules of arithmetic. He had been, during the
time, beaten and scolded in vain. He spent several subsequent years in
common labor, but, at length, some accidental circumstances excited his am
bition ; and he became expert in all the common rules, and mastered the
rule of three and fractions, by the help of an old school book, in the course
of one year. He afterwards, without assistance, overcame geometry, and
raised himself, by the force of ambition rightly directed, from obscurity to
fame. Here we have a fair illustration of a laudable ambition.
The virtue of Truth never leaves a merchant. A price current will,
with him, have the honesty of an oath, without the necessity of one : and a
deposition at the custom house is considered a solemn declaration. The
false entry and short measure are only known in the vocabulary ofthe knave
—they are not to be found in any mercantile compendium. Nor will I
grant my gentleman the benefit of the whitest lie that Mrs. Opie may have
illustrated.
It is needless to point out all the fruits ofknowledge the merchant enjoys.
Still he must be a ripe and good scholar. He knows not from what
part of the world consignments may come ; nor who maybe his correspon
dents. Yet he is ready with knowledge to handle any peculiar article, and con
verse with or write to every intelligent consignor. The Senate of his country
may, at a few hours warning, call upon him to attend and give information up
on matters of national importance ; a court ofjustice will want his experience ;
the great Lord Mansfield—great must he be in the respect of the merchant,
for he built up the beautiful system of commercial law—was in the habit of
consulting with merchants when he had doubts in mercantile trials. In a re
ported case, upon adjustment, he is made to say : " as I expected the other
cause would be tried, I thought a good deal about the point, and endeavored
to get what assistance I could, by conversing with some gentlemen of experi
ence in adjustments." At the social board, our merchant has to meet the
well informed of other lands ; a ship at the Narrows is in jeopardy, and he
has got to act and to advise in a moment of storm, and in a matter ofwreck ;
merchandize is injuring in the warehouse or in a dark hold, and his informa
tion and action must check the ravage—all this, and much more, must the
merchant meet, go through with, overcome, and bring to his own end, and to
the advantage of those who, in absence, rely upon him.
Nor would we have our young merchant lose his time upon so many works
of fancy, as I regret to say, fill up, not ornament, the shelves of the Mercantile
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Association. Poetry, and Romance may be playthings, but never become
playmates. The novel-reader seldom turns out a follower of philosophy ;
nor is the lover of poetry often a man of business. I a maware of the fascina
tion around romance, and how much the time of youth is the period of poesy.
A wizard, too, has produced works that have enchanted the old and the new
hemisphere; and though that wizard now sleeps beneath the ruins of Dryburgh Abbey, in Scotland, yet his spells remain. However, Knights of old
gained more by destroying' or breaking through the enchantment, than in
going into fairy palaces. Bunyan's pilgrim found difficulties in passing
worldly enticements, and getting to the top of the delectable mountains : but
when he had arrived there, prudence, piety, and charity, caused him plainly to
see the bright city in the distance.
It is a healthy reader we require. He must break the rock for the garnet,
dig deep for the gold, and sift it well when found ; move up the hill to the
very source ofthe spring, and not be satisfied with the flower upon the sur
face of the ground.
Nor let our subject for a moment fancy he can gain all he wants from out
ward business; and even if he could, he would lose the enjoyment arising
from study. " Who so valueth," says an ancient author, " the fruit he buyeth
of the still woman in a market, as that which his own hand hath gathered
after great pains, and. it may be, peril encountered in the search?" Nor
shall he say, " I can learn of my employers:" for he is to understand that,
through books, he learns from many employers — he thus comes at the skil
ful result of many masters. Nor will wholesome reading be otherwise than
beneficial. " The same age," says an historian, " which produces great phi
losophers and politicians, renowned generals and poets, usually abounds with
skilful weavers and ship chandlers. We cannot reasonably expect that a
piece of woollen cloth will be wrought to perfection in a nation which is ig
norant of astronomy, or where ethics are neglected."
And then, for arithmetic and figures in general. Our merchant
not only knows that 2 and 2 make 4 ; but he has, in all honesty, to let his
accounts show it, notwithstanding Swift, in his wit, chooses to say, that in
the arithmetic of the custom house 2 and 2 do not make 4.
To keep good books (not merely honest ones) is a first virtue. They
form the only true balance by which to find the quantum of riches, the quan
tity of business, and the amount of loss. There is no occasion, as in days
of old, to weigh the shekels of silver in cumbrous scales : for not only the
value of these, but dealings with all the world, may be compressed into a sheet
of ruled paper — into a smaller space than any mechanical screw could force
them; and yet, having a harmony more perfect than musical notes, and as
true, in results, as the ends of the Deity. Edgeworth calls arithmetic "that
useful, essential branch of knowledge, without which neither the abstract
sciences nor practical arts can be taught."
A readiness at figures produces confidence, and adds prudence to the moral
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regularity, and justice of their books, which they esteem as authentic regis
ters, concerning not only themselves, but all other persons that they have had
dealings with, or may derive interests thereupon ; and to such books appeals
are commonly made, for they are or ought to be the truth, whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, of all that is done and disposed in a method, videlicet,
by waste, journal, and leger, the most exquisite for repertory and use that the
wit of man, with utmost application, has been able to frame."
Even the law, with all its severity, under certain circumstances, respects
and admits the books of a merchant as evidence of what may be owing to
kim, provided he can first prove he keeps correct accounts. Great ends may
be obtained by a perseverance in figures.
And, as allied to this, we may speak of mechanics and geometry.
The merchant's mere wharf or pier cannot be laid without a practical
use of mechanics, depending upon geometrical principles ; for he has to guard
against the pressure of earth and of water. But mathematics will require
has best attention. " If a child be bird-witted," says Lord Bacon, " that is,
hath not the faculty ofattention, the mathematics giveth a remedy thereunto ;
for in them, if the wit be caught away but for a moment, one is to begin
anew." A knowledge ofgeometry will lead our boy-merchant to the science
of navigation, and then the course of his ships, the conduct of their captains,
and the correctness of the log book, may be tested ; while the science of me
chanics will tell him how to cut great bare of iron with the same ease he
would separate a willow wand, allow him to stamp sullen metal with as muck
facility as he can impress his seal upon the letter of business, cause him to
draw ashore and launch again great ships as lightly as the ancient Briton
moved his coracle, and tell him how to lift coal and ore from the mines
without a stiffing of his breath. The merchani must be mechanical. He
cannot possibly do without even the ordinary mechanical powers. He every
day requires the firm foot of the lever ; his crane is made of the wheel and the
axis ; and, by the inclined plane, he causes an unbroken line for the trans
mission of his goods over hill and valley. In truth, gentlemen, your true
merchant will seize upon the whole range of natural and experimental
philosophy. In Hydrostatics, which includes the hydrometer, he finds
that cup of Tantalus, the cyphon ; the diving bell, of which the world will
hear more ; the beautiful action of pumps ; and the water press, whereby a
single man can bring light goods into twenty times less compass than they
were originally — thus allowing a vessel to carry twenty times more pack
ages than it could without the means of the water press. Then, there are
the laws of motion, and the steam engine ; and who. in this land of a Fulton's
labors, where the steam paddle was invented, where this miffhty power, the
steam engine, everv where "wields its larire limbs, and noddintr shakes the
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One fifth of the imported article termed tea, is said to be spurious. This,
our merchant detects, if he be a botanist; not one of those purblind
men, who seek a plant for its rarity,
" A fingering alave,
One that would peep and botanize
Upon his mother's grave ;"
but he, who takes up the science as a philosopher and a philanthropist,
who finds tongues in trees, and geodness in every thing. There is some
thing more than mere amusement in knowing plants. Their virtues are
many, and their usefulness great. They can restore us to health ; destroy
our natural enemies ; lend to our dress their beautiful colors ; and cheer us
by their essence. There are but few merchants who have not directly to do
with subjects of botany.
A merchant, too, will be a li nouist. If his tongue were restricted to one
language, his traffic would, very likely, be confined to one country—at least,
he must tread with fear where he is as a dumb man. The leaves of the world,
the beautiful leaves ofthe world are open to him, who can discourse in divers
tongues; while he who knows no more than his native language, finds the
book of nature no larger or better than a sybil's scroll. There is a praise
worthy pride in obtaining the power of commercial ideas in several living
languages ; then arises the benefit accruing in a business point of view; and
lastly, the pleasure derived from other tonguea Other worlds of thought
come around the linguist. Not only the inhabitants of stranger lands, then
appear as in a glass, but their hopes, fears, desires, passions, minstrelsy, and
every mental enjoyment, are subject to his observation. Who does not de
sire to read Don Quixote in Spanish, and Moliere in French 1 How much
must a German lose who cannot peruse and feel Shakspeare in an English
type; and perhaps that German is pitying me for not understanding his
Schiller in the original.
The laws have the attention of our merchant: while mercantile law es
pecially receives his homage and study. Nor is the learning of it at all un
interesting. Its language is not, like the common law, made up of
" Phrase which time has thrown away,
Uncouth words in disarray,
Trick'd in antique ruffand bonnet."
It is the dialect of common sense — the ordinary speech of men of business.
The immense increase of suits in our courts, has been caused by questions upon
mercantile law. Let any one consider, for a moment, the vast and com
plicated scheme of our foreign and domestic trade — let him reflect upon the
multitude of hands through which the several commodities pass — on the
thousand modes which are in operation for advancing the separate interests
of all concerned — on the -amazing stimulus which luxury has given to com
petition, and the countless schemes and speculations thence resulting ; let him
endeavor to reckon up the various classes of men who derive, not subsistence
only, but opulence, from trade —the hosts of manufacturers, merchants, bro
kers, partners, shipowners, wharfingers, carriers, bankers, money jobbers,
and insurers — and, lastly, the confusion arising from insolvency 1 And yet,
the system is simple and harmonious. Still, though simple and harmonious,
it is remarkable how much of law is contained in an ordinary mercantile
transaction. Let us take, for instance, the common case of an English house
directing their partner here to buy and ship a certain quantity offoreign pro
duce. This agent employs a broker to effect the purchase, who makes a
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bargain with the grower or manufacturer, on a specified day,*at a particular
place, to be thence shipped to England. The seller gives the broker three
months credit for the price, and he draws a bill of exchange on his principal
for the amount, which is accepted by him, payable at the banker's abroad.
In order to provide funds for the payment of this bill when due, the partner
draws on the house in England in favor of the bank, by whom this second
bill is discounted, and the cash placed to the credit of the drawer, so as to
meet his acceptance. The second bill is then endorsed over by the bank to
a bill broker, who sells it for value, to be ultimately paid by the house in
England on account of the goods so purchased for them. Now this, stripped
of its machinery, is neither more nor less than a simple sale between A. and
B., of goods to be delivered on a day fixed, and paid for in three months time.
It is evident, however, that out of the transaction a great variety of legal con
sequences may arise : for the goods may neither be of the quality nor quantity
contracted for — they may have been damaged in the carriage either by land
or water — they may have been altogether lost — the broker may have de
viated from his authority in making the purchase — he may have become
insolvent before the three months expired — the firm in England also may be
insolvent either before or after the goods are shipped — and they may be
stopped in transitu — or after their arrival the wharfinger may have de
tained them for his general balance — and questions of liability upon the bill
of exchange may arise. Here is an ordinary mercantile transaction, and yet
it involves the law of contracts; the liability of ship carriers; the legal con
sequences between broker and principal ; the law of insurance ; the provi
sions of insolvent and bankrupt acts; the right of stopping goods while they
are on their way, or in transitu; and the Jaw of bills of exchange.
Our merchant is not likely to be as ignorant as the lawyer, who knew so
little of quarantine as to consider the word a name for an island, and asked a
witness whereabouts it was situated ; but I am compelled to say, that in my
professional career I have found men who called themselves merchants, some
times very deficient in matters of mercantile law, although connected with
quarantine, and other things relating to hourly business. A little study
would have saved them in fees, given them confidence in their calling, and
added to the sphere of their usefulness, and their knowledge. There is hardly
a step the commercial man takes which has not a legal principle, custom, or
form, around it. The mere taking of a partner involves new consequences.
Persons would be more cautious in going into partnerships, if they were
aware of the additional legal responsibilities and duties they have then to
assume. The taking of a partner appears as pleasant and simple as the put
ting of a silver string upon a well tried musical instrument, which sounded
very well before. It possibly gives an appearance of value ; but this very
act may spoil the harmony and the music — discord, in both cases, though in
different ways, may be the result.
How common a thing is the act of insurance, and yet how few young
merchants can tell me about re-insurance, or double insurance, or warranty,
or changing the ship, or barratry, or sea worthiness, or other common heads,
connected with this branch of mercantile law. I am inclined to fear our
young merchant might, if he were subject to be catechised, fall into almost as
great an error, in regard to points of insurance, as a late English judge is said
to have done in relation to a thing insured. It is told as a fact, and may tend
to lighten this part of my lecture — for law is proverbially dry. This judge
was trying an action on a policy of insurance, relating to certain merchanvol. l — No. iv.
38
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dise from Russia, well known under the term Russia duck. The cause
lasted the best part of a day. His honor the judge had allowed his mind to
dwell upon the bird, Russia ducks, and not the cloth ofthat name, Russia duck,
and when he summed up to the jury, he complained that the counsel on nei
ther side had presented any evidence to show how Russia ducks could possibly
be damaged by sea water. With regard to mercantile law, I trust the day
will come, gentlemen, when there will be a court of merchants in this city, to
try commercial matters. The courts of common law would be much relieved,
and the merchant rest satisfied. The members of such a court could sit at
stated periods, and act on oath, as do judges and juries in law courts ; parties,
their agents, and witnesses, should also be sworn before a magistrate to speak
the truth ; the persons litigating could be obliged to enter into bonds to abide
the decision of the court, and such decision be made a rule of court, and be
enforcid by it. I say, I trust this will one day take place.
A knowledge of mercantile law is of great service to our merchant when
he reside s abroad — where he may have, personally, to defend his own rights,
and plead his own cause. Speaking of Sir Dudley North, his entertaining
biographer says, " I have heard one merchant say, that he had tried, in the
Turkish courts, above five hundred causes, and for the most part used no
dragomc n or interpreters, as foreigners commonly do, but, in the language of
the country, spoke for himself."
Every lad has a superficial knowledge of geography ; this is not enough.
He must be well versed in topography and the resources of coun
tries. In this way he will have a certainty in the quantities of demand and
deficiency, and escape the loss arising from rash speculation. For example:
in the great English cotton speculation of 1825, the general but visionary
idea was. that the supply of cotton was no longer commensurate with the de
mand, and the competition did not raise the price so high as to diminish the
consumption by the manufacturers in too great a degree, to enable them to
take off the quantity actually brought to market. There was, in truth, no
deficiency in the supply of cotton, but, on the contrary, a great superabun
dance ; and even if there had been a deficiency, the excess to which the price
was carried must have checked consumption so much, as to occasion a serious
decline. The falling off in the export of cotton from this country in 1824,
seems to have been the source of the delusion. It was supposed that this
falling off was not accidental, but the consequence of the price of cotton ha
ving been, for a series of years, inadequate to defray the expenses of its culti
vation. The result showed that this calculation was most erroneous. And,
besides, in entering on the speculation, no attention was paid to Egypt and
Italy, countries from which only about 1,400,000 lbs. of cotton were obtained
in 1824, but from which no less than 23,800,000 lbs. were obtained in 1825.
Now, if the merchant had kept a commercial eye over Egypt and Italy, and
upon the superabundance in America, he would have saved himself from ex
penses, and probably ruin. Indeed, the man who knows his business, will
avoid action where many have already engaged. A commodity, unusually
high in the market, is likely to fall far below the cost of its production. The
merchant's maxim is, " Buy in the cheapest market, and sell in the dearest;"
and this is said to be the best rule for the trade of a whole nation.
The prejudices, too, of a country, must be studied. These prejudices
will have to be canvassed ere he embark in a speculation. Some years ago,
a number of English merchants joined together to speculate in butter, and,
in that way, to transport the finest milch cows to South America, where pas
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turage was luxuriant, but butter not known. The best farming men were
sent on, at a great expense, and the dairy maid was not forgotten. After
much labor and delay, butter, worthy of an English dairy, or even our own
Goshen, was produced — but the charming butter and the profit melted to
gether ; there was no market for the article ; the natives kept to their old
prejudices, and still preferred to feed on nasty rancid oil. These speculators,
gentlemen, should have dealt in oil, and in that way might have put the but
ter on their own bread. And our merchant's knowledge of countries goes
beyond resources and prejudices. He watches the vices of the inhabitants,
for, as a friend has truly observed, more money is made through the vices
than by the virtues of a people. We trace this in the profits upon the coarse
spirituous liquors of the South, the opium of India, and the more disgusting
tobacco of our own country. This last article, the " favorite filth of every
savage lip," took little more than half a dozen years to be common as far as
ships could carry it, while the cheering and refreshing coffee had nearly four
hundred years to make itself known in Europe. A late British publication
tells us that the discovery of coffee was, like the discovery of steam power,
the result of chance. An Arab, the Sheik Omar, fell under persecution in
his own country. He and his disciples fled to a mountain in the province of
Yanen, where, in the desert, all usual food failed him. A coffee berry grew
there wild, and the distressed refugee, as it was too hard for him to masticate,
tried its effects in boiling ; he drank the liquor, found himself revived, and
made it immortal.
Our merchant, in sooth, has a consummate knowledge of other lands — he
knows each plain and mountain, river and desert — their extent— their pro
ductions. He ought almost to feel, at least to know, of the wind and the
storm that periodically drive over the land; for it is for him to calculate upon
the crops of the valley, the yielding of the flocks, and the extent of metals
upon trie mountains, and the vintage half way down. Should he desire, for
instance, to trade with Holland, he will not forget her canals, or lose sight of
how and when merchandise comes through these veins of the country to the
yielding heart — the city of export, lfhedeal with China, he knows enough
to guard against the difficulties arising to all foreigners from despotism, pride,
prejudice, jealousy, and corruption. If Egypt claim his resources, he will
have to watch the Nile, for if the water comcth not, neither do the produc
tions of the earth. Should the wheat crop fail in his own land, he ought to
know the resources of the European continent; and, perhaps, the following
information, which it is believed may be relied on, will be new, and ofservice.
It is remarkable, as showing present resources. On passing up the Vistula,
recently, an English merchant saw, at Dantzic, heaps of wheat on each side
of the river, five or six feet deep, of considerable breadth, and extending nearly
seven miles. It is preserved from the effects of the weather by a peculiar
kind of matting and sail cloth. Several thousand persons are constantly em
ployed in turning this immense quantity of grain, and exist upon it — the
simple preparation of their meals being to boil the corn in the water of the
Vistula. They reside in straw huts, erected adjoining the scene of their em
ployment. This astonishing superabundance of produce, consisting ofnearly
600,000 quarters, has been brought from Galicia and Poland to its present
situation, for the purpose of being exported to foreign countries.
Allied to what we have last mentioned is Hydrography. Knowing the
latter, the merchant fearlessly binds himself by charter-party and insurance,
and sends forth his vessels with confidence. He will, then, not be plucking
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the grass to know where sits the wind, nor he peering in maps for ports, and
piers, and roads, for this he did in the days of his youthful mercantile educa
tion. He now knows the depth of water in each harbour, the place of the
sand bar, and the sunken rock. He will send his schooner where he is certain
it can glide over the coral reef, and keep from narrow channels, and shoal
water, his wealthy Andrew.
The ordinances and regulations connected with the weights, measures,
and coin of a country, should also be familiar. Science comes in aid of the
civil authority in such matters. Commercial countries have paid much at
tention to them. Our own law, in 1834, directed the Treasury department
to have standards constructed for the several custom houses. These standards
are now in progress ; indeed, it is said, that for six of the principal custom
houses they are finished. It is observed, in a late periodical, that when a
new system of weights and measures was first thought of, it was proposed by
the chief of one of the departments to entrust its execution to the director of
the mint, although it was, at the same time, well known, that of the latest
gold coinage of the United States, scarcely two pieces can be found of similar
weight, or not differing by a quantity discernible in a broker's balance.
The silver coinage is still more unequal, as all chemists, who have been in
the habit of using the same pieces for weight, can testify. It may be desirable
to say that the matter of the standards is in competent hands.
And the tariffs of trading countries must be studied. A knowledge of
them will make our merchant certain that a commodity is not prohibited, or
pressed down with a duty which would kill all profit. He should know the
tariff well enough to decide upon not sending an article to market, which
might perish while the collector of a port was waiting for instructions from
his superiors. Some years ago, a cargo of ice was taken to a British port.
It was a novel shipment, and the question was, whether the tariff touched it.
The matter was open to doubts, and a correspondence took place between the
officer of the port and the customs ; but. alas, for the shipper. By the time
the question of duty or no duty was decided, the sun, which has nothing to do
with the custom house, save making an entry through the window, dissolved
the whole cargo.
There is, indeed, a double satisfaction in gaining perfect information ofdis
tant places and countries. The time may arrive when duty or pleasure will
take our young friend from home. He will move with confidence, for he
will walk with knowledge, while pleasure and enjoyment are his compa
nions. He has, in the world, been but an artificial man — now, to use a
noble passage from an obscure author, " When he walks along the river
Amazon, when he rests his eye on the unrivalled Andes, when he measures
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the whole subject of the traffic and intercourse of nations, and shows how
mutual wants, occasioning the exchange of natural riches for the creations
of art, unite savage nations with civilized, and spread moral and social culti
vation over the earth. This glorious commerce of the world has civilized
many a barbarous land, and it is, at this moment, burning the rank grass
upon the prairies, and felling the forests of our own America. The ocean is
an atlas for the commerce of the world, frozen gulfs become bridges for it,
Asiatic lakes smooth their surface for its treasures, steam is only one of its
mighty messengers, the whale of the deep gives up its life to add light to its
greatness, all earth, all water, and the very air itself, appear to be subservient
to the commerce of the world. And th's, all this, has been brought about by
the merchant. Surely the young man of commerce hath a rich heritage!
Ofall the requisite qualifications ofa merchant, and it is the last I shall men
tion — honor — may be accounted the most important. This is the qual
ity which confers on observation, knowledge, and skill, an additional jewel.
Without honor, a man can no more be a merchant, than can another man be,
without zeal, an advocate, or without impartiality, a judge.
A merchant, in a storm at sea, will first throw overboard that which he
values least, and so let it be with him when a tempest on land is shaking his
credit Let the goods and profits go first, let honor go last ; nay, rather go
with that to the bottom, than let it go at all.
See how the Spaniards kept their faith, showing that their ancient honor
was not dead. The Spanish galleons, destined to supply Terra Firma, and
the kingdoms of Peru and Chili, with almost every article of necessary con
sumption, used to touch first at Carthagena, and then at Porto Bello. In
the latter place a fair was opened, the wealth of America was exchanged
for the manufactures of Europe, and during its prescribed term of forty days,
the richest traffic on the face of the earth was begun and finished with un
bounded confidence and honor, and the utmost simplicity oftransaction. No
bale of goods was ever opened, no chest of treasure examined ; both were re
ceived on the honor of the persons to whom they belonged, and only one in
stance of fraud is recorded during the long period in which trade was carried
on with this liberal confidence. All the coined silver which was brought
from Peru to Porto Bello, in the year 1654, was found to be adulterated, and
to be mingled with a fifth part of base metal. The Spanish merchants,
clinging to their old Spanish honor, sustained the whole loss, and indemnified
the foreigners by whom they were employed. The fraud was detected, and
the treasurer of the revenue in Peru, the author of it, put to death.
See how an anglo-American merchant kept his honor. Dr. Franklin re
lates the following anecdote of a Mr. Denham, with whom he once went a
passage to England. " He had formerly," he says, "been in business at
Bristol ; had failed, in debt to a number of people, compounded, and went to
America. There, bv a close aDDlication to business, as a merchant, he ac
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merchant. In the midst of his harvest, in a time of universal prosperity,
while no war was checking his imports or his exports, no earthquake de
stroying the field of his exertions, or the eternal activity of nature, and no
sickness paralyzing the mind, the heart, or the head, of the merchant, there
has come a mildew, silently, but with its blackest hue, destroying not only
his old stock, his laid up winnowed grain, but prostrating and killing the
corn which was to give him and his family present bread, as well as be the
seed for future harvests.
When a minister of France was interfering in matters of merchandise,
and as he thought, beneficially for the man of commerce, and his country
generally, he applied to the merchants, asking them what he could do to ad
vance their prospects and their interests. They had but three short words to
answer: they emphatically cried out, as with one voice—let us alone!
Would to heaven that these plain words, let us alone, could have been sound
ed like thunder in the ears of those who have, however laudable their mo
tive, (for I stand not here as a politician,) however laudable their motive,
bowed down our merchants to the dust, and placed them, like the Israel
ites, in a fiery furnace. But he who was able to help in times of old, will
not forget his true princes of the earth ; and they will be delivered from
the fiery furnace while they walk with honor.
When Francis the First lost an important battle, he wrote word to his roy
al mother that all was lost but honor ; and so may the merchant now write
to his dearest friend. And yet, what is the loss I The philosophical mind
will find it to be but the creature of the world; which the world gave, can
take away, and may give again. When Job heard of the loss of his sheep
and his oxen, he sustained the news with fortitude ; and it was only when he
heard ofthe fate of his children, that he rent his mantle and fell to the ground.
I say, nothing is lost., if honor be saved. With this star in his horoscope, he
who falls, falleth as a blessed martyr; and, while the martyr, through his
trials, rises to a brighter sphere, an honest merchant will rise higher than
ever he did. He shall see the winter of his trials pass away, for his star of
honor, like a planet in the sky, shines brightest in the coldest night ; the
spring shall bring new prospects ; the summer must come again—for the
sun continues to shine in America, as well as in Asia and Europe ; and though
the honey bee has made no improvement in her cell, nor built according to
circumstances, yet man can house himself in the log hut. while fortune
waits until his honor is tried ; and being tried, they will shake hands once
more—while mildew, thank heaven, does not come every year. He, like his
harvest, will revive ; the good men of the earth again gather around him ;
for his character did not sink when his vessel went down : his name, " which
never yet the breath of calumny hath tainted," shall once more pass in the
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did not prefer the friend who risked his money with him, and sacrifice the
widow and the orphan, although he did cause them to shed tears : but it was
only when he died, for then they dropped freely upon his grave, while
grateful feelings followed him to heaven."
Gentlemen, young merchants—go forth with decision of character; truth;
a fair ambition ; mathematical calculation; philosophy and scholarship—but,
above all, with honor, and my life upon it, you will succeed, be happy, and be
beloved ; and I may, perhaps, have the satisfaction of knowing that my weak
words have found out for you some of those attributes which must help to
constitute each one of you a true merchant.

Art. II. — THE MORAL LAW OF CONTRACTS.
Moral Views of Commerce, Society, and Politics ; twelve Discourses, by
Orvillb Dewey. New York: 183 8. D. Felt & Co.
Great spirits are abroad in the world, who are silently but effectually
working an important reformation in opinions of religious belief and reli
gious duties. The spirit of intellectual liberty is triumphing over preju
dice, old fastidious forms, and narrow sectarian views; men are taught to
believe, that religion should not be confined to cloisters and temples, to be
sought out at particular times and seasons, but that its gentle spirit should
pervade the daily walks of life, and continually exercise, by its divine pre
sence, a benign influence upon the actions and conduct of man with his fel
low man. Pulpit discourses are no longer confined to doctrinal points and
doctrinal discussions, but now embrace morals, traffic, and politics, and there
by the public mind is immediately addressed on its moral and religious duties
and dangers. Old prepossessions based upon error are uprooted, and the
goddess, of religion divested of her sable hood and stole, and austere counte
nance, is clothed in the attractive garb and winning features of innocence.
" The gentle dove within her breast
Looks through her soft and serious eyes,
And on her forehead glimpses rest
Of glory from the skies!"
Foremost among the enlightened clergy of the present day, who in effect
ing the changes to which we have alluded, are doing infinite service to the
cause of christianity, are Channing, Emmerson, Beecher, and the author of
the volume before us. Mr. Dewey has prefaced his discourses with some
clear and very forcible remarks on the propriety of his subjects for the pulpit;
he would not be supposed to forget that the pulpit has to deal with topics
and questions of duty, that go down into the depths of the human heart—
with faith, and repentance, and love, and self denial, and disinterestedness—
and that its principal business is thus to make the fountain pure. But reli
gion has an outward form as well as an inward spirit. That form is the
whole lawful action of life. And to cut off half of that action from all pub
lic and positive recognition—what is it but to consign it over to irreligion,
to unprincipled license, and worldly vanity 1 There is time enough in the
pulpit for all things. Nay, it toants variety. It is made dull by the re
striction and reiteration of its topics. It would gain strength by a freer
and fuller grasp of its proper objects. The evil is, that sermons, pulpits,
priests—all the active agents that are laboring in the service of religion—•
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are by the public judgment, as well as their own choice, severed from the
great mass of human actions and interests.
We shall at present confine our remarks and extracts to the first discourse,
" On the moral law of contracts." After a few brief remarks on the nature
of his discourses, Mr. Dewey proceeds:
" This country presents a spectacle of active, absorbing, and prosperous
business, which strikes the eye of every stranger, as its leading characteristic.
We are said to be, and we are, a people, beyond all others, devoted to busi
ness and accumulation. This, though it is often brought against us as a re
proach, is really an inevitable result of our political condition. I trust that it
is but the first development, and that many better ones are to follow. It does,
however, spring from our institutions: and I hold, moreover, that it is
honorable to them. If half of us were slaves, that half could have nothing
to do with traffic. If half of us were in the condition of the peasantry of
Europe, the business transactions of that half would be restricted within a
narrow sphere, and would labor under a heavy pressure. But where liber
ty is given to each one to act freely for himself, and by all lawful means to
better his condition, the consequence is inevitably what we see—an univer
sal and unprecedented activity among all the classes of society, in all the de
partments of human industry. The moral principles then, applicable to the
transaction of business, have strong claims upon our attention, and seem to
me very proper subjects of discussion in our pulpits.
" There are moral questions too, as we very well know, which actually do
interest all reflecting and conscientious men who are engaged in trade.
They are very frequently discussed in conversation; and very different
grounds are taken by the disputants Some say that one principle is alto
gether right ; and others, that another and totally different one is the only
right principle. In such circumstances, it seems to me not only proper but
requisite, for those whose office it is to speak to men oftheir duties, that they
should take up the discussion of these as they would any other moral ques
tions. Iam obliged to confess, that we are liable, scholastic and retired men
as we are, to give some ground to men of business, for anticipating that our
reasonings and conclusions will not be very practical or satisfactory. I can
only say, for myself, that I have, for some time, given patient and careful
attention to the moral principles of trade, and I have often conversed with
men of business that I might understand the practical bearings and difficul
ties of the subject; that I have also read some ofthe books in which the mo
rality of contracts is discussed; and although a clergyman, 1 shall venture,
with some confidence as well as modesty, to offer you my thoughts on the
points in question. I say the points in question ; and I have intimated that
there are points in debate, questions of conscience in business, which are
brought into the most serious controversy. I have even known conscien
tious and sensible men, themselves engaged in trade, to go to the length
of asserting, not only that the principles of trade are immoral and unchris
tian, but that no man can acquire a property in this commerce without sa
crificing a good conscience ; that no prosperous merchant can be a good
Christian. I certainly think that such casuists are wrong ; but whether or
not they are so, the principles which bring them to a conclusion so extraor
dinary, evidently demand investigation.
" In preparing to examine this opinion, and indeed to discuss the whole
subject, it will not be improper to observe in the outset, that trade, in some
form, is the inevitable result of the human condition. Better, it has been
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said on the supposition already stated—better that commerce should perish
than Christianity ; but let it be considered whether commerce can perish.
Nothing can be more evident than that the earth was formed to be the thea
tre of trade. Not only does the ocean facilitate commerce, but the diversity
of soils, climes, and products, requires it. So long as one district of country
produces cotton, and another corn ; so long as one man lives by an ore-bed
which produces iron, and another, on pasture lands which grow wool, there
must be commerce. In addition to this, let it be considered that all human
industry inevitably tends to what is called ' the division of labor.' The sa
vage who roams through the wilderness, may possibly, in the lowest state of
barbarism, procure with his own hand all that suffices for his miserable ac
commodation—the coat of skins that clothes, the food that sustains, and the
hut that shelters him. But the moment that society departs from that state,
there necessarily arise the different occupations of shepherd, agriculturist,
mechanic, and manufacturer, the products of whose industry are to be ex
changed; and this exchange is trade. If a single individual were to perform
all the operations necessary to produce a piece of cloth, and yet more, gar
ment of that cloth, the process would be exceedingly slow and expensive.
Human intelligence necessarily avails itself of the facility, the dexterity, and
the advantage every way, which are to be obtained by a division of labor.
The very progress of society is indicated by the gradual and growing deve
lopment of this tendency."
It is a truth universally admitted, that there is a natural propensity in man
to trade. " It is common to all men," says Adam Smith, " and to be found
in no other race ofanimals. No body ever saw a dog make a fair and deliber
ate exchange of one bone for another, with another dog." Trade then be
ing admitted an inevitable part of humanity, Mr. Dewey next proceeds to exa
mine the principles that are to regulate it—the moral law of contracts; and
the question is, whether in making contracts, it is right for one party to take
any advantage, or to make any use of his superior sagacity, information, or
power of any kind? He first inquires, how are we to settle this question?
" Does the natural conscience declare them ? Is there any instinctive
prompting of conscience, that can properly decide each case as it arises in
the course of business? Isthere any voice within, that says clearly and with
authority, " thou shalt do thus, and so V I think not. The cases are not
many, in any department of action, where conscience thus reveals itself.
But in business they are peculiarly rare, because the questions there, are un
usually complicated. You offer to sell to your neighbor an article of merchanlise. You are entitled, of course — i. e. in ordinary circumstances —
to some advance upon what it cost you. But what this is, depends upon
many circumstances. Conscience will hardly mark down the just price in
your account book. Conscience, indeed, commands us to do right, but the
question is, what is right ? This is to be decided by views far more various
and comprehensive, than the simple sense of right and wrong.
" The scriptures, like conscience, are a general directory. They do not
lay down any specific moral laws oftrade. They command us to be upright
and honest ; but they leave us to consider what particular actions are required
by those principles. They command us to do unto others as we would have
them do to us ; but still this is not specific. A man may unreasonably wish
that another should sell him a piece of goods at half its value. Does it follow
that he himself ought to sell on those terms ? The truth is, that the golden
rule, like every other in scripture, is a general maxim. It simply requires
vol. I. — No. iv.
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us to desire the welfare of others, as we would have them desire ours But
the specific actions answering to that rule, it leaves us to determine by a wise
discretion. The dictates of that discretion, under the governance of the moral
law, are the principles that we seek to discover.
" Neither, on this subject, can I accept, without question, the teachings of the
common law; because, I find, that its ablest expounders acknowledge that its
decisions are sometimes at variance with strict moral principle. I do not think
it follows from this, that the general principles of the common law are
wrong, or abet wrong. Nay, I conceive that they may approach as near to
rectitude as is possible in the circumstances, and yet necessarily involve some
practical injustice in their operation. This results, in fact, from their very
utility, their very perfection, as a body of laws. For it is requisite to their
utility, that they should be general, that they should be derived from prece
dents and formed into rules; else, men will not know what to depend upon,
nor how to govern themselves ; and there would neither be confidence, nor
order, nor society. But general rules must sometimes bear hard upon indi
viduals : the very law which secures justice in a thousand cases, may, and
perhaps must, from the very nature of human affairs and relationships, do
mjustice in one. Indeed, the law of chancery, or of equity, has been devised
on purpose to give relief. But even chancery has its rules which sometimes
press injuriously upon individual interests ; and no human laws can attain to a
perfect and unerring administration ofjustice. For this perfect justice, how
ever, we seek. We are asking what it is to do no wrong to our fellow man,
whether the law permits it or not. We are asking how we shall stand ac
quitted, not merely at the bar of our country, but at the bar of conscience and
cfGod."
The language of legal writers upon this subject is next taken into consi
deration. It is common with those writers to make a distinction between
moral and legal justice. Up to a certain extent the law protects a man in
doing wrong ; beyond a certain extent it will not protect him. This distinc
tion is founded on the policy of law, and the policy of trade. " In law," says
Pothier, " a party will not be permitted to complain of slight offences, which
he, with whom a contract is made, has committed against good faith ; other
wise there would be too many contracts to be rescinded, which would open
the way to too much litigation, and would derangecommerce." " The com
mon law," says Chancellor Kent, " affords to every one reasonable protec
tion against fraud in dealing ; but it does not go the romantic length of giving
ndemnity against the consequences of indolence and folly, or a careless in
difference to the ordinary and accessible means of information."
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information, etc., of which we shall let Mr. Dewey speak for himself, pre
mising that his deductions to us seem logical, and his conclusions irrefutable.
" The next case, then, to be considered in the morals of business, is
monopoly. This may arise in two ways : intentionally, from combination on
the part of several traders, or a plan on the part of one ; and unintentionally,
where it falls out in the natural and unforced course of trade. It is from con
founding these two cases together, perhaps, that a peculiar prejudice is felt in
the community against monopoly. That a man should set himself by dex
terous management to get into his possession all the corn in market, in order
to extort an enormous price for it, is felt to be oppressive and wrong. But
there is often a monopoly, to a greater or less degree, resulting from simple
scarcity ; and in this case, that enhancement of price which is so odious, is
perfectly inevitable. Nay, it may be even beneficial. For high prices lessen
consumption, and may prevent famine. But at any rate, high prices in a
time of scarcity are inevitable. Even if all the corn, or all the coal, were in
the hands of one man, and he should sell the half of his stock to the whole
sale dealers at a moderate rate, and hold the remainder at the same rate to
keep the price down, still, I say, the moment the article left his hands, the
law of scarcity would prevail and raise the price. Monopoly, therefore,
compels, and of course, justifies an enhanced price. The same principle
which applies to every other commodity, applies to that commodity called
money. And it is only from the habit of considering money not as a com
modity, but as a possession of some peculiar and magical value, that any pre
judice can exist against what is called usurious interest; saving and excepting
when that interest goes beyond all bounds of reason and humanity. The
practice of usury has acquired a bad name from former and still occasional
abuses of it. But the principle must still be a just one, that money, in common
with every thing else, is worth what it will fetch.
" This, I know, is denied. It is denied, especially, that money is, or is to
be regarded, like other commodities in trade. It is said that money is the
creature of the government ; that the mint, when stamping it with the go
vernment impress, stamps it with a peculiar character, and separates it en
tirely from the general condition of a commodity. It is said, too, that the
common representative of money — that the bank note — that credit, in other
words — is exposed to such expansion and contraction, and management and
conspiracy, that it is peculiarly liable to be used for the injury of the neces
sitous and unwary.
" Let us separate this last allegation from our discussion for a moment, and
consider the question alone, as it affects the use of money in the form of bul
lion. And I know of no better way of considering questions of this sort,
than to resolve them into their simple forms, by going back to the origin of
society, or taking for example, a small and isolated community. At least,
we come to the theory of the questions by this means, and can then consider
what modifications are required by more artificial and complicated interests.
" Suppose then a community of an hundred families, cut off from the rest
of the world, engaged in the various callings of life, accustomed to barter,
but not accustomed to the use of money. Suppose, now, that a gold mine
were discovered. The metal is found to be very valuable for various pur
poses ; and, like every thing else, it takes its value in the market ; an ounce
of it is exchanged for so many bushels of corn or yards of cloth. But the
permanent and universal value of this metal, and its being so portable and
indestructible, would, ere long, very naturally bring it into use as a circu
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lating medium ; the farmer would know that if he sold corn for it, he could
buy cloth with it in another part of the district, and would be glad thus to be
saved the trouble and expense of transporting the produce of his farm to the
distant manufactory. In this exchange, the lumps of gold of course would be
weighed, and it would be natural to stamp the weight upon each lump. But
another step would follow from all this. As there would be the trouble of
constantly weighing this circulating medium, and the danger of mistake and
deception, the commuuity would appoint a committee, or depute its govern
ment, if it had one, to do this very thing; and the metal would be cast into
various quantities, bearing distinct denominations, to answer more fully the*
purposes of a convenient circulating medium. Here, then, we have a mint,
and here we have money. Nobody will deny that it was a commodity
when each man dug it from the earth, and exchanged it at his pleasure. But
the action of the government confers no peculiar character on it. The go
vernment simply weighs the metal, and affixes, as it were, a label to it ; i. e.
stamps it as coin, to tell what it is worth. It does not create this value, but
simply indicates it.
" I am sensible that many questions may still be asked, but I have not space
here, if I had ability, to enter into them ; and besides, if this is just theory of
the value of the specie currency, it may itself suggest the necessary answers.
But the great practical difficulties arise from the use of a paper currency. If
the paper were strictly the representative of gold and silver — if the issue of
bank notes did not exceed the specie actually in vault, and thus were used
only for convenience, the same principles would apply as before. All other
paper does not represent money, but credit ; i. e. it represents the presumed
ability of a man to pay what he promises; not his known and ascertained
property. And the question is, may credit be bought and sold in the market
like any commodity ?
" Let us again attempt to simplify the question. You want money, let us
suppose, and you go to a money lender, and ask for it. He says, ' I have not
the money, but I shall have it a month hence, and I will give my note, pay
able at that time.1 This may answer the purpose with your creditor, and
the question now is, what interest shall you pay ? Shall credit take its place
in the market like money, or like a commodity ? Shall we say that the go
vernment has no business to interfere in this matter, with its usury laws,
obliging a man to sell his paper for seven per cent. 1 Shall we say that all
this ought to be left to regulate itself, and that every man shall be left free to
act according to his pleasure?
" I certainly feel some hesitation, from deference for the opinions of some able
men who are more studious in those matters than I am, about answering this
question in the affirmative. There are relations and bearings of that im
mense and complicated subject, the monetary system, which I may not un
derstand, and usury, perhaps, is connected with that system in ways that are
beyond my comprehension. But looking at the question now, in the light
of simple justice, separating all unlawful combination and conspiracy from
the case, and all deception and dishonesty, I cannot see why a man has not a
right to sell his credit for what another is willing to give for it. If a lawyer
has so elevated himself above his brethren, that his opinion is worth not
twenty but five hundred per cent. more than theirs, he takes that advance for
his counsel. Why, then, shall not a merchant, who by the same laborious
means has acquired a fortune and a high commercial reputation, be allowed
a similar advantage ?
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" We say, why should he not dispose of his credit, or in other words,
pledge his property at such prices as it will naturally bear? But the truth
is, that he cannot prevent this result, let him do what he will. He may sell
his paper at one half per cent, a month, but the moment it is out of his hands,
it will rise to two or three per cent., if that be its real value. I say nothing
now about obedience to the usury laws ; I do not touch the point of con
science in that respect ; but I believe that the laws themselves are both im
politic and unjust ; unjust, because they conflict with the real value of things;
and impolitic, because they never were, and never can be executed, and in
fact, because they only increase the rates of interest by increasing the risk.
" But is there, then, uo limit, it may be said, to the advantage which one
man may take of the necessities of another ? To ask this question in regard
to the lender of money, is but the same thing as to ask it in regard to the
man, in every other relationship of life. The duties of humanity, of philan
thropy, of natural affection, can never be abrogated by any circumstances,
and the only question is, what line of conduct, in the case before us, is con
formable »o those duties. That question cannot, I think, be brought within
the compass of any assignable rules, and must be left for every man seriously
to consider for himself. He is put upon his conscience in this respect, as he
is in every other case in life."
It is a little singular that usury in every age should meet with the almost
universal detestation of mankind, when all men of wisdom and reflection
must admit the necessity of its existence, and acknowledge the value of its
use, however much they may deprecate the abuse of it. And after all, what
is usury but an exorbitant rate of interest? Nor is that rate of interest always
exorbitant which is sometimes termed usury. The capitalist who loans
money in London at 6 per cent, per annum, is as justly chargeable with
usury as he who receives 1 5 per cent, per annum in our western states and ter
ritories. "I say this only," says Lord Bacon, "that usury is concessum
propter duritiem cordis : for since there must be borrowing and lending, and
men are so hard of heart as they will not lend freely, usury must be per
mitted. Some others have made suspicious and cunning propositions ofbanks,
discovery of men's estates, and other inventions ; but few have spoken of usury
usefully. It is good to set before us the incommodities and commodities of
usury, that the good may be either weighed out, or culled out ; and warily
to provide, that, while we make forth to that which is better, we meet not
with that which is worse."
The British Parliament have recently re-enacted a law virtually repealing
the usury laws on all money transactions other than on loans secured by real
estate, and the exception is doubtless made as a compromise with the lingering
prejudices yet existing in respect to usury.
We come now to the discussion of the last proposition in the discourse —
whether the use of superior information is allowable?
" But the hardest case to determine, is that on which the question is
raised, about the use of superior information. And perhaps this question
cannot be better stated than in the celebrated case put by Cicero.* A corn
merchant of Alexandria, he says, arrived at Rhodes in a time of great scarcity,
with a cargo of grain, and with knowledge that a number of other vessels la
den with corn, had already sailed from Alexandria for Rhodes, and which he
had passed on the passage, was he bound in conscience to inform the buyers
• De Officiis, Lib. 3. Sec. 12—17.
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of that fact ? Cicero decides that he was. Several modern writers on law
dissent from his opinion — as Grotius, Puffendorf, and Pothier himself,
though with very careful qualifications.*
" It appears to me, that the answer to Cicero's question must depend on the
views which are taken of a contract. If a contract is a mere arbitrary con
vention, if business is a game, a mere contest of men's wits, if every man has
a right to make the best bargain he can, if society really has power to ordain
that such shal 1 be laws of trade, then the decision will be one way. But if a
contract implies in its very nature the obligation of fair dealing and truthtelling, then the decision will be the other way. The supposition is, that
the Alexandrine trader concealed a certain fact, for the sake of asking a price
which he knew would not have been given, had that fact been public. Now
what is implied in asking a price ? What does a man say, when he sets a
certain price on his merchandise? Does he, or does he not say, that the
price he asks is, in his opinion, the fair value of the article ? I think he does.
If you did not so understand him, you would not trade with him. If you
observed a lurking sneer on his lip, such as there must be in his heart, when
he knows that he is taking you in, you would have nothing to do with him.
The very transaction, called a contract, implies that degree of good faith. If
this be true, if it is universally understood that he who asks a price, professes
in that very act to ask a just and fair price, and if, moreover, he has a letter in
his pocket assuring and satisfying him that it is not the just price ; then he is
guilty of falsehood. If the Alexandrine trader had asked a price, graduated
exactly by his opinion of the probability that other vessels would soon arrive,
and of the amount of the supply they would bring, his conduct would have
been fair and honest. But if he had concealed facts within his knowledge, for
the sake of asking an enormous price, or any price beyond what he knew to
be the fair value, he would be guilty of falsehood and dishonesty. And the
reason is, I repeat, that the very basis of a contract is mutual advantage; that
its very essence lies in a supposed equivalency ; that he who sets a price is
understood to say as much as this, ' I think the article is worth it.' And if
you allow a man to swerve from this truth and good faith at all, where will
you stop? Suppose that the people of Rhodes had been suffering the horrors
of famine, and the Alexandrine merchant had taken advantage of their situa
tion to exact from them all their disposable property as the price of life, and
had borne off that mass of treasure, all the while knowing that bountiful
supplies were at hand—what should we have said? We should have said
that his perfidy was equal to his cruelty—that he was both a pirate and a
villian. But if a man may be guilty of falsehood in one degree, what prin
ciple is to prevent his being guilty of it in another ? I know what may be
said on the other hand. The master of the Alexandrine ship, it maybe said,
had outstripped the others, by superior sailing; and this superiority, in the
management of his ship, may have been the fruit of a whole life of industry
and ingenuity. He had also been on the alert, it may be supposed ; had
watched the course of the markets while others slept, and had been ready
with his supply to meet the exigency which all others—even the Rhodians
themselves—had been too dull to foresee. Is he not entitled to some premium
for all this? Nay, but for tKe prospect held out of such a reward, the Rho
dians might have starved. And yet if he gives the information in question,
he loses the premium. No, the merchants of Rhodes say, J we will wait till
• Traitfe du Contract de Vente, Part II. ch. 2. Art. 3.
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to-morrow.' But again; to-morrow comes ; the vessels arrive; the market
is glutted; and the Alexandrine trader loses money on his voyage. Will
the merchants of Rhodes make it up to him, on account of his generosity in
giving them the information 1 Not at all. ' We buy at the market price,'
they say; ' we cannot afford any more ; if we give more we are losers;'
and: thus the Alexandrine by neglecting his own interests, and taking care
of other people, loses not only his voyage, but his whole fortune per
haps, and becomes a bankrupt ; and by becoming a bankrupt, he injures
those he is most bound to serve—his confiding friends and beggared family.
All this is a very good reason, to be sure, why the Alexandrine trader should
be rewarded for his exertions, but it is not any good reason, nor can there
ever be any good reason, why a man should tell a falsehood, why he should
make a false impression, why he should deceive his neighbor.
" Do we then propose to reduce the wise and the ignorant, the sagacious
and the stupid, the attentive and the negligent, the active and the indolent, to
the same level? Must the intelligent and the enterprising merchant raise
up his dull and careless neighbor, to his own point of view, before he may
deal with him? Certainly not. Let a wide field be opened, only provided
that the boundaries be truth and honesty. Let the widest field for activity
and freedom of action be spread, which these boundaries can enclose.
" Indeed, a man must act in trade upon some opinion. That opinion must
besfounded on some knowledge. And that knowledge he may properly
seek. Nay, and he may Use it, to any extent, not implying deception or dis
honesty. Nor are the cases frequent, in which commercial operations pos
sess any such definite or extraordinary character, as admits of deception. It
does not often happen that any great advantage is, or can be taken, of com
plete and unsuspecting ignorance. Men are wary. They will not make
questionable sales, when a packet ship from abroad is in the offing. They
are set to guard their own interests, and they do guard them. They must
assume some responsibilities in this way ; they must take some risks. They
are liable to err in opinion, and they must take such chance as human im
perfection ordains for them. Business, like every other scene of human life,
is a theatre for imperfection, for error, for effort, for opinion, and for their re
sults. I do not see how it can possibly be otherwise, and therefore, I consider
it as appointed to be so. Undue advantage may be taken of this state of
things by the selfish, grasping, and unconscientious; right principles may
be wrested to the accomplishment of wrong ends ; a system of commercial
morality may be good for the community, and yet may be abused by indivi
duals ; all this is true, and yet the doctrine which applies every where else
must apply here — that abuse fairly argues nothing against use.
" Let us see how the case would stand if it were otherwise; let us see what
the assumption on the part of the trading community, that no man should
ever act in any way on superior information, would amount to. ' We may
sleep,' they would say, 1 we need not take any pains to inform ourselves of the
state of the markets ; we need not take a step from our own door. If our
neighbor comes to trade with us, he must first inform us of every thing af
fecting the price of our goods. He makes himself very busy, and he shall
have his labor for his pains; for the rule now is, that indolence is to fare as
well as activity, and vigilance is to have no advantage over supineness and
sloth.' Suppose, then, that the vigilant and active man is up betimes, and
goes down upon the wharf, or to the news room, and becomes apprized of
facts that affect the price of his goods, he must not go about selling till he has
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stepped into the shop of his indolent neighbor, and perhaps, of half a dozen
such, to inform iAemofthe state of things; for, although he does not directly
trade with them, yet, by underselling or selling for more, in consequence of
superior information, he injures them just as much as if he did : i. e. he takes
profits out of the hands of the slothful, by acting on his superior knowledge.
But now enlarge the sphere of the comparison. There is no real difference
in the principle between a man's going down to the wharf, and his going to
Europe, for information. And if, by superior activity, by building brtter
ships and better manning them, he is accustomed to get earlier advices of the
state of foreign markets, I see not, but as a general principle, a principle ad
vantageous to commerce, and encouraging to human industry and ingenuity,
he must be allowed to avail himself of those advices. The law of general
expediency must be the law for the conscience. It is expedient that there
should be commerce or barter; nay, it is inevitable. It is expedient that
industry and attention should be rewarded, and that negligence and sloth
should suffer loss. It is expedient, therefore, that all that sagacity, power,
and information, which are the result of superior talent, energy, and inge
nuity, should yield certain advantages to their possessor. These advantages
he may push beyond the bounds of reason and justice ; but we must not, on
that account.be deterred from maintaining a principle which is right; a prin
ciple which is expedient and necessary for the whole community.
" And is not the same principle, in fact, adopted in every department- of
human pursuit? Two men engage in a certain branch of manufactures. The
one, by his attention and ingenuity, makes discoveries in his art, and thus
gains advantages over his indolent or dull neighbor. Is he obliged to impart
to him his superior information ? Two young men in the profession of the
law, are distinguished, the one for hard study, the other for idleness. They
are engaged in the same cause; and the one perceives that the other is ma
king a false point in the case. Is he obliged to go over to his brother's office,
and explain to him his error; or is it not proper, rather, that both himself
and his client should suffer for that error, when the cause comes to be argued
in open court ?
" In fine, I hold that a distinction is to be made between general informa
tion and definite knowledge. If a man knows that an article is worth more
than he buys it for, or less than he sells it for, he does not act with truth and
integrity. It is just as if he knew the article were more or less in quantity
than he alleges it to be. But if he acts on general information, open alike
to all, if he acts on mere opinion, in which he may be mistaken, if he has no
certain knowledge of the merchandise in question, but only a judgment, he
is entitled to the full benefit of that judgment; while he is liable, at the same
time, to the full injury of it, if it be mistaken.
" But in regard to absolute certainty, how, I would ask, are we to distin
guish between knowledge in regard to real value of an article, from know
ledge in regard to the real quality of an article? If I sell merchandise in
which there is some secret defect, and do not expose that defect, I am held to
be a dishonest man. But what matters it to my conscience, whether the se
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cut the thread of the fabric. What difference now can it make to my neigh
bor, whether advantage is taken of his ignorance in one way or another, in
regard to the quality or the price ? The only material point is the value, and
that is equally affected in either case. This is the only conclusion to which
I find myselfable, on much reflection, to arrive. Knowledge of prices is as
material to the value of merchandise, as knowledge of its qualities. The
knowledge, therefore, as it appears to me, should be common to all contract
ing parties. I cannot think that a trader is to be like a fisher, disguising his
hook with bait; or like a slight-of-hand man, cheating men out of their senses
and money with a face of gravity; or like an Indian, shooting from behind
a bush, himself in no danger. Trade, traffic, contracts, bargains — all these
words imply parity, equivalency, common risk, mutual advantage. And he
who can arrange a commercial operation, by which he is certain to realize
great profits and to inflict great losses, is a taker of merchandise, but can
hardly be said to be a trader in it.
" I am sensible that this is the nice and difficult point in the whole discus
sion. But, I put it to the calm reflection, and to the consciences of my hearers,
whether they would not feel easier in their business, if all use of superior and
certain knowledge were entirely excluded from it. Long as this use has ob
tained, and warmly as it is sometimes defended, yet I ask, if the moral sentiments'of the trading community itself would not be relieved bygivingitup?
This, if it be true, is certainly a weighty consideration. I admit, indeed, as I
have before done, that no vague sentiment is to settle the question. But when
I find that there is even in vague sentiment something like a hook, that holds
the mind in suspense, or will not let the mind be satisfied with departure from
it, that circumstance deserves, I think, to arrest attention. I will frankly
confess, that my own mind has been in this very situation. I did not see, at
one time, how the case of general information and opinion, which it is lawful
to use, could be separated from the case of particular knowledge. But 1 now
entertain a different, and a more decided opinion. And the consideration,
with me, which has changed uneasiness into doubt, and doubt into anew, and,
as I think, corrected judgment, is that which I have last stated — it is the con
sideration, that is to say, of the very nature of a contract. A contract does
not imply equal powers, equal general information, equal shrewdness in the
contracting parties ; but it does imply, as it appears to me, equal actual
knowledge. My neighbor may think himself superior to me in all other
respects, and he may tell me so, and yet I will trade with him; we still stand
upon ground that I am willing to consider equal. But let him tell me that
he knows something touching the manufacture, quality, condition, or relations
of the article to be sold, which I do not know, and which affects the value of
the article; and I stop upon the threshold; we cannot traffic ; there may be
a game of hazard which he and I consent to play, but there is an end of all
trading. If this be true, then the condition of a regular and lawful contract
is, that there be no secrets in it ; no secrets, either in the kind or quality of the
merchandise, or in the breast or in the pocket of the dealer. Let them all
be swept away — let them be swept out, all secrets from all hiding place?,
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chief characteristics of our author's style ; he wisely leaves the narrow and
beaten track of most theological writers, who confine themselves to formal
rules and scriptural metaphors, and summons to his aid, with a fine poetical
taste, whatever is apposite, by way of illustration or ornament, in the visible
creation. Thus by the power of genius, subjects, which in themselves seem
dry and forbidding to the many, are made to arrest the attention of the most
indifferent. It is not in our province to speak of the peculiar religious
opinions or belief of any writer whose works may fall under our notice ; and
in commending the discourses under consideration, we have sought only to
pay a sincere though humble tribute to genius and talent.

Art. Ill —HISTORY OF NAVIGATION.
Among the various branches of science, which, by the gradual develop
ment of human knowledge and ingenuity, have been brought to any degree
of perfection, that of Navigation is one of the most ancient.
The poets refer the origin of this art to Neptune, some to Bacchus, others
to Hercules and Jason, and others, again, to Janus, who is said to have built
the first ship. Some contend, that the first hint was taken from the flight of
the kite ; and others derive it from accident
The Scriptures would seem to attribute its introduction to God himself, in
furnishing a first specimen of its uses, in the ark constructed by Noah, under
his direction—while profane history ascribes it to iEginetes, to the Phoe
nicians, the Tyrians, and the ancient inhabitants of Britain.
The Phoenicians, especially those oftheir capital city, Tyre, are generally
represented as the first navigators; being urged to seek a foreign commerce
by the narrowness and poverty of the slip of ground they occupied along the
coast, as well as by the possession of two or three good ports, and by their
natural genius for traffic. Lebanon, and the other neighboring mountains,
furnished them with excellent wood for ship-building, and in a short time
they became masters of a numerous fleet. From constantly hazarding new
navigations, and entering upon new trades, they soon arrived at an incredible
degree of opulence ; their country became very populous, so much so as to
enable them, at an early period, to send forth colonies to the surrounding
coasts. A principal of these was Carthage, which, keeping up a Phoenician
spirit of commerce, in time, not only equalled Tyre itself, but greatly sur
passed it ; sending its merchant fleets not only throughout the Mediterranean,
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trade and navigation fell into the hands of Augustus. At this time, Alexandria
was only inferior to Rome : and the magazines of the metropolis of the
world were wholly supplied with merchandise from the capital of Egypt. But
at length Alexandria itself underwent, in a degree, the fate of Tyre and Car
thage. Surprised by the Saracens, who, in spite of the Emperor Heraclius,
overspread the northern coasts of Africa, her merchants were driven to fo
reign fields of enterprise, and she sank into comparative insignificance and
obscurity. She has ever since been in a declining state, though even at the
present day, in possession of a considerable part of the commerce of the
Christian merchants trading to the Levant.
The nations of Roman Britain, and the tribes of Caledonia and Ireland,
had inherited, from their earliest ancestors, many of the ruder arts of navi
gation. Their vessels were large open boats, framed of light timbers, ribbed
with hurdles, and lined with hides. These were furnished with masts and
sails, the latter being formed of hides, while the tackle was of thongs. The
sails used even among the Veneti, so late as the days of Ca?sar, were also of
hide. They were never furled, but only bound to the mast. But these
slight sea-boats and their furniture, were soon changed, by the provincials,
for the more substantial vessels, and more artificial sails of the Romans.
The fall of Rome, and its empire, drew along with, not only the decline
of learning and the polite arts, but that of navigation also ; the barbarians,
into whose hands it fell, contenting themselves with the spoils of the indus
try of their predecessors. No sooner, however, were the more brave among
those nations well settled in their new provinces—some in Gaul, as the
Franks ; others in Spain, as the Goths ; and others in Italy, as the Lom
bards—than they began to learn the advantages of navigation and commerce,
and the methods of excelling in them, from the people they had subdued ;
and this, with so much success, that in a little time, some of them became
able to give new lessons, and set on foot new institutions for its advantage.
It is thus that the invention and use of banks, book-keeping, exchanges, &c,
is usually attributed to the Lombards.
It is not certain which of the European nations, after the settlement of
their new masters, first betook themselves to navigation and commerce. Some
think it was the French ; though the Italians seem to have the best claim to
it, and are generally considered as the restorers of these, as well as of the
polite arts, which had been banished with them, from the time the empire
was torn asunder. The people of Italy, particularly those of Venice and
Genoa, have the glory of this restoration ; and it is to the advantage of their
situations for navigation and commerce, that they, in a great measure, owe
this glory.
A great number of marshy islands, in the upper part of the Adriatic, se
parated from one another by narrow channels only, but those well screened,
and almost inaccessible, became, at an early period, the residence of a few fish
ermen, who supported themselves by a small trade in fish and salt, found in
some of these islands. Thither the Veneti, a people inhabiting that part of
Italy along the coasts of the Gulf, opposite, retired, when Alaric, king of the
Goths, and afterwards Attila, king ofthe Huns, ravaged Italy. Little ima
gining that this was to be their fixed residence, these new settlers did not think
of composing any body politic ; and each of the numerous islands of this Ar
chipelago continued, a long time, under its separate masters, and each made
a distinct commonwealth. When, however, unexpectedly as it were to
themselves, their commerce had become considerable enough to give jeal
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lousy to their neighbors, they began to think of uniting in one body. This
union, first begun in the sixth century, but not completed till the eighth, laid
the sure foundation of the future grandeur of the state of Venice. From this
time, her fleets of merchant vessels were sent to all parts of the Mediterranean ;
and particularly to Cairo, a new city, built by the Saracens on the eastern
bank of the Nile, where they secured the spices and other choice produce of
the Indies. Venice continued thus to flourish and increase, in her com
merce, her navigation, and her conquests, till the league of Cambray, in
1508, when a number of jealous princes conspired to her ruin. This was
the more easily effected, from the diminution of her East India commerce, of
which the Portuguese had secured to themselves one part, and the French
another. Genoa, which had given herself to navigation at the same time
with Venice, and with equal success, was long a dangerous rival, disputing
with her the empire of the sea, and sharing with her the trade of Egypt, and
other parts, both in the east and west.
Jealousy soon began to be excited between them ; and the two republics
coming to blows, there was almost a continual war for three centuries, before
the superiority of either was determined. Towards the end of the fourteenth
century, the battle of Chioza ended the strife ; the Genoese, who, till then,
had usually the advantage, having lost all, the Venetians themselves, almost
reduced to despair, at one happy blow, secured to themselves, beyond all ex
pectation, the empire of the sea, and the dominion in commerce.
About the same time that navigation was revived in the southern parts of
Europe, a new society of merchants was formed in the north, which carried
commerce to the greatest perfection of which it was capable, previous to the
discovery of the East and West Indies ; and formed a new scheme of laws, for
its better regulation. This society constitutes the famous " League of the
Hanse Towns," commonly supposed to have begun about 1164.
In examining the reasons why commerce has passed, successively, from
the Venetians, Genoese, and Hanse Towns, to the Portuguese and Spaniards,
and from these again, to the English and Dutch ; it may be established as a
maxim, that the relation or union between commerce and navigation is so
intimate, that the fall of the one inevitably draws after it that of the other ;
and that they will always flourish or decay together.
The art ofnavigation has been considerably improved, in modern times,
both in regard to the form of the vessels, and the methods of working them.
The use of rowers is now entirely superseded, by the improvements made
in the formation of the sails, rigging, &c., by which ships not only sail much
faster than formerly, but are managed with the greatest facility. It is also
probable, that the ancients were neither so well skilled in finding the latitude,
nor in steering their vessels, in places of difficult navigation, as the moderns.
But the greatest advantage which the moderns have over the ancients, is in
the Mariner's Compass, by which they can find their way with as great fa
cility in the midst of an immeasurable ocean, as the ancients could have done,
by creeping along the coast, and never venturing beyond the sight of land.
Some, indeed, contend, that this is not a modern invention, but that the an
cients were acquainted with it. They say, that it was impracticable for
Solomon to have sent ships to Ophir, Tarsbish, and Parvaim, without this
useful instrument. They insist, that it was impossible for the ancients to have
been acquainted with the attractive virtues of tne magnet, and yet be ignorant
of its polarity. Nay, they affirm that this property of the magnet is plainly
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mentioned in the book of Job, where the loadstone is mentioned by the name
of topaz, or the stone that turns itself.
However this may be, it is certain that the Romans, who conquered Judea, were ignorant of the polarity of the needle; and it is very improbable,
that such a useful invention, if once it had been commonly known to any na
tion, would have been forgotten, or should have been entirely concealed from
so shrewd a people as the Romans, and those so much interested in its
discovery.
Among those who think that the mariner's compass is a modern invention,
it has been much disputed who was the inventor. Some give the honor of
it to Flavio Gioia, of Amalfi. in Campania, in the fourteenth century ; while
others say, that it came from the east, and was earlier known in Europe.
But, at whatever time it was invented, it is certain, that the mariner's com
pass was not commonly used in navigation before 1410, at which time the
science was considerably improved, under the auspices of Henry, duke of
Visco, brother to the king of Portugal. In 1485, Roderic and Joseph,
physicans to king John II. of Portugal, together with one Martin, of Bo
hemia, a native of the island of Fayal, and pupil of Regismontanus, calcu
lated tables of the sun's declination, for the use of sailors, and recommended
the Astrolabe, for taking observations at sea. Of the instructions of Martin,
Christopher Columbus is said to have availed himself, and to have improved
the Spaniards in the knowledge of navigation.
The discovery of the Variation of the Needle, is claimed by Columbus, and
by Sebastion Cabot. Columbus certainly observed this, without having
heard of it from any person, on the 14th September, 1492: and it is probable
that Cabot might have observed it about the same time. There was no varia
tion, at that time, at the Azores, where some geographers have thought proper
to place the first meridian. The use of the Cross-staff now began to be in
troduced among sailors. This ancient instrument is described by John
Werner, of Nuremberg, in his annotations on the first book x>f Ptolemy's
Geography, printed in 1514, and recommends it for observing the distance
between the moon and some star, in order to determine the longitude.
At this time, the art of navigation was very imperfect, on account of the
inaccuracies of the Plane Chart, which was the only one then known, and
which, by its erroneous principle, must have gcatly misled the mariner, es
pecially in voyages far distant from the equator. Its precepts were pro
bably at first only set down on the Sea Charts, as is the custom at this day :
but at length there were two Spanish treatises published, in 1545; one by
Peter de Medina, the other by Martin Cortes, which contained a complete
system of the art as far as it was then known. These seem to be the oldest
writers who fully handled the art ; for Medina, in his dedication to Philip,
prince of Spain, laments that so many ships daily perished at sea, because
there were neither teachers of the art, nor books by which it might be learn
ed; and Cortes, in his dedication, boasts to the Emperor, that he wasthe first
who had reduced navigation into a compendium, valuing himself much on
what he had performed. Medina defended the plane chart ; but was op
posed by Cortes, who showed its errors, and endeavored to account for the
variation of the compass, by supposing the needle to be influenced by a
magnetic pole, (which he called the point attractive,) different from the
pole of the world.
Medina's book was soon translated into Italian, French, and Flemish, and
served for a long time as a guide to foreign navigators. Cortes, however,
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was the favorite author of the English, and was translated in 1561; while
Medina's work was entirely neglected, though translated within a short time
of the other. At that time, the system of navigation, consisted of the follow
ing particulars: an account of the Ptolemaic hypothesis, and the circles of
the sphere ; of the rotundity of the earth ; the latitudes and longitudes of
places, climates, &c., and eclipses of the sun and moon ; a calendar ; the me
thod of finding the prime, epact, moon's age, and the tides ; a description of
the compass; tables of the sun's declination, for four years, in order to find
the latitude from the sun's meridian altitude ; of the course of the sun and
moon ; of time and its divisions; the method of finding the hour of the day
or night ; and lastly, a description of the sea chart, on which to discover the
place of the ship, a small table was made use of, which showed, upon an
alteration of one degree ofthe latitude, how many leagues were run in each
rhomb, together with the departure from the meridian. Cortes gave a de
scription of some instruments, such as one to find the place and declination
of the sun and moon ; certain dials; the astrolabe and cross staff; with a
complex machine to show the hour and latitude at once.
About the same time, were made proposals for finding the longitude, by
observations on the moon. In 1530, Gemma Frisius advised the keeping
ofthe time by means of small clocks or watches, then, as he says, newly in
vented ; he also contrived a new sort of cross-staff, and an instrument called
the nautical quadrant.
In 1537, Peter Nunez, or Nonius, published a book in the Portuguese
language, to explain a difficulty in navigation, proposed to him by the com
mander, Don Alphonso de Suza. In this, he exposes the errors of the plane
chart, and gives the solution of several curious astronomical problems ;
among which is that of determining the latitude from two observations of the
sun's altitude, the intermediate azimuth being given. He observed, that
though the rhombs are spiral lines, yet the direct course of a ship will al
ways be in the arc of a great circle, whereby the angle with the meridians
will continually change ; all that the steersman can here do, for preserving
the original rhomb, is to correct these deviations, as soon ns they appear sen
sible. But thus the ship will, in reality, describe a course without the rhomb
line intended; and, therefore, his calculations for finding the latitude, where
any rhomb line crosses the several meridians, will be, in some measure, er
roneous. He also invented a method of dividing a quadrant, by means of
concentric circles, which after being much improved by Dr. Halley, is used
at present, and is called a nonius.
In 1577, William Bowrie published a treatise, in which, by considering
the irregularities of the moon's motion, he shows the errors in finding her
age by the epact, and in determining the hour, from observing on what point
of the compass the sun and moon appeared. He also advises, in sailing
in high latitudes, to keep the reckoning by the globe, as there, the
plane chart is most erroneous. He despairs of ever being able to find the
longitude, unless the variation of the compass should be occasioned by some
such attractive point as Cortes had imagined—which, however, he doubts—
but as he has shown how to find the variation, at all times, he advises to
keep an account of the observations, as useful for finding the place of the
ship. The advice was followed by Simon Stevin, in a treatise published at
Leyden, in 1 599 ; the substance of which was printed at London, the same
year, by Edward Wright, with the title of " the haven finding art."
In this ancient tract is described the method of ascertaining the rate of a
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ship's sailings, by the Log, which was so called, from the piece of wood, or
log which floats in the water, while the time is reckoned during which the
line that is fastened to it is veering out. The author of this contrivance is
not known ; nor was it taken notice of, till 1607, in an East India voyage,
published by Purchas ; but from that time it became famous, and was men
tioned by almost all writers on navigation, in every country. It still conti
nues to be used, as at first, though many attempts have been made to improve
it, and contrivances proposed, to supply its place ; many of which have suc
ceeded in smooth water, but have proved useless in a stormy sea.
In 1581, Michael Coignet, a native of Antwerp, published a treatise in
which he animadverted on Medina, and showed that as the rhombs are
spirals, making endless revolutions about the poles, numerous errors must
arise from their being represented by straight lines on sea charts. Though
he hoped to find a remedy for these errors, he was of opinion that the propo
sals of Nonius were scarcely practicable, and therefore in a great measure
useless. In treating of the sun's declination, he took notice of the gradual
decrease in the obliquity of the ecliptic ; also gave a description of the crossstaff. with three transverse pieces, which he said was then in common use
among sailors. Some nautical instruments, now all laid aside, also were in
vented by him.
The same year the discovery of the dipping needle was made by Robert
Forman. In his publication on this subject, he maintains, in opposition to
Cortes, that the variation of the compass was caused by some point on the
surface of the earth, and not in the heavens ; and considerable improvements,
in the construction of the compass itself, were made by him. To this work
of Forman's, is always prefixed a discourse on the variation of the magnetic
needle, by William Burrough, in which Tie shows how to determine the va
riation in many different ways. Many errors, in the practice of navigation
at that time, are pointed out by him ; and he speaks in very severe terms of
those who had written on the subject.
In 1585, an excellent compendium on navigation was published by Roderic Zamorano, which contributed greatly towards the improvement of the
art, particularly in sea charts. Globes of an improved kind, and of a much
larger size than those formerly used, were now constructed, and many im
provements made in various instruments. The plane chart however con
tinued still to be used, though its errors were frequently complained of.
Methods of removing these errors were much sought after ; and Gerard
Mercator seems to be the first who achieved this in a manner to answer the
purposes of seamen. His method was to represent the parallels both of lat
itude and longitude, by straight lines, but gradually to augment the former
as they approached the pole. Thus the rhombs, which otherwise ought to
be curves, were now also extended into straight lines ; and thus a straight line
drawn between any two' places marked on the chart, would make an angle
with the meridians, expressing the rhomb leading from the one to the other.
But though, in 1569, Mercator published an universal map constructed in
this manner, it does not appear that he was acquainted with the principles on
which this proceeded ; ana it is now generally believed that the true princi
ples on which the construction of what is called Mercator's chart depends,
were first discovered by Edward Wright, an Englishman.
Mr. Wright supposes, but without sufficient grounds, that this enlargement
of the degrees of latitude was known and mentioned by Ptolemy, and that the
same thing had also been spoken of by Cortes. The expression of Ptolemy,
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alluded to, relate indeed to the proportion between the distances of the paral
lels and meridians ; but instead of proposing any gradual enlargement of the
parallels of latitude, in a general chart, he speaks only of particular maps ;
and advises not to confine a system of such maps to one and the same scale,
but to plan them out by a different measure, as occasion might require ; only
with this precaution, that the degrees of longitude in each should bear some
proportion to those of latitude ; and this proportion is to be deduced from that
which the magnitude of the respective parallels bears to a great circle of the
sphere. He adds, that in particular maps, if this proportion be observed with
regard to the middle parallel, the inconvenience will not be great, though
the meridians should be straight lines, parallel to each other. By this, he
only means, that the maps should, in some measure, represent the figures
of the countries for which they are drawn. In this sense, Mercator, who
drew maps for Ptolemy's tables, understood him ; thinking it, however, an
improvement not to regulate the meridian by one parallel, but by two ; one
distant from the northern, the other from the southern extremity of the map,
by a fourth part of the whole depth ; by which means, in his maps, though
the meridians are straight lines, yet they are generally drawn inclining to
each other towards the poles. With regard to Cortes, he speaks only of the
number of degrees of latitude, and not of the extent of them. He even gives
directions that they should all be laid down by equal measurement, on a scale
of leagues adapted to the map.
For some time after the appearance of Mercator's map, it was not rightly
understood ; and was even thought to be entirely useless, if not detrimental.
However, about 1592, its utility began to be perceived ; and seven years af
ter, Mr. Wright printed his famous treatise, entitled, t> The correction of cer
tain errors in Navigation," in which he fully explained the reason of ex
tending the lengths of the parallels of latitude, and the uses of it hi navigation.
In 1610, a second edition of this work was published, with improvements.
An excellent method was proposed of determining the magnitude of the earth.
He also published a description of an instrument which he called the Sea
rings ; and by which the variation of the compass, the altitude of the sun,
and the time of the day, may be readily determined at once in any place, pro
vided the latitude be known. He showed also how to correct the errors
arising from the eccentricity of the eye, in observing with the cross-staff;
made a total amendment in the tables of the declinations, and of the sun and
stars, from his own observations, with a six feet quadrant, in the years 1594,
95, 96, and 97 ; and constructed a sea quadrant to take altitudes by a fore
or back observation, with a contrivance, also, for readily finding the latitude
by the height of the pole star, when not on the meridian. To this edition
was subjoined a translation of Zamorano's Compendium before mentioned,
in which he corrected some mistakes in the original, adding a large table of
the variations of the compass, observed in different parts of the world, to show
that it was not occasioned by any magnetic pole.
These improvements soon became generally known. In 1608, a treatise,
entitled " Hypomnemata Mathematical was published by Simon Stevin, for
the use of Prince Maurice. In the part relating to navigation, the author
having treated of sailing on a great circle, and shown how to draw the
rhombs on a globe mechanically, sets down Wright's two tables of latitude
and of rhombs, in order to describe these lines more accurately — pretending
even to have discovered an error in Wright's table. But all Stevin's ob
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jections were fully answered by the author himself, who showed that they
arose from the imperfect way of calculating made use of by the former.
In 1624, the learned Wellebrord Snell, professor of mathematics at Leyden, published a treatise of navigation on Wright's plan, but somewhat ob
scurely ; and as he did not particularly mention all the discoveries of Wright,
the latter was thought by some to have taken the hint of all his discoveries
from Snell. This supposition, however, was long ago refuted; and Wright
enjoys the honor of the discoveries so justly his due,
Mr. Wright having shown how to find the place of a ship on his chart,
observed, that the same might be discovered more accurately by calculation ;
but considering, as he says, that the latitudes, and especially the courses at
sea, could not be determined so precisely, he did not set down particular ex
amples, since the mariner maybe allowed to save himself this trouble, and only
mark out upon his chart the ship's way, after the manner then usually prac
tised. However, in 1614. Raphe Haudson, among his nautical questions,
subjoined to a translation of Pittiscus's Trigonometry, solved very distinctly
every case of navigation, by applying arithmetical calculations to Wright's
table of latitudes, or of meridional parts, as it has since been called.
Though the method discovered by Wright, for finding the change of
longitude by a ship sailing on a rhomb, is the proper way of performing it,
Hiudaon proposes two ways of approximation to it without the assistance of
Wright's division of the meridian line. The first was computed by the
arithmetical mean between the cosines of both latitudes ; the other by the
same mean between the secants, as an alternate, when Wright's book was
not at hand — though this latter is wider from the truth than the former.
By the same calculations also, he showed how much each of these compendiums deviates from the truth, and also how widely the computations on the
erroneous principles of the plane chart differ from all of them. The method
generally used by navigators at the present day, is commonly called middle
latitude sailing; which, though it errs more than that by the arithmetical
mean between the two cosines, is preferred, on account of its being less operose; yet in high latitudes it is more eligible to use that of the arithmetical
mean between the logarithmic cosines, equivalent to the geometrical mean
between the cosines themselves ; a method since proposed by Mr. John
Bassat. The computation by the middle latitude will always fall short of
the true change of longitude ; but that by the arithmetical mean falls short
in latitudes above 45°, and exceeds in lesser latitudes. However, none of
these methods will differ much from the truth, when the change of latitude
is small, as in a day's work.
About this time logarithms were invented by John Napier, baron of
Merchiston, in Scotland, and proved of the utmost service to the art of navi
gation. They were first applied by Edward Gunter in 16-20. He con
structed a table of artificial sines and tangents to every minute ofthe quadrant.
These were applied according to Wright's table of meridional parts, and
have been found extremely useful in other branches of the mathematics.
He contrived also a most excellent ruler, commonly called Gurnets scale,
on which were inscribed the logarithmic lines for numbers, and for sines
and tangents of arches. The sector likewise was greatly improved by him
for the same purposes ; he showed also how to take a back observation by
the cross staff, whereby the error arising from the eccentricity of the eye is
avoided.
Another instrument, of his own invention, is described by him, called the
vol. I. — No. iv.
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cross-bow, for taking altitudes of the sun and stars, with some contrivance for
the more ready collecting the altitude from the observation. The disco
veries concerning the logarithms were carried to France in 1624, by Ed
mund Wingate, who published two small tracts in that year at Paris. In
one of these he taught the use of Gunter's scale ; and in the other, of the ta
bles of artificial sines and tangents, as modelled to Napier's last form, erro
neously attributed by Wingate to Briggs.
Gunter's ruler was projected into a circular arch by the Rev. William
Oughtred in 1633, and its uses fully shown in a pamphlet entitled, " The cir
cles of Proportion ;" where, in an appendix, are well handled several im
portant points in navigation. It has also been made in the form of a sliding
ruler.
The logarithmic tables were first applied to the different cases of sailing
by Thomas Addison, in his treatise entitled, "Arithmetical Navigation,"
printed in 1625, in which he gives two traverse tables, with their uses; the
one to quarter points of the compass, the other to degrees.
Henry Gellibrand published in 1635, his discovery of the changes of the
variation of the compass, in a small quarto pamphlet, entitled, "A Discourse
Mathematical, on the Variation of the Magnetieal Needle.1' This extra
ordinary phenomenon he found out by comparing the observations made at
different times, near the same place, by Mr. Burrough, Mr. Gunter, and him
self— all persons of great skill and experience in these matters. This dis
covery was soon known abroad ; for F. Athanasius Kircher, in his treatise
entitled "Magnes," first printed at Rome, in 1641, informs us, that he had
b3en told it by John Greaves ; and then gives a letter of the famous Marinus
Marsennus, containing a very distinct account of it.
As altitudes of the sun are taken at sea, by observing his elevation, or al
titude, above the visible horizon, to obtain from thence the sun's true altitude
with correctness, Wright thought it necessary, that the dip of the horizon
below the observer's eye, should be brought into account, which cannot be
calculated without knowing the magnitude of the earth. Hence he was in
duced to propose the different methods for finding this ; but complains that the
most effectual was not in his power to execute ; and, therefore, contented him
self with a rude attempt, in some measure sufficient for his purpose. The
dim-nsions of the earth, deduced by him, corresponded so well with the usual
divisions of the log line, that as he did not write an express treatise on navi
gation, but only for correcting such errors as prevailed in general practice,
the lof line did not come under his notice.
Mr. Richard Norwood, however, put in execution the method recom
mended by Mr. Wright as the most perfect for measuring the magnitude of
the earth, with the true length of the degrees of a great circle upon it; and,
in 1635, he actually measured the distance between London and York : from
which, and the summer solstitial altitudes of the sun, observed on the meri
dian at both places, he found a degree, on a great circle of the earth, to con
tain 367,196 English feet, equal to 57,300 French fathoms or toises; which
is very exact, as appears from many measures that have been made since
that time. Mr. Norwood gave a full account of this, in his treatise, called
the Seaman's Practice, published in 1 637, in which he shows the reason why
Snell had failed in his attempt. He also points out the various uses of his
discovery, particularly for correcting the errors hitherto committed in the di
visions of the log line. These necessary amendments, however, were little
attended to by navigators, whose obstinacy, in adhering to established errors,
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has been complained of by the best writers on navigation ; but, at length, they
found their way into practice, and few navigators of reputation now use the
old measure of forty-two feet to a knot. In that treatise, Mr. Norwood also
describes his own excellent method of setting down and perfecting a sea
reckoning, by using a traverse table; which method he had followed, and
taught for many years. He also shows how to rectify the course by the va
riation of the compass ; also, how to discover currents, and to make proper al
lowance for them. This treatise, and one on trigonometry, were frequently
reprinted, as the principal books used in teaching scientifically the art of
navigation.
No alterations were made in the Seaman's Practice till the twelfth edition,
in 1676, when the following paragraph was inserted in a smaller character:
" About 1762, M. Picart published an account in French, concerning the
measure of the earth, a brief account of which may be seen in the Philos.
Trans. No. 1 12; wherein he concludes one degree to contain 365,184 Eng
lish feet, nearly agreeing with Mr. Norwood's experiment;" and this ad
vertisement is continued, in the subsequent editions, as late as 1732. About
1645, Mr. Bond published, in Norwood's Epitome, a very great improve
ment in Wright's method, by a property in his meridian line, whereby its
divisions are more scientifically assigned than the author himself was able
to effect; which was from this theorem, that these divisions are analogous to
the excesses of the logarithmic tangents of half the respective latitudes, aug
mented by 45° above the logarithm of the radius. This he afterwards ex
plained more fully, in the edition of Gunter's works, printed in 1653 ; where,
after observing that the logarithmic tangents, from 45° upwards, increase in
the same manner that the secants added together do, if every half degree be
accounted as a whole degree of Mercator's meridional line ; his rule for com
puting the meridional parts belonging to any two latitudes, supposed on the
same side of the equator, is as follows : " Take the logarithmic tangf nt. reject
ing the radius of half each latitude, augmented by 45°; divide the difference
of those numbers by the logarithmic tangent of 5° 30', the radius being like
wise rejected ; and the quotient will be the meridional parts required, ex
pressed in degrees." This rule is the immediate consequence of the general
theorem, that the degrees of latitude bear to one degree (or 60 minutes, which
in Wright's table stand for the meridional parts of one degree) the same pro
portion as the logarithmic tangent of half any latitude augmented by 45",
and the radius neglected to the like tangent of half a degree, augmented by
45°, with the radius also rejected.
The demonstration of this general theorem was still wanting, till supplied
by Mr. James Gregory, of Aberdeen, in his Exercitationes Geometrics,
printed at London, in 1668 ; and afterwards more concisely demonstrated,
together with a scientific determination of the divisor, by Dr. Halley, in the
Philos. Trans, for 1695, from the consideration of the spirals into which the
rhombs are transformed, in the stereographic projection of the sphere upon
the plane of the equinoctial; and which is rendered still more simple by Mr.
Roger Cotes, in his Logometeria, first published in the Philos. Trans, for
1714. It is added in Gunter's book, that if one twentieth of this division,
which does not sensibly differ from the logarithmic tangent of 45° 1' 30" less
radius, be used, the quotient will exhibit the meridional parts expressed in
leagues; and this is the divisor mentioned in Norwood's Epitome. In the
same manner the meridional parts will be found in minutes, ifthe same loga
rithmic tangent of 45° 1' 30" less radius be taken, that is, the number used
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by others being 12,633, when the logarithmic tables consist of eight places
of figures.
Mr. Bond, in his Seaman's Kalendar, declared that he had discovered the
longitude by having found out the true theory ofthe magnetic variation ; and
to gain credit for his assertion, he foretold, that in London, in 1657, there
would be no variation of the compass, and from that time it would gradually
increase the other way ; which happened accordingly. He also published
a table of the variation, in the Philos. Trans., for forty-nine years to come.
He thus acquired such reputation, that his treatise, entitled, The Longitude
Found, was published in 1676, by the special command of Charles II., and
approved by many celebrated mathematicians.
It was not long, however, before it met with opposition ; and, in 1678, ano
ther treatise, entitled, The Longitude not Found, made its appearance ; and
as Mr. Bond's hypothesis did not, in any manner, answer the author's san
guine expectations, the affair was undertaken by Dr. Halley. The result
of his speculations was, that the magnetic needle is influenced by four poles ;
but this wonderful phenomenon seems, hitherto, to have eluded all our re
searches. In 1700, Dr. Halley published a general map, with curve lines
expressing the paths where the magnetic needle had the same variation ;
which was received with universal applause. But as the positions of these
curves vary, from time to time, they should frequently be corrected by skilful
persons; which was accordingly done in 1744 and 1756, by Mr. William
Mountaine and Mr. James Dodson, F. R. S.
After the true principles of the art were settled by Wright, Bond, and Nor
wood, the authors on navigation became so numerous, that it would be a dif
ficult matter to enumerate them; and every thing relative to it was settled
with an accuracy, not only unknown to former ages, but which would have
been reckoned utterly impossible. The earth being found to be a spheroid,
and not a perfect sphere, with the shortest diameter passing through the poles,
a tract was published in 1741, by the Rev. Dr. Patrick Murdoch, wherein
he accommodated Wright's sailing to such a figure: and Mr. Colin McLaurin, the same year, in the Philos. Trans, gave a rule for determining the me
ridional parts of a spheriod ; which is treated of more fully in his treatise of
Fluxions, printed at Edinburgh in 1742.
Among the later discoveries in this science, that of finding the longitude at
sea, by Lunar Observations, and by Time-keepers, is the principal. The
science is indebted to Dr. Maskelyne for putting the first of these methods into
practice, as well as for many other improvements ; and also to Mr. Harrison
for the remarkable discovery of the longitude by the second method. The
subject of nautical science has been so much canvassed and studied, by men of
learning and ingenuity, in all nations, that there seems to be little room for
further improvements; and the art of navigation appenrstobe nearly brought
to the greatest degree of perfection of which it is capable.
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Art. IV—POPULAR PRINCIPLES RELATING TO THE
LAW OF AGENCY.*
Success in mercantile life, is founded mainly upon integrity, industry, and
perseverance. It does not require that wealth, connexions, or rank, should
smile upon the young aspirant. The large fortunes and the high influence
which we see bestowed upon the distinguished merchants ofour city, have, in
few instances, arisen from the advantage of early wealth, or the countenance
of great connexions. But these fortunate and prosperous men are generally
to be traced to some obscure post in early life ; to some country school which
has sent forth its pupils equipped with some arithmetic, some grammar,
some geography, but no rhetoric, logic, or philosophy, into the more labori
ous posts of our towns and villages. There the beginner has learned first
to endure labor and bear privations — to acquire in this way habits of selfdenial and hardy perseverance ; and there has made honesty and good faith
virtues not difficult to practice. They have learned also in this manner,
from necessity, habits of economy ; and when called upon to act for others,
their virtues have shone out, they have attracted confidence, been favored
with credit, have had a scope thus opened for their enterprise and capacity,
and by persevering energy and prudence, have finally established the for
tunes of princes—clothed themselves in purple, and built for themselves
palaces. Such examples are shining upon us here from every quarter,
and serve at the same time to guide and cheer on those who are following in
the same course of usefulness.
In the progress ofa person thus commencing, without wealth, and unsup
ported by rank, the first condition of his life will be, to bestow his services in
the business of some other. He is his clerk ; then becomes more confided
in, and acquires more experience, and becomes a supercargo, an agf nt,
or a factor, acting for the behalf of another, and in his absence, but upon
his instructions and upon his authority and credit. He is now properly an
agent. He advances still farther in knowledge ofbusiness, and in the confi
dence of those who witness his conduct, and is associated with some person
needing his qualities, as a co-partner ; and after having fully satisfied his own
desires for extended business, and become earnest for the rest which years
renders grateful, and wealth renders attainable, he himself calls in and pa
tronises some young man as clerk, or partner. And in all the stages of his
course, he finds it necessary at times either to call upon some friend to stand as
his surety, or is called upon by some other to discharge this friendly office.
It is thus that the relations growing out of agency, co-partnership, and sure
tyship, present themselves, of extensive application and general interest.
They are, therefore, selected as topics upon which useful and popular instruc
tion may be given : topics which may enable us to present some views of
law, and ofthe principles of justice, which may not be wearisome, and which
will enable me perhaps to fix myself in the recollections of my audience,
as having been a useful as well as well-intentioned counsellor.
The great extent of these relations, and of the principles of law applicable
to them, will prevent a very minute exposition of detail; but will afford the
• A lecture read before the Mercantile Library Association of New York, byDaniel Lord, Jun., Esq., on the 27th of January, 1835, and politely furnished by the
author for publication in our Magazine.
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opportunity of exhibiting very many interesting principles ; and in every in
stance, it will be our endeavor, rather to consider the principle upon which
our law is founded, than to seek to give the numerous nice distinctions and
exceptions to which all general rules are subject, which render the law a
distinct profession and science, and call forth the utmost displays of learning
and sagacity.
In the course of the Merchant, as above alluded to, the starting point is
the situation of a clerk and agent: with the discussion of the principles ap
plicable to that relation, we therefore commence.
The duties of a clerk are so generally under the immediate direction
and conduct of his principal, that they need no explanation in the law:
his acts are, in fact, almost absolutely the personal acts of the principal
himself.
An Agent is one who acts on the behalf and by the authority of another.
And his acts are deemed those of this other person, who is called his prin
cipal. Our purpose is chiefly to consider those agents, who are not acting
under the very eye and in the personal presence of the principal ; for such a
statecan give rise to few relations : but to those who act for others not present,
and who therefore represent their principal's interest ; who may err, to their
own detriment ; who may do acts embarrassing or injurious to their em
ployer; or who may be the means, however innocently, of contracting nugato
ry arrangements with others, relying on their good faith, through a want of
authority or other peculiarity of their situation.
The first particular to be considered is, that the agent acts in behalf of
another. If while agent he acts upon his own behalf, either without the scope
of the business in which he is engaged as agent, or acts in his own name,
and professedly for his own benefit, neither he nor the persons with whom
he deals, can have any connexion with the principal. Obviously here the
agent cannot claim his principal's protection, or his adoption of such an act.
Nor can the stranger dealing with him, who does not intentionally contract
with a principal not presented to him as a party, and who therefore can
only be supposed to rely upon the actual contracting man, make any claim
injustice upon the principal. In such a case the prin-cipal has been left out
of sight altogether, and can only come into view at his own choice.
But can he at his choice come in to such a transaction, and make himself
a party and claim the benefit ? In some cases he may. If in such a depart
ure from his agency, the agent has employed the funds of the principal,
either property or credit, the principal has a right to say, " you could not ho
nestly employ these funds but in my service: you cannot pretend against me,
that you intended a dishonest misappplication of them : although you have
gone out of your duty, so that I am under no obligation to sanction what
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refuse to his agent the benefits of such an affair. The law, however, wisely
considering the temptation afforded to such neglect, if it allowed the agent
under such circumstances to use his time for himself, gives the option to the
principal, and leaves the agent at his discretion.
In accordance with the same wise caution, the law will not permit the
agent to act as party and agent in the same transaction. If one be authori
zed to purchase or sell goods for another, and the agent himself has the goods
to sell, or desires to purchase, he may not do it. The party giving the or
der may refuse to accept the goods if the agent sells his own to him ; or pro
bably he may accept the goods, and refuse to be bound by the price charged,
but may question its justice. If the agent attempts to buy the goods he had
on sale for his principal, without the express consent of the latter, after
full knowledge, the latter may, at his election, either hold him to the bar
gain as purchaser, or refuse it, and hold him to account for any greater price or
value which has been or can be obtained for it at the same time. It may
be asked, what injury is done to the principal, provided the agent in selling,
sells his own goods of the kind required and at a fair price ; or, if in purcha
sing his principal's goods, he gives him as much as can be had. Perhaps in
a given case there may be no injury ; but it is evident, that the agent hav
ing his own goods to sell, will make few endeavors to buy for his principal
at the best terms : nor will he, if desiring to purchase, and permitted to do sj,
be very anxious to find a better purchaser. Although in instances there
might be no injury, yet as a general principle, it would be improper
to allow the possibility of the agent finding his interest in conflict with
his duty. The law willingly Jakes away the temptation: by a general
rule it puts the agent, in such case, as in the other above stated, wholly
at the principal's mercy, leaving it to the latter to claim the bargain if
a good one, and to turn the bargain upon the agent if a bad one. These
are the wholesome principles of the common law, and show the purity of
its ethics and the wisdom of its policy.
The agent acting in behalf of another must in his transactions disclose his
character as agent. This is an obligation towards him with whom he deals.
If this be not done, such other person has a right to hold him as the actual
party, leaving him to the indemnity and protection of his principal. The
stranger has also the right, on discovering such undisclosed principal, to
resort directly to him. Here the stranger has the option, at the agent's dis
advantage. The agent is bound, because he suffered the stranger to suppose
him the actual party ; the principal is bound, because the agent was author
ized to bind him, because he expected to be bound, and because he is entitled
to the benefit of the contract, and because the not disclosing was the omission
of a man selected by himself.
In such a case, as it is above observed, the principal has a right to claim
the benefit of the transaction, directly and openly, in his own name, if he
chooses so to do. And if the stranger would have any advantage by treating
the contract made as the contract of the agent, this advantage is secured to
him. Any rights of set-off, or otherwise, against the agent if he were prin
cipal, are secured to the stranger against the principal thus intervening.
The ordinary mode of effecting policies of marine insurance, is to some ex
tent an instance of this rule. The policy is usually in the agent's own name,
without the disclosure of the principal, and often without the disclosure of
his being agent. The principal, however, can always claim the contract.
And, as the insurance contract always rests upon interest in the subject to be
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afterwards disclosed, it is not here true, as in ordinary cases, that a set-off
against the agent will be allowed against the undisclosed principal.
In sealed instruments, however, if an agent does disclose his agency,
but nevertheless puts his own hand and seal, and does not sign the name of
his principal, he is responsible himself, and stands the contracting party.
The reason seems to be, that, unless the sealed instrument be sealed with the
principal's seal, and in his name, it cannot be treated in the law as his deed ;
and, if not the principal's deed, as it is the deed of some one, it is, of course,
the agent's deed.
And an agent may, although disclosing his agency, use language import
ing personal obligation on his own part, and if he does, the obligation ad
heres to him. His being agent obviously does not supersede or render im
possible the binding of himself, if he is so careless or complaisant as to do so.
And, in relation to negotiable paper, an agent, acting within the scope of
his agency, may, even to his principal, be liable, if he signs his name with
out qualification. As if an agent here, remitting the proceeds of a sale to his
principal in New Orleans, should draw a bill on the purchaser in favor of
the principal, such agent would be liable on it. unless, in the very advice of
the sale and remittance, he expressly disavows the liability. Otherwise, his
principal is put off his guard. He receives paper containing the form of a
personal obli gation from one in whom he has confidence ; he treats it as se
cure, and makes his arrangements accordingly. The agent in such case
must not withdraw from the position in which he has placed himself, that of
the responsible party. In unsealed writings, the personal liability of the
agent depends often upon the mode of his signature. If he signs his own
name, without qualification, it affords strong, although not conclusive reason,
to charge him as one contracting personally ; if he adds the word " agent,"
still,unless the name of the principal appear on the face of the paper, he may
often be charged personally ; for he ought, where he does not intend to bind
himself, to give the responsible name of him who is bound. And in all cases,
and however he signs, if he acts without authority, he is personally liable on
the contract. The agent should always, in the signature, express both the
principal's name and his own.
Thus much for the position, that the agent must act on the behalf and in
the name of his principal.
The next part of our description of an agent is, that he must act by the
authority of his principal. Without this authority, he cannot require the
principal to protect him in his acts; nor does he give, ordinarily, the respon
sibility of his principal to those dealing with him on the faith of his being so
authorized. For it is by no means true, in general, that the circumstance
of a man's depending upon the faith that the agent is authorized, gives him
any title to compel the principal to adopt the act. This title is given only
when such reliance is caused by the carelessness or fault of the principal in
clothing the agent with the appearance of authority not possessed.
In considering the authority of an agent, we may first inquire how it is
granted ; next, ask what rules are to be applied in construing and understand
ing it ; and lastly, observe how it is revoked.
It is very frequently created by an instrument called a letter of attorney,
under the hand and seal of the principal. This formal (or, as the law terms
it, solemn) mode of granting authority is necessary, when a bond, deed, re
lease, or other instrument, to which a seal is essential, is to be executed ; it is
not necessary in other cases. It is necessary in these cases, because the ob
ligation created by a sealed instrument is of a character so grave, so incon
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trovertible and so entirely binding the party, that the use of the solemn form
of authorizing the agent is requisite to show the principal's assent to the high
obligation : and it is also necessary from a technical rule of the common
law, that no instrument under seal, executed out of the personal presence of
the party, can be treated as a deed, unless the instrument conferring the au
thority have been executed with the same formality as would be required of
the principal, if he were personally acting. Witnesses to the sealing, although
sometimes convenient, especially where the party executing cannot write,
are never essential. In most instances, therefore, authority to transact busi
ness ofthe largest extent may be conferred by mere verbal communication, or
by simple letters: and the immense mass of commercial agency of Europe
is transacted upon the authority of letters merely. Authority by oral com
munication is equally valid as that by writing not under seal. But although
these modes be equally effectual as to validity, they differ greatly as to ad
vantage. The written authority can be more exactly perpetuated, not de
pending upon the intelligence, the memory, or the integrity of witnesses, but
resting upon that singular phenomenon, the peculiar identity of hand writing.
It can also be more conveniently exhibited to the examination of those who
are to rely on it ; it can also be deposited in the hands of some common de
pository to serve the convenience of all who deal on the faith of it, however
numerous, and for the protection of the agent himself. For be it remembered,
the agent is always responsible, that he is authorized to do such acts as he
professes to execute.
Indeed in the universal usage at the present day, to make writing the means
of conferring commercial authority, except by parties in the same place, one
would probably be justified in refusing the act of an agent, not sanctioned by
the writing of his principal.
Agents or attorneys at law, are considered as appointed by a record:
They are empowered, and their authority viewed, upon principles peculiar to
themselves: although entitled by virtue ofhis mere declaration in couitthat
he is an attorney, to receive sums however great, to discharge debts, to modify
engagements, and in the most serious manner to affect the estates and persons
of those he professes to represent, the attorney at law may act without autho
rity under seal, without letter, and indeed without authority at all ; and his
acts will be not only binding but generally conclusive. The Courts assume
his authority to be perfect, and should it not be, the parties are left to take
their redress against him. This in theory seems exceedingly dangerous;
yet in practice has produced little ground ofcomplaint. It is founded on the
confidence which Courts place in their own officers. They have a right to
exclude attorneys in the first instance from that office ; only admit them, up
on taking oaths of fidelity; they hold over them a summary jurisdiction and
inquisitorial authority ; may compel them by close imprisonment to answer
interrogatories accusing themselves; may without jury deprive them of their
profession and means of support, and commit them to close prison for diso
bedience and mal-practice, and this without the right of a review of their de
cree upon them. It is a matter, therefore, not a little serious, for one thus
circumstanced to perpetrate a fraud on the Court : and these circumstances
with the fact that these attorneys are bound by day and by night to keep
watch on one another, are for the most part men of liberal education, render
the possession of this great power of representing others, in the hands of at
torneys at law, quite harmless : it renders proceedings in courts more easy
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and simple, and most effectual to be relied on as a protection in the termi
nation of a controversy.
But authority may be conferred on agents, by other acts than expressions
by word, writing, or letter of attorney. Permitting a man to act as agent,
and repeatedly adopting such acts, gives the public a right to suppose him
clothed with authority : such acts, if the person be not authorized, tend to
mislead into a false reliance upon the conduct thus permitted, and would afford
the means of great injustice and fraud, unless an agency were implied. An
agency may under such circumstances be implied ; and that against most
positive proof that it was not conferred nor intended to be ; and to an extent
beyond what ordinarily can be found granted. Of course this authority will
only be inferred in favor of persons in good faith, relying upon such conduct,
and not knowing that it is unauthorized. In cases of this kind, the question
is, what had those who dealt with the supposed agent, a right reasonably to
presume from the acts of the supposed principal, and to such extent, however
wide, the authority is inferred. Such inferred authority may sometimes
arise from acts not intended with ill design and only careless ; and it is a ne
cessary caution to all likely to have others assume to act for them, that they
should be most careful in sanctioning acts at the time apparently insignifi
cant or to their advantage, as they may be mere combustibles forming the
first part of the magazine to burst on them in ruin.
Authority may sometimes also be acquired from mere circumstances of
necessity. The master of a ship, for example, has no direct authority from
the owner of ship or cargo, except merely to navigate the former or convey
the latter with his best skill and caution. But disaster may befall him, his
ship get into distress and be driven for refuge into some port where he has
no funds nor means of refitting his shattered barque or damaged cargo. In
such cases the law will permit him, in consequence of the mere necessity of
the case, to sell the cargo in whole or in part, as necessity may require, and to
pledge his ship at high interest to raise all such money as he may need. In
case, he cannot by any such means refit his adventure, he may sell the
wrecked ship and cargo, and his acts in good faith, and without other autho
rity than mere necessity, are justified both as to himselfand to those who deal
with him.
Sometimes also goods may be ordered to be shipped from one country by
a merchant in another, and on their arrival may so far deviate in quality,
price or terms of sale, as not to answer the commission given. What in
such case is to be done ? The shipmaster cannot retain them : the consig
nee by accepting them in silence, may be charged with a waving of his ob
jection to the deviation from his order, and if not taken care of they may
perish. It may be, too, that although the goods come clearly differing
from the merchant's intentions or expectations, yet the orders may be sus
ceptible of doubt and difficulty in their construction, and it becomes very de
sirable to make the loss and eventual stake of controversy as small as
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such as the necessity of the case requires ; ifthe party go beyond this limit,
he will be chargeable with the property. The principle of these cases is ob
vious. It is not in terms, that necessity knows no law, but it is that the ne
cessity makes a. law : and property will not be left to be ruined merely bt cause
it is without a formal protector. In such cases, the property itself becomes
chargeable for all the necessary expenditures, and may be held as a pledge
for them.
A frequent instance of this kind of agency arises in the case of the aban
donment to insurers of goods insured : if the insurer accepts the goods, he be
comes liable for the claim, however ill supported, unless fraudulent ; and if
the merchant, after abandonment, acts as owner of the goods, he is deemed
to waive his claim for the loss founded on the abandonment. In this situa
tion, he may take all necessary measures for the preservation of the property,
may sell it, if perishable, and probably may, in other cases, giving notice to
the insurers of the time and place of sale, and causing that to be public.
Generally, therefore, property in an unprotected position may be taken
care of, and its safety provided for, without prejudice to any rights in relation
to it ; and the persons doing these acts, form the class of agents by necessity,
and their conduct is more favorably and liberally to be regarded.
Authority committed to an agent cannot ordinarily be delegated by him,
without express assent of the principal. Where one man is authorized to act
for another, he is presumed to be trusted from a confidence in his personal
qualities of integrity, skill, and responsibility. If he can turn over the prin
cipal's business to another, it is clear that the principal could make slight de
pendence upon his own judgment in the selection of his agents. All ar
rangements might thus be defeated. It cannot, therefore, be done without an
authority expressly to appoint substitutes or delegates. This rule, however,
does not apply to subordinates of the agent, not authorized to complete busi
ness without his supervision and personal interference Some agencies too,
from the course of business, imply a power of delegation ; such is often the
case of supercargoes,' trading to places where the business of buying and
selling cargoes is by law, or known usage, confined to merchants of the
place.
Authority, in whatever mode conferred on agents, may sometimes be dis
cretionary, and sometimes not ; and this character of authority is of the highest
consequence, as well to the agent as to the principal and strangers.
Ifthe authority give no discretion to the agent, the act to be done must be
performed as soon as practicable, at whatever consequences. If goods be
consigned to be sold on arrival, the agent must sell on the first opportunity,
and cannot wait for a change of market, whatever knowledge of the market
he may possess, whatever be his desire to promote his principal's interest,
whatever be the prospect ofcertain loss in obeying orders, whatever certainty
there may be that his principal has not understood or expected the state of
things which has occurred. If he alleges his good faith and pure inten ions,
his knowledge and skill, the answer is at once, that nothing was trusted to
good faith or intentions, for no discretion was granted. The order was plain,
the principal could not complain ifit were complied with, and the risk is not the
By saying, however, that he must sell
at the first opportunity, it is not meant that he must close with the first offer, be
it what it may ; this would defeat the very purpose of agency at all. But it
is meant, that the agent must not, in such case, attempt to wait any change
of times, but must make the sale without delay, and at the best price, and on
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the best terms he can then do. And so of all other cases where no latitude is
given: For a deviation from orders there is no excuse. The principle is
general, and founded upon the absolute right which the principal has over
his own affairs, and then that those he employs are to interfere with this con
trol only when he himself permits it.
Widely different, however, is the situation of an agent, having discretionary
authority. His acts are always justified, if done in good faith, however un
fortunate the result of his judgment may be. The exercise of good faith, of
course, requires reasonable diligence ; for the want ofordinary diligence, such
as men of common prudence in general bestow in their own affairs, is. in an
agent, equivalent to a want of good faith. He is paid for care, skill, and ex
ertions, and he is bound to exhibit them, but if he does, the consequences are
not at his door. No man can command success, although every man can
command his own best endeavors. In dealing too with an agent having
discretion, strangers are altogether freed from any other inquiries as to the
agent's conduct, in the exercise of that discretion, than as to his good faith.
The construction to be given to the authority of an agent, next demands
our notice.
Construction is the true understanding of what the author of an instrument
or communication means. His language may be obscure, or contradictory;
it may be defective or ambiguous. It now becomes a painful duty of the
agent to ascertain the true meaning of his principal in his orders ; if he mis
take it, he subjects himself to the unpleasantness of disappointing his princi
pal, of becoming subject to claims on his part for damages, if not to actual
liabilities. Those also who deal with the agent, need to know if the autho
rity warrants the agent's act, otherwise it may be disavowed by the principal,
and all their dependence on the agent's acts rendered illusive.
If there be an ambiguity, fairly appearing to have been designedly such,
probably any possible construction which it could admit would be sanctioned,
for the law so abhors deceit and treachery, that it will at all possible times
prevent their success, and disappoint the injury they contemplate. But such
an ambiguity is not often to be expected.
The rules of construction material to be noticed are these : the general
scope and object of the commission are to be taken into view, and such
meaning given as the expressions will bear, most consonant with such
general purpose. All expressions are to be understood in their usual and
ordinary meaning in the branch of business to which the agency relates.
No authority is to be implied, except by fair and necessary inference ; the
authority is to be taken strictly, that is, not to contain more than it most
clearly implies ; both because a man is not presumed to give more control
over his affiirs than his language necessarily imports, and because erring by
a strict construction, the agent is on the safe side, and is not exposed to exceed
his power.
But, where a man is the general agent of another, and his arts are held
out to the world as of one having a general control of the affairs of his prin
cipal, or of some branch of them, then the question of construction never
arises. The agent is a duplicate principal as to strangers. The public are
governed by the ostensible general authority, and no private limitations or
restrictions, either in the instrument conferring the authority, or in subse
quent orders, affect strangers in their dealing with the agent. Plainly, from
the nature of the case, they cannot be known to, nor suspected by, those who
look to general conduct for evidence of the agency. In the cases of general
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agency, then, the only question upon this subject that can arise is, whether
the act done by the agent was within the ordinary range of the business en
trusted to the agent ; if it was, the principal is bound ; otherwise, not.
Factors, to whom goods are consigned for sale on account of their
principal, are agents whose authority is partly limited, and partly of a discre
tionary character. His authority is only to sell ; he therefore cannot pledge
the goods, either for his own debt or that of his principal; he cannot exchange
them by way of barter or traffic, and in all respects his power is strictly limit
ed to a sale, and sale only. But, in making the sale, he has authority of a
discretionary character, so far as the validity of the contract of sale is regard
ed. Therefore, if'inthe sale he deviates from orders, by selling at an under
price, by giving a credit beyond his orders, by warranting the article with
out authority, his contract is valid, and the principal is bound; his property
is sold, and his liability fixed. But for all this deviation or transgression of
orders, the agent is responsible to his principal.
The application of this principle to the contracts of factors has often given
rise to cases of great hardship : strangers dealing with factors having property
in their possession vvith every mark and indication of ownership, have lent
money or assumed responsibilities in reliance on the pledge of the goods in
the factor's hands ; and after a lapse of time, and a full settlement of accounts
with the factor, and after he has become insolvent, and failed to account to his
principal for his property, the latter discovers that it has been pledged to a
stranger, and claims it of him. In vain does the stranger allege that he act
ed in good faith, and that he was ignorant of any violation of the agent's duty;
the law answers for the principal, and declares, that, not having authority to
pledge, the transfer by way of pledge was void. In vain does he allege that
the money raised by the pledge was applied by the agent to the principal's
use ; the law answers, the agent had no more right to borrow money for the
principal than he had to pledge the goods; and the principal, therefore, is
not bound to the stranger, who can look only to the agent. In vain does the
stranger allege that the agent was entrusted with the ostensible ownership,
and that he had the possession and control of the property, and that the prin
cipal, by his incautious confidence in the agent, has enabled him to obtain
credit on it ; and that of two innocent persons to suffer by the fault of another,
he ought to suffer most who has been the means of the loss ; the law has
another denial to give, in its principle, that in dealing for personal property,
your only guaranty for a title is the personal responsibility of him with
whom you deal; and that no apparent ownershsp, nor anv degree of good
faith and vigilance in a party acquiring personal chattels by contract, will'
give a title where the party attempting to give it had none to give — a prin
ciple of the common law, founded at an early period, before the common
law had begun to listen to the appeals of commercial expediency, and origi
nating in the desire of preventing the owner of property taken by violence
or fraud from losing it by artful or numerous transfers from the delinquent,
and rendering it necessary upon every transfer, that the parties should know
each other well, or should make careful inquiries as to the title.
But, within a few years, statutes have been passed in this state and in Eng
land, protecting persons who in good faith shall have made advances upon
property, in the hands of factors for sale, and relieving this branch of the
commercial law from the severe and inequitable rules founded upon the cir
cumstances of an antiquated state of society; and, while the statute has thus
exposed the principal to the misconduct of his own agent, in this, as in other
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cases, it has. as an equivalent, protected him from the fraudulent misconduct
of his agent, by makingsuch misconduct a criminal offence, and by menacing
the agent with the threat of a penitentiary.
Having considered the authority of an agent, his mode of acting, and the
principles governing it, most ofthe dutiesof an agent have been touched upon.
It may be added, in general terms, that the agent is bound to comply with his
orders, to use his best diligence and judgment in conforming to them, if re
stricted, and in accomplishing his principal's designs, if discretionary, and
to keep him constantly instructed of his proceedings. The latter duty, of
keeping up correspondence, is not only part of reasonable diligence towards
his principal, for the consequences of a want of which the agent must suffer,
but it is important for the agent's protection in the case of accidental breaches
of orders ; it puts his principal under the necessity of making his complaints
immediately, when the injury may often be remedied, or of being deemed
to have abandoned all cause of complaint.
The agent, however, we will suppose, has deviated from orders, has acted
without authority, and has communicated the matter to his principal. Now
is presented the doctrine of ratification and adoption.
Ratification is the sanctioning ofan act done contrary to the agent's autho
rity, and adoption is the taking the contract or act made or done out of the
sphere of the agency, or, in other words, without authority. They are both
acts of the principal, which do not, like original contracts, depend upon any
new consideration or transaction for their validity. They result from the
agent's assuming to act in the behalf of the principal. When the latter as
sents to it, by this assent he consents to admit that the agent was authorized,
and by the admission he becomes liable and entitled under the contract, ac
knowledges himself party to it, and frees the agent from all complaint.
Ratification is either express or implied. When the party in whose behalf
an agent undertakes to act, in terms expresses his assent to the act, or directly
and in terms claims the benefit of the act, this is an express ratification or
adoption. When upon being apprized of the agent's conduct, and having the
opportunity to disavow it, the principal keeps silence or speaks equivocally,
the ratification is implied ; he is presumed to assent, although in fact the very
silenceor equivocal communication was intended to avoid a ratification. The
principle of this seems to be, that as the agent acts professedly for the principal,
and without a view to his own advantage, as the latter has the right by ex
press assent to take the benefit of any favorable result in the matter, it is but
fair that he should make his choice at once, and be deemed to have chosen
that alternative which will not expose the agent to a claim, unless he ex
presses the contrary. Having the advantage of the choice, it is but right to
hold him to the immediate exercise of it, and to deem him to have chosen the
part which leads to no complaint nor litigation. It is also to be supposed
that by as early notice as possible, the agent may take measures to avoid the
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that no one may have reason to believe in his impunity who shall place him
self in such a position.
The assent or dissent of the principal must be entire; if he assents in part,
he cannot reject the residue — his assent is to the whole conduct.
To all ratifications, it is essential that an honest communication have been
made by the agent ; it implies a full knowledge by the principal of what he
is supposed to assent to. Nothing, therefore, is to be gained by half disclo
sures, by partial or distorted statements, in order to entrap a principal into a
sanction of the agent's misconduct. Unless the agent have fairly apprized
him of the matter, the ratification is ineffectual, and the agent will have the
wretched satisfaction, that having failed in his duty, and used deceit to
get it pardoned, the pardon wants the necessary force to give him any ex
emption.
The compensation to the agent, although the very life of his activity, de
mands but little illustration. Where agreed upon, the agreement of course
governs ; where not, the agent is entitled to a reasonable compensation for
his services. This is to be ascertained, according to the usage of the business
in which the agency is employed, and may be a commission, salary, or esti
mated allowance, for the value of the particular service rendered, and its
amount is to be assessed, in case of disagreement between the agent and prin
cipal, by their peers, a jury.
A deviation from orders does not of courseforfeit all claims to compensation.
The principal is entitled to indemnity against the misconduct of the agent,
but the latter still is entitled to his stated compensation. It is not a principle
of the law to facilitate forfeitures, or for a small damage to inflict a severe
loss; forfeitures are always avoided by the law, they are never implied ; even
when stipulated, they are often relieved from : and when actually arising
upon positive stipulations, which cannot be evaded by construction, nor passed
by without execution, yet the slightest circumstance recognising the forfeited
right as still existing, will be held a waiver or relinquishment of the for
feiture.
Neither will every fault justify the termination, by the principal, of the
agency for a stated period. To justify such a termination, (a dismissal of the
agent from a service for a stipulated period,) there must be some fault going
to the very basis of the relation of the agency ; a mere instance of neglect, a
violation of orders through inadvertence or accident, although it would sub
ject the agent to make good the loss, would not justify a withdrawal of the
agency ; but acts evincive of dishonesty, detection in the more permanent
vices, such as gambling and drunkenness, a plain rebellion and resistance of
orders, showing a determined insubordination, would justify the termination
of an agency. Of course, in speaking of an agency to be terminated, is
meant one not engaged for at the mutual pleasure of the parties, but for some
definite specified period.
Connected with the agent's compensation, is his right oflien for the balance
due him, as well for what he may have paid or for what he has assumed, as for
the balance of his commissions ; and this lien he has, not only upon the pro
perty and effects connected with the transaction upon which the advances, li
ability, or commissions accrued, but he has a general lien for all that is due
to him as agent, on all the property and effects of his principal which shall
be in or come to his hands as agent.
This right, however, does not extend to protect debts which the agent con
tracted with his principal in the general course of commerce, and not arising
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out of the agency ; nor does it apply to property which has come lo the hands
of the agent otherwise than in the course of his agency; the agent may not,
by pretence of a purchase or by any deceitful representation, obtain his prin
cipal's property, and hold it for his balance ; he cannot buy up his principal's
notes, and hold his property as security, or set them off against his claims.
The law gives the lien only in consequence of the confidential character of
the relation between principal and agent, and of the importance of giving it
every protection and encouragement.
There is another subject connected with the agent's lien needing notice ;
it is the principal's right to reclaim his goods and their proceeds on the
agent's failure. It often happens that an agent, selling goods for his princi
pal, takes the note or other securities from the purchaser in his own name;
that he sells the goods of divers persons in minute portions to the same pur
chaser, and takes one note or security for the whole ; and upon the agent's
insolvency, he is pressed by urgent creditors to apply the securities thus ob
tained to secure his own debts, and not to return them to his principal. Can
the principal in such cases trace the securities 1 It is clear, in all such cases,
that the agent, knowing his principal's rights, has attempted to apply his
property to pay his own debts. As to him. it is a clear fraud and violation
of authority, and between them void. What, then, is the situation of him to
whom such securities are thus passed, against right and without authority ?
Has he received them upon an old debt, as the best security he can get? if
so, he cannot retain them ; he must be remitted to his old debt, and give back
his securities, and he and the principal must both stand in the situation in
which they stood before the agent's fraud. Has he taken the securities from
the agent upon making a new advance upon the faith of the securities? ifso,
he may retain them, not because the agent had the power to pledge them,
but because it is for the public good that advances in good faith upon nego
tiable paper shall be protected, and, out of regard to public policy,
the person thus situated is protected. But has he taken the securities with a
knowledge that they did not belong to the agent, or after they had become
due? then he cannot hold them. Taking them with knowledge that they
were not honestly at the agent's disposal, he is a party in the agent's fraud,
and can derive in law no advantage from it. Taking them after they are
due, they are no longer protected by the policy which stands around the title
of negotiable paper ; the exigencies of commerce do not require the circula
tion of notes or securities which are dishonored, which have not been paid
when due ; and, no commercial policy intervening, the taker of the securi
ties can only protect himself under the right of him who passed them, and
if the latter could give none, the taker could have none.
The rule, therefore, is, that upon the failure of an agent, all the effects
of the principal, in his hands or in the hands of persons to whom he has
passed them, may be reclaimed by the principal ; excepting, only, negotiable
securities, put in circulation before they fall due, to persons taking them in
perfect innocency of fraud, and making an actual advance of property on the
faith of getting the securities.
An agent cannot offset his own debt to a stranger against one the latter
owes his principal ; this is sometimes attempted, on the plausible idea, that,
as the agent might receive money from the principal's debtor, and pay the
same money to the same person in satisfaction of his own debt, therclbre the
offset, which merely does the same thing without the formal exchange of
dollars twice upon the counter, is equally available. It is not so, however ;
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no such offset is permitted. It is, in fact, a taking ofthe principal's property
and paying the agent's debt with it, and that in the knowledge of both parties
to the transaction. Nor is it protected as a payment would be. Payments
are always protected when made to a party entitled to receive, and money is
not permitted to be traced, nor title to it impaired, bydefectsof title in previous
parties who have had it in hand. And to bring a transaction within this
principle, the payment must be actually and honestly made ; if this is done,
the debt paid is extinguished, the money in the hands of the agent cannot be
restrained from circulation, and he may therefore apply it to the purpose he
thinks fit. And if this is done to his own creditor, without collusion on the
part of the latter, he may hold it ; but under no other circumstances.
It remains to consider how the relation of agency terminates.
Death of the principal terminates the authority ofthe agent at once. And
his acts done after the moment of the death, are void, although the death
were not andcould not be known to the agent, or to the party with whom he
is treating. This principle operates sometimes severely, where the contract
is made, and money paid on it, with an agent, without the smallest ground to
know or possibility of suspecting the previous death. Such, however,
is the well established law : The reason seems to be, that the acts of the agent
are only effectual as acts of the principal ; and it is absurd to treat any thing
as the act of a principal which has been done after his death.
This principle is very important to be taken into view, when a power of
attorney to transfer a ship, or stock, or other property, is relied upon as a se
curity; death still revokes it, and the security is gone, and the property must
be distributed among the general effects of the principal : and if a party will
rely upon such an instrument as security, no court of law or equity can help
his inadvertence. He has relied upon a security which has in its nature
an infirmity, and he must not complain that it is not a different thing. Very
heavy and extensive transactions are daily conducted in this city, upon such
reliance.
The death of the creditor would in such a case also have the same effect.
The best mode to obviate such a difficulty, is to let the security always
contain an effectual transfer ofthe property ; if the parties wish the transfer
not to be known, it may be kept secret, and it will still be valid as between
the parties and their representatives. If it be not valid as to other creditors,
perhaps, still, it is not less valid than a secret power of attorney.
Another mode of obviating the difficulty is to insert in the power of at
torney, or similar instrument intended as a security, a covenant by the party
granting it with the one named as attorney, as a trustee for himself and those
who should deal with him on the faith of the instrument, binding his execu
tors to ratify such acts as should be done after his death in his name before
notice of the death ; it is supposed that such a covenant might receive a spe
cific execution in a court of equity to protect the parties relying on it. Still
it is but an inconvenient expedient.
An agency may also be terminated by an express revocation. This is
done by a letter either sealed or unsealed, (sealed powers of attorney, how
ever, being supposed to require a letter of revocation to be under seal,) deli
vered to the agent. His acts thenceforth are nugatory, and he becomes re
sponsible to those who deal with him as agent, for his unauthorized acts :
and in some circumstances his presuming so to act might amount to legal
swindling. Unless the agency have been a general agency, public notice of
the revocation cannot be required ofthe principal, as the condition ofhis being
vol.I. — no. iv.
43
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freed from liability for the agent's acts. Parties, therefore, dealing with an
agent, always run some risk of the authority having been revoked, in which
case, they have not the act of the principal This may be prevented by pro
viding in the letter of attorney that it shall continue until a letter of revoca
tion is lodged with a certain person, or until advertisement in the newspaper
in some particular place. A general agency requires notice of revocation
to be published, and also a particular notice to be given to all who have dealt
with the agent, unless some satisfactory proof can be shown of such persons
knowing the revocation.
As an agency is revocable in its very nature, an agreement not to revoke
it, or the insertion of the words " attorney irrevocable," or the like, do not pre
vent the revocation as between the parties; such agreements may avail to
expose the revoking party to damages for breaking his contract, but do not con
fer upon agency that which is contrary to its nature, namely, impossibility of
revocation.
Such is a brief and popular view of the principles of the law relating to
agents ; the extent of its application, however, would be wrongly conceived
from the simplicity of its principles.
When we contemplate the vastness of modern commerce, the immense
capitals in the hands of individuals frequently infirm through years or sick
ness, or overburdened with innumerable cares, we need scarcely ask, how
could all this commerce be conducted without agents. A merchant could
trade not only with only one country and in only one place, but he could
conduct only one adventure. That adventure, too, must be such as is adapted
not merely to his energy of mind but to his strength or weakness of body.
Without agency then, how is Sampson without his locks ! How would
commerce resemble Napoleon standing upon his solitary rock, without his
armies, and dying of a cancer in the heart I It is by this bringing into aid
and subordination, the powers of others, by bringing in the young to exert
their youthful powers, the vigorous men of middle life to traverse the seas, to
range the forests, to course the deserts, that modern commerce touches at
once the extremes of longitude, and subdues alike the Equator and the Poles ;
She crosses the oceans, tracks the African deserts, and conquers the plains of
Asia.
How important, then, that the principles of this co-operation should be
fixed by the rules of law, and, still more important, protected by the higher,
deeper, and more absolute sanctions of moral principle and religious obli
gation ! The law can only fix rules for that which the eye of man can dis
cover and the hand of man avenge. But it cannot reach the unsuspected
neglect, the silent, the secret embezzlement, the mysterious sinking at sea,
nor the final evasion and escape of the faithless agent into unknown regions.
These, and thousands of other consequences of the faithlessness of those who
render but an eye service, are to be avoided only by a deep sense of religious
obligation, and a continual cultivation of moral principles among the young;
by a cherishing, also, on the part of those more advanced in years and in
honors, of those institutions, which furnish to the young interesting occupa
tion, useful knowledge, and a proper sense of their own duties. It is by
holding up to them the encouraging prospect of the advantages of truth,
good faith, probity, and diligence here, with the more considerable, the
immeasurable consequences hereafter, that commerce is from time to time
to derive her conquering legions of faithful, persevering, and useful agents.
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Art. V. — MERCANTILE LAW CASES.
SALVAOE FREIGHT CHARTER PARTY NEUTRAL SHIPS CARRIER
SHIPS ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION CONSULS AND SEAMEN 6EAMEN'S WAGES BOTTOMRY CARELESSNESS OR NEGLECT BILLS
OF EXCHANGE CLASSIFICATION OF GOODS RIGHT OF SECURING
DUTIES AT THE HOME PORT FRAUD ON THE REVENUE.
[We are indebted to P. W. Chandler, Esq., the editor of the Law Reporter, for the
foilowing condensed account of a case of great interest, recently decided in Boston.]
The ship Nathaniel Hooper sailed from Havana, in the island of Cuba,
in June, 1838, with a cargo of sugars, to be carried to St. Petersburgh via
Boston. In the course of the voyage, about the 8th of July, 1 838, she struck
on the South Shoal, so called, of Nantucket Island, and was there left by the
master and crew, after an unsuccessful jettison of part of the cargo, about one
thousand boxes of sugar. She was left by her captain, and in this situation
being discovered by the brig Olive Chamberlain, a mate and part of the crew
thereof were placed on board. The ship had suffered by striking on the
shoal, and leaked badly. She was put on the course for Boston, and after
wards fell in with a fishing schooner, the Climax, from which the assistance
of an additional crew was obtained, and the ship then reached Boston about
the 11th of July, and before the master himself arrived, who came round by
land.
She was immediately libelled for salvage, and the cause was heard by
Judge Davis, of the District Court of the United Slates. The evidence in
the case was very voluminous, making nearly one thousand folio pages, and
eight days were occupied in reading it. The counsel were Messrs. Mason,
C. G. Loring, Betton, Choate, Bartlett, and Brigham, for the salvors; and
C. P. and B. R. Curtis, Blair, and Parsons, for the respondents.
Judge Davis made a decree, giving to the salvore one half of the nett
proceeds, reserving some points, made by the owners and insurers, arising
out of the alleged misconduct and perjury of a portion of the salvors, as bear
ing upon another part of the case, and to be decided when the question of the
division of the salvage was considered. The opinion was quite brief. The
judge decided that the Nathaniel Hooper, though not derelict when the mas
ter and crew first left her, because they left with the purpose of return, yet
became derelict when the master and crew afterwards gave up the pursuit of
her, in the belief that she had sunk. And, being thus a case of derelict, he
felt bound by recent decisions to apply the rule of one half, as he considered
this rule now so firmly established as to leave the court almost without a dis
cretion in the matter, unless there were manifest reasons for reducing the sal
vage, of extraordinary force, which reasons he could not clearly perceive in
this case. From this decree the owners and insurers claimed an appeal.
But the parties subsequently agreed among themselves upon the amount of •
salvage, and the decree of the District Court was modified accordingly, to the
effect that the whole sum to be awarded as salvage of the ship and cargo
should be $25,000, and that a further sum of $2,000 should be charged on the
funds in court for fees of the libellants' counsel, whereof the sum of $1,000
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was to be paid to the counsel of the libellants in the original libel, and a like
sum of$ 1 .000 was to be paid to the counsel ofihe libtllants in the supplemental
libel.* The costs ofthe cause to be charged on the funds in court.
There were several distinct claims arising in the case, and not included
in the general adjustment between the parties, which were argued at differ
ent times before the Circuit Court of the United States on appeal, Judge Sto
ry presiding, and which we will now present in as condensed a form as
possible.
The claim we will first consider, is that of the owners of the ship, for
freight to be paid to them on the remainder of the cargo not exhausted by
the claim for salvage, upon the ground of the ordinary lien belonging to the
owners of the ship.
Before considering the claim it will be necessary to advert to such facts
in the case as are indispensable to raise the questions of the law propounded
in the arguments at the bar.
Nicholson Broughton was the owner of three quarters of the ship, and
John Bogardus, the master, was owner of the remaining fourth part In
the month of June, 1838, the ship being at Havana in the island of Cuba,
took on board a cargo of sugars shipped by George Knight & Co., to be
carried to St. Petersburgh via Boston, (the object ofstopping at Boston being
merely to obtain a clean bill of health.) part of the sugars being shipped for a
specific freight, and a part on half profits. By the bills of lading, a part of the
sugars (about one third) were consigned and deliverable to Messrs. Cramer
Brothers, at St. Petersburgh, or assigns, and the other two third parts to
the order of Messrs. Holford & Co. of London, or assigns. But the whole
cargo was to be forwarded to Messrs. Cramer Brothers, at St. Petersburg!),
who were to sell the same, and hold the proceeds of two thirds to ex
tinguish the claims of Messrs. Holford & Co. on the same.
AAer the admiralty proceedings in rem were had against the ship and
cargo for salvage, the cargo was unlivered ; a survey thereof was directed
by the order of the court, and the surveyor having reported that a large
part thereof was in a perishable condition, it was ordered by the court, that
all the damaged sugars should be sold; and they were accordingly sold on
the 17th of July, by the Marshal of the district. On the 17th of July, upon
the claim and petition ofthe owners of the ship, she was ordered to be deli
vered up to them upon stipulation to pay the salvage. The ship being so
delivered up, and Broughton, who had procured insurance on the freight
and half profits, havingabandoned his right thereto to the underwriters, they
refused to accept the abandonment, but authorized him to go on and repair
the ship. Messrs. Bates & Co., to whom the ship was consigned at Boston,
r~ .
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that the ship was repaired and in readiness to receive the cargo of sugars
Messrs. Bates & Co. replied by
stating that they had no knowledge of the cargo of sugars, and had taken no
cognizance thereof except under the direction of the Marshal. On the 7th
of August, Messrs. Broughton and Bogardus severally filed in the District
Court the claim on petition for freight, upon which the present controversy
turns, in which the foregoing facts are in substance stated. On the 8th of
August, the libellants petitioned for an appraisement and sale of the residue
ofthe cargo unsold, (the same being in the custody of the court,) upon which
an order was passed on the 9th of October, by the court, to sell so much
thereof as should be sufficient to p y the duties and charges due thereon, and
it was accordingly sold by the Marshal on the 24th of October. On the 10th
of August, Broughton addressed letters to the Suffolk Insurance Company
and to the Columbian Insurance Company, and to William S. Skinner,
agent for certain foreign underwriters, of a similar purport to his letter ofthe
30th of July to Messrs. Bates & Co. At this time the companies had not
accepted the abandonment made to them respectively. On the 7th of Sep
tember, one half of the ship was sold by the owners, and the other half on
the 1 6lh of the same month. It is a fact also stated in the case, that Brough
ton was the owner of the brig General Glover, which arrived in Boston on
the 27th of July, which was a good coppered vessel, and could have car
ried on the cargo to St. Petersburgh, the harbor of which port closes with
ice in October or November, and opens again in April or May of every
year.
But to proceed with the historical facts. On the 2nd of November, the
Suffolk Insurance Company, the Columbian Insurance Company, and
the Tremont Insurance Company, of Boston, to whom the one third of
the sugars had been abandoned, and the abandonment had been accepted,
and the loss paid as above mentioned, applied by claim and petition, to
have the same appraised and delivered to them upon stipulation, which was
accordingly granted by the court, no objection appearing to have been made
thereto by any of the parties in interest, before the court. On the 26th of
February, 1839, Messrs. Bates & Co. addressed a letter to Broughton for the
owners of the ship, stating, that they had received advices from Messrs. Holford & Co. of London, to have the sound remaining sugars shipped to St Pe
tersburg without delay, asking him to decide either to send them forward, or
not, so that application might be made to the court accordingly for a delivery
on appraisement for that purpose; to which Broughton replied on the 1st of
March, declining to have any thing farther done on his part in the busi
ness. On the same day, Messrs. Bates & Co. made application to the
court for a deliverv to them of the residue of the sucars in the custo-
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a general average, and ought to contribute towards the salvage, the latter
having been apportioned by the decree on ship and cargo only.
Such are the most material facts in the case, which are somewhat compli
cated, but all of which have been deemed important to be brought to the view
of the reader, in order to understand the decision of the court.
The question of freight was argued by Choate and Riley, for the claimants,
and by Blair, Parsons, and B. R. Curtis, for the respondents, under two
aspects :
1. Whether a full freight was due upon any, and if any, upon what part
of the cargo.
2. If a full freight was not du", whether a pro rata freight was due upon
any, and if upon any, upon what part of the cargo.
Mr. Justice Story took time to consider, and at a subsequent day delivered
his opinion at great length, in which he decided the following points:
1. That the full freight of the sugars, of which there was a jettison, for the
voyage, was to be allowed as part of the general average to be borne by the
ship and cargo, and the freight (pro rata) saved.
2. That no freight was due upon the sugars sold at Boston, on account of
damage and their perishable nature ; nor upon the sugars sold to pay duties ;
nor upon the sugars applied to pay the salvage.
3. That full freight was not due for the voyage upon the sugars delivered
to the underwriters, because the ship had been sold before they were delivered
to them in bail by the court ; and taking all the circumstances, the case was
to be treated as one in which both the owners of the ship and of this part of
the cargo had reluctantly acquiesced in waiving any further prosecution of
the voyage, as to that part of the cargo.
4. That full freight was not due for the voyage for the sugars in the cus
tody of the court, because neither party was in any default on account thereof,
the detention being occasioned by the common calamity, and the proceedings
for salvage ; and the owners thereof never having been in a condition to reship them.
5. But a pro rata freight was due upon the sugars delivered to the under
writers, and upon those detained in the custody of the court, for the voyage
, from Havana to Boston, upon the ground that there had been a mutual dis
pensation by both parties ofany further prosecution of the voyage.
6. That no claim for half profits was admissible, as the cargo never ar
rived at St. Petersburgh, and non constat, that it ever would have arrived
there, or if it had arrived, would have yielded any profit, the whole matter of
profit resting in contingency.
7. That the freight earned pro rata for the voyage ought to contribute to
the salvage with the ship and cargo.
8. In general, freight for the entire voyage can only be earned by a due
performance of the voyage. The only acknowledged exception is where
there is no default or inability of the carrier ship to perform the voyage, and
the ship owner is ready to forward them, but there is a default on the part of
the owner of the cargo, as he waived a farther prosecution of the voyage.
9. Freight, pro rata itineris, is not ordinarily due, unless there has been a
voluntary acceptance of the cargo at an intermediate port ; and not an ac
ceptance from mere necessity, occasioned by an overwhelming calamity or
superior force.
10. The doctrines of prize courts in the administration of prize law as to
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freight, are not generally applicable to cases of mere civil commercial adven
tures, or cases of civil salvage.
1 1. The capture of a neutral ship and cargo, if afterwards restitution is de
creed, does not dissolve the contract ofaffreightment ; but at most only suspends
it during the prize proceedings.
12. A mere unlivery of the cargo during the voyage, occasioned by prize
proceedings, or by an overwhelming calamity, does not absolve the carrier
ship from the obligation to carry the goods to the port of destination.
13. In case of prize proceedings, if a neutral ship carrying a neutral cargo,
in no default, would earn her full freight, she must wait, and be ready to take
the cargo on to the port of destination, when restored ; otherwise at most, (it
seems,) a pro rata freight only would be due.
14. Courts of admiralty have full jurisdiction, as incidental to cases of prize,
and salvage, and other proceedings in rem, to decree freight to the ship
owner in proper cases.
15. Where proceedings in rem are had in the admiralty for salvage, nei
ther party is bound to obtain a delivery of the ship and cargo on bail ; and it
is no matter ofdefault on either side to wait for the regular termination of the
salvage proceedings.
16.* In suits for salvage, courts ofadmiralty will not ordinarily, without the
consent of the salvors, deliver either ship or cargo on stipulation to the claim
ants, where, from the circumstances of the case, it is apparent to the court,
that a proportion, and not a specific or gross sum, ought to be allowed as
salvage.
17. If the cargo is liable to deteriorate or perish, or the ship to be injured
by the delay incident to the salvage proceedings, the proper course is to apply
to the court for a sale thereof. It is not a matter of right, of either party, to
have a delivery on bail in such cases.
The next claim in this case which we will consider, is that of John
Dyer, Jun.
One of the salvor vessels, it will be recollected, was the brig Olive Cham
berlain, of which Samuel C. Hunt was owner, and Zacheus Holmes was
master. Salvage was awarded to the master and owner of the brig, and a
claim was intervened by Dyer for a moiety of the salvage decreed to Hunt,
upon the ground that he was joint owner of the brig with Hunt, for the
voyage, under a charter-party, executed by Hunt on the one part, and Hunt
and Dyer on the other part. He also claimed salvage as joint owner of the
cargo for the voyage with Hunt.
It appeared that the master sailed the brig under a verbal contract with
Hunt, similar to a contract, reduced to writing, which had been made be
tween him and Hunt in the next preceding voyage, and of which the fol
lowing is a copy :
Boston, January 10, 1838.
It is agreed between S. C. Hunt and Zacheus Holmes, that the said Za
cheus Holmes shall receive from S. C. Hunt, the sum of seven hundred and
fifty dollars, being one half the charter for said brig for a voyage from Boston
to Havana and back, with the demurrage for sailing, victualling, and man
ning the brig Olive Chamberlain, together with half cabin freight, and all
passage money, after deducting half port charges in Boston, as is customary.
Samuel C. Hunt.
The brig went on the voyage, and took on board at Havana a return cargo
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for Boston, on the joint account of Hunt and Dyer ; and the salvage was
earned on the return voyage. The master testified, that his contract to sail,
and victual, and man the brig, was wholly with Hunt, and he looked to him
alone for pay, and that he acted for Hunt and Dyer only as to the cargo. The
return cargo was purchased with funds sent out on the outward voyage.
Upon this state of facts, Betton, of counsel for Dyer, made two points :
1. That Dyer was, under the charter party, joint owner ofthe brig for the
voyage, and entitled to share in the salvage.
2. If not, that he was joint owner of the cargo, and was entitled to sal
vage for that in common with Hunt.
Choate argued the case for Hunt.
Mr. Justice Story, in his opinion, made the following points:
1. Where a charter party contains covenants, that the general owner shall
equip, victual, man and sail the ship during the voyage, and carry the out
ward and homeward cargoes to their proper destination, and the cabin and
some part of the ship are retained by the owner—the general owner remains
owner for the voyage, although the cargoes were on joint account of him
self and a co-charterer.
2. Where the master agrees for a specific sum, halfofa stipulated freight,
to victual, man, and navigate the ship on certain voyages under the direction
of the owner, the master is not owner or a part owner for the voyage.
3. The shipper of cargo is not entitled to salvage earned in the voyage,
unless the stoppage and deviation was authorized by him. Under other cir
cumstances, his only remedy for any loss occasioned by the stoppage and
deviation is against the master and owner.
4. The judge commented on the grounds on which salvage is allowed to
the owner of the ship, and the distinction between his case and that of the
shipper of the cargo ; and came to the conclusion that Dyer was not entitled
to any share in the salvage.
In concluding this report, it may be remarked for the benefit of that class
ofspeculators who are in the habit of buying up the claims ofclaimants of
salvage, that Judge Story directed the clerk to take no notice whatever of
any assignments, but to pay over the money in all cases to the persons to
whom it was awarded, or those to whom they or their counsel requested it to
be paid. His honor remarked, that seamen, of all men, were the most im
posed upon, and their landlords and others would often contrive to cheat them
not only out of their money, but also, and more easily, of any claims they
might have for future remuneration. He did not know but the people who
had obtained assignments in this case were honest enough, but his experience
in lilrp. rasps nnH his 1/nnwlpdcrp of thp rhnrnptpr nf spnmpn made him dis-
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CONSULS AND SEAMEN.
[For the following- interesting decisions, relative to the unwarrantable practice of ar
resting and im1irisonin^ seamen, by our Consuls, in foreign ports, we are indebted to
Judge Hopkinson, of the United States Circuit Court.]
The question of the power of our consuls to arrest our seamen by the local
police officers in foreign ports, and put them into prisons under the control of
those officers, on the complaint of the captain, for some breach of discipline
on board of the ship, has come several times before the district court of
Pennsylvania, and finally, on appeal, before the circuit court of that district.
The following are short abstracts of the opinions of those courts :
In the case of Wilson and others vs. the Mary, decided in 1838, reported
in Gilpin's Reports, 32, Judge Hopkinson said :
" The practice of imprisoning disobedient and refractory seamen in foreign
jails, is one of doubtful legality. It is certainly to be justified only by a strong
case of necessity. It is not among the ordinary means of discipline put into
the hand of the master. I am inclined to think there should be danger in
keeping the offender on board, or some great crime committed, where this
extreme measure is resorted to. It should be used as one of safety rather
than discipline, and never applied as a punishment for past misconduct. The
powers given to the master to preserve the discipline of the ship, and compel
obedience to his authority, are so strong and full, that they can seldom fail of
their effect; they should be clearly insufficient before we should allow the
exercise of a power which may so easily be made the instrument of cruelty
and oppression, and may be so terrible in its consequences. A confinement in
an unwholesome jail, in a hot and pestilential climate, may be followed by
death or some disabling disease. I would rather altogether deny a power
which can be so seldom necessary, than trust it in hands in which it is so
likely to be abused, and so difficult to be regulated. The master may, with
out the aid of foreign police officers and dungeons, in which he cannot control,
even if kindly disposed, the treatment of his men, take measures of great
strength, to enforce the discipline of his ship. He may there confine a re
fractory sailor ; he may stop his provisions ; he may inflict reasonable per
sonal correction, according to the enormity of the offence and the obstinacy
of the offender ; and, if he be incorrigibly disobedient and mutinous, he may
discharge him, and, withal, he incurs a forfeiture of his wages. A firm and
judicious exercise of these powers can hardly fail of reducing the most per
verse to obedience."
In the same case, the judge said :
11 1 will take this occasion to notice an error which, I fear, has frequently,
as in this instance, misled our masters of vessels. They seem to believe that
they may do any thing, provided they can obtain the assent of the consu 1 for
it; which assent consuls are apt to give with very little consideration. When
a master, on her return, is called upon to answer for his conduct, he thinks it
is enough to produce a consular certificate, approving his proceedings, or to
say he consulted the consul, or acted on his advice. This is altogether a mis
take. It is certainly a very prudent precaution to consult the consul in any
difficulty, and, if the case were fairly and fully stated to him, it would afford
a strong protection on the question ofa malicious or wrongful intention ; but
it can give no justification or legal sanction to an illegal act, nor deprive
those who have been injured of their legal rights and remedies."
vol.. i. — xo. iv.
'14
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In the case of Magee and others vs. the Moss, reported in Gilpin, 219, de
cided in 1831, Judge Hopkinson said:
" I have declared that I will not countenance the practice of thrusting our
seamen into foreign jails by the captain, through the influence he may have
with our consuls, or the officers in a foreign port. It is always a severe pu
nishment, and in some climates dangerous to health and life. The punish
ment which the law authorizes a master to inflict on board of his vessel, by
personal correction, by confinement and other privations, are generally suf
ficient for all the purposes of discipline. It should only be in a case of some
pressing necessity, of some danger to the vessel, or her master, or crew, that
the men should be imprisoned on shore."
The case of Johnson and others, in the Coriolanus, was decided in the
same court in March, 1839. It was on a claim for wages by a seamen. The
captain had imprisoned a man at Rio Janeiro for alleged misconduct, and
offered the certificate of the consul to justify the proceedings, and prove the
offence. The ship came away, and the man was left in prison. In speaking
of this part of the case, Judge Hopkinson said, that " he had no doubt that
this proceeding on the part of the captain was altogether illegal and unjusti
fiable. That he had repeatedly expressed his disapprobation, in strong terms,
of the practice of putting our seamen into foreign jails and dungeons at the
mercy of the police officers, for offences by no means requiring this severe
and extreme remedy.
" For ordinary misconduct or insubordination, the law gave the master of a
vessel power sufficient to enforce obedience and maintain discipline on board his
vessel—that it is only in cases of extraordinary violence, such as was dangerous
to the vessel or those on board of her, that a mariner should be taken on shore,
and thrown into a prison ; every act of passion or insubordination is called
mutiny, and the offender is hurried off to an unwholesome confmement, of
ten in a dangerous climate. In the case before him, the Judge said the man
had been many months on board the vessel without incurring any punish
ment—he had a quarrel with the mate, in which it is uncertain which of
them was most in fault ; and the second day after it, when it was supposed to
have gone over, and no misconduct had occurred in the meantime, a boat
was sent to the ship with a police officer, and the man was carried off to a
prison, without a hearing or any examination of the charge, except such as
the captain chose to give to the consul.
" The judge said he would take this occasion to repeat what he had more
than once said before, and to correct an error into which captains continue to
fall. They seem to think that if they can get the order and consent of the
consul for their proceedings, it will be a full justification for them when
they come home. He wished them to understand that he would judge for
himself, after hearing both parties and their evidence, of the legality and
necessity of these summary incarcerations ; and the part the consul majr
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entirely upon the profits of their commercial business for their living, espe
cially upon consignments from the United States—that it is therefore of pri
mary importance to them to have the good will of the masters of vessels, that
they may make a good report of them to their owners. He said that an
American gentleman of high intelligence, who has travelled much, and
known many of our consuls, has, in the book he has published, expressed
his regret that they are not supported by salaries from the public treasury.
As they now are, these important appointments are placed exclusively in the
hands of merchants, who, ne says, ' are under strong inducements to make
their offices subservient to their commercial business.' "
" An appeal from the decision of the District Judge was taken to the Cir
cuit Court, and there argued at length on several points decided below. The
judgment given below was affirmed on every point. Judge Baldwin said
that ' he agreed with the opinion of the District Court on all the points, and
especially on the subject of imprisoning seamen by the authority of a con
sul. Seamen should be imprisoned in foreign ports only in a clear case of
extreme necessity. He would probably have gone farther in this case than
the District Judge had done ; and would have given the mariner not only
his wages for the whole voyage, but some compensation or allowance for the
imprisonment."
seamen's wages.
An important and interesting case recently came before, and was decided
by, the magistrates in Liverpool. It is published at length in Gore's
Advertiser. The following abstract, may be relied upon for its faithfulness
and fidelity.
The commander of the ship Dauntless appeared before Mr. Hall yester
day, to show cause why he refused to pay a certain sum claimed by George
Wilson, one of the hands on board the above vessel, on her recent voyage
from New Orleans to this port. George Wilson stated that he shipped on
board the Dauntless, at New Orleans, on the 13th of February, for Liverpool,
at sixteen dollars per month. Mr. Morecroft, solicitor, who appeared for
the captain and owners ofthe Dauntless, said the full balance of wages, at the
rate specified, had been tendered to the complainant, but he refused to accept
it. Mr. Davenport, who appeared for the complainant, said, " No, certainly
not. The only question in dispute is relative to this promissory note (pro
duced.") Mr. Morecroft—" We are willing to pay the three guineas real
ly due, but we do not acknowledge that note. The owners will not pay it."
It was intimated that the present case would decide several other claims.
Mr. Davenport read the note, which was to the effect that the captain promis
ed to pay the sum of £2. in consideration of the holder (of the note) endeavor
ing to take the vessel to England instead of to America. The complainant
was called upon to explain the meaning ofthe note. He stated that the ship
having lurched over, they were compelled to stave a number of their watercasks in order to right her. They had then only 130 gallons of water left,
and they ought to have procured more. In consideration, however, of their
going forward on short allowance, the captain gave each of the men a pro
missory note. Mr. Hall said this was a misfortune that might occur to every
individual, and which affected all onboard equally. To Mr. Davenport—
" Have you any thing to show that this case is different from those which
have been heretofore decided respecting this point?" Mr. Davenport—" The
fact is, sir, they were about to put into Bermuda for fresh water, when the cap
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tain, in consideration ofthe time and expense that would be saved by proceeding
on the voyage, gave each man a promissory note for two pounds. Mr. Hall :
" If a man died on board a vessel, the men might with as muchjustice expect
that, if the captain did not choose to put into some port for a fresh hand, he
would pay them for dividing that man's labor amongst them." Mr. Morecroft said, the captain was compelled to give those notes, for the men took the
vessel from him, and determined to carry her into Bermuda. Yet they had,
by calculation, two pints of water per man for thirty-six days. They had,
besides, the chance of rain, and after rain had fallen, they had actually an
allowance offour pints per day, per man. They had plenty of water when
they arrived in port. The captain was called, and he proved the above state
ments. Mr. Hall refused to allow the promissory note, and the balance of
wages was ordered to be paid. As the sum due, £3 3s. 6d. had been tender
ed, Mr. Hall would not allow the costs."
Mr. Hall very properly refused to admit the validity of the promissory
note, as it was not only illegal, but would, if recognizable by law, be a pre
cedent of injurious tendency. In fact, it would be an encouragement to sea
men to take advantage of the necessity produced by distress at sea, and make
their own terms with the masters of vessels, to navigate them how and where
they pleased, or unless the masters complied with their terms, to refuse to take
the vessels to the ports to which such masters were bound to proceed. In
this case, it is evident, an advantage was taken of the master by the sailors,
through means of the necessity thsy believed him to be under to take in fresh
water. He — conceiving that he could make his voyage to England with
out a fresh supply, and anxious for the sake of his employers and for that of
the owners ofthe cargo and the underwriters—wished to proceed ; he there
fore refused to put into Bermuda, thereby avoiding great delay. They ac
tually take the command of the vessel from him, as appears from the above
report of the trial, and then, and not till then, he complies with the terms they
choose to impose upon him. Now, instead of the captain being bound by
the agreement so entered into, we are of opinion that the conduct of the crew,
or of any portion of the crew, in this transaction, taking for granted that it oc
curred as described in the report, is amenable to the mutiny law. It was
proved that there was an abundant supply of water to last out the voyage of
the vessel to her destination, and besides they had the chance of rain, and ac
tually had rain water that doubled the supply. Be that, however, as it may,
the magistrate acted perfectly right in disallowing the claim.
INTERESTING CASE OF BOTTOMRY.
Bottomry, as many of our readers are aware, is, as defined by Blackstone,
Com. book 11 to 30, a mortgage of the ship. The owner or captain of a
ship is authorized to borrow money, either to fit her out so as to enable her
to proceed on her voyage, or to purchase a cargo for the voyage, pledging
the keel or bottom of the ship in security for payment. In bottomry con
tracts it is stipulated, that if the ship be lost in the course of the voyage, the
lender shall lose his whole money, but ifthe ship arrive in safety at her des
tination, the lender then is entitled to get back his principal, and the interest
agreed upon, however much that interest may exceed the legal rate. This
is the law of England.
A decision was lately made in the High Court of England, by Judge
Lushington, of the higncst importance as respects the relations of British
shipping to the rest of the world, and particularly to commercial men in the
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United States. It was a question as to the validity of a bottomry bond, exe
cuted at Philadelphia, by the master of the British ship Vibelia. The ves
sel sailed from England in April, 1836, for Honduras, where she took in
mahogany and other produce, and sailed from Balize in August, 1837.
Having run foul of other vessels, she returned to Balize for repairs, and re
commenced her voyage in October. Meeting with tempestuous weather,
from which the ship suffered much damage, the master was compelled to
make for Philadelphia, with six feet of water in the hold. Here, being
without funds, he placed himself under the direction of the acting British con
sul, (Mr. Vaughton,) and the agent for Lloyd's, (Mr. Jordan,) who introdu
ced him to an American merchant, (Mr. Stephen Baldwin.) The vessel
was surveyed and the cargo landed; the estimate of the cost of repairs was
about 7,000 dollars ; but, on subsequent examination, more extensive repairs
were found necessary. Unsuccessful attempts having been made to raise
money, even on bottomry, successive sales of the cargo were resorted to,
amounting in the whole to about 15,000 dollars, the total expense of the
repairs being 17,038 dollars. The proceeds of the sales were disbursed by
Baldwin, with the sanction of the master. The whole proceeds of the
cargo being insufficient to meet the repairs, Mr. Baldwin became responsi
ble for the balance, and on the 31st January, 1838, took a bottomry bond
for the amount advanced by him, being 3,060 dollars, bearing a maritime in
terest of 15 per cent. From the opinion of the Court, it is to be gathered
that when Mr. Baldwin began to make advances, there was no distinct evi
dence of an original understanding or contract between him and the master
that his final balance was to be secured by a bottomry bond ; but that he
probably made his advances, trusting to the general lien which the law of
this country gives in such cases, and not at all to the personal credit of the
master or owner, and subsequently took the bottomry bond. The master, in
his affidavit in the cause, deposed, that he executed the bond under compul
sion. This suggestion was distinctly repudiated, and the judgment of Dr.
Lushington was pronounced in favor of the bond.
. This decision is important as recognising and proceeding upon the follow
ing principle. It is well known to legal and commercial persons, that, by the
law of England, the party who repairs, or makes advances to repair a fo
reign ship, has no lien on the ship itself, without an express agreement to the
effect ; whereas, by the law of most maritime nations, and especially by that
of the United States, such a party has a lien on such a ship, without any
agreement. In this case it was considered, in the first place, that, where
the question of fact, whether the money was advanced on personal credit or
not, the fact of a lien existing by the law of the foreign country, is an ingre
dient and an important circumstance in ascertaining the true nature of the
transaction ; and that it is important to bear that law in mind, because it
shows a state of things which renders bottomry more probable, furnishing a
strong presumption in favor of bottomry and against personal credit. For
why should a merchant, without some such consideration, abandon the lien
his own law affords him, and trust to the credit of an owner in a foreign
country, of whom he knows nothing 1 In the second place, it was held,
that it is competent to the foreign merchant, without any express agree
ment at all for the bottomry bond, to make advances on the security
ofthe ship, that is, on the faith of a item given by the law of his own coun
try, and that it is not necessary to have a bottomry bond till the ship is about
to sail. The question is, not whether all the advances were originally, and
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from the beginning to the end, with a view to a future bottomry bond, but
whether any part of the advances or the responsibility was on personal credit.
If the money was advanced on personal credit, or if the foreign merchant
made himself responsible, looking to personal credit only, in that case the
law of lien will never entitle him to convert that which was originally a
transaction of personal credit into one of bottomry. It is a totally different
thing, to convert a transaction from its primary character of personal credit
into bottomry, and to take a bottomry bond where the money was at first ad
vanced on the security of a lien, or right of lien, on the ship.
Although the decision at once commends itself in point of principle, and
although there had been cases both in England and in this country nearly
approaching to it, none is recollected, in which so decisive an effect has been
given to the law of the country of the foreign lender ; and the recognition of
the entire situation of such a foreign lender, by a British court, when it
is directly the reverse of that of a British creditor, is a fresh instance of the
cosmopolitan character of maritime jurisprudence.
CARELESSNESS OR NEGLECT.
A case was recently decided in the Supreme Court of New York, which
may serve as a caution to men holding official situations, that trivial careless
ness or neglect may sometimes be attended with serious consequences. Wm.
P. Hallett, Esq., was sued for the recovery of a judgment which had been
obtained against a Mr. Charles Morris, and the amount of which had not
been recovered in consequence of Mr. Hallett's having overlooked, in exa
mining the records of the Supreme Court, a previous judgment against Mor
ris for $15,000 or $16,000. The amount for which Mr. Hallett was now
sued was nearly $4,000, and before the case had been submitted to the jury
it was made out so clear that his counsel, in his behalf, consented to the pay
ment of it, with costs.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE.
For the following important decision, in the Court of King's Bench, Eng
land, we are indebted to the politeness of John L. Dimock, Esq. President of
the Warren Insurance Company, Boston. In the case of Mr. Sigourney, of
Boston, v. Jones, Lloyd, df Co. The opinion of the Court was given, for the
recovery of the amount of a bill of exchange, which had been previously
paid to Samuel Williams by the defendants. The facts were : Sigourney
consigned a cargo of flour to Jones, Lloyd, & Co., who accepted bills for the
amount, drawn by the master. These bills were endorsed by the master, to
Mr. Sigourney, and by him to Mr. Williams, in this form : " Pay to Wil
liams, or order, for my use." Jones, Lloyd, & Co. discounted the bills, and
paid the amount to Mr. Williams, less the discount; and, before the maturity
of the bills, Mr. Williams became bankrupt.
The Court confirmed the verdict of a former trial, in favor of the defendonta ^irhip}i Jinrl Konn I'oeorirful fnr a nnnctmn nf Iaor . nni\ Ao2'xAoA thor tbo
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on such bills to the prejudice of the first endorser. — This bill was discount
ed, and the money applied, not for the use of the plaintiff, but for the use of
Williams.
TARIFF DUTIES.
Classification of Goods. — The case in the United States District
Court, (Maryland District,) Albers df Co. v. William Frick, Collector of
the port of Baltimore, and decided before Judges Taney and Heath, was an
action for the recovery of forty-one per cent., ad valorem duty, paid on se
venty dozen worsted shawls, imported by the plaintiffs from Bremen, which
they had paid to the collector, with protest against their being classed as
woollen goods, or goods of which wool is a component part, but that they
were, free ofduty. Several gentlemen, conversant with the article, were ex
amined, who stated that the goods in question were composed entirely of
worsted yarn, which differed from what is termed woollen yarn, it being
spun from only the longest fibres of wool, which is separated by hackling
and combing, while yarn is spun from carded wool, without such separation.
It was also shown, that, as these goods had been imported in separate shawls,
they did not come under the denomination of worsted stuff goods, which they
would be called had they been imported in pieces of thirty or forty yards,
when they would be admitted free of duty. The plaintiffs prayed the court
to instruct the jury, that, if they believed the shawls to be worsted, they
should render a verdict for the plaintiffs, as worsted had been decided by
Judge Thompson, of New York, and the decision sustained by the supreme
court, not to be liable to duty. After some remarks from the district attor
ney, the court instructed the jury, and a verdict was rendered for the plain
tiffs, $550.
RIGHT OF SECURING DUTIES AT THE HOME FORT.
Case and Opinion of the District Attorney of South Florida, vpon the right
of a parti/ to secure the duties upon his merchandise at his home port,
when the vessel is lost upon the Florida reefs :
Case. — The American ship Tennessee, on her late voyage from Bor
deaux to New Orleans, on the 16th of April last, ran upon the Florida reefs,
and was brought into the port of Key West by the wreckers, and condemn
ed and sold as unworthy of repair, and broken up. The cargo of wines,
cordials, and brandy, were saved, and, with the ship, libelled for salvage, and
all sold to pay the same, except an invoice of 18,420 gallons of brandy.
This remains in the public store with the duties thereon unpaid, but there is
no other charge thereon, and the ship Tennessee cannot, of course, take it on
to New Orleans. On this account, the collector of Key West says the duties
on the brandy must be paid, or secured at this port, before he can deliver it
to the owner, who resides at New Orleans. The owner contends, that he
has the right to secure the duties at New Orleans, and to obtain a certificate
of that fact from the collector there, upon which the collector here is bound
to deliver him his brandy.
Opinion. — The collector of Key West, I suppose, relies upon the gene
ral collection act of 1799, section 60, which says, that vessels arriving in
distress, in the United States, at ports to which they are uot bound, may be
unloaded free of duty, and repair, and take on to the ports of destination their
cargoes. Under this section of the act, it is necessary that the merchandise
proceed in the same vessel. But suppose that is impossible, as in the
case of the Tennessee, cannot the merchandise go on in another vessel, or be
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restored to the owner in any case, unless he pays or secures the duties at
Key West 1 It could not be done before the act of 1828, but, in my opinion,
it can now be done under that act.
In the organization of the court at Key West, the act of May 23, 1828,
contained various provisions upon wrecking, payment of salvage, and secu
ring of duties at the port of the United States where the owner resided. It
required the judge to reside at Key West, the only place of any considerable
commerce in the large collection district from St. Augustine to St. Marks, and
that commerce growing out ofthe wrecking business,— all wrecking vessels
were to be licensed by him, and no vessel was to employ any person who
had bargained with a vessel in distress on the reef, — all goods obtained on
the reefs were to be brought to some port of entry in the United States, and,
as Key West is the only port for hundreds of miles contiguous to the reefs,
the same would be, and of course are, always brought into this port for adju
dication and salvage. The third section enacts, that the judge shall, when
it can be done, decree payment of salvage in kind, without sale, and that the
property saved shall be divided before it is taken out of the custody of the re
venue officer. This section evidently embraces property saved, which is
subject to duties, for if it be our own produce it goes not into the custody of
the revenue officers. The act then says, that, upon the property remaining
after the payment in kind, the duties may be secured in any port in the Uni
ted States where the owner resides. It appears to me that the owner can do
this, even if the salvage were paid in cash, or by sale, for it would come
within the spirit and intention of the act.
Before congress passed this act, there was no court at Key West. By a
territorial law, a notary and a jury, sometimes, perhaps, under the influence
of the wrecking interest, or arbitrators, awarded large salvages, and sales
were made, and sacrifices followed, on account of the paucity of purchasers.
The whole coast was then uninhabited, as it is now, with the exception of
two little islands and Key West. Complaints were made that captains acted
in bad faith, were sometimes corrupted, and sometimes taken advantage of.
If the duties were to be secured here, there were but few to be sureties, and
they must be paid a commission, and have collateral security from strangers.
To limit the power of the judge, to prevent sales by the master, and to enable
the owner to secure the duties in the home port, at any time within nine
months, congress passed the act of May 23, 1 828. It settled three principles.
It first enacts, that the judge shall, where it can be done, decree payment
of salvage in kind. " It shall be his duty, unless the salvage decree shall
have been adjusted without recourse to vessel and cargo, to direct such pro
portion of salvage to be paid to the salvors in kind."
Secondly, that the salvors shall pay the duties, if any, on the part allotted
to them. " It shall be divided, accordingly, under the inspection of the offi
cers of the court, before it shall have been taken out of the custody of the re
venue officers."
The act provides, that if the cargo be incapable of division, or of a perish
able nature, a sale shall be made. As the part allotted for salvage remains
in the custody of the collector, the salvors must of course pay duties before
they can obtain it.
Thirdly, that the owner may secure the duties, if any, at any port in the
United States where he resides. On this point the fifth section is very ex
plicit.
" Section 5. And be it further enacted, that the property remaining, after
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separating the portion adjudged to the salvors, shall not be removed from
such store as may be used for public purposes, nor disposed of in any other
way, for nine months, unless by the order of the owners, or their authorized
agents ; and that the duties accruing upon such property may be secured at
any port in the United States where the owners may reside."
Were the Tennessee repaired, this part of the act would be unnecessary.
It would not apply to the case. The act of 1799 would apply. I have no
doubt that it was the intention of Congress to permit the owner of cargo,
after the loss of his vessel, or any vessel, on the Florida Keys, in which he
had made his shipment, to secure the duties on the cargo remaining after
satisfaction of salvage, in any way, in the place of his home and his friends,
and thereupon to receive it at Key West, from the custody of the revenue offi
cers. My opinion is, that the owner of this brandy can bond it at New
Orleans, and upon the fact duly certified to the collector at Key West, the
brandy must be restored to him.
The collector of Key West is of a different opinion, and the Solicitor of
the Treasury is written to for his decision.
CHARLES WALKER, Att'y U. S.
Key West, July 18, 1839.
FRAUD ON THE REVENUE.
A case was tried in the United States District Court at Boston, in July last,
in which the United States had seized one hundred and fourteen pieces of
broad cloth, which were claimed by James Bottomly, Jun., late of New
York, but now out of the country.
The goods were seized in the auction storeof Whitwell & Seaver,in Boston.
The case, on the part of the government, was supported principally by cir
cumstantial evidence. They set up that James Bottomly, Jun., a native of
Yorkshire, and a great importer of woollens in New York in 1837-8, made
a fraudulent arrangement with one James Campbell, late a deputy collector
in the custom house in that city, by which Bottomly was enabled to defraud
the revenue to a large amount. That he made twenty-one false and fraudu
lent entries before any suspicion of his honesty was entertained. That by an
arrangement with Campbell, packages of the highest cost were invariably se
lected lor examination ; that these were always correctly invoiced, and thus the
remaining packages, which would be incorrectly invoiced, would pass detec
tion. That Bottomly never made entries with any deputy collector except
Campbell, and when the latter was absent, he always delayed making his en
tries until his return. That in March 1838, Bottomly made certain entries of
goods imported in the Roscoe ; that the suspicions ofanother deputy collector
being excited, he communicated them to the collector, and the whole were
seized. That Bottomly had been indicted in New York, had forfeited his
bail, and left the country.
There was considerable evidence in the case, and very slow progress was
made in the trial, which occupied several days. After the evidence on the
part of the government was in, Judge Davis decided that it was sufficient to
show a probable cause of seizure, and to put the claimant to his proof that the
goods were correctly entered. Accordingly, he introduced a few witnesses,
but the jury decided that the goods were forfeited.
The case was managed by Sprague and Gray, of Boston, and Miller, of
New York, for the claimant, and by Mills, district attorney, and Fletcher and
Bartlett, for the United States.
vol. I. — No. iv.
45
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Art. VI — THOMAS HANCOCK.
Boston could justly boast of many intelligent, enterprising, and opulent
merchants, more than a century ago. From the first settlement ofthat place,
indeed, long the chief mart of trade for all New England, a number of the
citizens were interested in foreign commerce and navigation. Almost all Eu
ropean goods and products, and a large portion of the growth of the West
Indies, imported into the four Northern Colonics, were entered at the port of
Boston. Her merchants, therefore, were numerous, and generally opulent.
One of the most eminent, during the middle of the last century — from 1735
to 1764 — was Thomas Hancock, the uncle and patron of the celebrated,
patriot, John Hancock, the president of the continental congress in 1775,
1776, and 1777, many years governor of the commonwealth of Massachu
setts, and one ofthe most disinterested, devoted friends of American liberty, in
that critical period, as well as for several years before the revolution began.
Thomas Hancock was a son of the Rev. John Hancock, of Lexington,
near Boston, and was born in 1703. Though he did not receive a collegiate
education, his learned and pious father was careful to have him well in
structed in his youth, and to give him good advice for the regulation and con
duct of life. His father was highly respected for his learning, influence, and
grave demeanor, and was generally called in his later years Bishop Hancock.
Thomas was so well educated, that he knew the value of learning, and was
ever ready to contribute to schools, to teachers of youth, and to the general
interests of literature.
Thomas was early placed in the store of Mr.
Henchman, of Boston,
an eminent stationer. But in a short time he expressed the opinion, that the
business u as too limited and too small to give him employment, and he ma
nifested a desire to enter more largely into trade. His means were not suffi
cient to enable him to do this at once; but he soon accumulated property by
his industry, his active and persevering, though safe and reasonable enterprises.
He was remarkably attentive and diligent in business, and soon acquired a
large estate, and became one of the first merchants in New England^ His
habits of business, however, did not wholly engross his time ; he was active
and usiful as a citizen, as a member of society, and of the christian church.
He was never charged with oppressing the poor, or of withholding charity
where it was proper to give. The pursuit and possession of wealth, unhap
pily, often hardens the kindly and sympathetic feelings of humanity, and
leads to luxury, pride, and narrowness of spirit. It had not this effect on Mr.
Hancock. He was not only strictly moral and upright; he was generous,
forbearing, and accommodating towards those dependent on him, or indebted
to him. The poor found in him a real friend — he never turned them away
empty from his door. His character was also that of a public-s.pirited man.
He gave liberally towards all works of charity, and to institutions for the relief
of the destitute and unfortunate. To the ministers of the gospel he was re
markably hospitable, friendly, and liberal.*
* Thomas Hancock and Thomas Russell were liberal donors to the ancient church in
Brattle street.
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His nephew, John Hancock, was patronized by him, and enabled to engage
early in mercantile pursuits, with a prospect of great success. This distin
guished patriot was indebted to the uncle for his ability to come forward in
ufe with a reputation and influence, which mere learning and virtue would not
have imparted to his character, and placed in a situation to render extensive
benefit to the cause of civil liberty. The uncle died in 1764, and gave great
part of his estate to his protege and relative, and this added to the influence of
the latter, already great indeed, arising from his courteous and popular man
ners, and his known attachment to the constitutional liberty of the colonies.
Thomas Hancock left about twenty-five hundred pounds sterling, for public
uses. One thousand to Harvard college for founding a professorship ofthe He
brew, and other Oriental languages ; a large sum to be appropriated for
spreading the knowledge of christianity among the native tribes ; and six
hundred pounds for founding a hospital for the insane. He also intended to
have added to his donations in behalf of the university, particularly for in
creasing the library. His nephew and heir generously gave a large amount
afterwards for that particular object, and was very desirous of fulfilling all the
liberal purposes of his deceased relative. The governors of the college were
so sensible of the great value of the gifts of the elder Hancock, that they pro
cured a full-length portrait of him, painted by the celebrated Copley, and
placed it in the hall of the public library belonging to the institution. Injall
the relations of life, Mr. Hancock was useful, faithful, and exemplary. Pro
bity was a prominent trait in his character, in all his intercourse and dealings
with his fellow-men. " He never fell short of his engagements or promis s ;
and his benevolence prompted him often to exceed them." For the young
merchant such a character is worthy of all imitation.

Art. VII. —THOMAS RUSSELL.
Thomas Russell, Esq. was one ofthe most eminent merchants in Boston,
in the latter part of the -last century. He died in 1796, at the age of fifty-six.
He was a native of Charlestown, near Boston ; and of one of the most respect
able families in Massachusetts from the first settlement of the colony. Mr.
Russell was engaged in mercantile pursuits before the war of the Revolution.
He very early gave his attention to trade ; for long before that period, it was
the path to wealth and eminence, owing, probably, to their good moral edu
cation, and^the virtuous example oftheir seniors; they were alike industrious,
frugal, and honest. The merchants of that age were not avaricious, or selfish,
or oppressive. Success attended their enterprises; for navigation and foreign
commerce were then pursued only by a sufficient portion of the community
to render the enterprise profitable
The style of living was the opposite of all extravagance ; so that those who
made money became opulent, instead of expending as fast or faster than they
acquired. The merchants would now generally be in more easy circumstan
ces at the age of fifty or sixty, if they were more frugal in their manner of
living. Dr. Franklin used to say, that economy was as necessary as indusi
try and enterprise. Solomon gave the same opinion nearly three thousand
years ago.
At the age of sixteen, young Russell discovered a disposition to be a mer
chant, and was placed in the counting room of a Mr. Green, of Boston, one
ofthe most eminent of that profession. Mr. Green was not only an intelligent
merchant, but a man of strict probity, of exemplary morals, frugal, diligent,
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and methodical. He attended personally to business ; and in his regular vir
tuous family, a young man was sure to have inducement to whatever was
praiseworthy and virtuous. The clerk or apprentice, at that period, usually
made one of the family of his master.
Before he was twenty, Mr. Russell visited Quebec, and there received a
consignment, which proved very profitable to him. A few years after, in
1761, he made a voyage to the West Indies, when there was war between
England and France. He was taken by the French, and lost all his property.
But this event brought him into acquaintance with an individual, able and dis
posed to give him employment. Mr. Russell had with him some letters of
recommendation; and his own manners, activity, intelligence, and faith
fulness, made him friends after a short intercourse. He also visited England.
After this period, Mr. Russell transacted business chiefly in Boston, but
had property and a store also in his native town. And when Charlestown
was burnt by the British in June, 1775, he lost a large part of his property.
In 1776, he made his permanent residence in Boston ; and prosecuted the
business of a merchant, as far as the difficulty and hazard of the times would
permit. On the return of peace, he engaged more extensively in foreign
commerce. He was one of the first in the United States who engaged in the
Russian trade ; he sent a large ship to that country as early as 1786; and the
voyage proving profitable, he sent two others the next year. For several
years, he was more extensively interested in this trade than any in Boston or
its vicinity ; and indeed, in any other part of the country. But he did not con
fine his commercial enterprise to Russia. He had some vessels in the East
India trade, as early as any merchant in Boston : but several ships were pre
viously sent to that distant country from Salem.
Mr. Russell was a delegate from Boston in the Convention of Massachu
setts, for adopting the Federal Constitution in 1788 : and he had a good share
of influence in commending it to others. He showed the probable benefit it
would afford to foreign commerce. He had high expectations of its auspi
cious effects on the prosperity of the United Suites ; and his predictions of the
impulse the general government would give to the interests of navigation
and trade, by establishing uniform laws and regulations throughout the
States. In 1794, when the treaty was made with England by Washington,
through the agency of Judge Jay, Mr. Russell was decidedly in favor of that
measure, as well as of the general policy of that wise and prudent statesman.
There was a great clamor raised against the treaty, even before its provi
sions were fully known. Strong prejudices were thus formed against it,
which the patriotic character of Washington, and the great confidence the
people had in his disinterested virtue, could scarcely remove or withstand.
Mr. Russell advocated the treaty, when not ten others in Boston dared open
ly to vindicate it.
Mr. Russell was benevolent, liberal, and public spirited, in a degree equal
led by very few of his contemporaries, or ofthose who have lived since his
time. Mr. Russell was one of the contributors to the monument on Beacon
Hill, (now taken down,) which bore an insciption of the great events of the
revolution.
He bestowed a due portion of attention to business ; but found much time
for the calls of charitable and religious societies. He was a member of all,
and president of most, of the important and useful associations then existing.
He was President of the Boston Chamber of Commerce; of the Humane
Society ofMassachusetts ; of the Agricultural Society ; of the Congregational
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Charitable Society, designed for the relief ofthe destitute widows of deceased
clergymen, who had left no estate; and of the Society for propagating the
Gospel among the Indians and others in North America. To the funds of
all these societies he contributed very liberally , and to three of them in quite
large sums. He presided in these societies with great promptness and pro
priety. He was also president of the United States Branch Bank in Boston,
and ofa society for assisting and giving advice to immigrants, many of whom
were destitute, and needed directions and employment.
Mr. Russell received a good common education, though, not a stu
dent in a college, having early decided to be a merchant. But one of his
brothers was educated at Harvard College, and was an eminent physician ;
he received an honorary degree of M. D. from the university of Aberdeen.
Mr. Russell had a just estimation ofthe value of learning; and gave all his
sons (three) a college education.
Mr. Russell was often a member of the State Legislature for Boston ; and
one or two years had a seat at the Council Board, but declined a re-election,
on account of other numerous avocations. He was a valuable member of
the Congregational Church in Brattle Square. He never neglected his duty
in attending the services of the Lord's house and day. He labored diligent
ly six days, but devoted the seventh strictly to the worship of God, and the
hearing of his holy word. He could not be justly called rigid or bigotted ; his
religious views were what are usually called liberal. Nor was he, on the
other hand content with the profession or forms of religion : but appeared to
be a sincere and conscientious christian. He was a liberal donor to the
church of which he was a member : and at his death a respectful notice was
taken ofhis character by his minister—and an eulogy was delivered also at
his funeral by Dr. JohnWarren, at the united request of the societies, of which
he was the respectable and respected President. His memory was honored
for his great moral worth, his varied usefulness, his well-regulated conduct,
his meritorious self-discipline and self-government.

COMMERCIAL

REGULATIONS

AND

TREATIES.

BONDED PORTS OF MEXICO.
The following regulations in relation to the bonded ports of Mexico, are official, and
in pursuance of a law passed April, 1837, and which went into effect on the 25th of
June, 1839.
Art. 1. On Banded Ports —Two bonded ports will be established for the time being
in the republic ; one on the Gulf of Mexico, and the other on the southern coast ; the first
will be situated at Vera Cruz, and the second at San Bias, but the warehouses of the
last one shal lbe located in the village of Jacolcotan, the height of which above the le
vel of the sea affords many advantages for the preservation of goods, and a compara
tively mild cimate.
Art. 2. The government will order the necessary warehouses to be held ready at
Vera Cruz and ouilt at Jacolcotan in the term of six months, and when this shall be
done, they will appoint the day to date from which the present decree will begin to be
carried into effect on both seas.
Art. 3. Should there be found afterwards in other ports, whose locality may beproper and well adapted for the purpose, the necessary requisites of buildings capable to
serve as warehouses, safety for them, and every thing else, (all of which shall be proved
by means of scientific surveys,) they shall be declared bonded ports, if the interests of
the republic should require it.
Art. 4. All manufactures, produce, and goods, kept in the bonded warehouses, whe
ther they be national or foreign property, shall be under the safeguard of the laws ; and
the property of foreigners existing in the deposit shall never be violated even by repri
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sals in case of war, or for any other motive which may oppose the protecting laws in
relation to Mexican property.
Art. 5. All goods placed in the bonded warehouses con remain there for the term of
one year; but on the expiration of thisjwriori, their owners or consignees must necessa
rily take them out in the space of eignt days, for if these elapse without the exporta
tion being effected, the goods shall be offered at a public sale, and sold to the highest
bidder by the collector ; and after having deducted the storage on them, and the duties
prescribed by the general tariff law concerning maritime custom houses, the remain
ing sum shall be delivered to the owner or consignee.
Art. 6. The amount of storage for bonded goods shall be half per cent, if their per
manency in them be less than four months ; one per cent if it be less than eight
months, and one and a half per cent if it should reach eight months. The periods are
to be dated from the day in which use is made of the permission given for
the deposit in the warehouses ; and the prices of the goods shall be the basis
for the liquidation of the per centage of storage in this form. Respecting those
which are subjected to nomenclature, there shall be added to the share it may
nssign them twice as much and a third part more of the same share ; and the sum of
this, and the addition made, will give the quantum upon which liquidation of the per
centage of storage must be drawn. As relates to the goods which are paid for accord
ing to the invoice, there shall be deducted the said per centage from the value of the
same invoice, and moreover, the difference resulting from their quality, according to
the forty-second article of thegeneral tariff law of the Uth of last March.
Art. 7. The sums uccruing from the storage of goods, shall be necessarily laid out
for the payment of the officers, clerks, and servants of the warehouses, for expenses pe
culiar to them, for the repair and melioration of the same, or for the building ofothers
when they may not be found sufficient for the purpose ; for replacing, meliorating, and
building quays ; and for the works which may be necessary for the safety of the port,
and the convenience of its operations in loading and unloading.
Art. 8. In order that the provisions of the preceding article may be exactly fulfilled,
the produce of storage shall be kept in a separate coffer having three keys ; one for the
collector, another for the accomptant, and the other one for the political authority residing
at the port. The collector and accomptant shall be reponsible for the faithful and com
plete introduction into the coffer of the mentioned produce, and shall give daily notice
to said political authority of the sums which may have been collected on account of
storage, that he may have been present with his key to witness the introduction of the
precited sums into the coffer, or appoint for that purpose some person of his trust.
Art. 9. The respective commissary shall make a monthly balance ofthe sums exist
ing in the coffer ; and if he should find any deficiency in them, he shall exact on the
spot the restoration of them, and likewise, the responsibility of the guilty functionary
or functionaries.
Art. 10. The government is at liberty to enter immediately into a contract for the
more pressing works, provided estimates, public offers, and all other formalities which
the case requires, have been previously complied with.
Art. 11. On Ike admission of goods into the Bonded Warehousts.—From the day ap
pointed by government, all manufactures, produce, and goods, which may be presented
for the purpose, shall be admitted into the bonded warehouses, whether they be import
ed in national or foreign vessels belonging to any power not then at war with the
Mexican nation.
Art. 12. All manufactures, produce, and goods, which are free of duty, shall be ex
empted from the grant made in the preceding article, likewise those prohibited accord
ing to the laws extant at the time ; and also all goods capable of combustion, even
without coming in contact with fire.
Art. 13. The consignee of the cargo shall ask by writing, before unloading the ves-
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cera, after having marked on the private invoices, the goods which are to be deposited.
Art. 16. When said commander will have received the permission for deposit, he
shall order the unloading of the vessel, and the proper separation to be made on the
wharf of the goods, according to the invoice of petition and permission for deposit,
which may have to ga to the bonded warehouses.
Art. 17. All goods having to be conducted to the bonded warehouses, shall be car
ried to them directly from the wharf, guarded by an escort composed of the custom
house officers, which their commander may select for this purpose, with the advice of
the collector, who is at liberty to appoint an officer of the custom-house. Said officers
on accompanying the goods shall take with them the permission for deposit, and shall
deliver both to the storekeeper, who after being satisfied of the bales, numbers and
marks being in order, shall sign a receipt for them to the conductors, and give notice
of it to the collector, that he may cause the examination of the goods to be made.
Art. 18. The examination shall be immediately effected, in accordance with the 45th
article of the general tariff law of the 11th inst., and every thing being right, the per
mission for deposit will be considered as fulfilled, enu ring it on the books and giving
notice of it to the accomptant's office, that the same operation be effected there.
Art. 19. If it should result fiom the examination that any of the provisions of the
tariff law extant at the time of importation has been violated, it will beaded upon ac
cording to the same law.
Art. 20. After the examination being effected, all the bales shall be sealed with a
seal belonging to the custom house, and another to the consignee. These seals shall
be placed so as to prevent opening any bale without before breaking it. The custom
house seal, shall express the year and the custom-house to which it should belong.
These seals are to be destroyed every year, and new ones made, differing from the
first.
Art. 21. All officers who shall allow, or do not take notice of the goods destined to
the bonded warehouses, being carried to them without the proper escort or without the
permission in writing from the collector, shall suffer, as abettors of the fraud, the
punishment pointed out by the decree of 17th February last, in its 56th, 57th, and 58th
articles, according to the importance of the crime, and if the exportation of the goods
be made without the observance of said formalities by the owners or consignees, or by
one or more of the officers bribed by the first for this purpose, the goods shall be for
feited, and the owners or consignees shall pay a fine of twenty per cent, on the value of
the same goods, according to the current price of the market in which they may have
been imported.
Art. 22. Regulationsfor Bonded Warehouses.—All bonded warehouses shall be as
near as possible to the ports, separated from other inhabited buildings, and far from
manufactories and workshops in which fire is used. They are to be built so as to
prevent robberies and damages of any kind, being at the some time airy and perfectly
safe according to known principles.
Art. 23. All goods bonded shall be stored so as to facilitate the removal of any bale
in order that the owners may dispose of them when it suits them.
Art. 24. All liquids and provisions shall be put in separate warehouses ; and care
shall be taken to do the same with regard to all other goods known under the denomi
nation of abarrotes.
Art. 25. Whilst goods shall remain in the warehouses, its owners will be at liberty
to show and even to sell them. In this second case, notice of it must be given to the
collector, signed by the seller and the purchaser. Importers of goods shall be respon
sible for all storage or any other duties established by the tariff law for maritime cus
tom-house, extant at the time of their importation, unless this obligation be trans/erred
by an agreement of both the seller and the purchaser to the latter, the collector remain
ing at liberty to accept the new security if it be entirely satisfactory to him ; but if this
is not the case, the responsibility of the importer shall continue to be obligatory.
Art. 26. If any advantages should result from that operation, they nowise can serve
to lengthen the established term of one year, which nevertheless will be dated from the
day of fulfilment at the warehouse of the permission for deposit.
Art. 27. All lists of introduction or removal of goods from the bonded warehouses
shall be drawn with the same formalities, and after the same method followed at a
judge's office, in regard to prisoners.
Art. 28. Register books concerning bonded warehouses shall be kept at the accomptant's office, making out the introduction of goods into them, from the fulfilled permis
sions for deposits; and their removal, from the justificated documents of the same.
Art. 29. Bonded warehouse; shall be opened and shut up at the same hours with the
custom-house, its doors shall hove four keys, one of which will be for the collector,
another for the accomptant, another for the chief store keeper, and the remaining one
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for the second storekeeper. Both chiefofficers of the custom-houses shall attend alter
nately the bonded warehouses all the time their duty may permit them, and in absence
of both there shall be present at the warehouse a subordinate officer of their trust which
they may appoint for the purpose.
Art. 30. On Ihe removal of deposited Goods — The removal of deposited goods may
be effected whenever the owner or consignee asks for it by means of a formal petition,
in which the date and number of the petition he made for deposit is tobe mentioned.
The collector will order that document to be put with the rest, and will write on it his
permission for the removal, returning it to the warehouse that it may be effected. If only
a purt of the goods contained in the petition and permission for deposit is to be taken
out of the warehouse, the store keeper will mark it on the same document, returning it
afterwards to the accomptant's office.
Art. 31. Before the removal of goods, a new examination shall be made of the bales
not examined at the time of deposit; and the same is to be done even with regard to
goods already examined, if the collector or surveyor of the custom-house should deem it
proper. The second examination shall be made with the same formalities practised on
depositing goods.
Art. 32. Before the removal of goods, storage is to be paid, and the importation duties
settled or security given for them, according to the terms prescribed by the general tariff
for maritime custom-houses, and by the law of the 11th of December, 1833.
Art. 33. The periods for the settlement of importation duties are to be dated from the
day of the removal of goods from the bonded warehouses.
Art. 84. After security has b'xn given for payment of duties, the owner of goods
remains at liberty either to have them carried wherever he may choose into the repub
lic, with the proper permit, or to export them abroad.
Art. 35. If at the time of taking out goods they should be found entirely damaged by
unavoidable accident, which is to be proved by an examination made before the owner,
by the collector, accomptant, surveyors, and the commander of custom-house officers,
then the importation duties on them shall not be exacted, and only the storage must be
paid, and they shall be either entirely destroyed and thrown into the sea at a great
distance from the coast or burnt.
Art. 36. Ifany part of those goods should prove to be in a good condition, the sur
veyors in the presence and with the advice of the collector, the accomptant, and the
commander of the custom-house officers, shall fix the average damage on the whole of
them, exacting the proper importation duties, according to the result.
Art. 37. All goods fraudulently drawn out of the warehouse by the owner or con
signee, shall be forfeited if they should be seized ; and if this be not the case, their value
shall be exacted at the rate of the current market price. If it should be the owner or
consignee who extracts the goods or attempts to do it, by scaling the warehouse, break
ing its doors, making use of master-keys, or opening them with the proper ones at
any hour different from those appointed for the public service of the same warehouse,
he shall suffer, besides the penalty of forfeiture, a fine of triple the value of the goods
according to the current market price, and three years imprisonment. The non exhibi
tion of the fine shall be punished by increasing the time of imprisonment at the rate of
six months for each thousand dollars.
Art. 38. Any violation of the warehouse by employing some of the means mention
ed in the preceding article, to extract from it goods belonging to another, shall be
punished according to the penalties established by law for the crime of robbery of the
public treasures, breaking or opening its coffers.
Art. 39. If it should be proved that any officer hns contributed or connived at the per
petration of the crimes mentioned in the preceding articles, he shall be judged and pun
ished as ifhe were a domestic robber,' false to the trust reposed in him, ana as if he had
opened or broke open the coffers, and shall be held responsible for compensation of da
mages to the persons concerned, and to the public treasure.
Art. 40. No compensation will be made at the warehouse, for the waste or wear of
goods deposited in it.
COMMERCIAL TREATY BETWEEN HOLLAND AND THE UNITED STATES.
The Stoats Courant, published at the Hague, July 30th, contains a royal ordinance
promulgating the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between the Netherlands and
the United States of America.
The United States of America and his Majesty the King of the Netherlands, anxious
to regulate the commerce and navigation carried on between the two countries in their
respective vessels, have, for that purpose, named plenipotentiaries ; that is to say, the
President of the United States has appointed John Forsyth, Secretary of State of the
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said United States, and his Majesty the King of the Netherlands has appointed Jonkheer Evert Marius Adrian Martini, member of the Body of Nobles of the Province of
North Brabant, Knight of the order of the Netherlands Lion, and his Charge d'Affaires in the United States, who having exchanged their respective full powers, found
in good and due form, have agreed to the following articles:
Art. 1. Goods and merchandise, whatever their origin may be, imported into, or ex
ported from, the ports of the United States, from or to the ports of the Netherlands in
turopc, in vessels of the Netherlands, shall pay no higher or other duties than shall be
levied on the like goods and merchandise as imported or exported in notional vessels.
And reciprocally, goods and merchandise, whatever their origin may be, imported into
or exported from the ports of the Netherlands in Europe, from or to the pons of the
United States, in vessels of the said States, shall pay no higher or other duties than
shall be levied on the like goods and merchandise so imported or exported in national
vessels. The bounties, drawbacks, or other favors of this nature, which may be granted
in the states of either of the contracting parties on goods imported or exported in na
tional vessels, shall also, and in like manner, be granted on goods directly exported or
imported in vessels of the other country to and from the ports of the two countries, it
being understood that in the latter, as in the preceding case, the goods shall have been
loaded in the ports from which such vessels shall have been cleared.
Art. 2. Neither party shall impose upon the vessels of the other, whether carrying
cargoes between the United States, and the ports of the Netherlands in Europe, or ar
riving in ballast from any other country, any duties of tonnage, harbor dues, light
houses, salvage, pilotage, quarantine, or port charge of any kind or denomination, which
shall not be imposed in like cases on national vessels.
Art. 3. It is further agreed between the two contracting parties, that the Consuls and
Vice Consuls of the United States, in the ports of the Netherlands in Europe, and recip
rocally, the Consuls and Vice Consuls ofthe Netherlands in the ports of the said States,
shall continue to enjoy all privileges, protection, and assistance, as may be usual and
necessary for the duly exercising of their functions, in respect also of the deserters from
the vessels, whether public or private, of their countries.
Art. 4. The contracting parties agree to consider and treat as vessels of the United
States and of the Netherlands, all such as, being furnished by the competent authorities
with a passport or sea letter, shall, under the then existing laws and regulations, be re
cognised as national vessels by the countries to which they respectively belong.
Art. 5. In the case of shipwreck or damage at sea, each party shall grant to the ves
sels, whether public or private, of the other, the same assistance and protection which
would be afforded to its own vessels in like cases.
Art. 6. The present treaty shall be in force for the term often years, commencing six
weeks after the exchange of the ratifications, and further, until the end of twelve months
after either of the contracting parties shall have given to the other notice of its inten
tion—each of the contracting parties reserving to itself the right of giving such notice
to the other after the expiration of the term often years; and it is hereby mutually agreed,
that in case of such notice, this treaty, and all the provisions thereof, shall, at the end of
the said twelve months, altogether cease and determinate.
Art. 7. The present treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be exchanged
at Washington, within six months of its date, or sooner if practicable.
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same, and have
affixed thereto the seal of their arms.
Done, in duplicate, at the city of Washington, this nineteenth day of January, in the
year of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-nine.
(L. S.)
JOHN FORSYTH.
(L. S.)
AD. MARTINI.
CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE BRAZILIAN EMPIRE.
The following Decree is, by order of the Brazilian Government, published for the in
formation of all whom it may concern :
Decree raising the duties on Wines and Liquors, of foreign produce, imported into
Brazil, and directing the entry of Liquids and Wheat Flour during the financial year
of 1839 to 1840:
The Regent, in the name of the Emperor Don Pedro II., by virtue of the authority
conferred on the Government, by the twentieth Article of the l aw, of the twentieth of
October, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, numucr sixty, decrees as fol
lows :
Art. 1. During the financial year one thousand eight hundred and thirty-nine to one
thousand eight hundred and forty, all the Wines imported into Brazil, and all Liquors
VOL. I. No. I V.
46
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of foreign produce, shall pay at the custom-house a duty of fifty per centum, including
therein all charges to which such articles were subjected until the present time, with
the exception of those of storage.
Section additional. All Wines and Liquors being the produce ofcountries with which
Brazil has existing treaties, arc exempted fr >m the foregoing provisions.
Art. 2. The entry of Liquids in general, and of Wheat Flour of foreign produce,
shall be made according to the prices fixed by a weekly valuation, to be made at each
Custom-house, by a committee composed of capable persons, of whom the Collector of
the respective Custom-house shall be one.
Cdndido Baptista de Oliveira, of the Council of His Imperial Majesty, Minister
and Secretary of State for the Foreign Affairs, and charged by interim of Finances,
and the Presidency of the Tribunal of the National Public Treasury, will so under
stand its provisions, and cause them to be executed, issuing for that purpose the neces
sary orders.
Palace of Rio de Janeiro, 6th May, 1839, 18th year of the Independence and of the
Empire.
Pedro dc Aranjo Lima.
Candida Baptista de Oliveira.
New York, 12th September, 1839.
Dionizio de Azcvcdo Pecanha,
Consul General.
QUARANTINE LAWS OP HAVRE.
Department of Foreign Affairs, Paris, July 2~th, 1839.
To the Consul General o) France, New York:
Sir:—The great inconvenience experienced by the Sanitary and Police depart
ments, from the neglect in the port of Havre of the law relative to passports without in
dividual bills of health, with which the passengers in the New York packets ought to
be provided, has compelled the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce to issue the
strictest orders on the subject, in conformity with which he has directed the Health
Officer of Havre henceforth to require a bill of health from each passenger arriving
from North America ; and to ensure the execution of the measure, he has farther
ordered.
1st.—To place in quarantine every packet arriving from New York, which shall have
on hoard any passenger unprovided with a bill of health.
2nd.—To summon the captain betoi o the court, to answer for the infringement of the
19th article of Ordinance of the i'Jthof August, 1822, passed in conformity with the
law of the 3d of March, 1822, relative to the Sanitary Police.
You are aware, sir, that according to the terms of the seventh article of the above
ordinance, vessels arc subject to a quarantine of greater or le s duration, according to
the state of health on board. The penalty against the captain is determined by the 13th
article of the law of the 3d of March, 1822, which runs thus :
" Whoever shall violate the quarantine laws, or the general or local regulations or
ordinances of the competent authorities, shall be subjected to imprisonment from three
to five days, and to a fine not less than five nor exceeding fifty francs."
As the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce thinks that it would be too severe to
require the immediate application of a measure which has not hitherto been enforced,
he has decided, in order that the captains of the American packets may be duly fore
warned, that t ! te above quarantine regulations shall not take place till the 1st of Septem
ber next, (1839)
You will please, sir, give the necessary notification of this to the merchants ofNewYork. The minister of the interior will give similar orders to the authorities of Havre,
relative to the passports which you have not certified.
(Signed)
MARECHAL DUC LE DALMATIE.
The Consul General ofFrance, De Laforest.
THE OPIUM TRADE OF CHINA.
There probably was never since the existence of the world an exercise of despotic
power, displayed in the promotion of a moral object, comparable to that recently exhi
bited by the Emperor of China, in the suppression of the trade in opium within his
dominion. It has been long contraband, but ordinary acts of government were not
sufficient for its suppression. The Emperor has at last tried the last resort of despotic
nction in China, the giving of the Imperial Seal to his highest officer, Linn, and hold
ing him responsible for the issue. The consequence hasbeen, that the amount ofopium
given up to the government was no less than 20,283 chests, valued at £3,000,000 ster
ling, or near $15,000,000.
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GREAT WESTERN AND BRITISH QUEEN.
Da-.h] comparison of the progress of the steam skips Great Western and British Queen,
wii& extractsfrom the published official reports after the great race across the Atlantic,
commencing at 2 p. M. August 1st, 1839, at which time the Queen was four or five
miles astern of the Western; first published in the Bristol Mirror, of August 21, 1839.
BRITISH QUEEN.
GREAT WESTERN.
Aug. I.
Aug. 1. Seven P. M., tops of British
dueen's paddle boxes just in sight.
Aug. 2.
Aug. 2. At noon British dueen's smoke
bore SWiW about 25 miles ; gain on
reported distance 15 miles.
Aug. 3.
Aug. 3. British dueen's smoke bore W.
by N. Distance 30 or 40 miles. Gain
by reported distance 20 miles.
Aug. 4. Sweet, wholesome breeze, lat. Aug. 4. At 4 p. m. lost sight of smoke.
41 06, Ion. 60 33. Distance run,231) miles.
Gained by reported distance 21 miles.
An";. 5. Stiip getting lighter and more Aug. 5. Gain by reported distance 24
lively, smooth sea, i4 revolutions, run
miles.
ning off cheerily, lat. 41 17, Ion. 55 39.
Lat. 42 28
Run 330 miles.
Lon. 54 32
Aug. 6. dueen dancing merrily over the Aug. 6. Gain by distance reported 20
seas, lat. 41 58, Ion. 53 00. Distance miles.
Lat. 44 40
run, 220 miles.
Lon. 49 40
Aug. 7. The dueen leaped over the bil Aug. 7. Gain by distance reported 20
lows with infinite grace, lat. 43 21, Ion.
miles.
Lat. 46 35
46 38. Distance run, 224 miles.
Lon. 44 32
Aug. 8. Charming morning; going ahead Aug. 8. Gain by distance reported 29
with all imaginable dignity, lat. 44 06, miles.
Lat. 48 26
Ion. 40 47. Distance run, 224 miles.
Lon. 38 56
Aug. 9. Engines on this day, an incom Aug. 9. Gain by distance reported 51
parable mass of machinery, work with miles.
great ease and exactitude, lat. 44 48, Ion.
Lat. 41 55
36 14. Distance run, 202 miles.
Lon. 33 20
Aug. 10. Mild and cheerful morning, Aug. 10. Gain by reported distance 7
gentle breezes—dueen dancing over the mites.
waves light as a fox, lat. 45 57, Ion. 30
Lat. 51 11
53. Distance run, 237 miles.
Lon 27 15
Aug. 11. Running with noiseless rapidity, Aug. 11. Gain by reported distance 8
engines running at a tremendous rate.
miles.
The dueen careers over the mighty wa
Lat. 51 30
ters in all the plenitude of majesty, lat.
Lon. 23 42
47 15, Ion. 25 25. Run 238 miles.
Aug. 12. Going with inconceivable stea Aug. 12. By published lat. and lon. equal
diness, lat. 48 32, Ion. 19 15. Distance distance run.
Lat. 51 35
run, 2S2 miles.
Lon. 14 3
Aug. 13. The dueen, as she approaches Aug. 13. By difference of lat. and lon.
her dominions, quickens her step, al
distance run in favor of the Great Wes
ways solicitous to show her subjects she tern.
Lat. 51 5
is mistress of the seas, lat. 49 30, Ion.
Lon. 7 22
12 28. Distance run, 2t>5 miles.
Aug. 14. Light tortoise shell clouds, lat. Aug. 14. Great Western anchored in
49 34, Ion. 5 26. Distance run, 277 miles. Itingroad at 5 30 a. m., after running 190
Thirteen days and nineteen hours to Ports
miles, and against a whole ebb from
mouth.
Lundy, and thereby going 18 miles
more, or 212 miles in 17J hours, or near
ly 12 knots per hour.
The difference in time of starting and arriving, allowing half an hour for the Great
Western's start before the dueen, was 27 hours. The reported speed of the dueen, for
the last day's run, was at the rate of UJ knots per hour. The difference of longitude
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between Spithcnd and Kingrond is Hi degrees, or 57 miles; (in time, five hours.)
The total gain of the Western has, consequently, been 2J hours in time, or, according
to the Queen's rate of going, (11 i knots per hour,) C5'.i nautical miles. TheGreat Wes
tern was at sea C!>7 iiours : her gain, therefore, on the Queen, has been very nearly
ti-7ths of a nautical mile per hour.
LOSS OF- STEAMBOATS IN THE WEST IN 1838.
The Alton Telegraph calculates as follows the list of steamboats lost or consider
ably injured on the western waters during the year 1838:
Whole number eighty ; of which there were
Blown up
8
Colhtpsed
6
Burst steam pipe
2
Burnt
2
Snagged
37
• Sunk
17
Collision
2
Of these, 13 were lust on the Ohio, 50 on the Lower Mississippi, 5 on the Upper Mis
sissippi, 2 on the Missouri, 2 on the Illinois, 1 on the Arkansas, 1 on the Red River, 1
in the Gulf of Mexico, and 3 in other places.
CAMBOOSE.
Messrs. Fenney & Co., of Baltimore, have recently patented an improved Camboose.
It is so constructed as to be adapted to the purposes of cooking, and to the distillation
of fresh from salt water at the same time, and is said by those who have seen it in use,
to answer admirably both these objects. The invention of a cheap and expeditious
method of extracting fresh water from salt, has long been a desideratum to mariners,
which is now most happily supplied, and we doubt not the article will be brought into
general use. The Editor of the Baltimore Post, who witnessed its operations, says,
that nothing could be more satisfactory than the quantity of fresh water obtained in a
very short time. It distilled at the rate of two gallons per hour, with a slow fire : thus,
during the space of twelve hours, twenty-four gallons could be obtained with only a
moderate fire ; and, in case of necessity, a much larger quantity could be distilled by
increasing the fire. The stove is perfectly simple, and consumes no more fuel than
ordinary cooking stoves. A vessel having one of these cambooses, can dispense with
the great number of water casks they are obliged to carry, and thus have more room
for freight. The water is perfectly fresh, and seafaring men pronounced it infinitely
better than can be obtained at sea after one or two weeks.

INSURANCE.
TARIFF OF MINIMUM RATES OF PREMIUM,
Adopted by the Underwriters of Boston, March 1, 1839.
VESSELS ON TIME.
Risks on Time on Vessels of Two Hundred Tons, and upwards.
On Vessels valued at 75 to 60 dollars per ton
5J per cent per annum.
60 to 50
..
..
6
50 to 40
6i
40 to 30
.8
Under 30 ..
.. at a proportionate increase of premium.
If north of latitude fifty degrees, and east of longitude two degrees, between the first
of October and the first of March, one per cent additional premium to be paid.
Risks on Vessels of smaller sizes, usually employed in the West India trade, and on
short voyages.
[If engaged in more favorable employment than the West India trade, or on short
voyages, the insurers may place them under the rates for vessels of 200 tons and up
wards, instead of the following:]
On Vessels valued at 75 to 60 dollars per ton,
6 to 8 per cent per annum.
60 to 50
8 to 9
50 to 40
9 to 10
40 to 30
10 to 11
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On Vessels valued at 20 to 20 dollars per ton
11 to 12 per cent, per annum.
Under 20
..
12 and upwurds
To add two per cent., if in the West India Islands or Seas, or in the Gulf of Mexico,
between the 15th July and the lain October.
RISKS BETWEEN UNITED STATES AND WEST INDIES.

Oct.lbto\ July 15 to
July 15. Oct. 15.
From AtlanticportstosouthsideofCuba,orfrom,
1 li I 21
to north side ofCuba, or from
| lJ i 2
to Porto Rico, Hayti, and Windward Island
or from,
I 1J I 21
If partial loss on less than the whole invoice, i per cent, to be added.
Double premium on deck load, with 10 per cent, average, &c.
If several passages insured together, rates for the passages to be added together.
Company to retain 10 per cent, of return premium on short property.
UNITED STATES AND EUROPE.
Outward risks.
SAILING
FROM THE OULF OF MEXICO.
Nov. 1 to Feb. 1 to Aug. 1 to
Feb. 1. Aug. 1. Nov. 1.
To St. Petersburg and ports in the Baltic
To Belgium, Hotland, and Germany, or North Sea
To Great Britain, France, and Ireland
To Portugal and Spain, on the Atlantic
To ports in the Mediterranean not east of Sicily & Malta]
To . .
beyond
FROM ATLANTIC PORTS.

2 to 2t
H to 2
lito2
1t to 2
....

l1 to 2 2i to 2J
lJto 1t 2 to2*
lJ to l1 2 to 2*
1J toU 2 to2i
U to l1 ....
Uto2 ....
SAILING BETWEEN
Feb. 1 ef- Oct. 1 efOct. 1 Feb. 1.

To St. Petersburg and ports in the Baltic
lJ to 1 j
To Germany, North Sea, Holland, and Belgium
1 J to lj 1t to 2
To Great Britain, France, and Ireland, (not in the Mediterranean,) li to l1 lj to 1t
To Portugal and Spain, on the Atlantic
1 j to 1 J 1 J to 1)
To a port in the Mediterranean not east of Sicily and Malta
lj
H w. ad.
To ..
..
beyond
..
1 i to lfll | to 1t
If in the North Sea, between 1st October and 1st March, 1 per cent, to be added.
i per cent to be added for each port used in the Mediterranean more than one.
\ per cent to be added, if partial loss allowed on less than the whole invoice.
J per cent, may be deducted from the above rates, on cotton.
Homeward Risks.
To Atlantic ports from ports in the North Sea, 1J ; add 1 for sailing between October 1
and March 1.
from Great Britain and Ireland, general cargoes, l1.
from Great Britain and Ireland, dry goods, average on each package ,
li; hardware, 1t.
from Havre, dry goods, average on each package, l1.
from Southof Europe, not in the Mediterranean, 1 J to l1.
from ports in the Mediterranean, not beyond Sicily, 1J ; add J for
each port used more than one.
from ports in the Mediterranean, beyond Sicily, 1t ; add ( for each
port used more than one.
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It to ports in Gulf of Mexico, t per cent, to be added.
Partial loss on sheet iron, iron wire, brazier's rods, iron hoops, and tin plates, excepted
UNITED SrATKS, IND1A, CHINA, AND FACIF1C OCEAN.
From the United States.
To the Pacific, not north of Lima, 1J. Add \ for each port used more than one.
out and home, 3. Same additions.
To the Pacific, north of Lima, 2J. .Same additions.
out and home, 5. Same additions.
Voyages to the Pacific, on time, 5 per cent, per annum on vessels; 4j per annum on
cargoes.
To Sumatra, and back to United States, pepper voyages, 4 percent.
To Java, Singapore, or Padang, one port, H. Add i for each port more than one.
To Bay of Bengal, 1 J. Add i for each port more than one.
To Canton or Manilla ; loeithcr,\\. Add i if to both ; add J if against the monsoon.
From ports in India, China, or the Pacific, to the United States, same rates home
ward as outwurd.
From such ports to Europe, same rates as to United States; to add 1 per cent., if in
the North Sea between 1st October and 1st March.
For touching at Cape Good Hope, J per cent, to be added.
For voyages on time, beyond Cape Good Hope, 4 per cent, per annum.
From Batavia to or from Canton or Manilla, J per cent. Add J if against the mon
soon.
From Canton to or from Manilla, J to \.
Half per cent to be added for each passage in the China Seas against the monsoon.
If partial loss allowed on less than the whole invoice, \ percent, to lie added.
Ten per cent, of return premium on short property to be retained, not exceeding one
half percent.
The northeast or unfavorable monsoon in the China seas, for the outward passage,
is from 1st October to 1st April.
The southwestor unfavorable monsoon, returning, is from April 1 to October 1.
The North Sea, as referred to in this Tariff, shall be considered as comprehending
all places north of Lat. 50 north, and east of Long. 2 east.
EAST COAST OF SOUTH AMERICA, UNITED STATES, AND EUROPE.
Risks between the United States and East Coast of South America.
From Atlantic ports to or from ports in Brazil, except Rio Grande, 1t ; add J for each
port more than one.
to or from Rio Grande and La Plata, 2 per cent to either; add i
if to both.
If partial loss allowed on less than whole invoice, J per cent to be added.
Company to retain 10 per cent of return premium on short property.
Risks between Europe and East Coast of South America.
From Brazil to or from a port in the Mediterranean or south of Europe, 1J pert
to or from a port in the North Sea, 1 t per cent,
to or from a port in the Baltic, 2 per cent.
If from Rio Grande and La Plata, add J percent.
If partiul loss allowed on less than the whole invoice, i per cent, to be added.
Company to retain ten per cent, of return premium on short property.
RUSSIA AND PORTS IN THE BALTIC, TO UNITED STATES, N. E. OF CAPE FLORIDA.
Sailing prior to September 1st, lJ per cent.
from 1st September to 10th, inclusive, If percent.
from 11th September to 20th, inclusive, 2 per cent.
from 2lst September to 30th, inclusive, 2J per cent.
from 1st October to 10th, inclusive, 3 per cent.
from 1 1th October to 20th, inclusive, 3J per cent.
from 21st October to 31st, inclusive, 4J per cent.
after 31st October, 5 per cent.
If to ports in the Gulfof Mexico, J per cent, to be added.
If partial loss on less than the whole invoice, J per cent, to be added.
If short property, 10 per cent, ofreturn premium to be retained.
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COASTWISE RISKS WITHIN THE UNITED STATES.
ON VESSELS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS FROM BOSTON.
To or from ports eastward of Cape Ann
To or from ports in Rhode Island, Connecticut, and Vine
yard Sound
To or from New York City and places on North River..
To or from ports in Delaware and Chesapeake Bays
To or from ports in North Carolina
To or from ports in South Carolina and Georgia
To or from ports in the Gulf of Mexico
From the abm:e rates may be deducted :
On cotton, metals, and salted provisions in casks, to or from ports in the Gulf of
Mexico, one quarter per cent., and on the same articles to or from ports in the United
States, north of Florida, one eighth per cent.
On manufactured tobacco, from Virginia, one eighth per cent, may be deducted.
On deck loads, double premium to be charged, with condition not to be liable for par
tial loss under ten per cent., and not to be liable for damage by wet or exposure.
If there be any lime on board, as cargo or freight, fifty percent, to be added to the pre
mium for the passage.
If partial loss be allowed on less than the whole invoice, one quarter per cent, to be
added on risks to or from the Gulf of Mexico, and one eighth per cent, on risks north of
Florida.
In case ofover insurance, ten per cent, of the return premium to be retained by the in
surers.
When several passages are insured in the same policy, the rates for each passage to
be added together.
Specie may be insured at two thirds the rates on merchandise.
FROM Ct'BA TO EUROPE, AND BACK.
Prior to After
Aug. 1 Aug. 1.
From Cuba to St. Petersburg, or ports in the Baltic
2 per ct. 3 pcrct.
From Cuba to a continental port in the North Sea
I1 " 2f "
From Cuba to London or Liverpool
1J " 2J "
i per cent, to be added if the vessel touches at a port in the United States for any
purpose whatever.
i per cent, to be added if partial loss allowed on less than the whole invoice.
From the Baltic to Cuba, see rates above.
From European ports without the Baltic, same rates as outward risks, with same ad
ditions for being in the West Indies in hurricane season.
GENERAL REGULATIONS.
If there be any lime on board, on cargo or on freight, fifty per cent, to be added to the
premium for tne passage.
If any goods are shipped and insured as on deck, not less than double premium to be
charged, with condition not to be liable for damage by wet or exposure, nor for partial
loss under ten per cent.
The northeast or unfavorable monsoon in the China seas, for outward passages to
China, is from the first day of October to the first day of April.
The southwest or unfavorable monsoon, for homeward passages, is from the first day
of April to the first day of October.
The hurricane months, in the West India latitudes, are from the fifteenth day of July
to the fifteenth day of October, and said latitudes shall be considered as being within
the parallels of 10 degrees and 28 degrees ofnorth latitude, and 58 degrees and 86 degrees
of west longitude.
The North Sea, as expressed for additional premiums for winter months, (viz.: from
the first day of October to the first day of March,) is considered north of latitude 50 de
grees north, and east of longitude 2 degrees oust.
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If average be allowed on less than the whole invoice, J per cent, is to be added on
voyages to or from foreign ports, and ports in the Gulf of Mexico, and J per cent, is to
be udded on coastwise risks north of Florida.
In all cases of over insurance, ten per cent, of the return premium is to be retained by
the insurers, not exceeding J per cent , on the amount of short property.
premiums on vessels and freights not to be less than those on cargoes of general mer
chandise for same voyages.
Specie, excepting to port or ports beyond the Cnpe of Good Hope or Cape Horn, to be
insured as the parties may agree: provided, that it shall never be at a greater reduction
than one third from the rates herein fixed for merchandise on the same passage.
Specie, to port or ports beyond the Cape of Good Hope or Cape Horn, to be consi
dered the same as merchandise.
When several passages are included in the same policy, the rates for each passage
are to be added together.
If insurance be made from foreign ports to port or ports of discharge, or final port of
discharge, in the United States, the coastwise premium to be added for each port used,
more than one, in the United States.
With regard to risks not provided for in this tariff, it is agreed, that the parties are
to make contracts at discretion : but it is expected that the companies will require rates
equivalent to those named in this tariff on risks of like value, acting in good faith, and
not taking one risk for a lower rate in consideration of receiving the tariff rates on
another.
PREMIUM CREDITS, IN BOSTON, ON MARINE RISKS,
From and after the first day of March, 1839.
All credits shall commence on the commencement of the risk, or as near that com
mencement as can be ascertained ut the time of taking the risk.
All premium notes shall be considered as due on the expiration of the credit express
ed in the note, unless the risk shall not have terminated, in which case it shall be sixty
days after the termination of the risk ; and, if not then paid, interest shall be
from that time till paid.
To.

and
From. To
from.

East Indies or China
18 ms.
7 ms. 18 ms.
East Coast of South America
8
4
8
4
Europe
8
8
West Indies, Spanish Main, Gulf of Mexico, Honduras.
6
4
6
Ports this side of Florida
4
4
4
West Coast of America
16
7
16
West Indies, Europe, and back, 10 months.
Brazils, Europe, and back, 12 months,
West Coast of America, China, and back,
18 months, ) Or four months after
North West Coast of America, China, and back, 18 "
>
the
North West Coast of America, and China,
18 " ) termination of the risk.
Whale fishery, to the Pacific, 18 months, or 2 months after the termination of the risk.
Whale fishery, to the Atlantic, 14 months.
On time, two months after the termination of the risk.
Premiums of twenty dollars and under, cash, without discount of interest.
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE AND TRUST COMPANY.
It appears by the monthly report of this corporation, for August, that eighteen per
sons nave effected an insurance on their lives. Of whom four are residents ofthe city
of New York, and fourteen residents out of the city. They are thus classified—Mer
chants and Brokers, 7; Students and Clerks, 4; Mechanics, 2; Lawyer, lj Engineer,
1 ; Manufacturers, 3. Of these there are insured for one year and over, 6—seven
years and over, 10—for life, 2. Two were insured for $10,000 and under, ten for
$5,000 and under, and six for $1,000 and under.
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COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
COMMERCE OP THE UNITED STATES.
Statistical View of ike Commerce of the United States, exhibiting the value of imports
from, and exports to, each foreign country, during the year ending on the 30/A Sep
tember, 1838 ; from official documents in the Treasury Department, Register's Office,
May 13, 1839.

COUNTRIES.

Russia
Prussia
Sweden
Swedish West Indies
Den nark
Danish West Indies
Netherlands
Dutch East Indies
Dutch West Indies
Dutch Guiana
Belgium
England
Scotland
Ireland
Gibraltar
Malta
British East Indies
Cape of Good Hope
Australia
British West Indies
British American Colonies
British Honduras
British Guiana
British African ports
Mauritius
Hanse Towns
France, on the Atlantic
France, on the Mediterranean . .
French West Indies
French Guiana
French African ports
Spain, on the Atlantic
Spain, on the Mediterranean. ..
Teneriffe, and other Canaries..
Manilla and Philippine Islands
Cuba
Other Spanish West Indies
Portugal
Madeira
Fayal, and other Azores

VALUE OF EXPORTS.
Value of
Imports. Domestic Foreign
Produce. Produce.
359,047 689,212
1,898.39(
19.-..83
1) -J
65,6 ;i
66,6-e6
210,7151
854 771
74, 1 !ff
4,2*1
46 0l9|24,: 5)
980*1
27,118
949,7»i9 -227.4 17
1,617.747
I,l80,a971 2,555,979 398,269
329,747
576,396| 166.214
40,915
204,231
382,591
2,073
68,7751
54,354
239.9281 1,340.90 1, 274,051
44,191,851 48,89.1,888 1,545,188
10,776
594,otw 1,6^5,2j:}
38,535
75,1(12
152,371
25,6-2-il 609.8 is
4,078
81.955
16,866
320,5115 258,402
675,531
22,718
12,034
"816
33,5-16
30,538
120,218
1,635,848 •J I IM l.I Ml
238,504
1,555,570 2,484.98
19,301
89,896
201,448
522
145,532
36,043
2,847,358 2,625.802 665,813
16,823,112 13,089,649 976,967
948,685 1,433,765 283,135
38,8891
130,00-t,
310.050
5,302
12,470
137,1051
234,200
2,595
868,336 336.9041
18,686
34,6191
151 ,366
149,303
93,214
386,528
1,454,3251
1I 694,812 4,721,433
692,568
30,484
3,636,152
8,0931
67,97.x
296.864
36,423
4.53J
366,274
1,681
7,556
32,716
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COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES, CONTINUED.
VALUE OP EXPORTS.
Value of
Imports. Domestic Foreign
Produce. Produce. Total.

Morocco, and Barbary States .
Hayti
Texas
Mexico
Central America
Colombia
Brazil
Argentine Republic
Cisplatine Republic
Chili
Peru.
South America, generally .
China
e, generally
a, generally
Africa, generally
West Indies, generally
South Seas and Sandwich Islands.
North Atlantic Ocean
Uncertain places. . . . ,

10,174
1,275,762)
165,718
3,500,703'
155,614
1,615,249
3,191,238
1,010,903
18,631
942,035
633,437
4,764,536
212.091
541,931
.217
55,561

814,421
95,834
910,255
1 02- Ms
219.062 1,247,880
1,040.906 1,123,191 2,164,097
111,9101 131,139 213,010
406,561
318,175 724,739
2,094,957 562 237 2,657,194
180,832|
56.2-3 236,665
35,762]
60,329
24,5671
1.047,572 322,692' 1,370,264
163,8681
39,531| 203 399
1,875
1,875
655,581
861,021 1,516,602
31,759
31,759
105,672
181,831
76,159
390,354
101,548 491.902
334.638
339.052
4,414
60,684
22,1531
r

97,186
Total
....Il 13,7 17404; 96,033,821 12.452,79;*i 10S.-I86.616
NUMBER OF VESSELS BUILT IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1838.
Condensed Statement of the number and^lass of Vessels built, and the Tonnage thereof, in
each state and territory of the United States, for the year ending September 30/A, 1838,
from official documents in the Treasury Department, Register's Office, April 2, 1839.
TOTAL
CLASS OF VESSELS.
TONNAGE.
STATES.
Ivi
Ships. Brigs. Sch'rs. Stoops. Steam
boats.
TonsSSbths.
Maine
New Hampshire. . . .
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia.
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
.Georgia
Ohio
Tennessee
Alabama
Louisiana
Mississippi
Kentucky
Michigan
Florida
Total.

21
5
21
2
1
7

42
1
10
1
2
6

79

78
3
131
6
16
31
52
5
11
137
1
16
4
2

510

22
60
33
14
3
4

153

I
1
2
7
1
30
4
1
3
1
3
16
4

91

144
9
167
10
43
113
86
58
14
157
2
17
11
5
3
20
4
2
13

24.332 06
3,286 16
19 517 88
2,108 05
3,780 32
14,682 47
7,057 01
8,406 15
1,255 51
15,463 92
200 16
855 06
1,033 17
1,377 23
415 93
4,200 79
1,265 57
57 33
1,444 23

8
12

1,377 39
958 65

898
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TONNAGE OF THE UNITED STATES.
Statement exhibitinga condensed view of the Tonnage of the severa1 districts of the C'nited States, in tons and ninety-fifths, on Ihe 3tMA September, 1838 ; fiom official documcnts in the Register's Office, April 2, 1839.
Total ton
Registered andEnrolled
licensed nage of each
tonnage
tonnage.
district.
Fassamaquoddy, Maine
Machias,
"
Frenchman's Bay, "
Penobscot,
"
Belfast,
"
Waldobnrough,
"
Wiscasset,
11
Bath,
"
Portland,
"
Saco,
"
Kennebunk,
"
York,
"
Portsmouth, New Hampshire .
Ncwburyport, Massachusetts .
Ipswich,
"
Gloucester,
"
Salem,
"
Marblehead,
"
Boston,
"
Plymouth,
"
Dighton,
"
New Bedford,
"
Barnstable,
"
Edgurtown,
"
Nantucket,
"
Providence, Rhode Island
Bristol,
"
Newport,
"
Midtileiown, Connecticut
New London,
"
New Haven,
"
Fairfield,
"
Vermont, Vermont
Champlain, New York
Sackctt's Harbor, "
Oswego,
"
Niagara,
"
Genessee,
"
Oswegatchie,
"
Buffalo Creek, "
Sag Harbor,
"
New York,
"
Cape Vincent, "
Perth Amboy, N. Jersey
Bridgetown,
"
Newark,
"
Burlington,
"
Little Egg Harbor "
....
Great Egg Harbor "
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania . .
Presque Isle,
"
....
Pittsburgh,
"
....
Wilmington, Delaware
Baltimore, Maryland ....

682
176
1,413
5.914
5,5!i9
9,397
3,590
36,315
975
5,382
16,850
10,640
2,068'
21,901
2,753
135,415
11,052
2,414
73,627
4,456
5,120
26.658
10,225
13 134
6,892
1,274
22.272
3,911
992

11,109
169,922
595
1,060
42,266 21
1,398
25,083

8,76} 63
8,770 06|
14.524 38
27. 126 21
£5 926 3
27,26 1 7.
8,i,67 :.9|
18,147 016,839 05
3,362 25
3,493 23
938 87
9,298 08
9,908 52
3.134 601
16.265 00I
12,553 45
8,072 5 »
71,816 63
12,7ti8 25]
6.524 I'
ll,755 67
44,704 86
1,059 37
4.635 22
6,688 16
3.212 12
4 323 92
12,518 38
21,251 76
5,521 61
13,0 9 56
4,250 00
1,694 16
3,717 04
6,582 52
119 81
408 71
1,894 54
9,615 44
6,724 60
231,049 47
1,169 16
15.478 37
13,725 73
3,929 63
5,337 60
3,929 63
4,651 27
15,783 39
45.0S0 30
3,216 04
11,864 71
15,372 71
35,189 66
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DISTRICTS.

Oxford,
Maryland
Vienna,
"
Snow Hill,
"
Annapolis,
"
St. Mary's,
"
Georgetown, District of Columbia .
Alexandria,
"
Norfolk,
Virginia
Petersburg,
Richmond,
"
Yorktown,
"
East River,
"
Tappahannock, "
Folly Landing, "
Yeocomico,
"
Cherry Stone,
"
Wilmington, North Carolina
Newbern,
"
Washington,
"
Edcnion
"
Camden,
"
Beaufort,
"
Plymouth,
"
Ocracoke,
"
C hai lesion , South Carolina
Qcorgetown,
"
•
Beaufort,
Georgia
Savannah,
Sunbury,
Brunswick,
St. Mary's,
Ohio
Cuyahoga,
Sandusky,
Cincinnati
Miami,
Nashville, Tennessee .
Kentucky .
Louisville,
Missouri
St. Louis,
Michigan
Detroit,
Michillimaekinac, "
Mobile,
Alabama .
New Orleans, Louisiana
Pensacola,
Florida
St. Aueustine,
"
Apalachicola,
"
Key West,
"
Wheeling,
Virginia
Total

Registered
tonnage.

479 85i
2,690
3,920
2,026
2,218
2,551

25
26
59
78
13

334 '22
214 86
10 04.
7,992 5»
1,871 01
1,198 13
2,138 66|
920 88|
389 '3
1,155 82
10.634 55
1,163 64
9,284' 49
404 24,
922 73

8,203 22
39,593 08
807 55
719
1,191

Enrolled
Total ton
nd licensed nage of each
district.
tonnage.
13,227 53
15,703 281
7,833 38
4533 31
2.461 03
5,9ti5 57
6,721 03
14.236 68
2,641 26
2,596 13
962 81
4,867 57
3,849 77
4,034 65
3.265 47
1,886 62
2,7*9 47
1,409 04
2,572 35
4,431 73
OKI 60 ]
1,264 84
1,0£0 73
1,216 04
13,836 87
2.733 64
1,264 84
7,384 17
100 59
1,047 62
40W Hi
9,495 72
1,467 42
10,376 36
2,606 91
5,481 36
7.734 00
9,373 00
8,651 52
1,196 04
7,904 09
64.833 03
2,152 61
1,181 36
1,507 79
1,014 19
305 34

13.227 53
16, 83 18
7,r33 38
4,533 31
2,461 03
8,655 82
10,644 29
16,263 32
4,860 C9
5,147 £6
962 81
5,201 79
4,064 68
4,034 65
3,265 47
1,947 66
10,772 05
3,260 05
3,770 48
6,570 44
6,761 53
1,264 84
1,410 15
2,371 86
24.527 47
3,897 33
1,264 84
16,668 66
160 59
1,451 86
1,330 SI
9,495 72
1,467 42
10,376 36
2,866 91
5,481 36
7,734 60
9,373 60
8,651 52
1,196 04
16,107 31
104,426 11
29J0 5>1
1,181 36
2,227 26
2,205 75
3115 34

I 822,591 86l 1,173,047 89l 1,995,639 80

A correspondent of the New York Evening Post inquires, ifthe capitalists in our city,
who have been recently seduced by the temptation of the United States post notes at
one and a halfper cent interest per month, have not made themselves liable to the penal
ties of our usury laws. The Revised Statutes define usury to be taking more than
seven per cent per annum, for interest or forbearance, 4c. The law " to prevent usury,"
passed in 1837—declares (Sec. 6)—that any person who shall " directly or indirectly"
receive more than seven per cent per annum, &c., shall be deemed guilty of a " misde
meanor," and be punishable by " fine and imprisonment."
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COMMERCE OP MARYLAND, FROM 1789 TO 1838.

Imports.
Domestic. Foreign.

1827
isae
1829
1830
1831
1839
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838,

3,707,010
3,93*,840
3,408,543
3,661,131
4,016,699
764,922
2,570,957
3,275,904
4,553,582
3,956,093
2,782,073
238,235
4.0.-6.271
4,831,490
5,887,884
4.945.322
3,648,067
4,681,598
2,714,850
3,496,993
3,173,112
3,549,957
3,092,365
2,947,352
3,457,691
3,107,8191
3,662,273
3,075,985
3,730,506
3,015,873
3.301,014
3,012.708
3,176,866
3,028,916
3,365,173
4,165,168

Total

■.a
IfJ

2,239,691
641,646 13,585
2,623,808,
481,534 24,039
3,6li5,0561
930,023 54,ti43|
5,686,191
1,226,139 407,669
5,811,380
1.310 701 789,167^
9,201,315'
1,633,081 842,803
9,811,799
2.008,6061 834 0901
12,746,190]
2,3:12.48911,483.322
16,299,609'
2,548,1701,357,23^
12,2 i 4,331
1,924,431 1,263,466
2,157,64911,135,717,
12,767,5301
7,914,225
1,404,547 754,479
1,371,022 5,078.062
1,193,822 249 3141
5,Sl3,039! 9,151,939
2,174,169 638,06e
7,450.93' 10,859,480
2,231,284 1,I42.356|
10,919,7741 14,580,905]
2,904,165,1,442,461
3,006,4301,337,128
10,2t2,285 14,298,984
1,063,643 449,852
1,956,1 i4 2,721,106
4,056,369 6,697,896
1,021,680 84-,238
3,213,114 6,489,018
1,396.942 450,617
1,082.864 315.26
2,28J,465 6,833,987]
1,929,886 5,885,979,
2,196,147 404,692]
1,005,791 3,787,865
493,243 316,502
10,199 248,434'
3.950 3.62S
950,327 5,036,6011
4,151,273 125.071
2,504,277 7,338,7671
3,:>72,070 565,051
3,016,016 8,933,930
2,1 92.415 510,623
3,625,412 7,570,734
2,386.815 404.24S
2,278,149 5.!-26,2l6
1,938,272 281.602
1,927,766] 6,60.1,364
1,062,065 485.150
1,135,544 3,850.394! 4,070,ai2l 963,348 227,487
1.039,893 4,536,796 4,792,483 I,334,0> 136,9411
1,857,116 5,03 > 228 4,946,1791 1,225,846 265,179
1,3)3,276 4,863,233 4,551,442] 1,174.188 252,078
1.-NH.939 4,501,304 4,751,815 1,339.043 259,884
1,063,396 4,010.748 4,928,569 1,291,054 196,319
1,058,715 4 516,406 4,405,708 1,470,607 218,081
1,226 603! 4,334,422 5,629.694 1,549.883 224,168'
1,142,192] 4,804,465 4,804,135' 1,612,967 271,394
715,497 3,791,482 4,523,866] 1,312 231 225,175
578,111 4,308,647 4,826,577, 1,470,154 147,304
1,484.015 4,499.918 4,629,303 1,069,064 194,443
761,453 4,062,467 5,437,057 870,96a 113
1,155,537 4,168 245 4,647,483 673,141 82,041
748,368] 3,925,234, 5,647,153 9t»,210) 30,454
616,559 3,675,475! ,131,867 1,487,947 41,679
424,741 3,789,9171 F.857,033
359,407 4,524,575' i,70l,869|
• Ending September 30.

Registered
tonnage.

31.492 00
42,998 00
26,792 74
38,007 77
48,007 53
46,314 82
55,964 46
63,480 92
81,446 81
8I. 508 36
55," 86 30
43,295 72
46,487 49
53,842 13
62,004 93
71.819 92
79,7+2 49
74X99 43
88,188 55
90,045 16
68 457 85
80,203 33
64,780 67
64,149 09
88.161 22
83,123 67
74.212 26
44,731 67
47,149 38
44,850 01
46,613 21
50.429 52
51,546 69
33,412 80
59.499 38
62,127 28
60,627 14
66,610 49
31,194 29
24.430 24
25,959 51
27,401 44
27,685 88
33,811 72
33,806 54*
33 245 51*
35,340 02*
85,563 87

STEAM VESSELS ON THE ATLANTIC FOR 1840.
The number of steam ships which will ply to the different points on the Atlantic, in
1840, is forty-two ; the asgregate horse power of which will be eighteen thousand and
forty-eight; and of fifty-eight thousand two hundred and sixty tons. These are to be
fitted out by the English and French governments.
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COMMERCE OF VIRGINIA, FROM 1789 TO 1838.

Imports.
Domestic. Foreign.

Total.

15
—'5 i;

805,887
3,130,865
461,753
3,552,825
393,458
2,9s7,098
423 *.20
8,391,636
455,936
3,490.011
653.209
5,268,655
692,537
4,90-1,713
677.278
6 113,451
1,012.20:*i
6,292,9-6
759,776
4,430,t>89
822,153
5,655,574
72S.564
3,978,363
749,181
6,10J,708
938,9291
5,790,001
951,74
5,603,620
762,81,
5,055,396
617,526
4,761,234
132 749
52.i,473
306.618
2,8:)4,125
510,124
4,822,611
214,305
4,822,307
7071372
3,001,112
137,123
1,819,722
23,801
17,581
1,202,739
6,676,976
1,268,336
8,212,860
794,522
5,621,442
891,887
7,016,216
496,794
4,392,321
336,510
4,537,957
3,079,209 1,078,490 248,593
3,217,i83 861,164 263,424
4,036,788 6*1,810 259,748
3,277,564 639,787 219,319
192,269
4,129,520 553,562
4,596,732 635,438 224,472
172,889
4,657,938 431,765
142,308
3,340,185 375,238
3,787,431 395,352 197,717
189,850
4,791,644 405,739
4,150,475 488,522 219,128;
191,915
4,510,650 553,639
199,4 9
4,467,587 690,391
163,8*
,'i. KU.!K 837,325
6,064,053 691,255 . 2 7,025
300,762
6, 92,040 1,106,814
3,702,714 813,823
3,9*6.228 577,142

Bu 1« >1.
8 'S h

1,736'
2.857
23,0761
49,2*1
43,7071
70,2521
25,8381
89,500;
90,705
59,139
29,884
£5,553
33,-23
135,108
1 9,8:6
104,494
6,259
38,451
46,543
9,012
6,962
14,392
5,283
4,597
32,080
37,903
16.9*3'
16.485
8,093
3,740
1,572
8,665
6,605
5,602
6,11
10,162
5,9 2
1,079
9,314
2,950
9,738
2,475
393
344
6,223

Registered
tonnage.
33,239 00
32,515 00
23,997 72
26,130 13
31,767 28
36,278 26
40,936 41
43,657 58
46.858 68
41,8b8 47
44 850 92
31,943 87
37,832 24
33,614 11
37,674 19
34,015 29
23,503 05
i:!U*5 -.',*
36,699 29
45,339 78
28,744 71
32,720 66
25,938 68
22,514 47
31,152 40
26,059 66
27,569 23
23,534 03
16,147 54
16,797 58
12,216 06
8,960 93
11,139 86
10,759 39
10,572 80
13,724 29
14,239 58
15,627 08
14,505 79
10,061 43
12,400 13
13.7*4 79
17.038 30
18,966 70
19,737 62
16,501 37
8,299 64
7,405 82

151.411
39..098
6 0.935
428,7^9
367,713
18,349
107,964
189,782
23,' 95
17,619
308
44,397
96 970
60,204
74,832
35,537
8,820
53,040
7,537
5,871
1,083
7,180
655
11,201
15 569
3,938
2,480
1,489
16,734
8,053
13,858
8,618
148,012
3,604
8,333
UNITED STATES COMMERCIAL AND STATISTICAL REGISTER.
This is a weekly publication of 16 large octavo pages, published at Philadelphia by
Samuel Hazard, well and favorably known asthc editor ofthe Pennsylvania Register.
Thirteen numbers have already appeared, and they contain a num!>er of important
official documents, and statistical tables on a variety of subjects. The tables which
appeared in our August and September numbers, exhibiting at a glance the commerce
of New York, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts, were compiled by Mr. Hazard for
^ that work, where they were originally published.
5,949,267
5,391,903
4,945,635
4,62 i,687
4,393,521
508,124
2,-8ci.l6l
4,632,829
4,798,612
2,933,493
1,819,414
17,581
6,632.579
8,115,890
5,551,238
6,911,414
4,358,734
•1,519,137
3,026.169
3,21,9,852
4 000.91 I
3,276,478
4,122,340
4,596,077
4,646,737
3,324,616
3,783,493
4,788,804
4,149.946
4,493,916
4,459,514
5.469,240
6,054,445
6,044,028
3,6)9,110
3,977,895

Mercantile Miscellanies.

MERCANTILE
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MISCELLANIES.

MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
We learn with pleasure that the Board of Directors of this Institution, are rapidly
completing their arrangements for the delivery of Lectures upon various scientific and
literary subjects the ensuing winter.
Lectures have now become deservedly popular in this country. They afford both
amusement and instruction, and are well adapted to the wanis of a commercial com
munity. The hours devoted to business by the merchant frequently unfit his mind for
the investigation of many subjects, of which it is important he should possess some
knowledge. Lectures are eminently calculated to remedy this difficulty ; men of sci
ence and general learning are thus permitted to unlock their minds for the general be
nefit ofthe community, and the man of business feels a relaxation at the time he is re
ceiving instruction of the most valuable nature.
Boston is perhaps in advance of any other city of the union, in regard to the popu
tarity oflectures. It is not uncommon to have four different lecture rooms crowded up
on the same evening. Judging, however, from the past, we are disposed to believe that
New York will become a strong rival to our sister city the coming season. This me
thod of communicating knowledge should be general, in consequence of its tendency to
elevate the moral and intellectual character ofthe community.
Having seen the list of lecturers engaged by the Association, we may safely say,
that the ensuing courses of lectures will be of a brilliant character, and give additional
reputation to this valuable institution.
Mr. William Wood, one of the earliest and most zealous friends of the Mercantile
Library Association of this city, has recently presented to the institution an excellent
portrait of Mr. James Maury, framed with a pari of the wreck of the long boat of the
ship Republic. Mr. Maury is an old merchant, (being now ninety-three years of age,)
and was formerly United States Consul at Liverpool.
OFFICERS OF THE MERCANTILE LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
THOMAS P. COPE, President.
Isaac Barton,
Joseph Patterson,
Samuel C. Morton,
John Maynard,
Charles S. Wood,
James M. Mulford,
Jacob B. Lancaster,
Levi Knowles, Jr.,
Robert P. Walsh,
Joseph C. Grubb,
Joseph Pleasants.
Jason L. Fennimore,
John Fausset, Treasurer.
James Cox, Librarian.
AN ILLUSTRATED ATLAS OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE ADJACENT COUNTRIES.
By T. G. Bradford.
This work is so largely devoted to commercial topics, and is in its general nature
so useful to merchants, that a notice of it may be regarded as coming directly within
the scope of our work. It is, moreover, a production that may fairly claim our atten
tion, regarded only as furnishing evidence of the advanced state of the book-making
art in this country, and of the taste for geographical knowledge, evinced by the demand
which has brought such an atlas before the public. That we do not by any means
overrate the superiority of this work, may be shown by the fact, that it has been recent
ly adopted by the Secretary of the Navy of the United States, as one of the works to
be furnished to our public ships ; and moreover, we see by a late London periodical of
high character, that in that capital of luxurious typography, this work extorts admira
tion, not only for its great literary and scientific value, but for the elegance, beauty, and
perfection of its maps, paper, and print.
The work embraces about forty maps, on a large scale ; one is devoted to each state,
and every town appears to begiven. There are, also, maps of the Canadas, of North
America, an excellent map of Texas, and a very fine one of the West Indies. There ara
172 large imperial folio pages of illustrations, letter press, geographical, historical, and
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commercial. This portion of the work does infinite credit to the diligence, accuracy,
and ability of the editor.
' We cannot but deem the work one that claims the patronage of the public — for to
merchants, students, &c., it must be invaluable. It is, moreover, so liberally got up,
that we feel desirous of seeing it supported by u corresponding liberality on the part of
the community.
GLASS WORKS AT SANDWICH, MASS.
The yards and buildings of this establishment cover six acres of ground. It employs
two hundred and twenty-five workmen, who, with their families, occupy sixty dwelling
houses. The raw materials used, per annum, are, glass, 600 tons ; red lead, 700,(00
pounds; pearlash, 450,000 pounds ; Salt Petre, 70,(100 pounds. They consume I 100
cords of pine wood, 700 cords of oak wood, and 100.0 H), bushels of bituminous coal.
Seventy tons of h:iy and straw are used for packing the gluss. The amount ofglass
ware manufactured, is #300,000 per annum ; said to be superior to any other manufac
tured in America, and equal to any in Europe. By the application of heated air from the
steam engine, to pans containing sea water, they manufacture about 3000 bushels of
salt, per annum ; and all the ashes is leached, and the ley converted to potash. It is
said that the mere saving to the company, by this species of economy, which is carried
through every department, is sufficient to pay a handsome dividend on the stock.
COMPARATIVE WAGES OP ENGLISH AND FOREIGN OPERATIVES.
Operatives are paid in
France
5s. 6d. per week of 72 hours.
Switzerland
5s. 5d.
82
Austria
4s. 0d.
72
Tyrol
3s. 9d.
83
Saxony
3s. 6d.
72
Bona, on the Rhine
2s. Gd.
84
The average wages being a fraction under 4s. per week. The average wages paid
to hands similarly employed in England, but for fewer hours, being 12s. a week.
INFORMATION TO SHIPPERS TO HOLLAND AND THE NORTH OF EUROPE ON MEASUREMENT
GOODS.
A correspondent of the New York Courier and Enquirer states, that a merchant
lately shipped onboard of a foreign vessel 31 tons of wood as per inspection measure
ment, or 4-2 tons freight measure per sworn inspector. On the margin of the bill of la
ding tons 68J was marked by the consignee of the vessel. This measurement was ob
jected to by the shipper, and the answer he received was, that the measurement not
being written in the body ofthe bill oflading, ofcourse if objected to by the consignees,
the goods could be remeasured at the port of landing. The consignees write that nei
ther the captain nor the owners would allow a remeasurement, nor could they be forced
by law, and state that the shipper here ought to have sent out a protest by the vessel.
For a want of which document, the shipper loses more than $200.
MANUFACTURE OF GUM ELASTIC IN HAVANA.
* We understand that strenuous exertions are being made by the Royal Patriotic Society
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Art. I — LECTURE ON COMMERCIAL INTEGRITY.*
The lecture which I shall have the honor of offering to you, was deliver
ed, some years ago, to an institution in Philadelphia, of a similar character
with your own. If some of my remarks may appear to be harsh or unjust,
I beg you to carry your recollection to the period at which they were writ
ten. Even then I expressed an opinion that the wrongs I condemned had
diminished and were diminishing, and I am now proud to say that this opi
nion is verified. The standard of our commercial character is rising, at
home and abroad, and our merchants look more scrupulously, in their enter
prises, to what is rigidly moral and just, checking the spirit of speculation
by the restraints of a sound and honest discretion. The vulgar maxim,
that " every thing is fair in trade," is tolerated only by the vulgar trader; the
high-minded, honorable, intellectual merchant, disdains it. He has been
taught by severe lessons to make his calculations on just and rational pre
mises, and to forbear to plunge into rash and ruinous experiments. This
happy change may, in a great degree, be traced to such associations as this.
The man who sits alone in his counting-house, brooding over his day-book
and leger, intent only upon what he may gain, with no eye to watch his
movements, no warning voice to guard him against the seductions of cupidi
ty or pride, may slide into practices, may reconcile himself to irregularities,
which he would shrink from if he were awakened to a better conscience by
an association with men of high and correct principles, and a communion
with those of his own calling, from whose conversation ond example he
would receive more pure and salutary lessons. Your lectures, treating of
moral and intellectual subjects — addressing themselves to the most elevated
principles of the human character — cultivating every inclination to virtue,
and exposing the danger and disgrace of ignorance and vice, — cannot fail
• We are indebted to the Hon. Joseph Hopkinson, one of the judges of the United
States Circuit Court, for his able lecture on Commercial Integrity, delivered before the
Mercantile Library Associations of New York and Philadelphia. The fearless expo
sure and censure of the many abuses existing in the commercial usages of this country,
must meet with the approbation of all honorable merchants.
VOL. I. — No. V.
48
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to chasten the opinions and purify the hearts of those who hear them. Can
any man meet such a company as this, can he be united with them in &
common design of improvement, and harbor in his bosom that which is low
and dishonest ? Can he listen, from week to week, to the instructions of
knowledge and integrity, and go home to the practice of fraud and dishonor I
Before I proceed to the main subject of this lecture, allow me a prelimi
nary explanation, which may be necessary to prevent a misapprehension of
my remarks. In my strictures upon our commercial character, I do not
mean that they shall be applied to the conduct of the American merchant in
his traffic of buying and selling. He is there upright and fair. He mis
leads by no misrepresentation — he deceives by no equivocation — he buys
and sells honestly. The defect of integrity which I complain of, is the cul
pable heedlessness, the rash and absurd calculations or expectations, upon
which he makes contracts and embarks in adventures, with scarcely a chance,
with the bare possibility, of success, and with the certainty that the losses
of the failure will fall upon those who have trusted to an honest fulfilment
of his contracts. Add to this first fault, the indifference with which he meets
the event, which involves those who have confided in him in difficulties,
perhaps in ruin, and we have a sad case of depravity. A man who makes
a promise, intending to break it, stands but little lower on the scale of mo
rality, than one who depends upon a bare possibility of having the ability to
perform it, and takes but little care whether he does or not. This rash con
fidence in the future, this delusive expectation of rapid wealth, has induced
many, perhaps honest and honorable until thus tempted, to lay their hands
on funds held in sacred trust, seducing themselves with the belief that they
could so employ them as to enrich themselves, and restore the plundered
treasure undiscovered. False and fatal hope ! how soon succeeded by a to
tal wreck of fortune and reputation ! Such reasoning brought Dr. Doddto
the gallows, and has destroyed many better men.
Gentlemen — The subject of this lecture is one in which you have a deep
interest, individually and nationally; that is, the commercial character of
the merchants of the United States, for integrity and honor in the relations
of debtor and creditor. The sound principles which ought to govern this
relation have been so neglected or abused, as to have brought a stain upon
the American name, sinking it below the standard of mercantile morality in
other countries. My views of this important subject will be exposed to you
without palliation or disguise ; my opinions will be expressed with abso
lute frankness. The time, however, imposes a brevity on me which will
preclude the fullness of evidence and illustration which justice to those opi
nions would demand.
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or not — whether they are upright and conscientious — whether it is safe or
dangerous to deal with them, — are questions offact, in which foreigners have
a close and daily interest; are questions not of theoretical conjecture, but to be
decided by the evidence of experience, by the actual transactions of business ;
not to be misunderstood by any capacity, nor concealed from the dullest com
prehension.
The American merchant, then, should never forget that he holds the cha
racter of his country, as well as his own, in a sacred trust, and that he be
trays both when he enters into the crooked paths of dissimulation and trick,
or on the broad and fouler ways of dishonesty and fraud. Strangers can
know us only by the individuals they deal with, whom, in the spirit and
usage of trade, they will take as specimen or sample cards of the whole. If
they find their confidence abused, the reproach is visited not only on the
fraudulent merchant, but on his nation; and we are all involved in his
iniquity.
It is, I fear, h truth we cannot question, that the character of an American
merchant is not highly respected abroad ; it is looked upon with distrust ; it
has been severely reproached. Is this merely European prejudice I Is it
an injustice of which we may complain ? Is there not, or has there not
been, — for I believe we have improved and are improving in this respect, —
a looseness of principle and practice in contracting and paying debts, very
rare, if not unknown, among men of the same standing in trade in Europe,
at least on the continent I The ambition to do a great business is here uni
versal and devouring; the disposition to contract debts becomes eager and
reckless ; the obligation to pay them is but faintly felt, and the failure to do
so hardly produces a sensation of shame in the defaulter, or of any resent
ment or neglect towards him on the part of his friends or the public. Our
commercial community seem to make a common cause with every delinquent
trader, and to treat the most criminal extravagance, the most thoughtless indis
cretion, the most daring and desperate speculations, with the lfnitydue to
accident or misfortune. When the catastrophe, which sooner or later awaits
such a course of proceeding, comes, a hasty arrangement is patched up be
tween the debtor and his creditors, altogether under the dictation of the for
mer, who deals out the remnants of his property, if there be any, to his
friends or favorites, at his will and pleasure, with the air of a lord chancellor,
and the creditors have nothing to do but to hear and submit to the decree, in
the shape of an assignment. Reservations are made, releases stipulated, pre
ferences provided for, and the master of the ceremony throws the crumbs that
may remain to the mass of the sufferers, who must take them or nothing.
Debtor and creditor retire from this dishonest mockery with mutual ill will,
the one to resume his business, his station in society, his pride and importance,
his style of living, without any visible shame, degradation, or retrenchment ;
and the other, to repeat the same system of credit, wit-h the same disastrous
credulity, to be again its victim. It is not unfrequent for the same indivi
dual to run a second time over the same course of extravagance, folly, and
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dinner, on the day they would be under protest, when one of them suddenly
took out his watch, and, observing it was three o'clock, cried out, " Tom, we
are broke." The joke was thought excellent, and set the tabla in a roar.
Is not this criminal levity 1 Is it not to make sport of plunder — to create dis
tress, and then to mock it 1
I am far from intending to involve every insolvent debtor in these re
proaches ; and I repeat, that this heartless depravity, this audacious indiffe
rence to the consequences of insolvency to creditors, is becoming less frequent
among us; a more healthy tone of feeling is prevailing. Bankruptcy is often
the consequence, here as elsewhere, of inevitable misfortune, and is met with
fidelity and honor. The life of a merchant is, necessarily, a life of peril.
He can scarcely move without danger. He is beset on all sides with disap
pointments, with fluctuations in the current of business, which sometimes
leave him stranded on an unknown bar, and sometimes sweep him helpless
into the ocean. These vicissitudes depend on causes which no man can con
trol, and are often so sudden, that no calculation could anticipate, or skill
avoid them. To risk much, to be exposed to hazards, belongs to the voca
tion of a merchant ; his usefulness and success depend, in many cases, on his
enterprise. He must have courage to explore new regions of commerce,
and to encounter the difficulties of untried experiments. To be unfortunate
in such pursuits, is no more disgraceful to an upright trader, than to fall in
the field of battle is dishonorable to the soldier, or defeat to a general who
has done all that valor and skill could achieve to obtain the victory. Very
different is the case of one who, with little of his own to jeopard, commences
business on a system of commercial gambling, and makes his desperate
throws at the risk of others ; who embarks on rash and senseless adventures,
condemned by common sense as by honesty ; and when they end in a total
wreck, looks his abused creditors coolly in the face, and offers them a list of bad
debts, and an inventory of worthless goods, provided they will release him
forever from their claims. Enterprise, to be wise, to be honest, should be
founded on some principle, should be directed by experience, by knowledge,
by a fair and reasonable calculation of the result.
It cannot be denied that a course of proceeding, such as I have spoken of,
between a bankrupt and those who have trusted him — that the authority he
assumes, sometimes insolently, over his property, in exclusion of those to
whom it rightfully belongs — are utterly inconsistent with the principles of
honest dealing. They bespeak an unsound, may I not say a corrupt, state
of the mercantile body, so far as they extend, and are destructive of all secu
rity in commercial dealings. This disease must be probed and corrected ;
every honest man has an interest in removing it. Our merchants must not
consider themselves, or allow others to consider them, as petty traffickers for
petty gains, but as merchants, in the largest and most honorable sense of the
term ; as the men by whom the great operations of the world are sustained,
by whom the intercourse of the human family, however scattered and re
mote, is kept up ; as the instruments of civilization, of moral and intellectual
improvement ; as the agents to distribute the comforts and luxuries of life
over the whole surface of the globe. By them the human race, of every
complexion and character, and wheresoever they may inhabit, are brought
together, and taught to know and to aid each other. They bring the pro
ducts of every soil and clime, of every species of labor, industry, and skill,
into a common stock, for the use and enjoyment ofall. They are the peace
makers of the world, for they show it to be the interest and happiness of all
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to remain at peace ; and they demonstrate that it is easier to obtain the good
things we may desire from others, by commerce than by conquest, by ex
change than by arms. They soften national asperities, and remove unjust
prejudices, by a friendly and beneficial intercourse. Such high functions
cannot be performed by ordinary men, and much less by the mean, the sordid,
or the fraudulent. Those who do perform them faithfully are the noblest
benefactors of mankind.
If it be true, as I have suggested, that commercial punctuality and integrity
are less regarded here than in Europe, we should inquire into the reason of
the difference. The cause of many of our failures in trade, and of the irre
gularities and misconduct which follow them, will be found in the absolute
ignorance of the trader in the business in which he has embarked. Every
man thinks himself qualified to be a merchant, as if by intuition ; and never
imagines that any preparation or instruction is necessary. He launches
upon the unknown sea, without experience, without knowledge, without
chart or compass, and is soon a stranded wreck. To render himself fit to
exercise the profession of a lawyer, a physician, or the simplest mechanical
art, the candidate puts himself regularly on a course oftuition, and labors for
years to acquire the learning and skill of the occupation. Without this pre
paration, it would be ridiculous for him to expect the patronage or counte
nance of the community for his undertaking. Not so with trade. A suc
cessful mechanic, who by his industry has accumulated a few thousand dol
lars, scorns the honest means by which he acquired his wealth, and must be
a merchant; as if the mysteries and complicated operations of commerce
could be unfolded on a shop.board, or book-keeping taught by threading
ncedlea Why could he not be content to be useful and respected in the bu
siness he understood, and in which he was truly respectable, and reject the
indulgence of a false and foolish pride, to be something that he is not, which
cannot but expose him to ridicule, and will probably strip him of his well
earned wealth ? He would think it very preposterous if a merchant were, in
the same manner, to take up his craft, ana become his rival ; and is it less so
for him to step into the path of the merchant ? Is it more easy to open the
springs and manage the currents of commerce — to provide, deposite, and re
gulate the funds and finances of various and extensive mercantile operations,
so that they shall meet every want at the proper time and place — than to cut
a coat, shape a hat, or make a pair of rights and lefts? The mechanics of
our country are as conspicuous for their liberality, integrity, and intelligence,
as for their industry and skill ; and it is only when they leave their proper
employment, and cease to be mechanics, that they lose their high standing.
Does any one believe that commerce is so low in the scale of human affairs,
that the qualifications it demands are so common, as to require no suitable
education, no experience to acquire them? Why should it not be necessary
for one who aims at the honors and profits oftrade, who expects to be distin
guished by ability and success as a merchant, to undergo a process of in
struction to obtain a knowledge of his art ? Why should he not begin his
training in a counting house, where he would see the practical operations of
business in all its various branches ; where he could acquire habits of system,
regularity, and exactness — understand thoroughly the science of accounts
and the usages of trade ; where he could learn to distinguish with prompt
ness and accuracy the qualities of merchandise, the fluctuations of the mar
ket, and the causes which affect them ; and get a tact of caution and foresight,
of calculation and decision, which are necessary to secure a safe and continued
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prosperity. It is thus, I understand, that merchants who deserve, or even
aspire to, that name, are made in other countries. Not so with us. A man
but says, " I will be a merchant," and he is a merchant. The creation of
light was scarcely more instantaneous. Whatever may have been his pre
vious education or occupation, — or if wanting in both, — if he can open a
counting house, and get an indorser, he is a merchant, and, as such, repairs
to the exchange, arid is at once admitted into the fraternity. He puts on a
bold face and a brave spirit, dashes at any thing that offers m the way of doing
business, however desperate, and finds every body eager to trust him. He
relies on chances which are a hundred to one against him, and his very har
dihood obtains for him consideration and credit. His adventure is put to sea:
he hopes to enter a clo-ely blockaded port, or, by some miraculous accident,
to make money where all others have lost it. If the issue be against him,
he calls his creditors together, rather with a sort of pride — for it proves
he has been doing business — than with any feeling of humiliation, and tells
them—what they might have known before — that he is ruined, and has no
thing to pay them ; asks, as a matter of course, for a release, and is exceed
ingly offended if they hesitate, or require any explanations of his proceedings
and expenditures, his property and his losses. Fairly cut loose from his
debts, he sets out for new adventures and experiments of the same character.
If, on the other hand, he should, against all reason and experience, succeed in
his enterprise, although by a prodigy, and without an atom of knowledge,
foresight, or skill, he at once becomes a great merchant, acquires a reputa
tion for deep sagacity, is an important man on 'change, is regarded with pe
culiar deference, his acquaintance and custom are eagerly sought, his credit
has no bounds in banks and out of banks, he borrows and buys at his plea
sure, and, after a brilliant run of a few years, perhaps of a few months, he
falls into irretrievable ruin, brought on by the encouragement of his first
success, the flattery and importance he derived from it, and as the inevitable,
although procrastinated, result, of ignorance, presumption, and incapacity in
the business he engaged in.
I consider, then, this to be one of the causes of the want of elevation and
stability in the character of an American merchant — that men assume it
who are utterly unqualified for its high offices by their general education, by
a particular education adapted to them, by the want of the knowledge, ac
quirements, and habits which are indispensable to command respect and ob
tain a continued and honorable success.
There are other causes, still more grave and disreputable, of the disasters
in our trading community. I would particularly refer to the system of en
dorsing which prevails : the facility of obtaining credit for immense sums,
on the faith of mere names, with hardly an inquiry into their substance and
strenirth : and the contrivances and detentions which nre resnrtwl tri tn kppn
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to be engaged in it, that such securities are sought and seized upon as if they
were as sure as the bond of fate. Experience has taught every one that the
drawer and endorser are so linked in with each other, so equally bound in
mutual responsibilities, that the failure of one is the failure of the other, and
the security of both no better than the security of either. Credit, Credit,
— with little regard to the means of paying, — often ruinous to both parties,
is the fatal bane of commercial prosperity, of commercial honor and honesty.
The transactions of business are little more than fictions. Goods are sold
which the seller has not paid for, and the buyer gives a note for them which
will never be paid ; and this is called doing business. This is followed by
forced sales and destructive sacrifices, for immediate, but temporary, relief;
and the whole winds up with an assignment, when there is nothing of any
value to assign. A consequence of this state of things is, that the true
merchant, with a substantial and responsible capital, is deprived of his fair
business and profits by a swarm of penniless speculators, who will sell, and
must sell, for whatever price they can get ; for the moment the ball stops
rolling, they cease to exist. This, assuredly, is an unhealthy state of trade,
and corrupts and enfeebles the whole commercial community. Who has not
been astonished, when bankruptcy comes upon such a trader, by the enormous
extent of his debts; that is, of his credits, in proportion to any property he
eVer possessed, and even to his apparent or supposed business or means. He
has been a very small trader who breaks for less than fifty or an hundred
thousand dollars; and he is a very uncommon one who has as many hun
dred cents to pay them.
Money so easily got is as lightly spent, and brings us to another dark
and deep stain on our commercial reputation. The proud splendor, the
reckless extravagance, the boundless luxury, in which these ephemeral
princes indulge themselves, is shockingly immoral, when, at the conclusion
of the pageant, it appears that it was got up at the expense, perhaps on the
ruin, of his creditors. Magnificent mansions in town and country, gorgeous
furniture, shining equipages, costly entertainments at which five hundred or
a thousand dollars are squandered in an evening ; in short, a style of living,
an exuberance of expenditure, which would be unwise in our country with
any amount of fortune, and is absolutely criminal in the actual circumstances
of the spendthrift. When the blow falls that prostrates this grandeur, what
efforts are made upon the good nature of the creditors, to retain as much as
possible of these gaudy trappings for the family, instead of casting them
away as the badges and testimonies of deception and dishonor. Little sym
pathy is shown for the injuries and losses of those who have fed with their
substance the bloated folly of the delinquent ; little regard to public opinion
is manifested by him, and scarcely a sense of decorum or shame ; but every
thing is hurried to a conclusion, that he may resume what he calls his busi
ness, be trusted, and — betray again.
Should I forbear to give utterance to a reflection which rises upon ushere—
domestic, it is true, but of infinite concern to a heart that has not smothered
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parlors shining with lustres and gold — the luxurious chambers — are nowthrown open and crowded with auctioneers or the officers of the law, and a
motley assembly brought there for bargains, or by curiosity. Every thing
is torn away ; scarcely a comfort left, where but just now all was abundance
and luxury. The scene is well depicted by a great dramatic poet :
" Here stood a ruffian, with a horrid face,
Lording it o'er a pile of massy plate,
Tumbled into a heap for public sale;
There was another, making villanous jests
At thy undoing ; he had ta'en possession
Of
thy ancient,
most domestic
ornaments,
Richallhangings,
intermixed
and wrought
with gold."
And his afflicted wife and children — what is their condition? Accus
tomed to the most delicate and costly indulgence; every wish anticipated,
every sense of pleasure gratified ; so protected that the winds of heaven
might not visit them too roughly ; unconscious of danger, they find them
selves in a moment, penniless—helpless—hopeless. A school, or a boarding
house, unfit for both, is their last poor refuge from want. Is there no immo
rality in this? Is it not a cruel and criminal violation of sacred and tender
duties ? Is it not a clamorous sin, thus to deceive and destroy those dear and
innocent beings, that should reach the offender in his grave. If he could
hear and respond, he would cry, "O, I have ta'en too little care of this!"
When a trader is brought to bankruptcy, by whatever means, important
moral duties are imposed upon him, and he will preserve his character or
deepen his condemnation, as he shall faithfully discharge, or obstinately dis
regard them. Opinions have got a footing among mercantile men — a code
of ethics has received a sanction from them— which appears to me to be alto
gether wanting in sound principles ofjustice and morality. Before I speak of
these, I will go a little back into the situation of the bankrupt, in which few
conduct themselves prudently and conscientiously. I have already alluded to
it. It rarely happens that the ruin of a merchant is effected at a single
blow — by one unlooked for mischance. It is more usually the result of a
series of unfortunate events, or rash adventures, or of wanton expenditures ;
each bringing him nearer to the catastrophe. He has many significant
warnings of his fall, and cannot but see its approach, when he dares to look
steadily towards it. But this is what he studiously avoids. He shuts his
eyes upon it ; he strives to deceive himself, and continues to deceive others.
He turns from expedient to expedient, from bank to bank, from friend to
fiiend, from usurer to usurer, from sacrifice to sacrifice, increasing, at every
mniw Itia rlphtc 2ni\ HinSmltips nntil no pnn fttriinrrrlo nn lnnrrpr nnH sinlra
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opinions, unfettered by false maxims and politic usages. The answer would
be — I will surrender to my creditors my property of every description, for in
truth it is theirs, to be distributed among them in proportion to their respec
tive debts, untrammeled by any conditions for my own advantage, unimpaired
by any disposition or incumbrance made with a view to my insolvency, and
1 will depend upon their liberality and my own industry, guarded by more
caution and economy, for my future fortune and support. Such a man
would come again into business entitled to public confidence, and he would
receive it ; he would come chastened and instructed by the school of misfor
tune, and, by the upright prudence of his second course, redeem the errors
of the first. How different is the course of proceeding almost universally
adopted in such cases. The debtor constitutes himself the sole judge be
tween himself and his creditors; he sits down to make, at his pleasure, what
he calls an assignment; he deals out his estate to such persons, and in such
portions, as he may deem most expedient for himself, or find most agreeable ;
he dictates the terms, having a special regard to his own interest, on which
ten per cent, or five per cent, shall be paid to the claimants ; he selects the
persons, of course his kindest friends, who shall execute these trusts ; and
when every thing is thus decided and prepared, he summons his creditors to
a meeting, not for consultation, not to learn their wishes and opinions about
their own rights and interests, not to ask them what he shall do, but to inform
them of what he has done. In this assignment, it is almost universal to find
the greater part, very often the whole, of the property given to what are
called preferred creditors, among whom, indorsers usually hold a conspicu
ous place. I have never ceased to reprobate this practice, and to believe
that it has no justification in any principle of right or good conscience.
What is the superior claim of an indorser to payment and indemnity ? He
was fully aware of the hazard when he made the engagement ; it was as
much an ordinary risk of trade as the sale of merchandise. He took it
upon himself, without asking any other security than the solvency and good
faith of the drawer. The vendor of goods does the same. On this security the
one gives his name, and the other his property ; the latter expects nothing but
the payment of his debt, while, in nine cases out of ton, the former receives
the same favor he bestows. And yet this indorser is to be preferred to the
m3n who has delivered his goods, his labor, his money, on thq faith, proba
bly, of the false credit, of the unsubstantial display of wealth, made or kept
up by the aid of this indorser, whose name and promise have thus been the
instruments of deception, the lures to entice the unsuspecting into a vortex of
ruin, from which the indorser expects to be saved by virtue of an assignment
and a preference. The case is aggravated; it becomes one of unqualified
plunder, when this indorser, after putting his preference in his pockt t, never
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ferences ; to expose its injustice, its impolicy, its pernicious effects upon fair
trading, and to show you that while it is maintained, it is in vain to expect a
healthy state of commercial credit, a conscientious caution in contracting
debts, or an honest endeavor to discharge them.
From this condemnation of preferences, I would be understood to except a
peculiar case, that is, the case of money or other property deposited in trust.
This should be sacred. It has nothing to do with the trustee's business or
trade ; no interest or profit was derived from it to the owner ; it was never
intended to be exposed to any risk, or to be involved with his general affairs.
In fact, it never, in any just acceptation, became a part of the property of the
frustee, assignable by him as such. It never was, morally, at his disposal,
for any other uses or purposes than such as were designated by the terms of
the trust, the grant by which he obtained it. He had the legal possession,
but the property never ceased to be in the party by whom, or for whom, it
was deposited. To prefer such a claim is not to take from the creditors any
thing that was theirs ; it is but to return the money to its rightful owner, as
you would return a borrowed horse, or any other specific article ; and there
can be no ground of complaint for any body.
If the evils of which I have spoken exist in our commercial community;
if they are not only producing distress and ruin at home, but are dishonor
ing the American name abroad, we should anxiously desire to remove
them: we should seek for and apply the remedy. That remedy ought to
be found in the laws of our country, so far as laws can reach the disease ;
but it is in vain we look there for redress—on the contrary, it is in the de
fects of our law that we find, mainly, the source of the mischief; every
thing seems to have been done by our legislators to favor the debtor, be he
honest or not; to weaken the rights of creditors, to put them at the mercy of
the debtor to receive from him just so much justice as, in his good pleasure, he
may choose to accord to them, and to deny them a reasonable and satisfacto
ry account from him who first defrauds and then defies them. We have no
bankrupt law by which a power is given to competent persons to examine
closely and particularly in what manner, for what purposes, the debts of the
bankrupt were contracted ; whether in the fair and regular pursuit of his
business, or in the indulgence of flagrant immoralities and vices; to search
deeply, with the means of forcing out the truth, into the manner in which his
property has been lost or disposed of; to ferret and foil every attempt at con
cealment, to lay all his transactions bare, to insist upon explicit and satisfac
tory explanations of all that is suspicious or doubtful ; and, when this puri
fying process is completed, to distribute all the effects obtained by it, honestly
and equally, among the creditors, in proportion to their respective debts.
Had we such a system, we should hear of no preference to indorsers ; no fa
vors to friends; no partial assignments for special objects, which are just so
many contrivances by which an insolvent may cover benefits for himself;
and finally, while a bankrupt law inflicts severe, but merited, penalties upon
a fraudulent, prevaricating, perjured debtor, it holds out cheering induce
ments and honorable rewards to the open and upright man ; it cherishes and
protects the unfortunate but honest debtor, and returns to him a part of his
substance to supply his wants and resume his business.
Wholly different from this are the character and influence of our insol
vent laws ; at least in Pennsylvania. They do not affect to make any dis
tinction between honesty and dishonesty, fraud and misfortune ; between
the man who has been ruined by the casualties of trade, and one who has
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wasted his estate in the most nefarious course of dissipation and vice. If it
be manifest, if it be confessed, that the petitioner has poured out his money,
or rather that ofhis creditors, in the dark dens of gambling, or the foul stews
of infamy—it is nothing. If his debts have been contracted by false pro
mises, by broken faith, by fraudulent pretences, by the basest contrivances ;—
it is nothing, he will, nevertheless, receive the benefit of the laws intended,
one would presume, for unfortunate debtors ; he demands and obtains his re
lief, although he may stand before the court which awards it to him, a con
victed, avowed swindler. He takes the prescribed oath with an air of abso
lute indifference, and marches off with the step of a conqueror. The only
subject investigated, the only question to be answered, is, do you now offer to
deliver up, for the use of your creditors, all the property you now possess.
When a debtor holds such a power over his estate to the last moment, what
will there be left to be delivered up ? It is true, the mockery of an assign
ment is gone through, but it is so well understood that there is nothing to be
transferred by it, that it rarely happens that the assignees take upon them
selves the empty trust, or are put in possession of one dollar by virtue of it.
Creditors no longer think it worth while to attempt an opposition to the dis
charge, however they may have been injured and defrauded.*
As our laws between debtor and creditor rather encourage than suppress
the impositions and injustice we have spoken of, there is butone other tribunal
to which we can look for correcting them. Public opinion must inculcate
sound doctrines, and visit with indignation those who offend them. While
the truly unfortunate insolvent should be treated with tenderness and respect ;
should be enabled by a generous assistance to re-establish himself and re
trieve his fortune by increased industry and economy: the careless spend
thrift, the rash and reckless adventurer, the slave of vicious indulgences,
who sports with property not his own, and lavishes uncounted sums to glut
his pride and pamper voluptuous appetites, who wastes with extravagance
what he has gained by fraud—should be made to feel his crimes and his de
gradation by the withering neglect of an honest community.
The topics I have endeavored to bring to your consideration are far too
extensive in their illustrations and importance to be compressed, with the
justice that is due to them, within the compass of a lecture.- I have not at
tempted or hoped for more, on this occasion, than to present them to you in
their broad and general aspects, and to invite you to give them a more full
and exact examination in your own reflections. Look to your experience,
to that which has passed and is passing under your own eyes, for the truth
ofthe facts I have stated ; and, for the principles I would inculcate, turn to
the fair and unprejudiced suggestions of your own hearts and understand
ings. Do not believe that there is one sort of honesty, one code of morality,
•The insolvent system of New York, so far as regards contracts made, or to be ex
ecuted, within the state, has much of the character of a bankrupt law. The debt is
discharged, and not merely the person of the debtor exonerated from imprisonment.
The scrutiny into the conduct of the insolvent, and the restrictions imposed upon his
acts in contemplation of insolvency, are, at least, nominally, more rigid than in Penn
sylvania. Nevertheless, the chancellor and judges of the supreme court of New York
reported to the legislature that, in their opinion, the insolvent law was the source of a
great deal of fraud and perjury ; that the evil arose from the infirmity inherent in the
system ; that it renders the debtor heedless in the creation of debt, and careless as to
the payment; that he hopes for relief rather in contrivances for a discharge, than in
exertions to perform his duty. " That the system has been, and still was. and probably
ever must be, from the nature of it, productive of incalculable abuse, fraud, and perju
ry, and greatly injurious to public morals."
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for your business, and another for your ordinary transactions ; that you may
deceive and ruin a man in the way of trade, while you would shrink from
taking a tooth-pick from his pocket ; that any thing can be just and honora
ble in a merchant, that is not so in the man and the citizen, in the gentleman
and christian. Such distinctions may satisfy the ethics of a grasping cupidi
ty, and quiet the conscience of one who would be honest only for the world's
eye and to avoid the penalties of crime, but can never be sanctioned by a
pure and uncorrupted mind.
As a summary of the doctrines I desire to impress upon you, let me add,
that debts contracted in the indulgence of extravagant and unbecoming lux
uries, or in the pursuit of rash and desperate adventures, are a violation of
the sound principles of mercantile integrity ; that the true merchant will tho
roughly qualify himself for his business by a patient and systematic prepara
tion, and will depend upon the regular operations of legitimate commerce for
his profits, which, though more slow, are finally more sure and lasting than
the fluctuating gains of speculation ; that if misfortune and bankruptcy should
fall upon him, he will meet them promptly and manfully, and not attempt to
gain a few lingering, anxious days of credit, for himself, by drawing his
friends into the vortex of his ruin, and extending it to others who may, un
wittingly, continue to trust him. He will rather at once surrender into the
hands his creditors shall choose to hold the trusts for them, all the property
in his possession or power, unencumbered by selfish stipulations for his own
benefit, undiminished by any concealment, or by assignments or transfers to
favorites of any description.
Since the first delivery of this lecture, events have occurred which have
placed the commercial character of the United States in a new and imposing
attitude, and forced admiration from the most jealous and reluctant of our
enemies. We have seen this superb city swept by a devastating conflagra
tion, annihilating in a few hours many millions of property; its fierce and
terrible torrents rolling in fearful grandeur into the mid air, fed by magni
ficent edifices and precious merchandise.
Around, the smoking, scattered fragments lie,
And one vast ruin meets the aching eye.
It was an awful calamity—which might paralyze the stoutest heart and sicken
the firm soul to despair. It was not so with you—your merchants, the princi
pal sufferers, met it with a fortitude that has no example in my memory.
They stood not a moment to deplore their losses with unavailing complaints,
but bravely set to work to repair them. The embers were not cold—nay,
the smothered fires were not extinguished, when the mechanic and the la
borer, in mid winter, were busy among the ruins, removing the smoking rub
bish, to erect new mansions surpassing those which were destroyed. This
was, assuredly, a noble and exalted exhibition of moral courage and elastic
energy. In the city of my residence it was beheld with amazement and
pride—your misfortune was our misfortune, and your triumph over it was
also our triumph. May that generous and sisterly sympathy forever con
tinue between us.
Another, more general calamity, fell upon us, which put the resources of
our country and the character of our people, particularly the mercantile por
tion, to a severe trial ; a trial which would have shaken to the centre, if not
overthrown for a long period, the credit and prosperity of any other people.
From causes of which it is no part of my business now to speak, there was a
sudden and universal prostration of confidence ; the paper currency, which
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was the evidence and support of that confidence, was blighted; it could no
longer be redeemed by the gold and silver it professed to represent. There
was not, in these United States, a piece of paper of any public institution,
of any individual, nay. of the government itself, which could command its
nominal amount or value in specie. Even the smallest denominations of coin
were withdrawn from circulation, and all sorts of paper and promises set
afloat as their substitutes. This looked like universal ruin ; so it was con
sidered in Europe, to the excessive gratification of some politicians, who
sicken at the prosperity of a republic. Ours was sneered at or abused, and
the end of its career confidently pronounced. Our creditors abroad were
scoffed for having trusted American merchants, and their debts declared to
be irrecoverably lost. In the mean time, we were going quietly and pcrseveringly to work to repair the mischief breaking its force by patience and
forbearance. Incredible efforts were made, and monstrous sacrifices submit
ted to, to meet the foreign claims. The resources of the country, the energy
and fortitude of our citizens, were brought to the rescue—and at the end of
fifteen months, all was right again. Payments in specie were resumed, or
rather offered, for so complete was the restoration of confidence, that but lit
tle of it was asked for ; business fell into its accustomed channels, as if
nothing had happened to divert or obstruct it. The young eagle shook her
bright plumage, and spread her nervous wings, as she rose to her dazzling
height, looking down upon a prosperous and happy people. For this re
novation ofhealth we did not require seven and twenty years, nor the aid of
government, as in Great Britain, to re-establish our credit and recruit its
strength. It was done by the spontaneous action, the power and prudence
ofa free people, confident in their resources, and understanding how to use
them. This termination of our difficulties was a prodigy that European
economists were not prepared for, and could not comprehend. The con
sequence of it has been to revive American credit, to raise it, indeed, beyond
its former elevation.
For ourselves, let us not become rash and presumptuous on this success ;
let us rather take a salutary lesson from the difficulties and dangers we have
passed through, that they may not come again upon us ; let us temper our
enterprise with discretion, our ambition with moderation, and avoid the
errors, whatever they were, which inflicted upon us such deep injuries, and
exposed us to such appalling perils.*
To the female portion ofthis audience, the subject of my lecture may seem
to have no interest ; indeed, on its former delivery, I had not the honor of
such a presence ; it was prepared for an association of merchants. If I am
asked—what have ladies to do with the business and dealings ofmen ? How
are they concerned in the transactions of trade, or in the manner in which
merchants may settle their accounts? Allow me, in turn, to ask—who has
a deeper interest than woman in the integrity of man ? Are not her good
and evil fortune, her happiness and hopes, inseparably connected with his?
Can his good name be blighted, that a wife, a mother, a sister, does not share
* From the alarming appearance which now hangs oyer our paper credit ; the mul
tiplication of irresponsible banks, aDd their enormous issues ofnotes on a very slender
foundation of specie; and perhaps, our immense importation of foreign goods, requi
ring a substantial payment—it is feared that the caution here recommended has not been
regarded ; that we mny again be plunged into the difficulties we had so lately over
come, and from which we shall not escape so easily. It is said that " Experience
teaches," but how few are the scholars who profit by her lesson. They hear, but they
heed not; they approve, but they follow not.
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in the suffering and the shame; when he becomes a mark of scorn—how
are these tender bosoms lacerated? Would vou have a dishonored nam 3
descend upon your children ? Can you, without keen anguish, see them
blush and weep over their father's guilt? It is an error, sometimes a fatal
one—that men are not more confiding to their wives ; that they do not com
municate more freely with them about their affairs, especially in difficulties.
The good sense, the prudence and sagacity of a wife, sharpened by an affec
tionate anxiety for the common welfare, will often suggest the best and wisest
counsel. Many a ruined man could have been saved, if he had listened to
the advice of his wife. What wife would not counsel her husband to adhere,
in all circumstances, and under every trial, to his integrity, as the best and
dearest property he can retain for his family—as the surest means of retriev
ing his misfortunes.

Art. II.—ON THE MORAL END OF BUSINESS.
Moral Views of Commerce, Society, and Politics. Twelve Discourses, by
Obville Dewey. New York: 1838. D. Felt & Co.
We know of no more fitting subject for the pages of our magazine, than
the following: on the moral end of business. The subject is treated calmly
and philosophically, and the important truth kept constantly in view, that the
ultimate end of business is virtue, and not, as it would seem too often to be
believed—gain. There are a multitude of instances between men in trans
actions of business, where the path of strict moral rectitude will not seem
clearly defined unless conscience is felt to be a law ; but there never will
arise a case in which the course to be pursued will not be clearly apparent
to the man whose soul is trained to sentiments of uprightness and gene
rosity. For the pursuit of commerce, Mr. Dewey entertains the highest res
pect, believing it to be an instrument for nobler ends than promoting the
wealth of individuals or nations. Next to the christian religion, it is the
most powerful and active principle of civilization—of knowledge, liberty, and
refinement. Liberty has always followed its steps, and with liberty, sci
ence and religion have steadily advanced ; and the encouragement and pro
tection which commerce has lent to the arts in ancient and modern times is
well known to all. Of its moral influences we leave Mr. Dewey to speak,
and we earnestly recommend the profound and interesting discourse to the
calm and deep consideration of our readers.
" Its moral influences are the only ones of which we stand in any doubt, and
these, it need not be said, are of unequalled importance. The philanthropist,
the Christian, the Christian preacher, are all bound to watch these influen
ces with the closest attention, and to do all in their power to guard and ele
vate them. To this work I am attempting to contribute my humble part ;
and I conceive, that I have now come to the grand principle of safety and
improvement, viz., that trade is essentially a moral business, that it has a mo
ral end more important than success, that the attainment of this end is better
than the acquisition of wealth, and that the failure of it is worse than any
commercial failure—worse than bankruptcy, poverty, ruin."
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" It is upon this point that I wish especially to insist ; but there are one or
two topics, that may previously claim some attention.
" If, then, business is a moral dispensation, and its highest end is moral, I
shall venture to call in question the commonly supposed desirableness of es
caping from it—the idea which prevails with so many of making a fortune
in a few years, and afterwards of retiring to a state of leisure. If business
really is a scene of worthy employment and of high moral action, I do not
see why the moderate pursuit of it should not be laid down in the plan of en
tire active life ; and why upon this plan, a man should not determine to give
only so much time each day to his avocations, as would be compatible with
such a plan ; only so much time, in other words, as will be compatible with
the daily enjoyment of life, with reading, society, domestic intercourse, and
all the duties of philanthropy and devotion. If the merchant does not dislike
or despise his employment—and it is when he makes himself the mere slave
of business, that he creates the greatest real objections to it—if, I say, he
looks upon his employment as lawful and laudable, an appointment of God
to accomplish good purposes in this world and better for the next : why
should he not, like the physician, the lawyer, and clergyman, like the hus
bandman and the artisan, continue in it through the period of active life ;
and adjust his views, expectations, and engagements, to that reasonable plan?
But now, instead of this, what do we see around us? Why, men are en
gaging in business—here, at home, in their own country, in the bosom of
their families and amidst their friends—as if they were in a foreign and in
fectious clime, and must be in haste to make their fortunes, that they may
escape with their lives to some place of safety, ease, and enjoyment ! .
" And now, what sort of preparation for retirement is this life, absorbed in
business 1 It is precisely that sort of preparation that unfits a man for re
tirement. Nothing will work well or agreeably in experience, which has
not some foundation in previous habits and practice. But for all those
things which are to be a man's resources in retirement, his previous life, per
haps, has given him not a moment of time. He has really no rural tastes ;
for he has scarcely seen the country for years, except on hurried journeys
of business ; the busy wheels of commerce now, alas ! roll through the year,
and he is chained to them every month. He has made no acquaintance with
the fine arts ; no music has there been for his ear but the clink of gold ; no
pictures for his eye, but fine colored drawings of houses and lots, or of fancy
villages and towns. He has cultivated no habits of reading ; and—what I
hold to be just as fatal to the happiness of any life, retired or active—he has
cultivated no habits ofdevotion. Add to all this, that he is thrown upon the
dangerous state of luxurious leisure—that prepared, enriched, productive hot
bed of prurient imaginations and teeming passions—without any guards
against its moral perils. And what is likely to be the consequence 1 He
will become perhaps an indolent and bloated sensualist, cumbering the
beautiful grounds on which he vegetates rather than lives,; or from the vio
lent change of his habits, you will soon hear, perhaps, that, without any other
cause than the change, he is dead ; or he may live on, in weariness and
ennui, wishing in his heart that he were back again, though it were to take
his place behind the counter of the humblest shop.
" I do not pretend, of course, that I am portraying the case of every man
who is proposing to retire from business. There are those, doubtless, whose
views of retiring are reasonable and praiseworthy ; who do not propose
to escape from all employment ; who are living religiously and virtuously
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in the midst of their business, and not unwisely intending to make up for the
deficiency of those qualities in retirement ; who wish to improve and beau
tify some pleasant rural abode, and thus, and in many other ways, to be use
ful to the country around them. To such a retirement, 1 have nothing to
object : and I only venture to suggest, as an obvious dictate of good sense,
that he who proposes, some day, to retire from business, should, in the mean
time, cultivate those qualities and habits, which will make him happy in retirement. But this 1 also say, that 1 do more than doubt, whether any man
who is completely engrossed in business, from morning till night, for twenty
or thirty years, can be prepared totnjoy or improve a life of leisure."
The sensible remarks on the rage for speculation, though perhaps more
apropos at the time when they were mude than now, are nevertheless suited
to all time, and particularly applicable to our own community.
" Another topic, of which I wish to speak, is the rage for speculation. I
wish to speak of it now in a particular view—as interfering, that is to say, with
the moral end of business. And here, again, let me observe, that I can have
nothing to do with instances, with exceptions. I can only speak of the ge
neral tendency of things. And it is not against speculation simply, that I
have any thing to allege. All business possesses more or less ofthis charac
ter. Every thing is bought on the expectation of selling it for more. But
this rage for speculation, this eagerness of many for sudden and stupendous
accumulation, this spirit of gambling in trade, is a different thing. It pro
ceeds ion principles altogether different from the maxims of a regular and
pains-taking business. It is not looking to diligence and fidelity for a fair
reward, but to change and chance for a fortunate turn. It is drawing away
men's minds from the healthful processes of sober industry and attention to
business, and leading them to wait in feverish excitement, as at the wheel of
a lottery. The proper basis ofsuccess—vigilant care and labor—is forsaken
for a system of baseless credit. Upon this system, men proceed, straining
their means and stretching their responsibilities, till, in calm times, they can
scarcely hold on upon their position; and when a sudden jar shakes the com
mercial world, or a sudden blast sweeps over it, many fall, like untimely
fruit, from the towering tree of fancied prosperity. Upon this system, many
imagine that they are doing well, when they are not doing well. They
rush into expenses, which they cannot afford, upon the strength, not of their
actual, but of their imaginary or expected means. Young men, who, in
former days, would have been advised to walk awhile longer, and patiently
to tread the upward path, must buy horses and vehicles for their accommo
dation, and mounted upon the car of fancied independence, they are hurried
only to swifter destruction.
" This system of rash and adventurous speculation, overlooks all the moral
uses and ends of business. To do business and get gain, honestly and con
scientiously, is a good thing. It is a useful discipline of the character. I
look upon a man who has acquired wealth in a laudable, conscientious, and
generous pursuit of business, not only with a respect far beyond what I can
feel for his wealth—for which, ineeed, abstractly, I can feel none at all—but
with the distinct feeling that he has acquired something far more valuable
than opulence. But for this discipline of the character, for the reasonable
ness and rectitude of mind which a regular business intercourse may form,
speculation furnishes but a narrow field, if any at all; such speculation, I
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mean, as has lately created a popular phrensy in this country about the sud
den acquisition of property. The game which men were playing was too
rapid, and the stake too large, to admit of the calm discriminations of con
science, and the reasonable contemplation of moral ends. Wealth came
to be looked upon as the only end. And immediate wealth, was the
agitating prize. Men could not wait for the slow and disciplinary
methods by which Providence designed that they should acquire it; but
they felt, as if it were the order of Providence that fortunes should fall
direct from heaven into their open hands. Rather, should we not say, that
multitudes did not look to heaven at all, but to speculation itself, instead,
as if it were a god, or some wonder-working magician, at least, that was
suddenly to endow them with opulence. Acquisition became the story of an
Arabian tale ; and men's minds were filled with romantic schemes, and vi
sionary hopes, and vain longings, rather than with sobriety, and candor, and
moderation, and gratitude, and trust in Heaven.
" This insane and insatiable passion for accumulation, ever ready, when
circumstances favor, to seize upon the public mind, is that ' love of money
which is the root of all evil,' that ! covetousness which is idolatry.' It springs
from an undue and idolatrous estimate of the value of property. Many are feel
ing thatnothing—nothing will do for them or for their children, but wealth;
not a good character, not well trained and well exerted faculties, not virtue,
not the hope of heaven—nothing but wealth. It is their god, and the god of
their families. Their sons are growing up to the same worship of it, and to
an equally baneful reliance upon it for the future ; they are rushing into ex
penses, which the divided property of their father's house will not enable
them to sustain ; and they are preparing to be in turn, and from necessity,
slaves to the same idol. How truly is it written, that 'they that willbe rich,
fall into temptation, and a snare, and into many foolish and hurtful lusts,
which drown men in destruction and perdition!' There is no need that
they should be rich ; but they will be rich. All the noblest functions of life
may be discharged without wealth, all its highest honors obtained, all its pu
rest pleasures enjoyed ; yet I repeat it—nothing—nothing will do but wealth.
Disappoint a man of this, and he mourns as if the highest end of life were
defeated. Strip him of this, and this gone, all is gone. Strip him of this,
and 1 shall point to no unheard of experience, when I say—he had rather
die than live!
" The grievous mistake, the mournful evil employed in this oversight of
the great spiritual end, which should be sought in all earthly pursuits, is the
subject to which I wished to draw your attention in the last place. It is not
merely in the haste to be rich, accompanied with the intention to retire from
business to a state of luxurious and self-indulgent leisure ; it is not merely in
the rage tor speculation, that the evils of overlooking the moral aim of busi
ness are seen ; but they sink deep into the heart, in the ordinary walks of
regular and daily occupation : dethroning the spiritual nature from its pro
per place, vitiating the affections, and losing some of the noblest opportuni
ties for virtue, that can be lost on earth.
" The spiritual nature, I say, is dethroned from its proper place, by this
substitution of the immediate end, wealth, for the ultimate end, virtue. Who
is this being, that labors for nothing but property ; with no thought beyond it ;
with the feeling that nothing will do without it; with the feeling that there
are no ends in life that can satisfy him, if that end is not gained 1 You
will not tell me, that it is a being of my own fancy. You have probably
vol. I. — no. v.
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known such ; perhaps some of you are such. I have known men of this
way of thinking, and men, too, of sense and of amiable temper. Who, then,
I ask again, is this being ? He is an immortal being ; and his views ought
to stretch themselves to eternity—ought to seek an ever expanding good.
And this being, so immortal in his nature, so infinite in faculties—to what is
he looking? To the sublime, mountain range, that spreads along the hori
zon of the world ? To the glorious host of glittering stars, the majestic train
of night, the infinite regions of heaven 1 No—his is no upward gaze, no
wide vision of the world ; to a speck of earthly dust he is looking. He
might lift his eye, a philosophic eye, to the magnificence of the universe, for
an object ; and upon what is it fixed ? Upon the mole-hill beneath his feet !
That is his end. Every thing is naught, if that is gone. He is an immor
tal being, I repeat ; he may be enrobed in that vesture of light, of virtue,
which never shall decay ; and he is to live through such ages, that the time
shall come when to his eye all the splendors of fortune, of gilded palace and
gorgeous equipage, shall be more than the spangle that falls from a royal
robe; and yet. in that glittering particle of earthly dust, is his soul absorbed
and bound up. I am not saying, now, that he is willing to lose his soul for
that. This he may do. But 1 only say now, that he sets his soul upon that,
and feels it to be an end so dear, that the irretrievable loss of it, the doom of
poverty, is death to him ; nay, to his sober and deliberate judgment—for I
have known such instances—is worse than death itself! And yet he is an
immortal being, I repeat, and he is sent into this world on an errand ? What
errand? What is the great mission on which the Master of life hath sent
him here? To get riches? To amass gold coins, and bank notes? To
scrape together a little of the dust ofthis earth ; and then lie down upon it and
embrace it, in the indolence of enjoyment, or in the rapture of possession ? Is
such worldliness possible? Worldliness! Why, it is not worldliness. That
should be the quality ofbeing attached to a world—to all that it can give, and
not to one thing only that it can give—to fame, to power, to moral power, to
influence, to the admiration of the world. Worldliness, methinks, should be
somethings greater than men make it—should stretch itself out to the breadth
of the great globe, and not wind itself up like a worm in the web of selfish
possession. If I must be worldly, let me have the worldliness of Alexander
and not of Croesus. And wealth too—I had thought it was a means and not
an end—an instrument which a noble human being handles, and not a heap
of shining dust in which he buries himself; something that a man could
drop from his hand, and still be a man—be all that he ever was—and com
pass all the noble ends that pertain to a human being. What if you be poor ?
Are you not still a man—Oh ! heaven, and mayest be a spirit, and have a uni
verse of spiritual possessions for your treasure. What if you be poor ? You
may still walk through the world in freedom and in joy. You may still
tread the glorious path of virtue. You may still win the bright prize of
immortality. You may still achieve purposes on earth, that constitute all the
glory of earth—and ends in heaven, that constitute all the glory of heaven !
Nay, ifsuch must be the effect of wealth, I would say, let me be poor. I would
pray God that I might be poor. Rather, and more wisely ought I, perhaps,
to say with Agur, ' give me neither poverty nor riches; lest I be full and
deny thee, and say, who is the Lord? or lest I be poor, and steal, and take
the name of my God in vain.'
" The many corrupting and soul-destroying vices engendered in the mind
by this lamentable oversight of the spiritual aim in business, deserve a sepa
rate and solemn consideration
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" I believe that you will not accuse me ofany disposition to press unreasona
ble charges against men of business. I cannot possibly let the pulpit throw
burthens of responsibility, or warnings of danger, on this sphere of life, as if
others were not in their measure open to similar admonitions. I come not
here to make war upon any particular class. I pray you not to regard this pul
pit as holding any relation to you, but that of a faithful and Christian friend ;
or as having any interest in the world, connected with business, but your own
true interest. Above all things do I deprecate that worldly and most per
nicious habit of hearing and approving1 very good things in the pulpit, and
going away and calmly doing very bad things in the world, as if the two
had no real connexion—that the habit of listening to the admonitions and re
bukes of the pulpit with a sort of demure respect, or with significant glances
at your neighbors, and then of going away, commending the doctrine with
your lips, to violate it in your lives—as if you said, ' well, the pulpit has act
ed its part, and now we will go and act ours.' I act no part here. God forbid ;
I endeavor to be reasonable and just in what I say here. I take no liberty to
be extravagant in this place, because I cannot be answered. I hold myself
solemnly bound to say nothing recklessly and for effect. I occupy here no
insulated position. I am continually thinking what my hearers will fairly
have to say on their part, and striving fairly to meet it. I speak to you sim
ply as one man may speak to another, as soul may speak to its brother soul ;
and I solemnly and affectionately say, what I would have you to say to me
in a change of place—I say that the pursuits of business are perilous to your
virtue.
" On this subject I cannot, indeed, speak with the language of experience.
But I cannot forget that the voice of all moral instruction, in all ages and in
all countries, is a voice of warning. I cannot forget that the voice of holy
Scripture falls in solemn accents upon the perils attending the pursuit of
wealth. How solemn, how strong, how pertinent those accents are, I may
not know, but I must not, for that reason, withhold them.
" ' Wo unto you who are rich,' saith the holy word, ' for ye have not re
ceived your consolation. Wo unto you who are full, for ye shall hunger.'
Hunger? What hath wealth to do with hunger. And yet there is a hun
ger. What is it ? What can it be but the hungering of the soul ; and that
is the point which, in this discourse, I press upon your attention. And
again it says, ' your riches are corrupted ; and your gold and silver is can
kered :' and is it not cankered in the very hearts of those whom wealth has
made proud, vain, anxious, and jealous, or self-indulgent, sensual, diseased,
and miserable 1—'And the rust of them,' so proceeds the holy text, 'shall
be a witness against you, and shall eat your flesh as it were fire.' Ah? the
rust of riches ! — not that portion of them that is kept bright in good and holy
uses—' and the consuming fire' of the passions which wealth engenders !
No rich man—I lay it down as an axiom of all experience—no rich man
is safe, who is not a benevolent man. No rich man is safe, but in the imita
tion of that benevolent God, who is the possessor and dispenser of all the
riches of the universe. What else, mean the miseries ofa selfishly luxurious
and fashionable life every where? What mean the sighs that come up from
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drink the balefal cup ofmisery ;' the winter's wind blows keenly through your
' looped and windowed raggedness ;' your children wander about unshod, un
clothed, and unattended; I wonder not that ye sigh. But why should those who,
surrounded with every thing that heart can wish, or imagination conceive—
the very crumbs that fall from whose table of prosperity might feed hundreds
—why should they sigh amidst their profusion and splendor I They have
broken the bond that should connect power with usefulness, and opulence
with mercy. That is the reason. They have taken up their treasures, and
wandered away into a forbidden world of their own, far from the sympathies
of suffering humanity ; and the heavy night dews are descending upon their
splendid revels; and the all-gladdenmg light of heavenly beneficence is ex
changed for the sickly glare of selfish enjoyment ; and happiness, the bless
ed angel that hovers over generous deeds and heroic virtues, has fled away
from that world of false gayety and fashionable exclusion.
" I have, perhaps, wandered a moment from the point before me—the peril
of business—though as business is usually aiming at wealth, I may be consi
dered rather as having only pressed that point to some of its ultimate bearings.
" But the peril of business specifically considered ; and I ask, if there is not
good grounds for the admonitions on this point, ofevery moral and holy teacher
of every age ? What means, if there is not, that eternal disingenuity oftrade,
that is ever putting on fair appearances and false pretences—of ' the buyer that
says, it is naught, it is naught, but when he has gone his way, then boastit h —of the seller, who is always exhibiting the best samples, not fair but
false samples, of what he has to sell ; of the seller, I say, who, to use
the language ofanother, ' if he is tying up a bundle of quills, will place se
veral in the centre of not half the value of the rest, and thus sends forth a
hundred liars, with a fair outside, to proclaim as many falsehoods to the
world?' These practices, alas ! have fallen into the regular course ofthe
business of many. All men expect them ; and therefore, you may say, that
nobody is deceived. But deception is intended : else why are these things
done I What if nobody is deceived ? The seller himself is corrupted. He
may stand acquitted of dishonesty in the moral code of worldly traffic ; no
man may charge him with dishonesty, and yet to himself he is a dishonest
man. Did I say that nobody is deceived ! Nay, but somebody is deceived.
This man, the seller, is grossly, wofully deceived. He thinks to make a
little profit by his contrivances ; and he is selling by penny-worths the very
integrity of his soul. Yes, the pettiest shop where these things are done,
may be to the spiritual vision, a place of more than tragic interest. It is
the stage on which the great action of life is performed. There stands
a man, who in the sharp collisions of daily traffic, might have polished
his mind to the bright and beautiful image of truth, who might have put
on the noble brow of candor, and cherished the very soul of uprightness.
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dusty repository of things, great or small, which he deals with, is so vile as
he. What is this thing then, which is done, or may be done, in the house
of traffic 1 I tell you, though you may have thought not so of it—I tell you
that there, even there, a soul may be lost ! —that that very structure, built for
the gain of earth, may be the gate of hell ! Say not that this fearful appella
tion should be applied to worse places than that. A man may as certainly
corrupt all the integrity and virtue of his soul in a warehouse or a shop, as
in a gambling house or a brothel.
" False to himself, then, may a man become, while he is walking through
the perilous courses of traffic ; false also to his neighbor. I cannot dwell
much upon this topic ; but I will put one question ; not for reproach, but for
your sober consideration. Must it not render a man extremely liable to be
selfish, that he is engaged in pursuits whose immediate and palpable end is
his own interest? I wish to draw your attention to this peculiarity oftrade. I
do not say, that the motives which originally induce a man to enter into this
sphere 01 life, may not be as benevolent as those ofany other man ; but this is
a point which I wish to have considered—that while the learned profes
sions have knowledge for their immediate object, and the artist and the arti
san have the perfection oftheir works as the thing that directly engages their
attention, the merchant and the trader have for their immediate object profit.
Does not this circumstance greatly expose a man to be selfish 1 Full well I
know that many are not so ; that many resist and overcome this influence ;
but I think that it is to be resisted. And a wise man, who more deeply
dreads the taint of inward selfishness, than of outward dishonor, will take
care to set up counter influences. And to this end, he should beware how he
clenches his hand and closes his heart against the calls of suffering, the dic
tates of public spirit, and the claims of beneficence. To listen to them is,
perhaps, his very salvation.
But the vitiating process of business may not stop with selfishness ; it is to
be contemplated in still another and higher light. For how possible is it,
that a man while engaged in exchanging and diffusing the bounties of hea
ven, while all countries and climes are pouring their blessing at his feet,
while he lawfully deals with not one instrument, in mind or matter, but it was
formed and fitted to his use by a beneficent hand—how possible is it that he
may forget and forsake the Being who has given him all things ! How pos
sible is it that under the very accumulation of his blessings, may be buried all
his gratitude and piety—that he may be too busy to pray, too full to be thank
ful, too much engrossed with the gifts to think of the Giver. The humblest
giver expects some thanks ; he would think it a lack of ordinary human feel
ing, in any one, to snatch at his bounties, without casting a look on the bestower ; he would gaze in astonishment at such heedlessi ngratitude and ra
pacity, and almost doubt whether the creatures he helped could be human.
Are they any more human—do they any more deserve the name of men,
when the object of such perverse and senseless ingratitude is the Infinite Be
nefactor ? Would we know what aspect it bears before his eye 1 Once and
more than once, hath that Infinite Benefactor spoken. I listen, and tremble
as I listen, to that lofty adjuration, with which the sublime prorihet hath set
forth His contemplation ofthe ingratitude of his creatures. ' Hear, O heavens,
and give ear, O earth ! for the Lord hath spoken ; I have nourished and
brought up children, and they have rebelled against me. The ox knoweth
his owner, and the ass his roaster's crib ; but Israel doth not know ; my peo
ple do not consider.' Sad and grievous error even in the eye ofreason ! Great
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default even to nature's religion ! But art thou a Christian man—what lawshall acquit thee, if that heavy charge lies at thy door—at the door of thy
warehouse—at the door of thy dwelling. Beware, lest thou forget God in
his mercies ! the Giver in his gift ! lest the light be gone from thy prosperi
ty, and prayer from thy heart, and the love of thy neighbor from the labors
of thy calling, and the hope of heaven from the abundance of thine earthly
estate.
" But not with words of warning—ever painful to use, and not always pro
fitable—would I now dismiss you from the house of God. I would not
close this discourse, in which t may seem to have pressed heavily on the
evils to which business exposes those who are engaged in it, without holding
up distinctly to view the great moral aim on which it is my main purpose to
insist, and attempting to show its excellence.
" There is such a nobleness of character in the right course, that it is to
that point I would last direct your attention. The aspirings of youth, the
ambition of m.mhood, could receive no loftier moral direction than may be
found in the sphere of business. The school of trade, with all its dangers,
may be made one of the noblest schools of virtue in the world ; and it is of
some importance to say it : —because those who regard it as a sphere only of
selfish interests and sordid calculations, are certain to win no lofty moral
prizes in that school. There can be nothing more fatal to elevation of cha
racter in any sphere, whether it be of business or society, than to speak ha
bitually of that sphere as given over to low aims and pursuits. If business is
constantly spoken of as contracting the mind and corrupting the heart ; if
the pursuit of property is universally satirized as selfish and grasping ; too
many who engage in it will think of nothing but of adopting the character
and the course so pointed out. Many causes have contributed, without
doubt, to establish that disparaging estimate of business—the spirit of feudal
aristocracies, the pride of learning, the tone of literature, and the faults of
business itself.
" I say, therefore, that there is no being in the world for whom I feel a
higher moral respect and admiration, than for the upright man of business ;
no, not for the philanthropist, the missionary, or the martyr. I feel that I
could more easily be a martyr, than a man of that lofty moral uprightness.
And let me say yet more distinctly, that it is not for the generous man, that I
feel this kind of respect—that seems to me a lower quality—a mere impulse,
compared with the lofty virtue I speak of. It is not for the man who distri
butes extensive charities, who bestows magnificent donations. That may
be all very well—I speak not to disparage it—I wish there were more of it ;
and yet it may all consist with a want of the true, lofty, unbending upright
ness. That is not the man, then, of whom I speak ; but it is he who stands,
amid all tho swaying interests and perilous exigencies of trade, firm, calm,
disinterested, and upright,. It is the man, who can see another man's inter
ests just as clearly as his own. It is the man whose mind his own advan
tage does not blind nor cloud for an instant ; who could sit a judge, upon a
question between himself and his neighbor, just as safely, as the purest ma
gistrate upon the bench of justice. Ah ! how much richer than ermine,
how far nobler than the train of magisterial authority, how more awful than
the guarded bench of majesty, is that simple, magnanimous, and majestic
truth. Yes, it is the man who is true—true to himself, to his neighbor, and
to his God—true to the right—true to his conscience—and who feels, that
the slightest suggestion of that conscience, is more to him than the chance of
acquiring an hundred estates."
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Art. III.—LEISURE—ITS USES AND ABUSES*
The subject announced for discussion this evening, promises little novelty
of thought or learned research, and may in the judgment of some savour
too strongly of the lecturer's profession. But it has been chosen in the be
lief, that an audience, like the present, composed of persons distinguished for
zeal in the acquirement of sound knowledge, would prefer practical, though
familiar truths, to flights of fancy or pedantic display ; and that they never
would have invited one to address them, who, without a name for science or
general literature, could only have been known to them as a preacher of
morals, if they had wished him entirely to forget his office in complying
with their request.
Leisure strictly signifies unoccupied time. A man of leisure is one who
has nothing to do, a condition supposed to be honorable in those countries
where false forms of society make the many the servants of the few ; but hap
pily not in our own, where the greatest good of the whole number is the glo
rious aim of an intelligent democracy. Here, the laborer is honorable, the
idler infamous. We tolerate no drones in our hive, and every one, who
would share in its sweets, must contribute to the general happiness. Indeed,
a man among us must either be content to be busy, or content to be alone,
like the truant school boy, who found no or/e idle but himself, and was glad
to get back to school for the sake of company ; or, like the solitary goose of
Patrick O'Rooney,! be full of fun, and nothing to play with. So may it
ever be. The sweat-drops on the brow ofhonest toil are more precious than the
jewels of a ducal coronet, and the pen of a ready writer, the tools of the ar
tisan, and the axe of the backwoodsman, are weapons of a nobler chivalry
than ever couched the lance or wielded the sword.
In this nice sense of the term, we can have no leisure ; for the truly virtu
ous and faithful will find occupation for every moment. Living in a world
of so many wants, and with an immortality before us so full of reward, we
can never lack an opportunity of doing good to others and profiting our
selves. But every man who pursues a regular calling, however closely he
may devote himself to business, will have certain intervals of relief from
his more pressing engagements. These constitute that leisure of which I
would speak.
During a recent visit to the United States mint, I observed in the gold room,
that a rack was placed over the floor for us to tread upon; and on inquiring
its purpose, I was answered, that it was to prevent the visitor from carrying
away with the dust of his feet the minute particles of precious metal, which
despite of the utmost care would fall upon the floor, when the rougher edges
of the bars were filed ; and that the sweepings of the building saved thou
sands of dollars in the year. How much more precious the most minute
fragments of time ! and yet how often are they trodden upon like dust by
thoughtlessness and folly? The necessity of labor was doubtless intended
for our salutary discipline, yet it is a most painful consideration, that so much
of life's brief time is lost upon physical wants and momentary gratifications.
To say nothing of our useless infancy, the long years of preparation for ac* A Lectured* lirered before the New York Mercantile Library Association, in March,
1839, by Rev. George W. Bethune, D. D.
tlmmortalized by Miss Edgeworth.
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tive life, daily demands for sleep and food and social decencies, what makes
up the business of the world ? Ascend by day some eminence from which
you can look down on this populous city, what busy crowds are hurrying
to and fro—what a hum of anxious voices, what a clamor of incessant toil.
Here a long train of flying cars are drawn along the level way ; there, many
a freighted vessel spreads her white canvass to the breeze, seeking distant
continents, or folds her weary wings as she glides to her rest; below, the
reluctant beast drags his heavy load ; stately warehouses rise thick on every
hand, and countless shops display their glittering wares ; while marble pala
ces, with pillared fronts and thronged ascents, demand the admiring eye.
What is the cause ofall this struggle I What mighty end thus makes man
and beast and element subservient. It is a vain attempt to answer the insatia
ble craving of the human heart, "what shall we eat, what shall we drink,
and wherewithal shall we be clothed ?" With rare exceptions, mere living
is the business of life, and mind the slave of the body's occasions—star-eyed
science is invoked only to swell the profits of business by her money mak
ing or money saving inventions ; dear poesy flings aside the noblest lyre
that ever woke echoes of freedom in American bosoms, to go into
The Cotton Trade
And Sugar Line,
while religion is allowed to tell vulgar rogues, that they must not steal, nor
pull down flour stores, nor riot at elections ; but is frowned back to her al
tars as an impudent intermeddler with things beyond her sphere, if she
dare to speak of the mysteries of stock-jobbing, excesses of credit, or bubbles
of speculation—and as for conscience, since the notable discovery that corpo
rations have no souls, her scruples are silenced by an act ofassembly. Sure
ly mind, spiritual, immortal mind, was made for better uses ; and when I
think of the spacious shelves laden with well worn books, the crowded lec
ture hall, the munificent founders, and see before me the intelligent coun
tenances ofthose who are the active members of the Mercantile Library As
sociation, I am well assured that all is not lost, nor is the city wholly given
to idolatry.
I have meant no disrespect for the city of New York. I have spoken of
it only as part of the busy world. Disrespect for New York ? It is my
birth place, the home of my youth, and the asylum of my earliest affections.
Grown it is indeed, almost out of my knowledge ; and when I come to visit it,
it seems strange yet familiar, as a vigorous young man in a long coat, whom
one knew first a growing boy in a round-about jacket I once went far
away in a foreign land, picked up a New York paper, and read an adver
tisement of building lots in hundred and forty-second street ; and on another
page, an article on bringing the Croton River to New York. What folly !
I thought to myself. Bring the Croton River to New York? let them wait
a few years longer, and at this rate New York will go to Croton River.
There must have been some mistake, however, for on my return the only
inhabitant I found near that spot was a hermit poor, a fat and greasy citizen
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And then look forth upon the bay, and you will see it unchanged.
" Tall spire, and glittering roof, and battlement,
And banners floating in the sunny air,
And white sails on the culm blue waters bent,
Green isle, and circling shore, are blended there
In wild reality—whenlife is old,
And many a scene forgot, the heart will hold
Its memory of this; now, lives there one,
Whose infant breath was drawn, or boyhood's days
Of happiness were passed beneath that sun,
That in his manhood's prime can calmly gaze
Upon that bay, or on that mountuin stand,
Jsur feel the prouder of his native land."
I said I meant no disrespect for New York, neither did I for merchants.
My father was a merchant of New York, and dear to his son, above most
things in this life, is the reputation he won in the walks of commerce, and by
the application of its gains, for unsullied integrity and noble benevolence.
It is beyond the power of thought to estimate the blessings which God has
conferred upon the world by the influence of commerce and commercial
men. The history of modern civilization and modern liberty is indentified
with the history of commerce. The first dawnings of rational freedom were
in the commercial republics of Venice and Genoa; though spoiled by suc
cess, and depraved by luxury, their merchant-princes became tyrants, and
then slaves. But scarcely later in the Lower Netherlands, the merchant
cities of those brave Saxons and Frisons, who preferred to wring from the
sea an asylum for freedom, rather than submit to Roman conquest or Frank
oppression, with thoughts as free as the ocean breeze which wafted their
freighted barks, first taught the world the lesson of constitutional govern
ment, and the strength of confederated rights; first proclaimed that the right
of government was not in the hereditary noble, but in man ; and insisted up
on the admission of every man, even the humblest, to freedom, though they
reserved the honor of citizenship as a reward of integrity and industry.
From the free cities of Flanders, from among their merchants and trades
men, arose the first men of the people that dared to take power by the throat,
and bind the hands of tyranny by the cords of reason; and since, that day,
true civil liberty, I mean that which secures alike the happiness of the whole
people, most abounds where commerce is the most active and the most free.
In our own happy land, we have brought those lessons of equality, confedera
tion, and self government, nearest to perfection; but we have yet more to learn.
Unhallowed is that pride and insolence of wealth, which would make the
political rights of the poor and rich unequal, for then would the fate of Ve
nice and Genoa be ours. Unhallowed is that fanaticism, which, from partial
prejudices or selfish interests, would strain the cords of our union to disrup
tion, for then the chaotic dance of atoms would be repeated in the concussion
of civil wars, and final confusion of rights and liberties; but, though perhaps
I may differ from some who hear me, I must be permitted to add, as the wish
of one humble but sincere patriot, happy will that day be, when trade shall
be free as the spirit of the constitution, every shackle taken from her
wings, and, after a just tax paid for the support and protection of government,
duties be demanded from none, nor privileges granted to any, that are not
granted to all ; when every man shall be justified in pursuing whatever ho
nest occupation he pleases, and trade when he pleases, and in what he plea
ses, be it goods or be it money, and there be acknowledged no right or power
in any hands to restrain the honest uses of capital, to endanger or distract
vol. I. — no. v.
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the common currency, to exact from the consumer an artificial price, or to
deprive the producer of his just rewards. Only let commerce be free, and
the sinews of commerce, agriculture and manufactures, be free, and we need
not fear for the freedom ofthe world. They are young giants that need no
swaddling bands—growing oaks, that ask no hot-house care.
Nor should it be forgotten, that we owe to commerce the discovery of once
unknown continents, and that but for her, we should never have gloried in
the name of Americans. It is commerce which makesthe luxurks of each
land common to all; brings the spices of the tropics to enrich the dainties of
our winter festivals, cheers us in the morning with the sober berry's juice,
and refreshes us in the evening with the cup that cheers, but not inebriates,
mingled and blessed by the fair hands of those we love. The hordes of In
dia, the serfs of Russia, the paupers of Britain, toil, at her command, for us.
There are also in the stern ethics and the fearless confidence of enlarged
commerce, some of the finest exhibitions of lofty humanity and generous
truth.
It might tempt one," says an admirable author, " to be proud of his
species, when he looks upon the faith reposed in a merchant by a distant
correspondent, who, without one other hold of him than his honor, confides
to him the wealth of a whole flotilla, and sleeps in the confidence that it is
safe. It is indeed an animating thought, amid the gloom of a world's de
pravity, when we behold the credit which one man puts in another, though
separated by seas and by continents ; when he fixes the anchor of a sure and
steady dependence on the reputed faith of one whom he never saw ; when
with all his fear for the treachery of the various elements through which his
roperty must pass, he knows, that should it arrive at the door of his agent,
is fears and his suspicions may be at an end. We know nothing finer than
such an act of homage from one being to another, when perhaps the diameter
of the globe is between them ; nor do we think that either the renown of her
victories, or the wisdom of her counsels, so signalizes the country in which
we live, as do the honorable dealings of her merchants, or the awarded con
fidence ofthose men, of all tribes and colours and languages, who look to our
agency for the faithfulness of all management, and to our keeping for the
most inviolable of all custody." Thus Chalmers wrote of the merchants of
his country ; but we may adopt his language for our own. It was indeed
said across the water, that "the Yankee nation, from General Jackson to a
shoe black, was a fraudulent bankrupt;" but the intelligent and candid Mr.
Cowell, the agent of the bank of England, and one of the most liberal mind
ed and observing strangers that ever visited our shores, has declared that out
ofdebts of at least fifteen millions, all but some fourteen or fifteen hundred of
dollars is safe, and that ultimately so. A tolerable dividend for a bankrupt's
estate !
And when we remember the mutual anguish, the desolated hopes, the
universal gloom of the crisis, through which we passed, the toil that was en
dured, the sacrifices that were made, and the unavoidable confusion that
reigned, the world must admit that the American merchant will not yield his
honor while his sinews obeys his will, or a gasp of life remains.
Yet giving to commerce all its due, the life ofan intelligent being should
have far higher ends than those the pursuits of business can immediately pro
mise. If immediately beyondthe grave be not all a dream, it will be to those
who are prepared to enter it, an immortality of mind and affection, where the
grosser influences of the body, its low necessities and animal pleasures,
which demand so much of present care and toil and time, shall be unknown
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for ever. There we shall neither plough, nor weave, nor buy, nor sell.
There the miserable arithmetic of dollars and cents shall have no place.
Knowledge shall be the desire and pursuit ofthe soul, and holy love employ
the willing activity of all its powers. It must be, then, that as life is but the
season of preparation for immortality, the right pursuit of knowledge, and
cultivation of the heart, are the true methods of making life profitable. Re
ligion teaches this from every page of the inspired volume. The end of
her regeneration is to quicken within us a nobler life than fallen nature gives
us—to make the soul conqueror of the body, which has revolted from its rule
and held it in chains. The end of her faith is by the manifestation of spiritual
and eternal treasures, to win our heart from the pursuit of those objects of
sense which perish in the using, and the end of her morality the practice of
that holy affection, though in the lower forms of which only we now are
capable, that shall be the occupation of eternity. " Ye are not of the world,
but I have chosen ye out of the world," is the language of him who " brought
life and immortality to light" by the Gospel, to all who through him " look
for glory and honor."
But they greatly mistake the spirit of Christianity, who make it to consist
in mystical abstractions and formal ceremonies. All knowledge and all
seeming morality, without the love of God, and faith in Christ, will be insuf
ficient to prepare us for the ordeal of the judgment, and admission to the skies.
The kingdom of God must first be re-established in the heart ; yet when
that kingdom is acknowledged and that faith professed, every advance in
true knowledge, and every application of knowledge to true usefulness, is an
additional preparation- for our spiritual immortality. True science is the
knowledge of things in their causes; and the knowledge of the Great First
Cause is the end and height of science. But He, who has caused the holy
scriptures to be " written for our learning" of Him, has also given us His
book of Nature, and every demonstration of science should be regarded by
us as a step of that ladder, by which the student of earth may ascend towards
the presence of God in heaven. It is this which gives to science its dignity
and value. Its only worthy subject should be lasting as the soul itself,
enduring when the minerals, the animals, the vegetables, and the elements,
into the nature of which philosophy now inquires, shall pass away and be
no more, but the soul survive. The name of philosophy has been abused,
and men have accounted themselves philosophers while stiTdying the habits
of an insect's life, classifying the refuse shells which ocean casts upon its
shores, discovering the properties of stones and plants, searching and com
paring the anatomy of animal frames, or endeavoring (for after all, meta
physical science is but an endeavor) to analyze the powers of the human
mind, while the idea of the great Author has scarcely entered their minds,
and they have taken not one step toward communion with him. Mere
worldly utility, the passing mental pleasure of investigation, or the fame of
new discoveries, are the perishing and grovelling aims of such philosophy,
falsely so called. The true end of science is above all these. It is the ele
vation of the soul above earth, the spiritualizing of the heart from the influ
ences of mere sense, and the education of immortal man for that eternal
converse with his God face to face, "where he shall know and be known,
even as he is known." To terminate science in that which is merely imme
diately useful, to count its worth merely by its sordid gains, is to make reason
no better than instinct of a wider range, and the faculties of the soul servants
to the senses. When death comes, when in the final catastrophe all these
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things shall pass away, such science will appear to have been but a laborious
folly, and such philosophy the idle vagaries of an idiot's dream. This is no
religious cant, no prejudiced fanaticism of a narrow-minded preacher. It
has been the theory of a just philosophy in all ages. Permit me to quote
the testimony of Cicero, the best ethical writer of the ancients, the noblest
scholar of the school of Socrates ; and in the glowing translation of one who
has proved, by a recent address before a learned society, that he has not
studied him in vain, (I refer to Professor Taylor Lewis, and his discourse
before the Phi Beta Kappa of Union College,) " He that knows himself
will know that he has within him something divine, as it were a shrine and
image of the Deity, consecrated and devoted to him Thus taught to
believe, he will act worthy of so great a gift ; and when he hath thoroughly
understood for what end he hath been brought upon the theatre of life, when
he beholds in the principles of things every where shadowed forth images of
everlasting ideas; when thus prepared, he turns to the study of nature, the
land, the seas; the origin of all things, from whence they came, to what ends
they conduce, what in the system of things is mortal and perishing, what is
divme and eternal ; when in the study of these, he learns to regard himself,
not as surrounded by the walls of one city, but as an inhabitant of the uni
verse : in this magnificence of things, this comprehending view and recogni
tion of universal nature, how will he then know himself? how will he con
temn, how will he look down upon, how will he count as nothing, those
things which are commonly esteemed the greatest or most useful among
mankind?" and yet, asks the indignant reprover of a base utilitarianism,
who has exhibited higher practical energy than Cicero ?
Can any one doubt that the science of Newton, the peerless prince of all
investigators of God's lessons in nature, accompanied with the most child
like faith, and lowly following of the Redeemer, increased his fitness for
that sphere to which the God with whom he had so long walked, took him
at death? and if so, does Newton, now before the throne of the Lamb that was
slain, estimate the value of that science for its usefulness in navigation, or the
convenience of calculating eclipses, or any temporary end ? No, if it be not
forgotten by him among the meridian brightness of heaven's intellectual and
loving joys, he accounts it to have been precious only so far as it assisted him,
and may assist others, in preparing, by expansive thought and lofty pursuits,
for the soul's tru? home, a heaven of perfect happiness, because a heaven of
perfect knowledge and perfect love.
Commerce, then, or any pursuit which is usually called business, is un
worthy of being considered the proper occupation of life. It is only neces
sary to provide or to procure the means of living. The time devoted to it
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cotton bags and tobacco hogsheads, druggets and dowlasses, madder and
fustic, town lots, bank stocks, and exchanges; his mind like the advertising
side of a daily gazette, or the weekly prices current, the sum of his life, the
balance sheet of his leger, and who estimates his worth by the dollars and
cents which remain to his credit, who would choose for his immortality one
eternal Wall street, and give up a crown of glory to be called the best man
upon " change " — if there be such an one, he may despise those moments of
leisure which business snares, waste them in sinful sleep, lounge them away
in vapid amusements, dawdle over ephemeral magazines, or newspaper
reports of police causes and shocking accidents, squabble in the low arena of
parly politics, exhaust his breath in blowing up every bubble of popular ex
citement, lisp idle gallantries in ladies ears, who in their soul despise such
emptiness, and but tolerate the fool as they do a pet dog or a parrot, for want
of better company; or perhaps do worse, in vulgar debaucheries. He may
despise leisure and so waste it, but he must take the consequences in this
world and the next. A mere merchant! a mere man of business ! Who
would be content with such a designation? what respect can one feel for such
a character 1 All he gets from the world is the credit of being worth so
much dross, a little fawning servility from those who wish to borrow of him
or owe him already, or the wondering calculation of how much his heirs
will divide among them when he leaves his wealth behind him with his
rotting body. • Were I such a man, I would wish my name to die with me,
and would ask neither marble nor granite, nor the venal page, to preserve
the memory of my sordid selfishness. Let it perish like the thistle cut down
by the mower's scythe, or the dry mullen that decays on the barren hill side.
But there is a true grandeur, which though we cannot reach, we must
admire and may emulate, in him who devotes the energies of a well stored
mind to the pursuit of commerce, that the fruits of noble enterprise may ena
ble him to follow the bent of his disposition in the spread of knowledge, and
the liberalities of a wide philanthropy; who can shake off the meaner jea
lousies of trade with the dust of his warehouse ; who leaves behind him the
idolatries of covetousness well pleased to enter the populous solitude of his
library and hold communion with the mighty dead, to join the social circle
and brighten the glow of cheerful but rational converse by the warmth of his
own intelligence, or to mingle with the evening crowd, who meet to devise
and prosecute new plans for doing good to his countrymen and the world ;
whose walls are adorned with works of native art, acquired by a price which
has cheered the child of genius in his low enthusiasm; at whose table and
hearthstone the scholar and the man of science is a welcome and delighted
guest, and whom religion claims as her consistent and beneficent follower.
Like a noble tree, whose roots are struck deep in the fruitful earth, he stands
in a gigantic strength, his higher arms aspiring to heaven, while the poor, the
sorrowful, and the friendless, find shelter and food beneath the shadow of his
wide branches. There are such men, such merchants, such men of business—
rare indeed, but yet some. I need not quote the names of the dead. There
are men now living, living among you. For their sakes let commerce be
vindicated. Their charity will cover a multitude of its sins, and their honor
able fidelity redeem a city from destruction, though it were a Sodom or
Gomorrah. Let such men be your examples, they are the beacon lights
which at once warn you of the dangers in your course, and guide you to the
sure haven of a self-approving peace and eternal joy.
Theirs* rule I would then give for the use of leisure as not abusing it, is to
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SET BEFORE YOURSELVES PURE AND NOBLE AIMS.
Let the pursuit of gain bo your necessity ; the pursuit of knowledge
and virtue, and religion, your delight and your reward. Regard successful
labors in business as only valuable because they supply you with means of
prosecuting your lofty ends.
Avoid the degrading error of a mere personal ambition ; ambition is a
healthful stimulant, when duly mingled with benevolence towards man and
piety towards God—but when all its struggles, and pains, and toils, terminate
in self, it is but selfishness. To acquire money merely to say it is your own,
to spread feasts for flattering parasites, to fling open gorgeously decorated
halls, that well dressed crowds may admire and envy, or to roll in sumptuous
equipages that the vulgar pedestrians, spattered by the wheels, may gape and
wonder, is but one remove from miserly meanness, which starves the sto
mach to fatten the purse. The industrious artisan reaps his profits from the
prices of extravagance, but the bosom of the pompous purse-proud fool can
receive no merited delight from a result his heart never proposed. In the
same light are we to regard an ostentation of benevolence to the poor, patron
age to the arts, or assistance to science or literature. The acclamations of
the crowd, the newspaper eulogium, the servile dedication, or the columns of a
charity report, (the more than brazen trumpet of modern Pharisaism.) can
yield the hypocrite no genuine pleasure. Conscience, whose honest rebuke
no bribe can hush, no applauses drown, no rhetoric deceive, points to a frown
ing God, whose eyes pierce the intents of the rotten heart, and declares,
" verily thou hast thy reward," and the wretch confesses in his secret thought,
"this also is vanity.''
Scarcely better is the pursuit of literary or scientific distinction for its own
sake. It most frequently defeats itself. Eagerness of new discoveries, anx
iety to lead in some path, impatience for the acquisition of fame, proud un
willingness to submit to others' teaching, all lead to the adoption of startling
but crude hypotheses, oversight of true facts, and neglect of careful induction,
glaring extravagance, or quaint affectation of style; and the pretender, after
strutting a brief hour in fancied greatness, is hissed from the stage to a de
served but more infamous oblivion than he would have avoided. Though
even before such a catastrophe, envy of other men's success may have dis
figured his semblance of mind, or an insisting egotism covetous of praise, but
unwilling to acquire it except by demands, roused the furies of public scorn
to " lash him naked through the world."
Love knowledge for herself, love honor for its own blessed consciousness,
love religion as the messenger-angel to conduct you to your God, and charity
as her attendant handmaid, who scatters flowers over the arid sands of human
experience, and they will so reward you, that ambition itself shall say, " It
is enough."
Let me repeat a caution I have before hinted. Estimate not the value of
results by their immediate usefulness ; this would be to centre all in the pre
sent moment, or at least in the present life. Good is rarely great which can
be accomplished at once. Indeed, all that can be seen in this life, bears but
a mean proportion to the profits of eternity. We must adventure our whole
capital, and be willing to lose its present interest, if we would find the trea
sure increased an hundred fold in heaven.
" Man soweth here with toil and care,
But the harvest time of love is there."
There is a joy in study in the calm hour of seclusion, where we are alone,
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and yet not alone, for the Father of light is with us—a joy that no stranger
intermeddleth with, which
" An age outweighs
Of stupid starers and of loud huzzas."
There is a joy in worth,* the consciousness of self command, of high pur
poses, of a free conscience, and an approving God, which no applauses of the
world can equal, and no injustice of the world can take away.
There is a joy iu religion, a calm intercourse is opened with heaven ; and
the hope of its immortal blessedness stimulates us to pursue the often rugged
path of present duty, and solaces the pangs of present sorrow.
Be content, even if you can gain nothing more, with the education ofyour
spirit, by the cultivation of your mind and the cultivation of your heart, for
that sphere where God designs it shall have its largest expansion and high
est bliss.
The second rule I would suggest for the right cultivation of leisure is,
A COURAGEOUS BELIEF THAT MUCH LIES WITHIN YOUR CAPABILITIES.
The time was, when knowledge and its precious fruits were, like power,
the birthright of the few, and when the scanty and high priced scrolls, upon
which the slow pen of the transcriber had recorded the words of wisdom,
could be bought only by those who were under the necessity of no other
toil. Blessed be God ! this is no longer the case. Knowledge is as com
mon to all who desire to enjoy her life-giving virtues, as the air we breathe
and the water which we drink. Literature, and even science, have been
known to flourish best with those who have been born to few advantages,
and have not made it their sole profession. Indeed, there seems to be often
an almost fantastic incongruity between the favorite and most successful
studies of some men, and their declared pursuits. The best ethical writer of
Great Britain in the present time is Abercrombie, who closes a day of im
mense toil in medical practice with happy meditations upon metaphysical
* The following noble lines, written by my esteemed and accomplished friend, Judge
Conrad, of Philadelphia, are subjoined, in the sure belief that they will give pleasure to
all who read them.
G. W. B.
There is a joy in worth,
A high mysteiious soul pervading charm,
Which, never daunted, ever bright and warm,
Mocks at the idle shadowy ills ofearth,
Amid the gloom is bright, and placid in the storm.
It asks, it needs no aid—
It makes the strong and lofty soul its throne,
There in its self-created heaven alone,
No fear to shake, no mem'ry to upbraid,
It sits a lesser God, life, life is all its own.
The stoic was not wrong—
There is no evil to the virtuous brave,
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themes; while not a few of these most eminent in the same kingdom for
physical science, are thoroughly educated theologians. Drew, the admirable
author of treatises upon the resurrection, the immortality of the soul, and
kindred subjects, was a working shoemaker, who first essayed to pursue
physical science, but abandoned the attempt from the want of money to pur
chase apparatus, and time to make experiments, and devoted himself to sub
jects which he could analyze within the laboratory of his own brain, and in
vestigate while he sat upon his bench and drew the waxen thread. The
writer of Elia, the late Charles Lamb, earned (to use an illustration of a bro
ther lecturer in another city) his peculiar reputation during three and thirty
years of service as a merchant's clerk, " chained," as he feelingly expressed
it, "to the desk's dull wood," and this in a narrow lane of smoky, drizzling,
ever sombre London. Rogers, the author of the Pleasures of Memory, is still
a banker. Roscoe, it is well known, was engaged either in legal or com
mercial pursuits, while he wrote the Uvea of the two Medici. He was, it is
true, as Washington Irving has told us in the Sketch Book, unfortunate in
business, but it was from other causes than incapacity for business, or neglect
of it.
Speaking of Washington Irving, reminds me, by the way, that I was told
by a mere man of business in Liverpool, that he knew my countryman, Mr.
Irving, while he was attempting commercial pursuits in that city ; but, said
he, with a dolorous shake ofthe head, which showed what was uppermost
in his estimation, " he did'nt get on, sir, he did'nt get on." Thank God ! he
did'nt get on.
Indeed, men of leisure, as they are termed, are rarely known to attain
greatness. Their time is frittered away in triffes, resolutions, and procras
tinations. They lack the habit of industry which occupation teaches, and
are exposed to a thousand temptations men of business never know, the force
of sluggishness being the worst of all. The stagnant pool will become
muddy and foul, and perhaps mischievous to the health of its neighborhood ;
but the rapid stream runs sparkling and clear, and having turned the mill
which grinds the bread, may water the meadows with their thousand flow
ers, and wash the wing of many a joyous bride as he carols in his sport.
It is, therefore, a great mistake, that literature or intellectual pursuits of
any kind must be attached to what is termed professional life. Governor
Everett, in a recent speech, which you have all probably read, gives an ac
count of a working blacksmith, who had acquired a knowledge of fifty lan
guages in his hours of leisure. (Without knowing more of that industrious
person, I would hardly recommend his example in all things, for though
my suspicions may be unfounded, I cannot help thinking that some of that
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cause he is a man of business. I wish in my heart that young men, who
toil in the drudgery of mercantile pursuits for the gains of others, had more
time allowed them by arrangements upon the part of their employers. It
is a sad tyranny that exacts so large a portion of their daily time, to say noth
ing of extraordinary but not unfrequent engagements. Yet no young man
need despair of accomplishing much, if he have the courageous confidence
to attempt much, and persevere. It is better, incomparably better, to accom
plish something, than idly to endeavor after nothing.
This brings me to a third rule for the redemption of leisure,
A CAREFUL ECONOMY IN THE DISPOSITION OF IT.
When we regard our fragments of time separately, they seem indeed small,
and offer little encouragement to think much can be done with them ; but,
when we add them together, their aggregate may be very precious. Like
the particles of gold dust, to which I alluded in an early part of this lecture,
each may be almost beneath estimation ; yet as that gold dust, thrown toge
ther into the crucible, forms the bar from which many a coin is made, so
our leisure economically gathered and applied, will supply us with current
and sterling thoughts, which we may employ in enriching others, while we
enrich ourselves.
Abandon the habit of procrastination—postpone no valuable purpose to a
more convenient season, nor idly dream, as some have done, that wheri the
busy toil of years has won the reward of competence, you will then have free
scope and opportunity for higher engagements. Youth is the only season
for the formation of intellectual habit. The sinews of the mind, like those
of the body, soon become stiff and unpliable. It would be as easy for the leo
pard to change his spots, or the Ethiopian his skin, as for one who had spent
the greater part of his life in entire idolatry of business, to lay aside his inve
terate taste, tendencies, and customs, for the calm retirement, and inward sa
tisfactions, and self sustaining pleasures of study and thought There are
few more pitiable characters, than theirs, who, without any qualification for
a profitable employment of leisure, have in an evil hour given up business by
which they have realized sufficient fortunes, in the vain hope of enjoying
freedom from its laborious exactions. The toils and anxieties which
they would put away, have become necessary to their existence. The va
cant hours hang heavy on their hands, and. their heart is in the bustling
world from which they profess to have retired. For a few weeks they may
be missed from their accustomed haunts, but it is soon to re-appear like un
easy spirits amidst the scenes of former life, lounging in their insurance
offices and bank parlors, meditating prices when they have nothing to sell,
eafferlv enratrinff in the business eossin of the dav. wonderinc whv the ex
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His ashes undistinguished lie,
His place, his power, his memory, die."
So they linger sorrowfully among those who once acknowledged their
power and skill, but now thrust them aside as bores and troublers of busier
men ; or, like the Ghouls of eastern fable, though dead themselves, can yet
suck the life-blood of the living by usurious exactions.
If you would enjoy intellectual pleasures after the necessities of other toil
has ceased, you must prepare for it by the assiduous cultivation of your pre
vious leisure.
Energetic industry in the use ofthe few moments of leisure we may have,
is necessary to economy of time.
It is a well known fact, that when the powers of the mind are intensely
given to any matter, more may be accomplished in a few hours, than a slug
gish indifference will reach in many days. Much pains and practice are
necessary to acquire sufficient mastery over our faculties, to give them this
directness and intensity of application, yet where there is generous enthusi
asm for the attainment of worthy ends, by pains and practice it may be se
cured ; and as a man of business, the moment he enters his office in the
morning, and breathes its air, can, almost without an effort, shut out every
thing but business from his thoughts, so will the intellectual aspirant learn
to assume all the spirit ofthe student the moment he opens his books or takes
up his pen. With what ease does the physician jjass from the anxieties of
one sick room to those of another, or the lawyer turn the force of his talents
to one case after another, or the merchant settle in the course of a single day
the risks and probabilities of many operations. It requires little more habit
and effort to change the occupation of the mind from business to study, and
study again to business. The mind needs relief it is true, but the best relief is
not entire relaxation, but alternation of pursuit ; entire rest, except when
the body needs the repose ofslumber is the worst torture of an active spirit.
But industry will avail us little without system. Our plan must be intelli
gently decided upon, and then steadily pursued. The swiftest runner attains
the goal by successive steps, and though each interval of leisure may not be
sufficient to make much progress, we may pursue as long as it lasts the right
direction, and resume it when another interval occurs. This steady perse
verance, which is compatible only with system, will in the end accomplish
more than the most violent spasmodic efforts, disconnected from each other
from the want of a plan. There is on record the instance of a studious man,
who, finding that he was called to his dinner every day a few minutes be
fore it was ready, devoted those few minutes to the writing of a work, which
in the process of time swelled to some goodly volumes ; a striking hint to
us to save the minutes, that hours be not lost ; for though it may seem a
mere truism, it is often forgotten, that an hour a day is fifteen days in a year,
and in twenty-four years, a year.
Be not then vacillating in your purposes. Let not every bright meteor
that shoots across your pth, attract you to new aims. This would be to
make your life but as whirling sands borne about by every fickle wind. Few
men are great or useful in many pursuits of different nature, for though we
do read of the " admirable Crichton," who was skilled in every known ac
complishment, language, art, and science, he has left behind him no valuable
proofs that he was useful in any thing ; and we have a common saying, that
a man of many trades is good at none. Be not satisfied with doincr any
thing till you have done it well, and then you will have at least the satisfac
tion of having done nothing ill.
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These rules being acknowledged to be just, there is little need of stating
formally another, to devote our leisure to such occupation as is the most
valuable.
If our leisure is to be industrious, our industry should be so directed as to
secure the greatest profit. There is a choice in reading. I will not enter
into any argument to prove the mischievous character of romantic and ficti
tious writings. Fables are often instructive. Our Saviour taught much in
parables ; and as a scholar and a lover of books, I would be sorry to burn the
" Pilgrim's Progress." True pictures of the human heart, and exhibitions
ofsafe and moral practice, are often found in the supposed life and adventures
of imaginary characters. Good poetry is but a higher order of metaphysics
and moral teaching. But I put it to your own judgment, whether the
reading of fiction generally is the most valuable use a man of little leisure
can make of his little time. One, whose sole pursuit is of an intellectual
character, may have some faint excuse for thus unbending his overstrained
mind, which must be seduced, as it were, from the fever of thought; but for
him who has but a few hours in the day or week, to follow highwaymen and
fops, with-Bulwer, through low crimes and silly affectations, or revel in ima
gination amidst gorgeous scenes of foreign and aristocratic fashion, as
described in the volumes of trash the modern press vomits upon our shores,
is madness in the extreme. It is the sure way to unfit him for the actual
world in which he lives, and his duties lie.
J Newspapers are also sad thieves of time. I speak in no disparagement of
the many able gentlemen who cater for our daily tastes ; the fault is rather in
their readers, upon whose favors they live. But, ordinarily, the columns
of our daily prints contain little that is worthy of perusal by a man inquiring
after valuable knowledge. Distorted political statements, squabbles between
rival editors, beginning in wit and ending often in low abuse, accounts of
shocking accidents, and police reports of vulgar crimes, sometimes (alas I)
prurient scandal, and mawkish attempts at sentiment, make up the sum of
their morning and evening offerings. It is often boasted that we have in this
country such a vast number of daily and other newspapers. Their number
is rather a curse than a blessing. Condense the scattered talents of the ma
ny into a few; make by such aggregation of patronage as would place those
few above all casual necessities, and make intelligent editors recipients of
such rewards as their talents deserve; allow a rational freedom to the press,
and not establish a separate journal for the advocacy of every shade of opi
nion, or pettishly insist that your newspapers shall be but babbling echoes of
your own prejudices; and the daily and weekly journals will become worth
our reading, and the best minds will contribute to their resources. As it is,
newspapers (if we guard not against them) become dangerous seductions. I
knew a gentleman of learning and talents, who confessed that he became so
interested in a newspaner disDute between two sillv and illiterate tailors, that
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For the same reasons, I would give my testimony against the compends,
and abridgments, and synopses, and epitomes, with which this boasting but
superficial age abounds. If you admire skeletons without flesh, blood, or
beauty, choose them; but if you would woo truth, in her living, breathing,
perfect loveliness, search for her in full treatises and complete demonstrations.
The first will make you pedantic sciolists, the last, true philosophers.
Society you must have. It is necessary to the social wants of the heart,
and the society of intelligent persons will often teach more and in a more
pleasant manner than books. Of society you may have your choice. Waste
not then your time with the silly, who will never receive nor give profit.
The truly good and intelligent are ever ready to meet the advances of the
modest, the virtuous, and inquiring. In the atmosphere whicn they breathe,
you will always find health and delight; but as " evil communications cor
rupt good manners," so ignorant and idle communications corrupt good
sense.
No society is more profitable, because none more refining and provocative
of virtue, than that of refined and sensible women. God enshrined peculiar
goodness in the form of woman, that her beauty might win, her gentle
voice invite, and the desire of her favor persuade men's sterner souls to leave
the paths of sinful strife for the ways of pleasantness and peace. But when
woman falls from her blest eminence, and sinks the guardian and the cherisher of pure and rational enjoyments into the vain coquette, and flattered
idolater of idle fashion, she is unworthy of an honorable man's love, or a
sensible man's admiration. Beauty is then but at best
" A pretty play-thing,
Dear deceit.
I honor the chivalrous deference which is paid in our land to women. It
proves that our men know how to respect virtue and pure affection, and that
our women are worthy of such respect. Yet woman should be something
more than mere woman to win us to their society. To be our companions,
they should be fitted to be our friends ; to rule our hearts, they should be
deserving the approbation of our minds. There are many such, and that
there are not more, is rather the fault of our sex than their own ; and despite
all the unmanly scandals that have been thrown upon them in prose or verse,
they would rather share in the rational conversation of men of sense, than
listen to the silly compliments of fools; and a man dishonours them as well
as disgraces himself, when he seeks their circle for idle pastime, and not for
the improvement of his mind and the elevation of his heart.
I should be unworthy of my office, were I to conclude this effort to serve
you, without especially commending you to the teachings and communings
of the God of Nature and the Bible. Make God your friend, clothe yourself
with his ever presence, bathe yourselves in the waters of his truth. In the
Scriptures you will find the purest morals, the safest maxims of practical wis
dom, the most faithful pictures ofthe human heart, and the finest examples of
moral heroism. There are the most faithful of histories, poetry the most
sublime, and pathosthe most tender. The whole range of literature cannot
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ven : who, while he sanctified himself to be our Saviour, from the guilt of
our sin, brought all the beauty and strength of divinity to adorn his example
of a perfect man ; and now, from the far heaven of his reward, yet regards
with a brother's eye, and assists by Almighty strength, every sincere soul
that seeks to tread in his footsteps and trusts in his grace. He will be your
friend if you are his. As my parting counsel, let me then entreat that you
allow no day to pass without spending some due portion oftime in meditating
on the sacred word, and asking the blessed intercession of Jesus, the Son of
God, He that can find no leisure for this, must make strange estimates ; for
" what," I ask you as men of business to make the calculation, " what is a
MAN PROFITED IF HE GAIN THE WHOLE WORLD AND LOSE HIS OWN
SOUL."

Art. IV.—"COMMERCE AND PROTECTION."
To Ihe Editor of the Merchants' Magazine:
I find in a late Charleston Mercury an article which purports to have
appeared originally in the Democratic Review at Washington, in replica
tion to mine in an early number of the Merchants' Magazine. As the logic
of this criticism, review, or whatever it may be termed, appears to me con
siderably less than irresistible, I am again induced to trespass on your pa
tience and that ofthe readers of the Magazine.
My antagonist, with a liberality and courtesy quite characteristic of the
" free trade" school of political economists, commences by hinting his " sur
prise" that such an article as mine, or any advocating protection, should
have been suffered to appear in a mercantile magazine, and proceeds to com
plain of my " want of logical acumen and legitimate deduction." and with
magisterial nod decides that my article is " better fitted for the arena of a
debating society than for the pages ofa philosophical journal." He is wel
come to his manners. I did not contemplate any thing more than a simple
recapitulation of the heads of argument in favor of protection, leaving the
outline to be filled up by the reader's own reflections. But with what grace
is a want of " logical acumen" complained of by a reviewer, who opens his
argument as follows : " it would, at the outset, appear that the object of the
article is merely a defence of the tariff as a means of raising revenue."
Seems so, does it ? To whom 1 To the critic, we must presume ; but it
can hardly have seemed so to any one else, when " Commerce and Protec
tion" was the title of my essay, and every paragraph of it was aimed direct
ly at this point—that judicious Protecting Duties, do not operate injurious
ly on the interests of commerce. But again : in the next paragraph, my re
viewer asserts that silks, wines, and some other luxuries, are admitted free of
duty, while cottons, which are worn principally by the poorer classes, are
charged twenty-five per cent. ; and proceeds to exclaim " thus the poverty of
the poor is disproportionately taxed, while the abundance of the rich is com
paratively untouched." This is a specimen of the " logical acumen" of a
writer, who eschews my remarks as calculated " for the declamatory arena
of a debating society." Because under our present tariff—which is a Com
promise and not a Protective one, and was last modified by a Congress hos
tile to Protection—silks are admitted free of duty, (while I wish they
were taxed fifty per cent.,) and cottons charged twenty-five per cent., the infer
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ence—nay, the evidence—is resistless, that Protecting Duties essentially and
necessarily favor the rich at the expense of the poor ! Admirable logic !
My reviewer next accuses me of " begging the question," in assuming that
Protective Legislation may stimulate the great producing interests of a coun
try to a higher activity. In his view, this is the very gist of the question. I
am quite content to have it so, but without admitting that I begged this point
in my former article. Let me now adduce some illustrative examples : we
all know that certain bounties are paid by our government to our citizens
engaged in the cod and mackerel fisheries ; will my opponent contend that
no more fish are caught than there would be if no bounty were given ?
Again : until very recently, Maine was principally a timber-cutting and
commercial state ; her bread-stuffs being in great part purchased from abroad.
In 1836 (I believe) her Legislature enacted that a bounty should be paid
thereafter to the producers of wheat within her territory. Under the opera
tion of that act, in the course of two or three years, the annual production of
wheat in Maine has been quadrupled. Now my opponent will not deny that
this act is clearly a protective one, and directly in the teeth of the " Free
Trade" principles which Maine has ever professed to cherish. It is an in
stance of the plainest and least equivocal kind of Protection. There can be
no denying the fact, that the amount of wheat produced has vastly increased
under the operation of that act—that in all human probability the act was
the impelling cause, in great part, of the increase. So far, we can hardly
differ. My opponent, then, has no chance of escape from the natural con
clusion, but through the presumption that the skill and labor employed in
the production of the wheat, has been diverted from some other equally pro
fitable employment—that therefore Maine has gained nothing by her Pro
tective policy. But is this presumption justified by fact ? Will any man
seriously contend that if Maine had not raised the two millions of bushels
extra of wheat during the last three years, she would necessarily have pro
duced something in its stead, of equal, or greater value? I trust not.
Take another illustration—that of silk. We now import this article to
the value of some twenty millions per annum. Suppose that, instead of ad
mitting it free of duty, (which my reviewer strangely instances as a feature
of protection,) we could, by imposing a duty of fifty cents per pound on
the raw material, and one dollar on its manufactures, ensure a domestic
production of the whole amount required within five years—does any man
believe that such production would necessarily cause a reduction, to an
equal or greater amount, of the other productions of the country? I cannot. I
think the annual increase of the national wealth thereby ensured, would be
at least ten millions.
But let us hear the reviewer again :
" It is stated that our manufacturers compete successfully with Europeans
in the South American and Chinese markets, but that, if they were unpro
tected at home, they would be unable to do so. The fact in the first part of
the sentence we admit ; the correctness of the assumption at its conclusion
we unequivocally deny.
" If we successfully compete with European manufactures in foreign mar
kets, it is because we can produce goods, and carry them to market, as cheaply
as our competitors : and, in this case, we must inevitably cut them out of the
home market entirely, and can therefore require no protection."
Now here is one of those instances of reasoning from plausible but mis
taken theory, rather than fact, on which the entire " Free Trade" system is
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founded. Nothing can look fairer than the above logic to those whose whole
acquaintance with the matter is purely theoretical ; and yet it is directly in
the face of every days' experience. Let me illustrate : England and Ame
rica are competitors in supplying the world with cotton fabrics ; each has
brought its machinery for manufacturing them to great perfection ; each can
produce them at about an equal cost—we will say, an ordinary fabric for
six cents a yard. Each sells largely to other nations. But by some means,
England finds herself with a heavy excess of manufactured goods on hand—
say twenty millions' worth. What shall she do? To throw them on the
market at home, or where she usually sells, is to create a glut, and depress
prices—perhaps permanently ; this will not answer. There is a scheme
worth two of it : ship them to New York ; rattle them off under the auc
tioneer's hammer—perhaps for three fourths of their intrinsic value. But
what of this? The home market and the foreign market have both been
preserved intact, while her rivals in the manufacture have been embarrassed
and crippled by the depression and derangement of their home market.
But can we not retaliate? Not we. England preaches Free Trade for foreign
consumption ; she is too wise to adopt it as the basis of her own policy. My
opponent's assertion that " Free Trade principles" are acted on in Englana,
because there is a considerable, but very decided minority, averse to the
corn laws, &c., &c., will carry conviction to none but minds of extraordi
nary " logical acumen." What she would do under other circumstances, I
do not assume to judge ; what she does I think 1 understand—and it is at
least as far from " Free Trade" as any theory ever advocated in this country.
A striking exemplification of the inherent fallacy of " Free Trade logic,"
is afforded by my reviewer. In one paragraph which I have quoted, he dis
tinctly admits the fact that our manufacturers [of cottons especially] rival
those of England in the open markets of the world, and therefore, that those
goods are produced and sold here as cheaply as in Great Britian. But in
another paragraph he lights upon the fact that foreign cottons are charged
twenty-five per cent, by our existing tariff; and he straightway assumes that
they must be twenty-five per cent, dearer here than in England, and that the
" poorer classes" of this country pay a tax of twenty-five per cent, on their
cottons for the benefit of the manufacturer I
Need I add a word of com
ment?
But my opponent holds that "individuals understand their own business
better than legislatures, and that consequently, if uninfluenced by legisla
tive interference, they will direct their labor and capital into the most profi
table channel"—and this idea he deems so pertinent and forcible, that he re
peats it under several variations of phraseology.
Now, if we were proposing for the first time in the world's history to es
tablish Protective laws, there might be as much soundness as smartness in
this well-turned sentence. Its fatal error, however, lies in the mistaken as
sumption, that if we eschewed Protection, our producing interests would
never be affected by " legislative interference." It were just as rational in an
individual to fancy that he had no need of the protection of any laws at
all—if he let other men's property and persons alone, they would certainly
do no less by his. The whole theory of Free Trade partakes of the child's
fancy, that, when his eyes are shut, nobody can see him.—But my review
er has a paragraph on this subject ; let us consider it :
" It has been sometimes urged that it will be impolitic to remove our re
strictions, so long as other nations continue theirs. We must however con
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fess that we cannot see the policy of suffering ' another man's folly to be
master over our wit.' If other countries choose to pursue a course of policy
hurtful to themselves, isthere any reason why we should follow in their foot
steps, for the sake of reciprocating an injury."
Now leaving the critic to " beg the question," that this course of policy in
other nations is " hurtful to themselves," we will furnish a parallel to his
logic. Let us suppose some of the " Non-Resistent" theorists, who hold all
war to be sinful and destructive, were to lecture him on the policy of dis
banding our army and militia, destroying all fire-arms, ordnance, fortifica
tions, and military stores, and presenting our naked breasts to any invader—
at the same time that Britain was menacing hostility, and overshadowing our
frontier with her troops—what would be his idea of the project 1 Would
he not be tempted to say, " Sir, your logic may be very good in an abstract,
general sense ; but you must first convert our neighbors to your doctrines, be
fore you can bring us to act as though all the world were of your way of think
ing." " Nonsense !" says the Non-Resistant ; " why should another man's
folly be master over our wit 1" If other countries choose to pursue a
course of policy hurtful to themselves, is there any reason why we should
follow in their footsteps for the sake of reciprocating an injury?" This is
the logic of many visionary theorists, who revel in a world oftheir own crea
tion ; is it consistent with plain, practical common sense 1 My reviewer, in
another place, remarks :
"The distress of the years 1825 and 1836 is, with the most obvious
inconsistency, charged to the operation of free trade principles. Not the
shadow of a reason is adduced in favor of this view, but, like the other
notions, (we cannot designate them by the name ofarguments,) it rests upon
assumption. That the distress of those years can be clearly traced to the
circumstance of our having, and acting upon, a false standard of value, we
are, at the proper time, prepared to demonstrate> if need be."
Now, my "notion," which of course "does not deserve the name of argu
ment," is this—that if we had had an efficient Protective Tariff, from the
close of the last war down to the present time, we should have imported far
less of the cloths, cutlery, and other manufactures of Great Britain, than we
have done; that, not importing them, we should not have had them to pay for,
nor been in debt for them ; and, of course, that no pressure, convulsion, sus
pension, or other disasters growing out of a heavy indebtedness to fo
reign nations, and a demand for its liquidation, would have occurred. I be
lieve that there is an abundance of facts extant, to show that I have here hinted
at the one true source of our difficulties, and the appropriate remedy. As to
the " false standard of value," I shall of course await the demonstration
which my reviewer has threatened. But let Us hear Sir Oracle once more :
" We have stated that protecting duties, instead of stimulating production,
restrict it—or, in other words, that a country acting upon the principles of
free trade, other circumstances being the same, will produce a greater amount
of wealth than a country following a restrictive policy."
Now, that he has " stated" this, is true ; but that there is a single fact in the
world's history, which tends to justify his assertion, I seriously doubt. Where
is the country oftwenty millions, " acting upon the principles of Free Trade,"
which produces so great an amount of wealth as Great Britain 1 Would she
produce so much grain as how ifthere were no corn laws ? as much cloths if
the fabrics of all the world were admitted to her ports free of duty 1—so much
wealth, in short, if all the world were allowed to compete with her on equal
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terms for the supply of her own markets I I cannot begin to believe it
My reviewer denies point blank that the effect of Free Trade would be to
reduce the wages of labor ; says the contrary assumption " is almost too
shallow to require exposure"—that " we have shown [asserted] that a greater
amount of wealth would be produced, with a given expenditure of labor and
capital, under the Free Trade system, than under the restrictive"—and at
length triumphantly asks, " But what is the condition ofthe laboring classes
in the European countries which have so long enjoyed the blessings of Pro
tection 1" I answer, that I am ready now to proceed to a comparison of
the wages and condition of laborers in those countries, with those of the na
tions which eschew Protection the world over. If the wages of laborers are
not higher in the former, then I have misread grossly. But I will consider
this point more fully in connexion with another paragraph of my antago
nist's, which is the only remaining one in which I find any thing especially
requiring notice, and which, as covering very plausibly the disputed ground,
I shall consider more at length. The paragraph is as follows :
" On what ground, then, is a protecting duty required for any article ?
On the ground that we can import it more cheaply than it is produced at
home?—which means that, with the same outlay of labor and capital which
is required to produce the article at home, we can produce a greater amount
of other commodities than is required in exchange for it: consequently, a
course of liberal policy would enable us to obtain the article by a smaller
expenditure of capital and labor, leaving the remainder to be employed in
adding to our wealth in some other way."
Now, I shall not accuse my reviewer of any unfairness in this statement,
but I do contend that he has taken a very superficial and mistaken view of
the subject. " We should buy where we can buy cheapest,"—the old adage,
—is the substance of his argument. Very well ; but should we buy where
the fewest dollars will pay. or where the smallest amount of the property we .
have to offer will be taken in exchange I The latter undoubtedly. We
may buy for ten millions in one part of the world, and for twelve millions
in another, and yet the latter be the cheapest purchase, by reason of the dif
ferent valuations of the property given in exchange. To illustrate this point
fully, I will state a case, made up of facts of almost literal occurrence, and
the principles of which, I with deference suggest, cover the whole ground
of this important controversy. It is as follows :
The township of Londonderry, New Hampshire, is almost exclusively an
agricultural one, and has been from its settlement. The large and busy
manufacturing city of Lowell, Massachusetts, has grown up near it, within
a few years, and is its present market. Now we will suppose Londonderry to
purchase her cloths of Lowell—say 8,000 yards at an average of five dollars
per yard—and to pay for them in her products as follows:
1,000 cords of wood per annum at $5 .... $5,000
10,000 bushels of charcoal at 10 cts.
1,000
iO.0OO
" corn at 81
10,000
30,000
" potatoes at 50 cts
15,000
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they can buy cheapest," and unite in effecting the entire overthrow of
the protecting duties, (and my antagonist frankly avows his hostility to any
tariff whatever.) The tariff is demolished ; the revenue is raised by direct
taxation ; and my Londonderry friends obtain their broadcloths direct from
Manchester, at four and a half, or we will say four dollars a yard. This is a
handsome saving, certainly. But, cheap as they are, the cloths must still be
paid for ; and at length the Londonderry farmers set about it. They muster
their products ; but they now find that the old market is destroyed. Other
people have been as keen as they in buying where they could buy cheapest,
and the Lowell manufacturers, unable to manufacture cloth at so low a cash
Srice as their British rivals, whiletheir labor, fuel, &c., &c., cost them double,
ave given over, failed, run down. The manufactories are empty, idle, and
going to decay ; their inmates have emigrated to Wisconsin, or scattered
over the country to find some other employment. This is not the case with
Lowell alone, but all similar places. The wood, which formerly brought
five dollars, will now hardly command two dollars; corn brings fifty cents,
and potatoes are dull at twenty-five. In short, while they have bought this
year's supply of cloths nominally twenty per cent, cheaper than last year,
they find that the very same amount of property which then paid for the
whole, will not now pay for half. They are unable to satisfy their indebted
ness; their products will hardly command money at any price; land falls
rapidly and ruinously ; the sheriffs and lawyers are set to work, and half
the property of the township passes under the hammer. The agents or
intermediates of the British manufacturers buy part of it ; a few misers who
have seen and prepared for the storm take the rest ; and the ousted occupants
follow the late population of Lowell to Iowa or Texas. The free trade
principle of " buying where we can buy cheapest," has been run out to its
natural termination.
This is no ideal sketch. It is substantially what the whole North expe
rienced, from beginning to end, in 1816-20. That we may be wiser than
to enact so ruinous a folly again, is the earnest hope of your correspondent,
H. G.

MERCANTILE LAW.
Art. V.—POPULAR SUGGESTIONS ON THE PRINCIPLES OF
THE LAW OF GUARANTY AND SURETYSHIP*
Wisdom is not more shown in the choice of a proper end than in the
selection of proper means. And in this choice of means, certainty in their
results is an essential merit. Commerce, in all her plans, is constantly
aiming, often in vain, after this certainty. Does the ship sail to sea:—the
merchant counterbalances the uncertainties of her voyage by insurance, and
thus secures himself against the rage of the uncertain ocean and its unruly
t empests. Nay, more : by insurance of the profits of his voyage, he con* This Lecture is the fourth and last of Mr. Lord's admirable series, rend before
the Mercantile Library Association of New York, which have been originally pub
lished in the pages of our Magazine. The subjects are treated with a method, fidel
ity, and minuteness, so characteristic of the accomplished author, and will be found
to embrace a mass of valuable information, peculiarly interesting and important to all
business men.
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verts the very storms and dangers of the deep into the means of increasing
wealth. Thus protected, he lays his plans for the supply of foreign coun
tries, or provides for the wants of his own, with entire coolness and system,
and increases his private wealth by diffusing general advantages. In like
manner, when his richly laden ship is returned, and her burthen is to be dis
tributed among another class of merchants, certainty again is to be sought
in the final returns of his adventure. It must be sold. And here again he
has to struggle with uncertainties still greater than those of the fickle ocean.
He is now subject to the misfortunes of life upon society at large ;—to the
risks of insolvency and bad faith, instead of the dangers of the elements.
Again does he struggle for some degree of certainty. If he knows the in
tegrity and prudence of him with whom he would deal, or has knowledge
of his responsibility, he is willing to trust on his unsustained promises. But
he cannot have this knowledge of all. Some will be strangers: some,
though known, will be young, of unproved characters : some, of doubtful
circumstances, some of questioned integrity. Here it is plain his dealings
cannot go forward, unless this uncertainty of payment can be overcome.
For as he cannot judge of the unknown circumstances of men, or of their
secret purposes of honesty or fraud, the merchant cannot with any exact
ness compute his risk of loss. And without the knowledge to fix the de
gree of risk, he cannot reasonably compensate it by a correspondent enhance
ment of price. The advantage of both parties now becomes obviously pro
moted if a third person can be found who knows the purchaser so well as
to be willing to engage for him, and is so well known to the seller as that
the latter will feel secure in his promise. The traffic can then, by aid of
this new support, go forward. This new promise intervening, is a surety
ship or guaranty.
In other cases, also, of reposing trust, in persons either unknown or not
fully confided in, or where the amount of responsibility is too large to admit
of a simple confidence in one man's fidelity, a surety is called in, to give to
the contemplated transaction the necessary element of certainty.
Suretyship, therefore, implies a want of confidence in the party to be
trusted by him who is to trust ; and a full confidence by the surety in him
for whose conduct he engages, and for whom he solicits credit. These are the
natural principles on which the contract of suretyship reposes, and they are
to be constantly borne in mind in considering its consequences.
A suretyship, then, is that engagement, by which one man stipulates for
the acts of another, who is dealing for his own benefit. The parties are al
ways three: the debtor, called also the principal, or principal debtor; the
creditor, and the surety. These terms are used in their most extensive
sense ; meaning by creditor him who reposes the trust or confidence, and
by debtor him who is primarily bound, whether to pay a debt or perform
a duty, and who is trusted for his own account.
Our plan is, 1., to consider the mode in which the surety enters into the
obligation. II. The extent of the obligation. III. The creditor's duty to
wards the surety. IV. The exoneration of the surety. V. The fulfil
ment of the surety's contract. VI. The surety's rights against the debtor.
Sometimes the surety unites with the debtor in a joint obligation, and
this is the most convenient form for the creditor. By this the parties bind
ing themselves, both place themselves in the position of debtors; and al
though as between the debtor and the surety all the principles of surety
ship apply, yet as 'between them and the creditor, for many purposes, they
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both stand as principal debtors. They are both bound in the same man
ner to do the act stipulated. Under this form of contract, the creditor is
bound to give notice to the surety of the debtor's default ; and he can imme
diately, and in the same legal proceeding, have his remedy against both the
parties.
Another form which this engagement assumes is, that of a separate con
tract by the surety, stipulating in terms that the debtor shall do the act in
question. Here the suretyship stands manifested upon the face of the obli
gation ; here, except where the stipulation by the surety is express to the
contrary, notice must be given of the debtor's default before the surety can
be called on : and the enforcing of the obligation against the debtor and the
surety must be by two independent proceedings ; and that against the surety
must be adopted with great care, and proceeded in with the utmost caution.
This form of the contract, while equally obligatory with a joint obligation,
has some disadvantages in point of convenience to the creditor, and some
advantages to the surety.
Suretyship is sometimes entered into by the endorsement of a promissory
note ; it then becomes subject, as to the creditor, who knows the character of
the endorsement, not only to the principles of the law of suretyship, but also
to the principles regulating promissory notes. The "engagement, although
an endorsement, must nevertheless be founded, by the principles of surety
ship, upon proper consideration of value or advantage, and it must be pur
sued by the creditor with that active diligence to demand payment and to
notify dishonor, which belong to the law of negotiable paper. Although
this is one of the most common, it is for these reasons not the most eligible
forms of suretyship. But it has one advantage to the creditor, which no other
form of this contract has, in being capable of being negotiable before its
maturity, and thus of forming part of the creditor's active capital.
A guaranty is often found in an express contract or memorandum, where
by for some motive or consideration expressed, (the significancy of which
the law is to approve,) the debt of another is expressly stipulated for,
and its payment agreed for : sometimes it grows out of the mode of dealing
between the creditor and his correspondents, who, for a certain agreed com
pensation, engage to make good the performance of the contracts of certain
debtors ; as agents for sales, with guaranty commission. Sometimes it grows
out of letters, by which trust is solicited for one, and which, when he becomes
debtor, imposes the obligation of surety upon the writer, as in letters of cre
dit. In whatever form the suretyship arises, it requires the usual circum
stances legally requisite to create an obligation, and it also carries with it
certain principles peculiar to itself.
The general principle of contracts most necessary to be here noticed, is,
that it must be upon a sufficient consideration, a principle common to all
contracts not under seal. The law does not regard the mere promise of any
man as a ground for proceeding against him, unless that promise has had
its origin in some advantage to the party promising, or some disadvantage
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the promise is made in reliance on it, the law pays no regard to such pro
mise. It deals not with mere sentiments nor with abstract principles of mo
rals; it looks only to those dealings between men in their intercourse of traf
fic which change their condition as to property or labor, and then only does
it step in as the arbiter of right and the avenger of wrongs.
Without further examination of what forms a consideration giving a legal
sanction to contracts at large, we will notice the circumstances applicable to
the contract of suretyship.
1. If th3 surety's promises be made before the creditor trusts the debtor, it
is requisite that the c reditor give trust upon the faith of the surety's promise,
or the latter is not bin ling. Here the consideration of the surety's promise
is the creditor's parting with his property ; the subject is one within the
law's domain, and it will enforce the obligation L;tters of credit are sure
tyship of this sort : these suretyships all derive their force from the creditor's
acting upon the request they contain ; they do not become contracts until
they are acted upon by the crediting party ; if the credit be given first, and
the letter of credit is afterwards presented, it is of no effect. Suretyships of
this nature require, that the creditor, trusting upon faith of them, should with
reasonable diligence inform the surety that he has acted upon his promise,
that the surety may know when, and to whom, and to what extent, he is
bound, and that he may be able to watch over the debtor for whom he en
gages, and in season demand such counter securities as maybe useful to him.
This notice of acting upon the promise ought never to be omitted by the
creditor: and although it is not very generally understood among mer
chants that this is essential to the validity of such guaranty, and although
all the circumstances under which it must be given, have not been accurate
ly settled among lawyers, yet no promise or guaranty for a future credit can
be safely relied on, unless a reasonable communication be made by the cre
ditor to the surety of the trust he has given ; and the many useful purposes
which this notice answers, and the frequent hardships of the surety's con
dition, renders it likely, that the more this subject shall be considered and
discussed, the more strictly and generally will this requirement be enforced.
2. Sometimes the surety's promise is made after the credit has been given,
and without any new inducement. It is then wholly nugatory : no matter
in what express words it has been made, nor what the nearness of relation
between the parties, nor what the fulness of proof of the promise, it is not
binding : nothing has been done on the faith of it ; the credit had already been
given ; and the promise is regarded as one of those essays of heedless good
nature with which the law has no concern.
But this position has an exception : where the credit is given at the sure
ty's request, but without a promise at the time to assume the debt ; then, al
though he did not promise before, nor at the time the credit was given—yet
if he expressly promises afterwards, he is liable : the inducement to the
credit was the act of the surety, and the law will take notice of his promise
to satisfy the debt thus created at his request : the previous request and sub
sequent promise are regarded as growing out of the same motives, and as
indivisible parts of one transaction.
3. But where the creditor has varied his condition in some manner, in
reliance on this new. promise of the surety, as if the creditor stipulated with
the surety to give the debtor a longer time to pay, or to forbear some reme
dy or security which he the creditor might adopt, or to give up part of the
debt, or if the creditor doubting his debtor's security, give a premium in
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money, or in any advantages, to the surety, and the latter, in consideration of
any ofthese things, stipulates for payment of the antecedent debt, or for some
past obligations of the debtor, the promise then becomes an available guaran
ty. It is to be remembered, however, that there must be this new considera
tion, or the whole promise is idle ; and this new consideration, too, must be
a matter definite in itself, and must actually alter the property or legal rights
of the creditor.
4. When the promise of the surety is not before nor after, but at the time
of the trust given by the creditor, then it is valid, on the principle that the
creditor was influenced by and acted on the promise of both the debtor and
surety, to part with his property, or alter his condition. The promise of the
surety has had effect in creating a bargain, and it must stand as a legal obli
gation.
It is essential, therefore, to a valid contract of suretyship, that the surety's
promises have been acted on by the creditor, so as to change the latter's con
dition ; and also, that in prospective suretyships, notice be given to the surety
of the credit.
5. Where, however, the contract of the surety is under his hand and seal,
the above principles as to the necessity of a consideration do not apply : the
sealing is considered by the law as conclusive evidence that a proper con
sideration has passed between the parties ; and this presumption can only be
defeated by showing fraud in obtaining the contract, either in its inducement
or its mode of execution. This circumstance would give to sealed guaran
ties a great advantage in mercantile use : but on the other hand, as a sealed
instrument comes within the inner recesses ofthe law's technicalities, as it re
quires great accuracy in the statement of the parties and in the precise terms
of the obligation, and is a formal matter, repulsive from its very formality, it
is not greatly in use, nor could it be much recommended as an ordinary
practice to merchants.
Besides the consideration required to give validity to a contract of surety
ship, the law requires absolutely, that it be in writing, and signed by the
surety. The agreement to answer for the debt, duty, or default of another,
must, by force of despotic statute law, be in writing ; and by agreement is
meant, not only the stipulation or thing promised to be done, but the consi
deration or legal motive that induces the promise. And this requirement of
writing does not apply merely to promises over a certain amount, (as in some
other cases,) but to all promises of suretyship, however small in amount.
The object of making writing an essential, is not merely to furnish evi
dence of the terms of the contract, nor is it simply a rule of evidence : it is
a rule of policy : the contract is void if not signed by the surety, although it
may have been written down in his presence, acknowledged by him, and
seen and heard by a score of witnesses. The law requires, as the only and
exclusive proof of his assent, his signature to the writing. This is founded
upon the uncertainty of testimony and its unfaithfulness ; upon the frequency
with which conversations of recommendation might be distorted ; upon the
danger of combinations between an unprincipled creditor, and needy and
ignorant or wicked dependents, to turn a bad debt upon the debtor's friend,
when the latter could not resort to any actual circumstances capable of in
dependent proof for his protection, to show the promise sworn upon him
either unfounded or improbable. It stands upon the danger of fraud and
perjury in relation to such engagements, and is exclusive of all oaths of
verbal communications. The guaranty, therefore, must be in writing ; no
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circumstance of proof nor excuse will supply this desideratum ; and the
writing must contain both the promise, and the ground or consideration on
which it is founded.
But there are cases, where a party has received property or other valua
ble consideration, and has thereupon made a promise to apply it to the de bt
of some other person : these are not treated as suretyships or promises for the
debt or default of another : the debt or duty is in fact that of the very party
promising, founded upon his own reception of the consideration of value,
and it is equally his debt, whether he accounts for it to the debtor or person
from whom he received the consideration, or to their creditors : it is his
own debt, and the circumstance that it is to be paid to one who happens to
be the creditor of another, and that the payment is to extinguish that debt,
does not destroy the original obligation on the party himself.
Such a
contract, although to the creditor it has the effect of a guaranty, yet to the
debtor it is the simple obligation of his own debt or liability.
To illustrate this : In a promise to pay one's debt, if the creditor will for
bear for a time, this forbearance, although of actual damage to the creditor,
could not have its value assessed, nor form the ground of any independent
or implied obligation ; it can only afford ground for an express promise
on his part, an obligation to do what he may expressly undertake and
specify. But if he receive from the debtor or his friends property to a cer
tain extent, to be accounted for, this would, from the nature of the thing,
create a debt of itself; and it would be no less, although he should have to
account for it to those who are creditors of the debtor.
The guaranty of sales made by factors and commission merchants gener
ally, is of this sort. The factor receives property for sale, with an under
standing to him whose property it is, to sell it only to such persons as he
will answer for : this is a direct obligation upon him, then, before he sells at
all : it needs not therefore any writing ; he is only stipulating for his own
conduct. When he does sell, he is already under a liability which the sale
consummates, but does not satisfy or discharge. Although this mode of re
sponsibility does not require a writing by the party bound, yet as he does be
come bound to his principal for the debts contracted by those to whom he
sells, he has all the privileges of a surety as to any interference by the prin
cipal with those debts.
Only one other particular as to the form of this contract will be noticed,
and that is this : the promise of guaranty must be absolutely perfect. A
mere offer to guaranty, or saying that if such a one should wish to purchase,
you should be willing to guaranty, are not to be relied on. There must be
an actual promise to be responsible, a present assumption, not looking to a
farther act or circumstance on the surety's part: and as the contract of sure
tyship is one never extended beyond the clearest meaning of its express terms,
great care should always be used that the words of a guaranty, relied on,
be a direct and explicit promise, and not a mere declaration of any confi
dence or intentions, however favorable to the debtor.
Supposing now the contract of suretyship formally made, either by bond
under seal, or by a writing signed and expressing the consideration on which
it is made, we next have to determine its extent, its meaning, its applica
tion to the debtor's contract.
In determining all these things, a strict construction is to be applied : that
is, the words are to extend no farther than they literally and clearly express ;
nor even to the extent of their literal meaning, unless within the obvious pur
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pose of the party. The contract, as was observed preliminarily, is founded
on distrust of the debtor, or person seeking to be trusted : it is a contract bur
densome to the surety, that is, generally involving an obligation without
benefit to the surety, or with a benefit very small in comparison with his lia
bility. Now this distrust on the part of the creditor is not to be presumed bevond
what he has in terms stated : nor is the surety to be presumed to extenj his
liability, thus gratuitous, or scantily compensated, beyond what he also has
explicitly declared. Besides, the law considers suretyship a contract for the
benefit of the weak and the needy, and therefore deserving favor: and it is
therefore jealous of having any greater extent given to it than that to which
the parties most plainly have agreed. A guaranty, therefore, for goods to be
sold, could not, by any agreement between the debtor and creditor, be made
to apply to an old debt ; a guaranty for an old debt, could not be applied to
goods to be sold. One for goods to be sold, could not be applied to money to be
lent, or credit furnished, with which goods may be purchased by the debtor
himself. In this case it may be asked, where is the difference between fur
nishing goods, or money to the same extent with which goods are purcha
sed, the amount being the same and the result the same : the answer is, that
it is not the very thing the surety has chosen to stipulate for: perhaps he
might have stipulated for this, but he has not : he might also have refused
from mere caprice to so stipulate, and as he was under no obligation to be
come surety, he has a right to put himself upon caprice, if he had pleased
by it to justify a refusal. Besides, it is not always as safe to put money or a
credit into a person's hands as goods : there are temptations to improper use
in ready money and ready credit, of which the more cumbrous and incon
vertible condition of goods is free ; at all events, the surety is entitled to judge
of this before he is bound, and he can on no principle be supposed to have
left it to others to infer, how far he might go in good nature or in sporting
a hazard, by coming into a suretyship.
So, too, a guaranty to one person for goods, will not cover a sale affected
by another on the faith of that guaranty, even if he to whom the guaranty is
made, should assume a liability for such a purchase. Here, too, the
matter guarantied, and the matter done, seem to be entire equivalents.
But the surety does not commit himself to equivalents. He has a right
to say to him to whom the guaranty is made, I trusted to your fair
ness as to your sales, your prices, and quality of goods : I wished to have the
debtor begin a dealing with you : I desired that you, and not your neighbor,
should receive the benefit of the sale: I intended to stand in relation of a
party bound to you only, and not to you as a mere representative of another,
and bound to act on his dictation. And whether any such consideration
would be true or not, yet the surety has a full right to say, true or not, you,
creditor, had no right to consider what I would do : look you only to what
I have done.
Again, a suretyship to a co-partnership, does not protect the dealings with
that firm, after it has assumed a new partner or left out an old one. The
guaranty ofa debt to A., B., & C, is not one of a debt to A. & B., nor of one
to A., B., C, & D. ; the debt is different, and the terms of the guaranty, there
fore, do not identically apply. Besides, the partner who went out may have
been a cautious man, or one in whom the surety had confidence: the partner
who has come in, may be the reverse. By the partners embraced within the
words of the guaranty, the credit may have been niggardly given, ungra
ciously and uninvitingly offered, and therefore less freely used—all to the
benefit ofthe surety's actual liabilities. These things might have been rea
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sons weighty in the eyes of the surety : but whether so or not, he alone is to
judge, and to say, whether having bound himself to a certain thing, or to
certain persons, he would therefore bind himself to another thing or other
persons, however similar.
This doctrine as to a change of the creditor parties, applies very exten
sively to bonds for the faithful behavior of clerks, and to standing or con
tinuing guaranties.
Again, where the duty for which the surety engages.be one of a tempora
ry character, although renewable, such as the officer of a corporation elect
ing its officers annually, a bond for the good behavior of such a person, al
though in terms general and unrestricted, will not extend to a renewed ap
pointment after the expiration of the current term of office. The surety has
a right to put himself on the identity of the duty : he engages for a man
whose office necessarily ends with the year. It not being certain to every
one that he will be appointed a second, the surety is not therefore supposed
to have but one year in view, although, by indefinite terms, he may seem to
embrace it. Besides, the change in the persons who appoint, in the vigilance
with which the person appointed will be watched, or the carelessness with
which he may be trusted, will vary : at all events, the surety might think so,
and must have been asked about it, and assented to it, before his obligation is
to be made to cover it.
All these instances illustrate the principle, that a surety is to be bound to
the simplest extent of his obligation, and not farther: like Antonio's bond to
Shylock, which was a suretyship, the obligation to give a pound of flesh
carries not the right to one single drop of blood.
But in all these and other cases, if the terms of the surety's engagement
do, by express terms, cover all such or similar or other changes in the form
or substance of the debt or duty guaranteed, the surety will be bound. There
is no illegality or imperfection in his stretching the borders of his engage
ment.
One important instance of construction in guaranties, is to determine
whether they are temporary or continuing guaranties. A surety may en
gage to be responsible for another to the extent of a thousand dollars ; it is
essential to know if this is terminated after that amount is trusted, or if it
continues as long as that amount credited from time to time remains unpaid 1
The only general rule here is, that as you are to hold strictly within a
surety's promise, so therefore you are not to construe any guaranty to be a
continuing one, unless it be so in express terms or necessary implication.
When it is a continuing guaranty, it is usually limited to a certain
amount.
The question here will often arise, as to the application of a series of pay
ments made by the debtor to a creditor, who has several debts owing to him
by the debtor, some of which are guarantied and some are not. Has the
surety a right to have all the payments applied to the debts on which he is
liable, or has the creditor a right to apply them to the debts unprotected by
a surety 1
The rules on this subject are founded on the idea, that as the payment
proceeds from the debtor, and is an application of property in his control, it
shall follow the impulse he gives it ; and if he is silent, then the question is
as to his presumable intentions. Upon this principle, the rules seems to be
thus :
vol. I. — no. v.
54
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1. Where the debtor, at the time of the payment, directs its application, his
direction must be conformed to.
2. Where the debtor dexs not so direct, the creditor, at the time of pay
ment, but not afterwards, may make the application as he pleases: being
done at the time, and the debtor not dissenting nor directing, it is in fact a
tacit application by the debtor himself. His silence speaks.
3. Where neither debtor nor creditor make the application at the time,
then, if third persons are concerned, neither has nor have both united a right
subsequently to make the application of the payment to the prejudice of such
third person—the past is unalterable: the law then applies the payments,
and in its application adopts several rules: all other things being equal, and
the debts alike, it applies the payment to the more ancient debt before the
more recent. If the debts are unlike, it applies it to the debt which, on its
face, it is the debtor's chief interest to discharge ; since, as the creditor has
not made the application at the time, he is presume d to have been directed by
the debtor, and the debtor will be presumed to have applied it as his interest
required.
It will be perceived, that whether a surety be liable for a debt or not, has
no concern with the legal inferences as to the application of the payments,
farther than to prevent a retroactive application.
Our next topic is, the implied obligation of the creditor to the surety. The
contract of suretyship is always a beneficial one to the creditor; and as to the
surety, it is always a burdensome one, assuming an obligation primarily
falling on another. It is a very natural result of these considerations, that
the creditor, for whose benefit this contract is entered into, should be bound
to give to the surety every aid in causing the debt to be paid by the debtor,
whose obligation it is; and the surety to be reimbursed out of the means of
the debtor all that he may be obliged to advance. As between the debtor
and his surety, the right of the latter to the most full and advantageous re
dress is of most obvious equity : it is the debtor's own contract, assume d by the
surety, that the debtor may derive an advantage from the contract guarantied.
And if the surety be thus entitled against the debtor, the creditor, who also is
benefitted by the contract, which is made certain to him by the surety's un
dertaking, would outrage every principle of good feeling. and of natural
justice, if he did not consider himself bound to give every aid to the surety.
The law recognises and supports these obligations of the creditor to the
surety, by its principle of substitution.
By this, the surety is held entitled to have the unimpaired benefit of
every remedy of the creditor against his debtor, and of every advantage
or collateral security of which the creditor might avail himself; and
the law sanctions this principle, not simply by making the creditor re
sponsible for the actual loss which the surety might sustain in conse
quence of the creditor's impairing his rights of redress, but, in some in
stances, by the more severe consequence of exonerating the surety from
his whole obligation. Thus, the surety being entitled to sue the debtor
upon payment by himself, and to do it in the creditor's name if desired,
every act of the creditor which impairs this immediate right of redress, dis
charges the surety. The creditor, therefore, by enlarging the time of pay
ment, (by any valid promise,) by releasing the debtor, by destroying any of
the collateral securities in his own hands for the debt, violates the surety's
rights in them, and therefore must no longer look to his responsibility. All
the doctrine of the exoneration of sureties subsequently to the contracting of
their obligation, rests upon this right in favor of the surety ; and the creditor
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must never forget, that he can do no act which shall in the smallest degree
impair his remedies against the debtor or his other securities : and this prin
ciple applies with equal force, although both the surety's obligation and the
debtors, have been enforced by suit and judgment: it is a defence from which
he is not precluded by any judgment or legal proceedings against him or the
debtor: his right to the substitution grows out of the nature of his obliga
tion ; of course it is not lessened, but increased, by having that obligation tnforced: and he may therefore, upon such conduct by the creditor as would
interfere with the free pursuit of all the remedies and redress in the credi
tor's hands, have all farther proceedings against him prohibited.
This right of substitution belongs as well to the guarantying party, who
engages through interest, as to him who makes the engagement from mo
tives wholly disinterested ; it grows out of the natural justice of resorting first
to the debtor, and to the securities by him given for his own debt, in prefer
ence to the property of another man.
This right of substitution, also, gives a subsequent surety a right to enforce
the creditor's contracts against anterior sureties, although the latter stand
equally strangers to the principal obligation. Thus, if the creditor, having
notes with the endorsement ofsureties, obtains a subsequent guaranty, that
subsequent surety is entitled not only to the remedies against the makers of
the notes, but also against the endorsers : and if the principal debtor have
been sued and given bail, (who are sureties of the most favored class.) the
last surety is entitled to have this obligation of the bail also enforced in his
favor, even although subsequently entered into. The reason is, that every
advantage connected with the primary obligation is deemed to be in contem
plation of the surety when his secondary obligation is contracted ; and that
all the advantages attached to the original debt, shall always be continued to
it, whether it remain payable to the cteditor, or to the surety, on his substi
tuting himself in his place by a payment.
So far has this principle been attempted to be carried, that it has been in
sisted on that the creditor shall adopt measures of active diligence to collect
the principal debt, or lose the liability of the surety : and in one instance, this
has been held so ; namely, where a surety requests the creditor to pursue his
debt or securities for it, and the latter neglects to do so, and by subsequent
circumstances his debtor or securities prove insufficient to satisfy the dtbt,
the surety is in such case discharged. This, however, is rather an anomaly.
It is not very consistent with the rights of the creditor: for. he takes the
suretyship, because he does not rest upon the security of the primary debtor :
he takes the suretyship because he wishes to be freed from the obligation of
a vigilant pursuit: he asks the surety to take upon himself this obligation,
and this is the substance of the surety's engagement : the latter engages for
the debtor's fidelity, and ought to be bound to look after it : and it would seem
that if t lie creditor is ready to receive his debt, and has been passive, so as not
to deprive the surety of his advantages upon his paying the debt, he, the
creditor, is blameless.
But except in the instance above stated, there is no obligation on the
creditor to pursue the debtor in priority to the surety: he has entitled him
self by his precaution to turn over all this care to the surety, and to say to
the latter, I have taken your engagement because I was not satisfied with
the debtor's; I did not know him, or knowing, I did not trust him: you
trusted him. you entered into an engagement growing justly only out of
your better knowledge of the debtor, or your greater confidence in or great
er control over him. He, as I feared, has not performed his obligation :
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you, as I expected, have been called on : and it is not now yours to complain,
that that default has happened, the expectation of which has alone given rise
to our contract ; or to found upon the very cause of your obligation an ex
cuse to be free from its immediate performance. The creditor, therefore, may
always hold himself discharged from the surety's requests to prosecute, by
offering to the surety to substitute the latter in his place, on receiving the debt ;
and generally, the creditor is not bound to watch the debtor, nor to pursue
him, nor to use any other precautions than not actually to obstruct a redress
against him.
Whenever, therefore, circumstances render useful any indulgence to the
debtor, or any change in the condition of the security placed by him in the
creditor's hands, the consent ofthe surety must be obtained : after which, he
cannot allege an injury from such indulgence.
In conformity with the principle which holds the surety discharged by in
dulgence to the debtor, only in consequence of the rights of redress by the
surety being thereby impaired, it has been held, that the creditor may even
discharge a debtor, if in the discharge the rights of the surety against the
debtor for his claims be clearly and fully reserved. Still this needs to be
very cautiously examined before it is admitted as a safe proceeding : and ex
cept upon careful professional advice, and on circumstances of much exigen
cy, the creditor must not discharge or delay any of his remedies against the
debtor, or the collateral securities he may have given.
We next come to the fulfilment of the surety's obligation. This supposes
the debtor to have failed. Generally, where the obligation is a distinct sure
tyship on its face, the creditor must notify the surety ofthe d( btor's default be-'
fore he calls upon the surety : it being supposed that, except where the surety
places himself in the situation of a principal debtor, or undertakes expressly
and directly in terms for the performance, the creditor will know before the
surety does the non-payment ofthe debt to which the latter is not primarily a
party. But this notice need not be given immediately, as in the case of notice
of the dishonor of negotiable paper : it is sufficient if given within a reason
able time from the debtor's default, and before suit against the surety. If de
layed unreasonably, and the surety have, for want of such notice, been put to
loss in his suretyship, it might be difficult to answer whether the surety
would not be discharged.
But although notice of the debtor's default is necessary before proceeding
against the surety, suit against the debtor is not : as before remarked, the
object of taking a surety on part of the creditor, is to avoid the necessity of
resorting to a person in whose integrity or solvency he has little confidence:
and besides, the expenses of the suit against the debtor will not be at the
charge of the surety, unless adopted at his express request, or sanctioned
plainly by him.
Nor is the creditor confined to proceeding upon one only of his obligations :
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principal debt, and that unimpaired and undiminished ; and if any judgment
have been obtained by the creditor against the debtor, the surety is entitli d
to have that judgment placed in his hands for immediate execution. The
surety has also a right, where others have become co-sureties at the same
time, and in the same rank with him, to call upon them to make up to him
their equal shares ofall that he has paid beyond the aliquot part of the debt
which he ought to bear.
Often, counter securities are placed in the surety's hands; and upon the fail
ure of the principal debtor, the surety also stops payment, and attempts to treat
these securities as his own property, and himself as the actual and only resort
of the creditor. But, although such counter securities are put into thesurcty's
hands to indemnify him only, yet the creditor has a right, against the consent
both of the debtor and the surety, to compel the application of these counter
securities to his debt. The law considers such counter securities, however
declared to be for the personal benefit of the surety, to belong to the
debt itself ; and that they ought to go to benefit the actual owner of the
debt ; the surety holding such counter securities is a trustee of them for
the creditor, in the same manner as the creditor is a trustee for the surety,
of securities he may hold for the debt; and if the surety be insolvent, or an
unsafe depository of the funds placed in his hands as counter security, a court
of equity will restrain him from disposing of them, and place them in a safe
condition.
Often, the security takes a bond of indemnity as a counter security, stipula
ting to protect him against all loss and damage from his suretyship. When
this is done, it should always be double in its stipulations, containing
one that the debtor shall pay or perform the obligation required, and another,
that the surety shall be indemnified against loss. If the counter security
contain only the indemnity, and not the performance, clause, it cannot be
made available until after the surety shall have paid upon the suretyship
contract, and this is always inconvenient, and in its delay may be ruinous;
but, where it contains both clauses, the surety may proceed against the debtor
as soon as the creditor can against the surety ; and the surety's remedy over
will be ripened as early as his own liability can be enforced.
In the application, however, of the principles of suretyship to practice,
some very unjust considerations are apt to have influence. Most generally
the surety is disappointed when he is called on to pay upon his contract, for
probably few make the engagement unless quite satisfied that they shall not
be called upon to lose in consequence of it ; and for this reason, also, as well
as from heedless good nature, men enter into the contract with little foresight.
When, however, the loss comes upon him. the surety is apt to be soured by
the disappointment and the loss, and perhaps finds himself committed for a
heavy and ruinous amount. He then first casts about to see whether there
be no loophole or flaw in his engagement, by which he may escape the force
of the law. And although the principles of favor to sureties give them many
advantages in a legal struggle on a doubtful point, yet the question of ho
nesty is generally very plain. They may be legally exonerated by some
technical informality or omission, while they know perfectly well, and their
consciences are loud in informing them, that they supposed themselves bound,
knew that the creditor supposed it, and that upon faith of this the contract
was made and his property parted with ; and yet many a man, in such cases,
with respectable pretensions in mercantile life, will take the advantage of his
legal impunity, and violate his moral obligation. It need not be asked if this
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be just, if it be honest, if it be true. Nor need we inquire into the charac'pr
of that honesty, or the quality of that honor, which will only perform an ob
ligation when it can be enforced by the sheriff
It also often happens, that a surety, finding himself involved by engage
ments of this sort, and weighed down by them and by debts primarily his
own, makes a broad distinction between his suretyships and his other debts,
on the ground that the effect of his suretyship was not to increase his own
property, and therefore he ought first to devote it to his other creditors in
preference to suretyship creditors. It is worthy of much consideration to an
honorable man, whether he can do this in justice. Theobligation ofthe surety
ship debt is perfect, and the creditor has parted with his property on the faith of
it, just as much as any other creditor parts with it when he delivers it tothesurety himself. The loss to him is as hard as to any other ofthe surety's creditors,
and the circumspection ofthe creditor who has exacted a suretyship certain
ly ought not to postpone his claims to receive equal justice at the surety's
hands. Yet, in how few instances does the creditor of a surety receive his
measure of justice, and how needful is it that public opinion on this subject
should be pointed to the eternal principles of right and wrong, and made to
take deep effect upon violations of this obligation.
Closing our observations on the particular subject, it is not out of placetosay,
that, to this enlightened public opinion uponmattersof ordinary traffic and busi
ness, we must look as the source of all our improvements in mercantile ethics.
Laws to rectify abuses in trade can be obtained vyith difficulty ; interminable
discussions arise as to modes of remedy ; interested parties will bring to debate
the plainest principles of policy and morals ; ignorance, inexperience, and pre
sumption, will be met with in legislative halls ; and even laws, however wise,
avail but little against laxness of integrity and a debased moral feeling. But
well principled public opinion meets men at every turn : it faces them in the
exchange, stands beside them in the store ; it whispers to them at the fireside,
and thunders after them in .the highway ; men see character given and
withheld upon its breath ; it is the real sovereign in our country.
Sovereign, however, as it is, and powerful as pre-eminent, we are ourselves
its very makers. Public opinion is but the aggregate of individual opinions,
and an aggregate, the weight of which is not estimated by numbersalone, but by
the character and circumstances of those from whom it is drawn forth, estima
ted and taking effect as acted out in conduct. To form it, we are not merely to
combine our declarations and resolves, but to show forth in all our conduct,
under every provocation and every pressure, those principles of truth, justice,
and regard to public good, which ought to form its basis ; to show those
principles, not simply by exacting conduct in conformity to them from others,
but by practising them in our own cases, and against our own apparent inte
rests ; to forbear a legal exoneration when we are in justice and honor bound ;
to refuse an unjust advantage, when the blame would all rest on another, and the
benefit fall to ourselves : these are the means by which we may help to form,
to rectify, and control this powerful public opinion. And may it not be per
mitted to me, young merchants of New York, to commend to you this sub
ject, as one upon which you ought to make your influence felt? It is the
American system, the system of this young and rising empire, to place high
responsibilities and duties on men in very early life, and it is its wisdom.
The middle aged we may criticise, speculate upon, and judge, but can we
alter? The young are of course to be moulded, and may therefore be im
proved. Arouud them hover our wishes, upon them rest our hopes. Their
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impulse is vigorous, their step firm, and their progress irresistible ; and, gen
tlemen of the Association, when I think on your numbers, your present ad
vantages, your future prospects, can it be extravagant to say, that upon you
will it greatly rest to raise, elevate, and perpetuate the mercantile character
of our country.

Art. VI. — MERCANTILE LAW CASES.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE GUARANTY WARRANTY DECEIT BILLS OF
EXCHANGE PROTEST FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY CONSPIRACY
TO CHEAT.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE GUARANTY.
The case of MtLaren v. Watson, which was tried in New York, and is
reported in the last volume of Wcndell's Reports, was an action on a writ
ten guaranty, signed by the defendant, of the following purport :
" New York, April 28, 1838.
" I hereby guarantee the payment of a note at sixty days, drawn by Wil
liam A. Blackney and Edgar C. Blackney, payable to the order of William
Watson, (New Milford, Conn.,) William Watson, (393 Pearl street,) and
Daniel S. Tutbill, (13 Christopher street,) for ©300, value received. Dated
April 28, 1838."
There were many objections to the plaintiff's recovery, all of which were
overruled by the Supreme Court, who held, among other things :
1. That a general guaranty, without naming any person as the party
guarantied, is a valid instrument, and may be enforced by any one who ad
vances money upon it ; and he may, in an action on the guaranty, declare
as upon a promise to himself.
2. But such guaranty is not negotiable, so that an action may be brought
upon it in the name of any person other than him in whose hands it first be
came available, unless it be upon the note, the payment of which it guaran
ties. If it be upon the note, it may be treated as an endorsement, having the
quality of negotiability, with the farther benefit of a demand and notice.
3. It would seem, also, the Court say, that when the guaranty is an abso
lute promise to pay, and not a mere guaranty for collection, and an advance
of money is made upon the strength of the declaration of its validity by the
guarantor, that the guarantor would be held liable, although there should be
no note in existence.
4. In a guaranty to pay the debt of another, the words, " for value recei
ved," is a sufficient expressing of the consideration to render the instrument
obligatory.
5. It seems that receiving a worthless note as payment is not an extin
guishment of a debt.
GUARANTY.
In the case of Ward v. Fryer''s Executrix, (19 Wendell's Reports, 494.)
the court held, that an action will not lie on a promise by one to indemnify
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and save another harmless from all loss which he may sustain, in conse
quence of making advances to a third person, at the request of the promisor,
without showing an ineffectual attempt to coerce judgment from the party
to whom the advances were made, or that endeavors to collect the money
from him would have been useless, by reason of his insolvency, or other
wise.
WARRANTY DECEIT.
The case of A. <$f S. E. Salsbury v. Staincr df others, decided at Albany,
at the January term of the Supreme Court of New York, (19 Wendell's Re
ports, 159,) was an action in which the plaintiffs sought to recover back the
price of 184 bales of Italian hemp, for which they had paid the defendants,
at the rate of $210 per ton, the sum of $5,779 71, besides charges for cartage.
When the hemp came to be worked, it was discovered that the interior of
the bales was very different from the exterior, not only being of an inferior
quality, but containing large quantities of tow. The plaintiff opened and
worked twelve bales, and reshipped the remainder to the city of New York,
where the defendants resided, and tendered the hemp to the defendants, de
manding a return of the money paid for it. The hemp was examined in New
York by two men experienced in the article, who concurred in stating that
it was not worth more than $150 per ton. The plaintiffs produced a Tetter,
accompanying the invoice received by them from the defendants, containing
the following clauses : "there is no more first quality hemp now remain
ing, but we should be glad to sell our third quality at about $175, if you
have any use for it. We have only eight tons of it on hand. Our second
quality we hold at $205 at retail ; and "advices received from Trieste this
morning by the English packet, quote first quality Ferara hemp, same as
sold to you," &c. The plaintiffs also proved that the defendants, in speaking
of the hemp in question to other persons to whom they offered to sell the
same, previous to the sale to the plaintiffs, represented it as hemp of the first
quality.
On the part of the defendants, it was proved, that the purchase was made
by the plaintiff, S. E. Salisbury ; that the hemp, at the time of the purchase,
was not in the defendants' storehouse, but in the storehouse of Messrs De
Rham & Moore ; that the defendants sent a person in their employment to
the store of Do Rham & Moore to show the hemp to the plaintiff, telling
him at the same time, examine well for yourself; the plaintiff proceeded to
where the hemp was, cut open a bale, and though he said nothing, appeared
satisfied with the quality. The witness testified that the plaintiff might, if
he had so chosen, have cut open every bale; he had the opportunity. It
was farther proved, that the plaintiffs disavowed charging the defendants with
fraud in the sale of the hemp.
At the trial before Judge Vanderpoel, at the Rensselaer circuit, in 1835,
thejury, under the instructions ofthe court, returned a verdict for the plain
tiffs for $6,110 45.
The defendants moved for a new trial, and after argument before the Su
preme Court, it was decided that a new trial should be granted. The Court
held:
1. That there was no implied warranty in the case, that the interior of
the bales should correspond in quality with the exterior; and if there was
fraud, the vendor was not responsible in damages, unless it was shown that
he was privy to it.
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2. Where the purchaser opens and examines one of several bales, and is
at liberty to open others, but omits to do so, and the quality of the hemp in
the bales not examined dots not correspond with that opened, he is not per
mitted to allege that the sale was a sale by sample, nor to contend that he is
entitled to recover damages as on an implied warranty.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE PROTEST.
The case of Rogers v. Jackson (reported in the 15th volume of Wendell's
Reports) was an action against the defendant as second endorser of a promis
sory note. To prove a protest for non-payment, the plaintiff introduced a
notary's certificate, stating a demand and protest for non-payment, and thm
proceeding as follows: " and I did on the same day put in the post office in
the city of New York, a notice ofthe said protest, directed to James & John
P. Jackson, endorsers of the said note, at Patterson landing, New Jersey,
the reputed place of residence of the said James & John P. Jackson."
The defendant contended that the certificate of the notary was defective in
omitting to state " the post office nearest to the reputed place of residence of
the defendant," in accordance with the requirements of a statute of NewYork,
passed in 1833. The Court sustained the objection, and held that the certi
ficate was defective.
FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTCY.
The recent trial of Thomas W. Dyott, in Philadelphia, has caused so
much excitement there, and is fraught with so much that is instructive in a
mercantile point of view, that we are induced to give an extended account of
the case.
A few years since, Dr. Dyott established a famous manual labor bank in
Philadelphia, and by means of circulars, advertisements, and false represent
ations, induced a great many people, principally of the middling interest
and poorer classes, to deposite their earnings in his bank. The institution
became insolvent, and the banker applied for a discharge as an insolvent.
After a long examination, the court refused to grant the application, and com
mitted him to jail in accordance with the following provision of the law :
" If it shall appear to the court, upon the hearing of any petition, either
by the examination of the petitioner, or other evidence, that there is just
ground to believe that he has concealed any part of his estate or effects, or
colluded or contrived with any person for such concealment, or conveyed
the same to any person for the use of himself, or of any of his family or
friends, or with the expectation of receiving any future benefit to himself, or
them, and with intent to defraud his creditors, in every such case it shall be
the duty of the court to commit such persons to the jail of the county, for
trial, &c.
"Ifsuch debtor shall, upon trial, ke convicted of any of the acts mentioned
in the preceding section, he shall be adjudged g-uilty of a misdemeanor, and
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Jr. certain merchandise, value $50,000. 4. Colluding with the same per
son to conceal same goods. 5. Colluding with Michael B. Dyott to con
ceal goods, value $30,000. 6. Colluding with William Wells to conceal
$840 in money. 7. Conveying to Julia Dyott certain furniture, value
$1000. 8. Concealing certain merchandise, "value $50,000. 9, 10, 11.
Concealing sums of money laid at different amounts, but the same charge,
viz. $300,000, $100,000, $10,000.
The trial commenced about the first of May, and continued with slight in
terruptions till the first of June. Sixty-eight witnesses were examined for the
commonwealth, and thirty-three for the defendant. There was also much
documentary evidence. The jury returned a verdict of guilty.
At a subsequent day, the defendant moved for a new trial ; but after a full
and elaborate argument, the court overruled the motion, and he was senten
ced to confinement in the Eastern Penitentiary three years.
Dr. Dyott is more than seventy years of age. Previous to receiving sen
tence, he presented to the court the following letter :
•' The subscriber respectfully submits the following remarks, in perfect sin
cerity and truth. He is aware that they can have no effect upon his liabili
ty to the penalties of the law. He has been pronounced guilty by a jury.
Successive applications to arrest the judgment, and to set aside the verdict,
have failed. The sentence of the court is now inevitable. This solemn as
surance is deliberately made, under no expectation that the sentence can be
averted or its character assuaged He is induced by higher motives to de
clare in the face of God and man, that he is not guilty of the offences with
which he is charged — that he has not in his possession or under his con
trol, money or property of any description — that no person whatever, with
his knowledge, or according to his belief, has or holds property or money
for his use or benefit — that nothing is withheld or concealed from his credi
tors, by himself or by any other person, with his connivance, consent,
knowledge, or according to his belief — that he has faithfully-surrendered
all that he owned or could claim for the payment of his debts — that he is '
literally penny less — and that he has, without reservation or disguise, truly
disclosed, in his public examination, all that he knows concerning his pro
perty and business that can in any way whatever be of any advantage to his
creditors, or any of them.
T. W. Dyott.
August 30th, 1839."
" It is impossible," says the Philadelphia Gazette, " to contemplate the
imprisonment of this man, at the age of seventy years, with his gray hairs,
in solitary confinement and at hard labor, without feelings of commiseration
for himself, his family, and his friends." "We believe," adds that paper,
" Dr. Dyott guilty of fraudulent insolvency. The trial, after a long and
most patient investigation, has so decided." And " one can not contemplate
the losses of special depositors in the Dyott bank, without indignation and
sorrow ; yet pity mingles with a feeling of justice, when the maitt actor in
the fraud, bent with years, goes into the gloomy recesses of a penitential
cell, there, perhaps, to end his days."
CONSPIRACY TO CHEAT.
Subsequent to the trial of Dr. Dyott, as above, several individuals were
brought before the Mayor of Philadelphia, and after a full and elaborate
examination, were ordered to recognise for their appearance at the court of
criminal sessions, to answer the charge ot conspiring with Dr. Dyott to de
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fraud the community. One of these, Jacob Ridgway, represented as very
wealthy, refused to give bail, and was committed. He immediately sued out
a writ of habeas corpus, and was brought before the court of common pleas.
The court, after a full hearing of the case, ordered him to be discharged.
It appeared in evidence at this examination, that some time prior to the fifth
of May, 1836, Thomas W. Dyott established a banking institution in the city
of Philadelphia, by the name of the Manual Labor Bank, and on the ninth
of May, executed a bond and warrant of attorney to Stephen Simpson, Samuel
S. Sneyd, Peter A. Calder, and John A. Rowe, in the penalty of $500,000,
stating, that " he had already issued, and was about to issue, his certain pro
missory notes for various sums of money," and ''had already received, and
is about to receive and hold in deposit, such sums of money as shall be left
and deposited with him at his said banking house." The condition of the
bond was for the faithful payment and discharge of those notes and deposits,
or, in default thereof, execution to issue against his real estate. Judgment
was then issued on this bond in the District Court for the city and county of
Pniladelphia, on the 1 1th of May, 1836, and the warrant of attorney filed.
In April, 1837, a run was commenced on the bank by the note holders and
depositors, which Dr. Dyott was unable to meet without assistance. He then
applied to Ridgway (who had before that time occasionally discounted his
notes or loaned him money) for aid. The latter agreed to advance money
from time to time on receiving satisfactory security for its repayment, and on
the 6th of April, 1837, Dr. Dyott executed his bond and warrant of attorney
in favor of Ridgway, in the penal sum of $40,000, conditioned for the repay
ment of such moneys as mioht be advanced to him, and, as a farther security,
on the 7th of April, 1837, Dr. Dyott assigned to him an invoice of glass
ware, valued by Dr. Dyott at $93,899 28. The run on the bank continued
until the general suspension of specie payments in May, 1837. During that
time, Ridgway advanced about $30,000. His whole advances during the year
1837, being in the neighborhood of $50,000.
On the 19th May, 1837, Messrs. Simpson, Sneyd, and others, executed an
assignment of the bond for $500,000 to Ridgway, to hold the same " in trust
for the uses and purposes" in the said bond mentioned. This assignment was
entered of record on the 22d of May, 1837, and the judgment marked to the
use of the relator. The existence of the bond as a security for the bank had
been published in the newspapers, but without the names of the obligees or
trustees. Soon after the assignment, the advertisement was altered by Dr.
Dyott's inserting the name of •' Jacob Ridgway, trustee and bond holder."
Dr. Dyott was the owner of considerable real estate, which he valued at
$200,000, though Ridgway never considered it worth more than one third
of that sum, and on one occasion told the Doctor that it would not bring
$50,000. What was in reality the value of it does not appear. He also
possessed considerable personal property, but on the 1st of July, 1837, he as
signed all his stock (including the glass ware which had been assigned as
collateral security to the relator) to J. B. and C. YV. Dyott, his son and ne
phew, for the nominal sum of $150,000. On ascertaining the fact, Ridg
way required in lieu thereof additional security for his debt, and on the 1st
February, 1838, he received the bond of T. W. Dyott, and J. B. and C. W.
Dyott, for $45,594 83, and on the 10th of May, of the same year, another
bond of the same parties for $13,879 67. He continued his advances until
September, 1 838, in various sums, amounting in all, during that year, (inclu
ding the purchase of the mortgages of $5,000 each,) to the sum of $49,460.
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After the assignment of the bond to Ridgway, and the advertisement of his
name as trustee and bond holder, many persons called on him to ascertain
the value of the notes and the security of the deposites. He always stated
his belief in their security, but generally stated that belief to be founded on
the representations of Dr. Dyott ; but on some occasions he appeared to speak
without reference to the statements of Doctor Dyott. These statements were
made in 1837; in November of that year he said to one witness who.called
on him, that he believed the real or personal estate of the Doctor was suffi
cient to pay his debts', and that in his opinion the notes of the Manual Labor
Bank were better than those of the Loan or Savings Institution. On the 1 1th
September, 1838, the bond for $500,000 was re-assigned by Ridgway to the
original obligees, (Simpson, Sneyd, and others,) and the judgment marked
to their use ; no other notice was given of this re-assignment at that time, but
at a meeting of the creditors of the bank in November of that year, the
fact of the re-assignment was mentioned ; that meeting was called for the
purpose of devising means to enable the bank to continue in operation : a
committee was appointed to wait on Ridgway.and solicit from hima loan of
$30,000, but he declined making any farther advances, and no other efforts
appear to have been made by that committee.
These were the principal facts in the case, on which the counsel for the
government insisted that there was probable cause for binding the defendant
over to answer the following charges, viz. : 1. Conspiracy to establish an
unlawful bank. 2. Conspiracy to support an unlawful bank with a false
capital. 3. Conspiracy to support an unlawful bank with a false capital,
knowing the representation of capital to be false. And each of these with a
view to cheat and defraud the citizens of the Commonwealth.
The remaining charges urged as indicating a fraudulent conspiracy, were,
1. the acceptance of the assignment and making a re-assignment of the bond
for $500,000 ; 2. The frequent interviews between Ridgway and Dyott ; 3.
The representations uniformly made of the solvency of the bank ; and, 4.
Ridgway's representations of solvency, after he knew of the fraudulent trans
fer of the goods as igned to him as a collateral security.
After a full hearing of the case, the court were unanimously of opinion,
that there was not sufficient evidence against the defendant to warrant his be
ing held to answer the charge of conspiracy, and he was discharged.
We learn that several of the creditors of the bank have commenced civil
actions again-t Ridgway, to try the question whether he is responsible for the
debts. It may be proper to state, in conclusion, that the testimony before
the Court of Common Pleas was different from that before the mayor:
several witnesses, and among them one said to be the most important for the
Commonwealth, who were examined there, were not examined in the first
mentioned court.
Beware of over-trading. — If. by depending upon fictitious credit, you
extend your business very far beyond your real capital, the hazard of bank
ruptcy and ruin will be great. In this case, you risk not only your own pro
perty, but that of your creditors, which is hardly reconcilable with honest
principles. When the profits of trade happen to be greater than ordinary,
over-trading becomes general ; and, if any sudden change occur in the state
of the commerce or currency of the country, a revulsion must inevitably en
sue, and consign thousands to unexpected ruin.
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Art. VII — MEMOIR OF MATTHEW CAREY.
The characters of great and good men belong to mankind ; and there is
no duty more pleasant or useful, than that which seeks the recognition of
their virtues, and stimulates in after life to the imitation of their example.
Few men have ever won a larger space in the public regards than Mat
thew Carey; and what constitutes that fact one of peculiar gratification to
those who knew him best, few indeed were ever more deserving of public
esteem. There is, then, an agreeable service that we may render unto our
selves, in studying aright, if possible, the points of his character which went
to make him what he was.
Mr. Carey was born in Ireland, on the 28th of January, 1760. His fa
ther was a very worthy man, and by the prudent exercise of his trade, that
of a b iker, amassed a handsome fortune. In early life, he was not remark
able for any extraordinary exhibition of his intellectual powers; and his
education, previous to his reaching the age of fifteen, was mostly confined to
the branches of a common English course.* When, at that age, it became
necessary to select a trade, his own inclination was decidedly in favor of that
of a printer ; and though he declares his father was very much opposed to
that avocation, he was finally able to overcome the aversion, and went as an
apprentice to a Mr. McDonnell, of Dublin, a printer and bookseller, who
was tempted, being very poor, to take him, in consequence of the thirty gui
neas to be paid as apprentice fees.
He represents himself to have been a voracious reader, previous to his en
tering with McDonnell ; and, like Franklin, in early life, he had made
friends with the keeper of a circulating library, who used to supply him
clandestinely with books, as his father was opposed to his perusing the pro
miscuous works usually, at that early day, to be met with in such an estab
lishment.
In consequence of what he always considered, in after life, the careless
ness of his nurse, he was lame in one foot from the time he was a year old ;
and though he ever appeared to regard this as an unparalleled calamity, it
was, no doubt, the means of securing him more studious habits in early life
than he would otherwise have possessed, inasmuch as his infirmity seriously
prevented his mingling in those athletic sports, which most always take up
a considerable portion of youthful days.
He states that his first essay as a writer was when he was about the age
of seventeen, and upon the subject of duelling. It was produced in conse
quence of a hostile meeting between a fellow apprentice, and the apprentice
of a bookseller named Wogan. The difficulty grew out of a personal alter
cation between the lads, which ended in blows. Wogan very improperly
urged his apprentice to send a challenge to the opponent, which was accord
ingly presented, demanding a meeting in the Park on a certain day, and
Wogan went out with his lad, and was the master-spirit of the whole affair.
* Vide an Autobiographical Sketch, which he prepared not many years since, utthe
suggestion of a gentleman (Mr. Buckingham) who, like Mr. Carey, is the architect of
his own fame, of the facts of which free use will be made in this sketch.
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Mr. Carey regarded this as most exceptionable conduct on behalf of Wogan,
and, therefore, consequently wrote a bitter denunciation in the Hibernia
Journal, a paper owned in part by Mr. M'Donnell. Young Carey became
known as the author, and besides receiving a severe reprimand, his fellow. apprentice, a poor orphan, was finally dismissed, to appease the temper of
Wogan ; Carey was deeply indignant, and lost confidence in M'Donnell.
The next production of which he gives account, was a pamphlet, written
in 1779, in regard to the oppression upon the Irish Catholics ; and this,
from its results, proved to be one of the most important events of his early ca
reer. It shows also much of the ardency, patriotism, and love of liberty,
which we shall see were, through life, leading traits in the character of Mat
thew Carey. It bespeaks likewise a comprehensive survey of the great
principles of universal freedom, which America had been, and was then, se
curing, not only for her own sons, but for the nations that should follow her
glorious example.
It will be pertinent to reprint, in this connexion, a single paragraph, sent
out as the parachute of the obnoxious pamphlet.
" At a time when America, by a desperate effort, has nearly emancipated
herself from slavery ; when, laying aside ancient prejudices, a Catholic
King becomes the avowed patron of Protestant freemen ; when the tyranny
of a British Parliament over Ireland, has been annihilated by the intrepid
spirit of Irishmen ; it is a most afflicting reflection, that you, my country
men, the majority of that nation, which has shaken off an unjust English
yoke, remain still enchained by one infinitely more galling: that you are
through your own pusillanimity, daily insulted by impudent menacing ad
vertisements from insignificant parts of the kingdom; that a few tyrannical
bigots in Meath and Wexford, presume to take into their own hands the le
gislative and executive part of our government; and with a dictatorial pow
er, prescribe laws to their fellow subjects."
The issue produced much excitement ; and, Parliament being in session,
the Duke of Leinster brought it before the House of Lords, and Sir Thomas
Conelly in the House of Commons. It was denounced treasonable and se
ditious, and quoted in proof of the rebellious views of the Roman Catholics.
Unfortunately for the cause of truth and human liberty, there has always
been found in poor Ireland cringing sycophants to government, who at all
hazards would sustain the " powers that be." It was declared to be in this
spirit that a body of Roman Catholics—possessing not a particle of that pa
triotism which accomplished the Irish insurrection of 1798, or the far nobler
event of 1776, which declared "American Nation of Freemen"—denounced
the publication of young Carey, and offered a reward for the apprehension
of its author. His father was greatly alarmed—took steps to have the pam
phlet suppressed—and by the advice of his friends the son was secretly put
on board a Holyhead packet and sent to France. He was introduced to Dr.
Franklin, "who had a small printing office at Passy, a village near Paris,
for the purpose of reprinting his despatches from America, and other papers."
He worked a while for the Doctor, and afterwards with Didot le jeune, on
some English books, which that printer was republishing. In about twelve
months, the excitement having died away in his native country, young Carey
returned home.
While in France, he was called upon by the Marquis de la Fayette, who
was seeking information relative to the condition of Ireland, and we shall
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see that the great patriot and friend of American Liberty did not forget the
acquaintance, when he was subsequently in Philadelphia.
After his return to Dublin, by the assistance of his father, who had in the
mean time purchased of M'Donnell the balance of his son's apprenticeship,
young Carey, then being twenty-two years of age, set up a paper called
the Freeman's Journal. It was commenced in October, 1783, and is descri
bed by its editor, " as enthusiastic and violent." It soon obtained an exten
sive circulation, had decided influence on public opinion, " fanning the flame
of patriotism which pervaded the land, and excited the indignation of govern
ment, which formed a determination to put it down." On the 7th of April,
Mr. Foster moved in the House of Commons,
" That an address be presented to the Lord Lieutenant, requesting that he
will please issue his proclamation, offering a reward for the apprehension
of Matthew Carey." Parliamentary Register, 1783—4.
Mr. Carey was also prosecuted for a libel on the Premier. He was final
ly arrested in his own office, and conveyed to the house of the sergeant-atarms, L'Estrange, as Parliament had previously adjourned. But Parlia
ment re-assembled on the 19th of April, and he was taken before that body;
and, to the astonishment of all the friends of any thing like liberty of speech,
Mr. Carey was, by a vote of forty-three to forty, committed to Newgate. On
the 1 4th of May, " Parliament having adjourned, and their power ofdetention
in prison having ceased, I was (says Mr. Carey) triumphantly liberated by the
Lord Mayor." But, he adds, " although thus freed from the clutches of the
Parliament, the criminal prosecution for the libel on John Foster, the Pre
mier, like the sword of Damocles, was suspended over my head," The At
torney General having besides filed a bill against him, ex-officio, to prevent
the action of the Grand Jury, it was deemed best that he should quit his na
tive country, inasmuch as justice was obviously to be denied by those in au
thority in " his own, his native land." Accordingly, in the disguise of a fe
male dress, to escape the myrmidons of government, he took passage on
board the America, on the 7th of September, 1784, and landed in Philadel
phia on the 15th of November following.
In the difficulties and embarrassments that had attended his prosecution and
imprisonment, his means had much run down, and when he landed on the
wharf at Philadelphia, he was an entire stranger, with scarce a dozen gui
neas in his pocket ! The newspaper had been sold to his brother for £500,
to be remitted as soon as he could conveniently do so ; but his hopes from
that source were almost blasted, for he never received but £50, the Free
man's Journal having ultimately perished, "partly by the persecution of his
brother, but chiefly by government's setting up a paper with the same name,
in order to take its custom and destroy it."
But a very pleasant and unlooked for event gave new courage to his hopes,
if it did not indeed add a bright coloring to all his after career We have
said before that the Marquis de la Fayette had made a call upon young Ca
rey while he was at the printing office of Passy, in France. He was then at
Mount Vernon, whither a fellow passenger of Mr. Carey's, named Wallace,
had repaired, to deliver letters which he brought to the Marquis. The Mar
quis made many inquiries of Wallace in relation to the affairs of Ireland, and
observed, that he had seen an "account of the Parliament's proceedings against
the persecuted printer, Matthew Carey." Wallace informed the Marquis
that he came passenger with Mr. Carey, and that he was then in Philadel
phia. Subsequently, on the Marquis's arriving in Philadelphia, he wrote
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Mr Carey a note, desiring a call at his lodging. " He received me," said
Mr. Cany, " with great kindness, condoled with me on the persecution I had
undergone, inquired into my prospects, and having told him I intended to set
up a newspaper, he approved the idea, arid promised to recommend me to
his friends, Robert Morris and others. Next morning, a letter was handed
to me from him. containing four one hundred dollar notes on the Bank of
North America, but it contained not a word in reference to the enclosure."
This was a noble act, worthy of the man who had expended a large portion
of a princely fortune, and freely offered his life, in the cause of American li
berty. He " meets a poor, persecuted young man, destitute of friends ; his
heart expands, and he freely gives him means of making a living, without
the remotest expectation of return, or of ever again seeing the object of his
bounty."
It is due to Mr. Carey to state, that he subsequently sent the Marquis a
valuable present ; and when he arrived in our country in 1824, in broken
fortunes, he sent him, also, a check at New York, for the full sum of four
hundred dollars, which Lafayette very reluctantly received.
If Bulwer had embodied the early career of Mr. Carey, he might well
have said of him, that,
" In the lexicon of youth, which Fate reserves
For a bright manhood, there is no such word
As fail."
Actuated by this dauntless spirit, he immediately commenced a newspaper in
Philadelphia, called the Pennsylvania Herald. He purchased his types out
of his little fortune, and as a bookseller named Bell had recently deceased,
among whose effects was an old and much worn press, Mr. Carey purposed
its purchase; but Colonel Oswald, who published the Independent Gazetteer,
regarding the commencement of another paper with rival feelings, bid against
Mr. Carey, until he raised the price of the old press to £50, nearly as much
as a new one of the same kind was worth, " being," adds Mr. Carey, " one
third of my whole fortune."
The first number of his newspaper was issued on the 25th of January,
1785, and the history of its progress shows that none but an undaunted mind
and indomitable spirit would ever have been successful in its establishment.
The editor was a perfect stranger, totally unacquainted with the feelings,
prejudices, and wishes of those he had come amongst. The first decided im
pression which the.newspaper made, was the commencement, in its columns,
of the English newspaper practice of reporting, in exlenso, the speeches of
the House of Assembly. This was then novel in this country, and soon
made the Herald much sought — especially as the editor showed a wonder
ful faculty in making his reports accurate. He was much aided in this by a
most tenacious memory, which was at the bottom, in all his after life, of his
storing away for ready use, probably, a greater body of valuable statistical
and other knowledge than most any man of the age in which he lived.
Parties, at this period, ran high in Pennsylvania, as they did elsewhere.
The general classification was Constitutionalists and Republicans. " The
former were supporters of the constitution then existing, which conferred the
legislative powers on a single body, styled the House of Assembly ; and the
executive department on a president and executive council. The republi
cans were zealous for a change in the legislature, so as to have two branches,
a Senate and House of Representatives. There were various minor points
ofdifference, unnecessary to be particularized."
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Colonel Oswald, of the Gazetteer, was the organ for the republicans, and
wrote a very violent attack on a society of foreigners, styled, " the newly
adopted sons of the United States." Mr. Carey, A. J. Dallas, and many
other powerful writers, were members, and they annoyed the republican party
very much with their pens. Colonel Oswald denounced the society as " fo
reign renegadoes." Mr. Carey wrote a reply, in which were these sen
tences :
" National reflections are as illiberal as they are unjust ; but from Ame
ricans, they are something worse. A great part of the armies that nobly
gained America her independence, were aliens, or foreigners, many of whose
countrymen are now the subjects of obloquy and reproach. I mean French,
Germans, Irish, etc."
A bitter newspaper controversy ensued, which finally terminated thus:
Mr. Carey, in speaking of some of Colonel Oswald's paragraphs, holds this
language :
" The literary assassin, who basely attempts to blast a character, is a vil
lain, whether he strut in the glare of day a ferocious Colonel Oswald, with a
drawcansir countenance, or skulks a Junius, concealed for a quarter of a cen
tury."
Colonel Oswald made this reply
" Your being a cripple is your main protection against personal insults."
Mr. Carey's rejoinder was :
" Though I am a cripple, there is a certain mode in which I would be on
equality. This hint is the less necessary to a man whose newspaper fre
quently holds out threats of coming to the point."
This correspondence Mr. Carey reprinted in a satirical poem, entitled,
" The Plagi Scurriliad, addressed to Colonel Oswald." The latter returned
it by a Captain Rice, who said, " Colonel Oswald considers this a challenge."
Mr. Carey coolly replied, " It was so intended," and referred him to a Mr.
Marmie, a French gentleman, of the house of Turnbull, Marmie, & Co. The
seconds fixed on Saturday, the 21st of January, 1786, for the day of meeting.
They met, accordingly, in New Jersey, opposite the city. Colonel Oswald,
having served in the army, was a practised shot, while Mr. Carey had never
drawn a trigger but once in his life. They were at ten paces distance, when
the word was given, and the pistol of Colonel Oswald shot his antagonist
through the thigh bone, which laid him up for nearly sixteen months. All
the records of the times show that both parties behaved coolly and magnani
mously on the ground ; and the result was more fortunate than most duels
are, for it appears to have made the parties feel towards each other, with the
generous Frenchman, Colonel Damas: " It is astonishing how much I like
a man after I've fought with him."
It is but simple justice to Mr. Carey to add here, that he deprecated his
having engaged in this duel during all his after life ; and, following up his
early impressions, he continued to wield his pen against this relic of the ages
of barbarism, which has, through a false notion of honor, swept away from
America so many valuable lives. Mr. Carey appears to have acted through
out with a firm conviction that it was the determined purpose of Colonel Os
wald and his friends to blast his character and destroy his hopes ; and, urged
forward by a natural warmth of temperament, he declares, " On one thing I
was resolved : if I displayed the white feather, I would never see Philadel
phia more."
The next work in which Mr. Carey was concerned, was the Columbian
vol. I. — no. v.
56
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Magazine, wherein he was interested with four other partners. He finally,
however, withdrew, and commenced the American Museum, a magazine
" intended to preserve the valuable fugitive essays that appeared in the news
papers," which he continued until December, 1787. But the times were
not very propitious for magazines in those early days, and it should be men
tioned as a matter of encouragement to others to persevere under great diffi
culties, that Mr. Carey declares himself often in such a state of " intense pe
nury," that he was frequently compelled to " borrow money to go to mar
ket.
As a specimen of his extreme poverty, he quotes the case of a Ger
man paper-maker, living fifteen miles from the city, to whom Mr. Carey had
given a note for thirty-seven dollars, which he had to come to Philadelphia
five times for, receiving the amount in as many instalments.
The marriage of Mr. Carey was the next event of importance. Miss B.
Flahavan, the daughter of a highly respectable citizen, who, like thousands
of others, was ruined by the revolution, was the partner of his choice. She
had no dowry but that of prudence, intelligence, and industry, and these are
far richer than any other that can be bestowed. She had united herself to a
man whose whole fortunes consisted of a few hundred dollars' worth of fur
niture, and some back numbers of his magazine, comparatively valueless as
soon as the work was abandoned. But what of that ? Both husband and
wife had minds filled with good common sense. They had no false pride to
retard their efforts. They were persevering and economical, and together
they resolved to make their way in the world. " We early," says the hus
band, " formed a determination to indulge in no unnecessary expense, and to
mount the ladder so slowly, as to run no risk of having to descend." What
a salutary example is here written in one sentence for the young of our day !
How altered is the mode of beginning the marriage life now-a-days. Large
rents, expensive establishments, unljrnited debts, " routes and rounds of fa
shion," are at once launched into; and the young couple live on, so long as
petty shifts, contrivances, and deceptions will sustain them, and then sink into
homeless misery, from which, perchance, they never recover. " Daughters,
tenderly reared, and who have brought handsome fortunes to their husbands,
are often obliged to return home to their aged parents, who have to maintain
them, their husbands, and their children — a deplorable fate for old age."
Fathers have the unspeakable misery of beholding their sons, in whom the
hopes of after years were centred, broken down, indolent, reckless, dissipated
— hanging on society as pests and nuisances, instead of becoming ornaments
and examples of it. Oh, " what masses of misery would it not prevent," if
the voung men of our day would adopt the shining and virtuous example of
the heads of the family, the incidents of whose lives we may so profitably
dwell upon !
They lived happily together for nearly thirty-nine years, — until the death
of Mrs. Carey, which occurred many years since, — rearing a family of six
children, two having died in infancy, and one at the age of seventeen. The
prudential habits, fixed principles, and strong common sense, which ever gui
ded these parents, have been reflected in the estimable characters oftheir child
ren. It will not be proper to speak here, as we might be tempted to do, of
the living; but we may be allowed the remark, as proof of correct parental
guidance, that the gentlemen and ladies of this family aTe worthily ranked
among our most estimable citizens. The eldest son, Mr. Henry C. Carey,
was for many years known as one of the extensive book house of Carey,
Lea, & Co., from which he retired, a few years since, with an ample fortune,
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as the result of strict application to business, and unfaltering mercantile honor.
That gentleman, too, is a good writer, and his last work, which was upon
political economy, has met high consideration from the ablest reviews of our
own country, and those of England also.
After the relinquishment of the Museum magazine, Mr. Carey commenced
printing and bookselling on a limited scale, but by the most unceasing indus
try, perseverance, and integrity, he went on gradually extending his business,
and making slow but sure steps to wealth. " Some idea," says Mr. Carey,
" may be formed of my devotion to business, from the fact, that, for above
twenty-five years, I was present, winter and summer, at the opening of my
store ; and, my parlor being close to the store, I always left my meals when
business of any importance was being transacted." How different this from
the custom of too man y of the present day. Up pretty much all night in the
whirlpool of false society, the morn has wasted into noon ere they come out
to their places of business, and in the afternoon, instead of "minding the shop,"
they find it " indispensable to health" to " whirl out of town in a cabriolet."
If the example of such a man as Matthew Carey is worth anything, let those
who are determined to succeed in life reform altogether those habits, which
are sure, sooner or later, to bring destruction upon them Neglect of busi
ness, luxurious living, attempts at show, and false pride, are the alarming
evils that lie in the path of many of the young beginners of our day, of all
trades, professions, and avocations ; and what lessons of caution and wisdom
may we not learn from the characters, habits, and principles of the substan
tial men who have preceded us, and who, by slow but sure efforts, went
steadily up to positions from which they had no fear of tumbling. Better to
commence small, than to begin large and finally be broken down ; and the
entire history nnd experience of all the straightforward and sagacious mer
chants of the past, is a triumphant illustration, that industry, prudence, and
honesty, are sure to ascend, in the long run, where all else may fail. Stephen
Girard was once a poor sailor boy before the mast; William Gray, a hum
ble mechanic. ; and Peter C. Brooks, a small salary secretary in an insurance
office; and yet they went up by their own hands, became honorable mer
chants, and amassed princely fortunes. They were, like all men who have
made to themselves fame or fortune, hard workers and close thinkers.
They " minded their own business," and, what was of infinite consequence,
had no time to meddle with that of other people.
Their examples may well be imitated, for rigid mercantile integrity, and
unfaltering punctuality in the performance of every obligation, by all who
wish to go up in the right way.
In 1793, Mr. Cirey was a most efficient member of the committee of
health, with Mr. Girard and others, when the yellow fever prevailed so
dreadfully in Philadelphia. Both these gentlemen were very active in their
devotion to the sick. When it was found impossible, from the danger of
the situation, to obtain any one to become superintendent of the hospital at
Bushhill, Stephen Girard nobly stepped forward; and Mr. Carey states that
Mr. G. " helped to dress the sores, and perform all the menial offices for the
sick." Mr. Carey wrote a history of this dreadful calamity, giving a "full
account of its rise, progress, effects, and termination." It is a thrilling nar
rative.
In the same year, Mr. Carey, regarding with deep commiseration the for
lorn condition of many of his countrymen who came to our shores, was
principally instrumental in the formation of a society, called, " The Hiber
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nian Society, for the relief of emigrants from Ireland ;" an institution which,
has since done much good, and is still numbered among our most beneficial
societies.
While Cobbet was in Philadelphia, in 1796, some meddlesome individu
als sought to embroil Mr. Carey in an angry controversy with him. In one
of Cobbet's previous works, he had mentioned Mr. Carey favorably, and the
meddlers were constantly throwing out insinuations that Cobbet was afraid
of him. Mr. Carey addressed a note to Cobbet, early on this attempted em
broilment, in which he tells him, " I have never written a line respecting
you, and my determination is to pursue the same line of conduct, unless I am
driven to a different course by unprovoked aggression." But it seems that
the issue finally came, and a very bitter one it was. It was a newspaper
and pamphlet war of some time continuance, wherein many hard things
were said by both parties. Mr. Carey finally published what he termed " a
Plumb Pudding for Peter Porcupine," handling his adversary without
gloves. Cobbet, to turn this publication into ridicule, "sent his servant with
some venison and jelly between two plates, in return for the plumb pud
ding," which his antagonist sent hack by a stout Irish porter, with directions
to throw the plates in the middle of Cobbet's store, which the Hibernian did
most faithfully, and shook his fists at Cobbet into the bargain.* Subse
quently, Mr. Carey issued a hudibrastic poem, the purpose of which was to
show up the scurrility and abuse that found place in Cobbet's newspaper ;
and so ludicrously did he do this, that it had the effect to end the " tug of
war." Cobbet never made any reply afterwards.
In 1802, Mr. Carey was elected by the Senate of the state a director of the
bank of Pennsylvania, which station he occupied until 1805. He mentions, as
a disadvantage to him from the position, the lenity shown by the other direc
tors, whereby his debts rose extravagantly high. This evil he urges with
great warmth and zeal, as the one which several times in his business-life
came near bringing him to bankruptcy. " I printed and published," he de
clares, " above twice as many books as were necessary for the extent of my
business ; and, in consequence, incurred oppressive debts to banks—was laid
under contribution for interest to them and to usurers, which not only swal
lowed up my profits, but kept me in a constant state of penury. I was in
many cases shaved so close by the latter class, that they almost skinned me
alive. To this cause my difficulties were nearly altogether' owing, for I did
a large and profitable business almost from the time I opened a bookstore."
He sets down another evil practice of his business career, which he cau
tions young traders to shun as they would "temporal perdition." It is that
of endorsation. " In this way, in fourteen years," he writes, " I lost between
thirty and forty thousand dollars; and but for this, I might have retired from
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his bonds and mortgages, as were paid by a single ground rent of $200."
Some salutary improvements were finally made, especially so far as related
to " ground rents and houses."
The next subject of public importance in which his pen became deeply
engaged was, in 1810, on the question of the renewal of the charter of the
Bank of the United States. He wrote a series of essays warmly advocating
the renewal, and he gave much personal attention to the matter, as well at
home as at the seat of the general government, which, all those who are fa
miliar with the records of the times are aware, made him many bitter oppo
nents, as well as many warm friends, according to the character of their
views in regard to the measure in agitation.
The publication of "The Olive Branch" Mr. Carey regards as one of the
most important events of his life. It took place in 1814. The purpose
which the author had in producing it was, to " endeavor, by a candid publi
cation of the follies and errors of both sides, to calm the embittered feeling of
the political parties." The first edition was produced within the leisure
time of six or seven weeks. It formed a duodecimo volume of two hundred
and fifty-two pages, of which about eighty were public documents. It was
sold out immediately, and the author says, " I was preparing a new edition
when the thrice-welcome news of peace arrived, which I thought would ren
der it unnecessary." But he subsequently had good reason to change that
opinion, by the demands that came in ; and one edition after another was
prepared, each one receiving some version or addition, until, within three
years and a half, ten editions were struck off, there having been over ten
thousand copies sold.
The next large work he produced, was, " The Vindicise Hibernicae,"
which made its appearance in 1819. His object in writing this work was,
to prove, among many other positions, that, from the invasion of Ireland by
Cromwell, the government of that country had been marked by almost every
species of "fraud, chicane, cruelty, and oppression;" that the Irish were,
from time to time, goaded into insurrection ; that they did not enjoy the free
exercise of their religion ; that the pretended conspiracy of 1641 was a miser
able fabrication, and that the massacres, said to have been committed by the
Irish in the insurrection of the same year, are unfounded in fact. There
have been, and will continue to be, various opinions as to the success with
which the author has made out his assumptions ; but there is one thing, which
every body will be very ready to admit, viz. : that the author brought great
patience, perseverance, and industry, to its preparation, for he consulted not
less than sixty different works, and made five hundred and ninety-six quota
tions. In Ireland, especially, the book received great praise, having been
pronounced by the highest authorities, as " the best vindication of Ireland
that was ever written."
Soon after the publication of his " Vindication of Ireland," he entered the
lists in favor of "The Protective System of American Industry," and became
for many years the untiring champion of that policy, in its broadest extent.
He wrote a series of nine essays, which were published by a very reputable
society, established in Philadelphia to aid in the encouragement of domestic
industry. They were anxiously sought for by the friends of the system, and
were generally copied into the newspapers north of the Potomac. Subse
quently he brought forth numerous other writings, favoring the " Protective
System," forming, in all, fifty-nine distinct publications, and embracing, in
the whole, two thousand three hundred and twenty-two pages. Besides, he
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was always ready to put his hand in his pocket, and did so, to a very large
extent, to aid in the advocacy of a system which he had embraced with such
ardency. As was the case when he came out so warmly for a re-charter of
the former United States Bank, his efforts provoked many opponents, and won
him also many warm friends, as was natural from the controverted nature
of the subject which he so zealously advocated.- Many public demonstrations
of gratitude followed his labors, and there were, also, indications of public
opinion, denunciatory of his toils and his views in no stinted terms.
In Professor Longfellow's recent work, Hyperion, are to be found theso
beautiful and expressive sentences :
" It has become a common saying, that men of genius are always in ad
vance of their age ; which is true. There is something equally true, yet not
so common, namely, that, of these men of genius, the best and bravest are in
advance, not only of their own age, but of every age. As the German prosepoet says, ' every possible future is behind them.' "
In no inapt sense may we apply this to Matthew Carey. His penetration
and sagacity seemed to keep him uniformly in advance of most others on
great subjects of state and national importance. As a proof of this, we may
quote what is stated by a worthy compeer, now living, viz. : " That he was
the first man in Pennsylvania to awaken public attention to the vast impor
tance of a great system of internal improvements." He wrote pamphlets
and circulated them, prepared a great many newspaper essays, and, finally,
addressed letters to influential men indifferent parts of the state, inviting them
to a meeting, to devise ways and means to secure, ultimately, the incalculable
blessings of extended internal communication ; and he lived, with many of
his patriotic co-laborers, to witness the state of Pennsylvania not in the rear,
at least, of any other member of the American republic, either in the extent or
value of her internal intercourse.
The latter portion of Mr. Carey's life is too well known to need a detailment of its incidents.* He took an active part in all the worthy charities
of the day. He seemed to have an ambition to do good, and whenever he
took hold of a cause, he brought to it the devotion of his early days. He
was a bold and unceasing advocate of the great system of universal education,
utterly repudiating the idea that there should be an education for the rich,
and another for the poor, zealously declaring: that he would have education
as free as the genial air. His labors in behalf of the poor — constantly seek
ing, both by his pen and his bounly, to ameliorate their condition — were
untiring and disinterested. Especially have poor widows, left with a family
of little ones to support, cause to remember in thankfulness the ever-readiness with which his heart and his purse were open to their forlorn hopes.
For a long series of years he had a charity list, on which were enrolled the
names of hundreds, to whom he regularly g-ave, once each fortnight, a do
nation of groceries and other necessaries of life ; and where they are to find
another such a friend as Matthew Carey — God only knows I
In the entire efforts of Matthew Carey, he ever appeared to act upon the
principle, " to let good offices go round." In his more elaborate writings,
what he regards as the great interests of his fellow men, appear to form the
leading motive in their composition. His last publication of any extent was
a small volume, on the subject of domestic economy, entitled, " The Philoso* This, indeed, is the less necessary, as the ample materials of Mr. Carey's life are
understood to be in the hands of a gentleman far more competent to do it justice.
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phy of Common Sense," the object of which was to embody his experience,
and the maxims of his career of fourscore years. In the preface he feelingly
states, that it will probably be the last one he shall ever give to the public :
and now that the prediction is reality, we may safely declare, if he had pro
duced nothing else, this little work would raise for him an enduring monu
ment, in proof of the philosophic and common sense tone of his mind, and
the benevolence and affection of his heart.
There was one feature in the life of Mr. Carey, which was of inestimable
value to the young ; and it cannot be too much commended to other gentle
men of leisure and ample fortune. It was a disposition to extend the hand of
kindness to young men whom he observed of promising talents, justly ambi
tious, and systematically industrious. He would go out of his way to meet
such, and to make them feel that he respected and was ever ready to aid
them. He had not a particle of that small cliqueism which is too often the
disgrace of literary men, nor had he any ofthe false pride which unfortunately
becomes the guiding power ofmany a man who has gone up to wealth by his
own hands. On the contrary, his house, his counsel, his library, his heart, all
were open to the young, the ambitious, and deserving ; and many an enterpri
sing citizen can go back and date the hour of his triumph to the unfaltering
smiles which he ever met from the beaming countenance of Matthew Carey ;
and, as perseverance, industry, economy, and integrity, were the Corinthian
columns of his own character, he delighted to impress upon his vast body of
young friends, that upon none other could they ever rear enduring fame or
substantial wealth.
Mr. Carey breathed his last, at his own residence in Walnut street, on the
eveningof Monday, the 17th of September last, at the ripe age of eighty years.
His having been, a week previously, overturned in his carriage, no doubt has
tened the termination of his life. His funeral denoted the universal esteem of
his fellow citizens. It was one of the largest, excepting, perhaps, that of
Stephen Girard, that ever occurred in Philadelphia. Many societies joined
in the procession. The body was borne to St. Mary's Church, where the
solemn service of the dead was performed. The church was crowded to ex
cess, thousands having come forth, spontaneously, to pay the last tribute of
respect to one who ended his labors of benevolence only when he ceased to
breathe I
" Such pass away ; but they leave
All hope, or love, or truth, or liberty,
Whose forms their mighty spirits could conceive,
To be a rule and law to ages that survive."

'Do not ihake too much haste to be rich. — By this means nine
teen twentieths of our merchants fail. They over-reach, not dishonestly,
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GOLD COINS.
A Table op Gold Coins, the exact Weight, the Assay, and the present Value in the Uni
ted States, according to the Gold Coin Bill passed hy Congress during their session
in ld33-4.
Names of Coins. weight assay. Value.
dw.gr. car.gr)
United States.
Eaglexoin'd bef.
July 31, 1834. 11 6 22 I>
Coined tifter Ju
ly 31,1831... 1018 21 2 4V
Shares in proper.
14-13
Foreign Gold.
Aust.ua.
3 14 81 31
Double Ducat.. 1 12 23 2;
Hungarian do.. 8 5J 83 34
2 6 ta 2;
Augsburg.
2 5J 23 H
Bavaria.
6 5J 18 9
Max d'or, or
Maximilian . . 1 4 IS 11
8 51 23 21
1 61 81 21
Berne.
Ducat
1 23 23 1.
double in prop.
1 21 81 81
Brazil.
18 00 21 3i
. in proportion
:u 12 22 0
Dobra
18 6 22 0
6 22 22 0
J in proportion
161 21 ..■
Brunswick.
1 8U 21 21
double in prop
2 :>l 83 1H
Carl d'or b.l80;> 1 6; 21 8i
double in prop
Carl d'or si.1802 .1 61 21 U
Baden.
1 23 J 23 2;
Basil.
-■ 4J 28 0
1 22 21 11

Names of Coins. weight assay. Value.

d. c. m.
10 66 5
10 0 II

3
4
9
2

38
56
29
29
2 21

7

4
3
9
3

95 7
31 11
27 5
97 u

1 97
4 54
17 6
32 70
17 30
6 .-i.->

7
t;
it

7
2
1
ti
1
7

63 7
4 55 2
2 93 1
3 97 !>
3 93 3
2 20
2 7 3
4 52

dio.gr. car.gr. d. c. m.
Bologna.
Pi
13 21 3i
Pistole 1802.. ..
13 21 21
J, &c. in prop
Sequin, be. 17t>0
4J 23 2
Sequin, si. 1761)' 23 3J
Scudo
|l7 0J 21 8J
Cologne.
Ducat
2 5J123
Colombia, Cen
tral America,
Chili, & Peru
17 9 20
Doubloons
Denmark.
31 01
Ducat, Current.
23 2
Ducat, Specie. .
21 3
Christian d or..
East Indies.
Rupee,Bombay,
7 11 22 01
1818
Rupee, Madras
22 0
1818
19 0
Pagoda, Star . .
Moliur Sicca of]
23
31]
7 23
Bengal
England.
•Guinea
9) 22 0
1 in proportion
tSovereign .. . .
3J82 0
Seven Shilling
19 22 0
Piece
France.
Double Louis,
11 21
c'd bef. 1786. . .
Louis, do
5J 21
Double Louis,
c'd sin. 1786. . 9 20 21
Louis, do
4 22 21
Dbl. Napoleon
or 40 francs. . .
7 21
Napoleon, or 201
31 21
Same as the new
Louis.

* Guineas, when received in this country, are almost invariably one grain light, and,
therefore, the real value of them is $5 07i.
t A Sovereign, when received from the Mint, weighs 5 dwt. 3J grains, but nine
tenths of those brought to this country do not weigh more than 5 dwt. 2i grains. The
average value of each Sovereign is $4 85 ; of course, those which are of full weight
are worth the price stated above.
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Talile of Gold Cnins—continued.
Names of Coins. VKighti assay. Value.
dw.gr.
Frankfort on rat:
Maine.
Ducat
2 5J 23
Flanders.
same as Austria
Florence.
same as Tuscany
Geneva.
Pistole, old
! 7J -.'I
Pistole, new. .. 3 15; 21
Genoa.
Sequin
g w •23
Pistole
i 7; •21
New Genovina,
or four Pistole
piece of the Ligurian Ropub ]16
Genovina of 100i
lire
1 18
J in propor
New Genovina
of 48 lire
8 2 I
J & 1 in prop.
Hamburg.
Ducat
2 51 3
Double in pro
Hanover.
Double George
d'or,
8 13 21
single in prop
Ducat
Gold Florin.. . .
double in prop
Holland.
Double Ryder.. 12 21
Ryder . . .
6 9
Ducat. . . .
51
10 Guilder Pee..
71
| in proportion
Half Ryder.
.22
Hesse Cassel.
Pistole
Win. d'or, 1815]
Hesse D\rmstadt|
Carolin . .
Ducat
Japan.
same asE.Indicsl
Leghorn.
same as Tuscany
Leipsic.
same as Saxony1
Liege.
Ducat. . . .
23
Lorraine.
Leopold ..
s>J]21
Francis . .
7i,21
Lucca.
Pistole
I 3 13t|21
VOL. I.
No. V.

Names of Coins. v>eigh\ assay.

2t 2 27 9

2 3 93
3i 3 44
2 30
8i 4 1

5
6
2
8

15 23 8
16 98 6
31 7 61 9
2J 2 27 9

1t

7 87 9
2 29 7
1 69 4

12
6
2
4
0 3

20
4
27
1
2

5
3
5
6
1

3
3
2
2

96
96
49
26

2
8
1
7

li 2 24 5
3 I 6 78 4
3 1 4 1 9
3J 1 3 34 9

dw. car.gr.
Manheim.
Carolin
6 4i 18 2
J & i in prop.
Pistole..^.. ..
.21 21
Ducat
5t23 2t
Mentz.
Ducat
2 51 23 2J
Malta.
Double Louis. .
20 o;
Louis
20 1
Demi Louis . . .
20 11
Mexico.
Doubloons
17 9 20 3
shares in prop
Milan.
Sequin
23 3
Doppia or Pis
tole
i
21 3
Forty Lire piece
1808....
21 2f
1Napi.es.
Six Ducat Piece
1783
5 16 21 11
Two Ducat, or
Sequin, 1762. . 1 20* 20 li
Three Ducat, or1
Oncelta, 1818. 2 10i 23 3J
Six Ducat Piece
1752
5 16 20 3J
Six Ducat Piece
1767 and 1772. 5 18 20 lJ
Four Ducat Pee
or Pistole 1752 3 181,20 31
Four Ducat Pee
1767 and 1770. 3 18J 20 lJ
Netherlands.
Gold Linn, or 14
7; 2-2 0
Florin Piece. .
Ten Florin Pee.
1820
4 71 21 21
Souverain.same
as Austria.
Nuremberg.
Ducat
2 51 23 2
double in prop
Persia.
same as E. Indies
Parma.
Quadruple Pis
tole
18 9 21 0
double in pro
portion.
Pistole or Dop
4 14 21 1
pia, 1787
Pistole or Dop
pia, 1796
4 14 20 31
Maria Theresa,
1818
4 3J|21 21]
57
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Table of Gold Coins—continued.

Names of Coins. weight assay, Value.
dw.gr car.gr
PiEDMONT.
Pistole, coined
since 1785
20 21 2i
} in proportion
Sequin
51 23 2}
i in proportion,
Carlino, coined
since 1785
23 6 21 2}
J in proportion.
Pee of20 Francs
3*20 0
call'd Marengo
Pistole or Doppia, 1741 to
1785
6 4J '21 2!
Carlino, coined
before 1785... 31 0J 21 2J
Poland.
2 5} 23 21
Ducnt
Portugal.
22 (i
18 6 22 (i
18 0 21 3 1
Johannes
6 22 as 0
Moidore
J in propor.
Piece of 16 Tcstoons, or 16001
Rees ....
21 2;
Old Crusado of1
400 Rees
21 3}
NewCrusadool1
4«0Rees
21 3}
Milree, coined
22 0
in 1755
22 0
New Dobra
21 3}
Joannese
double in pro.
half in propor.
Piece of 12 Testoons, or 1200;
Rees ....
1 16J .21 3
Piece of 8 Tes-|
toons, or MR)
Rees
l 4; 21 32
Prussia.
Ducat, 1748.... 2 5} 23 2J
Ducat, 1787.. ., 2 51 23 2
Frederick, dou
ble, 1769
8 14 21 21
Frederick, dou
ble, lt-00
8 14 21 2
Frederick, sin
gle, 1778
4 7 21 2}
Frederick, sin

Names of Coins. weight assay. Value.

d. c. m.
5 41 2
2 27 9
27 33 4
3 56 4
5 78 2
•J8
-J
32
17
17
6

90
27
70
o0
6
55

5
9
6
1
4
7

2 12 1
58 8
63 7
78 0
16 35 3
8 76 3

1 57 4
1 12 0
2 27 9
2 26 7
7 97 5
7 95 1
3 99 9

Russia.
Ducat, 1796
Ducat, 1763
Gold Ruble 1756
Gold Ruble 1799
Gold Poliinl777
Imperial, 1S01..
Half Imperial
1801
Half Imperial.
1818
Ducat, 1751.. .
Double Ducat ol
St. Andrew,
1756
Half Ducat of
1785
Imperial, coined
before 1 763.
Imperial, coined
in 1763..
Imperial, coined
in 1772
Half Imperial
coined in 1780.
Ratisbon.
4 Ducat Piece. .
Sardinia.
Carlino
. in propor.
Doppictta
Saxony.
Ducat, 1784.. ..
Ducat, 17J7.. . .
Augustus, 1754
Augustus, 1794
Sicily.
Ounce, 1751 . . . 2
Double Ounce
1758
:
Ounce, 1734. . .
Ounce, 1741.. .
Spain.
Quadruple Pis
tole, 1772
17
Double and sin
gle,and shures,
in proportion.
Doubloon
Pistole
Coronilla, Gold
Dollar, or Vintem, 1801
1

xar.gr d. c. m.
23 211 2 29 0
a *6 7
96 7
73 7
18121 3J
22 0
35 5
17,;23 2J 7 83 6
•J(1; 23 2* 3 91 3
3} 22 01 3 94 2
5 -3 11 2 21 8
23 2i 4 49 6
21 31 1 51 2
22 0 10 11 2
22 0

7 95 9
21 Hl 7 99 5
21 33 3 87 9
23 2

8 98 6
21 11 9 47 0
21
23
23
21
21

H
2
2i
li
2i

1
2
2
3
3

88
£6
27
92
97

4
7
9
7
4

20J 20
17 20
.20 21
20{ •J1

H
2
1J
1

2 50 5
5 42
2 63 6
2 61 3

81 21 21 16 2 8
20
8120
3 -20 Ii

15 53 5
3 88 4
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Table of Gold Coins—continued.
Names of Coins. weight assay. Value.

Names of Coins. weight assay. Value.

dw.gr car.gr. d. c. m. Turkey, (cent.) dw.gr. car.gr. d. c. m.
Switzerland.
Sequin Mahbubl
Pistole of Hel
of 1769..
1 12 19 1 1 24 4
vetic Republic.
Sequin of Cairo
1800
of 1773. .
4 211j2l 2; 4 56 1
1 15t 18 3i 1 33 0
Sequin of Cairol
Ducat of Lu
cerne
ofl78!)
2 5123 2 2 26 7
1 15t 16 li 1 15 3
Double Ducat
Tuscany.
of Lucerne. . . . 4 111 21 0 4 3 4 Zeechino,or Sc
Ducat, Schwitz. 2 5 ,22 2 2 14 1
quin
2 5J 23 3t 2 30 9
Ducat, St. Gall 2 5:22 3 2 19 6 Ruspone of the1
Ducat, Uri . . . 2 5 123 1 2 21 2
kingdom of|
Five Ducat Pee
Etruria..
6 17J 23 3J 6 93 8
of Lucerne. . 1 3 21 3 10 42 6 Venice.
Pistole, Lucerne 4 2l1121 2i 4 56 1 Zeechino, or Se
Pistole,Soleure. 4 22 21 2t 4 56 8
2 6 23 3J 2 31 0
quin
Treves.
Shares in prop.
Ducat
2 5! 23 2 2 25 7 Doppia or Pis
Tt'RKEV.
4 8 21 3 4 6 1
tote
Sequin fonducli
Scudo d'oro, or
of Constanti
Gold Crown 26 23 23 3J 27 73 3
nople, 1773.. . 2 5t 19 11 1 86 8 Ducato d'oro, or]
Sequin fonducli
Gold Ducat... 1 91 23 3J 1 43 5
of Constanti
Osella d'oro.. . . 8 23; 23 31 9 23 7
nople, 1789.. . 2 5( 19 0i 1 81 8 Wirtemburg.
Carolin
4 89 8
Half Misseir,
6 3t
1818
2 5
2 23 6
181 16 01
52 1 Ducat
Sequin fonducli 2 5 119 1 1 83 1 WURTZBURG.
2 5! 23 2 2 26 7
Yermebleshlek. 3 1J 22 3* 3 2 8 Ducat
12i|l9 0t
Rubieh
43 0 Zurich.
Ducat
Double Sequin,
2 5f 23 2 2 26 7
double and half1
Mahbub of1
1733
in proportion
3 41 23 0 3 15 9
The following is the standard value of Gold, according to an act of Congress pass
ed in 1804 :
American, (coined before July 31st. 1834,) is valued .at 94 8-10 cts. to the dwt., or
25 6-2J grs. to the dollar. Coined after July 3lst, 1831, at 93 cts. to the dwt., or 251
grs. to the dollar.
English, Brazilian, and Portuguese—94 8-10 cts. to the dwt., (when 22 carat,) or
25 6-20 grs. to the dollar.
French—93 1-10 cts. to the dwt., (when 21 car. 2 4-10 grs.,) or 25 3-4 grains to
the dollar.
Spanish, Mexican, and Colombian—89 9-10 cts. to the dwt., (when 20 car. 3 7-16
grs.,) or 26 7-10 grs. to the dollar.
The above are the only descriptions of Gold that are a legal tender in the United
States. All other kinds are sold at a certain rate per dwt., according to purity.
Pure Gold.—The contents in pure Gold can be ascertained by the following rule.
An Ea»le of the late law should weigh 258 grs. or 10 dwts. 18 grs. ; the assay is 21 car.
2 14-43 grs.
car. car. grs.
grs. grs.
Therefore, as 24 : 21 2 1443 : : 258 : 232 pure.
4
4
96
43

86
43

4128 3712
258
4128)957696(232 grs.
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BANK STATISTICS.
JOINT-STOCK BANKS IN ENGLAND.
A return has been published on the subject of joint-stock banks, for the three years
ending 183:4. It appears that the increase in the number of these establishments in
England was extremely rapid in 1836. In that year it received a check, and on the
1st of January, 1830, tue number was less by three than in January, 1838 — The whole
number of joint-stock banks in England at 1st January last was 108. Of these 11
were established between 1826 and 1829, both inclusive. There were 22 established
in the five years from 1830 to 1834. No less than 67 were established in 1835 and 1836.
There were 7 established in 1837, and 1 in 1838. The number of partners varies
from 50 to 1,203, and may average about 300. There are half a dozen with less than
fifty partners, the smallest number being seven. Fifty-eight ofthe banks have branches,
and fifty have none. The branches, including the parent bank, are from two to sixtyseven in number. There are eight banks which have more than twenty branches. The
whole number of parent banks and branches is 668. There are besides about 550 private
banks in England, that is, banks having no more than six partners. Adding these to
the joint-stock banks and their branches, the whole number of banking establishments
will be about 1,200. According to the last return, dated 2d August, the notes in cir
culation of all the joint-stock banks were in value £4,665,110. This, divided by the
number of banks (108,) gives an average circulation of only £43,200 for each , or, if we
include the branches, the average for each office, or establishment, is only £8,000. Sup
posing the money to be employed in discounting at five per cent., the annual profit on
£4,665,000 would be only £230,000, or no more than £350 to each establishment. It
is evident that their profits must be chiefly derived from deposits, which they can em
ploy at five per cent., while, we believe, they give only two. The issues of the private
banks, by the same return, were £7,610,709, which gives an average of about £14,000
for each establishment. It appears that the joint-stock banks, so far from superseding
the private banks, have had but a very slight, effect in narrowing their issues.
BANKS OF MISSISSIPPI.
In 1830 there was but a single bank in Mississippi, with the exception of the Branch
Bank of the United States, with a capital of $350,003. During the session of the legis
lature that year, the Planter's Bank was incorporated, with a capital of $3,600,000. In
1833 was incorporated the Western Feliciana Railroad and Banking Company, capital
$1 ,030.000 ; the Vicksburg Railroad , capital $3,000,060 ; and the Grand Gulf Railroad,
capital $2,030,000. In 1836 the following instiiutions werecreated : Mississippi Rail
road, capital $8,603,090; Commercial Bank of Rodney, $800,000; Commercial Bank
of Columbus, JJ1,000,000; Tombigbee Railroad, $2,000 C0.) ; Aberdeen and Pontotoc,
$1,000,000: Commercial Bank of Manchester, $1,060,030; Agricultural Bank of
Mississippi, $600,000; Commercial Bank ot Natchez, 83,000,060; Brandon Bnnk,
$1,000,000; forming an augmentation of banking capital of $22,400,000. In 1837 were
incorporated the Port Gibson Bank, $1,000,600; Vicksburg Bank, $3,003,000 ; Vicksburg Water-works, $500,003; Northern Bank of Mississippi, $2,000,100; Hernando
Railroad, $1,000,060; Bank of Grenada, $1,000,000; Bank of Lexington, $8,060,003;
Benton and Manchester Railroad, $1,000,030; making an increase of Sl0,3t;0,000. In
1838 the mammoth Union Bank was incorporated, with a capital of $15,500,000.
To recapitulate:
Banking capital in 1830
$3,000,000
Increase in
1833
7,000,000
" "
1836
22,400,060
" "
1837
10,300.000
" "
1838
15,500,000
60,200,000
Add to this sum the capital of institutions not charter
ed, based upon real estate
15,000,000 ,
Total
75,200,000
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TREATIES.

REGULATIONS AT ANTWERP.
The following important act has recently emanated from the Finance Department
at Brussels. By this act it will be observed, all masters of vessels destined for Ant
werp w ill be required to make the first declaration, or entry of their cargoes, at Lillo,
where the Belgian government has established a frontier custom house. In case a
vessel's cargo when landed exceeds the quantity stated on manifest, a port enlry of such
excess will not be allowed to be made at the custom house, and in case of a deficiency,
an explanatory declaration on the part of the master or consignee will not be received,
but in either case the payment of a heavy fine will be imposed on the vessel.
InstructionsJor the Captains of sea ships destined for the port of Antwerp.
5 1. The first declaration on entering from the sea must be made at the office cus
tom house at Lillo ;
§ 2. The said declaration may consist in the single remittance of the manifesto or
bills of lading.
§3. If the Captain wishes to avoid going on shore, he may deliverup his manifesto or
bills of lading to the officer of the custom house, who is appointed to place attendants
on board of the ships.
§ 4. When the Captain does not goon shore, he must state up the manifesto, or by a
separate declaration in what consist ship's stores.
I 5. After the Custom House Officers are on board, and in some coses, after leading
and sealing down the hatches, the Captain may pursue his course to Antwerp.
§ 6. At his departure from Antwerp for sea, the Captain must remitsat the Custom
House Officer of Lillo the documents ofthe Custom House of which he is bearer.
S 7. These documents may be delivered up to the Custom House Officer charged to
relieve the convoy.
5 8. If after inquiry, no suspicion of fraud arise, the Captain may follow his course
to the sea.
L. DESMAISIERES, Minister of Finance.
Brussels, July 30, 1839.
RUSSIAN QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.
The Envoy of the Emperor of Russia has communicated to the Department of State,
the following notice to vessels trading to the Russian ports on the Baltic.
The Imperial Government having received the most satisfactory information with
regard to the means employed for the purification of vessels and goods in the English
quarantine establishments at Stangate Creek, Milford Haven, and Mother Bank, near
Portsmouth, has determined that henceforward all vessels with their cargoes of sus
pected goods which may have been purified in either of those three establishments,
should be admitted into the Russian ports on the Baltic, on presenting a certificate
proving that they have been there purified, without undergoing any other quarantine.
They will, however, continue to obtain an attestation to the same effect from the Danish
quarantine establishments.
WnAMPOA PORT CHARGES.
Pilotage, inward and outward
(Linguist's and Comprador's fees vary on ships ofdifferent nations.)
English country ships pay for Comprador
lor Lmguist's fees
Cumsha, on French vessels, 1,680 taels.
on other vessels, 1,t100 taels, or

$120
50
173
2,223

Charged alike on all vessels, large or small
$2,566
Extra Charges imposed by the Consoo, on the 24M of August, 1838, for the purpose of
meeting the necessary expenses.
One mace on every pecul of goods composing the cargo.
On country ships
$700
On large ships, (formerly belonging to the E. I. Company,)
1000
On American ships
700
The sum of$l,189J on riceships, includes all other custom-house charges.
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By a conclusion of the Committee of the General Chamber of Commerce, the
sum paid to the Hoppo on rice laden ships, should be considered a charge
on tlie vessel, not on the rice
S939 50
And that the sum paid to the Linguist should also be charged to the ship
250 00
Total charges on ship
$1183 50
And that all other charges should fall on the rice.
Measurement is charged at three different rates, according to the product arising from
multiplying the length between the mizen and foremasts by the breadth at the gangway,
and dividing the product by 10.
The first class, of which the product so arising is not less than I603 covids or 1950
feet, pays 0.7874755 taels per covid, or, about $08!)74 per foot.
Second class, above 1200 covids, or 1462J feet, pays 0.7221031 taels per covid, or,
about $0.8229 per foot.
Third class, 1200 covids and under, pays 0.5062341 taels per covid, or, about S0.5229
per foot.
When the consignee of a ship has no share of her import or export cargo under his
management, the Hong merchants usually demand $600 or S700, to defray the charges
on securing her.
MACAO IMPORT DUTIES.
Goods imported into Macao, pay a duty of six percent, on a fixed valuation, The
valuation of, and the duty on, the undermentioned goods, are,
Valuation.
Duty.
taels 0072
ii
ri
40.000
Bichodemar
"
Ii 2.400
ii
22.400
1.344
Birds' nests, first sort
per catty.
ii
M
Broadcloth, fine
per covid.
2.400
.144
it
ii
middling
"
1.600
.96
ii
"
.800
.48
"
better than ordinary
"
II
ii
.480
.23
"
coarse
"
n
u
.2*)
Camlets
.16
ii
M
18.400
Camphor, Malay, first sort
per catty .
1.104
ii
ti
Cardamoms, Cochinchina, & Mace., .per pecul .
ii 160.0U0
ii 9.600
22.400
1.344
Cloves, Moluccas
ii
11 1.056
17.600
" Bourbon
"
ii
M
1.920
.115
Cochineal
per catty.
ii
if 3.849
61.009
Coial fragments, 1st sort
per pecul .
ii
ii
4.000
.240
Cotton and Pepper.
"
M
8000
tand M.O'P. shells.
.400
ii
tc
12800
Dragon s blood and Tobacco leaf .
.763
ii 3.360
u
56.000
Elephants' teeth, 1 to 12 to a pecul .
ii
ii
28.800
1.728
Ginseng, American
ii
ii 2.736
45.600
Indigo, 1st sort
ii
ii
2.400
Lead in bars and Spelter
.144
ii
ii
4.800
.888
Lead in sheets
tt
12.000
Myrrh, 1st sort
.760
ii
ii
6.400
.384
Putchuck
ii
ii
36.000
2.160
Quicksilver
ii
ii
4.000
Saltpetre, Bengal
540
ii
iI
1.600
.60
" Coast of Goa
II
"
11.520
Sandal wood, Malabar, 1st sort. .
.663
ii
It
.490
8.000
"
Sandwich Islands .
tf
5.600
Tin, Europe
.319
. "ii
ii 27.681
Tortoise shell, 1st sort .
460.000
Opium, imported in Portuguese ships, per chest
$104
"
" in foreign ships, per chest
151
Gold and Silver, in coin, bullion, or plate
.....2 per cent.
"
"
"
in Spanish vessels from Manilla. . 1J "
Pearls, Seed Pearls, Fine Corals, Diamonds, and other precious stones, in
conformity to the tariff of 1804
2 "
The Portuguese government does not levy any duties on goods exported from Macao.
The calculations are deduced from the pecul of 100 catties, equal to 33,
tom-house pounds , 100 arrateis = 75 cat
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NORTH AMERICAN MAILS — CCNARD's CONTRACT.
The government of Great Britain has entered into a formal contract with one of its
citizens, for the regular conveyance of the mails from Liverpool to Halifax, and from
thence to Boston, and, at all seasons when the St. Lawrence is unobstructed by ice,
from Pictou, in Nova Scotia, to Gtuebec, and thence back. Under an order of the
House of Commons, the contract of the government with Mr. Cunard has been printed,
and the terms of the contract are briefly stated below. As commercial men are more
deeply interested than all others in every improvement which increases the facility,
regularity, and certainty of our communication with Europe, we publish the following
summary of Mr. Cunard's contract.
It stipulates that the mails shall be dispatched twice every month from Liverpool to
Halifax, and twice every month from Halifax to Liverpool. For executing this ser
vice, Mr. Cunard is to provide and keep a sufficient number of good and efficient steam
vessels, furnished with engines of not less than three hundred horses' power. Mr.
Cunard also undertakes to convey the mails and dispatches twice every calendar month
to Boston from Halifax, and to Halifax from Boston, and when the St. Lawrence is
unobstructed by ice, from Pictou, in Nova Scotia, to duebec, and from (Auebcc to Pic
tou, by good and substantial steam vessels, provided with engines of not less than one
hundred and fifty horses' power. The contract is very specific as to those vessels be
ing properly found, and provided with a sufficient crew of able seamen. The commis
sioners of the admiralty are to appoint the two days in each month when the stenmers
are to leave Liverpool and Halifax respectively, and they are to proceed, without loss
of time, direct to the end of their voyage. The dispatch of the mail from Halifax for
Boston is to take place as soon as possible after the arrival of the mail at Halifax, which
is likewise to be the case with the Quebec mail after the mail has reached Pictou. The
commissioners may also alter the days of sailing at their pleasure, but they must give
three months' notice. At the same time they may always delay the departure of the
vessel for not more than twenty-four hours.
If at any time, from stress of weather or other unavoidable circumstances, the ves
sel should be unable to reach the Mersey, the naval officer in charge of the mails or
dispatches may order the mails to be landed at Bristol, Falmouth, Plymouth, South
ampton, Portsmouth, Dover, or Deal. For the naval officer, who is to be sent in charge
of the mails and dispatches, the contractor is to provide a suitable first-rate cabin, and
suitable accommodation for a servant, and is to victual the officer like a cabin passen
ger. If the admiralty please to entrust the mails to the captain of any of the vessels, it
is authorized to do so, and the captain will be bound to take charge of them. A boat
of not less than four oars is to be provided for landing the officer and the mails. Any
stoppage, delay^or putting back into port, not sanctioned by the naval offioer, will be
subject to a fine of £100, and a delay of twelve hours in not proceeding on a voyage
from either Liverpool or Halifax after the appointed time, subjects the contractor to a
fine of £500, as well as a further fine of £500 for every additional twelve hours' delay.
A similar delay in the smaller vessels carrying the mails from Halifax to Boston will
be subject to a fine of £200.
Not less than four of the large steam boats for the voyage across the Atlantic are to
be always kept sea-worthy and in complete repair ; the number of the smaller ones is
not stipulated. The contractor binds himself to introduce and adopt all improvements
directed by the admiralty or suggested by the progress of science. To secure the good
ness of the vessels, the naval officer in charge of the mails, calling other persons to his
assistance, has full power and authority to survey and examine the vessel whenever he
shall think fit ; and repairs which he shall direct in writing, must be made as soon as
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val stores not exceeding five tons weight, on receiving two days' notice that such stores
are to be sent.
In return for all these services, and maintaining all these vessels, the admiralty
agrees to pay to Mr. Cunard £(K),000 per annum in quarterly payments. The con
tract is to commence on June 1st, 1840, or an earlier day ifso agreed on, and to continue
in force for seven years from the commencement, and thenceforward until twelve calen
dar months' notice, in writing, shall be given by either party.
No part of the contract is to be underlet, and no member of parliament, agreeably to
act of parliament, is to have a share of it. The whole concludes by Cunard binding
himself in a penalty of £ 15,000 to fulfil his part of the contract.
CHAIN CABLES.
A writer under the signature of " an Old Shipper," has published in the New Bed
ford Mercury the following table of the strength of chains made of the best Lowmoor
iron. It will be seen by this table, that an inch bar of round iron breaks at a pressure
of seventeen tons; made into chain, twenty-nine tons break it; and, by the government
regulation, it is proved by a pressure of sixteen tons. The test to which they are submuted, is a hydraulic press, of a steady, gradually increasing power. A sudden jerk
or strain, like the motion ofa ship in a short sea, is a severe trial to a cable. In such a
case, they will often break with much less strain than the tabular number. The float
ing light ship of Liverpool is one hundred and twenty tons, has very short masts, no
yards, and is moored with two 1 J inch chains, ofone hundred and twenty fathoms each.
In the gale of the 6th ofJanuary, 1839, both her chains were broken, she was compelled
to desert her post, and, in consequence of her absence, many lives and several fine ships,
among them the Pennsylvania, were totally lost.
Size of Iron.

1

9 1-8
2
1 7-8
1 3-4
1 5-8
1 1-2
1 3-8
1 1-4
1 1-8
1
0 15-16
0 7-8
0 13-16
0 3-4
0 11-16
0 5-8
0 9-16
0 1-2

when made Prorcdbyastressaf
Breaks when in Bars. Breaks
into Chains.

at 80 tons pressure. at 138 tons pressure.
72 tons.
ii
69 ii
120
64
ii
ii
59 ii
103 If
56
ii
ii
51
88 II
48
ii
If
43
73
42
ii
ii
fi
iI
37 ii
63
36
ii
ii
ft
31
53
30
"
If
«
26 aii
44
25
ii
11
K
21
36
20
ii
tI
U
17 iiii
29
16
ii
i1
It
14 a
24
14
ii
11
If
12
21 11
12
ii
tt
10 iiii
17
10J
ii
1i
II
9 «
16
9
ii
ii
If
8 ii
14 tf
71
ii
11
7 "
19 a
6
ii
It
10
5i ii
5
ii
iI
U
4
7t ii
FRENCH TRADE.
Habits of piracy and fraud have been introduced into French commerce, says the
Courier Francais, once famed for its honesty. M. Duchatel, when Commerce Minis
ter, was obliged to denounce in a public circular the shameful tricks practised by
French traders in South America. A short time since, the Bordeaux papers published,
a letter from Martinique, complaining of the way in which the flour sent from France
was adulterated. The English may buy our wines at Bordeaux and supplant French
wine-merchants not only abroad, since it is known that French manufacturers send
cloth without solidity, and fraudulent measure. Everywhere and in every branch
French reputation is discredited by greedy men, anxious merely for momentary gain.
France keeps only the commerce of mode and fashions. The speech of the President
of the Tribunal of Commerce proves how low commerce is fallen. The dividends in
bankruptcies have been but 15 per cent., on an average, for the last two yeais. In 496
bankruptcies the primitive capital was not more than six millions of francs, or '2AQI.
per individual; whilst the debts incurred amounted to forty millions of francs. Thus
the average that each of these persons, withja capital of 6,000 francs, continued to spend,
was 11,300 francs each year, for six years.
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MISSISSIPPI STEAMBOATS.
In one of the late numbers ofthe " Ladies' Companion," — aliterary periodical, whose
elevated tone confers honor upon the literature ot our country, and which often diversi
fies its lighter and more entertaining contents with valuable information, — we find the
following statistics of the steamboat navigation of the Mississippi :
"A steamboat of three hundred and twenty -five tons, costs, when completely
fitted out, from forty to fifty thousand dollars. A boat of this tonnage will carry five
hundred tons .down stream. It will carry fifteen hundred bales of cotton on deck.
From Memphis to New Orleans, the freight of cotton is two dollars per bale; from
Vicksburgand vicinity, one and a half; all points between Natchez, one dollar. The
furnaces consume twenty-four cords of wood a day, for which from three to four dol
lars a cord is paid. The price of wood is increasing every year, and is higher in Low
er than in Upper Mississippi. The charge for freight is, from New Orleans to St.
Louis, on groceries and heavy articles, seventy-five cents per hundred ; from New Or
leans to Louisville, fifty cents. There are a greater number ofboats in the latter trade,
and therefore the competition is closer. The expenses, which also show the number of
officers and employees, of the steamer above mentioned, arc as follows :
Cost of the boat
«40,600
Captain's salary, per month
150 00
Clerk's salary, per month
130 00
Two pilots, each $£00 per month
400 00
First mate, per month
80 00
Second mate, per month
55 tX)
Two engineers, $100 each, per month
200 00
Eight deck hands, $40 each, per month
!;20 tX)
Sixteen firemen, $35 each, per month
560 60
Steward, $60 per month
60 00
Two cooks, at $50 each, per month
If0 00
Cabin boys, waiters, and chambermaids, altogether, per month 200 00
Totnl amount of wages per month
$2,255 00
The doily expenses of the boat for wood, are ninety-five dollars j and we have, be
sides, to consider the cost of the table.
It will be seen by the above list of expenses, that the original cost, outfit, and mainte
nance of a steamer, are very great ; and no fact of greater force than this, can be advan
ced to prove the extent of that trade, which can employ five hundred such boats, and
these constantly making money for their owners. Some boats pay for themselves du
ring the first year. As they are constructed lightly, compared with ships, they do not
last long, and a boat tha£ has been running five years is considered old ; indeed, five
years, with the constant wear and tear they meet with, is sufficient to render them unfit
for farther use.
'
RATES OF PILOTAOE ESTABLISHED BY THE BAHAMA LEGISLATURE.
Information has been communicated to the Department of State, at Washington, by
the acting consul of the United States at Turk's Island, of an act of the Bahama Legis
lature, passed 21st ofJune, lfs39, (in force for five years,) establishing the rates ofpilotage.
For every vessel anchored opposite the towns of Grand or Salt Key,
From 50 to 100 tons
$1 50
100 to 150 tons
2 00
150 to 200 tons
3 50
200 to 300 tons, and upwards
4 00
For every vessel anchored at the Riding Place,
From 50 to 100 tons
$2 00
100 to 150 tons
2 50
150 to 200 tons
4 00
260 to 300 tons, and upwards
5 00
For every vessel conducted through the reef into the Hawk's Nest,
From 50 to 100 tons
$2 50
100 to 150 tons
5 00
150 to 200 tons
7 00
200 to 300 tons
9 00
300 tons, and upwards
1300
The eighth clause gives to the pilot acting as Harbor Master, in the removal of ves
sels, " a fee equal to a moiety of the fee for the pilotage of any ship or other vessel."
VOL. I. No. V.
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COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
COMMERCE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, FROM 17f^9 TO 1838.

Imports.
Domestic. Foreign.
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MERCANTILE

MISCELLANIES.

NEW YORK MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
Below we present the prospectus of the lectures to be delivered before the Associa
tion the ensuing season, commencing on the 1st of November, and concluding on the
24th of March next. We congratulate the members on the rich intellectual treat in
store for them The subjects are judiciously selected, and will be treated in a mas
terly manner by the able men to whom the duty is entrusted. It will be seen that the
list comprises some of our best scholars and professional gentlemen. We entertain so
high a respect for the worth and abilities of the whole, that we cannot take a single ex
ception to them. They form a bright galaxy, such as is seldom presented to the lovers
of science and literature. Much credit is due to the president and directors for their
liberality and judgment in securing the services of so many eminent literary gentle
men, who by their talents and the great diversity of subjects cannot fail to make this
the most interesting course that has ever been given. It is truly gratifying to witness
the continued exertions of this meritorious institution, in constantly aft'ording additional
sources of improvement to its members, now, we believe, exceeding 5000 in number.
First Course.
Introductory Lecture, Friday, November 1st, 1839, by Professor Denison Olmsted.
On the Atmosphere and its Phenomena, ten Lectures, by Professor Denison Olmsted.
1. Moral Influence of the Literature of the last and present Centuries—2. On the
Battle of Bunker Hill, two Lectures, by the Hon. Alexander H. Everett.
On the Moral Philosophy of Human Life, two Lectures, by Orville Dewey, D. D.
On the Accordance of Geology with the Mosaic Record of the " Six Days," one Lec
ture, by the Rev. Thomas C. Levins.
On the Constitution of the United States, two Lectures, by the Hon. Benjamin F.
Butler.
On Schiller, six Lectures, by the Rev. Charles Follen.
On Transcendentalism, one Lecture, by the Rev. Henry W. Bellows.
Second Course.
Introductory Lecture, Monday, Jan. 20tli, 1840, by Charles Constnntine Pise, D. D.
On the Principles of Credit, one Lecture, by C. Francis Adams, Esq.
On Music, two Lectures, by Samuel Wnrd, Jr. Esq.
On Henry Grattan, two Lectures, by the Rev. Thomas C. Levins.
On the Chemistry of Nature, ten Lectures, by John Torrey, M. D.
On Education, two Lectures, by the Hon. Horace Mann.
On the Philosophy of History, three Lectures, by Ralph Waldo Emerson.
On Meteoric Siones, two Lectures, by Professor Sillimnn.
1. Life and Writings of Dante—2. Life and Writings of Chaucer, three Lectures,
by Professor Henry W. Longfellow.
NINETEENTH ANNIVERSARY OP THE BOSTON MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
This old and valuable Institution, whose merits are well known, and whose influ
ence has been long and widely exerted, celebrated its I9th anniversary on the evening
of the 30th of September, by an address from the Hon. Rufus Choate, and a poem by a
member of the society. Of the address it will be no mean praise to say, it was every
way worthy to follow the eloquent and beautiful performance of Governor Everett,
who officiated as orator last year. Of the manner and matter of that address, criticism
throughout the country has placed them, beyond a doubt, amongst the highest efforts of
genius, and we are happy to say Mr. Choate's production will not suffer by compari
son with that splendid effort.
A crowded and brilliant audience filled the hall to the very ceiling, long before the
exercises commenced, and throughout the whole evening the interest aid not flag for a
moment.
It is with deep regret we notice, that it is Mr. Choates' invariable rule to decline all
invitations of publication. We hoped to have seen in print the patriotic and thrilling
words which electrified that numerous assembly, confident that the community at large
would appreciate and profit by the admirable sentiments which they conveyed. We
do not remember ever to have heard this gentleman to more advantage. As an orator,
he is certainly unsurpassed in the country ; and as a bold and vigorous writer, there are
few ifany superior minds in New England. The themes which he chose for the occa
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sion, were those which no other individual could handle with greater effect and energy.
The peculiar duty of the merchant to his country,—his influence in time of peace and
war,—was the groundwork of that glorious chain of thought, which the orator poured
forth with surpassing skill and power. No one engaged in mercantile pursuits, could
have listened to this address without imbibing a pure lesson of patriotism, and rejoicing
in the lot to which providence had cast him. The burning words of this eloquent son
of Massachusetts, will live long in the memories of that youthful band, who came up
to gather lessons of wisdom and strength for the daily business and warfare of life.
The poem which followed the address, was a neat and appropriate offering from one
of the gentlemen who composed the society. It was well delivered, and elicited fre
quent applause. Allusions to many of the exciting topics of the day, were happily
made, and received with great good nature by the audience.
The annual election for the choice of officers of the association occurred on the 2d in
stant. Mr. Atkins, who has long presided over the interests of the Institution with so
much zeal and prudence, declined a re-election. A committee was chosen from the
members to offer him sincere thanks, for the faithful and impartial manner in which he
had performed the duties of his situation. He leaves the presidential chair with the
good wishes of all.
Many of the directors, who had been in office sometime, also declined serving another
season. The following list was chosen for the ensuing year.
EDWARD STEARNS, President..
SAMUEL E. SAWYER, Vice President.
DIRECTORS.
W. N. Fairbanks,
N. P. Kemp,
D. N. Haskell,
Allen Hcphard,
N. Greene, Jr.
P. Gildersleeve,
H. J. Burton,
W. D. Weston.
E. P. Whipple,
E. A. Hobart, Treasurer.
Tuos. J. Allen, Secretary.
If this institution continues to advance as rapidly as it hasdone for the last few years,
it will be second to none of its kind in the country. New rooms are greatly needed, on
the plan of those in Clinton Hall, and it is confidently hoped, that ere long, the mer
chants of Boston will place at the disposal of this praiseworthy society, a suitable
building for their fast increasing library. Members are constantly joining, and larger
accommodations are loudly called for.
FT
MERCANTILE LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
This society, we are glad to learn, have resolved to have a course of lectures during
the ensuing winter. The hours of leisure that even the most sedulous votary of busi
ness necessarily finds, arc golden hours, if consecrated by the charms ofthe Library, or
the instruction of the lecture room ; and in the series of lectures to be undertaken by the
Mercantile Library Company, much advantage may justly be anticipated. The in
troductory lecture will be delivered on the first Friday evening in the present month, by
the Hon. John Sergeant, to be followed on each successive Friday evening, by the fol
lowing gentlemen :
Hon. Saml. L. Southard,
J. R. Chandler, Esq.
Wm. M. Meredith, Esq.
Saml. Rush, Esq.
Professor Vethake,
Dr. Emerson,
Rev. Albert Barnes,
J. R. Tyson, Esq.
Hon. Judge Conrad.
Rev. John Coleman.
David P. Brown, Esq.
M. M'Michael, Esq.
Rev. Thos. H. Stockton,
Dr. M'Murtie.
James S. Smith, Esq.
YOUNG MENS' INSTITUTE OF HARTFORD, CONN.
We are pleased to find by the first annual report of this young and vigorous institu
tion, established for the moral and intellectual improvement of its members, that it is
in a very prosperous condition. The number of volumes in the Institute already ex
ceeds 5,600. A reading room has been attached to the library, and several gentlemen
of eminent abilities have been engaged to deliver a course of lectures the ensuing sea
son. The success of this and similar institutions throughout the country, established
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and supported by our young men, must be highly gratifying to the patriot and philan
thropist, affording evidence, as it does, that the vain and frivolous pleasures ofyouth
are giving place to higher and more rational enjoyments.
The following are the names of the officers of the Institute: Henry Barnard, Presi
dent; George G. Spencer and Wm. M. Durand, Vice Presidents; Wm. N. Matson
and G. F. Davis, Secretaries; Erastus Collins, Treasurer; J. S. Morgan, J. D. Willard, E. W. Coleman, A. Storrs, and Alfred Gill, Directors.
BOOK-KEEPING.
The Science of Double Entry Book-heeping simplified, arranged, and methodized, ex
plained by definite rules, and illustrated by entries classed in a manner entirely differ
ent from any work ever before offered to thepublic ; also, containing a Key, explaining
the manner ofjournalizing, and the natu re ofthe business transaction ofeach ofthe Day
book entries, together with Practical Forms for heeping books, as circumstances may
direct, in different commercial houses ; Public lectures, tyc, ef-c. By J. C. Colt,
Accountant. Fourth Edition. New York; William Jackson, and Robinson &
Franklin.
In a commercial community like ours, the scientific mode of keeping accounts is a
study of surpassing interest. For many years it has attracted attention commensurate
with its importance. At the present moment, when our mercantile concernments are
so widely extended, and when consequently the qualifications for success must so far
exceed those formerly demanded, the mysteries of Book-keeping have excited such in
creased notice, that the press swarms with commentators. Nearly all these profess to
have discovered some royal road to the science, which makes the last adventurer always
represent himself as a little belter than any who has gone before him.
The work now upon our table puts forth no pretensions of this nature. It parades
no new and talismanic plan, which is to cast all others into oblivion, and create ac
countants by a charm. The author supposes that the primary principles of the science
have been longthoroughly established. He confines himself, therefore, to making these
understood. Bnt he has observed that in practice these principles assume very differ
ent forms, sometimes varying to a degree which would lead a superficial observer to
deny them a common parentage. Mr Colt shows that the genus is the same, although
the species differ. Here is his originality ; and the scheme he has hit upon is not only
intelligent, but philosophical.
Far different is the course usually pursued. All previous authors on the subject —
at least alt those with whose works we are familiar — suppose the book-keeper at his
counting-house desk, noting each entry as it might occur by chance in business, when
at one moment a chest of tea is sold, at another a ship to be freighted for the Indies;
when, next, goods are received on commission, afterwards a consignment is made to
Europe, and then a speculation is adventured on in the stocks. Now, all these are good
business-like entries, no doubt ; but each belong to different, very different classes. To
fling them together in this heterogene manner, only confuses the uninstructed, who re
quires in the outset to be impressed with that well weighed order, that spirit of classifi
cation, which has earned for Book-keeping its title of a science.
How does Mr. Colt get over this 1 We vyit 1 try to show.
He considers, as we have before stated, that the fundamental principles of Book-keep
ing are immutable, but that in practice they express themselves in five different forms.
He first explains the unalterable basis of the science ; he then carries the learner through
each of the five varieties it assumes in practice. In his illustrations he exhibits every
possible shape of entry, and with such clearness and simplicity as to render all of them
perfectly comprehensible even to a child.
The five different forms of which we have spoken, are classed as follows:
The first class illustrates a regular running merchandise account, or such entries as
arise in a store where goods are regularly bought and sold.
The second confines itself to those entries and accounts proceeding from the purchase
and sale of stocks, real estate, and general agencies for such purposes.
The third illustrates such entries and accounts as are common to a house receiving
goods to sell on commission, or doing a commission business.
The fourth exhibits those entries nnd accounts which arise from consigning goods
to be sold on commission, singly and in partnership.
The fifth is limited to single and joint speculations.
When we stated that the illustrations of these five classes include every description of
entry which can arise in business, we should have added, that in addition to such as are
appropriate to each respective class, some may occasionally occur which cannot dis
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tinctly be assigned to either. For this case Mr. Colt has provided. He very adroitly
scatters these anomalous entries among the main divisions, in such a manner as to
make them explain themselves without disturbing the order of the rest.
There needs no argument to prove that by this novel mode of classification, a more
thorough knowledge of the science can be communicated, than by the old and jumbled
system which has so long prevailed amongst us, and which is still supported in the
more recent works of various authors. The plan of Mr. Colt displays a sound good
sense, in addition to its novelty, which must recommend it, not only to such as are study
ing the science for their own use, but to those who are engaged in teaching it to others.
The predecessors of Mr. Colt have gone no further than the development of the fun
damental principles of Book-keeping. Mr. Colt, alone, does not stop here. Besides
giving the various forms in practice, and rivctting in the learner's mind those princi
ples of the science which arc found so invaluable in later life, Mr. Colt imagines his
pupil in actual business on his own account, and supplies him with so great a variety
of models for keeping his books on the principles of double entry, that the young mer
chant cannot be unprepared for any situation which may chance thereafter to arise.
These practical models for keeping books indicate.in Mr. Colt a much more compre
hensive view of the subject than has ever been taken before. They supply a desidera
tum, the lack of which has disenabled students from satisfying their employers, and
given them very harsh thoughts of those instructors who have sent them into the count
ing-house, with the assurance that they were fully qualified to perform all its duties.
"VY hoever will examine Mr. Colt's production, may discern at once why he has succeed
ed in overcoming this disadvantage. It is, simply, because he has not, like others,
failed to discriminate between the method of expounding the principles of the science,
and the form or forms for keeping books in practice. We should suppose that these
Sradical models for keeping books, which have never been given by any writer, before
lr. Colt, would to young accountants be invaluable.
Of the day-book entries and miscellaneous forms, — accounts current, for example, —
and the like, we forbear to give any description, because all such works contain some
thing of the sort. Nevertheless, even in these Mr. Colt has evinced no common skill
and judgment, by exhibiting them in shapes as nearly original as possible, and always
so as to impress them, and make them instructive. And there are other recommenda
tions, not usually found in works of this nature, to which at tention ought to be pointed :
among these, we would particularize certain directions to the learner, a vocabulary of
mercantile terms and phrases, and a key explaining the nature of the most difficult
transactions, and the manner ofjournalizing each of the day-book entries.
In the close of Mr. Colt's work, it appears, that the importance of acquiring a know
ledge of the science which it unfolds, has been urged by the author in several public
addresses, which are to be found in the appendix. As nothing of the kind has been be
fore published, their novelty will at lenst excite curiosity. They will gratify, without
doubt, those for whom they were intended, and stimulate young men to a laudable am
bition for a general knowledge of commerce. This article has already extended too far
to allow of our offering any extracts, as was at first our purpose; hence, we must be
satisfied with remarking, that they are expressed with great earnestness, and show a
high sense of the dignity of the study for which their author has given such an able
manual.
' P.
A PICTORIAL GEOGRAPHY OP THE WORLD.
Edited by S. G. Goodrich.
The editor of this extensive publication, has a name particularly associated with
juvenile literature, but it is well known that he is able to cope successfully with sub
jects which demand the exercise of masculine intellect. The present work, of which
one or two numbers have been issued, is demonstrative of this. We have seldom seen
a publication which seemed more fully to accomplish its design, than this — so far as
we have examined it. Its particular object is to popularise geography ; to give a pre
sent view of the world, physical, political, commercial, and moral — setting forth the
various topics in the most entertaining, useful, and practical manner.
The whole work will contain 1100 large royal 8vo. pages, and will be enriched by
1000 illustrative engravings. Its utility as a family book — as a magazine of geogra
phical knowledge for school, and other libraries, is too obvious to need our notice; but
it is particularly entitled to our attention as a storehouse of valuable and accurate com
mercial intelligence. Geography is one of the first studies that should engage the at
tention of merchants; and we have seen no work comparable to this, in convenience
and utility, to our own citizens. The United States are fully treated in the work; and
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we perceive much valuable information in respect to the western states and territories,
Texas, etc., which we hove not noticed elsewhere. Some interesting statistical tables
we shall take the liberty to transfer to future numbers of our magazine.
We cannot do a better service to our commercial friends, than to commend this work
to their attention. It will prove a most useful counting-house companion, and espe
cially claims the notice of young men who are fitting themselves for mercantile pur
suits. No man understands the art of making the acquisition of knowledge agreeable
and effectual better than Mr. Goodrich, and he seems to have employed his skill to good
advantage in the present instance. He has, of course, had large assistance in the pre
paration of this work, and we are not assured that he is the writer of the sketches of
manners and customs dispersed through the volume. It will strike the reader, however,
that they are written with great raciness and just discrimination, quite unlike the prosy
delineations of the Morses and Pinkertons of other days.
IMPORTATION OF WHEAT.
It is stated in the Baltimore Chronicle, that the quantity of wheat which was im
ported into the United States', in 1837, exceeded by*ir all the importation of that grain
since the settlement of the country. The following tabular statement shows the great
disproportion between the receipts of wheat in several years.
Quantity of Wheat importcdinto the United Slates, during the several years ending on
the 30/A September.
Year.
Bushels.
Bushels.
Year.
Bushels.
Year.
1837
3,921,259
620
1834
1,225
1831 .
1838
844,536
1832 .
1,168
l!-35
238,769
Ic33 .
1,600
1836
5S3,£98
The exportation of Wheatfor the same years was asfoliaws :
Bushels.
Year.
Bushels.
Year.
Year.
Bushels.
1831
40-1,810
. . 17.303
1834
36,948
1837.
.. 6,291
1832
88,304
1835
47,962
1838.
1833
32,221
1836
2,062
The exportation of Wheat Flour in the same year was asfollows
Year.
Bushels.
Year.
Bushels.
Year.
Bushels.
1837
318,719
1834
835,352
1831
1,806,529
1838
448,161
1832
864,919
1835
779,396
1836
505,400
1833
955,763
GOLD AND SILVER.
It is stated in the Miners' Journal, that the product of gold in forty years (from 1790
to 1830)' from the mines of Mexico, Chili, Buenos Ayres, and Russia, was 17,003,579
pounds sterling, and the product of silver from the same mines, in the same period,
amounted to 170,326,620 pounds sterling. The annual coinageof gold and silver in the
mints of Mexico, including Guanaxuato, Zacatccas, Guodaloxura, Durango, San Luis,
and llapan, is about eleven million of dollars, and the annual coinage of the mints
of Lima and Cuzco, about two million of dollars. The entire exportation of
dollars from Chili in three years was only three million, and the different smelting
works of Peru do not annunlly turn out more than two million and a half of dollars
in bars of silver. The product of the mines is diminishing every year, and will con
tinue to diminish, not only on account of the exhaustion of the metal, and the increased
difficulty of working the mines, but from the disturbed state of the countries in which
they are situated.
COMMERCE OP NEW ORLEANS.
The commercial year of New Orleans terminates on the 30th of September, and the
operations during the year just closed, are thus stated in Levy's Commercial Intelli
gencer: It appears that 1825 vessels from sea, and 1573 steamboats, have arrived in
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Art. I.—THE PROGRESS AND INFLUENCE OF COM
MERCE IN EUROPE.
The mighty aid which commerce has afforded in civilizing, enlightening,
and refining mankind, affords a lesson fraught with the deepest interest, and
the most profound and highly elevated instruction. It has been a powerful
engine, in sweeping away the rude and barbarous usages which prevailed
in Europe during the middle ages, and has exercised a tremendous influ
ence upon the civil, political, and moral condition of the whole world. View
it on every side—in every age—and in whatever aspect, religious, political,
or moral ; trace its path in dark and heathenish nations, and in the bright
and glorious sovereignties of the enlightened world, and we see the charac
ter of man softened by its presence, and his social condition improved by its
influences. It is the aid of religion clad in a different garb, but contribu
ting powerfully to its assistance—springing from the wants of mankind—
moving in a worldly sphere, but scattering the gifts of heaven in its path ;
and so intimately are religion, commerce, literature, and the science of ra
tional government, connected, that in order to appreciate the one. we must be
come acquainted with all; and when we have candidly and deliberately sur
veyed the progress of each, and its influence and bearing in ameliorating
the moral, political, and social condition of our race, we must acknowledge,
that commerce has opened the way and smoothed the path for all. There
is, perhaps, no nation on the globe, which is so much indebted to commerce
for its strength, the permanence of its institutions, the durability and beauty
of its political fabric, the power almost infinite of its naval force, and the
brilliancy of its intellectual character, as England. Every thing which con
stitutes England mistress of the seas, nearly every attribute which compo
ses her constitutional strength, and gives her influence and power among
the nations of the earth, spring from and were created out of the commerce
which in the infancy of her power she fostered.
The ancient inhabitants of England, were a rude, uncultivated race of
men. They were without ships of any kind, destitute of nautical skill, and
al-nost entirely ignorant of the nitions inhabiting the continent of Europe.
They held no intercourse with foreign powers, and possessed none of the
vol. I. — no. vI.
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refinements belonging to civilized life; and while Rome glittered in the
riches of foreign climes, anJ was clothed in a grandeur emanating from
her adventurous power; while Venice sparkkd in the gems with which
commerce had encircled her, and shone forth in intellectual beauty—Eng
land slumbered in superstition and dark ignorance, destitute of every thing
which constitutes her present greatness. But a new sun dawned upon her—
the sun of conquest. The Saxons, a fierce, warlike race of men, who inhabit
ed the northern coast of Germany, being called upon by the Ancient
Britons to assist them in repelling the Picts and Scots, who had pound
themselves down in warlike fierceness from their northern hills, took ad
vantage of the difi nceltss state of the Britons, and seized England in their
powerful grasp, and after one hundred and fifty years of fierce and cruel con
tention, the Saxons succeeded in exterminating the ancient possrssorsof Britain,
and establishing themselves undisputed masters of the soil. For seme time
after this event, the Saxons discontinued all connexion and intercourse
with the continent. They were governed by a number of petty princes,
who were independent of each other, and who would not act in concert in
carrying forward any great national scheme for their mutual advancement.
But when the Christian religion began to pervade the states of Europe, and
by its influence to soften the fierce and warlike spirit of the inhabitants, a
communication was opened by one or two of the Saxon princes with the
continent, and the vast advantages to be derived from commercial intercourse
became apparent; and one of the princes of the Saxon Heptarchy carried
this new policy of foreign commerce into execution, by concluding a treaty
with Charlemagne, who by encouraging commerce, and creating a navy,
had raised France to a pitch of power and naval greatness, which was
unrivalle>d by any nation of Western Europe ; and when the Heptarchy,
under King Egbert, was consolidated into the Kingdom of England, that
prince at once perceived, that owing to the close proximity of his country
to the powerful sovereignties of Europe, the future greatness of his people
must depend upon a rich commerce and a mighty naval force. The spirit
of trade with the countries of Europe was encouraged, and with it nautical
skill was increased and fostered ; as the intercourse of England with the
Continent increased, the advancement of religion and learning became per
ceptible ; and the elegant, profound, and varied literature of the ancients,
was rescued from the dust of the cloister, to enlighten nations shrouded in
dark ignorance and fearful error. The arts and sciences began slowly to
emerge from under the weight of monastic influence, and moved slowly
onward through the intellectual darkness which prevailed: nations became
less strange to each other, treaties were formed, commercial privileges were
claimed and granted, international rights were recognised, lines of territory
were drawn and settled, and even the mighty ocean was parcelled out.
When the illustrious Alfred ascended the throne of England, he took a
more intelligent, comprehensive, and statesmanlike view of the relative situ
ation of his country, than any of his predecessors; and his vast mind fully
appreciated the immense advantages of power, and wealth, and national
greatness, which must result from the maritime riches and naval strength
of England; and looking to the intellectual, as well as physical grandeur
of his nation, he was deeply impressed with the conviction that the acqui
sition of literature and learning, by commerce with foreign countries, would,
in a national point of view, almost equal every other advantage to be derived
from it. Guided by these great and philanthropic principles, Alfred brought
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into active requisition every power of his mighty mind, for the attainment
of his ennobling purpose : he sent agents in whom he could repose confi
dence, and who were selected for their experience and learning, into all the
maritime countries of Europe, and to the remote nations of Asia, to collect
information which would enable him to adopt measures best calculated to
promote and advance the object he had in view. A vast expense was incur
red, a mighty influence was exerted, and every element set in motion by
this wise prince, to advance his country's maritime greatness ; and in part he
succeeded. The vessels built by him were superior to any which navigated
the northern seas ; they were less bulky, more easily managed, faster sail
ers, and their model more graceful and elegant. But with the death of this
prince expired much of the maritime wealth and commercial prosperity of
England. A few succeeding sovereigns managed to keep up a small naval
force, sufficient to protect them from the incursions of the Danish pirates,
but not powerful enough for the protection of their commerce, which soon
dwindled away. Every one was fearful of trusting his fortune in commer
cial enterprises, when pirates were hovering upon the coasts, and riding
boldly and fearlessly on the high seas, committing depredations upon the in
fant commerce of all nations. Maritime adventure was consequently con
fined in its operations ; and commerce cannot exist and flourish, when its
boundaries are settled, and lines drawn around a narrow circle, beyond
which it must not extend : its limits must be infinite ; it must be ftttertd by
nothing save the broad principles of international law; guided by no rules
save those of eternal justice ; no narrow policy should obstruct its progress ;
its course should be free, but not unprotected.
As commerce died away in England, the inhabitants maintained less inter
course with their neighbors on the continent; and literature and the arts,
which under the protective system of Alfred had sprung up with rapid
growth, soon drooped and disappeared: and England was fast losing the
rank she had gained among the nations of the earth, when William the Con
queror subdued her, and opened the way to all her future greatness and com
mercial prosperity.
From this time is to be dated the intercourse of England with Southern
Europe, and particularly with France. From the conquest commenced the
slow, gradual extension of her naval power, which now sweeps every coast,
and rides on every sea. From this time, also, may be dated the beginning
of that enlarged commerce which forms such a mighty source of the reve
nue of Great Britain, and which constitutes so vast an amount of the capital
of its citizens. And from nearly the same era may we date the commence
ment of the Christian religion, which is now taught in almost every clime
to which the commerce of enlightened nations extend ; and at this time also,
did the introduction of knowledge and intellectual refinement take place,
which have since worked such great changes in the mind and nature of
man. The commercial advancement of England after the conquest was
slow, but mercantile enterprise proceeded onward with the'sure and gradual
strides of ultimate success. Under the influence of the feudal system, which
then prevailed, commercial pursuits were retarded, and often discouraged.
The Normans had been so long accustomed to the glitter of arms, the clash
ing of steel, the glory and magnificence of successful war, and to the absolute
domination and rule of empire, that the peaceful employment of commercial
life presented but few charms to their rude imaginations, and the trading
citizen was viewed with contempt by the haughty soldier. But when the
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interna] laws of England were reduced and consolidated into a system, and
its jurisprudence had begun to assume the elevated tone of justice; when
the administration of the laws, although feeble, had become more uniform
and impartial, and civil right was less trampled upon by military power,
the spirit of commercial adventure revived, and its influence spread through
out the kingdom. Until commerce poured in her infant stores, the inhabi
tants of England had possessed none of the elegant refinements which mark
enlightened civilization ; but few of the necessaries of life were known, and
a barbarous magnificence was enthroned in intellectual desolation : but when,
under succeeding monarchs, the intercourse of England with foreign nations
opened a wide door for the embarkment of private fortune in mercantile
pursuits; when the broad mantle of international law encircled within its
protecting folds the genius of commerce, the rich freighted ship was wafted
in peace and security, and bore its golden treasures, both physical and intel
lectual, from every country and every clime.
The reign of Edward the Third marked a great change in the commercial
character of the English people. This monarch formed an extensive con
federacy with the Continental states, which opened a wide intercourse with
the Low Countries and Germany. The acquaintance with these nations,
spread out to the astonished minds of the English people, the immense
wealth, power, and grandeur, which commerce bestows upon the nations by
whom she is protected and encouraged. At this time, situated in the midst
of the European powers, surrounded by the rude, the mighty but half crum
bled monuments of feudal barbarism, reared amid the gothic superstition of
the age, towered the commercial riches and naval strength of Flanders.
But a short time previous, and this nation was enshrouded in the darkest
ignorance, and the most gloomy superstition prevailed : the latent energies
of its people were chained down by the rude strength of the feudal system,
and the spirit of adventure was crushed by the tyrannical laws imposed upon
its inhabitants by the military lords who reigned masters of the soil. But
the situation of this country made it impossible to fetter forever the natural
advantages with which it had been favored by Providence. Situated be
tween the Mediterranean and the Baltic, the kingdom of Flanders soon be
came the medium of communication between the coasts which border upon
these mighty seas ; and when once the great commercial advantages of this
country became known to its citizens, the chains of ignorance and despot
ism which bound them were burst asunder, the infant genius of commerce
reared itself in slow but mighty grandeur, and the warlike spirits of those
whose minds were still wedded to the magnificent chivalry of the age, was
transferred from the gloomy castle, and the glorious theatre of knightly
deeds, to the proud war-ship which reared its mighty bulk for the protection
of a nation's youthful commerce. When Edward ascended the English
throne, Flanders shone brilliantly forth among the sovereignties of Continent
al Europe, first in commercial wealth and greatness, strongest in naval
power, farthest advanced in manufactures and the a,rts, and the most culti-
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try. Deeply impressed with the importance of these considerations, all the
mighty energies of his acute and discerning mind were brought into imme
diate and active requisition for the advancement of his great purpose. By
holding out the most brilliant and flattering allurements, he induced Flem
ish artisans to settle in England, and commenced the manufacture of wool
len cloths in his own kingdom ; and feeling confident that his own subjects
posssssed strong energy of mind, together with genius, not glittering but
use ful, he first turned those qualities to cultivating a knowledge of the arts
and manufactures, and thus laid the foundation for that glorious superstruc
ture, which at present forms so large a portion of the immense wealth and
prosperity of the English nation. By a course of national policy, which
characterizes this monarch as one of the greatest and most profound states
men that ever filled the throne of England, he succeeded in rearing estab
lishments for the manufacture of English products ; and instead of selling
the raw material which was raised on English soil, to enrich the citizens
of Flanders by its manufacture, rich cloths were made in England ; and
after supplying the wants of his subjects, the remainder was sold on the
continent, and articles of foreign manufacture taken in exchange.
As the arts and manufactures increased, ships were built, and commerce
advanced with rapid strides ; the enjoyments of" civilized life were communi
cated to distant nations ; a more liberal and enlightened tone of feeling per
vaded society : and the Christian religion began to shed abroad its golden
light, softening the fierce and warlike nature of man. Nations began to
look upon each other, not as enemies, but as neighbors and friends; and
as commerce increased, and extended abroad its enriching influences, a
common interest bound them together: Treaties were formed, mutual bene
fits and advantages were shared, protection to the vessels of all nations was gua
rantied by maritime powers, and freedom of trade was rapidly prevailing.
The monirchs, who for more than a century succeeded Edward, neglect
ed the protection and advancement, of the mighty plan which he had s0
skilfully and successfully laid. The minds of the English people were not
yet prepared for so great a change in their national character; and nothing
short of the mighty intellectual power and brilliant genius of Edward, could
have effected what he accomplished. There was still too much of the pride of
feudal aristocracy existing in England, too much love of warlike pomp,
and not enough of real liberty, to render mercantile pursuits profitable, safe,
and honorable : the rights of the citizens were not yet defined with sufficient
certainty ; the power of the nobles tvas too arbitrary ; the king's preroga
tive too mighty ; and the, liberty of the weak too often violated with im
punity.
From the time of Edward's death, until Henry the Fourth mounted the
English throne, civil wars, intestine dissensions, and military power, pre
vailed ; and turbulence, violence, and injustice, marked the years as they
rolled on, increasing arbitrary power and military force, and blackening
the bright rays of intellectual light, which were beginning to shed a soften
ing influence over the rude spirit of the age, and crushing and destroying
the infant form of commerce in their rude embrace. When Henry ascend
ed the throne, commercial prosperity again revived ; his policy was provi
dent, vigilant, and wise ; and he promoted the interests of commerce to the
utmost of his power—he encouraged the arts and manufactures, and by his
wisdom and perseverance, effected a great alteration in the character of his
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people. The mighty advantages which a rich commerce and a powerful
navy would bestow, the great national benefits to be derived from trade and
manufactures, were known and appreciated. The spirit of contempt towards
those engaged in trade, manufacture, and commercial adventures, which
had so universally prevailed among the higher classes, had somewhat
abated ; and as the introduction of the necessaries and luxuries of civilized
life became more general, and their use more universal, the source from
which they sprung was clothed with more privileges, and was thought
mote worthy of just and beneficent laws. The settlement of foreign mer
chants in England was encouraged—rights and privileges were afforded
them—and their personal security, and personal property, were protected
by liberal and enlightened laws, and a wise system of internal regulations.
During this reign, a commercial treaty withihe Hanse Town merchants
was formed upon the basis of mutual benefit. English Factories were es
tablished in foreign parts, affording immense opportunities for increasing
commercial prosperity, and securing for those engaged in mercantile pur
suits large privileges and rich emoluments. This was a part of that great
system of powerful foreign commercial establishments, which has since
reached the most remote portion of the habitable globe, constituting a
source of wealth and power almost infinite. With the increase of com
mercial prosperity, and the introduction of laws necessary for its protection
and advancement, literature and learning revived, and by their influence,
although mingled with the superstition of the cloister, aided powerfully in
polishing the rude minds of the haughty barons, and paved the way for
more enlightened legislation, and produced a greater regard for civil, poli
tical, and religious rights and privileges : a greater refinement was intro
duced, and the sword was appealed to less often as the arbiter of justice.
Through the agency of commerce, and the intercourse which it opened
with foreign countries, ancient literature was redeemed from the dust of
ages—snatched from the hand of the rude destroyer, and transferred to na
tions, whose enlightened people, glorious institutions, mighty power, and re
ligious observances, show with conclusive force the influence it has exerted.
The materials for the creation of commercial adventure had been, for
many years, slowly and steadily forming, throughout all the maritime
countries of Europe. Visions of golden prospects were revealed, in per
spective, to the ambitious minds of those whose thirst for mercantile em
ployment was excited by love of gain, while the nobler spirit of discovering
new worlds, and benefiting the human race, actuated those whose natures
were less sordid, and who possessed sentiments of a more generous and
philanthropic character.
During the fifteenth century, almost every nation whose territory border
ed on the ocean and great seas, possessed ships trading to foreign lands,
which brought back to their respective countries rich returns for the risk
encountered in embarking life and fortune upon the watery element. The
English, under the wise but somewhat turbulent reign of Henry the Seventh,
were carrying out those great plans of commercial advancement, and naval
strength, which the giant mind of Edward the Third had conceived and
laid. A more universal prosperity prevailed, and a greater equality of
rights and privileges were established, than the English people had ever
before enjoyed. So auspicious a time for the increase of commerce and
naval grandeur, was not allowed to pass unimproved; and the king, by his
covetous and grasping disposition, accomplished what the noblest energies
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could scarcely have achieved. The imposts upon foreign goods were ex
orbitantly high, and extravagant in the extreme ; and the revenue afforded
to the king, was in proportion to the shipping employed in importation : to
increase the commerce of England with foreign nations, for the purpose of
filling his coffers with gold, was the sole aim of this monarch; and towards
the attainment of this object, the energies of his mind, together with his kingly
influence, were directed. He concluded commercial treaties, which operated
beneficially in promoting the commercial prosperity of the English nation ;
and although his intercourse with foreign governments was not marked by that
lofty and liberal policy, which characterizes the truly noble mind and great
statesman, he evinced a profound desire to settle the commercial relations of
his country, with foreign powers, upon a broad and equitable basis, which
should secure to his subjects safety and universal justice. Previous to his reign,
the building of ships had been much neglected, and most of the foreign trade
of England had been carried on in foreign vessels : but great advantages,
exclusive rights, and superior privileges, being conferred upon those who
should prosecute their trade in English ships, the construction of vessels
rapidly increased, and the English merchant ship rode the mighty deep,
freighted to the wave with the riches of foreign lands. A new class of men
had now sprung up in the English nation, and was fast increasing in
wealth and influence. It was composed of the merchants and manufactu
rers. Commerce began to shower forth its benefits in golden profusion, and
to confer its riches with no meagre hand. Mercantile pursuits were consi
dered more honorable, and were viewed with a more enlightened considera
tion by the haughty noble. The merchant was now chosen to sit in the
high legislative body of the nation, and the commons were often clothed
in titled dignity by their sovereign. A more extended intercourse with
foreign countries, growing out of commercial relations, had expanded the
mind of man, enabling him to comprehend and appreciate a broader and
more enlightened system of national government, and a more just basis of
international rights. About this time the invention of the compass increas
ed still farther the spirit of maritime adventure, for purposes of commercial
advancement and foreign discovery. The rich commercial cities of Venice
and Genoa, had hitherto monopolized the immense trade of the western world
to India. Enjoying in security the brilliant yet solid advantages which this
traffic afforded, these cities had reared themselves to the pinnacle of riches
and power. Their citizens lived in the midst of princely splendor, and were
surrounded with almost regal pomp and magnificence. The vast advanta
ges resulting from the exclusive trade of these Italian republics with India,
and the incalculable riches which their citizens derived from commercial
pursuits, was viewed by the sovereign of Portugal as a powerful reason for
endeavoring to supplant these cities in the enjoyment of a portion of this rich
traffic. Portugal had been governed by a succession of princes, who, by pur
suing a broad and liberal policy towards their neighbors, and conferring upon
commerce peculiar privileges, and clothing those engaged in it with exclu
sive rights, had gained for their country a high rank among the maritime
powers of Europe. Believing that a new passage could be discovered to
India, by which the trade of the Italian cities to that country could be par
tially cut off and destroyed, and its rich products diverted into the hands of
his subjects, the sovereign of this kingdom engaged nautical adventurers, to
proceed along the extensive coast of Africa, and endeavor to trace out a new
path to India, and thus open its stores to the enjoyment of his people, and
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for the advancement of their commercial prosperity. In a few years this
great object was accomplished, a new highway across the broad ocean to
Oriental India was explored, and the glory of its accomplishment, and the
treasuresit opened to the maritime nations of western Europe, were the rich
results of this glorious scheme of commercial aggrandizement.
In that age, the discovery of this country, by Columbus, opened a wide
field for commercial action, and furnished the most powerful incentives to trade
and adventure ; displaying also rare and varied materials for improving the
human mind, and enlarging the comprehension of man.
While almost every maritime country was engaged in cultivating en
larged commercial relations with foreign nations, and endeavoring to main
tain peace and amity with its neighbors ; while the sovereigns of Europe
were vying with each other in naval grandeur and strength, and striving
to attain the foremost rank in commercial prosperity ; while the supreme
power of each nation was revising and improving its system of internal laws
and regulations, and rearing the fabric of free and equal justice—France
seemed to have rolled back towards the gothic age of rude barbarism.
In the king of this country centred arbitrary rule, and despotic right; he
had wrested from the nobles their strength, and with it, had swelled his own
power. There existed no middle class : all below the nobility were slaves;
and even the nobles possessed little, if any real power. Their superior pri
vileges existed but in name, their rights were merely nominal, and their
propeity depended upon the nod of an imperious monarch : the king had
destroyed every element which could advance the happiness and prosperity
of his people ; he neglected their commercial interests, and crushed the spirit
of trade and adventure ; by his measures, he discouraged the arts and
sciences, and repressed the rising energies of his nation. All the maritime
countries of Europe were towering upward in commercial riches, naval
power, and intellectual greatness ; while France, whose situation was un
rivalled, and whose natural resources were of a mighty character, remained
a dark spot upon the map of Europe. The rule of despotism was laid upon
the nation, and the spirit of commerce withered under its influence ; no laws
were made, save those tending to the perpetuation of monarchical strength :
no measures were, proposed, except those calculated to foster consolidated im
perial power. The nobles of the realm had conveyed away their rights ;
and the prerogative of their king frowned in infinite might upon the structurethey had reared. Under such influences, commercial adventure could
find no foundation upon which to rest ; that portion of the French people,
whose rank in life would have permitted them to engage in mercantile pur
suits, were prevented by their poverty ; and those who possessed sufficient for
tunes were deterred by their connexion with the nobility, who considered
traffic of any kind mean and degrading.
Could the rude, uncultivated minds of these ignorant nobles, have appre
ciated the amount of wealth and luxury which foreign commerce bestows
upon a nation ; could they have foreseen and comprehended the enlighten
ed change which intercourse with distant countries creates in the intelligence
of man—commerce would have been encouraged, and by uniting in physi
cal strength, their king would have been coerced into the pursuit of a more
liberal policy. But the spirit for military action was still strong on the con
tinent of Europe; and especially to the minds of the French people, did mili
tary life present charms. The age of chivalry was too recent to leave the
mind free from its influence ; deeds of warlike renown shone through the
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mists of past years ; and knightly achievements glittered to the rude fancy,
and fascinated the imaginations, of those who were not yet taught to love the
quiet enjoyments of civil life, and to appreciate the gifts bestowed by peaceful
occupations. Where the influence of commerce is once experienced, and its
advantages appreciated, the most turbulent spirits will become settled, and
the greatest disorganization assume a consolidated system : and this follows
from the most powerful considerations which actuate mankind—the love of
riches ; for when the citizens of any nation have embarked large sums in
mercantile adventures, and while their fortunes are composed of property
of a fluctuating, uncertain nature, no efforts will be spared for the mainte
nance of peace and internal quiet, and for the promotion and continuance of
sound and beneficial laws—no energies will be left untried to secure a uni
form system of international right, and to place commercial relations with
foreign powers upon the broad principles of justice, recognised and enforced
by the laws of nations. And when the introduction of commerce, manufac
tures, and the arts, into any country, creates wealth and riches, and forms the
subject of internal legislation ; then will the frame of a wise and uniform
system of national laws be adopted, their injunctions will be respected and
obeyed, and the minds of the inhabitants assume a peaceable character.
The truth of these positions, with reference to maritime nations, is forcibly
exemplified, when we look abroad upon the commercial kingdoms of the
earth ; and so powerful are the interests which bind them together, that in
the present age, it would require the most urgent and mighty causes, to in
duce any commercial country to declare war against its neighbor. Under
succeeding reigns, the constitution of the French Government underwent
many judicious alterations; and the close proximity of England, enabled
France to see clearly and distinctly the great causes which were producing
such a mighty and universal change in the prosperity of the English nation.
There existed a vast difference in the national character of the -two countries ;
but as far as such dissimilar materials would admit of the same practical appli
cation, the government of France bestowed upon its merchants privileges as
beneficial and universal, as were conferred by the laws of England upon its
own citizens ; and as the disabilities under which commerce had existed
were swept away—as exclusive rights, and peculiar protection was extend
ed to those engaged in mercantile-.and manufacturing employments—com
mercial wealth and prosperity rapidly increased throughout the French na
tion : manufactures were encouraged—the arts and sciences sprang into ex
istence, and flourished—and the dark cloud of bigotry, superstition, and
error, which had so long spread its gloomy mantle over the mind of the na
tion, was dispersed by the bright sun of commercial prosperity.
The commencement of the reign of Henry the Eighth, in England, was
characterized by no monarchical or legislative policy, which tended towards
intellectual refinement or commercial greatness : it was marked, however,
by a degree of courtly pomp and splendor, together with a luxury and
magnificence, which required the aid of foreign riches to gratify ; and with
out the assistance of government, the spirit of private adventure prompted a
trade to foreign and far distant nations, for the purpose of obtaining luxurious
commodities to gratify the extravagance which reigned. Thus did the
dissipation and regal vice in which this monarch lived, create a foundation for
trade, manufactures, and foreign traffic, which the measures of his government
contributed so little to promote ; and the spirit of foreign enterprise in which
vol. I.—No. vI.
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his father enlisted all his energy and influence to create, grew and flourish
ed without monarchical attention or cultivation. The seeds of commercial
wealth and grandeur had been sown in a rich soil, and had taken root so
deep as not to be easily eradicated. The prosperity of the English nation
depended upon the increase and success of its commerce, and the liberty and
happiness of its people had become identified with a system which created
powerful inducements, and formed mighty considerations foriiberal and en
lightened legislation, and gave birth to wise and impartial jurisprudence.
Previous to this reign, English merchants had no settled establishments for
mercantile purposes in the New World, and in this respect were far behind
the Spaniards, who had taken possession of the extensive island of Cuba,
and were fast increasing in wealth, independence, and power ; and by their
enterprising and far-reaching spirit, had discovered and secured the vast trea
sures which an exclusive traffic never fails to bestow.
Perceiving the golden returns which so extended a trade conferred upon
those engaged in it, and looking to the ultimate advantages which his coun
try would acquire from its advancement, Mr. Thorne, one of the most
wealthy and influential merchants in England, and who possessed a bold,
adventurous spirit, which no disappointment could dampen, projected and
established a factory in Cuba, and was the first Englishman who could
claim the distinction of creating a commercial settlement in the new world.
The opportunities which his situation afforded him, for the acquirement
of information to open a still wider field for commercial adventure, were im
proved, and immense sums were lavished for the advancement of knowledge,
calculated to facilitate the growth and advancement of foreign commerce to
the western continent. The glorious example which this noble, disinterest
ed merchant afforded, was imitated by others, eager for the acquirement of
fame, or desirous of accumulating wealth and treasures.
A traffic with the Brazilians was opened by Hawkins, father to the
renowned voyager, and directing his course across the broad bosom of the
ocean, he surveyed new coasts, and discovered new lands.
The spirit of commercial adventure had taken a powerful hold upon
the minds of the English people, and the brilliant and useful advantages
which commerce had bestowed upon the nation were deeply felt and fully
appreciated ; they saw the glorious structure composed of riches, power, and
intellectual greatness, which it had reared in the heart of their country, and
experienced the ameliorating influences it had bestowed upon their social
condition; religion, aided by its power, and fostered by the general intelli
gence it had created, shed its sofr, calm light, upon the mind of man ; and
Teaming opened its enlightened gifts to all, and the weak and humble citi
zen shared the bounty of a wise and liberal policy of national laws, in just
equality with the powerful noble.
The immense wealth and increased power which Portugal had acquired
from its lucrative trade to India, induced English mariners to attempt the
discovery of a north-west passage to that country; stimulated bv love of
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and to impress upon the mind with greater force, the necessity of learning
and comprehending the art of navigation.
At this time the reformation had commenced in England, and was moving
onward with rapid and gigantic strides ; and whether its success was the off
spring of the rapacious spirit of Henry the Eighth — whether he shook off
the papal yoke from pride, or whether he was induced to favor the protestants from considerations of a religious nature influencing his mind, are ques
tions of minor importance ; for, without the co-operation and assistance of his
subjects, he could have effected nothing. And had the English people la
bored under the dark ignorance, the blinding prejudices, and the want of
intellectual knowledge which prevailed before intercourse with foreign
countries, and an acquaintance with the constitutions and laws of distant na
tions, had enlarged their views and expanded their minds, enabling them to
comprehend the immense advantages to be derived from an enlightened and
liberal change in national policy and internal system, without at the same
time causing them to apprehend danger and destruction from the introduc
tion of innovation and novelty—the brilliant and happy results which have
flowed from the reformation would have been unknown, and the intellect of
man would now be chained down in the darkest ignorance and most fatal error.
But the terrors of popery were met and conquered ; the elements set in mo
tion by the conflict were hushed ; the advocates of protestantism became less
violent; society assumed a more liberal and enlightened tone; and the secu
rity ofthe citizen was guarantied by a more uniform and impartial system of
laws and national policy. From this time the prosperity of the English
nation steadily advanced ; the powerful fabric of popish strength had been
levelled to the earth, and its influence scattered and destroyed ; that ecclesi
astical policy which declared commercial pursuits and religion incompatible
with each other, was annihilated, and the genius of commerce was reared in
riches, wealth, and greatness, upon its ruins. Nothing now remained to
retard the prosperity and growing wealth of the English nation. Every
obstacle to the increase of foreign commerce was removed; treaties of the
most beneficial character were entered into with foreign powers ; maritime
rights and privileges were claimed and acknowledged ; and .the laws of na
tions, and the principles of international policy, were settled and established.

Never talk of your designs till they have been accom
plished, AND EVEN THEN THE LESS YOU SAY THE BETTER. This is a
very important caution for the merchant or man of business. Some persons
are naturally so talkative that they no sooner form a design of entering into
a speculation, or following some particular branch of trade or commerce,
than they take the earliest opportunity of acquainting all their friends with
it. By giving way to this weakness, you put it in the power of others to
forestall you, and those whose interest interferes with yours, will do all they
can to disappoint you for their own advantage. In this respect, the example
of Girard, the Napoleon of commerce, is worthy of all imitation. No
man ever heard him boast of what he would do. He remained quiet and
silent till the time came for action, and then he struck the blow with an un
erring aim which insured him success. As a merchant, he was inquisitive,
active, prompt, and sagacious : studious to learn all he could from others, and
as careful to impart nothing in return.—Foster.
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Art. II.—THE MERCHANT SERVICE.
Having seen much of the Merchant Service, and witnessed the want of
system and economy in its administration, I have thought that some sugges
tions, on this important subject, might be acceptable to such of the readers
of the Merchants' Magazine* as are connected with the mercantile interests
of the country.
I have always entertained the opinion that the owners, masters, and crews
of merchant ships, would be mutually benefited by the adoption of a uniform
system of equipment and disbursement, and the idea occurred to me more
forcibly very recently, when we had reason to anticipate a war with a great
and powerful nation ; in the event of which, those vessels that ventured be
yond our ports, unattended by convoy, must of necessity have been well armed
and manned ; and the want of that order and discipline so indispensable in
armed vessels, would have rendered the precaution of arming them almost
useless. Although there is now but little prospect of war with any power,
yet as some benefit may be derived from the discussion of the subject, I shall
endeavor to point out such improvements as may tend to the interests of the
owners, and essentially promote the comfort of all concerned.
No one can find fault with the construction, the masting, the rigging, or
the internal arrangement for the accommodation of the officers and crew, or
the stowage of the cargo of our merchant ships ; they are admirable in all
these respects, and are generally commanded by experienced, gentlemanly,
and faithful men. In their outfit and discipline there are many imperfections^
which may easily be corrected, and grievances on the part of the officers and
crew, which ought to be removed.
I do not intend to impute to ship owners any contracted or sordid views.
As a class, I believe them to be high minded and liberal, and I am convinced
that they would most readily adopt any suggestions calculated to amelio
rate the condition of that devoted class, to whose patient industry, and expo
sure to perils and privations, may be mainly ascribed the unparalleled pros
perity of our commercial interests. As one familiar with the merchant ser
vice, but in no way connected with it, I trust that my remarks may be re
ceived in the spirit of fairness, by which they are dictated.
I propose, here, to suggest such ideas as occur to me on the subject of
enlisting men, and their condition while on shore, reserving for a future
occasion the subjects of their moral improvement and instruction, and their
discipline and treatment ashore and afloat, embracing the collateral points
of provisions and clothing.
With regard to the mode of enlisting men, a prominent evil prevails, in
the correction of which the most serious obstacles are presented. It would
be found difficult, under existing circumstances, to rescue sailors from the
influence and rapacity of their landlords, or as they are more usually termed
crimps, and at the same time secure the services of these men, in the prompt
enrolment of crews for outward bound ships ; even in the naval recruiting
service, with all the checks that are systematically put in force to protect the
interest of the sailor, it is not unfrequently the case that a recruit is taken to
the receiving ship, after having been fleeced of the earnings of his last voy* Originally written for the Naval Magazine.
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age, and brought in debt to the whole amount of his wages, advanced at the
moment of enlistment.
The writer has known instances in which sailors have been discharged
from ships of war, with abundance of clothing, and balances of three and
four hundred dollars in their pockets, and, in four days, have presented them
selves at the rendezvous for reshipment, without money or clothes, and with
a bill against them equal to their three months advance. Many attempts
have been made by officers, to induce these misguided men to save their
wages, and they have succeeded so far as to prevail on many to deposite con
siderable sums in the Savings Bank ; but the moment they have been sepa
rated from the influence of the officers, they have been persuaded by the
harpies around them, to withdraw the whole, and expend, in a few days, the
hard earnings of as many years.
It would be easy to fill a volume with a relation of the various tricks put
upon sailors to rob them of their money. Jack is aware of the character of
his enemies, but heedlessly abandons himself to their wiles, spends his few
days of comparative wealth in drunkenness and riot, and awakens from the
debauch pennyless, and suffering all the torments of the " horrors."
Sometimes we see an old tar, who has been many a time cheated by these
scoundrels, steering clear, as he imagines, of the " land sharks ;" but, instead
of being fleeced by his landlord, he is robbed by coachmen, and other idle
rogues, who hang about the taverns and grog-shops frequented by sailors ;
so that, in the same short time, his money disappears.
All sailors are fond of coach-driving, and many aspire to the more adven
turous exercise of riding on horseback, to them the very extreme of daring ;
and -a. few have even attained the high privilege of riding their own horse.
A well known sailor in the. Navy, Jack Hamilton, often laid aside a large
portion of his wages for the purchase, on his return from sea, of a horse.
He imagined himself an excellent judge of horse-flesh, but, like many others
of the same pretensions, was invariably cheated. At last, however, he se
cured possession of a steed which soon won all his affection. This was an
old, broken-down, black coach horse, with a long tail. On this trusty animal
—trusty, because he was sure never to put in bodily fear his lord and master
by any extraordinary feat of activity—Jack was wont to display himself in
Broadway, about noon, making his quaint remarks upon the belles and beaus
as they drifted up and down the side-walks. But this happiness could not
last long; his money was soon gone, and he must go to sea for more. He
could not think, however, of permitting his favorite black to fall, again, into
the hands of land lubbers. So he put him out to board, and lefr a half pay
ticket for his support, while absent on another three years cruise. He had
forgotten, however, or perhaps never knew, that the age allotted to a horse
was not three-score and ten ; and, as the nag was sinking into the vale of
years when he became the property of his last and kindest master, he did not
survive to welcome him back from sea.
Jack, on his return gave l° the memory of the old black a few sighs, and
has since continued to prove the si:
of his affection, for he has never
bestrode another steoH He was his last love, and he has remained as true
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ny, and by saving had accumulated a large amount of wages. His period
of service happened to expire while the ship was at New London, and he
demanded and received his discharge. He went on shore with several
hundred dollars, but, when there, knew not what to do. There were no
villanous crimps, in that quiet place, to help him to spend his money ; and
he wandered half drunk about the streets, amusing, by his humorous sallies,
the staid people of the town. At last he purchased an old wheel-barrow,
into which he emptied the contents of the neighboring cake and candy shops,
adding a goodly supply of toys and ribands; thus charged, he perambulated
the streets with a crowd of laughing children in his wake, all willing to be
come his customers, since he distributed his wares gratis. In trundling his
barrow about, the wheel was broken, but this annoyed him but little; he
soon cleared the wreck, and substituted as a jury wheel, in its stead, a large
white-oak cheese, purchased of the nearest grocer.
"With this rig he continued his route. In a few days he had exhausted
this source of amusement, as well as the contents of his purse, when he re
turned on board, and resumed with cheerfulness his former occupations, com
mencing again to lay up money for another cruise on shore.
Knowing, as we do, the character of these simple and confiding men, we
can easily account for the influence exercised over them, by their landlords.
So long as their money holds out, they are permitted to do as they please ;
but the moment the last dollar is expended, they become the slaves of these
ruffianly tyrants. To procure food and drink they must have money or
credit; and they soon contract a debt, which can only be liquidated by the
advance, usually paid, to those engaging on a new voyage. Their clothing
has probably been sold or pawned for liqnor, and they embark with hardly
sufficient of raiment to cover their nakedness. Being debtors to the land
lords, these men have an unbounded control over their movements ; they can
prevent their shipping, and, by combination among themselves, detain ves
sels for want of hands.
There has always been more or less difficulty in getting the crews on
board of outward bound merchant ships. Many are put on board drunk,
and incapable of performing any duty, for hours after the pilot had taken his
departure. In the southern ports it is infinitely worse than at New-York.
At New Orleans, for instance, sailors, in the expectation of obtaining higher
wages, generally desert from the ship in which they are engaged to perform
a voyage: and such is the want of energy, in the administration of the laws
in regard to seamen, that punishment is rarely inflicted upon them for the
most open infractions of engagements, to which the most important of our
national interests require that they should be bound, at least as rigorously as
any other class of men. Ships, in this way, are left without crews; and to
enable them to prosecute their voyages, others must be obtained, upon the
emergency, at any cost of trouble or expense. To this end the services of
the landlords, the very men who harbor the runaways, are put in requisition,
and these wretches, after trumping up a bill against the deluded sailor, thrust
him into his new ship drunk and half naked. Thus he changes from one
ship to another, after spending a week of debauchery in some filthy place of
concealment, where he contracts a debt to his seducer, which he is constrain
ed to work out by his last contract, unless he can contrive to desert again,
and pass another week of riot.
Most vessels now sailing from New Orleans, are towed by steam-boats to
the mouth of the Mississippi ; and as each steamer takes several at a trip, the
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hour of departure is well understood, that all may be in readiness at the ap
pointed time. It therefore behooves the captains to have their respective crews
on board. To effect this the crimps are busy in bringing forward their men ;
but it often happens that some of the number have strayed from their dens of
concealment, and are not to be found when the ship to which they are as
signed is to depart, and it becomes necessary to have others in their place.
It matters little to the landlord who he substitutes. Sometimes, when em
barrassed, they will seize on any one in sailor's garb they may chance to
meet ; perhaps some drunken boatman of the river found asleep on the Levee.
In the hurry and confusion of departure, which usually takes place in the
evening, the trick is not discovered ; and the poor wretch, when roused from
his insensibility, finds himself at sea, perfectly unconscious of the voyage he
is to make.
It is difficult to suggest any effective remedy for these and similar abuses.
To improve the character of the landlords appears to be the most efficient
course, and this can only be done by the merchants, by countenancing and
employing the few among them who are conscientious and well-disposed, and
by visiting upon the much larger portion, the vile and dishonest, the full
penalties of the law, whenever these evil practices can be detected.
In a great city like New York, whose commercial wealth is second only
to that of London, there should exist a competent court, devoted exclusively
to that portion of the community connected with shipping, steamers, and
river craft. It should be made the province of the magistrates of this court,
to have cognizance of all misdemeanors committed, either on board vessels
in the stream, or at the wharves, to keep a registry of all sea-faring men, and
to exercise a general supervision over the conduct of landlords, crimps, sailors
and watermen. But, in default of this useful tribunal, which it is not pro
bable will very soon be established, the merchants, as a body, might consti
tute an agent to look after these concerns, whose duty it should be to super
intend the enrolment and discharge of seamen ; the arrival and departure of
ships; the suitable supplies and stowage of provisions and water; the getting
the crews on board outward bound vessels ; assisting in securing those just
arriving ; and, in a word, to watch over the mutual interests of the merchants,
masters, and sailors.
The well-directed efforts of these agents, when put forth, in concert with
those of the " Bethel and Seaman's Friend Societies," would have an extra
ordinary tendency to defeat the artifices of the landlords, and benefit immea
surably the moral and religious character of seamen. We should no longer
hear of combinations among them for higher wages ; merchants would, of
their own accord, pay them with a just liberality suited to the exigencies of
the times, nor would ships be detained when ready for sea, at great expense,
with the frequent loss of a fair wind.
The abuses which exist can, and ought to be, corrected. Captains and
mates are not so much at fault in the case, as owners and their agents. We
are constantly reading in the publia papers, of large donations by merchants
to various objects of benevolence at home, and in distant countries, but rarely,
very rarely, do we hear of any having for their chief object the benefit of
those neglected men, to whose hardy toil they are indebted for their princely
fortunes. Do they fulfil to these the duties enjoined upon them, as faithful
masters, watchful over the moral and religious condition of their servants ?
Do they give proper attention to their health and comfort? The answer
must be in the negative. This neglect ought not, perhaps, to be ascribed to
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a want of any sentiment ofjustice or liberality towards seamen, among ship
owners. They would, doubtless, most promptly promote any measure, that
should promise benefit to the sailor. Let them understand by what means this
desirable object maybe attained, and they will cheerfully lend their best influ
ence to the work. Of this we feel assured ; for among them, if there be a few
ready to plunder Greek or Turk, Jew or Gentile, there are others as generous
and open-hearted with their wealth, as the most heedless sailor in their employ.

Art. III.—THE COMPARATIVE IMPORTANCE OF AGRI
CULTURE, COMMERCE, AND MANUFACTURES.
It is a very important question, in political economy, how far govern
ment should interfere, with a view to control or direct the enterprises of in
dividual citizens. We speak of enterprises in a general and comprehensive
sense ; and include what is usually meant by trade, business, commerce,
and speculation. From the nature of man, it may be justly expected that
there will be different employments, occupations, and pursuits, in society.
And it is best it should be so. The division of labor, or labor for different
objects and ends, is as useful as it is natural, and it is an equally evident tru
ism, that every one has a right to choose his own pursuit or employment, in
so far as it does not injure his neighbor or the community at large. A
greater amount of product is the result of the action of this unrestrained prin
ciple ; and every individual has also the greater satisfaction in his particular
pursuit or labor.
In the early periods of society, there was probably very little restraint and
very little interference with individual enterprise and employment. The
only, or principal compulsion, was to oblige men to become soldiers, in ma
ny cases, for the glory of a military prince, whose commands the people
were obliged to obey ; or to labor on public works, undertaken by the pride
of an opulent and powerful monarch. Commercial intercourse in the time
of Solomon, and even five centuries before, between the east and the west,
was chiefly owing to individuals. Though kings, who could command
much, were often concerned in such pursuits, governments did not interfere
for the sake of revenue, or to increase the wealth of the nation over which
it was established. The consideration of personal profit alone stimulated the
efforts and adventures of the merchants.
It is not intended to enter minutely into the great question of how far
governmental regulations are necessary and proper in the concerns of trade.
It were entirely needless. The subject has been often and elaborately dis
cussed. A few desultory remarks are all that is proposed, in the belief that
the interference of government is sometimes impolitic, and serves only to em
barrass the regular pursuits of trade.
That labor and trade should be perfectly free, or that trade should regu
late itself, is generally admitted to be a correct maxim in political economy.
But it is said that there are exceptions to this general rule ; and it is con
tended, that in certain conditions of society, and under particular circum
stances which sometimes occur in the trading world, the government may
rightfully and wisely interpose its regulations to add to the general prospe
rity, or to prevent great suffering among a large portion of the community.
That such cases may exist, cannot be denied by those acquainted with the
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history of the commercial part of the world. The principal difficulty on
the subject is, to ascertain when the interference of government is necessary
or proper, and to what extent its regulations may be justly applied. There
would not often, if ever, be an occasion for such interference and regulation,
if some one nation did not first aim at a monopoly, or an exclusive benefit to
itself, from mere views of interest and policy. No government has pushed
the policy of restricting and regulating trade farther than the British. Yet
many statesmen of that nation have been opposed to the system in theory,
and have expressed a wish that it might be done away, or much mollified.
In 1819, Lord Castlereagh, the premier, said in the House of Commons,
" that the true interest of every country was, to throw wide open its ports to
the unrestrained commerce of all other countries." Many were surprised
at the declaration, for it was very different from the uniform doctrine and
practice of Great Britain. Yet nothing but an artificial state of society,
and previous long established regulations, could justly excite opposition to
the opinion. Then, indeed, another nation may consider itself obliged to
resort to restrictions, or to severe regulations, in self defence, or to prevent the
disadvantages to its subjects arising from the restrictive monopolizing policy
of such nation, with which it had commercial intercourse. In such cases,
governments may properly and ought to adopt countervailing measures for
the benefit of its subjects.
Prohibitory regulations by governments, designed for the special benefit of
individuals, or of bunking or manufacturing companies, or of a particular
class of citizens, and without ultimate and chief regard to the welfare of the
whole people, are manifestly improper, and cannot be justified. But the case
assumes altogether a different character, and is proper and commendable,
when the object is the general good—the permanent advantage of the nation.
Then, the inequality of benefits which may result, is incidental to the system
or policy adopted, and not intended. It arises from the superior enterprise
and industry of individuals, or from what is often called chance, or good for
tune, that certain individuals had chosen the pursuit or business which the
government finds necessary to encourage fbr the prosperity of the whole na
tion. This consideration affords a sufficient reason for protecting the inte
rests of commerce and navigation, at all times, so far as can be done without
oppression, or taxes on individuals not engaged in such pursuits. It is also a
justification of the policy of protecting domestic manufactures, with a similar
limit or qualification. And for the same reason, may government extend
favor and encouragement to agriculture, the chief source of the comfort and
prosperity of a nation.
It is with such views, and with such limitations, that the favor and aid of
government are granted to particular branches of business ; and that it should
do this for the purposes of national prosperity, will not be doubted by the in
telligent and patriotic citizen. If a small portion of the community suffers
by such legislation, or rather if some are less benefited by it than others are,
this is no valid objection to the theory, or to the policy of adopting it.
This subject has been often presented in the national legislature, and the
question decided by large majorities in favor of regulating trade with foreign
countries, for the protection and advancement of domestic manufactures of
various kinds. The question has been agitated chiefly with reference to
cotton and woollen goods, and to the propriety, in a national view, of affording
encouragement and aid to such manufactures, though all other works of in
genuity and utility have also received the protection of the government
vol. I. — No. vi.
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Commerce and navigation were the first objects of attention by the na
tional government; not so much, surely, for the benefit of '.hose directly en
gaged in those pursuits, as for the prosperity of the whole country, andjbr
replenishing the public treasury. The embarrassments and irregularity
attending our foreign commercial intercourse, led to the adoption of the fede
ral constitution ; and to raise a revenue to meet the demands of the public
creditors, without resorting to direct taxation, always unpopular and often
odious, the congress looked chiefly to commerce. Its regulation, therefore,
was an imperious duty, and special legislation was necessary on the subject
While the government and the United States derived immense advantages
from it, it was but reasonable and just to afford it protection. Hence the
discriminating duties between tonnage on vessels of the United States, and
those of foreign countries, and sometimes the employment of a naval force
to defend maritime rights and property. With similar views, and for similar
purposes—the general welfaie of the country—domestic manufactures were
early encouraged, and the people indirectly taxed for their support, by high
duties on such articles imported into the United States, as were here produced
or manufactured. Had not this policy been early adopted, the country would
now be comparatively poor, unprosperous, and dependent on foreign nations,
to the great privation and detriment of the people. But the protection thus
given by government to domestic manufactures, may be extended to an un
reasonable degree ; and the agricultural and commercial part of the commu
nity thought it was unduly increased by the act of congress of 1828, and that
an inequality was the result of the system between the manufacturers of cot
ton and woollen goods, and other great branches or departments of business.
The only question with impartial and intelligent men was, as to the degree
of favor to be granted to these manufactures. For whenever it was afforded
beyond a certain point, it was oppressive to the majority, and beneficial only
to those engaged in such pursuits. The compromise act of 1836, grew out
of the opposition to the high tariff on imports previously laid, and was gene
rally acceptable to the people of the United States.
The important question which here presents itself is, whether the degree
of protection afforded to manufactures by the federal government, has not
had an unfavorable influence on the interests of agriculture. Has not a dis
proportionate amount of labor and capital been bestowed on manufactures,
when the agricultural resources of the country are considered, and the ad
vantages of an extensive cultivation of the soil duly estimated?
It is readily granted, that an increase of domestic manufactures, to keep
pace with the growth of the country, is good policy. Where there are many
persons employed in manufactures, the fruits of the husbandman's labors
will find a ready market and a higher price. But here may be an excess.
If, instead of cultivatine the earth, still greater numbers devote their labors
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vored by the general government, as well as the two former I That our coun
try is susceptible of immense advances in agriculture, of very great progress
both in the quantity and kind of products from the soil, no one can doubt.
And it is believed that congress is constitutionally competent to aid and en
courage agricultural pursuits as well as manufactures ; having power " to
promote the general welfare, and the progress of useful arts." Agricul
ture is truly an art or science as much as manufactures, and discoveries or
improvements may be made in the former equally with inventions in mecha
nics. Agriculture has generally been admitted to be the most necessary of
all occupations or pursuits. It is, indeed, essential to the comfort and wel
fare of mankind. The three great departments or branches of human labor
are agriculture, manufactures, and commerce ; but agriculture has the pri
ority. As men become civilized, the two last are important, and will be en
couraged as society becomes improved. What is ornamental and convenient,
will be added to what is necessary.
If agriculture be capable of great advances and improvement, then is it
justly worthy of the aid of government. All nations have acknowledged
this, and acted in some measure on the conviction. That eminent statesman,
Governor De Witt Clinton, said in his public message to the legislature of
New York, in 1819, "that agriculture was the most important of all arts,
and the most useful of all sciences, and deserves direct encouragement of the
states. It is the foundation of wealth, of power, and prosperity, and should
be encouraged as well as schools, or internal improvements of any kind."
He recommended a board of agriculture to be appointed by the government
of the state. The attention of the legislature of Massachusetts has long been
turned to this object. Large sums have been granted, for many years, to
agricultural county societies, and to a state society, for the improvement of
the soil, the cattle, etc., by the laborious yeomanry of the commonwealth.
The bounty on wheat, by several of the states, is a wise measure, and has
produced happy effects. And why should not the federal government lend
its aid to the same objects? Why not appropriate the proceeds of the sales
of a certain portion of public lands for this purpose ? The high rate of
duties on imported articles and goods was designed and operated as a bounty
upon domestic manufactures; and these have added to the prosperity of the
country. But we do not wish to be a manufacturing people for the rest of
the world. All which is needed for public wealth and general comfort, is
such a measure as to prevent our entire or chief dependance on other na
tions, and a portion to export in exchange for articles from other countries,
which will add to the real enjoyment or ornament of society. We had bet
ter have our workshops and factories in Europe, as Mr. Jefferson once said,
than have our rich and fertile soil, a mere location for artificial products for
the rest of the world. A great and chief employment should be agriculture.
It is favorable to health, and morals, and to republican liberty. And where
one man or woman is now thus employed, there had better be ten. \Vhere
one bushel of wheat is now raised, there might and ought be ten. We had
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try increases in population ; but let them not be considered the highest object,
or worthy of the greatest anxiety to be enlarged.
The soil of a great part of the United States is favorable to agricultural
pursuiis, and great improvements may be yet made in the manner of cultiva
tion, and the products to be raised. Most parts, even of the New England
states, might be made to produce double and treble its present amount and
value. Some states might easily increase their products seven fold. And
we need not fear a surplusage. Europe will afford a market. England
and France, some years, may stand in need of ten times the amount which
we now usually export there.
Great Britain is as much indebted for her prosperity and wealth to agri
culture, as to her commerce and manufacture ; and the government there
has long given protection to the interests of agriculture. We do not wish
to have the agricultural interests predominate, certainly not to be cherished
to the injury or diminution of manufactures and navigation. But the farm
ing interests seem not to have the high estimation and comparative value
which they deserve in such a country as this. These interests have been too
much neglected by the government ; and the attention of public spirited
men is therefore invoked to the subject. If the federal government cannot
agree to afford aid, or in what particular way to give it, let it furnish funds
to each state for the purpose, and leave it with the legislatures of the several
states to appropriate it in such manner as shall be considered most useful to
the whole people. We advocate not the policy of cramping commerce or
manufactures ; we plead only for a share of attention to agriculture, corres
ponding to its vast importance and essential value.

Art. IV.—LANDLORDS AND TENANTS.
The rights and privileges which the law confers upon landlords, and the
heavy obligations and liabilities it imposes upon tenants, are considerations
of the deepest importance to those upon whom these vastly disproportionate
responsibilities devolve.
.
Under our republican institutions, there is no class of men who are so
abundantly and amply able to sustain themselves, their families, and their
fortunes, unprejudiced and uninjured, as the landholders, and yet they are
the very persons whom the law delights in selecting as its especial favorites,
and who are made the recipients of a profuse legal bounty, which flows in
no other direction, and favors with its beneficial influence no other portion of
community.
When we reflect upon the immense risks to which the property and for
tunes of the merchant are exposed, when we view the uncertainty and change
attendant upon the varied and extensive operations in which he is engaged,
and take into consideration the diversified shades of human character, in
which, whether light or dark, he is often compelled, in the course of his
various dealings, to repose confidence and trust, we are impelled by the
strongest feelings which justice and morality can awaken in our natures, to
acknowledge that he whose whole substance is often exposed to the destruc
tive action of the elements which hover around mercantile adventure, is
equally entitled to the fostering protection of our enlightened legislation, as
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the individual whose fortunes are safely invested, and their rich interest per
manently secured, with the earth itself as an everlasting bond. But however
much it may be deemed repugnant to the genius of our institutions, the pro
fessed wisdom and liberality of our republican legislation, and the assumed
equality of our laws, it is equally true that the holder of real estate is per
mitted to enjoy many highly important privileges and benefits, in which the
rest of society are not allowed to participate. Upon what principle of mo
rality, justice, or even expediency, this glaring partiality evinced by our
laws is justified, it is impossible to determine; and yet this violation of the
plainest and most obvious rules of natural and inalienable right, is continued
and perpetuated without inspiring in the minds of a suffering community
the smallest portion of that indignation, which would be aroused and called
into hostile action to any other measure, embodying but half the tyranny
which centres in this branch of our jurisprudence.
The most powerful and effectual weapon which the landlord wields, is the
instrument of distress ; and through its influence he is morally certain of
obtaining his rent, which misnamed justice permits him in this manner to
acquire. In effecting his purpose, this weapon is in his hands a two-edged
sword, for he may not only deprive the family of his unfortunate tenant of
the last article of property which the law allows him to take, and turn his
victims homeless and penniless away ; but the innocent neighbor, who from
motives of kindness and benevolence lends his friend articles of furniture, for
the purpose of enabling his family to enjoy the comforts and conveniences of
civilized life, is liable, under our existing laws, to pay dearly for his good
nature, by having his property taken to swell the catalogue of a landlord's
riches. This summary mode which the law allows a landlord to adopt, for
the purpose of securing his debt, is rightly called a distress. It was correctly
christened at its birth, and from the cradled child to its giant manhood, no
discredit has been suffered to tarnish its name.
From the remotest age in which this agent of the law has been used, down
to the present time, it has been the widow's curse, the orphan's fear, and the
fruitful source of misery and wretchedness. It sprung from a barbarous age,
where the rich and the powerful military lord prescribed unequal and harsh
laws for governing the humble and weak tenants ofhis wide domain. It origi
nated in despotism, and arose out of a system of feudal tenures, whose every
feature has been annihilated and destroyed, save this last lingering relic of
tyrannical power.
The superior privileges which landlords enjoy over any other class of
creditors, are a part of that ancient prerogative which the domineering lords
of the soil exercised during the dark ages on the continent of Europe, and
which was conferred upon the English and Norman barons by William the
Conqueror, after he had subdued England.
Under this system of tenures, as they formerly existed, many degrading
services were performed by the tenant, of the most menial character, which
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many of the revolting features, which marked the distinction between the
rights of landlords and tenants, were annihilated. And how the right to dis
tress, which was a natural incident to these ancient tenures, and has ever
been a powerful engine of oppression in the hands of the landlord, could
have escaped, unimpaired, the many mighty reforms which enlightened
legislation has introduced, is indeed remarkable, and, shows with conclusive
force the immense influence which the owner of the soil has always exer
cised in preserving this distinctive mark of his superior power.
This right of the landlord to distrain the goods of his tenant for rent, in
stead of having been narrowed and restricted by modern legislative enact
ments, has been extended and enlarged. And the great superiority of this
remedy over that possessed by any other class of creditors, even as it existed
at common law, has been still farther increased by statutory provisions.
It cannot be denied, that all laws should be so framed as to confer upon
every member of society equal rights and privileges, and when the legisla
ture of any state secures to one portion of its citizens superior franchises, while
it denies their enjoyment to others, it violates the plainest and most obvious
principles of universal justice, and commits a palpable outrage upon the
liberties of the people.
When we examine the laws of this state governing the relationship exist
ing between landlord and tenant, and view the notorious privileges possessed
by the former over those enjoyed by any other creditor, we cannot fail to be
deeply impressed with the important necessity of a radical change in this
vital part of our jurisprudence. The laws, in this respect, operate with pecu
liar hardship upon the whole community, with the exception of that portion
for whose benefit they are designed ; and the interest of the humble and in
dustrious citizen is sacrificed, and the property of his debtor taken, to enrich
the haughty and opulent landholder. Almost every species of property
found in the possession of the tenant, whether belongmg to him or to any
other person, may be taken for rent ; and no individual is safe in depositing
any valuable article with another, until he is satisfied by inquiry, that no
rent is due upon the premises where his property is placed. It is true, that
there are some exceptions to this rigorous rule, as in case of personal property
deposited with the tenant after obtaining the landlord's consent ; and also,
where property accidentally gets strayed upon the demised premises, or
where goods are deposited with a tavern keeper or in any warehouse in the
usual course of business, or where an article is lefr with a mechanic for the
purpose of being repaired, and also the property of boarders in taverns and
boarding houses ; in either of which cases, the landlord cannot distrain ; but
when property is lent, although but for a day, and is found upon the pre
mises which are rented, the right to distrain it vests immediately in the land
lord, and the innocent lender must suffer for his generosity and kindness.
Can there be any reasonable ground for extending this right of distress so
generally and universally? Is there any justice in declaring, that because
one person loans to another a horse or a carriage to be used for one, two, or
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glaring partiality in laws, which confer upon the landlord such unusual and
arbitrary rights, meets us with the argument, that unless property in the situ
ation we have mentioned could be distrained, multiplied frauds would be
practised upon the landlord, and that his premises would be incumbered
with goods, for storing which he could get no compensation. This ob
jection is easily obviated : for, if we proceed upon the principle that property
is liable to distress in proportion to the time and extent which it occupies the
premises, then are we bound to acknowledge that the Hen of the landlord
upon such property can be extended no farther than is sufficient to satisfy
him for the time it has remained in the possession of his tenant, and the
amount which he could sell would be only commensurate with his lien.
As the law now stands, if the landlord is fearful that the tenant will not be
able to pay his rent, he has presented before him the strongest possible in
ducements to engage him in enticing the unsuspecting to place their pro
perty in such a situation, as to enable him to reach it by using the means
which the law justifies ; and when once he has seized it within his grasp,
the advantage which he has taken of his own wrong is legalized, and he
may securely enjoy that of which he has inequitably deprived an innocent
person. We are far from saying that the landlord is often guilty of disho
nestly using the advantages with which the laws have clothed him ; but
whether he is so or is not, can be of little importance, as their impropriety in
opening so wide a door for committing fraud and oppression is equally ap
parent, and the necessity of reform equally imperative.
Another revolting feature presented by this branch of our jurisprudence,
is the immense hardship which often falls with great severity upon the under
tenant ; and here again is discovered the arbitrary prerogative which the
landlord is permitted to wield. Let us suppose the case of a person who
hires an entire building at a large rent, and underlets a small part of it. The
landlord, at the time of leasing the premises, supposes his lessee perfectly
responsible, and looks to him alone for payment of the rent, and in judging of
his pecuniary means, he has greater facilities, and takes more trouble for the
purpose of determining his solvency, than his subtenant, to whom the respon
sibility of the lessee is immaterial ; when the rent becomes due, the lessee is
unable to pay it, and the under tenant, having property upon the premises, is
compelled to respond to the full amount due upon the whole building. This
is a case of very common occurrence, and is highly unjust and inequitable:
and the law, in obliging the under tenant to pay a sum so exorbitantly beyond
that for which he was originally liable, is extremely tyrannical, punishing
the innocent sub-tenant for the fault of the landlord in not taking from his
lessee the requisite security; and as the under tenant is bound to pay his rent
to the lessee, and cannot protect himself from distress by paying it to the
landlord, he is not only compelled to respond in the full sum due upon the
whole premises, but a portion of it is in this manner twice extorted from
him. It is impossible to imagine any law more directly in violation of the
broad principles of morality and justice, than the one here presented. It
countenances and justifies the most palpable wrong, and is fraught with cru
elty and oppression. The rights and privileges conferred upon the landlord
in this respect, and the disabilities and hardships imposed upon the tenant,
can hardly be paralleled, even in the despotic countries on the continent of
Europe. The laws of France and Spain upon this subject, are much milder
than in this enlightened and republican state. In France, the landlord can
only recover from the under tenant the amount which he was to pay to the
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lessee. The principles of universal justice are here applied, notwithstand
ing the weight of monarchical and hereditary influence which prevails ; and
the rules of equity and right, which are considered applicable to ordinary
cases of debtor and creditor, govern the relationship existing between land
lord and tenant. By the laws of France and Spain, if the crops of the tenant
partially or entirely fail, whether occasioned by war, civil commotion, or an
unfavorable season, the landlord is bound to remit a proportionate quantity
of the rent ; and in these countries, if premises are rented, and the tenant,
without any fault on his part, is deprived of their unrestricted enjoyment,
the law compels the landlord to remit an equitable proportion of the rent
originally reserved; and in Spain, it is doubtful whether beasts of the plough,
and implements of husbandry, which are absolutely necessary to enable the
tenant to prosecute his farming operations, can be distrained. These laws
of the countries we have mentioned, are highly beneficial to the interests of
the tenant, and cannot in the least prejudice the just rights of the landlord.
They are founded upon the broad principles of natural justice, and are
governed by sound and equitable rules. But in this republican land of
boasted equality, the laws, in this respect, are based upon a very different
foundation : it is here entirely immaterial whether the crops of the tenant are
abundant, and rich returns are given for his toil, or whether they are blasted
and his golden prospects entirely annihilated and destroyed, for he is still
bound to pay his rent to the uttermost farthing. The law, in this case,
makes him no allowance of equity, but compels him to bear alone a calamity
which it was beyond his power to avert—and which would have fallen with
equal severity upon the landlord, if he had been in possession of the soil, in
stead of his unfortunate tenant. If a person hires a building, and it subse
quently becomes dilapidated, and out of repair, so as to prevent him from its
beneficial use and enjoyment, he must, notwithstanding he has received little
if any benefit from its possession, pay the full rent ; and where the landlord,
in the lease, covenants to repair the demised premises, and put them in per
fect order, and the tenant, upon the faith of such agreement, enters into pos
session, he cannot resist payment of the rent when it becomes due, on the
ground that the landlord has not performed his covenant ; and although by
this want of good faith on the part of the landlord, the tenant may have been
deprived of almost every benefit which the enjoyment of the premises would
otherwise have conferred upon him, yet the landlord may distrain for the entire
rent due, and the goods ofthe tenant can be taken, and his property sacrificed,
for purposes of arbitrary injustice and palpable wrong. If the law will
permit the landlord to resort to a distress for the collection of his rent, it
should at least place some checks upon his using this extraordinary power
to the gross injury of his tenant ; and when the landlord, by neglecting to
perform an agreement on his part, deprives the tenant of the beneficial use
of premises which he ought to be permitted to enjoy, the principles of stern
justice imperatively demand that the right of distress should be taken from
him, and his facilities for the recovery of the amount to which he is entitled,
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but he is left unprotected, while his goods are seized and sold to glut the
rapacity of a landlord, under circumstances which outrage every principle
of common justice. We recollect a case which occurred in this city not
long since, under circumstances similar to those we have mentioned. A
poor tenant had hired a small store, for the purpose of carrying on his ordi
nary business, and as it was much out of repair, the landlord entered into an
agreement to put it in good order, and for this purpose to bestow upon it
every necessary expense. The tenant relying upon this agreement, proceed
ing as it did from a man of immense wealth, and believing that the landlord
would honorably perform every stipulation on his part, removed his goods
into the store before the necessary repairs were expended. He subsequently
made repeated application to the landlord, for the purpose of inducing him
to comply with the terms of his agreement, but without success; and as the
building was in a state of too much dilapidation to be used for the purpose
which the tenant originally intended, he was of course deprived of every
ecuniary advantage, which under other circumstances his business would
ave afforded him. When the rent for the first quarter became due, the
landlord demanded it, and was informed by the tenant that as he had not
performed his agreement in repairing the premises, and as no benefit had
been derived from their occupation, the rent ought not to be paid. The
landlord coolly replied, that if" he had violated his covenant, the law was
open, and the remedy of the tenant plain ; but that unless every farthing of
rent was voluntarily paid, a distress would immediately effect its collection.
The tenant, upon ascertaining by legal advice that the rent could in this
manner be extorted from him, and that the landlord's conduct could not be
set up as a defence against its recovery, was compelled to pay the full
amount claimed. And being fearful that if he attempted to obtain redress,
by prosecuting the landlord upon his agreement, the ends of justice would
be substantially defeated by the superior wealth and influence which his ad
versary could command, he abandoned the thought of securing his just and
equitable rights, and paid to his grasping landlord the full rent of the pre
mises for the entire year, of enjoying which he had been thus unjustly
deprived.
This is but one of the numerous instances in which the laws, by affording
peculiar remedies to the landlord, and in clothing him with extraordinary
facilities for the purpose of obtaining his rent, enables him at once to secure
every right he may choose to claim, and in this manner to outrage the prin
ciples of common justice, and trample upon the equitable rights of his unfor
tunate tenant. If there are subsisting unliquidated accounts existing between
the landlord and tenant, upon a settlement of which, the former would be
found justly indebted to the latter, the right of distress still exists, and the
goods of the tenant may be distrained and sold, without affording him the
least opportunity to offset his claims in satisfaction of the demand for which
they are seized. It is impossible to examine the laws we are considering,
without at once perceiving that their sole tendency and effect, is the security
and advantage of the landlord. The rights, the interests, and the welfare of
the tenant, are forgotten ; and in this branch of our jurisprudence, more
than any other, do we discover gross and palpable defects, and the most
glaring injustice.
There is yet another extraordinary feature in the laws of this state, gua
rantying to the landlord an exclusive and important right, which is more
remarkable for its abuse of justice than any we have mentioned. It is the
VOL. I. — No. VI.
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priority he enjoys over any other creditor of his tenant's, in securing his full
rent for the preceding year ; and he is entitled to this amount, if in obtaining
it the last article of property belonging to his tenant is sold, and other credi
tors deprived of the least participation in the proceeds. If the claim of the
landlord is fraught with the most gross injustice, and the right of the credi
tor is founded upon the purest principles of equity, the prerogative of the
former prevails, and he grasps in security his entire demand, while the un
fortunate creditor is left without 4 farthing. It is almost impossible to con
ceive the vast amount of oppression and foul wrong which flows from this
inequitable provision of our laws. If a debtor is sued by his creditor, and
judgment is recovered against him, and the officer who levies the execution
is enabled to reach property which the debtor had concealed, or removed,
and placed beyond the landlord's power, the latter, by making a simple affi
davit that rent is due him, is entitled to receive from the officer a sum suffi
cient to satisfy his entire claim, although it should be for the whole of the
preceding year ; and the creditor, after having expended large sums in ob
taining his judgment, and in his subsequent proceedings to gain possession
of the debtor's property, is suddenly deprived, by this intervention of the
landlord, of every benefit which he would otherwise derive; and the former
deliberately grasps what he never could have acquired by a warrant of dis
tress, and in pocketing his legalized plunder, commits an act in violation of
the plainest rules of morality and justice. How often do we see the mer
chant, after trusting his debtor for large quantities of goods, relying upon
their ultimate advantageous sale for his reimbursement, disappointed in his
reasonable anticipations of payment, by this exercise of a landlord's tyranni
cal prerogative. He has perhaps received nothing whatever from his
debtor, and the very property with which he has trusted him goes in satisfy
ing the last farthing of a landlord's claim ; no remedy is allowed him, and
even the poor right of enjoying a portion of that which is morally and
equitably his own is denied. The demand of another is suffered to pre
vail over the strong considerations of justice which support his claim, and
he is stripped of the property which his care, and toil, and persevering in
dustry, have acquired, that it may go to enrich the favored landholder.
How much of wrong and oppression are embodied in this branch of our
jurisprudence, and what acts of harsh injustice does it tolerate and legalize;
and yet it is permitted to remain a dark blot upon our statute books, and no
efforts are made to annihilate this last solitary curse, which had its birth in
the dark ages of feudal power. The laws of most states in the union, are
much milder upon the subject than our own, and many of the more odious
provisions existing in favor of the landlord, have been swept away ; and in
Connecticut, the right of distress has been taken from him. But in this
state, where an immense portion of the wealth of our citizens consists in
personal property, and where a large part of our community is composed of
merchants, whose wealth, intelligence, and influence, deservedly entitle them
to an equal proportion of the beneficial rights and privileges which result
from liberal and enlightened legislation, we discover no ameliorating
change in this department of our jurisprudence. Not only is the common
law, as it formerly existed, still continued in force, and its stern, technical
rules perpetuated, but every successive act of our legislature has tended still
farther to increase the unjust powers and privileges of the landlord, and to
deprive the tenant of some of the few equitable and natural rights which he
formerly enjoyed. A few years since, and the only distinctive remedy
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which marked the landlord's superior power in collecting his rent, over that
possessed by any other creditor, was the instrument of distress, and it was
left to modern legislation to introduce the oppressive priority he now enjoys.
New rights have been conferred upon him, which he formerly could not
claim ; and the arbitrary manner in which they are used, shows with irre
sistible force how unwise, impolitic, and unjust, was their introduction.
Every citizen who is desirous of securing the general welfare of society, by
the introduction of a wise, salutary, and just system of laws, cannot fail to
be impressed with the important necessity which exists for at once destroy
ing the odious distinction prevailing throughout our jurisprudence in favor
ofthe landholder, whose rights, remedies, and liabilities, should be governed
by the same rules of universal justice which control those of every other
member of community.

INSURANCE.
Art. V. — RATES OF PREMIUM FOR MARINE INSURANCE.
Hitherto the computation of premiums of insurance on marine risks
has been made on no systematic or regular principles, but on the loose, gene
ral, and indefinite impressions of those who make the contracts—impressions
often founded on a very limited experience, as a merchant, a shipmaster, or
as an insurer.
Contracts for insurance on lives are made from tables formed on the results
of experience—from bills of mortality for long periods of time. From these
documents, it is ascertained that a certain proportion or rate per cent, of a
community in a certain location, have died in a year. That this proportion
is subject to certain degrees of variation at the different periods of life. That
it is also liable to be affected by the various occupations and course of life of
individuals. And as it has been found, that the results of one period have
been like the results of another period, in times past, it is inferred that they
will continue to be so in future time.
In like manner, the business of marine insurance is susceptible of analysis
and systematic arrangement. But it is to be regretted, that no records of
facts have been kept to furnish a basis for the construction of tables ; unfor
tunately, there are no bills of mortality for ships, and there exists no data
from which the value of a risk for a given voyage can be computed. Pre
miums are, of necessity, fixed as the experience or inexperience of the con
tracting parties may dictate, without any standard by which to test their accu
racy. Hence we find them fluctuating and various, for the same voyages,
differing one half, and often more, without any good reason. Some voyages
are charged at too high rates, and others at too low rates ; but which class
of risks it is, that is charged too high, and which too low, is unknown, and
opinions on the subject would be very different. If, on the whole, the insu
rer get sufficient to cover his losses, and leave him a fair remuneration for
his risk and trouble, he does not concern himself, to know on which class
he gained, nor on which he lost his money ; and the insured rests satisfied
in like ignorance.
When a government imposes a tax on a community, the attention of its
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members is immediately directed to the matter, to know if it bears equally,
and on all in due proportion.
The premium of insurance is no less a tax on the consumers than an im
post duty ; and the community is equally interested to see that it bears equally
and alike on the several branches of commerce.
If arrangements could be made by insurers to class their risks, and keep
each class separate, so as to obtain the results of experience for a long period
of years, much would be done towards the attainment of the object in view ;
ana although there would still, and must always remain, much for the judg
ment to decide, there would be fewer chances of error than there are now.
The field of knowledge would be enlarged—the field of conjecture would
be diminished. The consequence would be, that the investments of capital
in insurance stocks would be safer, the profits more uniform, and the gra
dations of premium more just and equal.
In no business of the same magnitude, have those who conduct it so little
of the benefits and advantages of experience to aid them. No record of the
experience of their predecessors is to be found, or if they exist, they exist
only in a crude, undigested, unavailable form. The transactions of all past
time are to them almost as if they had never been ; a loose, indefinite history
or tradition is all that remains of them.
Impressed with these views, and with the importance of the subject, the
insurance companies of Boston have established an office under the charge
of Charles Pierson, Esq., a gentleman every way qualified for the purpose,
to collect such facts as shall tend to the attainment of the data requisite for the
formation of tables of premiums on more certain and satisfactory principles
than the mercantile community now have ; and it is proposed to publish,
from time to time, such of the results of his labors as may be deemed useful
to the merchant and insurer, in the formation of tariffs of premium for risks
against the perils of the seas and fire. Those of capture must of necessity
be decided by the judgment of the parties.
It must be kept in view, that the results of a short period, or a small amount
of business, would not furnish data on which it would be safe to act, or to
form opinions. The experience of a course of years, and a large number
and amount of transactions, are necessary to form a basis on which it would
be safe to make contracts. The office has been established but a few months,
but in order to give some idea of the course of procedure, and in the hope that
others who have the means may be induced to co-operate in the labor, which
is very great, of obtaining the facts necessary to be known, the following
statements are now given to the public. It will be perceived that they in
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Amount of Writings and Losses, on Vessels on Time, in the years 1830
and 1831, done at fifteen Offices.
Rate Return Av. Rate Additional Av. Rate
of Amount of Av. ct.
VESSELS. Amount
of
perct. R.
p. ct. Ad.
Writings. Premiums. per
Prem. Premium. Prem. Premiums. Prem.
Ships on 4,237,254 218,651 63
time
3,454,300 203,194 91
Schooners. 800,733 59,585 72

5**' —
1o00
r, HL
».
I000

9,910 25
6,255 55

7'. —
1000

1,499 40

669
8,492,337 481,432 26 5- 1555

17,665 20

.at
1000
1S1
10O0
1S7
1000
JOS
1000

366 79

0S5
1000
097
1000
OK
1000

6,517 59

076
1000

2,772 89
3,377 91

Amount of Writings and Losses—(continued.)
LOSSES.
Av.
General Ave Gen.
Loss,
rage.
per cent.

Partial.

Partial
Loss,
per cent.

Total.

Per Cent of
Losses,
Total Gen. Average,
Loss, Partial, and
per cent.
Total.

MS
—
53,352 5 1' To3o 136,061 66 a.3 tooo
1000
Mt
3SS
89,274 92 2*• —
1000 133,597 33
ture
1000
092
S95
600
24,763 47 * towi
71,229 69 °- 1000
1000
971
in
167,390 44 1' M 340,888 68 4- two
I0O0
Amount of Writings and Losses—(continued.)

14,600 46
18,105 44
4,807 8
37,512 98

RECAPITULATION.
Skips—Ami. Prem. p. ct. 5,161
Add. do.
65
5,226
Ret. Prem.
Losses

234
4,815
T>,019
T^, per ct. gain.

Brigs—Prem. per ct.
Add.

5,882
97
5,979

Return

181
6,976
7 i r,7
ITS
'
1-Ireo per ct- loss-

Schooners—Prem. p. ct. 7,441
Add.
45
Return

7,486
187
12,587
- 12,774 5 __ ^ ct ]oss_

Gain.... 7,500 10
Loss.... 83,007 65
$75,507 55 excess of Loss over the Premiums.

4*. SI
1000
p°- Tuio
9,6

r, —
«•
1000
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Writings and Losses on Vessels on Time, from 1817 to 1834, inclusive,
at one Office.
Av. Rate
Av. Rate
Av. Rate Return per
of Amount of perct.
cl. of Additional per ct. of
VESSELS. Amount
of
Writings. Premiums. Prem. Premiums. Return Premiums. Add'tud
Prems.
Prem.
IIS
358
•
Ships on 1,700,008 89,990 30 •5-Tuo
1,851 16
6,096 81 0. ioou
time ....
us
SCT
2,753,721 189,888 41 2•i• —
3,192 68
tuo 15,639 10
IOM
K00
081
737
Schooners. 1,183,421 87,629 1 '. 1U00
1,004 13
8,726 46
una
1000
SOT
5,637,216 367,507 72 6. ,oo0

30,462 37

M0
KM

107
6,047 97

Amount of Writings and Losses—{continued.)
Losses, per cent.

Amount of Loss.

Excess of Loss over
the Premiums.

7—
IbO
2—
100
8—

122,421 87

$36,677 22

187,950 4

10,508 5

101,391 58

21,484 90

304
7- Tooo

411,763 49

$68,670 17 loss.

Amount of Writings and Losses—{continued.)
Recapitulation—Ships, Brigs, and Schooners, from 1817 to 1834.
Amount of Premiums per cent
. . 6,520
Additional
107
6,627
Return Premiums
540
Losses
7.304
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Recapitulation of the above.
VESSELS.

Av. Rate Return Rate per
cent Ret.
Writings. Premiums. per ct. of Premiums.
Prem.
Prem.

Ships, Briijs, and Schooners,
years 1831, 1832, in fifteen
8,492,337 481,432 26 5- Hao
Ships, Bri?s, and Schooners,
years 1817 to 1834. in one
590
Office
5,637,216 367,507 72 6. iooi
•
00S
14,129,553 848,939 98 6. W00

17,665 20

at
UN
HO

30,462 37
48,127 57

310
1000

Recapitulation—{continued.)
Additional Ratep.cl.
Add. Losses, pei cent.
Premiums. ofPrem.

of Loss over the
Amount of Loss. ExcessPremiums.

6,517 59

076
1000

«7
6. 1000

515,792 10

$75,507 55

6,047 97

107
I0OO

s01
7. 1000

411,763 49

68,670 17

12,565 56

0S3
1000

777
6.;55

957,o55 59

$144,177 72

Recapitulation of the Written Accounts.
Prem iums, per cent
6,008
Additional
6,097
310
Return Premiums,
Losses
6,777
7,117
Excess of Loss over the Premiums
1"mio= ^i1'^ "
No expenses of the offices are included in this estimate.

Do NOT, LIKE A FOOLISH MARINER, ALWAYS CALCULATE ON FAIR
weather.—Commerce, as well as life, has its auspicious ebbs and flows,
that baffle human sagacity, and defeat the most rational arrangement of sys
tems, and all the calculations of ordinary prudence. Be prepared, therefore,
at all times, for commercial revulsions and financial difficulties, by which
thousands have been reduced to beggary, who before had rioted in opulence,
and thought they might bid defiance to misfortune.—Foster.
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Art. VI —HINTS TO THE INSURED ON THE CONSTRUC
TION OF MARINE POLICIES.
Insurance is so intimately connected with commerce, and springs so
naturally from maritime adventure, that it forms a subject of the deepest
interest to the merchant, and is well worthy the profound study of the
statesmen of every nation, in which commercial interests are known and
fostered. The utility and importance of this species of contract in a com
mercial country is self-evident, and is so considered by the most distinguish
ed writers upon commercial affairs. The millions of treasure which are
now cast upon the ocean, and sent to the remotest quarters of the earth,
exposed to the risks of the winds, the waves, and the frail structure in which
they are transported, would be unknown and unappreciated, but for the pro
tecting influence of this maritime contract, which gives great security to the
fortunes of private people, and by dividing among many that loss which
would ruin an individual, makes it fall easy upon the whole society. This
security tends greatly to the advancement of trade and navigation, for as the
risk of transporting goods and merchandise is diminished, men will be more
easily induced to engage in extensive foreign trade, to undertake hazardous
adventure, and to join in important undertakings; since their failure cannot
involve them, and their families, in those ruinous consequences which would
be the result in a country where insurances are unknown. It is improbable
to suppose that the citizens of any nation, would embark their fortunes in
enterprises fraught with so much risk as is incurred in mercantile adven
ture, without the aid of this indemnifying contract ; and foreign commerce
must necessarily be confined in its operations, and narrow in its influences,
without some remedy is afforded by which the enterprising merchant can
feel secure in ultimately obtaining at least a portion of those riches with
which his ship is freighted.
From the great importance of insurance in creating a spirit for foreign
adventure and mercantile enterprise, it is natural to suppose, that it was
early ingrafted into the system of maritime laws and regulations, which
prevailed in ancient periods of the world ; but in looking back upon the
history of the ancient maritime states which have existed, we find that
insurance was unknown, and that it is comparatively of modern invention.
The origin of the contract is somewhat uncertain, and the honor of its intro
duction has been claimed and insisted upon by rival nations, each eager to
acquire the distinction which the creation of so important an agent, for the
advancement of commercial enterprise and prosperity, would confer upon
the founder ; and the time when this contract was invented is equally
involved in doubt and obscurity. But it is evident that wherever foreign
commerce was introduced, insurance must soon have followed as a neces
sary and indispensable attendant, it being impossible to carry on any exten
sive trade without this protection, especially in time of war. Some writers
have ascribed the origin of the contract of insurance to Claudius Ca?sar, the
fifth Roman emperor ; but if it originated at that time, it was but imperfectly
known and appreciated, and bore but a faint resemblance to the form it has
now assumed; and from the fact that we find it extremely difficult to deter
mine whether such a contract then really existed, it must have been quite
ineffectual and seldom used. Other authorities have given the Rhodians
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the credit of its invention, thus establishing a foundation for the idea enter
tained by many, that the law of insurance had been incorporated into most
of the ancient codes of maritime jurisprudence. But it is extremely doubt
ful whether this people entertained even the slightest idea of the contract of
insurance, as it exists at the present day. This country stood first among
the nations of antiquity, not only for the richness of its extended commerce
and the strength of its naval power, but it was here that the first legislators
of the sea flourished; and it was by this people that the most ancient system
of marine jurisprudence was promulgated, to which even the Romans them
selves paid the greatest deference and respect, and which they adopted as
the guide of their conduct in naval affairs; and these laws not only formed
the rule of naval action to the ancient maritime states, but in reality have
been the basis of many important regulations now in force respecting navi
gation and commerce ; but notwithstanding the wisdom evinced in the crea
tion and compilation of these laws, and the universality with which they
prevailed, nothing can be discovered from the fragments which have
reached us, to warrant the belief that these islanders were acquainted with
insurance as a mode of securing their property. It is true that the laws of
the Rhodians have descended to the present age in a very imperfect state,
and there may have been many provisions incorporated into their system
of jurisprudence, of which we are in ignorance; yet it is more than probable
that so important a feature in their marine regulations, would have been
transmitted to us, if any such had existed.
The states of ancient Greece, particularly Corinth and Athens, paid great
attention to the promotion of commercial knowledge, and to the creation of
a code of maritime laws calculated to encourage foreign adventure, and to
inspire their people with a spirit of mercantile enterprise ; and the many
valuable and liberal laws which they originated relative to imports and
exports, and the contract of bargain and sale, the many privileges granted
to the mercantile portion of their citizens, and the appointment of judicial
officers to settle and adjust marine controversies, impress us with a very
favorable idea of their knowledge of the true principles of commerce ; but
not the slightest information can be found in their history, which would lead
us to suppose that they were acquainted with insurance.
A glance at the commercial and maritime history of the Romans, is
sufficient to make it appear that they were equally ignorant of the contract
of insurance, as the nations of ancient Greece or the Rhodians ; and from
the continued warfare in which they were engaged, it cannot be supposed
that they would pay as much attention to the perfection of a maritime code
ofjurisprudence, as many of the countries existing around them.
From the best authorities that can be found, it is supposed that the con
tract of insurance was first invented by the Lombards in the thirteenth
century ; and as the Italians were at that time engaged in an extensive trade
with foreign countries, and carried on a rich traffic with India, it is but rea
sonable to suppose that in order to support so extended a commerce, they
would introduce insurances into the system of their mercantile affairs. It
is true, that there is no positive and conclusive evidence, which would create
a foundation for the assertion, that they were the inventors of this kind of
contract ; but it is certain that the knowledge of it came with them into the
different maritime states of Europe, in which parties of them settled ; and
when we reflect that they were the merchants, bankers, and carriers of
Europe, it is not unreasonable to presume that they also led the way to the
No. VI. VOL. I.
63
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establishment of a contract, which is so essential and important for the
creation and continuance of commercial prosperity. It is certain that the
I/1mbards were the first who introduced this contract into England ; and a
clause is inserted in all policies of insurance made in that country, that the
policy shall be of as much force and effect, as any before made in Lombard
street, the place where these Italians are known to have first taken up their
residence.
After the introduction of this contract into England, a peculiar court was
erected for the purpose of determining all questions and controversies arising
out of policies of insurance ; but it was soon abolished, and the adjudication
of this species of contract placed upon the same ground as any other written
instrument. The contract of insurance has, until recently, been but little
understood, and very few early cases can be found in which rules have been
settled, calculated to elucidate the principles bearing upon the construction
and effect which must be given to the policy ; but more recently, numerous
and valuable decisions have been made, in which the law of insurance has
been ably considered and clearly laid down; and although some portions of
this branch of maritime law are still involved in doubt and uncertainty, yet
the leading and general principles which control this species of contract, are
now rendered sufficiently certain to enable the insured to determine what
he is bound to do, for the purpose of securing the protection and safety
which a policy of insurance is intended to confer.
It is of great importance to the merchant, that he should make himself
acquainted with the substantial parts necessary to be embraced in a contract
of this nature; and for the purpose of rendering this subject clear and intelli
gible, the form, construction, and effect, of a marine policy of insurance, will
be considered.
Insurance is defined to be a contract, by which the insurer undertakes, in
consideration of a premium, to indemnify the person insured against certain
perils or losses, or against some particular event. The policy is the instru
ment by which the contract of indemnity is effected, between the insurer and
the insured, and it may be valued or open, the only difference being, that in
the former the property insured is valued at prime cost at the time of execu
ting the policy, and in the latter the value is not mentioned, but in case of
loss, must be proved by the party claiming under the policy. The essential
part of a policy of insurance does not differ from a bond of indemnity, or
guaranty of a debt, since the obligor, or guarantor, takes upon himself cer
tain risks, to which the obligee, or creditor, would otherwise be exposed ;
and although the liability of the insurer depends upon more numerous and
multiplied contingencies, than that resting upon the obligor and guarantor,
yet until something is done on the part of the insured, to vary the nature of
his rights, and alter or effect the responsibility of the insurer, the rules of law
which govern in the construction of ordinary sealed instruments, in cases of
obligors and guarantors, prevail with equal force in controlling a policy of
insurance.
A policy, when executed, is considered a sacred agreement, and of the
first credit ; and when the signature of the underwriter is affixed, no altera
tion can be made by either party without avoiding the contract ; for as its
ultimate effect and bearing should be accurately known and perfectly appre
ciated by both parties, permitting even the slightest alteration by either
would be opening a wide door to fraud, in a transaction which, from its
nature and the importance of the interests involved, should be free from the
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least degree of doubt or embarrassment. The only mode by which an
alteration can be made in an instrument of this kind, where either party
refuses his assent, is by an application to the court of chancery, where it
must appear by undoubted evidence, that the party applying was mistaken
in the terms and effect of the policy, and that the correction of such mistake
cannot prejudice the rights of the insurer. From this, it is obvious that it
is of the first importance to the insured, that he should thoroughly under
stand the nature and construction of an instrument which may involve
interests to a large amount, and which, unless fraud is proved to have been
committed on the part of the insurer, cannot be altered or varied in its ulti
mate construction, as the intention of the parties is to be determined by the
instrument itself.
The leading and substantial parts of a marine insurance are, that the
underwriters cause the assured to be insured, in a certain sum, on ship,
cargo, freight, or profits, for a particular voyage or space of time, against
enumerated risks ; and in connexion with these, are introduced all the stipu
lations, provisions, conditions, and warranties. There are various implied
conditions in every policy, which are of the highest importance to be
observed by the person obtaining it, and unless these conditions are strictly
complied with, the contract will be avoided. The assured is bound at the
time of procuring the policy, fully to disclose to the insurer every fact
which may materially alter or affect the nature of the risk incurred, and
which is presumed to rest exclusively within the knowledge of the insured,
unless it is embraced in some agreement in the instrument, or to which the
instrument refers; and when an insurance is effected upon a vessel, the
insured by the act of procuring the policy, impliedly warrants the ship to
be sea-worthy, and in every respect fit for the voyage upon which she is
destined to proceed ; and this agreement is uniformly a part of the contract,
although it is never expressed in the policy ; and there is a warranty con
tained by implication in every policy, that the vessel shall pursue her voy
age by the customary route, and in the usual manner; and these implied
agreements flow from the principle, that men in their dealings with each
other are bound to look only to the ordinary mode in which transactions
of the nature they are contemplating are conducted, and the rules of
morality and justice will not permit either to take advantage of what the
other could not necessarily have foreseen and guarded against.
If the insurer wishes to protect himself by any agreement not implied by
the policy, he must be careful to have it clearly and explicitly expressed in
the instrument ; and any communications which may have passed between
the parties previous to executing the policy, cannot have any weight in con
trolling its effect, as the policy itself is to be considered the agreement between
the parties ; and whatever conversation or letters may have passed from one
to the other, can form no part of it, unless expressly referred to by the instru
ment. The construction of the policy may be varied by the usage of trade,
but this usage must be universal, and clearly made out; without which, it
cannot be presumed that the parties had it in contemplation when the policy
was executed ; and like other written instruments, the intention of the par
ties must always be sought after, in construing its meaning and determin
ing its effect.
There are few restraints imposed to prevent any person from effecting a
valid insurance upon any thing in which he may possess an insurable inte
rest ; and the only case in which the policy is void, on account of the charac
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ter of the insured, is that of a foreigner residing in a country at war with his
own, and insuring his property by citizens of the country in which he tem
porarily resides ; and even this disability may be removed by obtaining a
license to trade in such country—the law implying, that whenever a person
has permission to own and enjoy property, that he shall be entitled to the
ordinary means for the continuation of such enjoyment ; and should a citi
zen of the United States, residing in Great Britain, at the commencement of
a war between the two countries, remove to France for the purpose of carry
ing on mercantile business in England, he would so far be considered a neu
tral, by British laws, as to enable him to effect insurance in England upon
his property, and to recover upon the policy in the English courts.
It is materially essential to every contract of insurance, that the insured
should have an interest at risk ; and if he has no interest, or if the interest
which he possesses is subject to no risk, he can be liable to no loss; and it
necessarily follows, that there is nothing against which the insurer can in
demnify him.
Merchants often insure goods in reference to a future interest which they
expect to acquire ; but unless the title to the property passes before the loss, the
insured cannot recover upon the policy ; as in the case ofgoods forwarded from
Boston to New York, with directions to the consignee not to deliver them to
the buyer until he pays for them ; the buyer has not an insurable interest
until he complies with these directions ; and the interest must not only com
mence previous to the loss, but it must continue and subsist at the time the
loss actually occurs; otherwise, the risk which the assured is insured against
no longer exists, and the essential requisite, constituting his right to recover
upon the policy, is gone.
If the vessel or goods insured are forfeited, the insurable interest is taken
away ; and a person who insures a ship or merchandise, which, on account
of any act committed, are condemned under the laws of the United States,
his right to the property insured is taken from him, and his remedy upon the
policy is gone.
If the interest of the insured is illegal, although it may in other respects
be sufficient, the policy will be void : ibr courts of justice will not enforce
the terms of an instrument intended to protect a person in the possession and
enjoyment of property which he holds in violation of those laws which it is
their duty to administer ; and if a policy is intended to protect property to be
used for purposes which are illegal, and contrary to sound policy and the
rules of wholesome trade, the contract will be void and ineffectual.
When part of a cargo insured is designed for objects which are legal, the
illegality of the remainder will not avoid the whole policy, but it will re
main good for so much as the insured had a legal insurable interest ; but in
such case, the goods not contraband and illegal must be owned by a differ
ent person ; otherwise, the contagion of illegality affects the innocent articles.
The subjects of nations engaged in war with each other, cannot protect
their property destined to the enemy's port, by insuring it at home, whether
such property consists in ships or merchandise : for war suspends commer
cial intercourse, overthrows the fabric of maritime rights, and destroys those
reciprocal beneficial privileges which exist in time of peace ; and the subjects
of either country, endeavoring to employ their property in contravention of
belligerent law, entirely divest themselves of"all their insurable interest.
If the laws of this country interdict trade with a foreign port, a policy
upon goods intended for such port would be void : for the insurer, in such
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case, has a deep interest in effecting the safe transit of the goods insured to
the interdicted port—which the law destroys by avoiding the policy, on the
ground that it guaranties to the insured the protection and enjoyment of
property to be used contrary to the rules of good faith, and in violation of
the sound dictates of public policy, and creates in the mind of the insurer a
strong desire to assist in evading the laws of his own courrtrry, for the pur
pose of securing the property insured from capture, and thus protecting him
self against the loss which must otherwise accrue from his liability upon the
policy. And it may be laid down as a general rule, that no contract is of
any binding validity, which is obviously inconsistent with the principles of
sound policy and national justice, or directly and plainly opposed to the inte
rests and welfare of society ; and whenever property intended for the benefit
of an enemy, is insured, the law declares the policy absolutely void. But if
an insurance is effected upon property previous to its assuming a hostile cha
racter, the contract is binding and valid ; and if the goods are injured, or lost,
the insurer will be liable.
A policy of insurance upon property intended to be used in violation of
the laws of a foreign state, is binding, and cannot be impeached on that
ground, unless such laws are in accordance with the laws of nations, which
are of equal force in all countries, and upon all governments.
The wages of seamen do not form the subject of a legal insurable interest,
on the ground that the motive to exertion for the safety of the ship and cargo
would be materially diminished, if mariners could, by the payment of a small
premium, secure themselves in ultimately obtaining, at all events, a compen
sation for their services ; but they may insure goods purchased with their
wages ; and the captain of a ship may insure his wages, commissions, and
privileges, as he is considered a person of more trust than the sailors.
Having examined some of the most important requisites which are neces
sary to vest in the owner of property an insurable interest, when considered
with reference to the character in which it is held, and the purposes for
which it is employed, the consideration which next presents itself, is an exa
mination into the nature of the various interests which form the subject of
insurance.
If the owner of a ship mortgages it for its full value, he still retains an in
surable interest in the vessel ; and although the assignment of a bill of lading
passes to the consignee the entire and absolute property in the goods, yet if
it is the intention of the consignor, by such assignment, merely to designate
the parson who is to receive the goods, and not to convey away his property
in them, the consignor is considered as the creditor of the consignee to the
amount of the proceeds, and retains an insurable interest in the goods. The
interest of a mortgagee or trustee of property may be insured ; and a person
to whom the freight of a vessel has been mortgaged, may insure the legal
interest on his own account, and the equitable interest on account of the
mortgagor ; and, as the trustee of property has the legal interest, he may
represent it to be his own, and effect an insurance upon it in his own name.
Where one merchant is indebted to another, and forwards goods to a mer
cantile house to be held for the benefit of his creditor, such creditor has an
insurable interest in the goods so forwarded: but if the goods consigned were
directed to be sold by the consignee, and the proceeds paid over to the cre
ditor of the consignor, an insurable interest in the goods would not vest in
the creditor, as he acquired no title to them previous to the sale, after which,
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the money for which they sold would be held for his use ; but if merchan
dise is bought with such proceeds, the interest of the creditor would then be
insurable.
A bottomry bond, by which the vessel is hypothecated, and a respondentia
bond, by which the cargo is pledged, to a certain amount advanced upon
either, by virtue of which the lender would acquire the right of possessing
the property so hypothecated or pledged, for the purpose of enabling him to
obtain satisfaction of his debt, are in many material respects similar to a
mortgage, and vest an insurable interest in the lender ; and there are more
strong and powerful reasons in favor of allowing the lender upon bottomry
or respondentia to insure his interest, than exist in the case of a mortgage,
for mortgaged property is at the risk of the mortgagor, and the latter is
always liable, even if the property mortgaged is destroyed ; but the lender
upon bottomry or respondentia has a lien only upon the vessel or goods ;
and if they are lost, his claim is extinguished forever. The borrower upon
bottomry or respondentia retains an insurable interest in the ship or goods,
to an amount equal in extent to their respective value, beyond the sum for
which they are pledged ; but he can insure only to this amount; and where
a vessel is hypothecated for more than its full value, the borrower has no in
surable interest; but if there is in such case an agreement that the lender
shall insure only a part of the risks to which the property is liable, the bor
rower could still insure to its full value in reference to the risks not insured
by the lender. A consignee, factor, or agent, has a lien upon goods to the
amount of his advances, acceptances, and liabilities ; and as he has an inte
rest in the property commensurate with the amount of his lien, it follows
that he may insure to the full value of such interest, whether the goods are
already in his hands or not
A supercargo, who is entitled to a commission upon the cargo, has an in
surable interest to the amount of such commission ; and it is a well establish
ed rule, that any person having an interest in any lawful contract, from the
completion of which he may derive profit and advantage, has an insurable
interest in the subject of such contract, as soon as he has taken any steps to
wards its performance. The owner of goods may insure the profits he ex
pects to derive from the completion of the voyage, and he will be entitled,
under the policy, to the full amount of the profits which he can prove the
adventure would ultimately have afforded him.
The charterer of a ship, so far as he is liable to be injured by its loss, has
an insurable interest ; and where a ship is chartered with an agreement on
the part of the charterer to pay a sum equal to her value, if lost, he may
insure to the full amount for which he is liable ; and an agreement, on his
rt, to insure the ship, vests in him the same insurable interest, as if he had
und himself to pay her value, if lost ; and the owner of the vessel may
also insure, as he is not bound to trust entirely to the responsibility of the
charterer.
The owner of a ship, navigated on his own account, has an insurable in
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vested ; and if the ship is lost previous to its commencement, the freight in
sured may be recovered under the policy.
Whenever freight, covered by insurance, is valued in the policy at a cer
tain sum, and goods sufficient to make but a small portion of the amount
named are put on board the vessel, and the remainder of the goods are in
readiness for shipment—if the vessel is lost previous to the commencement
of the intended voyage, the whole freight valued in the policy may be reco
vered ; and the interest of the owner in passage money, in case of a loss of the
ship subsequent to the time when she was in readiness to receive her passen
gers, would be governed by the same rule. Where an insurance is effected
upon the freight of a vessel which is chartered for an entire sum, to proceed
from the port of New York to stop at several foreign ports, and return, and
the vessel is lost at the commencement of the voyage, the owner would be
entitled to the full amount of freight insured for the whole voyage ; as the
charter party gives an entirety to the contract, and the risk attaches on the
whole freight, as soon as the voyage is begun ; and it will make no differ
ence whether the agreement to supply the cargo or pay freight is in writing
or only verbal, as the liability of the insurer is the same. The charterer of
a vessel during a certain period, has an insurable interest in the freight, since
he is the only one interested in the vessel's earnings during that time: and
the owner and charterer, have each of them an insurable interest in respect
to the risks to which they are severally liable ; and if the charterer makes
an absolute unconditional agreement to pay freight, he is possessed of an in
surable interest, in reference to all risks.
The rules necessary to be observed in describing the insured in the policy,
are important to be understood ; and this description should be sufficiently
broad and comprehensive, to include all who can prove their interest in the
property insured, and show that the policy was intended for their protection
and benefit. The usual form of description is to mention the name of the
person obtaining the policy, and state that the property is insured for him
self, and all whom it may concern ; and unless this general clause is inserted,
no one besides the person whose name is expressed in the instrument, and
his general partner, can avail themselves of the benefit of its provisions; and
it must be expressly made to appear, that the policy was effected on behalf
of the person claiming under it, for otherwise, although he has an interest
corresponding with that described in the policy, it will not be covered.
When the policy contains the general description before mentioned, it will
enure to the benefit of all who effected it, and will protect the interest of
those for whom it is intended, and who adopt it when made ; and the adop
tion of the instrument by the party for whom it is intended, at any time
before loss, and in many cases after, is sufficient, and is equivalent to an ori
ginal order for insurance.
In the description of the subject matter which the policy is intended to
cover, it is necessary that the thing insured, and in some instances the pecu
liar interest intended to be protected, should be expressed by words suffi
ciently clear and comprehensive, in the instrument itself; or that it should
contain something which will point out the mode of ascertaining with
certainty to what the contract is to be applied ; and although the rules of
justice will not permit any technical inaccuracy or innocent mistake to
vitiate the policy and destroy its effect, still it is important that the instru
ment should express the intention of the parties with reasonable certainty.
If the description designates the subject with tolerable certainty, and if from
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the terms of the policy it could not have been the intention of the parties to
refer it to any thing else, a mistake in the name of the vessel, or other pro
perty, will not affect the liability of the insurer. Where the marks upon
bales of goods are incorrectly described in the policy, and it is shown to
have been the intention of the parties to effect the insurance upon such
goods, and their identity is clearly made out, the insured may recover upon
the contract. The general description in a policy, goods, wares, and merckantlise, is very comprehensive, and under it the insured will be entitled
to claim compensation for loss of property of almost every nature. Specie
and bulfion will be included under this description, but not bank bills ; and if
it was the apparent intention to insure jewels, rings, &c., there is no substan
tial reason why they should not be covered and protected by this description.
Policies are sometimes effected upon ship, or ships, to be afterwards
declared, and other property may be insured in the same manner, and after
effecting such an insurance, the insured cannot be compelled to declare his
interest, but may refrain from so doing until after a loss has occurred, when
he may declare the interest insured to be in the goods so lost; but if a condi
tion is inserted in such policy, that the insured shall declare the property
intended to be insured, as soon as he can receive information enabling him
to do so, he must not delay communicating such information after it is deri
ved, and his rights under the policy will be determined as soon as this decla
ration is made to the insurer.
When different shipments of goods are embraced in the description con
tained in the policy, the insured may apply it to either, if it is not made to
appear that it was not the intention of the parties to protect the property
claimed to be covered by the instrument ; and whenever the policy is so
drawn, a* to give the insured a discretion in declaring the interest to be pro
tected, his right to make his election cannot be altered, limited, or taken
away, by any act of the insurer, for the contract is perfected when the policy
is subscribed, and the declaration of interest is a mere exercise of power
conferred by the instrument upon the insured.
When an insurance is intended to be effected upon profits and commission,
it is the more usual and safe course, to describe them specifically, although
this does not appear to be absolutely necessary ; and where the intention of
the parties is clear, an insurance effected on property in a ship is sufficient
to cover the intererst of the master who is to receive a commission on the
cargo.
An insurance upon the ship, comprehends the body of the ship, her
tackle, furniture, and outfits ; and the term outfits includes sails, cordage,
provisions, armaments, and ammunition. Freight may be insured by the
owner of the vessel, even on part of a voyage, without disclosing the
remainder, although it was formerly considered otherwise. But a person who
is not the owner of the ship, cannot insure the freight, without disclosing
the particular interest out of which it arises; and where the owner of a ves
sel disposes of it, retaining his right to the freight she may make during one
voyage, and insures his interest in such freight, he cannot recover upon the
policy, unless it contains a particular description of his interest in the vessel,
upon the ground that his interest to be protected is not strictly that of
freight, which is defined to be the price of transportation paid by the owner
of the goods to the owner of the vessel. Where a re-insurance is obtained,
the same general rules apply as to the description of the former policy, and
the interest insured, which must be defined and ascertained with certainty.
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The contract for insurance must contain a stipulation for the premium,
and the rate is always expressed in the policy, but as the underwriter is lia
ble to loss, and entitled to a premium, only so far as the risk extends, it does
not necessarily appear from the policy what amount will be effectually and
absolutely insured, and accordingly it does not show what amount of premium
will be eventually payable on the risk. It is a general rule, however, that
the premium on the whole sum named in the policy is the amount consi
dered due; and this will be presumed, unless from the particular circum
stances of the case a different rule of construction is made to appear. The
usual form of a policy contains a clause, by which the underwriter acknow
ledges himself to have received the premium, although this is by no means
conclusive evidence that it has been paid, but it is inserted to preclude the
necessity of proving its payment in case of loss, which would otherwise be
rendered necessary to entitle the assured to recover.
When the policy is void without the fault of the assured, or by reason of
its illegality, or where the risk does not commence, no premium can be
recovered. It is. indispensably necessary that a risk should be incurred,
before the premium can become due, and it is in the power of the assured
by placing none, or only a part of the property covered by the instrument,
at risk, to annul the contract either in whole or in part; and this is an indul
gence which the law allows to this species of contract, and it is considered
an implied condition upon which it is entered into, it being often impossible
to know at the time the policy is made, what quantity of goods may be ulti
mately placed at risk.
The rapid view which is here taken, for the purpose of pointing out the
rules necessary to be observed, to give validity to a policy of marine insu
rance, and to vest in the assured every legal right which an instrument of
this kind is intended to confer, is sufficient to impress upon the mind the
importance of having the policy carefully and skilfully drawn—and as
large sums are often involved in the determination of a single word, every
sentence should be clear and comprehensive.

Art. VIII.—THE STATE OF THE CURRENCY.
We resume this subject with feelings and under circumstances very
different from those which attended the writing of our former article. The
apprehensions we then entertained have been more than realized. Indeed
the first number of this magazine had scarcely made its appearance, before
the accounts of the state of the money market in England were such as
distinctly to warn us that the tide of temporary prosperity caused by borrow
ing money was turning. And since then the reflux has been going on with
such a force and rapidity of current, as even we, who had always expected
a good deal, did not anticipate. The rate of exchange has been such as to
make a large exportation of specie unavoidable, and this, though not very
long continued, has already had the effect which we stated that it would, of
putting in jeopardy our whole system of convertible paper currency. The
banks doing business through a large portion of the United States, have
again suspended the payment of their obligations, and the money of the
vol. 1. — no. vi.
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greater part of the country has for the second time within three years
become a paper medium relying for support solely upon public opinion.
Of the causes of this second suspension, the views are almost as various
as the individuals who hold them. There are many who consider it as a
necessary consequence of the attempt to resume specie payments last year,
which they maintain to have been premature and injudicious. Others
regard it as the effect of measures taken since that resumption, and having
no necessary connexion with that event. One class of persons affirm that
the relaxation of the protective system, by tempting to excessive and burden
some foreign importations which must be paid for with money, is at the
bottom of the whole matter, while another see it in the capricious policy of
the secretary of the treasury when distributing the surplus revenue. Then
again the thorough going political partisans make President Jackson or the
Bank of the United States the rock of offence, according as their party pre
dilections lead them to admire the one or to detest the other. One peculi
arity in this great diversity of sentiment seems to us to be, that, contrary to
the ordinary rule, there is some foundation in justice for each variety of it
A cool observer cannot avoid admitting, even upon a haity glance at the
several causes assigned, that they have each and every one of them had
some operation upon events, although he may not be disposed to admit that
they have precisely to the extent which the advocates of each would claim
for their respective and favorite theory. It is difficult, in questions of this
kind, to hit the taste of the public, which does not relish the degree of gen
eralizing essential to explain the truth. It is the nature of man to seek a
sharply-defined idea, in order that it may be fixed in the memory with
convenience. But this process, when applied to a series of events brought
about by so many different agents, is rarely possible, without some sacrifice
of accuracy in judgment. Very seldom is it that any given effect can be
affirmed to proceed from any single cause ; most especially so when the
passions of men, engaged in vehement contention with each other, are let in
at one and the same moment, to give new and strange impulses to events,
and to distort the medium through which those events are to be viewed and
judged.
In the midst of all this, we are however arriving at one general conclu
sion, which may be of use in directing our future investigations; and that is.
that the plan of joint stock banking, as practised at this time in the United
States, without the presence of a regulating power of some kind or other to
keep it from running into excess, is wholly unsafe, and the currency which
it provides is not a sound currency. Thus much, the experience of the past
may now surely authorize us to take for granted. But if we assume this,
the questions which immediately present themselves, however difficult of
solution, are not many in number nor hard to be understood. We must
either introduce the power of regulation, which is essential to the system we
have, in order to make it work beneficially, or we must revolutionize that
system itself. Either some mode must be devised to keep paper money
issued by banks convertible inio gold or silver, or we must give it up ancl
go back to the hard money. This seems to be the exact nature of the issue
now making in this country, upon the decision of which, much in futurity of
good or evil must absolutely depend.
We are not disposed at this time to go very largely into the discussion of
past events. There is so much in them on all sides to regret, that we dislike
to approach them more than we are obliged to. It is impossible to over
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look the fact, however, that so long as a national hank was in existence,
there never was any reasonable ground for complaining of the currency, and
the moment that it has ceased to exist, complaint has regularly become loud
and incessant ; a national bank is then a remedy for this evil at least, and
being such, it of course must be included among the alternatives from
which it may hereafter be deemed proper to select. Of the probability of
its adoption, we are not at present called to consider, neither are we con
scious that that question has much to do with our purpose, which is to look
over the whole field of view and observe what the remedies that can be sup
posed to be applicable to the present case really are. and which of them it
would be the part of wise financiers to adopt.
And first, with respect to the propriety of a new national bank, it cannot
be denied that there are reasonable causes for doubt whether it could again
be made to act upon a banking system, so widely expanded as ours now is,
without presupposing a concentration of capital, which, in the present cir
cumstances of the United States, is hardly practicable, and which, if practi
cable, is not unattended with danger. The great difficulty of so large an
amount of disposable capital senms to be, that it tempts to the undertaking of
too much ; we think that this has been made clearly manifest by the exam
ple of the United States Bank of Pennsylvania, which, since it became a
state institution, has unquestionably gone far to forfeit, among sober-minded
and reflecting persons, the very high opinion which had been entertained
of its management while under the national charter. We know very well
that in saying this, we incur some hazard of involving ourselves in the con
tests of the day. But the first duty of writers upon subjects like these, is to
express freely what they believe to be the truth without fear or favor, and it
is in obedience to this dictate that we will proceed to give our reasons for the
opinion we have advanced.
When the administration of General Jackson had carried the point with
the people, of terminating the existence of the national bank, it ought to
have been foreseen by those who advocated its continuance, that the currency
would fall into disorder without it. We are aware that this was abundantly
foretold by many leading politicians in opposition, but the conduct of the
bank itself, in windingup, gives some color to the belief that itdid not really
entertain the apprehensions so freely thrown out by its advocates, and that
these were, many of them, rather the healed offspring of political invective,
than sober and rational conclusions from well-laid premises. Had the bank
really foreseen and believed in the arrival of the crisis which was about to
happen, we do not think it would ever have made the repayment of so great
a share of its capital as was placed in the southern and southwestern offices,
depend so much as it did upon the continuance in a sound state of the credit
system. Nor yet would it have accepted of such terms as were imposed
upon it by the state of Pennsylvania, as the consideration for a charter to be
granted by her. Both these acts were predicated upon the supposition that
a national bank was entirely unnecessary ; the very position which had
been all along maintained by the party friendly to the administration—and
that the United States Bank, chartered by a state, would exercise the same
control over the credit system, which it had done when chartered by con
gress. Had this proved true, the whole argument of the friends of a national
institution would have been shown to be unsound, and the contest between
General Jackson and the bank must have terminated favorably to the for
mer, in the judgment of moderate men. The result has, however, left the
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position assumed by the latter, as yet, impregnable; and the difficulties into
which the bank has subsequently involved itself, instead of bearing against
it, as by some they may be thought to do, go conclusively to show that no
institution chartered by a state is fit to regulate the currency, and that the
attempt to do so must result, only as it has resulted, in complete disappoint
ment and disaster to the undertakers and the public.
Indeed it is plain that it could not be otherwise when we reflect how very
different a relation the United States Bank immediately assumed to the coun
try, upon its acceptance of a state charter. From being a bank to benefit
the commercial interests of all the cities, it immediately contracted its view
to those of Philadelphia, and through her, of the state in which she is placed.
From confining itself to the negotiation of the best of business paper, and to
exchanging value between the ends of the country, it went into the patron
age of a whole system of local state internal improvements. From the pro
motion of the trading interests of the seaports with the interior, in something
like a ratio to the amount of transactions naturally occurring in each, it went
into a project of securing to Philadelphia a greater portion than belonged
to her, and thus of exalting her at the expense of all rival places. The
whole action of the machine was changed, and with it the character of the
investments made of capital. An artificial value was thus given to various
sorts of property, depending upon the successful management of the bank
for its continuance, and subject to entail great loss upon it in case of misfor
tune or untoward accidents. For these would inevitably be the signal for a
withdrawal of the extraordinary and fictitious advantages that kept it up, and
the loss of these advantages would be attended with a more than correspond
ing depreciation of the property, the value of which rested upon their dura
tion.
The two acts which we have already mentioned as errors, in the course
of the United States Bank, namely, the acceptance of a state charter, and the
long credits given in the south, are those most directly in contradiction to the
whole tenor of the argument used in favor of its recharter as a national bank,
and are moreover in our opinion, the true causes of her present unfortunate
position. Had the bank persisted in winding up in the rigid manner which
the circumstances of the time would seem to have made necessary, her policy
would have had some effect in retarding and perhaps diminishing the extent
of the subsequent catastrophe. For her contraction would have partially
counteracted the expansion that was going on in other quarters, instead of
stimulating it, as the actual policy did, and what she might have realized
would have been so much redeemed from the wreck of capital and credit
which has been subsequently made in the United States. It is true that
much loss mig ht have been incurred from the attempt, and that not quite so
favorable a tabular statement could have been made of its returns to the stock
holders; but what was this, compared to the actual amount of losses since
incurred? Besides, the management of the bank had reserved large
amounts expressly to cover these losses, which might have been of more
service in the pockets of the proprietors, and certainly would have given
them more solid satisfaction, than to see them thrown away either in lavish
profusion in exchange for the doubtful blessing of a state charter, or in
schemes to secure the recovery of debts which events were showing to be
desperate.
For it must be added that the change from a national to a state policy on
the part of the bank, would not of itself have brought about such unfortunate
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results so rapidly, if there had not been coupled with it attempts to regain a
lost portion of the capital of the old bank upon a scale of too great magnitude
for its new position. The carrying forward to market such a crop as that
of cotton has now annually become, if undertaken by a corporate institution,
must necessarily call for a degree of strength and skill aided by fortunate
circumstances which cannot be reasonably expected often to exist together.
It is not a natural business for a bank, and has a tendency at once to unsettle
prices from their sound and true basis, the proportion between demand and
supply. When, therefore, the United States Bank went into the project
with resources crippled by other engagements, as well as the failing charac
ter of many of its debtors, it entered into a contest against chances by no
means in its favor. For the European money market could not be regarded
by any means as inexhaustible, or as perfectly patient of all drafts upon it,
however large. And the credit even of the bank, well established as it
might have been during cautious and prudent management, could not be
expected long to stand at the same height, after it had gone into measures
which can by no means deserve to be considered either as cautious or pru
dent. The accident of two successive seasons of scarcity in breadstuffs in
England could not, to be sure, have been foreseen by the wisest persons; but
neither should they have been considered as improbable, or certain not to
happen. Nor yet have they done more than merely to hasten events which
must have happened just as certainly, in the end, from other causes. A
bank, having once departed from the line of its duty, as a money-lending
institution, and become a systematic money-borrower, never yet was able to
retrace its path to safety and to credit. The disease is then at the core, and no
human remedy has yet been discovered sufficiently powerful to drive it
away.
While we regret that the United States Bank should have fallen into a
series of errors, detracting so seriously from the reputation which its former
management had earned for it, we cannot but regard the result as on the
whole fortunate for the country at large ; first, because the fact is thereby
established of the impossibility that any bank chartered by a state, with a
capital however large, can have power to regulate the currency ; and
secondly, because the existence of such an institution in high credit, must
necessarily have been a great obstacle to the organization of a new national
bank, if it should ever please a majority of the people again to authorize one.
We are not now about to go into the discussion of the question whether
such a measure is expedient, or otherwise, at this particular time; and even
if we could prove the affirmative ever so clearly, we are aware that the
tone of the public mind is not sufficiently decided to give an unqualified
assent. There is a seeking for some new variety of treatment which shall
restore the body politic, without the necessity of looking back to old ones,
and so long as that exists, it is reasonable to expect that theories will be
constantly brought forward and gain some weight in the community, until
their value has been fairly tested by experiment.
Of these new theories, that which is the first on the list for adoption in prac
tice is the plan of the independent treasury. And it is worthy of remark in
this connexion that such have been the passions excited, in whatever of discus
sion has taken place upon this subject, as to make it difficult to arrive at
any conclusions that may be depended upon respecting its true nature. The
spirit of party has on one side had a tendency to magnify the utility of the
project, quite as much as on the other to exaggerate the dangers which will
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attend it. We frankly confess that it has very much excited our surprise,
to see the friends of the administration so ready to make up an issue here ;
for it seems to us that by so doing they expose themselves to the responsi
bility which will inevitably be incurred, if the results in performance do
not come up to those which have been promised. For our own part we see
no merit at all in the sub-treasury project, but then we find in it nothing posi
tively objectionable. The great error it involves is in the dereliction of
duty ; the voluntary abnegation of that control over the currency which it is
the primary duty of every good government to secure, in order that the peo
ple should not suffer. The mere regulation of what shall or shall not be
the medium of payments to be made into the national coffers, can never
involve a question to compare in importance with that affecting the amount
of exchanges, constantly going on between citizens of the same state or of
different states. A government of any kind necessarily has within itself a
power of coercion, which will always save it harmless from loss in compari
son with that which must be borne by individuals. It may dictate its own
terms, and there can be no one to contradict. But the moment that it
assumes the attitude of command, it loses the greatest of its recommenda
tions, the protecting attribute, and becomes little better than tyranny, and this
it is not a whit the less under a democratic form of administration than under
a despotism. The want of sympathy is just as striking in both cases, and
the inattention to the convenience or the benefit of the individual citizen.
Hence the difference between the two becomes only the difference of a ame.
But let us for a moment proceed to examine more minutely the precise
operation of the sub-treasury scheme, so far as we can understand the views
of its advocates. And to this end, let us adopt for our guide the pamphlet*
published some time since by Mr. Gouge upon the subject, particularly as it
is the only work we have seen which takes any thing like practical
views. The first remark which occurs to us to make, has reference to the
general amount of specie which the government would probably require the
country to supply. This appears to us to be easily estimated, although it
has been the subject of much exaggeration by the different parties, according
to their peculiar bias. Of course the amount of specie must depend entirely
upon the proportion in which the receipts exceed the expenditures of the
treasury; because it is only the average of balances unexpended, which will
remain on hand in coin. Now if we look to the past and observe what
these average balances were during the existence of the national bank, or
(throwing out of view the artificial surplus of the years 1834-5) during the
time since elapsed, we shall find that they did not exceed the sum of five
millions of dollars, and were even then subject to extraordinary fluctuations,
sometimes falling and sometimes rising, according as the occasions happen
ed when large amounts of the national debt became due and were paid off
Yet five millions would seem, if we judge by the past, to be the sum of coin
which the operation would keep locked up. But we incline to think even
this sum is greater than what would be necessary for the future, and that
for these reasons: The derangement of the currency will necessarily have
an effect in checking trade, and through this of diminishing the receipts
from the customs, already declining from the reduction which necessarily
•An Inquiry into the Expediency of dispensing with Bank Agency and Bank
Paper in the Fiscal Concerns of the United States, by William M. Gouge, Author of
a Short History of Paper Money and Banking. Philadelphia, 1837.
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takes place in the duties by the working of the compromise act. The sales
of the public lands would probably fall short also of producing under the
new system, the sum which has been heretofore received through the facili
ties furnished by bank credit. If nothing but specie is to be the medium of
payment, of course not so many persons will be able to make the payments
required, as were so while they could rely upon the assistance of paper. If
then on the one hand, we calculate that the general receipts of the govern
ment must fall off under a deranged system of currency, on the other, we see
no reason to expect any corresponding diminution of public expenditure.
Every year adds to the charges which attend the administration of the public
affairs, and that even in a ratio more than proportionate to the enlargement
of the settled portion of the union. And notwithstanding the outcry that is
constantly kept up about extravagant appropriations, and the natural desire
existing in every party of the majority to do all they can to reduce expenses,
and thus gain the credit with the people of loving economy, experience fully
proves that under whatever party the government is carried on, the expendi
tures do go on, and will go on increasing, and we see no reason for suppo
sing tho system, which has been established so long that the public mind
has become too much habituated to it to pay any attention to the com
plaints that are made, will ever be checked, until the deficiency of the
receipts becomes striking enough to threaten the formation of a new national
debt.
B it it must be very plain to the dullest comprehension, that when the ex
penditures of the government exceed the receipts, the effect of the sub-trea
sury system upon the country must be exactly nothing at all. For where
there is no money to keep, of course there is no necessity of making arrange
ments to keep any. To supply the vacuum, the treasury must either be
authorized to issue bills of credit, like treasury notes, or new schemes must
be devised to increase its resources. The issue of treasury notes receivable
in payment for duties would supersede the necessity of a recourse to specie
in settling with the government, and hence there would be no interference
at all with the other credit relations between individuals, which could go on
in the country, generally, just the same as if there was no government. And
inasmuch as the issue referred to would be much more acceptable to the com
munity than the devising of any new burdens in the way of taxes, it is fair
to presume that this contrivance will be continued in practice so long as it is
possible to make it available.
Under this exact view of the case, the effect of the sub-treasury upon the
country, would probably be to create an artificial species of currency, to be
used for a particular purpose, and to a limited extent. This currency would
in general consist of treasury drafts, issued to public creditors in payment
of demands growing out of the service, and of treasury notes—and no specie
could ever be required, excepting when the supply of these happened to fall
short of the demand, a contingency which could occur to a great extent only
when the revenue became excessive, an event not likely very soon to take
place again. Banks and brokers would of course supply themselves with a
sufficient stock of this species of currency, to accommodate those of their
customers who were in habitual necessity of resorting to them. And the
government, while receivingand paying out this peculiar species of currency,
would stand entirely aloof from all action upon the medium used in fulfil
ling the rest of the contracts and engagements in the community just as
much as if it was the government of China.
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But in order to make this more perceptible, let us enter into a minuter
analysis of the sources of income for the United States, and the precise situa
tions in which it is realized. Here, our labors are essentially facilitated by
the tables which we find appended to the pamphlet of Mr. Gouge. By them
we find, that during the year 1834, the relations in which the various por
tions of the union stood to the treasury, were as follows:
The expenditures in the eastern states of New England were less than
the receipts for that year, in the sum of 828,908, and about to this trifling
amount, therefore, New England would, under the new system, have be
come a debtor to government for specie. In the middle states, including the
great port of entry, of New York, the excess of receipts over expenditures
was in the sum of $1,127,297 ; and to that extent, New York would have
been a debtor for coin. But, on the other hand, the expenditures exceeded
the receipts in the south and southwestern states, in the sum of $957,218, and
in the western states, in the sum of 8867,470. Hence, in these two sections
of the country, the treasury of the United States would have been a debtor
of specie to them to so large an extent as not only to swallow up the amount
due to it in its turn in the otherdivisions of the union, but even to leave it posi
tively deficient—a deficiency which was in fact covered only by the balance
from the preceding year.
In this case, it is very clear there would have been not the least necessity
for any specie at all. For the west and southwest, to whom so much was
due over the receipts, would have taken for the excess, the drafts of the
treasury upon New York, and these would have served as a medium of
remittance to the merchants of that city, who would have paid them into the
custom house at that place instead of coin. So that, in point of fact, the balance
which the United States could have held in specie, any where, during that year,
under the sub-treasury scheme, would have been too triffing to deserve to
enter into consideration in any discussion of the operation which takes place
upon the credit system of the United States.
By the table which we have already cited so much, it appears that of all
the collections made into the treasury in 1834, New York city furnished
nearly one half. That is, the sum total of receipts throughout the United
States, being slightly over twenty millions of dollars, the receipt for customs
in New York was more than nine millions of dollars. It appears, then, in
asmuch as the receipt and expenditure for New England is so nearly balan
ced by the amount realized from customs in Boston, as to make a case by
itself, that New York did that year supply the fund out of which the excess
of expenditures in the rest of the creditor states was paid. But this very cir
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New York, where the greatest suras are accumulated, one fact used by Mr.
Gouge, to show the feasibility of the plan, is the most conclusive argument
against its utility. " In no one week," he says, " of either of the years, 1833
or 1834, did the amount received at the custom house in New York exceed
$650,000." This would make a little more than $100,000 a day, in periods
of the greatest receipt, though the average of receipt through that year
did not equal thirty thousand dollars. Now, when we consider what a very
small proportion this bears to the payments between individuals, and that a
single bank of moderate capital probably receives a greater sum every day,
we can very easily appreciate the extent to which the sub-treasury is likely
to correct a disordered currency. And when we refleet upon the sum of
daily payments which are made in all the banks together, in a place like
New York, it immediately becomes evident, that the mere presence of a subtreasury like the one described, can never have any effect in supplying an
adequate quantity of good currency, or in preventing the depreciation of a
bad one.
To sum up all in one word, the precise effect of the new plan, as it seems
to us, will be simply to remove the government from any control whatever
over the currency of the people, and to create a peculiar currency for itself.
This last may be of gold and silver, it is true, but we do not imagine it will
really turn out to be more than a different species of paper. Ten millions
of treasury notes will, in our belief, be quite sufficient to effect the entire
movement of the national finances for a year without any need of coin, pro
vided always, that the president or secretary of the treasury is disposed to
have it so. But since the days of distributing the surplus revenue, we have
had our confidence so much shaken, in the capacity of the latter, that we
dare notas affirm
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commercial affairs. The sub-treasury, badly managed, might make itself
felt as an evil, just as a bank does when badly managed; but we must again
repeat our conviction, that there is nothing in its ordinary course which
would merit for it so distinguishing an epithet as either good or bad ; so far
as the currency is considered, it appears to us to be likely to be a mere nul
lity. And in this point of view, if established at all, it would be far better
that it should go into operation with the specie clause, as it is commonly
called, than without it ; for the banks would be more thoroughly protected
by it from the hostility of the government, whenever minded to be hostile,
than if it was in the habit of receiving their notes, and thus able to return them
in large quantities at once, for redemption in coin. For these sweeping
demands would always be more difficult to meet than the more straggling
ones of individual merchants about to pay their bonds, which could be pro
vided for beforehand, by securing sufficient substitutes for coin in the peculiar
paper medium which ths government is bound to receive.
The great objection to the sub-treasury plan, is then of a negative kind.
It is rather for what it fails to do, than for what it does, that we think it
should be condemned. It fails to protect the people from a fluctuating paper
medium ; it fails to provide a sound and uniform currency ; it fails in bene
fiting any one but creditors of the government, who are generally office
holders, and these it benefits at the expense of all the other citizens. It is an
unfortunate surrender of one of the great objects for which the constitution of
the United States was adopted, and is a retrograde movement to the misery
and disgrace of the last years of the confederation. The policy which it
no. vI. — vol. I.
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marks out is the let-alone policy, which never has heretofore, to our know
ledge, made a people great and flourishing, and which, to our best belief,
never will hereafter.
But there is another project which has been connected with the sub-trea
sury, the effect of which may be more decided for good or for evil. We
allude to the proposition for a general bankrupt law, with provisions appli
cable to all corporations issuing promises under state authority. This, we
admit at once, to be likely, if adopted, to produce a decided change in the
currency. But it will, at the same time, enormously increase the national
power and make a step towards consolidation, before which all former fede
ral offences of this kind must sink into insignificance. Of course, we arc
not prepared, at this time, to go into an examination of a project which has
hardly yet assumed a shape sufficiently definite to enable us to take hold of it.
But it has already been once recommended by the president of the United
States, in a formal message to congress, and we have reason to believe is yet
a favorite notion with many of his most active friends. Hence it is not un
likely to be again pressed before the attention of the public in so earnest a
manner as to make it . advisable that some idea should be generally enter
tained of its probable operation.
A bankrupt law, then, which should provide for the winding up of all
corporate institutions, such as banks that issue promises on demand, immedi
ately upon their failure to redeem them, would have the effect of putting all
the state banks in the country under the control of a central power existing
somewhere or other in the national government. It would of course sub
ject the charters granted by state legislatures under state authority, to be
construed and terminated by the courts of the United States, and to that
extent destroy the whole penal authority of those belonging to the several
states. We are not prepared to say that this very high-toned measure might
not work favorably in eradicating the precise disease under which the cur
rency labors, but we very much doubt whether its general tendency, in all
other respects, would not be highly pernicious. We should most particu
larly be afraid of the political organization which it would create, and the
subjection that would follow of the money power of the country, to the
influence of ardent and ambitious politicians. It has heretofore been a
favorable feature in our financial system, that the property of the public has
been made a sacred trust in the hands of that class of citizens who were not
dependant upon the political government for favors or support. When this
principle has been adhered to, no losses have ever been incurred, and the
instant it has been departed from they have always happened in great num
bers. Now the present plan appears to sink it wholly out of sight, by
making all classes ofcitizens in a degree dependant upon government favor.
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danger of its ever being adopted. We wish we could say the same of the
notion of returning to a metallic currency, but we cannot. There is just
enough of uneasiness in the public mind, about the durability of paper
money resting only upon credit for its value, to foster the hope of improve
ment from the adoption of a different and more certain medium of exchange.
Yet when we think a moment upon the actual state of the circulating
medium, and compare the amount of coin in the country with the condition
of indebtedness, which exists as well to citizens at home as abroad, we can
not but dread the effect upon all the active classes of our citizens, which the
progress of this outcry for hard money may in course of time bring about.
Perhaps there is no greater state of pecuniary misfortune to a nation, than
that which a gradual contraction of the currency occasions. For inasmuch
as the price of money goes on constantly rising under it, in the ratio that
labor and commodities keep falling in value, every bargain on time necessa
rily is attended with loss, and the amount of that loss is just in the propor
tion to the length of time interposed between the engagement and execution.
The purchaser of goods to-day, cannot sell them again to-morrow, with any
prospect of recovering his outlay, and every day that he keeps them on
hand renders it more desperate. The scarcity of currency makes the value
of all debts expressed in the ordinary mode, far more burdensome to debtors,
for the reason that it diminishes the valuation of all the property they have
in offset. And the only class of individuals who are in any degree bettered
in situation, are the heavy capitalists, who owe nothing to others, but have
much owed to them.
It seems now not unlikely, that for some time to come, this contraction of
the currency, consequent upon the attempt to continue specie payments, will
have the effect we have described. The next year will probably for the
first time, develop the practical effect of the great loans which have been
negotiated in Europe, at such exorbitant prices. These will, however,
press most heavily upon those sections of our country which have now no
metallic basis for their currency, and will materially impair their ability
soon to resume one. Nothing can save us from ultimate bankruptcy, but
extreme economy and extreme industry united. Economy, in not purcha
sing more from abroad than we absolutely need; industry, in producing as
much as we can to sell. Whether the people throughout the United States
are yet prepared to see this in its true light, and avoiding all the false notions
which ever are found in plenty during critical times, to set about the work
of redemption in earnest, and upon the principles we describe, we are unable
to say. There are some indications to prove the contrary, which we regret
to perceive ; for it is not impossible, that they may be precursors of a new
attempt to stretch the credit system even farther than it has yet been stretch
ed, an attempt, we will add, that can end only in one, and that a very fatal
way.
The evil of the time is a great want of confidence, and this want of confi
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reasonable men must unite together, to scout the quack notions of the day,
which are fearfully prevalent, and which every sciolist in political economy
is ready to press into practice, with as much confidence as if philosophy and
experience had combined to prove their value.
There are on the one hand the cotton producers, who, if we are to judge
by the spirit of the late convention at Macon, are disposed to throw upon the
credit system the whole burden of the expense of raising their staple, for at
least six months after it is brought to market ; and who, with every profession
of allowing the natural rule ofsupply and demand to regulate the price, are
in fact for measures which would prevent, by artificial interference, that
supply from meeting the demand. We are unable, at this time, to devote
the proper degree of attention to this new project, nor indeed has it yet come
in sufficiently definite form before the public, to enable us to take hold of it
as it deserves. But we do not consider the effect this may produce, as of
half so serious a nature as that which may follow the disposition undoubt
edly increasing among the northern states, to favor the notion of a metallic
currency, already referred to. This movement comes from a quarter where,
we must frankly confess, we should least have expected it, and is calculated
to bring about changes very much at war with the professed designs of its
advocates. The practical result would be, so far as we may be permitted to
express an opinion, to put in the hands of rich lenders most of the solid pro
perty of the country, and to turn adrift into the world all that large class of
debtors, who live by applying their industry and their activity, to the
improvement of wealth but partially their own. Such appears to us to be
the precious nature of the boon, which the wisdom of some equality-loving
politicians is craving for us. Now although we profess less than they do,
yet by repudiating their notion altogether, we do not doubt that we are really
working more effectually to preserve equality than they are in supporting
it. Hardly any direct project of making the rich richer and the poor
poorer, could be devised that would be so effective to the purpose as this one ;
for the credit system, defective as it questionless is in many points, ought by
no means to be reproached with any tendency to depress human industry, or
with not supplying the means of advancement in fortune to all men of good
character, whatever their disadvantages in early life may have been. We
are wholly at a loss to understand the force of the arguments that have been
brought to bear upon it on this score. Those which are made by capitalists
appear far more solid, and when urged by them, excite in us no surprise.
We see and know that the credit system does interfere with the profits that
might be made by ready money, as well as to shake the basis of valuation
upon which all the property of a rich man must rest. But these are reasons
only to influence the selfish and wealthy, and not to weigh a feather in the
mind of him who has nothing of his own, and whose chance to get some
thing is better under the credit system than without it. If the denunciations
against banks, could ever so far shake the credit of their notes as to exclude
them from circulation, and to reduce our currency down to the fifty or sixty
millions of specie which we now possess, we know of none who would gain
so much power by the change as the great capitalists. For they could
employ more laborers at lower wages, they could spread their hands over
more houses and lands, and force to ruin if they liked it more of their debt
ors, than would be possible for them under any other modification of circum
stances. How far this would conduce to greater equality, our readers can
judge as easily as we.
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But we are sensible that this argument is not necessary, to satisfy the intel
ligent and active members of the community of the true tendency of any
project to return to a metallic medium, and we hardly expect it will ever
reach the minds of most of those to whom it might be serviceable to consider
it. Yet in reviewing the present state of the currency, it would not have
been proper wholly to overlook the fact of the existence of those who enter
tain such opinions. Many of them have secretly cherished a hope that by
degrees a sufficient quantity of the precious metals could bs accumulated
among us at once to take the place of a discredited paper medium, without the
hazard of any con vulsion. These persons do not appear to have sufficiently
considered the difficulty in the way of changing the proportions in which
the limited supply existing of the precious metals is divided among the com
mercial countries of the world ; nor the constant tendency of the paper of
this country to increase itself in a threefold ratio to the increase of those
metals. There is no subject which will less patiently admit of quack treat
ment than money. If the majority will persist in seeing things in a light
which is not a natural one, and will base their action upon it, the only con
sequence must be, that the prosperity of the community of which they are a
part, will be made to pay the penalty of their disregard of the truth.
We know it will not be a very consoling idea to most of our readers, to
imagine that matters will have to be a great deal worse before they can be
permanently better. Yet such, in our humble opinion, is the only conclusion
we can arrive at in the present moment. This is emphatically the age of
experiment in most things, but particularly so in currency and banking ;
and this age must be worhed through before the true principles—whatever
these may be—can be expected to prevail. The process may be a very severe
one—it has been so already—but there are intervals from pain frequently to
be expected which will materially relieve the exhaustion attending the ope
ration. The principle of life is strong in the body politic, and will bear a
great deal of clumsy and even cruel treatment without sinking ; and there is
no danger but that whenever it shall choose to say the word, it may be
brought back to the condition of health and prosperity which it has hereto
fore enjoyed.

Cash Purchases.—From the great and unavoidable losses sustained by
the " credit system," a man who has ready money can buy with immense
advantage to himself, by always paying cash for his goods. If, in addition
to this, he has sufficient cash in hand to defy the larger houses, and will sell
" for cash only," he may realize a fortune in a few years. Once let an estab
lishment be noted for "cheap bargains," and purchasers will flock to it as
instinctively as sharks to a ship !
I recommend to you to deal only with those merchants who have the
fairest characters, and are in the best established circumstances.
Such persons are always able to sell cheaper, and ifyou require it, to give
longer credit than persons of less standing in the world; besides this, their
reputation is of more value to them than to run the risk of committing, or
conniving at, a fraudulent action. Moreover, thoy keep generally a larger
stock of goods than smaller dealers, thus affording you a better variety to
choose from.—Foster.
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MERCANTILE LAW.
Art. IX.—MERCANTILE LAW CASES.
COLLECTION OF DEBTS POOR DEBTORS. COMMISSION MERCHANTS
SUPERCARGOES. PROMISSORY NOTES FRAUD PAYMENT. SALVAGE
FRAUDULENT COMPACT. BILLS OF EXCHANGE. USURY. COLLEC
TOR OF CUSTOMS. CHEATINO BY FALSE PRETENCES. GENERAL
AVERAGE. BILLS OF EXCHANGE RIGHTS OF CORPORATIONS. CASE
OF SALVAGE FOR SERVICES RENDERED BY ONE WHALER TO ANOTHER.
COLLECTION OF DEBTS POOR DEBTORS.
It is our intention to obtain for the Merchant's Magazine, as soon as the
necessary arrangements can be made, accurate and condensed accounts of the
laws respecting debtor and creditor in the several states, and in England.
The utility of a series of articles of this kind, is obvious; and it is equally
evident, that our plan cannot be carried out immediately. We mention this,
because we may often allude to the means of collecting debts in different
states, in a manner less full and complete than it is our intention to do ulti
mately, and which may still be useful and acceptable to our readers. We
are reminded of this subject by a trial which recently took place in Boston.
It was an action brought by John Wilson against Ellis G. Blake, and was a
case in which the plaintiff made charges of fraud against the defendant in
concealing his property from his creditors.
The jury returned a verdict in favor of the defendant. The details of the
case are of no public interest, and we mention it principally for the purpose
of calling attention to a provision in the revised statutes of Massachusetts,
which, we are led to believe, is somewhat peculiar.
By the 27th section of the 98th chapter of the revised statutes, it is provided,
that when any debtor shall give notice of his intention to take the oath before
provided for poor debtors, the creditor may allege against him certain spe
cific charges of fraud, upon which either party may have a trial by jury.
The charges must be fully, plainly, and formally set forth in writing, and
be signed by the creditor, and he must make oath that he believes them to
be true.
The only fraudulent acts which the creditor shall be allowed to charge,
are the following :
First, that since the debt was contracted, or the cause of action accrued,
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Fourthly, if the action was founded on contract, that the debtor contracted
the debt with an intention not to pay the same.
The creditor cannot upon the trial give evidence of any charges of fraud,
not contained in his statement, nor of any supposed fraudulent acts of the
debtor, committed more than three years before the commencement of the
creditor's original action.
If the debtor be found guilty of any of the above named charges, he shall
have no benefit of the poor debtor law, and he shall moreover be sentenced
to confinement at hard labor, in the county jail, or house of correction, for a
term not exceeding one year, according to the circumstances of the case.
We have never heard of a conviction under the above statute, and we be
lieve the present case is the first that has ever been tried in Boston.
COMMISSION MERCHANTS—SUPERCARGOES.
The United States Circuit Court in Boston, was occupied several days
last month, in the trial of the action of Forestier v. Bordman, which invol
ved principles of great interest and importance in a mercantile point of view.
It was an action of assumpsit, brought by the plaintiff, a merchant of
Batavia, to recover of the defendant, a merchant of Boston, $1637 00, the
amount advanced by the plaintiff on a sale of flour made by him for the
defendant on a credit, the purchaser having become insolvent.
It appeared in evidence, that in the year 1830, the defendant shipped in
the Shylock 1000 barrels of flour, and placed it in the keeping of Mr.
Stephen H. Williams, as supercargo. The vessel sailed for Rio Janeiro,
and 775 barrels of the flour were there sold. She then put into Montevideo,
but the state of the market being very unfavorable, the supercargo concluded
to carry the balance to Batavia. He did so, and requested the plaintiff to
sell it, and invest the proceeds, together with the proceeds of that sold in
South America, for the benefit of the shipper. The market was glutted,
and the flour was somewhat damaged, but it was sold by the plaintiff to one
Johannis, on a credit of six months, and the proceeds, deducting the interest,
was invested in coffee, which was shipped to the defendant, and by him
received. No guaranty commission was charged in the account of sales,
and Mr. Williams had no knowledge that the flour was sold on a credit of
six months until after the sale was made.
After the coffee had been shipped to the defendant, Johannis, to whom the
flour was sold, became insolvent, and the plaintiff not being able to obtain
payment from him for the flour, claimed in this action to recover of Bord
man the amount of the advance.
The principal point in the case was, whether the plaintiff or the defendant
should suffer by the failure of Johannis, or, in other words, whether the
sale made by the plaintiff was at his risk or at the risk of the defendant—
the defendant contending that the plaintiff had no right to make a sale on
credit. There were some other points in the case of minor interest, and
many witnesses were examined.
Judge Story charged the jury, that the supercargo had a perfect right
to carry the flour round to Batavia if he found it impossible to effect a sale
in the ports contemplated by the parties, because when any emergency
happens which was not contemplated by the parties, the supercargo is
bound to act upon his best judgment. And whether Williams had or had
not a right to carry the flour to Batavia, the fact that Bordman received the
coffee without objection, was a confirmation of the transaction.
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The next question was, whether the plaintiff had a right to sell the flour
on a credit of six months. On this point the rule of law was, that a com
mission merchant has a right to sell on a credit, if the usage at the port
authorizes a sale on credit. The jury were to determine whether it was
customary to sell on credit at Batavia. If it was, then the plaintiff had a
right to do so unless he was specially directed in what manner he was to sell.
Then, at whose risk was the sale actually made? The law was explicit,
that where there is a usage of trade authorizing a sale on credit, and a sale
is so made, it is at the risk of the shipper, unless there be some usage or a
special agreement to the contrary. In this case the sales were not guaran
tied, and as sales in Batavia often were guarantied, the presumption was
that Mr. Forestier did not intend to be responsible for the price of the flour
sold to Johannis.
In regard to another point of defence, that the plaintiff was guilty of
negligence in not recovering the debt of Johannis, the jury must judge from
all the circumstances of the case, bearing in mind that a commission mer
chant was not bound to sue immediately on a claim becoming due. He
must be governed by his best judgment under the circumstances.
It had been argued that the plaintiff was in fault in not giving the defen
dant early notice of the failure of Johannis; but the defendant could have no
advantage of this unless he had proved that a change of circumstances had
taken place, or that he had suffered some actual injury from the want of
notice.
The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff
After the verdict was rendered, Judge Story remarked, that a more
important case in a mercantile point of view, had not been tried before him
for a long time.
PROMISSORY NOTES FRAUD PAYMENT.
In the Court of Common Pleas in Boston, on Tuesday, October 29th,
the case of the American Bank v. John S. Jenness and others, was an action
of assumpsit on a promissory note for $4000, dated July 13th, 1836, paya
ble on demand, and signed by the defendants. This note was lodged as
collateral security with the plaintiffs by Grant, Seaver, & Company, previ
ous to their failure.
The defence was, that the note had been paid by the defendants nearly a
month before it was lodged with the plaintiffs by Grant, Seaver, & Co., to
wit, on the 21st of February, 1837 ; and that it was put into circulation by
G., S., & Co., without the knowledge or consent of the defendants.
To prove that the note had been paid as above, Mr. Grant was put upon
the stand as a witness, although objected to by the plaintiffs.
The counsel of the plaintiffs argued to the jury, that the note not having
been taken up by the defendants, and nothing appearing on the face of it to
show a payment, a transfer of it by the payees under such circumstances, to
an innocent endorsee, would hold the defendants. The plaintiffs had taken
the note on the strength of the defendants' names. There was nothing on
the note unusual for an unpaid note, and consequently nothing to put the
plaintiffs to an inquiry whether it had been paid. That the circumstances
of the case were such as to warrant the jury in the conclusion, that it was
the intention of the parties that the note should be re-issued, and that to sup
pose the contrary would be to impeach very essentially the integrity of the
persons who passed the note to the American Bank.
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Chief Justice Williams instructed the jury, that if the defendants had
once paid the note, it could not be revived by being again put into circula
tion, unless the defendants had put it into circulation or had consented to it ;
and their consent might be express or implied. The loss in the present
case must fall on the party who had been in fault. But the defendants had
not been guilty of such neglect, by merely not taking the note up when
they paid it, as was sufficient, of itself, to hold them now. The plaintiffs
must make out something stronger ; they must satisfy the jury that the defen
dants gave either an express or an implied consent to the note being put into
circulation after it was paid.
The jury were unable to agree. It is said that they stood 10 to 2 in
favor of the plaintiffs.
SALVAGE FRAUDULENT COMPACT.
In the United States District Court, in Boston, on Friday, 1 1th ult., the
case of the Merchants' Insurance Company of Boston v. Asa Seller, was a
libel in the Admiralty, in behalfof the owners and insurers of the ship Bom
bay and cargo, against the first mate of that ship, to recover a sum of money
alleged to have been paid to him by the salvors of the vessel, which got on
shore, and was carried into Key West in February, 1838.
The libel charged, that $1000 was so paid to the captain, $300 to the first
mate, and $200 to the second mate. That it was paid in pursuance of a
corrupt understanding between the salvors and officers, and with a view to
influence the testimony of the latter, and to inflame the salvage, &c.
The captain paid the amount received by him, when demanded by the
agent of the insurers. The second mate being out of the country was not
served with process, and the suit proceeded against the first mate alone.
He filed an answer, admitting the receipt of the money, but denying any
fraud, or agreement, between him and the salvors, 'and alleging that the
money was given him from motives of compassion, and in consideration of
his unfortunate condition.
The court gave judgment for the libellants, for the sum received by that
officer, three hundred dollars, and costs. The reception of the alleged sums
of money from the salvors, by the officers of the wrecked ship, under the
circumstances in which the property committed to their charge was placed,
was holden by the court to be altogether inadmissible. The transaction was
pronounced to be of novel and exceptionable character ; that with the aspect
of charity and benignant consideration, it placed the officers of the ship in a
position in reference to the claims of salvage, then in controversy, incompati
ble with their dutiful relations to the ship and cargo, and to owners and
underwriters.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE.
In the case of Andrews v. Pond, decided in the Supreme Court of the
United States, at the last term ofthe court, it was held that a person who takes
a bill, which on the face of it was dishonored, cannot be allowed to claim the
privileges which belong to a bona fide holder without notice. If he chooses
to receive it under such circumstances, he takes with it all the infirmities
belonging to it; and is in no better condition than the person from whom he
received it. There can be no distinction in principle, between a bill trans
ferred after it is dishonored for non-acceptance, and one transferred after it
has been dishonored for non-payment.
vol. I. — No. vI.
66
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USURY.
In the same case above mentioned, the court also decided that there is no
rule of law fixing the rate which may be charged for exchange. It does
not depend on the cost of transporting specie from one place to another,
although the price of exchange is no doubt influenced by it.
COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS.
In the case of Bend v. Hoyt, decided in the Supreme Court at Washing
ton, and reported in the last volume of Peters's (N. S.) Reports, the court
held
1. That even courts of equity will not interfere to assist a party to obtain
redress for an injury which he might, by ordinary diligence, have avoided.
And, a fortiori, a court of law ought not, when the other party has by his
very acts and omissions lost his own proper rights and advantages.
2. A collector is generally liable in an action to recover back an excess
of duties paid him as collector, when the duties have been illegally demand
ed, and a protest of the illegality has been made at the time of payment, or
notice given that the party means to contest the claim. Nor is there any
doubt that a like action generally lies, where the excess of duties has been
paid under a mistake of fact, ana notice thereof has been given to the col
lector before he has paid over the money to the government.
FRAUD.
The party selling property must be presumed to know whether the repre
sentation which he makes of it be true or false. If he knows it to be false,
that is fraud of the most positive kind ; but if he does not know it, then it can
only be from gross negligence ; and, in contemplation of a court of equity,
representations founded on a mistake resulting from such negligence are
fraud. The purchaser confides in them upon the assumption that the owner
knows his own property, and truly represents it. And it is immaterial to
the purchaser whether the misrepresentation proceeded from mistake or
fraud. The injury to him is the same, whatever may have been the motives
of the seller. The misrepresentations of the seller of property, to authorize
the rescinding of a contract of sale by a court of equity, must be of some
thing material, constituting an inducement or motive to purchase; and by
which he has been misled to his injury. It must be in something in which
the one party places a known trust and confidence in the other.— 13,
Peters' s Reports, 26.
CHEATING BY FALSE PRETENCES.
We formerly alluded to a law in force in Massachusetts, respecting cheat
ing by false pretences. A case was recently tried in the Boston Municipal
Court, in which a somewhat novel question arose, which will render it neces
sary for the merchants in that state to be cautious as to whose credit they rely
upon in selling goods; whether they rely wholly on the credit of the pur
chaser, as he asserts it, or on the representations of others respecting his
credit.
The trial to which we allude, is that of Jonathan S. Fills, who was charged
with obtaining one thousand dollars worth of goods from Milton Slocum,
merchant tailors, of Boston, in October, 1835. Fitts lived at Braintree, Ver
mont, and was a pedler, and represented he had unincumbered real estate in
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Braintree, of the value of two thousand dollars, and was worth one thousand
five hundred dollars besides, and owed but eight hundred dollars. In No
vember, 1835, he conveyed his real estate to Colonel Hutchinson, and it was
in fact under mortgage at the time, and was worth but four hundred and fifty
dollars, over the mortgage. In Jariuary, 1836, he fled to Canada, writs
being against him, where he worked as ostler in a tavern. The Canada
troubles came on, and he went to Western New York, where he was arrested
on this charge. He then worked on a farm at the halves. He owed about
two thousand dollars in Boston, and between two and three thousand dollars
in New York, and other debts in Braintree, none of which have been paid.
He offered some evidence of his property as it was in October, 1835, and that
it was not over valued then by him. When he applied to Milton & Slocum
for credit, he referred them to Col. Hutchinson and Mr. Kidder, his neigh
bors, then in Boston, both of whom fully recommended him as worthy of cre
dit, etc. After this recommendation, the goods were sold to him. Milton
& Slocum testified they sold the goods on his representation, and inquired of
Kidder and Hutchinson as to his character for truth and honesty, to ascertain
if they could rely on his statement. Kidder and Hutchinson testified to
declarations of Milton that he sold the goods to Fitts, wholly on the recom
mendation of Colonel Hutchinson. The defendant's counsel asked the judge
to instruct th r- jury, that if there were a fraudulent misrepresentation by the
defendant, yet if the goods were sold wholly or principally on the recom
mend ition of others, the case was not within the statute, as the defendant did
not obtain the goods by his false pretences, but by the recommendation of
Kidder and Hutchinson. Mr. Parker, the prosecuting officer, replied on
Chief Justice Savage's doctrine, in 13 Wendell, 94 : "It is enough, if the
false pretence had a controlling influence on the vendors," and also on Judge
Nelson's opinion, in 1 1 Wendell, 567.
The jury acquitted-the defendant, as it is said, on the point that the goods
were delivered rather on Hutchinson's recommendation, than on the prison
er's false pretences.
GENERAL AVERAGE.
In the case of the Columbian Insurance Company of Alexandria v.
Ashly and others, decided last winter, at Washington, it appeared that the
brig Hope, with a cargo, bound from Alexandria, in the District ofColumbia,
for Barbndoes, insured in Alexandria, was assailed, while standing down the
Chesapeake bay, by a storm which soon after blew to almost a hurricane.
The vessel was steered towards a point in the shore for safety, and was an
chored in three fathoms water ; the sails furled, and all efforts were made,
by using the cable and anchors, to prevent her going on shore. The gale
increased, the brig struck adrift, and dragged three miles ; the windlass was
ripped up, the chain cable parted, and the vessel commenced drifting again,
the whole scope of both cables being paid out. The brig then brought up
below Craney island, in two and a half fathoms water ; where she thumped
or struck on the shoals on a bank, and her head swinging round brought her
broad side to the sea. The captain finding no possible means of saving the
vessel and cargo, and preserving the lives of the crew, slipped her cables,
and ran her on shore for the safety ofthe crew and preservation of the vessel
and cargo. The vessel was run far up on a bank ; where, after the storm,
she was left high and dry, and it was found impossible to get her off The
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lives of all the persons were saved ; the whole cargo, of the value of $5335
insured for $4920, was taken out safely, and the vessel, her tackle, etc., were
sold for $256. The court decided, that the insurers of the cargo were lia
ble for a general average.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE RIGHTS OF CORPORATIONS.
Several months ago, there was much excitement in the mercantile com
munity occasioned by a decision in Alabama, respecting the rights of a cor
poration, created by one state, to recover on bills negotiated in another state.
That case, as we learn from the last volume of Peters' (N. S.) Reports, p.
519, was an action which was instituted in the Circuit Court of the United
States for the district of Alabama, by the Bank ofAugusta, Georgia, against
the defendant, Joseph B. Earle, a citizen of Alabama, on bills of exchange
drawn at Mobile, Alabama, on New York, which had been protested for
nonpayment, and returned to Mobile. The bill was made and endorsed for
the purpose of being discounted by the agent of the bank, who had funds in
his hands belonging to the plaintiffs, for the purpose of purchasing bills of
exchange, which funds were derived from bills and notes discounted by the
bank in Georgia. The bills were discounted by the agent of the bank in
Mobile, for the benefit of the bank, with their funds, to remit the said funds
to the bank. The defendant defended the suit on the facts that the Bank of
Augusta is a corporation, incorporated by an act of the legislature of Georgia,
and has power such as is usually conferred on banking institutions, such as
to purchase bills of exchange, etc. The Circuit Court held that the plain
tiffs could not recover on the bills of exchange, and that the purchase of the
bills by the agent of the plaintiffs was prohibited by the laws of Alabama,
and gave judgment for the defendant.
In another case, that of the United States Bank of Pennsylvania v.
Primrose, the plaintiffs, a corporation by virtue of a law of the state of Penn
sylvania, authorized by its charter to sue and be sued in the name of the cor
poration, and to deal in bills of exchange, and composed of citizens of Penn
sylvania, and of the states of the United States, other than the state of Alaba
ma, (the agent of the bank resident in Mobile, and in possession of funds
belonging to the bank, and intrusted with them for the sole purpose of pur
chasing bills of exchange,) purchased a bill of exchange, and paid for the
same in notes of the branch of the Bank of Alabama, at Mobile. The bill
was protested for nonpayment, and a suit was instituted in the Circuit Court
against the payee, the endorser of the bill. The question for the opinion of
the Circuit Court was, whether the purchase of the bill of exchange by the
United States Bank was a valid contract, under the laws of Alabama. The
Circuit Court decided, that the contract was void, and gave judgment for the
defendant.
There was another case : the New Orleans and Carrolton Rail Road
Company v. Earle, which was similar to the one first above mentioned.
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exists only in contemplation of law, and by force of the law, and where that
law ceases to operate and is no longer obligatory, the corporation can have
no existence. It must dwell in the place of its creation, and cannot migrate
to another sovereignty. But although it must live and have its being in that
state only, yet it does not by any means follow, that its existence there will
not be recognised in other places, and its residence in one state creates no
insuperable objection to its power of contracting in another. It is indeed a
mere artificial being, invisible and intangible, yet it is a person for certain
purposes, in contemplation of law, and has been recognised as such by the
decisions of the Supreme Court. It is sufficient that its existence as an arti
ficial person, in the state of its creation, is acknowledged and recognised by
the law of the nation where the dealing takes place, and that it is permitted
by the laws of that place, to exercise there the powers with which it is
endowed.
Courts of justice have always expounded and executed contracts, made'in
a foreign country, according to the laws of the place in which they were
made, provided that law was not repugnant to the laws or policy of their
own country.*
It is well settled, the court say, that by the law of comity among nations,
a corporation created by one sovereignty is permitted to make contracts in
another, and to sue in its courts, and that the same law of comity prevails
among the several sovereignties of this union. The public, and wellknown and long-continued usages of trade, the general acquiescence of the
states, the particular legislation of some of them, as well as the legislation
of congress, all concur in proving the truth of this proposition.
CASE OF SALVAGE FOR SERVICES RENDERED BY ONE WHALER
TO ANOTHER.
An interesting case of this kind has lately come before the British Ad
miralty Courts. It was a suit against the Swan, whaling vessel, of Hull,
to obtain a remuneration for salvage services. The Swan was one of the
vessels frozen up in Davis's Straits, in October, 1836, for the rescue of whose
crews bounties were offered by the Treasury. Several vessels went out in
consequence, of which number was the Princess Charlotte, of Dundee,
which discovered the Swan, on the 14th May, 1837, fixed in a floe of ice,
with only nine days' provision on board, many of the crew dead, and most
of the survivors confined to their berths by scurvy. With the assistance of
boats from two other vessels, the Dorothy and the Heroine, the salvors
(making about forty men) cut a channel through the ice, three hundred and
seventy-six yards long and twenty-six broad, the average thickness of the
mass being three or four feet, and (by two days and nights' incessant labor)
the vessel was extricated, her crew being unable to assist. The value of the
property salved was £3.439.
Addams, D., and Harding, D, for the salvors. The bounty given by
the Treasury, for the saving the lives of the crews, and the alleged custom
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the salvors, in such a case, from claiming remuneration for salving the
property.
The Queen's Advocate and Curteis, D., for the owners. It is a custom,
sufficiently established by evidence, that in the whaling trade, services,
small or great, are rendered by one vessel to another mutually and gratui
tously. If this custom is not upheld, the insurance of such vessels would
be difficult if not impracticable. There never has been a case in which one
whale ship sued another, except the Margaret, (!« Hagg. 48,) in which this
custom was alleged, but the Court decided the case on another point, namely,
that no service had been rendered.—Though the bounty paid by govern
ment did not destroy a claim for salvage, yet the Court would not give the
same amount of salvage as if no bounty had been received. No danger
had been incurred by the salvors, and the ice would have broke up of itself
and liberated the vessel.
Dr. Lushinglon. There seems to be very little dispute as to the real
facts of this case. The vessel proceeded against was unfortunately beset
by the ice in October 1836, in Davis's Straits, and had the good fortune to
be rescued from the situation in which she was placed, in the May fol
lowing, by the exertions of these persons, stated to be salvors, with the
assistance of the boats of two other vessels, which do not appear in the
suit. There is no doubt whatever, that, in ordinary circumstances, the
services of the asserted salvors would be entitled to receive a remunera
tion in the nature of salvage, unless their claim is estopped by a legal
bar in the nature of a custom or practice binding on the parties employ
ed in salving this vessel, the Swan.
And in the Act on Petition it is
stated, at considerable length, that it is the invariable custom for the ves
sels engaged in these fisheries to render any species of assistance to each
other gratuitously, and it goes on to state that the master of this particu
lar vessel was induced to accept the service rendered, by a reliance on
this custom.
With regard to the custom itself, it is not altogether denied in the cause ;
because it is admitted by the salvors that, in respect of services of this sort,
they are rendered by one vessel to another gratuitously ; and there is a con
siderable body of evidence, on the part of the Swan, to establish the aver
ment contained in the Act on Petition. But I do not intend to give any
opinion as to the existence of this custom, because I think it is no part of my
duty to determine whether this is a legal and valid custom or not, unless the
circumstances of the case especially require me to decide the point. It is
called a " custom," but it is, legally speaking, only a practice in the nature of
a custom,—being no other than a custom of trade. It cannot be said that it
is a custom which has continued from time immemorial. It is a practice
entitled to the greatest possible weight ; and supposing it to apply to this
case, it is a custom which, in my opinion, ought to be upheld; and certainly
customs of this description would not be overruled by me, notwithstanding
that in one or two or three or more instances the custom may not have been
observed. But it is different from a continued custom ; it is a usage allowed
to prevail, though not universal. The custom is founded on a principle of
mutual benefit and the protection of property ; because the assistance ren
dered by one vessel to another may be requited upon another occasion. I
think it does not stand on the same principle as common cases of the kind j
but such services can be rendered by one party to another, not only without
prejudice, but with great advantage, to the general interests. To the extent,
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therefore, of ordinary cases, I must not be understood as saying any thing
against the validity of this custom; but I should think it carried to an ex
travagant extent if it barred the claim of parties where a service had been
attended with great risk and skill, and where the parties rendering the ser
vice had been put to great expense : an award of salvage in such a case
would not invalidate the custom in other respects.
But the question is, assuming the custom to exist, can it apply to the cir
cumstances of the present case 1 I think there is a material distinction ; be
cause the Swan, having been detained in the ice during the whole winter,
had not embarked at this time in the operation of any joint enterprise with
the other vessels; and the foundation of the custom is, that the parties were
embarked in one common enterprise, and whatever service is rendered by
one to another, is mutually rendered—dant accipiuntque vicissim. But
the Swan, being in a situation of great danger at this period, could not par
take of this joint enterprise, and it is quite impossible that she could have
rendered assistance to any other vessel whatever. And if I were to hold
that the custom applied in this case, see the consequences : I should thereby
take away all hope of assistance being rendered to a vessel in the same situ
ation the Swan was placed in ; for I should take away the motive for ren
dering the assistance, that is, a hope of reward. So let it not be under
stood that I gainsay the custom : within certain limits, it is a wise and
just and proper custom ; but the circumstances of this case are peculiar,
and the custom cannot be universally applied.
The matter being so, I am to consider what is the nature of the ser
vice, and what is the proper amount of the reward ? And I am now
to consider a point, intended to be pleaded in bar, only in* the way of a
diminution of the salvage, that the Princess Charlotte, the Dorothy, and
the Heroine, have already been rewarded for the service, and that the
reward is of the nature of salvage. It is admitted that the offers of the
Treasury were for the preservation of the lives of the persons detained
in the ice; and no doubt the object of the Treasury was the rescue of
human life, and the motive of the application made to the government
for assistance was founded on the risk to which the lives of the sailors
on board the vessels were exposed. So far, therefore, as relates to the
bounty for early sailing, I shall not be justified in taking that into my
consideration in allotting the quantum of salvage; but with regard to de
murrage and the payment for stores, supposing the Court should be cal
led upon to allot any thing on this account, and for loss or damage of
stores, I should be clearly of opinion that the owners of the vessels had
been already indemnified for that loss, and I should consider that they are
not entitled to be remunerated for demurrage or for stores.
Now I am to look at the service itself ; and though I do not mean to en
ter minutely into a consideration of the details of the service, it was a ser
vice efficiently rendered, and I am clearly of opinion that the service was
absolutely necessary, not merely for the preservation of the lives of the per
sons on board the Swan, but for rescuing the ship itself from various dan
gers. It is stated that from the near approach of summer, it was probable
that the ice would have .been dissolved, and the ship might then have been
got into a place of safety. But when I look at the protest made by Dring,
the master, and the others who have signed it, I confess I could only come
to a contrary conclusion. In the first place, I think it would have been
difficult for Mr. Dring to have rescued the vessel from the situation of peril
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in which it was placed by any exertion that could have been made by the
crew, so perfectly disabled as they were by scurvy during their long con
finement. In the next place, the want of, provisions would have made it im
possible that any thing effectual could have been done by the vessel. And
Dring himself, in his protest, represents the vessel as in very considerable
danger. I think, therefore, that, even supposing it to be true that the weather
would have dissolved the ice, and set the ship free, the probability is that the
crew would have been unable to navigate her, and there would have been a
chance that the ship and stores and oil would have been entirely lost to the
owners.
In order to enhance the merit of the service, it has been stated that con
siderable loss was probably experienced by the salvors from the delay in
prosecuting the whale-fishery, in which these vessels were all engaged ; and
with reference to this it is said that only two whales were caught by the
Princess Charlotte, whereas, it is in evidence that, during that period, a large
number of whales were taken by other vessels. But the question does not
properly rest on this ground ; it is not the incidental circumstance of two
whales or twenty whales being captured which is to govern the question ;
but this: What, under all the circumstances, is the probable amount of pro
fit lost by the vessels so engaged in this salvage service, in consequence of
being deprived of their boats and crews during this time I They were not
altogether disabled from following the whale-fishery, though it might not be
so effective. It is not an easy matter to collect what would have been
the probable gain to these vessels ; but in allotting the salvage I am about
to assign, I must consider it probable, that, during that period, a certain
quantum of benefit might have been enjoyed, which was lost by their being
engaged in this service, and which so far diminished the profits of the vessels.
Tne only other circumstance which I think it necessary to advert to is
this : the considerable delay that has taken place in making the demand,
and I must say that it is a circumstance which has no small consideration
with me. I must consider that, if the demand was founded in justice, it
should have been made before. The Princess Charlotte arrived in this
country in October 1837, and the owners might have proceeded in this suit
at a much earlier period than they did. I have been told that negoti
ations were going on; but that is no satisfactory excuse. If a salvage
service was rendered, the salvors were entitled to come to the Court for
a salvage remuneration, and they might have brought their case before
the courts in less than fifteen or sixteen months.
Looking to all the facts of the case, I am of opinion that a very con
siderable service has been rendered, and I think I do not go too far if I
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Art. X — NEW YORK MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIA
TION LECTURES.
The regular course of lectures of this highly useful and flourishing
institution, commenced on the second of November, with an introductory
discourse from Professor Olmsted, of Yale College, on the mutual dependance of science and the arts, or the reciprocal benefits to be derived from an
intimate local connexion of those two great departments of human labor.
In pursuance with our original plan, we shall furnish our readers with
reports of all the lectures of the course to be delivered, which have a direct
or indirect bearing upon commercial pursuits, or which we conceive to be
of general utility.
By reference to the programme of the lectures in our last number, it will
be perceived that the course for the present season differs materially from
any previous course. It having been judiciously determined by the mana
gers, that a full course upon any given subject, would be much more condu
cive of instruction than single detached lectures, which must of necessity,
for the most part, afford but a vague and cursory idea of the subjects under
discussion.
The present course, therefore, commences with ten lectures on Meteoro
logy, by Professor 01msted, and presents an opportunity seldom afforded,
of acquiring an intimate acquaintance with the wonderful phenomena of that
subtile fluid by which we are environed.
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE.
The Connexion of Science and the Arts.
Professor Olmsted commenced, by observing that one of the most striking
characteristics of the present age, was the adaptation of science to the wants
and understanding of the people. In former times, the now popular stu
dies of natural philosophy, astronomy, and chemistry, were a sealed book to
all but a few of the initiated in those seemingly abstruse and mysterious sci
ences. But at the present day, from the increased diffusion of knowledge of
every kind, and especially from the establishment of institutions like the pre
sent, an acquaintance with those useful and interesting subjects, was placed
in the power of every individual
To our distinguished countryman, Dr. Franklin, Professor Olmsted
assigned the honor of having first established a course of popular lectures,
and also of being among the first to render a knowledge of the sciences sub
servient to the uses and welfare of even the humblest individual. Lord
Bacon was the first, however, who taught that " a principle in science was
a rule in arts," and later philosophers have made rapid strides during the
last one hundred years, in- verifying the truth of his maxim and developing
its astonishing results.
Previous to the great reformation in the physical sciences, their votaries
had not for the object of their researches, the increasing the general happi
ness and comfort of the human race. Astronomy was cultivated from its
connexion with astrology —chemistry from its connexion with alchemy.
But Dr. Franklin, and another distinguished American philosopher, Count
Rumford, sought the happiness of society; their exertions were directed
toward increasing the comforts, and as a necessary consequence, elevating the
vol. I. — no. vi.
67
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character of the lower and middling classes of the community, and the efforts
of the latter were crowned with such distinguished success, that the poor of
Bavaria called him blessed, and all ranks and conditions united in their
testimony, to the wonderful changes he had wrought in the condition of the
lazzaroni of Munich. Count Rumford was a native of Woburn, Massa
chusetts, and was ennobled by the king of Bavaria for his services in reliev
ing his kingdom from vagrant mendicants, and their inseparable abuses.
He was also the founder of the Royal Institution in London, where lectures
are annually delivered to persons of both sexes, it having been the first
establishment of the kind attended by ladies. Lord Brougham, and other
distinguished savans, continued the efforts of Franklin and Rumford, but to
those distinguished Americans must be assigned the honor of having " set
the ball in motion."
Colleges, observed Professor Olmsted, have been considered by many, as
hostile to the general diffusion of knowledge. This he thought was an
error, for they have the deepest interest in the general intelligence of every
class. No literary institution can flourish unless in an intellectual commu
nity; in a congenial atmosphere. When commotions and dissensions arise,
we look to the educated and intelligent to calm the fury of mobs, and restore
society to its equilibrium. From a principle of self-preservation, therefore,
if from no higher motive, colleges beheld lyccums, and similar institutions,
in a very favorable light.
As an example of the intimate connexion between the sciences and the
arts, Professor Olmsted instanced the manufacture of that minute, though
useful instrument, a needle. The crude ore must first be extracted from the
depths of the earth, and then smelted and forged by ponderous machinery.
From the incipient steps to the final results, the knowledge of how many differ
ent sciences is requisite. Metallurgy, natural philosophy, chemistry, the ex
pansive force ofsteam, and the adaptation of machinery to water, or other mo
tive powers. Then for its transportation over seas, ships must be built and
navigated, demanding the aid of mechanical skill ana astronomy. Thus
we perceive that all labor for the mutual benefit of all. The smallest arti
cle of daily use, cannot be furnished without the labor of many hundred indi
viduals, and thus the creatures of the Almighty are, by his wise providence,
reciprocally dependant on each other.
Let us suppose, observed Professor Olmsted, that a tailor was obliged to
make his own needle before he could commence his work, or that any other
tradesman was compelled to manufacture the tools of his trade, it will easily
be apprehended how rude and uncouth all the arts would become.
Take another example of the connexion between the arts and sci
ences. For instance a piece of calico, from the cotton plantation to the dry
goods warehouse, and observe how various, how multiform, are the pro
cesses it undergoes ; all of which, it is evident, could only be performed by
persons of many different professions and trades. ■
To the prosperity and welfare of the mercantile class, therefore, all other
classes contributed, inasmuch as the merchants were the carriers, the buyers
and sellers of every description of production, whether domestic or foreign,
the growth of the soil, or the product of the loom or forge. It is, conse
quently, to their advantage that all descriptions of manufactures should flour
ish. With every class of the community they are indissolubly connected ;
they must rise or fall together.
From the close union which is maintained between sciences and the arts,
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observed Professor Olmsted, it follows that the pursuit of the former cannot
be successfully prosecuted in the absence of the latter. If our philosophical
apparatus becomes deranged, our labors are suspended, perhaps for weeks,
unless we have a skilful artisan at hand to repair it. Large cities, therefore,
where every branch of industry and the arts is prosecuted, are most favora
ble for the residence of scientific men.
In the remote seitlements of our western frontier, even the building of a
house after the manner of the older states, is a work sometimes of months.
All the materials are to be sought with much labor, workmen to be obtained
from a distance of several miles, and even when every thing seems prepared,
you are often delayed for the want of some trifling, yet essential requisite.
In conclusion, Professor. Olmsted enjoined his hearers to cultivate a love
of reading, and a knowledge of the sciences, while youth and opportunity
are afforded; then, when old age comes upon us, we can retire'- from the
scenes of active life, serene and happy, conscious of resources within our
selves which will alleviate the cares of this world, and, with the assistance of
religion, lighten the pathway to eternity.
LECTURE I.
Of the Atmosphere in general.
Geography, geology, and meteorology, are the sciences which enable us
to acquire an accurate knowledge of the earth.
In the present course of lectures, observed Professor Olmsted, the latter
science would alone be treated upon.
Meteorology, he defined to consist in a general survey of the atmosphere,
both of the upper and lower regions : to include a knowledge of winds,
storms, dew, fogs, hail, thunder, aurora borealis, and fiery meteors—their
origin, and the laws by which they are regulated. A subject of immense
extent and of great interest.
It might be asked, said Professor Olmsted, what advantages were to be
derived from a knowledge of the laws which regulate the aerial phenomena.
It is evident that those advantages are very great ; for if we can foretell
changes in the weather with any degree of accuracy, an immense amount
of property would be annually saved from destruction.
But can we foretell the weather 1 Professor Olmsted thought we could,
with the same certainty as we can eclipses of the sun or moon. The rea
sons for this belief, he would disclose in a future lecture. He would merelj
observe, in this connexion, for the present, that there were two classes of per
sons who were peculiarly fitted for foretelling the weather, viz. philosophers
and sailors ; both classes generally arriving at the same conclusions, though
by different routes. The method of the philosopher is to be preferred, since
it is susceptible of being imparted to others ; while that of the sailor, consist
ing of certain signs and appearances known only to himself, has not that de
sirable requisite.
A law of storms was highly important, and a hope of ascertaining it was
entertained by most modern philosophers.
Professor Olmsted next proceeded to define the atmosphere, but as that is
a subject with which all our readers are, or ought to be, familiar, we shall
not allow ourselves to dwell upon those portions of the lecture which con
sisted of the usual details upon the elasticity, expansibility, weight, density,
and compressibility of air.
We will observe, however, that the density of the atmosphere diminishes
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as we ascend from the surface of the earth, very rapidly. One half of the
atmosphere being supposed to be contained within four miles of the earth ;
one fourth of it within the next seven miles, and so rapidly diminishing in
density as we ascend.
The height of the atmosphere above the earth as deduced from twilight is
forty-nine miles—from meteors, one hundred and fifty miles; this difference
is to be attributed to the circumstance, that above the height of forty-nine
miles the atmosphere is too rare to reflect the rays of the sun, consequently
twilight does not indicate any greater height.
From circumstances attending the appearance of Encke's comet, we have
reason to believe that an ethereal medium is diffused throughout all space,
although it must be extremely rare above the height of fifty miles.
The temperature of the atmosphere is, as all are aware, colder the higher
we ascend. The line of perpetual congelation is, of course, different in dif
ferent latitudes. At the equator, it is about three miles from the earth; in
our latitude, two miles; and in the polar regions, on the surface.
LECTURE II.
Dew, Fog, and Clouds.
The inductive system of philosophy, said Professor Olmsted, is the only
true system by which we can arrive at certain results in physical science.
It consists in an accurate observation of facts, and in carefully advancing
from one set of truths to another, thus building up, as it were, a system
slowly and securely.
Dew —To a countryman of our own, Dr. Wells, of South Carolina,
the world is indebted for an accurate and philosophical investigation of the
phenomena of dew. Dr. Wells resided in London, in the capacity of a
merchant, and it was in the vicinity of that metropolis that he prosecuted the
experiments which resulted in the establishment of a fixed and substantial
theory.
In making these experiments, Dr. Wells selected an open field in the
vicinity of London, and the instruments which he used were a thermometer,
a pair of scales, and a lock of wool. The lock of wool was for the purpose
of absorbing the dew, the scales for weighing the wool before and after the
process of absorption, and the thermometer to ascertain the temperature of
the dew thus absorbed; and with this simple apparatus did Dr. Wells deter
mine the laws which regulate these interesting phenomena.
The facts ascertained by Dr. Wells, relative to dew, were as follows: It
begins to fall about 4 P. M. ; it is most copious just before sunrise. More
dew falls on clear than on cloudy nights, more on still than on windy nights,
more on the grass than on sand, more on the land than on the water ; on
the ocean, indeed, no dew at all falls out of soundings. On bright metallic
surfaces no dew falls, nor does it fall upon the naked skin of living animals.
From these facts, we arrive at the conclusion that dew does not fall from
the heavens, as we express ourselves in common parlance, but ascends from
the earth.
The following principles are involved in the explanation of the facts we
have recorded above. The capacity of the air for moisture, is increased by
heat and diminished by cold. In a dry atmosphere, evaporation goes on
very rapidly. This every one has experienced, in the unpleasant dryness
of the skin during the prevalence of hot winds. When the sun is with
drawn from the earth, the air becomes cooler, and the consequence is, that the
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evaporation from the earth, not being taken up and converted into vapor
with sufficient rapidity, is deposittd upon its surface and forms what we
call dew.
To return to our facts mentioned above. Why does more dew fall on
clear than on cloudy nights ? Because on the former the process of evapo
ration taking place more rapidly than on the latter, a greater amount of
moisture arises from the earth's surface.
Why more on still than on windy nights? Because the tendency of the
wind is to scatter and disperse the vapors arising from the earth, and conse
quently a less quantity is deposited.
The inequality of temperature between the earth and the air is therefore
the cause of the deposition of dew. Why then does more fall on land than
on water? Because the water, being a body the surface of which is not
easily heated by the rays of the sun, maintains a uniform temperature, by
day and night; consequently, no inequality of temperature between itself and
the surrounding atmosphere can exist.
From the explanations already given, the reader will easily perceive why
dew is not deposited on bright metallic substances, or on the human body.
The frugality of nature in the distribution of dew, observed Professor
Olmsted, is worthy of remark. Possessed, as it is, of highly fertilizing pro
perties, it does not fall but where it can be of use. It does not fall upon the
barren and unproductive sea, where it would be wasted, but upon the fruit
ful and beneficent earth.
Fog.—The facts relative to the phenomena of fogs, are as follows: They
are more common, and of greater density, in cold than in hot climates; in
valleys than in marshes ; on the sides of mountains. Fogs do not prevail in
the open sea, but on shoals, sand banks and capes, and over rivers. The
banks of Newfoundland are celebrated for fogs.
The general cause of fogs is as follows : The air over land being heated
to a higher temperature than that over the sea, rolls off, and its place is sup
plied by colder air; the meeting of the air of different temperatures, causes a
great amount of moisture to be produced, and usually occurring at night, it
remains suspended in the form of fog, until dispelled by the rays of the sun.
Clouds.—The height of clouds above the surface of the earth, varies from
one half to four miles. The different kinds of clouds have been classified, by
meteorologists, and designated by the following nomenclature, viz. : cumulus,
cirrus, stratus, nimbus, and cirro-cumulus, cirro-stratus, and cumulo-stratus.
Clouds are formed by the evaporation of moisture from the earth's surface,
ascending until counter-balanced by the inferior density of the atmosphere in
the upper regions. Thus counter-balanced, it remains suspended in the
form of a watery vapor, to which we give the name of clouds.
Some of the surest prognostications of the weather, are, it is well known,
derived from the clouds, and the different appearances they assume were
well illustrated by Professor Olmsted by means of appropriate diagrams.
LECTURE III.
Of Rain.
In relation to the phenomena of rain, Professor Olmsted observed, that
great differences existed in the quantity falling in different countries; in
some places it rains almost continually, while in others little or no rain
falb during the whole year. In Guiana, in South America, and on the coast
of Guinea, rains are continual and copious ; but in Egypt, Arabia, and on the
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coasts of Peru and Chili, it seldom or never occurs. In other places, again,
the rains are periodical^ as in the West India islands, in Abyssinia, in Bra
zil, and on the coasts of Coromandel and Malabar, in the East Indies.
There are also occasional floods of rain which continue only for a short
time, but during which immense quantities of water fall. One of these
floods occurred at Calskill, in this state, about twenty years since, when the
quantity of rain which fell was estimated at 12 inches. Similar floods have
occurred at Cayenne, in South America.
The annual amount of rain is different in different latitudes. At the
equator, the quantity which annually falls is about 80 inches ; in latitude 45,
30 inches; and in latitude 60, 16 inches.
We come now to the principle on which the theory of rain depends. It
is a well-ascertained fact, said the lecturer, that when two portions of air of
different temperature are mixed, moisture or a watery vapor is the result ;
and upon this principle does the theory of rain depend. When the atmo
sphere becomes heated by the rays of the sun, it loses a portion of its gravity.
It consequently rises into higher regions, where encountering oftentimes a
current of cold air, a large amount of watery vapor is produced, and is pre
cipitated to the earth in the form of rain.
It would be natural to suppose, that the quantity of rain produced would
be proportionate to the causes; or, in other words, that the greater the
degree of heat which the warmer air attained, the greater would be the fall
of rain. And, accordingly, we find this to be the case ; since in very warm
days in summer, the earth is refreshed with frequent and copious showers,
far more abundant indeed, than the rains which fall in colder seasons of the
year. In the warm climates of tropical regions, also, a far greater quantity
of rain falls, than in cold or temperate climates.
From the explanation above given, of the cause of rain, it would be pro
per to infer, that constant or steady winds would produce dry weather ; vari
able winds, rain. Let us examine whether this doctrine is supported by
facts. We find, from the well-authenticated accounts of travellers and geogra
phers, that in those regions where it never rains, as in Egypt, for instance,
the wind blows almost always from the north. In other portions of the
earth, as Guiana, and some parts of Brazil, where it rains daily, the winds
are very variable. Those places in which rains are of daily occurrence,
are generally near the sea. The air over the land becoming heated, ascends,
and meeting with a current of colder air from the sea, is the cause of the fre
quency of the phenomenon.
In some portions of the world, also, the rains are periodical, as in many
parts of the East Indies ; or, in other words, the year is divided into two sea
sons, a rainy and a dry. If our theory be correct, we should find that in
those countries the winds are constant in the dry season, and variable in the
wet. And this we know to be the case from the narratives of travellers and
residents in those regions.
From what has been observed, it would appear probable that extraordi
nary falls of rain are characterized by the meeting of violent opposite cur
rents of wind, and this we find was actually the case with the great storm of
Catskill, in 1818, as recorded in Silliman's Journal.
It may be asked, why our north-easterly storms continue so long with the
wind in one direction. The reason is, that there is a constant counter-cur
rent from the south-west, blowing at the same lime, in the region of air
immediately above that where the north-easterly wind prevails, and the
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meeting of these two currents, one warm and the other cold, according to
the theory hefore adverted to, must produce rain.
Professor Olmsted next considered the project for producing artificial rain,
as advanced by Mr. Espy, of Philadelphia, and in that connexion observed
that the principle itself was correct, and that if it were possible to create an
artificial fire of several acres in extent, rain might probably be produced in
a small district of country. We know, indeed, that in London and its
vicinity, and in the large manufacturing towns of Great Britain, it rains
almost every day; a circumstance to be attributed to the immense number of
fires which are constantly burning in those places. But, in common with
most other persons, he of course doubted the practicability of producing rain
by artificial means.

MERCANTILE
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Art. XI.—NOTICE OF JOHN LANGDON.
TnE circumstances attending the early settlement of Massachusetts and
New Hampshire, though generally supposed to be similar, were in some
respects widely different The planters of the old bay state left their native
country, for.the sake of enjoying here a degree of freedom in religion, of
which they were deprived in the land of their fathers. The settlers of
Piscataqua, were actuated by a very different purpose. The pursuit of gain
was uppermost in their thoughts, and they embarked at once in the fisheries
and trade, which they followed with success, until many of the first settlers
became men of opulence in the new country. The great importance of the
fisheries, seems not to have escaped the attention of Captain Smith, the dis
coverer of New Hampshire ; for in his account of New England, he thus
addresses his countrymen : " Therefore, honorable and worthy countrymen,
let not the meanness of the word fish distaste you, for it will afford you as
good gold as the mines of Potosi and Guiana, with less hazard and change,
and more certainty and facility."
A reverend divine, in 1690, was preaching in Portsmouth, on the depra
vity of the times, and said : " You have forsaken the pious habits of your
forefathers, who left the ease and comfort which they possessed in their native
land, and came to this howling wilderness to enjoy without molestation, the
exercise of their pure principles of religion." One of the congregation im
mediately rose, and interrupted him, thus : " Sir, you entirely mistake the
matter; our ancestors did not come here on account of their religion, but to
fish and trade? A better illustration of the pursuits of the early settlers of
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John Langdon.

The father of young Langdon, who was a thrifty former, intended his son
should engage in the same occupation ; but the latter, looking upon com
merce as the grand highway to wealth, set his heart upon becoming a mer
chant, and accordingly made the necessary preparations to enter a countinghouse.
One of the most extensive and successful mercantile houses at that time in
Portsmouth, was that of Daniel Rindge, a counsellor under the provincial
government, and to him young Langdon made application and was admitted
to his counting-house, and soon became thoroughly versed in commercial
transactions. After completing his apprenticeship with Rindge, he made
several successful and very profitable trading voyages, with the view of ulti
mately establishing a commercial house of his own, in his native town.
But the dark clouds that preceded the Revolution, began to skirt the horizon,
and his mind was suddenly turned in a new direction. Naturally of a bold
and fearless disposition, he entered at once into the feeling of the colonists;
and, possessing in a remarkable degree the power to win over multitudes,
he became the acknowledged leader of the " sons of liberty" in that little
province, as much so as Samuel Adams and John Hancock, in Massachu
setts.
Langdon was a leader exactly suited to the crisis. He took a conspicu
ous and active part in the struggle, and soon became obnoxious to the
government and many of the loyal citizens, who feared the total annihilation
of their trade, and looked upon disloyalty as a crime of the deepest dye. In
the fall of 1774, after it had become apparent that the crisis must come,
Langdon gathered around him a band of choice spirits, and together they
proceeded in silence to the king's fort at New Castle, seized upon all the
powder and military stores, and removed their booty to a place of conceal
ment, whence it could be called into use in case of emergency. This bold
act produced at once an intense excitement. Gov. Wentworth stormed, and
issued proclamations, but not a voice uttered, or a thought whispered the
secret. This was in December, four months before the battle of Lexington.
In the spring of the year 1775, John Langdon was chosen a delegate to
Congress, and attended the session which commenced in May, at Philadelphia.
In January, 1776, he was re-appointed a delegate, but was not present on the
adoption of the Declaration of Independence. He commanded a company
of cadets soon after the commencement of the war, and at the time of the
surrender of the British army under Burgoyne, he was a volunteer at Ben
nington. He was also at Rhode Island with a detachment of his company,
at the time the British troops had possession of the island, and when General
Sullivan brought off the American troops. No man had a higher popu
larity with the people at this time, that John Langdon. He was elected
repeatedly to the legislature, and was for several years speaker of the
assembly.
When the news of the fall of Ticonderoga reached New Hampshire, the
provincial legislature was in session at Exeter. It was at a period when the
resources of the patriots were almost exhausted, the public credit was gone,
and the members of the assembly were disheartened. The men of New
Hampshire had already exerted themselves to the utmost for the good of the
cause. John Langdon was speaker of the assembly at the time. He rose in
his place, on the morning after the intelligence was received, and addressed
the house to the following effect: " My friends and fellow-citizens—I have
three thousand dollars in hard money ; I will pledge my plate for three
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thousand more. I have seventy hogsheads of Tobago rum, which shall be
sold for the most it will bring. These are at the service of the state. If we
succeed in defending our firesides and homes, I may be remunerated; if we
do not, the property will be of no value to me."
This noble proposal infused new life into the assembly : and in the course
of a few days, by means of the funds advanced by John Langdon, a brigade
was assembled, and on its march to the frontiers, and to victory, under the
gallant Stark. During the whole of the revolutionary struggle, Langdon
was ever active and constant in his labors for the good cause. A man of the
people, in the emphatic sense of the term, he was always popular with the
great mass, whose interests he made it a point to sustam on nil occasions.
Possessing a handsome address, and being open, obliging, and generous in
his general conduct, he was calculated to gain the public esteem, and was
among the few who were fortunate enough to retain it through life. He
was honored with the highest offices the people could bestow. He was
twice president of the state, under its first constitution ; was a member of the
convention which formed the federal constitution ; was twelve years senator
in congress, and subsequently, for six years governor of the state. In 1811,
he retired from public life, although urgently pressed to accept the nomina
tion of the vice-presidency, an office to which he might have been elected, had
he not preferred the quiet and repose of private life. In the enjoyment of
domestic relations, in his family, and a wide circle of friends, he chose to pass
the evening of his days, remote from the cares and bustle of public life. He
was religious, without being obnoxious to the charge of bigotry—and was
liberal of his ample means, for charitable and benevolent purposes. He'died
at Portsmouth, m September, 1819, universally lamented by a people, in
whose service he had spent the greater portion of his active life.

MERCANTILE
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COMMERCE AND LITERATURE.
Anniversary Poem delivered before tie Mercantile Library Association of Boston. By
James T. Fields.
An opinion very generally prevails among the mercantile classes of the present day,
that commerce and literature areat war with each other; that he who is engaged in the
pursuit of the one must entirely abandon the pursuit of the other. We say that this
opinion is general ; the time has been, nor is it far distant, when it was almost univer
sal ; but we think more liberal views and teelings upon this subject are fast growing
upon the public mind, and, to the end that we may encourage them, these few prefatory
remarks are made. To cite instances in proof that a love of letters and a love of trade
may happily exist in unison, it is unnecessary to go back to the glorious days of Ve
nice and Florence, when commerce, literature, and the atts, went hand in hand together ;
we could mention the names of hundreds of the present era, who have been alike suc
cessful in the field of letters and the field of commerce.
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It is not our intention to examine the poem before us by the laws of criticism ; it is
evidently from the pen of a youthful writer, exhibiting considerable ability, with a want
of a thorough knowledge of the laws of versification, and maturity of judgment; but
we had rather encourage than depress the laudable effoits in liieraiure of that respect
able and important class of young gentlemen — merchants' clerks — to which we be
lieve the author belongs. The following is the opening of the poem :
" When daylight fades, and o'er the silent deep
Heaven's sentrv-stars their wonted vigils keep,
When night's cold dews o'er listless nature steal,
Why stands yon helmsman at the lonely wheel ?
" When the fond wife, with all a mother's care,
Kneels down to hear her infant's matin prayer,
What tempts their guardian from his home to stray,
And wander far from that dear group away 1
Say, what charmed spirit in the restless wave
Allures him forth its troubled path to brave 1
" Unmask, bold Traffic ! thou art weaving now
Thy golden fancies round the seaman's brow ;
Thou hast at will the magic power to guide
His heart from home, andchild, and cherished bride ;
Thou hast a spell he may not rudely break,
That fires his soul and bids each pulse awake,
Nerves every sinew when the whirlwinds fly ,
In thundering combat through the riven sky ;
And as faint hope with storm-rent flag sinks down,
Where raging gulfs her feeble whisperings drown,
Thy charm still broods above the foundering wreck,
And smiles triumphant o'er the sea-washed deck.
" We are ita votaries, brothers ; and we come,
Like weary children to a common home,
To steal a moment from its busy strife,
And breathe awhile amid the flowers cf life,
Pausing together, still perchance to find
The joys which happier hours have left behind.
" And as some actor, at the prompter's ring,
Follows with trembling gait the drama's king,
And, while that master-spirit lights the stage
With all the splendor of a golden age,
Crosses the footlights With unnoticed stir,
To clasp a bracelet or unloose a spur, —
So I, a lisper, at this festal time
Have come to greet you in untutored rhyme."
In our next extract Halleck and Sprague are alluded to ; the former, we believe, is
no longer
" Busy in the cotton trade
And sugar line,"
but is cashier for that distinguished millionaire, John Jacob Astor.
" Oh, not unblest the merchant's daily toil,
Nor wasted all his thoughts and midnight oil.
Lo I where the bard of Alnwick Castle pores
O'er traffic's page, anon aloft he soars,
Nobly obedient to the muse's call,
And leads the van, most honored of them all.
And he who sweetly tunes the lyric strings,
Whose heavenward strains are borne on gentler wings j
In yonder street his earnest eye behold,
Turned from Parnassus to his piles of gold ;
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Can his known prudence in these times assuage
The fears and scruples of a paper age 7
Does he in banking as in verse excel 1
Let financiers and calm directors tell !"
The following tribute is paid to that distinguished navigator and mathematician,
Nathaniel Bowditch :
" And shall we leave unsung his honored name
Whose memory gilds his country's rising fame!
Shall not one strain in grateful homage rise
To wreathe his tomb who read yon vaulted skies 1
Shall we forget this joyous eve to raze
On that far pathway, lit with wisdom's rays 1
Bright guide to commerce ! though, alas, no more
Thy buoyant footsteps mark earth s narrow shore,
Though not for thee yon glistening pleiads burn,
Though not for thee heaven's wheeling orbs return-,
Though from this spot no longer looks thine eye
As once to scan the countless worlds on high, —
In every age, through every sea and clime,
The name of Bowditch triumphs over time."
With the following extract, descriptive of a speculator's visit to his " Maine lands,"
we must conclude :
" Mark now the fall! Before the season's late,
Our wealthy lord must visit his estate;
And as his jaunt will raise some small alarms
Among the tenants of th' adjoining farms,
He takes the statutes of the state of Maine,
His new brown coat, his golden-headed cane;
Kisses his children, bids his wife adieu,
And ere he knows it, half his journey's through.
With map unrolled, he leaves the village inn,
Looking like Fusbos, when he conquers Finn ;
Meets on his way some tiller of the ground,
Perhaps his own — who knows — he's hale and sound ;
The great man stops, the yeoman rolls his quid,
Nor dons his beaver as the landlord did ;
' Are you employed, sir, on the John Smith farm?'
Our shopman asks, his anger waxing warm;
' They say John Smith owns yonder swamp down there,'
Replies the ploughman, straightening out his hair,
' But as to farming, it is very clear,
He'll find more black snukes than potatoes here.'
" Oh, short-lived bliss! the shopman looks around,
And finds his furm a tract of barren ground ;
His forest trees to dwarfish shrubs decline.
His turrets vanish, nor can he divine
With what intent a railroad could be made
To such a spot, where neither lawn nor glade,
Nor aught inviting to the eye of taste,
Relieves the dullness of the steril waste.
" The bubble's burst ! the dupe returns in haste,
Makes a small entry in his dusty Waste,
Ere yet the rumbling of the mail has ceased,
' Profit and loss to cities lying east ;'
And he who revelled on uncounted means,
Will sell his township for a mess of greens."
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foot's argument in favor of the general banking law.
We have received a pamphlet, containing an argument in favor of the constitutiona
lity of the General Banking Law of this state, delivered before the Supreme Court, at
the July term, 1839, by Samuel A. Foot, Esq., and recently published, which embodies
much talent, and evinces deep research and profound legal knowledge.
The subject which is here so learnedly discussed, imperatively called for a display
of the highest order of talent, as well on account of the important pecuniary interests
involved, as from the disastrous results, which would inevitably flow from the adju
dicated illegality of a measure, which has already become so identified with the exis
tence of our credit at home and abroad.
The preliminary remarks of the learned author, are characterized by soundness and
elegance ; illustrating in a forcible manner, the great inconvenience and injury which
must arise, in even doubting the constitutionality of the principles upon which our
banks, under this law, are based ; and in adverting to the possibility of their being de
clared a violation of the constitution. The immense amount of losses which would
then follow, the litigation which would ensue, and the financial derangement and com
mercial prostration necessarily resulting, were vividly presented, and eloquently urged.
Connected with the subject of this argument, the natural and constitutional right of
every citizen to exercise the privilege of free banking is ubly considered and clearly es
tablished; and a history of the restraints imposed by law upon private banking is
given, and their tendency and operation examined.
The ground upon which the constitutionality of this law was questioned, being that
the associations fonned under it were corporations, and that it required two thirds of
the legislature to concur in their creation ; it became necessary in the course of this ar
gument, to show in what the legal and essential requisites ofa corporation consisted. In
elucidating this portion of his argument the author evinces a clearness of arangement,
an originality of thought, and a familiarity with legal principles, which mark the finish
ed and well-read lawyer.
In examining this branch of his subject, judicial decisions which are applicable
swell the authority|which the strength of his reasoning affords. The rights, franchises,
and privileges of corporations, as they existed at common law, are clearly pointed out,
and the various alterations, and modifications, introduced by statutory provisions, are
ably considered.
A history of the passage of this law through our legislature, is presented by the au
thor, in support of his argument. The objections which were then made, the modifica
tions it underwent, and the care which was bestowed in framing its provisions, are
urged, to show that every constitutional objection was intended to be met and obviated
previous to its final passage.
The importance of the principles contained in this argument, with reference to the
subject to which they are applied, and the necessity of their being understood, and
rightly appreciated by the merchant and man of business, to whom they are of pe
culiar interest, form a sufficient recommendation for its perusal.
The creation and operation of banking associations, organized under the provisions
of this act, form a new and distinct feature in the financial history ofthis country, and
open a still wider field for commercial enterprise ; and it is of the deepest importance to
all who are desirous of embracing the opportunities, which are afforded by this law,
for the profitable investment of capital, to obtain a thorough knowledge of its legal
construction, and effect. So short a time has elapsed, since the passage of this act,
that few judicial decisions hare been made, calculated to settle the rights, and deter
mine the liabilities of associations, erected under its provisions ; and the final decision
of the case in which this argument was delivered will settle all questions as to its con
stitutionality.
So far as the state of the pleadings wsuld permit, the Supreme Court, at the October
term, decided the points discussed in this argument.
The court expressed the opinions, First, that associations formed under the Ge
neral Banking law are corporations; Second, that the assent of two thirds of all the
members elected to each branch of the legislature was necessary to the passing of the
act ; and, Third, that if passed by a two third vote, the act is constitutional.
On the last point, Mr. Justice Bronson was not prepared to concur, but on the other
questions , the opinion of the whole court was expressed.
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COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
/
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF SPECIE.
A Table, compiled from public documents published by Congress, by S. Hazard, Esq.
of Ike United Slares Statistical Register, and embracing only the Specie which come:
under the notice of the Custom House, and does not probably include that which is in
the personal possession of Emigrants arriving in or departing from the United
States.
IMPORTS.
Years.

1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
18-28
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838

Total
Imports.

COIN.
Gold.

34,954
378,257
562,546
1,019,399
738,570
706,038
705,879
765,838
614,665
563,585
3,472,507
1,669,739
5,318,725
1,895,265
11,444,189

EXPORTS.

Gold.

Silver.

8,013,489
5,252,661
5,740,139
6,618,077
6,216,458
5,749,839
6,285,475
5,687,633
4,454,107
6,160.676
13,631,043
10,040,968
5,850,669
7,490,309
5,679,390

8,064,890
3,369,846
5,097,896
8,379,835
6.150,765
6,889,966
8,151,130
7,489,741
7,403,612
8,155,934
7,305,945
5,907,504
7,070,368
17,911,632
13,131,447
13,400,881
10,516,414
17,747,117

Total Exports.

COIN.

315,672
434,555
820,304
928,984
935,102
474,876
899.3(15
630,850
495,890
276,909
625,679
275,940
1,828,653
740,263

29,890,146 102,870,933; 162,870,933 i 9,682,532

Silver.
10,477,969 10,478,059
10,781,392 10,810,180
6,371,187 6,372,987
7,014,552 7,014,552
8,470,534 8,797,055
3,623,385 4,098,678
6,139,155 8,014,880
6,565,804 8,243,476
3,136,941 4,924,020
731,955 2,178,773
5,831,830 9,014,931
3,351,417 5,656,340
1,722,196 2,611,701
1,383,987 2,076,758
5,122,495 6,477,775
3,624,186 4,324,336
2,756,914 5,976,249
2,292,342 3,508,046
89,398,781 110,578,796

In the above table, the amount of Bullion imported and exported is omitted. The
aggregate for eighteen years is as follows :
Imported—Gold
$4,611,740
Silver,
8,230,501
Total

812,842,241
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COMMERCE OF MAINE, FROM 1820 TO 1838.
? ft s
Imports.
Domestic. Foreign.

.s be 95 7*fc

Total.

«3 K «5

1,08-3,568
25,463 1,108,031
402,994 84,963
4ti,9'25 1,040,848 980,294 363,846 43,229
993,983
1,013,873 22,769 1,036,642 943,775 347,516 35,979
891,644 356,956 37,394
865,046 30,455
895,501
29,324
870,871
900,195 76^,443 351,095 27,«V1
66,463 1,031.127 1,169,940 416,800 57,277
964,664
1,001,875 50,700 1,052,575 1,245,235 384,637 22,831
1,033,035 37,099 1,070,134 1,333,390 402,842 29,979
15,875 1,019,517 1,246,809 449,178 32,413
1,003,648
737,832 742,781 367,215 23,556
8,726
729,106
670,522 572,666 342,260 1-2,323
613,435 27,087
5,825
805,573 941,407 346,647 15,499
799,748
74,157
981,443 1,123,386 359,486 21,906
907,986
' 989,187 30,644 1,019,831 1,380,308 336,381 19,613
18,890
815,277
834,167 1,060,181 244,518 8,794
1,386
14,416 1,059,367 883,389 239,730
1,041,951
678
14,912
836,074
850,986 930,086 172,154
917,276
955,952 801,404
8,676
899,142
915,076 20,456
935,532
Maine became a state in 1820. Prior to that year, its commercial statistics are
embraced in the Table of Massachusetts, published on p. 27c\
COMMERCE OF ALABAMA, FROM 1818 TO 1838.

Imports.
Domestic. Foreign.

Total.

96,857'
23,395
84,764 12,093
50,906
50,456
450
7,233
96,6:56]
96,636
15,579
s 108,960
108,960
16,398
385
209,718 36,421
38.073
209,7481
200,387 125,770 34;4l6 "169
209,::8'
460,727 91,604 41,710
236
457,725| 3,002
692,635 113,411
232
691,897
57,075
738
1,518,701
1,527,112 179,554 60,265
8,411
6,992
1,376,364 201,909 101,112
1,330,7701 45,594
55
1,174,737 7,882
1,182,559 171,909 93,172 13,364
1,679,385 14,573
1,693,958 233,720 133,552 3,950
2,291,825
2,294,591 144.823 90,732 2,560
3,129
2,413,891 224,435 66,083
2,412,868
1,032
999
2,736,387 107,787 57,166
2,733,554
414
2,833
265,918
46,910
4,527,961
4,522,221
510
5,740
57,493
5,670,797
395,361
1,053
5,664,047
6,750
7,572,128 2,564
7,574,692 525.955 92,865
11,183,788
378 11,184,166 651,618 138,840 "913
9,671,401 609,385
9,652,910 18,491
9,688,214 524,548
9,688,049
195
This state receives its supplies of foreign goods principally from the northern states,
which will account for the s nail amount of foreign imports by sea.
• Ending September 30.
[From. Hazard's Com. ef- Slat. Register.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OP EXPERTS OF COTTON FROM THE UNITED
STATES.
1838-9.

1837-8.

EXPORTS FROM
Other
Great
Great
Other
Britain. France. Ports. Britain- France. Ports.
DATE.
New Orleans, Sept. 30 . . .
Natchez, Sept. 30
Mobile, Sept. 30
Savannah stDarien, Sept. 30
Charleston and Georgetown,!
Sept. 30
Virginia, Sept. 30
New York, Sept. 30
Other ports, Sept. 30. ... .
Total

309,768 122,452 10,486 481,501
15,24K[
2.009
125,635 22,304 ' 2,008 158,029
97,853 10,480 S,234 197,971
119,486 30,665 8,109 158,212
1,054 12,205
6,648
98
125,674 53,1231 9,213 97,005
924 60,412
16,356 3,121
800,4291 242,2531 34,02^! 1,180,581

127,8281

22,108

64,123
27,024

"5,908
1,192

55,685 32,570
4,136 3,097
42,929 22,016
2,755 2,151
321,4801 89,042

COMMERCE WITH BRAZIL — RIO JANEIRO.
The commerce of the United States with Brazil is important ; nearly one third of
the coffee, and a large portion of the sugar and hides of foreign importations, is from
Brazil. Our exports of flour, provisions, and the various articles of domestic manu
factures, amounted last year, closing with 30th Sept., to $2,094,957. To show the
importance of our commerce, we subjoin the imports and exports of a few leading arti
cles for the last five years, and under the appropriate head, Commercial Treaties and
Regulations" will be found an article from a late Rio circular, which will, we think,
be found useful to some of our commercial men who have a direct intercourse with the
Brazilian provinces, and particularly with Rio Janeiro.
The importations into the United States from Brazil for the five preceding years,
ending 30th Sept., were as follows:
Year.
Am. Vessels. For. Vessels. Total Imp.
1834
$4,547,119
$182,850
4,729,969
1835
5,547 949
26,517
5,574,466
1836
6,553,186
657,004
7,210,190
1837
3,940,059
1,051,924
4,991,983
1838
3,116,843
74,395
3,191,238
Of the above, besides the value of the hides imported each year, the following shows
the value of the coffee for each consecutive year, which was $2,819,038; $3,602,000;
$4,623,385 ; $3,254,965; $2,323,205; and of the brown sugar in like manner : $356,865; $395,083; $1,579,596; $199,387; $429,853.
Year.
Coffee.
Brmon Sugar. Hides in val.
1834
lbs. 26,571,368
»s.6,816,156
$1,003,131
1835
35,774.876
7,909,883
1,150,691
1836
46,840 219
27,849,654
679,634
1837
33,906 246
3,287,401
947,493
3838
27,411986
7,885,067
124,730
Exported from the United States to Brazil within the above specified time, of foreign
and domestic articles, the following amount :
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Of the domestic exports noticed above, the following will show how far flour and
bread, cotton manufactures, and spirits from grain, contributed to make up the list, to
say nothing of provisions, oil, sperm candles, household furniture, and other manufac
tures of the United States.
Year.
Flour and Bread. Cotton Man.
Spirits.
1834
8894.440
$234,721
819,986
1835
991,269
266,916
16,640
1836
884,126
200,994
6,058
1837
618,680
303,102
8,302
1838
1,086,033
836,513
12,641
The exports from Rio Janeiro for the month of June lost, compared with those in tbe
same period of the two preceding years, were as follow :
Coffee,
Sugar,
Hides,
bags and barrels, in cases.
No. of.
In 1839
52,188
1,544
17,756
1838
60,603
1,585
6,241
1837
42,234
2,438
22,577
The export of sugar during the first six months of
1839 was
9,007 cases.
1838 "
10,439 "
1837 "
6,519 "
The exports from Santos, 1838-1839, were 400,000 arrobas, against 294,000 in
1837-1838.
The stock of hides on hand at Rio Janeiro, at the close of June last, was about
20,000, nearly all heavy weights.
Export in the first six months of 1839
92,322 hides.
Do.
do.
1838
105,366 "
Do.
do.
1837
67,446 "
EXPORTS OP SILK FROM GEORGIA, FROM 1755 TO 1773.
In Bernard Roman's History of Florida, we find a statement of the exports from
Georgia for eighteen years. One of the articles is raw silk. A considerable interest is
felt in the production ofthis article, and as some doubts have been expressed as to the ul
timate success of the various projects now in operation, it may be useful to show, occa
sionally, what has been heretofore accomplished. With this view, the following state
ment is presented :
1755-6
438 lbs.
1757
268
1758
358
1759
358
17G0
734
1761
558
1762
332
1763
380
1764
953
1765
898
1766
711
1767
1084
17K8
617
i,J9
541
irm
339.
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COMPARATIVE PRICE OF WHEAT.
A Table, showing the price of Wheat, as settled ai the Patroon's office, on thefirst of
January, during the several years there mentioned, as published in the Troy Daily
Whig, edited by James M. Stevenson, Esq.
January 1st, 1895
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
183a
1836
1837
1838
1839

1 bushel of wheat, 8s
1
.. 7s
1
. . 8s
1
. . 8s
1
..14s
1
. . 8s
1
.. 10s
1
..10s
1
.. 10s
1
. . 8s
1
.. 8s
1
.. 12s
1
.. 18s
1
..13s
1
. . 14s

COMMERCIAL

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

fowls,
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

REGULAT IONS

4s
4s
4s
Is
Is
•Is
4s
4s
-Is
•Is
4s
4s
6s
6s
6s

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

AND

day's services,
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

16s
16s
lis
16s
16s
16s
16s
16s
I6s
16s
16s
16s
16s
16s
16s

TREATIES.

IMPORT AND EXPORT DUTIES, PORT CHARGES, ETC., IN BRAZIL.
A direct trade with foreign countries is only permitted in such ports pf the empire
of Brazil, where there are custom-houses established ; they are the following : Para,
Maranham, Parnahibn, Fortaleza (Ceara), Aracaty {Ceara), Rio Grande North, Parahiba, Pernambuco, Maceyo (Alagoas), Larangeiras (S>:rgipe),Bah\a, Espirito Santo,
Rio de Janeiro, Santos, Paranaqua, St. Catharine, Rio Grande, Sao Borja (R.G. south)
Porto Alcgre, (R. G. S.)
Import Duties. —All foreign merchandise Is subject to an import duty of 15 per
cent., except tea, which pays 30 per cent., and gunpowder, as also wines and spirituous
liquors, (the production of countries which have no commercial treaty with Brazil)
paying 50 per cent., on valuations fixed by a tariff, (which is the same throughout the
empiie) and articles not specified in such tariff, pay duty on a value declared by the
importer, the custom-house officers having the right to take the goods at such value,
and 10 per cent , thereon. The countries having treaties with Brazil, and the dates
when they expire, according to the intimation sent from the foreign office to the custom
house, are as follows : Prussia, 25th November, 1839 ; Hansetowns, do ; Denmark,
7th March, 1840 : United States of North America, 17th November, 1841 ; Holland,
and Belgium, 18th April, 1841 ; Great Britain, 15th November, 1842. Since the 1st
of July, 1839, wines, spirituous liquors, and flour, ore subject to a special weekly tariff.
A committee has been appointed by the Government to revise the general tariff ; con
siderable progress has been already made in such revisions ; when completed and
determined to be put in force, we shall publish the particulars in our pages.
Besides the aforementioned duties, goods (excepting linen cambrics, lace of thread
or silk, manufactures of gold or silver, and precious stones, which pay only li per
cent expedient,) are subject to a charge of 5 per cent, on the like valuations for clearance
charges and storage rent, (expediente and armazenagem) dry goods are, however, per
mitted to remain in the custom-house warehouses without any further additional
charge, for a period not exceeding four months ; after the expiration of which they
incur a charge of t per cent, per month ; articles that come under the denomination of
Estive-goods, are allowed to remain for the space of one month, and then pay t per
cent, per month storage rent.
Machinery, not previously in use at the port where imported is dutyfree, but subject
to the charge of 5 percent, for expediente and armazenagem.
N. B. Wines and spirituous liquors pay further 1,500 rs. per pipe of 188medidas to
the misericordia hospital, and 200 rs. per pipe of any size, town dues.
Exportation.—Prior to the first of July, coffee from the serra-abaixo flow country)
paid 11 per cent., and from the serra-acima (upper country) 10 per cent, if of the pro
vince of Rio Janeiro ; but if from any other, on presentation of the requisite certificate
VOL. I. — No. VI.
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of origin, only 7 percent. However, by the Provincial Budget of the 10th of June,
the distinction between from the serra-abaixo and seria-acima is done away witl),
both paying alike, namely, II per cent.
Tobacco pays 12 per cent, if from the province of St. Pauls; but if from that of
Minas, only 7 percent. Muize, rice, and pulse, if of the province of Rio Janeiro, pay
12 per cent., if any other, 7 per cent. Indigo, tapioca, and any articles not otherwise
specified, pay 7 per cent. Sugar pays since 1st July, 2 per cent, additional provincial
duty, which is likely to fall on the exporter.
The above duties are levied upon valuations fixed by a weekly tariff.
Precious metals in coin or bars, and gold dust, whether foreign or national, are
subject to an export duty of 2 per cent, ad valorem.
Custom-house tires akd allowances.— On goods imported in packages and cleared
by weight, the real tares are allowed ; on liquors there is allowed for leakage and break
age, in glass bottles 5 per cent., stone do. 3 per cent., and in casks or demijohns 2 per
cent., and on glass and earthen-ware 5 per cent.
Re-Exportation and Transhipment.—Goods re-exported or transhipped pay 2 per
cent., and when for the coast of Africa, 13 per cent, additional.
Frano.uia.— Vessels may enter in Franquia, 1st, when bringing no cargo for the
port ; 2d, when bringing only part cargo for the port, and the remainder for another
destination; 3d, when putting in to learn the state of the market, or for refreshments
or repairs.
Manifests.—Every commander of a vessel is required to bring a very exact manifest
of her cargo in duplicate, signed by the Brazilian Consul, resident at the loading port
At ports where no such Consul resides, the said manifest must be signed by two Brazil
ian merchants, or if there be none such, then by two native merchants, the signatures
in either case being certified by the competent local authority. Non-compliance wiih
this regulation or inaccuracies in the manifests, as also irregularities in discharging or
loading, subject vessels to heavy fines.
Port Charges.—All foreign vessels, as also national vessels trading with foreign
parts, pay 30'tcis per diem anchorage, for each ton of Brazilian admeasurement, (which
proves generally about the true burthen,) calculated for 50 days from the date of each
entry into the port, but all vessels are exempt from this due that introduce IC0 white
colonists into any port of Brazil. The remaining port charges do not exceed from 30
to 40 milrcas for each vessel, according to her size.
Pilotage.—There are no pilots for tiip port of Rio de Janeiro, nor are any necessary
for entering that noble harbor, as there are no hidden dangers of any kind.
Sale op Vessels.—A duty of 5 per cent, ad valorem is payable upon the sale of all
vessels, whether foreign or national, and of 15 per cent, upon foreign vessels being natu
ralized.
FREIGHTS.—QUANTITY OP GOODS TO COMrOSE A TON.
Extract from the By-laws of the New York Chamber of Commerct.
Resolved, That when vessels are freighted by the ton, and no special agreement is
made between the owner of the vessel and freighter of the goods, respecting the propor
tion of tonnage which each particular article shall be conn uted at, the following regu
lations shall be the standard of computation :
That the article, the bulk of which shall compose a ton. to equal a ton of heavy ma
terials shall be in weight as follows : 15ti8 lbs. of coffee in casks, 1630 lbs. in bags ; 1120
lbs. of cocoa in casks, 1307 lbs. in bags.
952 lbs. Pimento in casks, 1110 lbs. in bags.
Eight barrels of flour, of 1% lbs. each.
Six barrels of beef, pork, tallow, pickled fish, pitch, tar, and turpentine.
Twenty hundred weight of pig and bar iron, potashes, sugar, logwood, fustic, Nica
ragua wood, and all heavy dye woods, rice, honey, copper ore, and all other heavy
goods.
Sixteen hundred weight of coffee, cocoa, and dried codfish, in bulk, and twelve hun
dred weight of dried codfish in casks of any size.
Six hundred weight of ship bread in casks, seven hundred in bags, and eight hun
dred in bulk.
Two hundred gallons (wine measure) reckoning the full contents of the casks, of oil,
wine, brandy, or any kind of liquors.
Twenty-two bushels of grain, ptas, or beans, in casks, and thirty-six bushels, in
bulk.
Thirty-six bushels of European salt.
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Thirty-one bushels of salt from the West Indies.
Twenty-nine bushels of sea-coal.
Forty feet (cubic measure) of mahogany, square timber, oak plank, pine, and other
boards, beavers, furs, peltry, beeswax, cotton, wool, and bale goods of all kinds.
One hogshead of tobacco, and ten hundred weight of dry hides.
Eight hundred weight of China raw silk, ten hundred weight net bohea, and eight
hundred green tea.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE.
By a revised law of the state of New York, the following damages on bills drawn
or negotiated in this state, and protested for nonpayment, are allowed, viz.
Bills drawn on the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, or District of Columbia, three per cent.
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, or Tennessee, five per cent.
Any other state or territory of the United States, or any other place on or adjacent to
this continent, and north of the equator, or any British or other foreign possessions in
the West Indies, or elsewhere on the western Atlantic ocean, or any port or place in
Europe, ten per cent.
§ 19. Such damages shall be in lieu of interest, charges of protest, and all other
charges incurred previous to, and at the time of giving notice of nonpayment, but the
holder of such bill shall be entitled to demand and recover lawful interest upon the ag
gregate amount of the principal sum specified in such bill, and of the damages thereon,
from the time at which notice of protest for nonpayment shall have been given, and pay
ment of such principal sum shall have been demanded.
,
§ 20. If the contents of such bill be expressed in the money of account of the United
States, the amount due thereon and of the damages herein allowed for the nonpayment
thereof, shall be ascertained and determined without any reference to the rate of ex
change existing between this state and the place on which such bill shall have been
drawn, at the time of the demand of payment or of notice of nonpayment.
§ 21. If the contents of such bill be expressed in the money of account or currency of
any foreign country, then the amount due, exclusive of the damages payable thereof,
shall be ascertained and determined by the rate of exchange or the value of such
foreign currency, at the time of the demand of payment.
TO MARINERS.
Lark Rock— Bay of Honduras.—A rock with only five feet water on it, hitherto un
known, was recently discovered by H. M. Surveying vessel Lark, Lieut. Thos. Smith,
in Placentia Narrows, the channel used by all merchant vessels proceeding from Belize
to the Gulf of Honduras, or the Southern rivers of British Yucatan.
Its position is one mile from the reef which forms the east side of the channel, one
mile and one third N. J E. (by compass) from the sand bar when in one with the East
ern part of Scipio bay, and 4J miles E. J S. from False-point Placentia.
Vessels with a fair wind usually pass far to the westward of it, but when beating
against a head wind care should be taken to avoid it, as it is not larger than a ship,
and has 10 and 11 fathoms close around it.

EAST INDIA COMPANY.
A return has been printed by order of the House of Commons of the territorial re
venues and disbursements of the East India Company for the years 1835, 1836, and
1837, with an estimate of both for 1838. The results, which are all the public care
about, are of a very favorable kind. In the year 1835, which was that succeeding the_
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BANK STATISTICS.
RATIO OF SPECIE IN THE BANKS OF MASSACHUSETTS.
A Table showing the Number of Banks, Capital, Ratio of Specie to Circulation and De
posits, in each Year, from June, 1833, to October, 1838, compiled from Ihe Bant Re
turns in the Secretary of the State's Office, by J. S. Steeper, Esq., editor of the Mer
cantile Journal, Boston.
1
DATES
of Specie to
Number of Ratio of Specie to Ratio'
circulation and
the Circulation. the
Banks.
depositts.
Months.
Years.
June,
.
January,
June,

May,
August,
June,
October,
August,
October,
May,
September,
October,

1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1R13
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
182S
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838

7
13
16
15
16
16
16
15
15
16
16
21
25
25
26
67
28
28
28
33
34
37
41
55
60
61
66
63
70
83
102
103
105
117
129
120

$1 to 1,44
1 to 1,73
1 to 1,83
1 to 1,68
1 to 2,07
1 to 1,02
1 to 1,62
1 to 1,55
1 to 1,55
1 to 0,58
1 to 0,37
1 to 1,42
1 to 0,79
1 to 1,69
1 to 1,70
1 to 2.18
1 to 2,05
1 to*2.04
1 to 0,98
1 to 3,31
1 to 3,02
1 to 1,96
1 to 5,76
1 to 4,83
1 to 4,54
1 to 4,23
1 to 4,81
1 to 4,07
1 to 8,41
1 to 7,89
1 to 8,55
1 to 6,59
1 to 8.29
1 to 7.48
1 to 6/76
1 to 3,92

$1 to 2,85
1 to 2.8-S
lto 3.03
1 to 3.S0
1 to 4.47
1 to 3.53
1 to 4.14
1 to 3 38
1 to 3,79
lto 1.67
1 to 1.57
1 to 1,74
1to 1.96
1 to 3.38
1 to 3,81
1 to 4.94
1 to 4.20
1 to 4,52
1 to 3,10
1 to 6.72
lto 6.04
1 to 4.68
1 to 8.29
1 to 6,82
1 to 6 58
1 to 8.34
1 to 7.38
1 to 6,91
1 to 13,19
1 to 11.15
1 to 12,57
1 to 10,82
1 to 13,06
1 to 13.52
1 to 1234
1 to 6,90

On the 10th of February, 1838, according to the returns of one hundred and twenty
four banks, the specie to the circulation was tis 1 to 5,34, and to the circulation and deposites as 1 to 8,54 — a reduction from_ October, 1837, favorable to their immediate
liabilities.
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In the following table is contained the average number of banks, the average ratio of
specie to the circulation, and its average ratio to the circulation and deposites :
Aver, ratio Oj
No. ofBanks: specie to cir
culation.
In 10 years, from 1803 to 1812
In 10 years, from 1813 to 18*2
In 10 years, from 1*23 to 1832
In 6 years, from 1833 to 1838
In 5 years, from 1834 to 1838
In 36 years, from 1803 to 1838

14*
257-10
57
11223
1144 5
1457-9

$1 to 1,30
1 to 0,99
1 to 4,84
1 to 6,46
1 to 6,21
1 to 2,60

Aver, ratio of
specie to cir
culation and
deposites.
$I to 3,06
1 to 2,64
1 to 7,53
1 to 10,94
1 to 10,74
1 to 4,89

RATIO OF SPECIE IN THE BANKS OF BOSTON.
of Specie to
Ratio of Specie to] Ratio
Circulation and
Circulation.
Deposites.

No. of
Banks
Months.

Years.

June,

1803
32 11
1804
1805
3
1806
3
1807
3
1808
3
1809
3
1810
3
1811
3
1812
4
1813 1 4
1814
6
1815
6
1816
66 3
1817
1818
7
1819
7
1820
7 l
1821
7
1822
10
1823
10
1824
12
1825
14
182S
15
1827
15
1823
16 l
1829
17
1830
17'
1831
20
1832
22
1833
25
1831
26

January,
June,

May,
August
June, '
Octobsf.
Augi
Oaoi
Mayi

$1,600,000
3,400.000
3,400,000
3,400,030
3,400,090
3,800,000
3,800,000
4,600,000
4,600,000
5,800,000
7,000,000
8,725,000
9,100,000
9,100,000
6,800,000
7,049,425
7,350,000
7,350,000
6,550,000
7,421,125
8,050,000
8,925,000
10,300,000
11,000,000
11,550,000
12.345,005
12,900,000
12,350.000
13,600,000
15,150.000
16,40i;250

to 1,27
to 128
to 0.76
to 0,77
to 1,07
to 0,41
to 1,61
to 1,29
to 1,27
to 0,37
to 0,30
to 0,31
to 0,69
to 1,27
to 1,18
to 1,91
to 1,44
to 1,48
to 0,58
to 2,75
to 2,68
to 1,64
to 7,02
to 5,35
to 4,11
to 6,79
to 3,13
to 2,38
to 5,99
to 5,13
to 4,30

to 3,37
to 3,36
to 2.8
to 4,82
to 6,80
to 3,60
to 5,50
to 3,73
to 4,71
to 1,81
to 1,49
to 1,66
to 2,07
to 3,45
to 4,08
to 5,78
to 4,22
to 4,77
to 2,58
to 8,79
to 7,55
to 5,54
to 10,53
to 7,59
to 6,18
to 8,59
to 5,58
to 4,79
to 10,80
to 8,07
to 8,09
i **. n to
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A Table, containing the average number of Banl:s, the average Capital, the average
ratio of Specie to the Circulation, and thz average ratio to the Circulation and the
Deposites.
Aver rati„ojAr" T<tio°f
No. of Banks Aver, capital. specie
!,,„,■ to cir- f*"'*™dilation
cuUU""ideposites.and
$3,780.00!) SI to 0,81 | SI to 3,24
10 years from 1803 to 1812...
3
635
7,614,555 1 to 0,68 | 1 to 2,52
10 years from 1813 to 1822. ..
11,621,805 1 to 4,14
10 years from 1*23 to 1832. . . 1545
1 to 7 16
18,o03.350 1 to 3,33
6 years from 1833 to 1838. . .
1 to 7,98
29
36 years from 1803 to 1838. . . 118-9
1 to 4,36
9,502,325 1 to 1,75
In October, 1837, the ratio of the specie to the circulation in the Boston banks, was
as SI to $3,88, and in one year it was increased over 48 per cent., so that in October,
1838, it was as $1 to S2, which is only 14 per cent, less than the average ratio of $1 to
SI,75, from 18J3 to 1836, according to the official returns for 36 years. At the present
time, the ratio is about $1 to $1,42, being an increase of 28 per cent, during the past
year, and is nearly 19 per cent, greater than the average ratio far the 36 years. Tliese
banks are now in a better condition in this respect than they have been since June, 1821.
In October, 1837, the ratio of specie to the circulation and deposites was as SI to
$9,63 ; and in one year it was increased nearly 49 per cent., so that in October, 1838,
it was ns $1 to $4,9i> ; which is more favorable than it has been since 1821, except in
1833, and U hardly 14 per cent, less than the average ratio of SI to S4,36, from 1803 to
1838, according to the above returns.

STATEMENT OF THE SITUATION OF THE BANKS IN NEW ORLEANS,
On the 2lst of October, 1839.
*
BANKS.

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Canal and Banking Co. .
Carrolton R. It. & Bk'g. .
Citizen's Bkof Louisiana
City Bank
Commercial Bank
Consolidated Association.
Exchange and Bk'g Co....
Gas Light and Bk'g Co ..
Improvement & Bk'g Co..
Bank of Louisiana
Louisiana State Bank
Mechanic & Trader's Bk..
Merchant's Bank
'
Bank of Orleans
Union Bank ofLouisiana.
Atchafalaya Bank
Total

CAPITAL.
Dtposites. Circulation.
Nominal.

Paid up.

4,000,000
3,000,000
I2,ooo,noo
2,0X1,000
3,0110,000
2,450,000
2,000,000
6.000,000
2,000,0)0
4,000,000
2.000,030
2,010,000
1.000,000
500,000
7,000,003
2,000,000

3,009.750 00
1,949,350 001
6,866,666 671
2,000,000 00,
3,000,000 00,
2,150.000 0:)1
948,3 10 001
1,854,455 00:
1,521,491 50)
3,997,500 00.
1.937,120 00!
1,998,390 00
1,000,000 00
424,700 00
7,000,000 00
788,945 00

lf4,224
■5,351
1 ,#2,831
651,164
2M.193
544,173
l-,9,276
32,786
176,073
337,084
722,872
84,903
223,136
52,786
442,070
72,302
1 54,950,000 141,736,768 171 5,415,231

31
78
17
34
61
61
34
69
19
16
35
21
98
201
71
52I
17I

284,000
278,205
428,450
526,770
239,620
195,635
357.620
72,080
146.410
292,722
291,210
178,475
150,530
184,725
638,470
129,710

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00

4,345,533 50
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Statement ofthe situation of the Banks in New Orleans— Continued.
Discounts t^Liabilities— Assets, other
loans on real\ other than \ than those ex Capital gain
estate, and those express
bills ed, and pro
bills if- notes, ed, bills pay pressed,
fits undivi
including able, bonds, receivable,
municipali ded.
capital
of:
Local Bank
tf-c.and
divi
Spe-.ie.
branches
dends unp'd ty notes, 4-c
Notes.
1
%
3
4
5
ti
7
8
9
111
11
12
13
14
15
it;

57,070 00 120,631 30 3,091,003 63 2U,lf-8 25,
6,965 00 25,8.13 53 1,073,723 89] 2ti4,109 84|
62,335 00 358,292 00 3,902,69-* 94, 1,470,019 75
70,890 00 264,000 8 1 2,919,052 42 50,870 48
34,095 00 2-29,100 38 1,8-15,766 52 333,745 22
25,745 00 203,874 8I 1,969,381 181
129,555 00 14,065 71 802,8>-8 92 117,928 76
4,905 00 25,055 73' 2 556,919 65 2,032,754 47 1
12,465 00 47,169 69 406,5?9 36 382,425 451
33,015 00 441,906 28 4,565,142 95 126,319 64 1
10,208 80
37,241 50 333.464 88l 2,376,975 16
34,125 00 56,0*1 37 2,097,550 69
1,500 00,
204,297 76 402,463 36| 1,935.518 23 110,600 C0
17,456 00 44,107 82 4*8,370 45
16,253 51
32,770 00 231,299 10 5.939,211 9
23,772 451 37,120 65 729,454 15 170,192 76
782,702 71, 2,847,497 9536,731,281 111 5,297,516 93.
Issue of the City Banks
Deduct notes held by the different Banks
Actual circulation

12,176 28
514,730 80,
929,371 38!
46,084 60
85,500 101
268,949 07,
101,656 01
1,083.955 771
295,305 75
78,080 79l
164,943 90|
25,540 01
221,560 99
224,774 601
492,340 85|
258,699 04i

5S6.416 91
258,216 17
698,665 36
2i6,733 79
446,188 63
521,963 52
78,857 26
208,616 22
151,834 85
893,448 35
123,856 64
314,794 63
115,813 69
195,663 61
2,235,130 98
78,728 25

4,833,669 94 1 7,117,978 86
J. , >,533 50
782,702 71
$3,562,830 79

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.
CURRENCY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
A Table of the Circulation of Great Britain at different periods, from. 1810 to 1839,
inclusive.
In 1810. | In, 1816.

In 1825.

In 1836.

In 1839.

£24,416,171 26,681,398 20.378,410 18,147,000 17,960,t100
Private Bank circulation.. 23,893,8681 67,000,609 32,800,000 12,872,329 12,225,448
23,260,000' 15,696,009 14,147,211 28,976,000 28,456,(X.0
3,170.066; 4,179,519 6,411.349 6,540,601) 7,609.000
2,080,340 3,260,570 5,230,750 4,680,290 4,509,000
£76,820.447'
1 16,197.81 7| 78,987,7Co| 72.315,629 70,141,488
Total Paper circulation. . .
3,I81,350i 7,562,780] 3,634,320i 4,545,001 2,8S6.0t;0
The paper currency of the United Kingdom of Great Britain is made up of five dif
ferent kinds:—1: Bank of England notes; 2. Joint-Stock Bank notes, and Private
Bankers' bills ; 3. Exchequer bills j 4. Irish Bank bills ; 5. Scotch Bank bills.
VALUE OP THE POU.1D STERLING, OR BRtTIStt SOVEREIGN.
The Journal of Commerce publishes a communication, evidently written by a mathe
matician ofhigh attainments, relative to the value of the pound sterling. The writer's
remarks were elicited by the perusal of Condy Ragutt's treatise on "currency and
banking," recently published in Philadelphia. The writer thinks that if the book
should be generally read by our merchants and bankers it would prove highly useful,
although there are some positions of the author to which he cannot give his assent.

Mercantile Miscellanies.
In this work Mr. Raguet explains, first, the laws which regulate a currency, com
posed entirely of the precious metals; secondly, the laws which regulate a mixed cur
rency, composed of the precious metals and of paper convertible into coin on demand ;
and thirdly, the laws which regulate a currency composed entirely of inconvertible
bank paper.
On page 34, Mr. Raguet gives $4 87 7-120, as the true value of the British Sovereign
under the Gold Bill of 23th June, 1831. (The correct value under that bill is $4 87
. 137118967, and the true gold par of exchange with London.)
When he wrote this, Mr. Raguet appears not to have seen the third and last act of
congress, touching our coinage, approved 18th January, 1837, supplementary to the
act entitled " an act establishing a mint, and regulating the coins of the United States,"
though he incidentally alludes to it in a note on page 186, near the end of his book.
Under this act, the value of the sovereign (pound sterling) 22 carats fine, is §4 86
.474743723303, or by extending the decimal, $4,86(i5x, which is the real par of exchange
with London, and quoted thus: 109,490x or very nearly 9J per cent, premium on the
computed par of $i 44 4-9. But it is said to have been found by assay at the United
States mint at Philadelphia, within the current year, that the sovereign is only 915$
thousandths (21 97x carats) fine, which is 1 1-6 thousandths short of the legal fineness
—916 2-3 thousandths, or 22 carats. Consequently, the value of the sovereign is, in
fact, only $4 86.8914241101, or by extending the decimal, $4 8603x, which is now
the real intrinsic par of exchange with London, (provided the sovereigns are of full
weight,) and is quoted thus : 109 35x, or 9 7-20 per cent, nominal premium, or the fixed
par of 84 44 4-9.
It should be noticed in this place, that the mode still adhered to by many, of quoting
exchange between the United States and London, is both obscure and absurd, as the pre
mium or discount is founded upon thefalse or nominal par of $4 44 4-9. instead of the
true par of $4 86x. It would be much more simple and intelligible, to quote the course
of exchange at so many dollars and cents per pound sterling or sovereign, taking $4 86
as the true value of the sovereign, and fixed par of exchange with London.
It should also be observed, that in the calculation of our duties at the custom house
prior to the 14th July, 1832, the value of the pound sterling was computed at $1 44.
From and after that date it was fixed by law at $4 80, which still obtains in estimating
the value of British goods, for the purpose of calculating the ad valorem duties.
The banks receive and pay out sovereigns at $4 85—one cent less than their intrin
sic value, (supposing them to be of full weight,) making a difference in 100,000 sove
reigns of $1,000, between the real and computed value. This must be owing to the
officers of the British mint taking full advantage of the" remedy," and suffering the
sovereign to be short of the standard in weight as well as fineness. Or, it may be
owing to many of the sovereigns which reach this country, having lost part of their
weight, and consequently value, through frequent use.
8UGAR IN FRANCE.
The Journalde Rouen contains the following letter from Havre, describing the effects
produced in that town by the reduction of the sugar duty :—" The news of the reduc
tion of the duty on sugar has been received with the greatest enthusiasm by all classes
of our population. Not only were all the ships in harbor gaily dressed, and the houses
adorned with tri-colored flags, but the laboring class, whose work was diminished by
the smallness of the cargoes of ships from the colonies, paraded the streets in great num
bers, preceded by a tri-colored flag, with a sugar cane surmounted by a nosegay, be
low which was beet-root covered with crape, with this inscription, 1 Death to the beet
root."'
IMMEDIATE RELIEF.
During the "panic" in the money market some few years ago, a meeting of mer
chants was held in the Exchange, to devise ways and means to extricate themselves
from their pecuniary difficulties. The great hall was crowded, addresses were made,
resolutions passed, committees appointed, and everything done tl}at is usual and
necessary. After all this, one of the company moved that the meeting stand ad
journed until some future day, when up jumped a little jobber, in a great state of
excitement, and requested the merchants to linger a moment, as he had somethin? of
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